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FOREWORD
.

i

|

In 1977 President Carter announced that the U.S. would seek alterna-
tives to the development of advanced nuclear fuel cycles involving separ-
sted nuclear weapons grade materials.This policy was in response to grow-

| ing concern that nations with nuclerr fuel cycles utilizing weapons grade
material would be able to expeditiously develop crude nuclear explosive'

devices any time such a device appeared desirable.
The legitimate U.S. interest in arresting the potential for additional

nations obtaining nuclear weapons had to be balanced against the sover-
eign right of nations to choose their own energy sources according to their
bestinterests. It was proposed that alternative nuclear fuel cycles which do
not involve weapons grade materials might be developed and used in non-
nuclear weapons states to minimize their potential for manufacturing
nuclear weapons.

President Carter proposed the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Eva-
laation (INFCE) to analyze various alternative fuel cycles which could

{ minimize the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation. At the eame time the
! Department of Energy (DOE) initiated the Non-Proliferation Alternative
| Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) to support the U.S. contribution to.
' INFCE as well as to assess the domesticimplications of alternative nuclear

f fuel cycles.
In 1978 the Comptroller General, in a letter to the Joint Economic

I Committee of the U.S. Congress, called attention to the fact that the Nuclear
' Regulatory Commission (NRC) was not sufficientlyinvolved in the assess-

ment of alternative nuclear fuel cycles. While the NASAP program plan
i noted that considerable interaction with NRC would be required to obtain a,

i consensus on the licensability and to identify generic environmental and
| safety problems, no DOE /NRC agreements for such interaction existed.
| In response to GAO contentions, NRC initiated a study of alternative

fuel cycles with particular emphasis on how NRC jurisdiction and interests
might be affected by their use. Part of this study examined safeguards issues
associated with alternative fuel cycles with particular emphasis on the
development oflegal and tecnnical information which bore on the issue of
selecting an alternative fuel cycle. The original effort was to include exami-

,

I nation ofinstitutional and jurisdictionalissues as well as those that were.s
technical in nature. Specifically, NRC wished to examine problems related

| to multinational fuel cycle facilities, potential effects on the US/IAEA
agreement, development of an algorithm for ranking potential fuel cycles as
to their desirability, and potential licensing of candidate fuel cycles.

I v
i
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G This anthology represents the products of this study which has heen
conducted between 1979 and 1981. As such, some materialis dated. Varicus
areas have been examined with the concept of keeping NRC participation in
alternative fuel cycles research at a level appropriate for interagency con-
sultation and decision making.

Since technical issues associated with alternative nuclear fuel cycles
were covered intensively in studies directly associated with INFCE and
NASAP, most of the efforta presented here are institutional and legal in
nature. These analyses are directed toward informing NRC of the character
of its involvement in the selection and licensing of various nuclear fuel
cycles.
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"- INTRODUCTION

The concept of a " fuel cycle" can be defined with varying degrees of
breadth. Any energy producing fuel cycle involves the mining and prepara-
tion of material either for construction of the facility, and/or to fuel energy
production. Such activities are very amenable to analysis particularly with

j regard to physical or " technical" factors influencing economies of scale. A
broader definition of fuel cycle includes characterization of institutional,

and administrative arrangements of importance in weighing various
options. By including consideration of these arrangements, a more compre-
hensive examination of options is certainly possible.

In this anthology a " fuel cycle" includes institutional and administra-
tive factors, as well as material flows, hardware, and facilities. Multina-
tional endeavors, in addition to domestic auspices, are considered. While

! current trends in fuel cycle discussions are taken into account, a full range of
international cooperation is contemplated to aid in broad-based considera-
tion of options which may be viable in the future. In addition, issues which
were not viewed to be adequately addressed in available literature are
examined.

The aim of the research presented here is to illuminate some of the
various arrangements contemplated for nuclear energy in the future.
Because the general perception of energy self-sufficiency and nuclear non-
proliferation differ from nation to nation and from time to time, executive
branch policy was not used to automatically eliminate fuel cycle arrange-
ments which were identified as potentially viable although not in conson-
ance with current U.S. policy. As a result, emphasis was put on multina-
tional arrangements on the basis of statutory pronouncements (NNPA) and
international negotiations (e.g., international spent fuel storage). Particu-
lar attention was given to matters of NRC jurisdication in an effort to
maintain a current basis for NRC participation in selecting appropriate

; nuclear fuel cycle arrangements according to changing conditions and
j demands.'

l
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Chapter One

4

The Role of NRC in International
Cooperation and Commerce

i
This chapter examines the role of NRC in the conclusion of fuel cycle

arrangements being considered by DOE.These include U.S. participation in
j international cooperation for spent fuel storage, enrichment, and an Inter-

g national Nuclear Fuel Authority (INFA). This chapter also examines the

j impact of alternative nuclear fuels on the US/ International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safeguards agreement. In addition, this chapter surveys;

t recent Government Accounting Office (G AO) and international discussions

[ on nuclear energy policy and non-proliferation.
The purpose of these reports is to apprise NRC of relevant and practical

concerns stemming from the adoption ofinstitutional fuel cycle arrange-
ments presently under consideration. Various reports have been published

; elsewhere dealing with the topical areas discussed here. However, the object,

of the reports in this chapter is to take a more detailed look at the actual
institutional arrangements then has been done to date.

1
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A Domestically Sited Multinational
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ABSTRACT
This report sets out to identify theproblems which the Nuclear Regula.

tory Commission (NRC) may face during the establishment and operation
.

of a domestically sited multinationalfuel cycle facility. The concept chosen
is that of an international nuclearfuel authority (INFA) as contemplated in
the Nuclear Non proliferation Act of1978 (NNPA).

The general objective of such a plan is to encourage nonweapons states

D
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to forego development of sensitive nuclear technologies and thereby the
production of weapons usable materials. Recognition that the policy of
denying sensitive technologies to nonweapons states will not stand up in

-

|
the face of diversified suppliers and technological advancement, generally,
has made a multinationalapproach more acceptablefrom a U.S. standpoint.

The relevant sections of NNPA as well as other acts of Congress are
reviewed and summarized. The concept of INFA, as it might be used to
establish an international spent-fuel storage facility associated with a fuel
fabrication and shipment area,is describedin detail Congressionaldebates
andpolicy statements which would be used to support such an entity are
cited. INFA would be controlled by a multinational ruling body and oper-
ated by a management tier. INFA would contract to buy low-enriched ura.
nium for subsequent fabrication into fuel assemblies. The multinational
ruling body, alone, could impose a fuel cut off on a nation using the non.
proliferation objectives laidout in NNPA and the NuclearNon-Proliferation
Treaty as criteria.

The general concepts of tre. ties and agreements in internationallaw
are examined as they apply to establishment ofINFA.

The jursidictional character ofINFA is examined as it relates to the
issues of sovereign immunity, tort and financial liability and taxation,
power to contract andinstitute legalproceedings, andfinancing and owner-

~

ship. NRClicensing of the facility is examined in the contexts of the setting
of technical standards for modification of operation, siting, export licens-*

ing, physical security, and en vironmental impacts. Regula to ry compliance
and IAEA participation are examined.

The report concludes that INFA could be established if the impetus for
meeting non-proliferation objectives were sufficient to cause the U.S. to
partiallygive up its nationalsovereign ty as a supplier. The recognition that
nonweapons states a~e planning to construct indigenous sensitive nuclear

| facilities and that the existence of a multinational organization to provide
| fuel assurances would mitigate these plans would probably provide this

impetus. In that event, U.S. and internationallawprovide the institutional
framework necessary for concluding such an agreement.

.hs
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I. INTRODUCTION

e- ,

A.The Purpose of this Report
This report sets out to examine the institutional and legal problems

associated with establishing a multinational fuel cycle facility in the U.S.
'- ~ The concept of multinationalization of the nuclear fuel cycle is a response to

increasing concern over the desire of nations possessing small nuclear
energy programs to develop indigenous fuel cycle facilities which can be
used to make sensitive materials available to both national governments
and subnational groups desiring nuclear explosive capability.

The specific measure examined in this report is the projected establish-
ment of a multinationally controlled fuel cycle facility within the U.S. Such
a facility, while subject to some form of multinational control, must also be
subject to domestic laws protecting the health and safety of the American
public.

'

B. Scope of the Inquiry
The concept of multinationalization of portions of the nuclear fuel cycle

can be very broadly interpreted. Although it is recognized that many factors
may encourage location of a multinational facility outside the U.S., this
report is limited to an examination of the problems associated with a domes-
tically located multinational fuel cycle facility. Suggestions for multina-
tional control have ranged up to complete multinational ownership of all

k nuclear energy related activities throughout the fuel cycle;' this report,
~

however, considers only the receipt and storage of spent fuel and the pur-
chase of low-enriched uranium for resale to members as described in the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of1978 (NNPA).'

; Enrichment facilitics which are operating, under construction, or
{ planned are considered sufficient at least for the reactors now planned or

operating.a It is evident from the diversity of potential suppliers of enrich-
ment services that, barring major cartelization, enrichment services and
uranium supplies for light-water reactors should not be difficult to obtain.
On the other hand, the technologies required to operate or construct enrich-
ment facilities are not available to most nations. It is, therefore, unlikely
that any nation, other than those already doing so, could supply its own
enriched fuel without massive expenditures for research and development
as well as construction of an enrichment facility.

Reprocessing technologies are far better understood and, thus, a nation
with a small nuclear energy program might seek to recycle the fissile ma-
terial left in its spent fuel. Such a facility could also alleviate problems,

associated with overstock of spent fuel assemblies by processing them into
more readily storable forms.

This report considers the establishment of a multinational organization
| having the authority to receive and store foreign spent fuel and to supply
;

|

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ _
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9 new fuel and reactor technology to nations which are members. This arran-
gement is contemplated in Title I of the NNPA called an International
Nuclear Fuel Authority (INFA). The principal objectives of INFA are to
assure foreign nations that their supplies of new reactor fuel are reliable and
to remove spent fuel from those nations in order to deter reprocessing and

4 separation of plutonium. INFA is characterized here as a multinational'

organization which can purchase low-enriched uranium for fabrication into
new fuel to be sold to members and which oversees a spent fuel storage
facility where members can deposit their spent fuel assemblies in exchange
for energy credits against new fuel purchases. As a condition of member-
ship, nonweapons states agree not to reprocess spent fuel or enrich new fuel.

indigenously.

REFERENCES

1. For an excellent discussion of a comprehensive fuel cycle / reactor interna-h

tionalization concept, see Evaluation of an Integrated International Nuclear
Fuel Authority, John H. Barton, ed., Stanford University Institute for
Energy Studies,1978.

2. Pub. I. No. 95-242.
3. This conclusion is reached in the preparation of the Nonproliferation Al.

ternative Systems Assessment Program's final reports.

II. BACKGROUND |

A. Statement of the Problem
,

Present U.S. policy to defer indefinitely the development of a commer- |

cial breeder reactor and the reprocessing of spent fuel for recycle was |
intended, at least secondarily, to influence the rest of the international |

'

nuclear community to do the same. This objective was based on the belief
that the possession of sensitive facilities and/or materials by nations now
lacking nuclear weapons capability should be discouraged in the interests of
non proliferation.The existence of sensitive materials and facilities in less
industrialized countries is considered undesirable because their economic
and strategic policies may not have matured to the point where they are
considered relatively stable or because they have open policies toward
reprocessing for the very porpose of moving toward nuclear weapons
capability.

, It is widely believed that, because reprocessing facilities are not eco-
nomically justifiable on a small scale and are marginally economic on a
commercial scale, countries with small nuclear energy programs would

-- profit by joining together in reprocessing. A second assumption is that a
nation's concern over uncertain energy supplies may be mitigated by partial
control over a reliable fuel supply entity.This aspect ofinternational policy
is generally referred to as " fuel assurance."'

O .$
|
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The U.S. has made many pronouncements concerning the multmation-

alization of certain fuel cycle activities. Institutional issues have been dis-
cussed in several reporta and,in general, the political acceptability of any
nuclear energy related multinational scheme hinges, to a great extent, on,

the nature of fuel assurances.8 It is becoming increasingly clear that a
'

bilateral comfnercial agreement between the U.S. and a foreign nation is no'

longer sufficient to assure foreign nation that they will receive uninter-
rupted supplies of nuclear fuel in exchange for foregoing the construction
and operation of sensitive fuel cycle facilities.

B. Legislation Relevant to Multinational Undertakings
I 1. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 - Pub. L. No.
I 95-242. The Nuclear Non Proliferation Act of 1978 pays a great deal of

attention to providing adequate nuclear fuel supplies to U.S. nuclear trading
partners.The entirety of Title I of the Act addresses initiatives intended to
foster trust in the U.S. as a reliable fuel supplier.

Section 101 declares, as national policy, that the U.S. will assure fuel,

supplies to those countries subscribing to U.S. non proliferation measures.
It also mandates that exports of fuel to those nations mnt be approved by
NRC "on a timely basis," usually meaning in time to avoll any major

I complications or misunderstandings.

f Section 102 directs the U.S. to expand its enrichment capabilities, pre-
i sumably to assure that fuel commitments made by the U.S. to foreign

trading partners can be realistically fulfilled. This section also contains-

language indicating that export licensing proceedings and the conclusion of
Subsequent Arrangements must be completed "with minimum time delay."

Section 103 requires the President to undertake a study to determine the
need for increased enrichment capacity. This study is to take into account
foreign as well as domestic fuel needs.

Section 104 is the most relevant to the creation of a multinational fuel
cycle facility. It requires the President to institute prompt discussions with
both supplier and recipient nations to develop international approaches to
worldwide nuclear fuel arsurances. These discussions are to consider,
among other things, the establishment of an International Nuclear Fuel

* Authority (INFA) which would operate between supplier and recipient
nations to ensure reasonable fuel supplies. INFA is to operate under condi-
tions dictating that nonnuclear weapons states permit IAEA safeguards on
all peaceful nuclear activities, that they not manufacture or otherwise ac-
quire nuclear explosive devices, that they not establish any new enrichment
or reprocessing facilities not already in place, and that they place all exist-s

ing sensitive facilities under " international aunpices and inspection."
Section 104 also dictates that discussions should be initiated to estab-

lish feasible and environmentally sound approaches, under international
auspices and subject to international inspection, to siting, development, and

_ _ . . _ . .. . __
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management of all fuel cycle facilities. Itis mandated that establishment of
repositories for spent fuel under international auspices involving inspection
and institutional arrangements should be considered in these discussions;
and that nations placing spent fuel in such repositories should receive
" appropriate compensation" for the energy content of such spent fuel.
Development of sanctions for violation or abrogation of the agreement is
also called for.

The President is directed *1 prepare a proposal for initial fuel as-
surances and for the creation ou a stockpile oflow-enriched uranium suffi-
cient to support 100,000 MWe in light water reactors. This stockpile is to be
available to assure nations adhering to U.S. non proliferation policy of
adequate fuel on a timely basis in the event of a shortfallin supply or a

.

problem not related to non proliferation.
Lastly, Section 104 mandates that no binding agreement for perfor-

mance of the goals stated above can be made final without the approval of
Congress by concurrent resolution. Of course,if a treaty is involved, con-
gressional participation is mandated by the U.S. Constitution.

2. The International Security and Arms Export Control Act of
' 1976-Pub. L. No. 94-329. This Act amended theForeign Assistance Act

of1961 by adding new Section 669 which specifies that no funds under this
Act (and certain others) may be used for economic assistance, grants for
military training and education, or military credits to any foreign country
which (1) delivers sensitive equipment, materials, or technology to any other
country, or (2) receives sensitive equipment, materials, or technology from
another country unless both countries agree,in advance, to place all such
items under international auspices and management when available and*

unless the recipient country agrees to place all nuclear facilities under I AE A
safeguards. This Act indicates that Congress does not equate IAEA safe-
guards with international auspices and management. The questions of the
exact meaning ofinternational auspices and management and when they
are to take effect are the subject of present debate; no clear concensus has
been reached.*

3. The International Security Assistance Act of 1977 - Pub. L.
No. 95-92. This Act, passed one year later, further amends the Foreign
Assistance Act of1961 by revising the amendment made the prior year.
Section 669, added previously, was changed to address only enrichment
technology and a new Section 670 was added to cover reprocessing. Several
peripherally important provisions were also added.

As to enrichment, the conditions stipulated in the old Section 669 were
retained intact. Essentially what was added was that the President can

'This debate is discussed in detail later in this chapter.

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ , . _ _ _ . __ _ _
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override a cutoff decision if he finds that it will have serious adverse effects,,

on vital U.S. interests and that assurances have been provided that no
acquisition or development of nuclear explosives is related to the enrich-
ment facility.

New Section 670 flatly prohibits transfers of reprocessing facilities on_ . .

any grounds and adds that detonation of any nuclear explosive device by a
nonwehpons state is also grounds for an economic cutoff. Notably, no condi-
tions are given under which a transfer of reprocessing technology is
allowed.

This Act also directs the President to study several possible impacts of
international transfer of technology in order to determine whether current
U.S. policy should be altered.

4. The Public Works Appropriation Act for FY 78 - Pub. L. No.
95-108. This Act made funds available for study of how the Barnwell
Nuclear Fuel Plant could be used to support non-proliferation objectives and
to contribute to International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)-
related activities, provided that nuclear fuel will not be reprocessed there.

5. The Export-Import Bank A ct Extention of1978 - Pub. L. No.
95-143. This Act provides that the Export / Import Bank cannot approve
a loan or financial guarantee for any export involving nuclear power,
enrichment, reprocessing, research, or heavy water facilities until the pro-
posal has been before Congress for a 25-day period.

It also establishes a system for the Secretary of State to report certain
un' esirable foreign nuclear actions to the Bank after which the Bank mayd*

not approve any future financial transactions with the country involved.
Presidential override of such a decision is provided for in the Act. The
actions triggering such a situation include the abrogation, violation, or
termination ofIAEA safeguards or an Agreement for Cooperation and the
explosion of a nuclear device by a nonweapons state.

6. The Department of Energy Act of 1978 - Pub. L. No. 95-
238. This Act has several provisions relevant to international fuel assu-

I rance problems. It authorized $20 million for research for international
spent fuel disposition and $13 million for research activities at the Barnwell
Nuclear Fuels Plant related to alternative fuel cycles. An additional one
million dollars was appropriated to determine if Barnwell could be used to
promote U.S. non proliferation objectives.

The Act also authorized $20 million to be spent undertaking studies,in
cooperation with other nations, on the general feasibility of expanding the
capacity of spent fuel stores. These funds cannot be spent on repurchase,

'~

transport, or storage of any foreign spent fuel unless the President deter-
i mines that there is an emergency situation and that such expenditure is in

the interest of national security. In this event, the President must notify

{
Congress of his decision with a detailed explanation and justification; Con-
gress then has 30 days before the transaction is made to vote disapproval.i

i

- . - - . . - . . . - . . ~ -
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7. Senate Endorsement of the President's Nuclear Initiatives

8.R.-40. This Senate Resolution endorsed actions to curb the spread of
,

*

sensitive facilities, to foster acceptance ofinternational nuclear safeguards,
to explore international fuel services, to seek agreement on sanctions
against nations acquiring nuclear explosives, and to strengthen IAEA
safeguards.

C.The Nature of the Potential Multinational Agreements for Inter-
national Cooperation in Nuclear Energy Development

The nature of an international agreement is potentially very broad.
Although the term " treaty" normally refers to an international agreement
which requires approval of a two-thirds majority of the Senate, an executive
agreement can be employed to achieve the same ends. International execu-
tive agreements generally fallinto the following three categories: (1) agree-
ments or understandings entered into pursuant to or in accordance with
specific legislation, (2) those not given effect without subsequent congres-
sional approval, and (3) those made by the Executive solely on the basis of
Constitutional powers.

An executive agreement to the formation of the INFA would most
probably be of the second type. This is because NNPA specifically stipulates
in Sec.104( f ) that no binding international agreement may be negotiated
until it is approved by concurrent resolution of Congress. This section
recognizes that such an undertaking could be concluded by the Executive in
absence of further congressional guidance and seeks to mitigate that possi-
bility. This route is more likely than negotiations for an actual treaty.-

because of tha commonly accepted notion that a concurrent resolution of
Congress is more easily attained than a two-thirds majority of the Senate.

REFERENCES |
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III. THE MULTINATIONAL FUEL CYCLE FACILITY

As with any relatively new area of international law and policy, the
range of potential inatitutional arrangemcats to establish INFA is very
broad and experience with various types is relatively limited. Institutional
arrangements for international nuclear commerce are coming under
increasing scrutiny as concerns over proliferation points increasingly to
their necessity.
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The compilation and selection of appropriate international institu-
tional arrangements are beyond the scope of this report. Instead, this report
sets out to examine the problems which might be faced, primarily by the
NRC, although to a lesser extent by other related domestic agencies,in the
establishment and operation of a domestically located INFA.

To simplify this examination of potential NRC problems, a high degree
ofinvolvement by the U.S. is assumed for purposes of this report. However,
extensive U.S. participation may not be provided for in the agreement which
ultimately creates and governs INFA.To make membership more attractive
to those nations considering indigenous sensitive facilities, major conces-
sion m ay be required on the part of the U.S. Government, and it is likely that
the U.S. will concede some of its sovereign authority over the affairs of
INFA.

A.The Functions ofINFA
The major thrust of most current non-proliferation measures is to curb

the development of reprocessing capabilities in nonweapons states. Many
nations with small nuclear energy programs are currently exper encing or
can foresee a shortage of storage space for their spent fuel. The fact that
spent fuel contains recoverable fissile material makes recycling appear to be
a desirable option. A still stronger incentive is the possibility ofinterrupted
energy supplies due to supplier nations' political disposition and the unilat-
eral and multinational changes in market conditions which may result.

t It can be expected that member nations will demand sufficient control-

}
over INFA to assure that continued operation to their benefit will not be
unilaterally curtailed by the host nation - in this case the U.S. As a,

minimum condition, INFA will have to be able to supply fuel to the power
reactors and receive the spent f tel of member nations regardless of U.S.
policy charges. At a minimum, t herefore,INFA, as contemplated here, will
receive forgg.i spent fuel for storage and ship new fuel to foreign power

! reactors.
! B. Structure of INFA

INFA will have to be controlled by a multinational body, at least to the
extent that member nations will Jeel reasonably assured of uninterrupted

i fuel supplies. The particular waructure of the controlling body has been
Ii discussed in several other studies and need not be extensively covered here.'
'

Most discussions of this concept contemplate a two-tiered structure with
the multinational controllin g body inaking policy decisions and a lower tier*

making operationaPb[isions and performing operations. The extent to
which the operational tier is under host nation authority is variable.~~~

|
Under some schemes the operational tier of INFA is wholly national

"

|
with the facility under international safeguards. At the other extreme the-

. entire operation of the facility is under multinational control and staffed by
' " " foreign nationals from member nations.*

. - - . - - _ _ . . .
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O C. The International Nuclear Fuel Authority as Contepiplated in
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act

a,--~.,. -

Present U.S. policy in international nuclear commerce is, for the most
part, dictated by the provision of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978
(NNPA). At this time, the application of NNPA to the more complex issues
surrounding the furtherance of non. proliferation objectives and worldwide
development of nuclear energy is still taking form.

. _ _ '
The NNPA offers insights into the institutional objectives of Congress

in establishing a multinational fuel cycle facility.The provisions of the act
itself give a broad indication of how U.S. policy in this area should develop.
The legislative history of these provisions relating a the establishment of
what Congress considered INFA to be gives further insights into what
Congress, which must approve any such arrangement,' might deem
acceptable.

J. CongressionalIntent. It is acknowledged in congressional dis-
cussions before passage of the Act thatin order to ask countries to forego
reprocessing and use of plutonium fuel the U.S. must provide some
incentives:

we are,in fact, asking other nations to deter voluntarily commercial
reprocessing and the premature use of plutonium around the world.This is
important because plutonium carries with it the spector of nuclear holoca ust
either at the hands of terrorista should they obtain this material or as a
result of nations' misappropriating nuclest materials from their peaceful
nuclear programs.

In addition,the administration will be renegotiating all the agreementa
of cooperation in order toincorporate more stringent non-proliferation con-
ditions on our nuclear experts. Our policy cannot succeed, however,ifit is*

basad solely on denials and controls. We need to offer other nations ade-
| quate incentives - there needs to be the carrot with t!.e stick, and big

carrota, big incentives - to get other nations to abide by non-proliferation
restraints. One of these is to offer them reasonable alternatives to reprocess-
ing, such as the opportunity to return spent fuel to the United States.

We provide in this bill quite a number ofincentives to get nations to
refrain from reprocessing. IN FA, the Internation al Nuclear Fuel Authority,
is one, whereby nations will be able to buy their fuels from apolitical,
guaranteed international sources. Along with that,we are trying to reduce
the time needed for the licensing processing, so that purchat; of fresh fuel
supplies from the United States will be attractive, again as an alternative to
reprocessing. So we are not without incentives in this bill.'

It was stressed that fuel assurances from a reliable entity are of prime
importance:

Of perhaps equalimportance as an inducement against proliferation is
the granting of nuclear fuel assurances to those nations which have ,o
abundant-indigenous energy resources. No nation, the United States or ny
other nation, wanto to be dependent on others,if possible, for its nucles r fuel

'
? supply. But there is some evidence from discussion with other nations that

.-
fuel assurances if decoupled fmm the political winds of the moment or
attitudes of the moment of a given supplier nation would be looked upon as
an attractive alternative to the construction or importation of reprocessing

. _ - . - - .. . -. |
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facilities for the purpose of separating plutonium as an independent source
of fuel.

In other words, Mr. President (President of the Senatel, I believe it
highly advisable to consider an International Nuclear Fuel Authority to
which supplier nations could sell fuel and from which user nations could buy
fuel-and most importantly, on a reliable apolitical basis;in other words, a
more guaranteed supply than these user nations now feel they have.

The obvious benefitis that those nations buying from such an assured
fuel supply would no longer need the assurance previously sought by own-
ing their own reprocessing plant, which, of course, would carry with it the
potential side effect of plutonium production and with that the possibility of
nuclear weapon production.'

Congress also expressed a willingness to work toward interim solutions,
recognizing that establishment of INFA was not imminent, by authorizing
the President to establish a stockpile of fuel to be used pursuant to interna-
tional contracts with those nations adhering to U.S. non-proliferation
policies.'

It was also made clear that Congress contemplated a full fuel cycle
authority.

INFA would deal with both the front and the back end of the fuel cycle.
It could run repositories for the storage of spent nuclear reactor fuel and
would provide for nations placing spent fuelin such repositories to receive
appropriate compensation for the energy content of the spent fuel,if recov.
ery of the energy content is deemed necessary or desirable.'

According!y, this bill, S.897, contains a set of provisions for starting the
U.S. along the path ofinternational cooperation toward the establishment
of fuel assurances through such an organization. An international nuclear

~
fuel authority, INFA as we refer to it, which would deal with all aspects of
the fuel cycle, including provision for the storage of spent fuelin facilities
under international auspices. As an initial step, provision is made, subject
to congressional review, for the President to indeed go ahead and set aside
an amount oflow. enriched nuclear fuel.'

The act was amended at one point to reflect Congress's concern that the
discussions surrounding establishment of INFA might be unduly res-
trained by the non-proliferation objectives of the overall act:

The President is authorized to broaden the INFA discussions to include
fuel fabrication, enrichment services, reprocessing, and other nuclear fuel
cycles services. The INFA discussions._should be balanced and not prej u-

; dicial to existing technology unless clearly superior technologies are
' forthcoming... '

iThe Act also] provides latitude for enrichment and reprocessing facili-
ties if they are established and operated on an internationally acceptable
and agreed-upon basis, such as regional fuel cycle centers."

Congress indicated its view that the U.S. should not induce membership
by offering U.S. fuel free of charge:

I would add one thing to that:it was my view when we put in this'-

International Nuclear Fuel Authority provision that this was not a gives.
way of our resources in this country. I saw this stockpile and this bank as
being a pool into which we would sell our nuclear fuel and other nations
perhaps, following our lead, would do the same thing."

M There is sentiment to be found in Congress that domestic siting ofINFA

i
,
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9 may be acceptable and even desirable:
I say itis more dangerous to haveit[INFA]in some remote area. easily

accessible to some terrorist or some irresponsible chief of state and his ,

fortme, than to have it right hm. 1

ISecond. the U.S. must demonstrate to others that we are wilhng to
accept our fair share of the burden of solving the problem of providing secure

,
' storage for spent fuel produced in non nuclear weapon states if we are to i

' ~ - convince them that we want to make certain that they take a share ofit and
'

Iwe are left only with a fair share of it.
Last I simply say that under certain circumstances. assistance to

another country with regard to spent fuel can provide a significantincentive
to accept effective non-proliferation controls by providing additional time
for the development of secure nuclear cycle facilities, especially interne-
tional storage.'8

L The Structure of INFA as Related to Congressional
Intent. The low-enriched uranium stockpile which NNPA seeks to estab-
lish is not meant to be allocated directly to an international or multinational
entity. Instead,it is to be used as a guaranteed interim reserve to assure U.S.
nuclear trading partners adhering to effective non proliferation policies of
fresh reactor fuelin the event of an unforeseen interruption of U.S. supply
policies.88The stated pr.rpose of establishing INFA is to provide a nonwea-
pons state with a desirable alternative to indigenous reprocessing or
enrichment facilities which, the Act clearly states, can only be achieved
through adequate assurances of fuel supplies and waste management."

Thus, what is contemplated here is an international organization, resid-
ing in the U.S., which can contract to buy and sell nuclear fuelin the form of
low-enriched p-anium for member nations (or even nonmember nations)
with the unemfc *. hat the organization will enjoy adequate sover-~

eignty to permit int: Emdon of fuel supplies by the political actions of one or
several nations acting in minority and independently. In plain language,
the host na tion (the U.S.) and supplier nations must not have the legal
power to cuGIf fuel supplies to participants for reasons other than those
previously agreed upon.

Congressional discussions have indicated that INFA must have the
capacity to store spent fuel for other nations and must guarantee that the
nation sending its spent fuel receive compensation for the energy value of
the spent fuel (presumably calculated as if reprocessing had occurred).

While the act specifically allows discussions and negotiations concern-
ing INFA to include sensitive technologies,it is assumed in this case that
reprocessing will not occur initially and that enrichment services will be
contracted from existing national and multinational sources. The institu-
tional concepts including spent fuel storage and enrichment will appear
laterin this Chapter.

'~ In the proposed concept, the international organization would, for the
most part, represent a marketplace where consumers and suppliers could
conduct business in a suitably nonpolitical environment. This necessarily
requires the U.S. to give up some sovereignty in dictating the conditions of

M. O
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international nuclear commerce. INFA would most likely be an interna-
' ' ~ - tional organization as contemplated in the International Organizations

Immunities Act." The initial agreement would concern storage of spent fuel
and contractual arrangements for sale of fresh fuel directly to and from
INFA. In effect, an embargo against a particular nation could arise only

'- from a decision by the multinational controlling body, since supplier
nations could no longer unilaterally dictate where their fuel is to be sold or
not sold except by prior agreement.This seems to indicate that U.S. export
licensing procedure would treat INFA as it does any foreign nation. Once a
license to " export" fuel or componen ta is granted to INFA, the U.S. m ay lose
its right to direct specifically to what nation the fuel goes. This would be true
for any supplier selling to INFA.

; It is assumed that nations will be willing to send their spent fuel to such
an organization if they are guaranteed the benefits ofreprocessing(equival-
ent energy content) withou t establishing indigenou s reprocessing capability.

The only facilities associated with INFA which would fall under NRC
scrutiny would be the spent fuel storage facility, the fuel shipment and
spent. fuel receipt areas, and the facilities needed to fabricate the particular

i fuel assemblies required for specific reactors in member nations. There is a
question of the limits of authority NRC could have in these places, however,1

because of the inviolability of the premises. IAEA safeguards would be
applied to all aspects of the facilities, and itis assumed that continuing NRC
authority could be negotiated in areas of physical security as well as public

j health and safety.
_

4
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IV. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO
DOMESTIC AUTHORITY OVER INFA

The issues surrounding construction and operation of a domestically
sited INFA can be grouped into four general categories. These are the
problems related to jurisdictional issues, licensing, regulatory compliance,
and IAEA participation. The broad areas of sensitive technology transfer
and optional institutional arrangements are not within the scope of this i

report and are examined elsewhere.'
The specific issues associated with each category are discussed below so

that application to the candidate arrangement may foliow.

A. Jurisdictional Issues
1INFA must have the power to perform legal and fin ancial tran sactions.

Jurisdictionalissues are concerned with the legal stature which INFA may
have relative to the host nation and the rest of the world. While many
multinational and international organizations exist, they are very diver-
gent in purpose and constitution.The elements of the jurisdictional charac-
ter of the INFA are its privileges and immunities, tort and financialliabil-
ity, power to contract, taxation, and tax liability, and financing and.

ownership.
1. The Concept ofSovereign immunity *. Sovereignimmunityis a

concept which allows that, under certain circumstances, a foreign state
entity, institution, or nation is exempt from local jurisdiction in the courts of
the host nation. By treaty and custom, more particular doctrines of diplo-
matic immunity exist. Sovereign immunity, as a general rule, acts to limit
the ability of natica al courts to inquire into the legality of actions by foreign
sovereigns and organizations.

There are, currently, two competing concepts of sovereign immunity
which developed as concern heightened over the repercussion of the per-
sonal actions of foreign nationals. These two concepts are the absolute
theory and the restrictive theory. Under the absolute theory of sovereign
immunity,a sovereign cannot be made a respondentin the courts of another
sovereign under any circumstances. Under the restrictive theory of sover-
eign immunity, the sovereign is immune with regard to sovereign or public

'For a more detailed discussion of sovereign immunity the reader is referred to pp. 43 46 in this |

Chapter.

4. .
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acts of the state, but not ni6 regard to private acts. With the exception of the
Soviet Bloc countries, trae rutrictive theory has been almost universallyi

adopted.'

| The distinction between " private" and "p >bl'c" acts is not always easy
to draw. In international law, the distinction lies within the objective and.

I nature of the action. Of course, such things as traffic accidents and larceny
| are considered private actions. Problems of distinction arise with regard to

such matters as the financial transactions of foreign entities. Generally,ifi

! the action in question involves entities which are managed end exploited by
a nation mainly for commercial orindustdal purposes,its actions are consi-
dered to be private. The leading case in international law addresses the
distinction between public and private acts denied sovereign immunity to a
foreign sovereign stating that when a state acts "in the sphere ofits civil
personality and performs acts of essentially private nature which might
have been done by any individual,"it is a private action.' This languageis

I meant to draw the distinction between administrative contracte concluded
by the national state in the exercise of public power and contracts concluded
by it in its private capacity.

When the contractual method for reaching an agreement is in the form
descdbed by' the rules and procedures of private law, it is considered a
private action for which there is r,o grant of sovereign immunity. On the
other hand, when an international agre'ement is reached in exercise of
public povver and for the satisfaction of a public interest,it is a public act
and, therefore, not subject to suit.,

The levsl of sovereign immunity to be enjoyed by INFA is of great

"
^

importance. On the one hand, the attractiveness of membership in INFA_

willlargely depend on the difficulty underinternational law which the U.S.
faces in unilaterally modifying or terminating operation of the facility. On
the other hand, the U.S. has a legitin2 nte' interest in the safety, environmen-
tal effects, security, and other related impacts of the facility as it operates on
U.S. territory. Absolute immunity would dictate that no violation of those

x legitimate interests is sufficient justification for the U.S. to unilaterally
impose a change in the activity ofINFA. Clearly, a large release of toxic cr
radioactive material would be legitimate gro ands for a temparary shutdown
of operations at the facility, but the U.S. mi ght be restratiied from legally

| compelling such a shutdown on a unilateral basis if obsolute immunity is'

i designed into the institutional arrangement.
I This can be expected to be a major point in negotiations since it seemsg

}. reasonable that the nicmbers ofINFA wnuld allow temporary shutdown in
emergency situatiuns, but would object to any blanket U.S. authority for
such an action.

The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of1976 addresses these points.8

|, This act delimits the sovereign immunity of " foreign states" it.cluding ,
| \ .

, " agency or instrumentality of a foreign state." If the international instru-
1

|

!
!

!
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O ment which establishes INFA is mainly commercial in nature,it will enjoy i

only the sovereign immunity granted by this Act. Generally, any "commer- 1

.
cial activity" associated with operation ofINFA would not enjoy immunity.

The Act also delimits immunity from attachment and execution on
foreign property. Primarily commerdal activity of a foreign state will not
enjoy immunity from attachment and execution on property. In other

~ words,if the institutional structure of the INFA control and operation is
commercially oriented, seizure of the property arising under a law suit filed
in a U.S. court is certainly possible.' This may not be acceptable to member
nations since the nature of a seizure of the facility by the U.S. could be
interpreted as legal under domestic and international law regardless of
international concensus.

If the internationallegalinstrument used to create INFA specifies that,
and the President designates that,it is an " international organization," th e;

International Organization Immunities Act' grants a e amewhat different
set ofimmunities to INFA alfhough the distinction between the two types of
immunities is unclear.This act gives international organizations ths power
to contract, acquire, and dispose of real and personal property, and to
institute legal proceedings. It also grants the same immunities available to
foreign governments which indicates that actions are presumed to be " pub-
lie acts." This immunity can be waived by an international organization for
the purpose of any proceeding or contract.

The act also grants immunity to international organizations from
search and confiscation and expressly makes the archives of the organiza-
tion " inviolable."' In term s of custom s, duties, internal revenue taxes, regis-
tration of foreign agents, and treatment of official communications, all,

privileges and immunities for aninternational organization are the same as
for governments.' The act also exempts such organizations from federal

;

|
property taxes.'

The International Organization Immunities Act also grants privileges
and immunities to those duly notified to and accepted by the Secretary of
State as representatives, officers, or employees, designated by the Secretary

j of State as prospective representatives, officers, or employees, and members
,

of the family, suit, or servant to those above.' It is pointed out, however, that
the act does not grant " diplomatic" status and only allows those privileges
and immunities specifically set forth in the act." Those specific privileges

.

'

and immunities essentially grant immunity from suit and legal process
relating to acts performed in an official capacity falling within the functions
of the position held.

2. Tort and FinancialLiability. The type ofimmunity fromliabil-
ity which employees of INFA or INFA itself would enjoy is not clear. It is
assumed that the President and Congress would agree to designate INFA as
an " international organization."

In terms of tortious liability, the Foreign Sovereign Immuaities Act
I dictates that any occurrence falling outside the scope of official actions

;

_.- - _ _ _ . - - -
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i would be subject to suit in a U.S. court as would any action which causes

| " personal injury or death, or damage to or loss of property, ocrurring in the
; U.S. and caused by the tortious act or omission of that foreign state or of any j
i official or employee of that foreign state while acting within the scope of his I

| office or employ:nent except [in the performance of' a discretionary '

function "", ._

The Internationsi Organization Immunities Act states that
(a) Persons designated by foreign governments to serve as their representa.
tives in or to international organizations and the officers and employees of
such organizations, and members of the immediate families of such repre.
sentatives, officers, and employees residing with them, other than nationals
of the U.S., shall, insofar as concerns laws regulating entry into and depar-
ture from the U.S., alien registration and fingerprinting and the registration
of foreign agents, be entitled to the same privileges, exemptions and immun.
ities as are accorded under similar circumstances to officers and s :nployees,e

respectively, of foreign governments, and members of their families.
(b) Representatives of foreign governments in or to international organiza.
tions and officers and employees of such organizations shall be immune
from suit and legal process relating to acts performed by them in their
official capacity and falling within their functions as such representatives,
officers, or employees except insofar as such immunity may be waived by
the foreign government or international organization concerned."

It is interesting to note that U.S. citizens working on the staff ofINFA
would not be immune from any suit brought against them in the U.S.

In terms of financial liability, the same standard applies evapt that
" property of those organizations designated by the President as being
entitled to enjoy the privileges, exemptions, and immunities provided by the
International Organizations Immunities Act" shall not be subject to-

attachment."
In effect, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act grants no immunity to

foreign sovereigns from suits arising from personal, private, or tortious
actions but specifically singles out the property of an International
Organization as being immune from attachment in a liability suit.

,

j Since the type of fuel cycle facility contemplated in this report carries

}
with it few of the potentials for catastrophic accidents that a power reactor
has,it is assumed that liability insurance could be secured from a standard-

commercial source as is done in most industrial ventures.r

3. Power To Contract and Power To Institute Legal Proceed-
ings. The International Organizations Immunities Act apecifically grants
organizations designated under the act the polvers:

(i) to contract
(ii) to acquire and dispose of real and personal property

(iii) to inrtitute legal proceedings"

This provision,in effect, grants INFA the powers necessary to conduct_ .

j business.
The Act also exempts international organizations from property taxese *

I. imposed by the federal government:
| International organizations shall be exempt from all property taxes imposed

-- by, or u nder the authority of, any Act of Congress, including such acts as are
applicable solely to the District of Columbia or the Territories."

_ ._ _ ___ .__ _ _. . __
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9 In the absence of a provision to the contrary in the agreement forming
the international organization, states are free to enact legislation concern-
ing property taxation. In New York, the United Nations enjoys an exemp-
tion in the New York Real Property Taxation Lew.This is something which
can be expected to be resolved during multilateral negotiations. It may
happen that states desiring such a facility will exempt it from local property
tax in order to attract the presumably large influx o,f revenue which it may
be expected to bring with it.

4.Financingand Ownership. Unless the facility in question is owned
by the multinational organization, the premises would probably not be
inviolable and would simply be subject to law governing national enter-
prises. It is im portant to bear in mind th at the inviolability of the premises is
of prime importance in making the INFA attractive to member nations.

Financing may be available through several of the Development Banks
or possibly through the Export / Import Bank. Dess Sing the actualmode of
financing is beyond the scope of this report; itis impc r ant to note, however,
that the attractiveness of membership in INFA will depend, to a great
extent, on multinational ownership and, therefore, control. This practically

,

negates the desirability of a national facility in the U.S. controlled by a
multinational body.

B. Licensing
INFA will be subject to some degree of domestic authority. It can be

assumed that some assurances of the safety and security of the facility will
be sought by the U.S. Government and that the NRC licensing process - or*

at least part of it - may be the method for obtaining those assurances.
Environmental impact and general siting concerns may also be addressed
in the licensing context. Other licensing elements which are considered are
export licensing and physical security.

1. General Facility Licensing. The inviolability of the premises
owned by INFA will weigh less against NRC licensing than it will against
compliance with the conditions of the " license." The U.S. has a legitimate '

interest in protecting the health and safety of the American public and
would consider thatinterestin a licensing proceeding. Since the INFA could '

be formed only by an executive agreement with congressional approval,it is
casumed that a judgment as to the inimicality to the common defense and
security would not be left solely to NRC. Instead, the licensing proceeding
would probably deal with setting technical standards for safe operation, |
siting, environmental impact, material balance accounting,.and physical i

security. ,

|Since NRC would not have the power to unilaterally modify or limit'~

operation of the facility once operating,it is probable that technical stand-
,

ards signaling problems of sufficient concern to cease or modify operations |
i

|- ,

,
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.. would be agreed upon in advance. These technical standards wou:d be
negotiated at the licensing proceeding to ensure the safety of the public.

Siting decisions would be arrived at in the licensing proceeding. The
fact that the facility would notincorporate a reactor implies that the danger
of a large scale accident is mitigated. (It is assumed that the consequence of

., ,.

a possible criticality accident would be minor compared to an accident at a
power reactor.) Siting may be a problem from the standpoint of transporta-
tion (both international and domestic) of spent and new fuel. A coastal site
may be desirable from that standpoint since it affords direct access to
international transportation corridors. Siting may also be decided in
advance during international negotiations leaving NRC with only a veto
power over the chosen site.

2. Export Licensing. In terms of export licensing, NRC would be
|
; empowered only to export to the INFA and not to certain members. In effect,

the U.S. would lose its control over the destination of new fuel or the source
oispent fuel. This, of course, is the major purpose ofINFA - the apolitical
application of fuel assurances. The particular application of the export
licensing process as outlined in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 to
INFA is beyond the scope of this report and is the subject of another report in
Chapter Two.

3. Material Control and Accounting (MCA). The U.S. would
clearly want to approve the material control and accounting schemes deve-
loped for INFA operations. The INFA accounting scheme would probably
be the " state system" which IAEA would verify. NRC will most likely not-

have the authority to interact directly with MCA once it has approved it,
relegating this duty to the IAEA. The insulation this provides is of prime
importance in the perception of guaranteed fuel supplies.

4. Physical Security. Physical security is an area where ongoing
i U.S. responsibility is likely. At a minimum, off site response capabilities
'

must be arranged for and judged adequate to ensure the safety of the public.
Because of the nature of the inviolability of the premises involved, it is
doubtful that on-site U.S. security would be employed; there would probably
be a licensed contract guard force subject to the same scrutiny that accom-
panies present NRC licensing procedures. Because of the sensitivity of the
facility premises and the various' scenarios possible, a comprehensive
agreement concerning the response of off site security personnel to on-sita
contingencies should be negotiated.

5.EnvironmentalImpact. There is little doubt that participation in
the establishment of INFA world Ie a major federal action significantly
affecting the environment and, therefore, necessitating the preparation of-.

an environmentalimpact statement. The lead agency in the preparation of
the environmental impact statement may be NRC or DOE.

, C. Regulatory Compliance
j It must be recognized that the U.S. Government will not have sole power
!

!

- - . _ .- - . -
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to shutdown or otherwise act to interfere with continued operation of the
INFA, except in situations agreed upon in advance with other member

- nations. Still, the U.S. will want to monitor some conditions at the facility
that are considered domesticallyimportant.The regulatory framework as it
is laid out provides a mode for monitoring those conditions.

It is assumed that the U.S. may want to monitor off-site releases and
waste streams. It is expected that the Environmental Prota tion Agency

,_ _

| will take some responsibility, especially to the extent that nonradiological
hazards are concerned. !,

Regulatory compliance may well be limited to compliance with techni- ,

cal standards previously agreed upon. If monitoring revealed a violation of !

those technical standards, the U.S. could demand a modification of proce- I

dure or operation to alleviate the problem. A mechanism for enforcing such )
a demand should be arranged in advance.

D. IAEA Participation

Since IAEA will apply safeguards to INFA, the relationship between
the U.S., INFA, and the IAEA must be established. The nature of the
involvement will be dictated primarily by the relationship of the U.S. and
IliFA. INFA would, most likely, be looked upon as a " state" and safe-
guarded by the IAEA in a manner consistent with that concept. The U.S.
would be on a parity with other members except when host-nation interests
are directly involved. As such, the IAEA may not report directly to the U.S.,
but rather through its normal reporting mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT
This report examines the various institutionalissues associated with

the establishment of away from reactor (AFR)spentfuelstorage. Technical
factors contributing to the problem of spent fuel congestion are briefly
reviewed and differing projections of capacity shortfalls are discussed.

Section IIenalyzes the institutional considerations pertinent to the
establishment of a domestically constructed and operated AFR facility.
This section discusses facility characteristics, federal agencyjurisdictions,
the state /federalinterface, and financial arrangements.

~' Section IIIdiscusses theproblems associated with establishment of an
AFR storage facility under international auspices. This section discusses
international auspices, appropriate compensation for energy content, and

% ' sovereign immunity. A comprehensive description of the organization and
M** * ' structure ofinternationalorganizations is presented. Recommendations are

made for the organization and structure of an international AFR.
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- I. INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of the Problem
Light Water Reactors (LWRs) operate on low enriched uranium (LEU)

which is uranium in which the content of the U'" isotope has been
" enriched" from the natural concentration of about o.7% to 3 to 4%. It is then
pressed into small pellets which are putinto long stainless steel tubes called .
fuel rods. These fuel rods are put into " bundles" which typically contain 64
fuel rods in Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) and 264 rods in Pressurized
Water Reactors (PWR). The number of fuel bundles in the reactor core is
typically 190 in PWRs and 760 in BWRs. A typical electric power reactor
contains about 100 metric tonnes (MT) of uranium fuel, about one-third of
which is replaced yearly. The fuel that is replaced by fresh fuelis called
spent fuel and is stored on racks under water in a storage pool at the reactori

site.8
Only about 1 or 2% of the potential energy in a fuel bundle has been used

when it is replaced by new fuel. In the past it was assumed that spent fuel
.

would be sent to a " reprocessing" facility where the unused part of the fuel
| would be recovered and recycled back into power reactors. Spent fuel was
j viewed as sufficiently valuable that it could be sold or transferred to a
i commercial reprocessing facility where it would be recycled at a profit. All

plans for nuclear energy production from fuel fabrication to waste disposal
took this projection into account.8

United States policy changed in 1977 to oppose any type of reprocessing*

and to promote storage of spent fuel. This policy change was spurred by the
recognition that " weapons-grade" material could be extracted during repro-
cessing, making any nation with a reprocessing facility a potential producer
of nuclear explosives. In order to persuade other nations to forgo reprocess-
ing, the United States indefinitely deferred domestic commercialization ofi

j reprocessing for purposes of electrical production.
As a direct result of this policy change, spent fuel at reactor sites has

been accumulating, because,in absence of reprocessi,g, there is no place to
6 hip the fuel. Because of the early and universal assumption that reprocess-
ing would naturally follow nuclear reactor development, reactors were built
without sufficient storage space for the spent fuel generated during the
operating life time of the facility. Therefore, during the lifetime of power
reactors now operating, spent fuel will have to be shipped and stored some-
where or the reactors will be forced to shut down.

There are differing projections of when reactors will run out of storage
space. Various measures can be taken to increase the storage capacity of- ' *

spent fuel pools at reactors including reracking, which improves capacity by
a factor ofover l.5, and use ofr.eutron absorbing material,which more than
doubles storage capacity. Another option is to " transship" spent fuel from; ;

'

an older to a newer reactor in order to take advantage of unused storage

.
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9
space. A reactor should normallyleave enough space in its fuel storage pool
to deposit the entire core load. This space, called the full core reserve (FCR),
can be used to store spent fuel with no significant decrease in safety.Thelast
solution available is to transfer spent fuel to away-from reactor (AFR)
storage.'

Physical alteration of spent fuel bundles may also increase storage
capacity by as much as four times,' but these methods, which include
canning, compacting, or repacking spent fuel bundles, are not fully
developed.

A prediction of the time remaining until it is necessary to stop reactor
operation must take into account many factors, including:

The extent of utility rerack efforts*

The number of reactors operating -*>

' The amount of transshipment that occurs*

The length of time each reactor can run on a given quantity of fuel*

Whether FCR is maintained.'*

The estimates on when AFR capacity will be necesstry for continued
reactor operations vary widely. For example, DOE estimated that 560 MT of

1

AFR storage capacity will be needed in 1983 with a cumulative total of 3,860 |

MT storage needed by 1988.* However, a recent GAO report takes direct
issue with these figures predicting a need for only 152 MT capacity by 1983 |
and 1,433 MT by 1988.' GAO's report, based on a survey of 57 nuclear energy I

reactor operators, takes into account increased capacity at t,nly those utili-
ties with definite plans to increase capacity, indicating that even its own .

!estimates may be overstated.-

An additional factor may arise if the United States, to promote its
non-proliferation policy, decides to accept some foreign spent fuel. DOE has i

anticipated the upper limits of foreign spent fuel acquisition to be from 905
to 5,270 MT by 1992.* There is, however, enormous uncertainty in these
figures because of the complexity of the foreign affairs accompanying such
transactions and the substantial domestic opposition to storing foreign
nuclear wastes.' l

In this report it is assumed ths.t an AFR facility will be built or an |

existing facility used to accommodate excess epent fuel at some point in the
future. Accompanying the construction and/or operation of such a facility,
a number ofinstitutionalissues will have to be settled. These issues will be
largely independent of the actual time frame involved. It is clear that a
continuing policy to defer reproce.ssing will,in time, preclude storage of
spent fuel at reactor sites e.nd resultin a need forlong. term AFR atorage. Itis
also reasonable to assume that,in the event that domestic reprocessing
occurs, there will still be a need for interim storage of excess spent fuel before-

reprocessing.
B. Purpose of the Report

[ The purpose of this report is to identify and examine the institutional

|

- . . - . .-

|

|
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problems which would impede the construction and/or operation of an AFR-;+
' spent fuel storage facility. Arrangements for AFR storage can vary consid-

erably and different arrangements carry different institutional implica-
tions. For instance, the AFR storage facility may be either domestic or
multinational. It may be a commercial or a government operntion. It may be.-

[ licensed by NRC or operated solely by DOE without licensing. It may be
,

subject to IAEA safeguards. This report will detail problems of this nature
' and examine various options.
I C. Scope of Study

The scope or this study does not include analysis of various technical
methods for spent fuel storage. Nor does it include evaluation of the validity
of projections for AI'R storage need or the various factors associated with
those projections. This study is limited to an examination of nontechnical,
institutionalissues assuming that an AFR storage facility will be needed in
the foreeeeable future.

II. AFR STORAGE FACILITY UNDER DOMESTIC AUSPICES

A. Functions, Operation, and Safeguards
i

It can be assumed that operation of existing nuclear power reactors is
dependent upon the future availability of some alternative to at-reactor
spent fuel storage presently in place. Even if reprocessing of commercially

*
generated spent fuel takes place in the U.S., the large backlog of spent fuel
and limited reprocessing throughput capacity presently available dictate
that interim storage will still be necessary.

1. Facility Characteristics and Existing Facilities. A typical
water basin AFR storage facility would be required to 1) receive, handle,
decontaminate, and reship spent fuel casks; 2) remove irradiated fuel from
casks; 3) place the spent fuelin a storage basin; and 4) cool and control the
quality of water. An interim storage facility must also be designed for
removing spent fuel from storage, loading it into shipping casks, decontam-
inating the loaded casks, and shipping the loaded casks.''

An alternative to water basin storage which has received wide attention ;

is forced air dry storage of spent fuel which has cooled in water basin :
storage for at least three to four years.88

There are at present three facilities constructed for storage of spent fuel. |

t All three are privately owned, but only two are currently licensed to receive |
fuel. The General El cric (GE) Morris Plant in Morris, Illinois, had an
initial storage capacity of 90 MT projected to increase to 750 MT. At present,
about 300 MT of spent fuel are stored there and GE has contracts to accept,

additional spent fuel from its customers. The Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) i

West Valley Plantin West Valley, New York is now storing 170 MTof spent I
,

l fuel, but NFS no longer accepts spent fuel and has no plans to do so in the |

..--___n. . - .
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9 future.The Allied General Barnwell Plant in Barnwell, South Carolina,is a
completed commercial reprocessing facility which is not licensed to receive
spent fuel or otherwise operate, but has about 400 MT of unused storage
capacity which could be expanded to about 2000 MT in the future.''

The general situation surrounding spent fuel storage is convoluted by
several factors. First, new storage facilities could not be made ready in time
to ameliorate storage capacity needs.'8Useof transshipmentas a method of~

aleviating capacity shortages has been set back by an October 31,1980,
ruling by the NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board stating that all
reracking and neutron poisoning techniques must be used to expand at-
reactor capacity before transshipment can be allowed." In another case,

|
San Diego Gas & Electric's San Onofre-1 power reactor, which is running
out of at-reactor storage space will be forced to shut down in 1983 because of
lack of space. The San Onofre 1 reactor's storage capacity is alreadyinsuffi-
cient for a full core discharge and has a contract with GE Morris to accept
excess spent fuel for storage. However, the Illinois state legislature passed,
over the governor's veto, a statute barring acceptance of spent fuel from
states which will not reciprocate at similar facilities.25

A further complication which will be considered in a later section is that
of state and local bans on spent fuel transport.The Department of Transpor-
tation proposed regulations for spent fuel transport which would preempt
state and local bans in January 1980 and issued its final regulation on
January 19,1981.''

2. Safeguards. Spent fuelin storage is not attractive as a target of
theft because ofits lethal radioactivity and low concentration of plutonium.
In addition, spent fuelis not in a form suitable for easily dispersing toxic~

radioactive materials. Contingency plans required for licensing'' include
NRC approved arrangement for support oflocallaw enforcement personnel.
Adequate response time is defined as the time necessary for intruders to
gain access, remove fuel elements from storage, transfer them to a shielded
container, and place them in a vehicle. A single fuel assembly weighs more
than one-quarter of a metric ton and the process of disassembly is time
consuming and difficult.'' Analysis has shown that sabotage is similarly
difficult and an unlikely threat to the public health and safety.''

Spent fuelin transport is more vulnerable to theft and sabotage because
ofits increased accessibility. NRC requires physical security for spent fuel
shipments similar to that required for all special nuclear material ship-
ments. In addition, concealing a contraband spent fuel storage cask from
detection would be very difficult because of the size of the cask and radiation
which is emitted. If a stolen shipping cask containing spent fuel were in a
one-story storage building, it could be detected by airborne detectors. If it ,

Iwere shielded by placement in a multi story building or underground gar-
age,it could be detected by mobile surface searching equipment.'*

3. IAEA Participation. The IAEA would be invited to include an
AFR atorage facility in its U.S. inspection program. Ifl AEA were to inspect

~ _ _ ___ _ ___ .. .
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such a facility,it could use previously developed techniques to verify the
~ operator's claims. |

I B. Jurisdictions-

1. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In addition to its general.-

authority to regulate source, by-product, and special nuclear materials,8' the
NRC will have licensing and regulatory jurisdiction over a national AFR.
Under section 202, subsection (3) and (4) of the Energy Reorganization Act,
NRC has licensing and regulatory jurisdiction over:

5 (3) Facilities used primarily for the receipt and storage of high-level radione-
tive wastes resulting from activities licensed under thei Atomic Energy) Act.
(4) Retrievable Surface Storage Facilities and other facihties authorized for
the express purpose of subsequent long-term storage of high-level radioac-
tive waste generated by the Administration, which are not used for, or are
part of, research and development activities.''

3 The NRC has taken the posture that this authority was prospective in intent

{ and has not taken licensing or regulatoryjurisdiction over high-level wastes
; at Savannah River or Hanford.88 However, NRC has defined spent fuel as
i "high level waste," making any AFR subject to the provisions of Section
f 202.8* It is possible that an AFR which accompanies a storage site for
! defense wastes may escape NRC licensing authority because of the word

"primarily"in Section 202 (3). If NRC declined to license the facility or DOE
did not apply for license, it is probable that litigation would result. Upon
receipt, DOE will take title to all spent fuel.85

NRC has published regulations for the licensing of AFR storage facili--

g ties. These regulations are covered in detail in Section II D.
2. The Department ofEnergy. The Department of Energy Organi-*

! zation Act provides express statutory authority over spent fuel storage
! activities. The functions of DOE include:
I (a) the establishment of control over existing Government facilities for the

treatment and storage of nuclear wastes, including all containers, casks,,
' buildings. vehicles, equipment, and all other materials associated with ouch
' facilities;

(b) the establishment of control over all existing nuclear waste in the posses-
| sion or control of the Government and all commercial nuclear waste pres-

ently stored on other than the site of a licensed nuclear power electric
generating facility, except that nothing in this paragraph shall alter or
effect title to such waste;
(c) the establishment of temporary and permanent facilities for storage,
management, and ultimate disposal of nuclear wastes;

.} (d) the establishment of facilities for the treatment of nuclear wastes;

|
(e) theestablishmentofprogrameforthetreatment, management storage,
and disposal of nuclear wastes;
(f) the establishment of fees or user charges for nuclear waste treatment or

- storage facilities, including fees to be charged Government agencies; and
(g) the promulgation ofsuch rules and regulations to implement the author-

f ity described in this paragraph,except that nothing in this section shall be
construed as granting to the Department regulatory functions presently

|'
,

l within the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or any additional functions
| ! than those already conferred by law.''
|

'I
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The Senate Report on the bill indicated an intent to provide "a com-
prehensive statement of responsibilities relating to nuclear waste manage-
ment that the committee wants centralized and coordinated at a high level
in the Department."'''

.

3. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In 1976 EPA suc-
cessfully defended its interpretation under the Atomic Energy Act that it

- - has no authority to regulate discharges of source, by product, and special
nuclear material." EPA does, however, assert its authority to regula'te gen-
eral levels of radioactive materials introduced into the environment by
operations associated with the nuclear fuel cycle. NRC has acknowledged
that the EPA regulations which establish such standards" are binding on
the NRC licensing process.*

82The Clean Air Act Amendments of1977 grant EPA some authority
over emissions of radioactive pollutants including source, by-product, and
special nuclear material which indicates congressional intent to involve
EPA in an AFR licensing proceeding.*'

Other areas of EPA guidance deal with radionuclides in drinking
water" and exposure to transuranic elements in the environment.**

4. The Department of Transportation (DOT). Various statutes'

!have shaped the historical development of DOTjurisdiction over transpor-
tation of spent fuel. In 1907 the Transportation of Explosives and Danger-
ous Articles Act** was enacted, giving regulatory authority over dangerous
materials, to the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)." The Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Regulstions'' comprise the bulk of transport operation
safety regulations for motor carriers, including those carrying hazardous .

|materials. The Dangerous Cargo Act" authorized the U.S. Coast Guard to- '

exercise jurisdiction over carriers of hazardous materials by water.
In 1976, DOT was created as a cabinet level department. The new

department received the authority formerly held by ICC and the U.S. Coast
Guard."

In an efiort to consolidate and strengthen regulatory authority over
transportation of hazardous materials, the Hazardous Materials Transpor-
tation Act (HMTA) was enacted as Title I of the Transportation Safety Act
of 1974. The Act gives the Secretary of DOT authority to promulgate and
enforce regulations for " safe transportation in commerce" of " hazardous
materials" and specifically suggests radioactive materials as typically
hazardous cargo /

Under the recently concluded Memorandum of Understanding between
; DOT and NRC," DOT exercises primary responsibility to develop regula-

tions for the safe shipment of radioactive materials. Common and contract
carriers, freight forwardera, and warehousemen subject to DOT regulations
are generally exempt from NRC's regulations when transportating nuclear i

materials, except when strategie quantities of plutonium or uranium are
involved.** As such, NRC retains some jurisdiction over spent fuel ship-

.
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ments (which contain strategic quantities), requiring a safeguards plan for
all spent fuelin transit.4af

| The DOT has published the final regulations on transportation of nu.
; clear materials including spent fuel. These regulations are reviewed in

Section II-D.~ ~

5. The State /FederalInterface. The right of states to regulate
aspects of the nuclear energy fuel cycle is a controversial issue which is not
yet resolved, and which will probably be settled by congress in legislation,
not by the executive orjudicial branches. Most commentators agree thatin a
strictly legal sense the federal government can preempt state regulatory

| activity over virtually any aspect of nuclear energy production.** Moreover,
it is also generally agreed that states have de facto authority to veto any
projects on activities considered by them to be undesirable.'8This anomaly
has occupied a prominent position in AFR storage facility discussions.

At this time thirty states have enacted legislation which would subject a
,

i substantial portion of AFR storage facility activities to state authority,
f either through approval or regulation.** It can be assumed that since most of

3 these statutes require approval of site selection by the state legislature,

|
conflict will occur if a state vetoes, under state law, a site selected under
federal law.

If a state chose to directly contradict a federal decision on AFR storage
. facility siting, then the dispute would go to the co'urts. The history of such

| litigation strongly supports the contention that the state law would be
,

, preempted.

| The federal government's authority to regulate the use and disposition
; of nuclear materials is based on the U.S. Constitution's grant of federal
j authority over common defense and security, interstate commerce, and
i promotion of the general welfare.'' In what is generally considered the
| seminal case on federal authority over nuclear regulation, the eighth circuit
! Court of Appeals stated of the Atomic Energy Act that:
i There can be no doubt but that Congress was acting within its constitu-

| tionally delegated authority in establishing a system of regulation over the
; entire spectrum of atomic energy, including the imposition of federal con-

trole over health and safety standards."

Federal preemptory power is based mainly on the supremacy clause of
the U.S. Constitution which states that:

This Constitution and the Laws of the United States which shall be
made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made,

f under the Authority of the United States shall be the supreme Law of the
land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the

'' " "

Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding."

Of course, states are traditionally charged with broad areas of health
and safety regulation, but only where Congress has not indicated an intent

j to comprehensively occupy the field of regulation in question. The Congress
expressed such in the Department of Energy Organization Act which gave

_ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _
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DOE prime responsibility for nuclear waste management." What has been
most problematic is that DOE's record of performance has been poor,''
prompting the landslide of state legislation.

Another seeming contradiction is the amendmentin 1959 of the Atomic
Energy Act granting states the opportunity to regulate certain aspects of
nuclear energy production.82 This amendment created the concept of..

Agreement States to which certain regulatory authority is transferred, but
| the federal government still maintained cognizance over management and

disposal of all nuclear wastes. If state and federal regulations conflict, then
"a holding of federal exclusion of state law is inescapable and requires no
inquiry into congressional design.""

For example,"the scheme of federal regulation may be so pervasive as
j to make reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for the states to

supplement it,"" or if "the state policy produces a result inconsistent with
the objectives of the federal statute,"'' or " stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Con-
gress,"" then the state law and regulation is preempted by federallaw. For
where the federal government has, pursuant to its constitutional authority,
enacted a system of regulation " states cannot, inconsistently with the pur-
poses of Congress, conflict or interfere with, curtail, or complement the
federal law, or enforce law, or enforce additional or auxiliary regulations.''''

More recently the U.S. District Court for Southern Californta held that
the Atomic Energy Act preempted a California law which set conditions on
the future licensing of nuclear power plants in that state.** The Court
observed that:- '

Congress' policy to encourage the development and utilization of nuclear
energy would decidedly be frustrated if all fifty states had statutes similar to
California Public Resources Code section 25524.2 ithe disputed state lawl.
Although the Atomic Energy Act certainly leaves room for the states to
regulate on the subject of nuclear energy within the confines of section 2021
(k) and 2021 (b)iAgreement States sectionalthe power to regulate is not
necessarily the power to prohibit. 'Ihere seems little point in enacting an
Atomic Energy Act and establishing a federal agency to promulgate exten-
sive and pervasive regulations on the subject of construction and operation
of nuclear reactors and the disposal of nuclear waste if it is within the
prerogative of the states to outlaw the use of atomic energy within their
borders."

The Court also relied on a letter sent from the Chairman of the Con-
gressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to the General Manager of !

the (then) Atomic Energy Commission which, concerning Agreement State
authority, stated that:

We did not intend to lesve any room for the exercise of concurrent jurisdic-
|

tion by the States to control radiation from those materials. Our sole purpose
was to leave room for the courts to determine the applicability of particular |
Statelaws and regulations dealing with matters on the fringe of the preemp-
ted areain thelight of all the provisions and purposes of the Atomic Energy
Act. rather than in the light of a single sentence."'

|
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It seems clear that,in a legal sense, Congress could impose its will to site
an AFR storage facility within any state's borders. The obvious need to
allow the states some say in a site's selection has been reflected in recent
attempts at legislation on waste management. For instance, a version of a
House billin the last Congress on waste repository siting allowed a state or
an Indian tribe to veto a siting decision, but the veto would have to be upheld
by one house of Congress. The effect of a state's claim to authority is

| reflected in the rejection of an amendment making the state veto subject to
approval of both the House and Senate,instead, allowing the one-house
approval to stand in the bill. At the time of this writing no legislation has
actually been enacted concerning state veto rights.''

C. Costs, Pricing, and Liability
Subsequent to the governmental decisions to defer reprocessing, DOE

announced a spent fuel policy which would enable utilities to deliver spent

| fuel to a federally owned and operated AFR storage facility in lieu of repro-
cessing.s2A fee is to be collected by the government which will pay for the'

service. The exact nature and magnitude of this charge is, as yet, unre-
solved. The format contemplated by DOE allows for storage and disposal
costs to be figured into the fee. The total cost of such a program includes:

* Capital Investment in the Facility
* Operation and Maintenance
* Decommissioning

,

* Post Operation Surveillance
; *Research and Development
i * Overhead

* Carrying Charges
DOE will be legally required to levy a charge to recover the costs of the

}
program under the Independent Offices Appropriations Act which provides
that:

"It is the sense of the Congress that any work, service, publication,
report, document, benefit, privilege, authority, use, franchise, license, per-
mit. certification. registration. or aimilar thin g of value or utility performed,
furnished. provided. granted, prepared, or issu ed by any Federal agency...to

[
or for any person...shall be self sustaining to the full extent possible, and the
head of each Federal agency is authorized by regulation...to prescribe there-
fore such fee, charge, or price,if any, as he shall determine...to be fair and
equitable taking into consideration direct and indirect cost to the Gov.
ernment, value to the recipient, public policy or interest served, and other
pertinent facts. "''

This section has been interpreted to mean that benefits over and above.

those to the general public should be charged for." It may be difficult to
distinguish between the benefits to the public and those to the utilities
storing spent fuel.

gg It is very likely that the federal government will take title to all spent
i fuel deposited in an AFR storage facility whether it is private (e.g., a licensed

.
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corporation) or public (e.g., DOE owned and operated). In that case, liability i
- - for damages to persons and property arising out of the handling, transpor-

,

tation, storage, and disposal of such fuel willlie with the government orits ;

contractors. A charge for spent fuel storage would include insurance premi-
uma paid by contractors plus a factor designed to compensate the govern-

. --
ment for sums it might be required to pay as an indemnitor pursuant to the
Price Anderson Act or as a self-insurer.'' ;

The costa entailed in constructing an AFR storage facility have been
estimated by several studies. Figure I shows these estimates. Operating and
maintenance costa have also been estimated to vary between $4 and 8

i million per year.**
|

|
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The Congressional Budget Office has estimated total costs and calcu--

lated a one-time unit charge on the basis of acquiring two private spent fuel
storage facilities with capacities of 750 and 1,750 MT and a construction of a
third with a capacity of 5,000 MT. Assuming the 750-MT facility is available

. __ in 1983 and the 1,750-MT facility in 1984, those acquisition costs total
approximately $230 million.The new facility completed by 1988 is estimated
to average $20 million annually in capital costs and operating costs, begin-

i ning in 1983, are estimated at an additional $20 million per year. The unit
! charge is estimated to be $306,000 per MT of stored spent fuel.''
i

| D. Existing Licensing Regulations
i 1. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. NRC has published the final

version ofits regulations concerr.ing the licensing of an independent spent
fuel storage installation (ISFSI)." In these regulations, provisions are made
for application,'' issuance and conditions oflicense,'' records and reports,''
siting criteria,'' design criteria,'' quality assurance,'' physical protection,'

}
and training and qualification of personnel.'' These regulations took effect
November 28,1980.s2i

The general provision s oflicensing proced ures for an ISFSIinclude the
provision that fuel must be aged for at least one year before it can be
transferred from the reactor site.'3The new regulations apply to both wet
and dry storage of spent fuel.'' An ISFSIis defined as independent ifit is
sited in isolation from other nuclear-related activities or, if co-located, an
ISFSI may be provided with services from an existing facility and still be- 1

considered " independent."The use of services from an existing facility (i.e.,
electricity, makeup water, w..ste treatment, etc.)is allowable provided the

{ commission finds reasonable a.,surance that the construction and operation
; of the ISFSI will provide adequate protection to the health and safety of the
'

public from the standpoint of both facilities involved.
Any physical connection between facilities must be evaluated. Any

penetration of the reactor storage pool walls will be considered a conclusive
showing that the ISFSI is not " independent" and hence is not within the
scope of Part 72 and should be covered by licensing action under Part 50.85

The General Provisions also allow the Commission to waive some
i licensing requirements if the waiver is in accordance with safety considera-

tions** and specifically denies the right oflicensing to Agreement States.''
Regulations for filing a license application specify that an applicant

can incorporate any information filed for a previous license by reference
into an ISFSI application.'' As a result, licensed sites may be more desirable
from an administrative standpoint. The applicant is also required to dem-. n --

onstrate financial qualifications to cover estimated construction costs,
estimated operating costs, and estimated shutdown and decommissioning
costs."a

N
!
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An applicant is required to file a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) describ-
ing how the facility will be operated. The SAR must include a safety assess-
ment, description of design and operating characteristics, various charac-
teristics of design bases, adequacy of structures, planned managerial and
administrative controls, technical qualifications, control equipment, dose '
rates for postulated accidents, quality assurance techniques, physical secur-

- ity plans,preoperation al testing techniques, and a decommissioning plan."
Licenses are issued for a fixed period of time not to exceed twenty years.

If renewal applications are received two years prior to expiration, the cur-
rentlicense stays valid until the conclusion of Commission consideration of
its renewal application." This will negate the possibility of closing a facility
because of administrative or judicial delay.

Surveillance measures are a condition of the license once granted.The
licensee must inspect spent fuel, maintain inspection, test, and calibration
activities to ensure the integrity of support systems, confirm that all opera-
tions occur within functional limits, and meet all requirements fer safe

;

storage. An annual reportis required specifying the type and quantity of all

j radioactive effluents." During the licensing proceeding, a public hearing

i will be held upon request." NRC is also authorized to take possession of all
apent fuelif national security or health and safety are threatened" as well as
to mandate backfitting if desirable.".

The SAR is to be updated every six months before operation and annu- |
ally after initial receipt of spent fuel." Inventory records must be kept ,

showing location and disposition of all spent fuel with a complete inventory !

every twelve months." Transfers of spent fuel are filed on the standard NRC |

741 reports." Inspectors are to be given free access to inventory records and j"

provided with office space and facilities sufficient for one full-time inspec- i

tor, transient inspectors, and a part-time secretary." |
Site selection procedures are to include " consideration of the char- 1

acteristics of the population, including its distribution, and of the regional
environs, including its historical and esthetic values."" Natural events j
such as earthquakes and floods, as well as man made events such as i

accident and sabotage, are to be factored into site selection.*'3 )
For any potential site, an " impact" region must be identified. Those

impacts considered include effects on the population and environment,
effects on future development, and areas potentially affected by an acci-
dent." Seismic and geologic factors are to be taken into account. The
regulations divide the U.S. at the east of the Rocky Mountain front (104
West Iengitude) so that all sites to the east, except in areas of known
seismic activity, can be easily licer sed while those to the west must satisfy
the criteria in 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. Criteria for seismic evaluation are

~" also given."
Four site related zones are to be included in site evaluation and opera-

tion. The " site"is where the facility is located. A " controlled area" must be
p

.h c ,
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defined and can be the same as the site, but actually denotes the area under'.,m
the direct control of the licensee and is to be bounded by a physical barrier.
An " emergency planning zone" must be established tc include all areas for,

[ which protective measures should be taken during an emergency. A
" region"is to be established to encompass all areas which may be affected_

by an accident or contingency.'"
General desigr criteria are mandated in the regulations including

quality standards, protection from natural threats and fires, testing and
maintenance, confinement barriers and systems, instrumentation and
control, and effluent standards.'" Plans for decommissioning must also
accompany a license application.'"

Physical security plans must be developed, including contingency
plans, training programs, tests, inspections, and other means to demon-
strate compliance. All changes in physical security plans must be reported

i to NRC **'
j The immediate effectiveness rule does not apply to an ISFSI.'" Agree-

ment States are not given authority to license an ISFSI.'"i

f It is noteworthy that the licensing process for an ISFSIis a one-step
; procedure, not the traditional construction permit and operating license
'

stages usual to reactorlicensing. The ALARA concept has been adopted as
j well.

| 2. Department of Transportation (DOT). On Jaauary 19,1981,
j DOT published its final regulations on the transportation of radioactive
| materials which take effect February 1,1982."* The prior lack of federal.

|
regulation of such activities gave rise to states and localities enacting laws

y governing safety and safeguards requirements for transport of radioactive
materials. For example, New York City's ban on radioactive shipments,

t forced Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, N.Y., to use
ferries instead ofland routes for shipment of spent fuel from its research,

{ reactors. After an extensive rulemaking proceeding, including several
'

hearings and public inquiries, the final regulations taking into account
local, state, and federalinterests were issued.

The new regulations contain several new provisions in response to
| state and localinterests. The state governments are authorized to desig.

nate routes based on substantive consultation with affected local jurisdic-
tions. These routes, called "atate-designated routes," become part of DOT's-

" preferred routes" which are any state designated routes' plus any inter-
I state highway for which an alternative highway has not been designated.'"
| New regulations for"large quantities" of radioactive materials, which
i include spent fuel shipments, require that shipping papers classify these
i shipments such that they are subject to routing controls includin g distinct

placarding"8 and physical security equivalent to that now required by'

- f NRC."8New regulations require filing of route plans within 90 days after. .

j the shipment occurs, although prenotification is not required.

|
!
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DOT also allows transport of radioactive materials through tunnels in
spite of any local or state ban or such shipments.'" Route planning
requires that carriers choose routes that minimize radiological risks to the

,
,

public. A preferred route must be used unless emergency conditions dictate
that anothr route is safer; rest, fuel or repairs are necessary; or if it is
necessary to pick up, deliver, or transfer radioactive materials off preferred
routes."' Carriers have the responsibility for compliance with these regu-
lations."' A driver training program, to be implemented by the carrier, is
also required.'"

Departments of Defense and Energy are exempted from the physical
security requirements of the new regulations when the materials are
defense related and shipped by personnel specifically designated by or .

Iunder the authority of those agencies to preserve national security. " This
exemption does not apply to transport of radioactive materials used by !

DOE in research and development activities.'" i
States cannot make transport between two points impossible. Inter- |

state highways are to be used in all cases (because oflower accident rates) i

except where an alternative route is designated as safer and localities have i
been consulted." State law enforcement authorities (e.g., state police) are
granted power to enforce DOT regulations within state jurisdictions."'

For a complete account of DOT policy related to radioactive transport
routing, see DOT's discussion accompanying the final rule in the Federal
Register."2

E. Pending Legislation
Insight into the legislative arrangements for spent fuel storage can be*

gained by examining the statute passed by the Senate on July 30,1980
pertaining to policy on waste management. The statute, named "The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act,""8 establishes a program for federal storage of
spent fuel from civilian energy reactors as well as setting forth a federal
policy for the disposal of wastes.The House has failed to act on the bill so
that it will probably be reintroduced in the next legislative session. Since
Senate passage was by an overwhelming majority (88-7),it can be assumed
that most features of this legislation will be retained in the next session for
consideration in the Senate. The House versions of nuclear waste legislation
deal with permanent disposal rather than interim storage. It must be recog.
nized that the following discussion concerne legislation not yet enacted asi

law and is meant only to provide a background for further discussion.
Title III of the bill, " Interim Storage of Spent Fuel From Civilian

Nuclear Powerplants," consists of eight sections which will be considered
separately.

- Section 301 provides for maximizing at-reactor storage capacities and

C.4

1
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calls for the establishment of a " federally vwned and operated system for
interim storage of spent fuel at one or more away from-reactor facilities."

|
Section 302 stipulates that the following factors be considered in

expanding at reactor storage facilities:
* protection of public health and safety

'~'

* economic considerations
e continued operations of the reactor

| * sensibilities oflocal populations
i e allapplicablelaw

Section 303 stipulates that DOE may enter into contracts with reactori

operators which provide that the federal government will:
* take title to spent fuel

I * transport spent fuel to and store it in federally owned and operated
- AFR storage facilities

e dispose of associated wastes
It also restricts such contracts to reactors in the U.S.

"
|) Section 304 outlines the conditions of contracts for storage of spent fuel.

p,a i It calls for a one time unit charge adequate to cover transportation costs,
construction operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the facility,c '

' - and a surcharge for long term disposal of wastes. It also stipulates that the
utility which used the fuel will retain the nontransferable right to the

. < ,

j remaining value j f fissile material until rdocessing occurs and compensa-

( tion less recovery costs is paid to the utilit}. It goes on to provide that DOE
will take title to the spent fuel at the reactor at the time it is t ansported and_

g thatthecontracts willb me effective at the time an AFR storage facilityis
x available.

Section 305 mandates that DOE will provide notice in the Federal
Register no later than ikNays afte r enactment of the legislation containing
information on terms a$bl conditions of the contracts. The one-time unit
charge is to be effectivAfer the period of one year.

g A Section 306 conceMs acquisition of at least one AFR storage facility
which must be capabje af recommodating all contracts entered into and
subject to NRC licenmit;;.%is section goes on to require utilization of
private carriers to transport Oent fuel to the AFR storage facility whenever
possible.

Section 307 mandates that DOE will take possession of spent fuel
within 30 days of notification that it is available. I

! Section 308 provides funding for an AFR storage facility and its '

l operation. A'

| Title V of the bill," Finance 1 Arrangements," establishes a separates

y j treasury account ceiling of $300 million for AFR storage and waste disposal. '

I The amount spent is to be repaid with interest once the program is in effect. )'

' | )
i l

i
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III. AFR STORAGE FACILITY UNDER INTERNATIONAL
AUSPICES

Under the Nuclear Non-proliferation Act (NNPA)''', the President is
,

directed to pursue establishment of repositories for the storage of spent
nuclear reactor fuel under effective international auspices and inspection.'"

,' ~

The Act goes on to suggest that financial compensation for the energy
content of spent fuel placed in such a facility should be offered by the U.S. if
deemed necessary or desirable.'"

The terms " international auspices and inspection" are vague. There is
virtually no legislative history associated with their usage in NNPA al-
though it appeared in various versions of the bill while under legislative :

consideration.''' International inspection is generally taken to mean IAEA j
safeguards, but international auspices is a vague concept at best.'" ;

The very n ature of NNPA's mandate indicates that a domestically sited i
international AFR storage facility would be subject to international, not |
domestic, authority. Accordingly,it can be assumed that the form of the j

institution would not be that of a commercial organization which must be :

formed on the basis of nationallaws, but rather as an international organi- ;

zation based in internationallaw. '

A. Functions of an International AFR Storage Facility
An international AFR storage facility would be a solution to competing

influences.The first objective of such an institution would be to accept spent
fuel from nations which have a shortage of storage capacity and, therefore, l

seek retransfer as a solution to spent fuel congestion.The competing objec-
,

tive is one of continuous fuel assurance which arises because only 2 to 3% of
the potential energy in nuclear fuelis used before it must be removed from
the reactor. Reproccasing and recycling spent fuelis a way of significantly
improving the efnciency of fuel utilization, thereby increasing a nation's
assurance of a domestic fuel eupply. However, reprocessing and recycling is,
in itself, expensive and, at current nuclear fuel prices,is not economically
attractive to r.ations with moderate nuclear energy programs. Economies of
scale dictate that a large throughput facility, serving around 50 reactors,
may be the m o s t economically efficient reprocessing and recycling facility.'"

Currently, both France and the United Kingdom offer reprocessing
services on a commercial basis. Each has several contracts with other
nations to reprocess spent fuel. Neither has large-scale plants in service at
the present time, but France expects to complete its La Hague facility during
the 1980's and the U.K. intends to complete planned Windscale facilities in a
similar time frame.'" Many transfers of spent fuel have been made to there

_

countries in the last several years from Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, and
Spain. The U.S. has a right of prior approval over retransfers of spent fuel
under agreements between the U.S. and those nations retransferring and
has granted that approvalin all cases either on the basis of contracts in

I. _.. _ __ _ _ . . _
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|
existence before passage of the Nuclear Non. Proliferation Act (NNPA) or

i because of a lack ofindigineous storage capacity. The U.S. still maintains
i the right of prior approval over the retransfer of separated rlutonium,

uranium, and fission products back to nations procuring commercial repro-
cessing services.'**

The NNPA authorizes the President to:
seek to negotiate as soon as practicable with nations possessing nuclear fuel
production facilities or source material, and such ot? er nations and groups
of nations, such as the IAF3. as may be deemed appropriate, with a view
toward the timely establish.nent of binding international undertakings
providing for-
(*) devising, consistent with the policy goals set forth in section 403 of this
Act, feasible and environmentally sound approaches for the siting, devel-
opment, and management under effective international auspices and
inspection of facilities for the provision of nuclear fuel services, including
the storsge of special nuclear material;
t') the establiihme..t of repositong for the storage of opent nuclear reactor
i nel under effective international auu,:ces and inspection;
(*) the establishment of arrangements under which nations placing spent

|
fuel in such repositories would receiv appropriate compensation for the
energy content of such spent fuel if recovery of such energy content is
deemed necessary or desirable."

The purpose of providing for storage of spent fuel is to eliminate the
| need to reprocess spent fuel because of a lack of storage capacity. In addi-
| tion,if a nation is guaranteed a supply of nuclear fuel equivalent to the value

ofits recycled spent fuel then reprocessing becomes less desirable. Two parts
of this plan present difficulties. They are the concept of " international

,

auspices" and calculating " appropriate compensation for the energy con-
tent of... spent fuel."

1. International Auspices. As discussed above, the term interna-
tional auspices is a vague one, but can be taken to mean internmional,
rather than national, control of the functions of the AFR storage facility.
Presumably this will serve to insulate the international facility from the;

politicalinfluences of the host nation-in this case the U.S.
A high level of sovereign immunity afforded an international AFR

storage facility as an international organization would ameliorate most
objectiona to U.S. influence over the facility. Participation in ownership and .

; decision making by participants is vital to the political acceptability of any
such scheme.'"

An institutional arrangement which will be acceptable to foreign par-
ticipants should include two principal features:(1) separation of ownership
and control which is necessary if governments, at the political level, are to
be kept out of day-to-day management to a reasonable extent; and (2) a pool
of capital subject to the control of the enterprise. If any one nation could
withhold its capital or operating contribution. !! would probably result in
undue influence on the facility's operation.88*

|
The essential risk that participating nations face is the seizure of theh

I spent fuel by the U.S while it is in storage. A properly drawn charter for such
|
I
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an international organization could make such a seizure both a violation of
international law (treaty abrogation) and grounds for demanding return of
the spent fuel. In essence, the U.S. may be forced to acquiesce to participat- !
ing nations on the return of spent fuel if requested. It is possible, however,
that the U.S. could maintain its prior approval rights over retransfer of the
spent fuel once back in the participant's domain.

As opposed to more complicated endeavor such as international repro- j

cessing or enrichment, an international AFR storage facility would have
,

few critical operational decisions beyond the dispcsition of spent fuel in i
storage. If the establishing charter specifies the manner of and method for ;

storage with well defined criteria for release of stored spent fuel, there are J
few operational decisions which could adversely affect the interests of the !

participants.
2. Appropriate Compensation for Energy Content. The idea of

providing compensation for the energy content of spent fuel is aimed at
elinainating the impetus for foreign nations to reprocess their own spent fuel ;

for recycling. By providing economic compensation through payments or 1

credits toward new fuel, the impetus for indigenous reprocessing is presum-
ably reduced. There are two difficulties with this concept as framed in ;

} NNPA. First the phrase "if recovery of such energy content is deemed '

t necessary or desirable," and, second, establishing the value of the " energy
content"in spent fuel.

The NNPA is viewed by nations engaged in nuclear activities as a U.S.
law designed to inhibit the growth of reprocessing and other advanced fuel

6
cycle technologies because of their potential for nuclear weapons prolifera-
tion. Many nations also view NNPA as an intrusion on their sovereignty to-

'

decide how to supply energy to their industry and residents. It is doubtful
that many nations would agree to leave the decision as to the necessity or
desirability of reprocessing to another nation because the attractiveness of
fuel cycle alternatives will vary from one nation to another. Participation in
an international AFR storage facility would be made more attractive by
U.S. acquiescence over the question ofdesirability or necessity. Specifically,
the charter establishing the organization could make that choice available
to participants with little likelihood ofincreasing proliferation riskt, if the
alternative is commercial orindigenous reprocessing. If a participant finda-
such compensation desirable or necessary then the U.S., pursuant to NNPA,

| could supply low enriched fuel of the same energy value as the reprocessed
spent fuel in storage. It should be noted that those nations likely to request
appropriate compensation are those who expect to forego fast plutonium
breeders since they would receive nuclear fuel of value only in an LWR fuel
cycle. Presumably, those nations which may pursue fast breeders would
want to reprocess to recover plutonium. This regime would be particularly ,

useful to the U.S. if commercial breeder reactors were pursued. Appropriate )

) | |

:
1
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! compensation could also include financial eredits, fossil fuels, or altern ative
; energy technologies.
; However, establishing an appropriate value for spent fuel energy con-

, _ i tent mav be very difficult. In the simple sense, the net value of energy
1 content in s, pent fuelis equal to the gross value of uranium and plutonium in
! the spent fuel minus the cost of extracting this material and converting it to
| new reactor fuel. Put a different way, the net value of spent fuel energy

'

content equals the cost of an equivalent value of uranium LWR fuel minus,

the excess costs of reprocessing and fuel fabrication plus the savings in
yellow cake and enrichment services.'"

; In negotiations regarding the valuation of spent fuel, opinions may
vary widely regarding the fuel cycle parameters which would dictate
" appropriate compensation." Different fuel cycle plans affect the price of

i nuclear fuel significantly. For instance, if a nation forsees large-scale
! breeder development, then the " energy content" of plutonium may be far
' greater than if breeders are not planned. In addition, there may be dis-

agreement concerning the costs of storing, safeguarding, transporting,
[ reprocessing, and fabricating spent fuel as well as the price of yellow cake
j and enrichment services. There may be disagreement about the strategy of

lease, bailment, exchange, or buyback and about the value of uranium in
spent fuel and accounting methods reflecting those differing values. Ana-
lyses have indicated that the value of spent fuel is highly sensitive to

| uncertainty in a number of relevant factors. It may be very difficult to reach_

! early agreement on " appropriate compensation" and it is important, there-

f fore, that negotiations aimed at establishing an international AFR stors ge
facility pursuant to NNPA be conducted on the basis of a realistic appraisal'

! of these difficulties.*"

B. Sovereign Immunity
i The purpose of international arrangements involving the nuclear

energy fuel cycle is to place the security of supply to a nation's fuel cycle
outside the influence of foreign national politics. In the case of an interna-

| tional AFR storage facility, participating nations will want to maintain
some degree of direct control over spent fuel stored at the facility. If the
facility is located in the U.S., then some guarantee of access and control by

I foreign nations must be maintained. The concepts of international and
domestic law guaranteeing that type of access are those of sovereign
immunity which free international organizations and agents of foreign

-
governments from the jurisdiction of nationallaws.'

The doctrine of sovereign immunity is essentially a judicial concept.
i Traditionally, the courts of one country refuse to accept jurisdiction over

another government's sovereign, and the U.S. courts have followed this

h. custom. The rationale for the doctrine of sovereign immunity combines the'

,

i
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O notions of quid pro quo, a carryover of the divine right if kings, and a sense
that larger politicalissues are at stake, including matters affecting each,. .

country's foreign relations in general.''' Sovereign immunity is limited,
however, to cases of the official actions of the organization and its agents.

)
The problem of delineating proper limits to immunity for an interna-

tional organization and its agents while still maintaining adequate protec-
^

tion of foreign interests in stored spent fuel may be difficult. If the interna-
tional AFR storage facility is considered an international organization (as
declared by executive order), then the International Organizations Immuni-
ties Act'"(IOIA) will determine the limits ofimmunity. The Foreign Sover-
eign Immunities Act, cited by some as the ruling legislation, was enacted
primarily as a result of foreign governments functioning in the U.S. primar-
ily in a commercial manner. Examples are India's commercial, but
governmentowned and operated, banks, Brazil's nationally-owned steam-
ship company, Mexico's government operated petroleum industry, and
Italy's nationally-owned and operated airline. " The Diplomatic Relations
Act "is aimed solely at defining the duties and liabilities of agents of
foreign nations. Nations have been defined as bodies politic or societies of
men occupying a definite territory, politically organized under one govern-
ment, and engaging in foreign relations.*** In contrast, international organ- )

izations are created by international agreement with memberships consist- )
ing primarily of nations.''' More important, nations possess the totality of
international rights and duties recognized by international law; the rights
and duties of international organizations, however, depend upon each I

organization's purposes and functions as specified in its charter and related_

documents.'''
'Courts have interpreted IOIA as codifying, not creating, the U.S. obli-

gation to provide organizations designated under IOIA with immunities

{
consistent with the organization's charter.'" Most international organiza- )
tions provide for immunity from legal processes and it is from the charter,
accepted by the host nation, that real authority for sovereign immunity can
be found.''' Therefore, the charter establishing the international organiza-
tion with cognizanee over an international AFR storage facility will contain
specifica concerning its sovereign immunity.

An individual nation's grant of sovereign immunity while conducting
foreign relations is based on comity and sovereign equality, while an inter-
national organization bases its grant on the need to discharge its responsi-
bilities. There are three general arguments put forth in the literature favor-
ing nearly absolute immunity from the national legal process for
international organizations.

* International organizations are democratically constituted interna-
tional bodies in which all member nations and their interests are repre-
sented and, therefore, should be protected from interference by any single
nation.

I
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j * An international organization's assets come from common national

|
resources so no single country should recognize a financial advantage by

| levying a charge on them. 1

* International organizations should receive, at a minimum, the !
_ .

,

I immunities afforded between nations.'" l

The type of immunity which applies to international organizations, (
including the proposed international AFR storage facility, follows the con- 1

cept of functional immunity."' Inherent in this concept is the tenet that
international organizations may define and interpret the scope of their ;

i

! privileges and immunities without outside interference.'" Two good ex-

| amples of functionalimmunity forinternational organizations operating in j

the U.S. are found in the United Nations (UN) Charter and the Organization i'

'

of American States (OAS) Charter." Article 105(3) of the UN charter
assumes "such priveleges and immunities as are necessary for the fulfill-
ment ofits purposes" and goes on to empower the UN General Assembly to
establish specific privileges and immunities. The UN General Assembly
adopted the 1946 Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations * which specifies that "the United Nations,its property and assets, ,

whereverlocated and by whomever held, shall enjoy immunity from every
form of legal process except insofar as in any case it has expressly waived its
immunity."

Article 139 of the OAS charter * and the Agreement on the Privileges
and Imrnunities of the Organization of American States"contain language-

nearly identical to that in the UN Charter and Convention.
The fact that an international AFR storage facility will provide a com-

>

|
mercial service (storage of excess spent reactor fuel) may indicate that

j immunity should be somewhat more limited than for those organizations
which are more purely political. The concept of functional immunity is:

I conditional to fhe immunity of an international organization in that its
f ogents must accept primary responsibility for the legal effects of their acts if

no'. performed as an agent for the international organization." To ensure
the i!nmunity is not abused, most international organizations have estab-

.
lishpd procedures for impartial adjudication' on questions of fault and
method s of remedy to aggrieved parties.* In addition,the President retains*

the right to revoke IOI A coverage of any organization he feels has abused its ~
immunitica.* In light of this, the charter establishing the international

j
AFR storage facility could include a commitment to return all spent fuel to
all nations if such immunities are revoked and participating nations agree
to receive it.. . ~

j The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act," which is aimed primarily at

!
foreign commercial enterprise within the U.S., makes the assets of a foreign

S ! nation held by an international organization immune from "any action
broughtin the courts of the United States or of the States." This means thatM !

seizure of assets pursuant to a suit brought ageinst a foreign government's
,

!

t

!
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O commercial activity in the U.S. cannot extend to tl.ose assets kept under the
charter of an international organization. In other wmis, spent fuel depos-
ited in an international AFR storage facility will be auwmatically immune
from any legal action brought against any participating n.: tion.'"

?' Litigation which has arisen from claims against international organi-
zations indicates that a high level ofimmunity can be anticipated for an

~

international AFR storage facility.'''

C. Characteristics of International Organizations
The literature describing potential international arrangements in the

field of nuclear energy commerce has suggested various questions regard-
ing the structure and legal status of international organizations.'" It is
worthwhile to examine the history of international cooperation through
institutional arrangements.

Most literature concerning establishment ofinternational cooperative,
'

arrangements having to do with the nuclear fuel cycleindicates a paucity of|

such arrangements. However, there are hundreds of examples ofinterna-
tional cooperation, many of which have been very successful, in fields

~

related to such an endeavor. This section will detail various options which
have evolved from this development.,

1, Classifications
a. Public Versus Privateinternational Organizations. Foraninterna-,

tional organization to be public, and therefore eligible for privileges and
immunities under the International Organization Immunities Act.'" it
must fulfill three requirements: (1) it must biestablished by international'

agreement, (2)it must have organs, and (3)it must be established under
I international law.'''

The funding arrangements must take the form of an agreement between
- nations. The usual form of such agreements is a multilateral treaty. Some

international organizations, have been founded simply on the decision of
representatives of nations assembled in conference, but this method is not
widely recognized or used. " Another purpose of the international agree-
ment is to establish the separate and discrete legal personality of the new

-

organization. Ita legal personality may be completely independent or part of
another organization (e.g., the UN family ofinternational organizations.)
Lastly, the agreement contains mutual commitments by participating'

nations requiring a certain amount of cooperation within, and with, the
organization. The network of commitments in an agreement are compre-

, hensive in that a nation cannot withdraw from certain obligations only. All
participants must accept the disadvantages as well as the advantages of

, ,,_ . membership.
J An international organization can function only ifit has organs formed

by delegates of two or more nations and is not dependent on any ones
'

nation.'" The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA'IT) was origi-,s

%dilW
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nally an agreement between nations without organs and was, therefore,a ~

denied status, as an international organization.'" Gradually, decision-
making organs were formed, starting with a Council of Representatives,
and subsequently status as an international organization was granted.

A last condition that international organizations are established under,
_ ' international, not national, law is generally satisfied by the existence of an

! international agreement. Unless the agreement specifically subjects the
! organization to nationallaw,it is considered subject to internationallaw.'"
| Private international organizations are always subject to the national

law of the nation of establishment. If such an arrangement were used to,

establish an international spent fuel storage organization,it would not be
eligible for status as an international organization.i

i b. Universal Versus Regional Organizations. Universality connotes

| an organization :peating en g!:bal scale and open to all nations wishing
to participate.'" Regionalism may take the form of organization along
geographic, economic, cultural, or political lines, among others.

A universal character is desirable if a global solution to spent fuel
congestion in all nations is a goal. Participation on a wide level would
minimize the opportunity for non members to band together to thwart the
purpose of the organization. Universality, however, makes it difficult to set
strict conditions for membership. "

Region al organizations, on the other hand, are sh aped by various influ-
ences. Usu ally the reasons for regional cooperation are the threat of outside
influence and a desire to combine common interests. These generally take,

the form of nations with comparable political systems and compatible cul-
tural and economic backgrounds. The homogeneity of participants in
regional organizations will play a role in determining how much poweri

! nations will transfer to a regional organization.'"
i Some constitutions do not contain provisions for withdrawal,'" while

others have found it necessary for reasons of political acceptability.'" In
practice, nations have withd rawn regardless of constitutional provisions so
that, as in the case of the World Health Organization, procedures have been
implemented for designating status after withdrawal as " inactive," levying,

j a small assessment on the inactive nation,thus allowing for revocation of a
I withdrawal.'" The Vienna Convention on Treaties permits unilateral with-

! drawal from any international organization in the case of a fundamental
change in circumstances.'" In order to complement this provision, some

| organizations provide legal remedies when organs do not perform as origi-
nally intended, thereby partially mitigating such fundamental changes.'"!

The U.S. has exercised the right of withdrawalin the case of the Inter-- . . .
'

national Labour Organization (ILO). In 1970 a Soviet national was nomi-
nated, without U.S. consultation, to the position of Assistant Director Gen-

{
eral. Because this act was considered a direct affront to the U.S., Congress

.- eliminated funding for the ILO in its FY 1971 appropriations. In 1975 the

i

.-
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Palestinian Liberation Organization was granted observer status to the
ILO and at the same time a pro-Israel, U.S. sponsored resolution was
defeated. Again Congress withheld funrding for 1975 and 1978 - a total of
$22.3 million and the U.S. began to seriously consider withdrawal.'"

I Later in 1975, the U.S. gave the ILO formal notice that it would with-e <

draw after the mandatory two-year waiting period. The U.S. indicated that
it would use the two years for initiatives that would ameliorate the condi-
tions which made contin ued U.S. participation im possible. Specifically, the
U.S. objected to communist participation since the separation of the com-
munist delegations did not distinguish between the government and labor.
In 1977 the U.S. terminated membership in the ILO because of a lack of
progress towards its goals.'"

Members can be expelled or suspended in certain circumstances.While
suspension connotes a temporary situation,in practice, there is little differ-
ence between expulsion and suspension.'" Expulsion as a sanction is rarely
used because, by-and large, it serves or iy to lessen the influence of the
organization over a troublesome nation.The presence of that nation during
debates concerning relevant affairs is considered essential to the purpose of
most international organizations.'" Expulsion has been considered, on the
other hand, as a means to rer. .ove a member which has taken obstructionist

; positions or no longer qualifies under the organization's constitution.'" In
most regional organizations, a common political attitude forms the core of
activities. If a memberchanges its political system, expulsion may outweigh
the detrimental effect of the snialler forum.'"

Many constitutions ofinternational organizations contain provisions
for expulsion.'" Decisions are generally based on the same voting procedure.

as for any important plenary decision. Some constitutions provide that
cooperation is a necessary characteristic ofits members and expulsion can
be justified on the basis of noncooperation.'"

b. Associate and PartialMembers. Associate membership is possible
j in some organizations. Such membership is, in large part, a historical

legacy from the days when nonautonomous territories had the right to'

participate without a vote.'" As the number of non autonomous territories
decreased, the use of associate membership has declined. Members of some
organizations serve only on certain organs and are, therefore, considered
partial members sharing only certain duties and obligations.'" At times,

i nonmember states, public and private international organizations, and
I

individuals are asked to participate in debates. They are normally referred
to as consultants in that capacity.'"

3. GeneralStructure and Rules of Operation. Allinternational
organizations have a principal organ in which all members are represented.

.. | The number of parties in each nation's delegation is usually not regulated
and is proportional to the importance of the organization's activities.

Members cannot carry out the business and administration of an inter-
i

national organization. Effective functioning depends on the formation of
Jan >

'
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organs in which members can meet and make decisions. A completely,,_

separate operational organ may be desirable in some cases. In a spent fuel.

storage facility most decisions would be inconsequential from a policy,

-

j standpoint. Decisions which are completely managerialin nature are usu-
_ . , ally left to a technical organ in which a diversity of viewpoints is not

.

I considered essential. For spent fuel storage these decisions may include fuel
deposition, accounting methods, physical security, personnel clearances,
and criticality concerns. Important decisions should be based on a concen-
sus by members in lanter, more broad based discussion and, therefore, a

; larger organ. Historica0y, small, nonplenary or " technical" organs are
| composed of members with the greatest expertise and most at stake.'"
j Organs are usually led by a director or director-general.

a. Secretariat. The proper functionia; of sn international organiza-
tion requires some organ for accomplishing administrative tasks.The name
" secretariat" originated in the negotiations of the Imague of Nations and

j was chosen as an accurate designation of the administrative and secondary

| nature ofits functions. Some secretariats do not head any particular organ
and instead oversee a broad level of activity.' ' The power and authority of
secretariats vary from organization to organization.

The secretariat normally decides all administrative matters, including
' those of policy concerning administration (i.e., travel, living expenses, sup-

pling or withholding of admki.-Nive services). It generally prepares the
budget, proposes new programs, and oversees disbursement of funds. The
secretariat can normally serve as a conduit for information, as record-

keeper, as coordinator, as the representative in legal proceedings, as a
depository of treaties, and it can exercise the right of initiative, act as
mediator, and is at times charged with executive functions in specialized
organs.''

! The secretariat is normally an influential position in technical organi-
| zations by nature ofits expert knowledge. This could well be a desirable
' characteristic in an organization for spent fuel management. The secreta-

riat can delegate very technical matters to an outside consultant which may
also be desirable in managing spent fuel.

The " seat" of the organization is generally held to be where the secreta-
riat resides. It is not necessary that the secretariat be located at the central

l location of activity unless direct supervision is necessary. There are many

f considerations in establishing the location of an organization's seat such as
3 the consent of a host nation, demographics, regional politics, communica-

tions, language, and sufficient physical plant. Some internaticnal organi-
,

| zations have decentralized secretariats to handle some matters in a regional.

-

i and somewhat autonomous manner.' '
1 International organizations are served by a body ofinternational civil
'

servants. As a rule, international civil servants are appointed by the secret-
g ariat of the organization while the secretary-general, assistant secretaries-

f
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general, and directors-general are elected by the major plenary organ," the
board," or both." International civil servants for a secretariat need not
always be picked on the basis of geography, but this is mandated in some
constitutions." Such strict allocation of positions in the secretariat can be

' counterproductive because the most capable personnel may not be selected,'

there is reduced power because ofcontinued recruitment outside the secreta-
,

riat, and nations are usually consulted before selections are made officialin
~ any event." Recruitment of nonmember nationals is very rare. Equitable

geographic distribution is probably appropriate for professional and senior
posts, but lower grade employees are usually recruited locally for economic
reasons.

The conditions of employment forinternational civil servants has been
harmonized across the lines of various international organizations. Grades,
remuneration, permanent or temporary status, and internships have become
standardized to prevent gross discrepancies and interorganizational com-
petition for the best employees."

b. Major Plenary Organ. The major plenary organ consists of all
members of the organization. This is sometimes called the general assem-
bly, congress, parliamentary organ, and so on. It is the body which exercises
control over the executive, budget, advisory functions, and all major deci-
sions of policy nature. Voting is sometimes weighted by requiring a certain
majority, unanimity, or varying the number of votes per member. As stated
previously, regional organizatione often require unanimous votes on mat-
ters ofimportance while others require some fraction, usually two thirds or
three-quarters. In some organizations votes are weighted according to
financial contribution s. In order to ameloriate discrimination by one or two

,

nations, many weighted voting systems also allocate " basic" votes to
nations without great financial or technical influence."

c. The Major Plenary Board. For the most part,internaticnal organi-
zations do not make decWons in general assembly. Instead, a board is
convened which has the m.cor elements of the organization represented and |

| is usually responsible only to the major plenary organ. Its composition
usually reflects the major policy considerations and constellation of national
concerns.

As an example, the Board of Governors of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAE A) consiata of thirty-four members, of whom about half
are designated by the outgoing board and the remainder are elected by the l

!' General Conference (major plenary organ). The provisions for selecting the ;

Imembers designated by the Board are very complex.The statute divides the
world into eight regions. The five most advanced nuclear nations are desig- ;

nated to head their regions, and the most advanced nations in the remain-
ing regions are appointed. The two major producers of source material are ,

also appointed. One nation is included on the board to provide technical ,

assistance. The members elected by the General Conference are selected )
according to geographical equity, and it is mandated that latin America j

!
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and the region of Africa and the Middle East must be represented on the
board by at least four members each.8" Voting on the board is by majority
except on matters of finance and budget, amendments to the statute, and
appointment of the director general when a two thirds majority is required.
In the IAEA, the Board of Governors,in fact, exercises most of the Agency's~ ,

authority. In practice, the General Conference serves mainly as a forum for
member nations to voice their opinions on matters before the board.'''

The board of an international AFR storage facility could be constituted
d uring negotiations to reflect the concerns of members by manipulating the

.2 ,f the board,its composition, and its voting requirements.
.

d. Judicial Organs.
(1) Functions. Control over the functions of aa international organiza-

tion can be guaranteed only by a judicial orgen which interprets the
requirements of its constitution. This is especially true when there is any
significant element of supranationality in the organization's character.
Many nations may be less reluctant to transfer some sovereign power to an
international organization if a guarantee is given that the constitutional
restrictions on that power would not be violated.'"

The voting procedure used in the decision making process willinfluence
the need for judicial organs. When a unanimous vote is required for major
actions, clearly no court need be involved. If majority and/or weighted
votin'g were used, the possibility of disagreement is far greater.

|
Judicial review is available, in rr.ast international organizations, to

settle disputes between a staff member and the organization which employs"
g

I him. Such review is not generally available in house, but rather, since most
international organizations have similar staff / organization relationships,
through the judicial organ of another organization.8"

Many times when an international organization is established,its legal
rules must be applied within the legal orders of member nations. Usually
such rules are laid down in conventions and require separate ratification by
the members. These rules achieve the purpose of obtaining uniform legal
provisions necessary for pursuing the aims of the organization." The deci-
sions of judicial organizations are only as binding as the constitution allows
and, in a practical sense, to the extent that a member accepts them.

Disputes on the functioning of the organization and disputes on matters
not directly related to the function of the organization are the two types of
suits that may arise between members of an international organization.
Neither of these generally surface in litigation since the general plenary
body can decide the former and any case of the latter type is brought,

.

( 'nerally, to the Internatanal Court of Justice or submitted tointernational"

arbitration."'
Disputes arising over a matter of nationallaw (i.e., purchase of goods

f and services under host nation law) are rarely settled in an international
j court. Most of the contracts used for such purposes contain a waiver of

| immunity concernin g the purchase. Where no waiver is included, a contrac-
i
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O
tual obligation to accept arbitration is usually included, eliminating the
need for a special judicial organ.'",

. (2) Composition. As a rule, judicial organs operate with an odd number
ofless than eight.They are usuallylarger than national courts to reflect the
diversity of national law systems affected by its decisions. In some cases an

'
equitable geographic distribution ofjustices is required. In others a national
from each side of the dispute is required to be on the bench."

Arrangements for appointing justices attempt to maximize the inde-
pendence of the appointees. As a rule, the major plenary organ approves the
appointment before it is effective. In some organizations, lots are drawn
from national nominations to further the independence of the court as
finally constituted." Independence has been sought in many ways, for
instance, lon g term appointments, minimizing individual state influence in
elections, and keeping secret the personal opinions of each justice."

Some organizations have adopted the use of advocates general,82 who
present publicly, with impartiality and independence, reasoned conclusions
on matters before the court.The use of advocates.generalis not widespread,
however.

(3) Exa nples.
(a) International Court of Justice. The International Court of Justice

(ICJ) was originally an organ of the Imague of Nations and was adopted as a
principalorgan of the UNin 1945.22:The ICJ functions mainly as a court for
settlement of disputes between nations. Members and nonmembers of the
UN may be parties to the ICJ,223but a nation cannot always be summoned
before the ICJ unless that nation accepts the means of settlement or has-

recognized ICJ jurisdiction."'

g Virtually all UN organizations may ask the ICJ for advisory opinions,
but such opinions have no binding force and are not available to members or;

individuals.223Some organizations hold advisory opinions to be binding.22.
'

(b) The Court of Justice of the European Communities. The Court of.

I Justice is the most supranational international court. It can decide cases
between members,'2' decide the legality of Community Acts,'' and func-
tions as an administrative tribunal for the staff of the Communities. ''It
rules in arbitration proceedings brought under contracts containing no |

waiver clause.' On appeal it may hear disputes concerning licenses
i granted by Euratom.88'

The Co'.rt of Justice can rule on the compatibility of bilateral agree-
ments, both within and without the European Communities, with the con-
stitution of the Communities.8 * The Court of Justice can also rule on the
compliance of a member with rules and regulations promulgated by the
Community.'"

4. Representative Structure of International Organizations.
a. International Telecommunication Union (ITU)' * ITU was estab-

lished ever a long period of time to coordinate matters attendant upon

- - - . - - - - .. . -- . - . .
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' telecommunications. Its functions include allocation and registry of radio-i

frequency assignments, efforts to red uce interference, minimizing commun-

|
ications costs, promoting communications in less developed nations, pro-
moting safety, undertaking relevant studies, and making regulations and

,

resolutions for the benefit of all members.'

I As a result ofits various interests,ITU has a very complex institutional
I structure. The supreme organ of the organization is the plenipotentiary

conference consisting of delegations from all members and associate
members. It meets about every five years to determine the general policies of

! the ITU, elect the secretary-general and the deputy, and select member
nations to serve as the administrative council.

!

! The administrative council consists of twenty-nine members meeting
I annually or at the request of its members. It oversees the administrative

functions of the ITU and can act on behalfof the plenipotentiary conference.
Administrative conferences are held on both global and regional bases

to periodically revise completely or partially the Telegraph Regulations,
Telephone Regulations, Radio Regulations, and Additional Radio Regula-
tions. Voting privileges in the administrative conferences are limited to
full-member states although attendance tends to be much broader.

Two international consultative committees, considered the permanent
nonplen ary working organs of the ITU, are the Intern ational Radic Consul-
tative Committee and the International Telegraph and Telephone Consul-
tative Committee. These committees meet often to study technical and

,

operational questions and issue recommendations. Participation is wide
scale because of the nonpolicy, and rather technical, nature of their tasks,
but their recommendations can only be adopted by the plenary organs (i.e.,

I plenipotentiary conference or administrative council.)
The secretariat cf the ITU is comprised of four parts. The general

Secretariat and the International Frequency Registration Board are both
i large and descrete elements of the secretariat. Both of the international
{ consultative committees are also considered part of the secretariat.

The ITU is a " convention," rather than "chartc.r" organization. A con-
vention organization differs from a constitutional organization in that the
latter is based on a constitution containing fairly elaborate and stringent
procedures for amendment. Convention organizations can revise the entire
agreement by,in the case of the ITU, a simple majority vote of the pleni-

I poteniary conference.
ITU's budgetary arrangements are similarly flexible. Budgets are voted

annually by the administrative conference, but the plenipotentiary confer-
. . . .

ence sets a ceiling to apply for the period between meetings. There are
3 ,

fourteen classes of financial contribution, members are free to choose their
,
' own commitment, and there are no penalties for failure to pay annual

contributions.gg
ITU has very limited pbwer, but its purpose is universally accepted as

vital even by nonmembers. It is dominated by the major communications

_ _ . _ _
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powers, including major private firms, but serves as a valuable forum for
discussing issues on which nations feel compelled to cooperate. I

b. International Labour Organization (ILO)**. The ILO was firste*~
established after World War I to protect western Europe from the revolu-
tionary situation emerging in the east.The early history of the organization
was marked by lack of governmentalinterest and was,in fact, dominated by
nongovernmental entities. Even today the ILO has a uniquely nongovern--+

,

mental orientation as is reflected in their representation scheme in the
International Labour Conference, the major plenary organ. Each country
sends a delegation of three individuals, one from the government, one
representing organized workers and one representing employers. The work
of the conference is organized by groups,in which delegates representing
government, employees, and workers meet sephrately to consider their
points of view on issues in the committees or plenary sessions of the
conference.

The Governing Body is the main executive organ of the ILO. It is
tripartite in representational composition along the same lines as the con-
ference. Of the twenty-four government seats in the Eody, ten are auto-
matically allocated to be "etates of chiefindustrialimportance." These ten
states are determined by a committee of statistical experts. The rest of thei

' seats are elected by the government delegates without participation of the
ten already sitting while employer and worker groups elect their own dele-
gates for all twenty four seats available to them. The Governing Body
decides the composition of other major committees and conferences usually
following the same tripartite principle of representation.

It was the breakdown o3 the tripartite scheme of representation which,*

in part, led to U.S. withdrawal in 1977.
c. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organizaticn

(UNESCO)*". UNESCO was established in 1946 to " foster and promote
all aspects of education, science, and culture,in the widest sense of these
words." The major plenary organ of UNESCO is the General Conference
which is comprised of delegates from all member nations. The General
Conference is authorized to determine the policies and main lines of the
organization's work and make decisions on programs suggested by the
executive board. The Conference can sumr un government representatives
for international conferences on education, the sciences and humanities,
and the dissemination of knowledge. It also has the capability to bring
together nongovernment organizations for the same purpose.

The executive board is composed of over thirty representatives elected
for staggered four. year terms from among the Generel Conference dele-
gates. The president of the General Conference sits in an advisory capacity ;

on the executive board. The board's duties include preparation of the Gen-
,

eral Conference agenda and examination of the director-general's proposed '

program and estimated budget. The organization's constitution mandates
the board to "be responsible for the execution of the programme adopted by

i
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the Conference by taking all necessary measures to ensure the effective and
' rational execution of the program by the Director-General."

The major plenary organ is the board of governors in which each nation
: has one governor. Each has equal voting power based on a system of quotas.

This arrangement has given the U.S. a controlling vote and, on important
matters, a veto. Mostimportant decisions are left to the board. Any revision'

{ of voting quotas must be approved by a four fifths majority of the total
! voting power. Any change in the constitution has to be approved by a
| three-fifths margin of members having four-fifths of the vote.
j The executive board consists of appointed directors and elected direc-
! tors. The appointed members are nominated by and act in behalf of the five

members with the largest quotas. The elected directors are nominated by
and act for groups of member countries casting votes that cannot be split
and must be cast as a unit. Voting is also weighted, but the practice of
consensus has become predominant so that votes are not generally taken.

5. Reservations, Arbitration, and Sanctions. Anyinternaticnal
organization which can function in such a way as to alter the balance of
interests between nations will often experience objections to actions taken.
When a nation wishes to join an international organization,it may object to
certain provisions of its constitution by declaring a reservation when
accepting membership. The acceptability and authority of reservations can
vary extensively. When disputes do arise,it may be necessary to conduct
arbitration proceedings to clarify legal questions and decide on affected
interests. International arbitration has occurred frequently, and procedural-

and substantive issues have developed. Ultimately, when an organization
! has power it must be able to levy sanctions when violations occur and it is

decided that the offending nation should be penalized for its actions.
a. Reservations.

A reservation is defined as "a unilateral statement, however phrased or
i

named, made by a State (nation], when signing, ratifying, accepting,
approving, or acceding to a treaty, whereby it purports to exclude or to
modifv thelegal effect of certain provisions of the treaty in their application
to that State.""

| The nature of the reservation is that it is a declaration, made unilater-
ally, outside the treaty, not within it. However, a statement which is explan-
atory or merely a declaration ofintentis not a reservation unless it denotes a
variation in the legal effect of the treaty vis-a vis the reserving nation. Since

i consentis the basis of treaty power, the underlying validity of a reservation
lies in the consent of other member nations. Consent to a reservation can be
given by member nations either tacitly, impliedly, or expressly, either at the
time of formulation of the reservation orin advance when the reservation is-

formulated in accordance with a specific reservations clausein the organi-
zation's constitution. When one nation accepts the reservation of another, a
reciprocal agreement exists between the reserving and the accepting

f nations. This does not, however, alter the relationship of an acceptingMu;

I
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9 nation with other nonaccepting nations, and the result can be circumstan-
ces dictating a multiplicity oflevels of participation.**

Reservations can be classified as either reciprocal or normative depend-
ing on their impact. A reciprocal reservation is appropriate in most circum-
stances since it affects only the nations involved and not third party
nations.Normativeprovisions conversely,operateforthereservingnation

~ in relation to all party nations and not one, per se.8'*
Given the crucial role that reservations play in the formation and

interpretation ofinternationallaw, the General Assembly of the UN, at its
sixth session, made the following recommendations:

That organs of the United Nations. specialized agencies and States
should. in the course of preparing multilateral conventions, consider the
insertion therein of provisions relating to the admissibility or non-
admissibility of reservations and to the effect to be attributed to them; "

The options available during formulation of a treaty in terms of reserva-
tions are:
e the prohibition of all reservations
e specific enumeration of permissible reservations
e prohibitions of some reservations

noninclusion of a reservation clause ***e

b. Arbitration. Arbitration has been extensively used in the area of
multinational corporate disagreements. It generally takes place pursuant to
a clause in a contract which specifies the type and form of arbitration to be
used if disputes arise. International organizations can waive sovereign
immunity when contracting for goods or services, or the contract may
include such an arbitration clause.'"

_

Arbitration auspices or fora are usually divided into two classes; those
arising from a specification in the agreement or contract to use one of the j

specialized arbitration institutions and those where ad hoc fora are used.'''
There are many rules and fora available for international arbitration

and specification of an arbitration procedure during negotiation of a treaty
may reduce the reluctance of nations to join a supranational organization
having some degree of supranational authority such as contemplated in ;

some forms of an AFR spent fuel storage regime. Arbitration rules may be j

adopted and applicable on a global basis,''' a multilateral basis,''' estab- i

lished under nationallaw,8** or according to rules established by various 1

trade associations and exchanges.*** )
Any combination of rules and fora may be used. An agreement can

provide, for instance, arbitration by the International Chamber of Com-
merce (ICC) under the rules of UNCITRAL'8 rather than ICC rules.''' If no ;

institutional forum or set of rules is adopted in the international agreement, '

than ad hoc arbitration is generally used. When ad hoc arbitration is speci-
fled, procedures for constituting the arbitration board and governing rules
must be includend in the agreement.**'

I
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- - c. Sanctions. Sanctions constitute the systematic reactions to a
detected violation of a defined obligation of a nation. Such sanctions can be
" individual" or " collective" depending on whether nations act indivdidu-
ally or in concert with other nations. Sanctions can also be " informal" or

,,

-- - " formal" depending on whether the sanctions take the form of actions
allowed under international law without special justification or are illegal
exceptif properly a response to an international violation. Any sanction can
take on some combination of these two sets of modifiers. The most effective
type of sanction is the formal, collective sanction."

The ultimate purpose of a sanction is to prevent undesirable behavior or
make such behavior less likely. Ane type of sanction can make an unde-
sirable action impossible (e.g., a cutoff of supplies necessary to the offending
nation's undesirable activity.) Another type of sanction is the imposition of
unpleasant circumstances upon the offending nation, but this tactic will be

! successful only if the offending nation does not consider the actions vital to
its well-being and it perceives rationally that the offensive action is no
longer worth the consequences. A sanction need not be directly " linked" to
the activity in question." For instance, a nonweapona state which makes
overt progress towards fabrication of a nuclear explosive device may
already have access to the necessary equipment and materials, butit may be
possible to put utterly ruinous pressure on the offending nation's economy."

i For sanctions to be effective, five conditions are necessary. First, the
application of the sanctions must be certain, n'ot subject to subsequent
consideration. Second, the sanction must be clear and a grad uated response-

still possible. Third, the sanctions must be legal underinternational law as a
reaction to an illegal act so that all nations are free to uphold sanctions as
they are imposed. Fourth, sanctions must be appropriate to the offense
which usually dictates that linkage to other issues is inappropriate. Lastly,

,

the fewer beligerent states that are involved, generally, the more effectivei

the sanction."
In general, sanctions should be linked to a specific undertaking or

agreement by the offending nation and should be applied only to an activity
clearly illegal in that the offending nation has agreed in some fashion not to
pursue tthe offensive activity. The burdens of applying sanctions should

|
also be shared or borne by those nations most able to bear the costs. This is

,

i particularly true where the offending nation can threaten, economically or
militarily, any allies involved in the sanction activity. Sanctions can be;

supply oriented (a cutoff of resources), political (withdrawal of diplomatic
relations), economic (cutoff of aid on assistance), or military (use of force)."

j D. Potential Institutional Alternatives for International Auspices
-,

,

i In this section the characteristics described in Section C are discussed
as they might apply to an international spent fuel storage regime. The
objective of this discussion is not to arrive at the " optimal'' multinational

, ,
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arrangement, since that depends on interests and goals which have not yet
been made clear. In addition,it may be expected that the post-INFCE period
will produce more coherent international policies concerning the back end of
the fuel cycle. That view is strengthened by the recent policy changes of
Australia and Canada on prior approval for reprocessing.",

1. Classificalions.
a. Public or Private International Organizations. It seems evident

that member nations would have more confidence in a public than in a
private international organization since assets held in a private interna-
tional organization can be subject to attachment and seizure by a private
lawsuit in national courts. The concept of sovereign immunity is important
to all member nations and the limits ofsuch immunity will be dictated by the
charter establishing the organization. The tradeoff of protecting the health
and safety of the host nation against the desired immunity from the host
nation's legal proceedings must be established during negotiation.The host
nation will desire substantial control over safety and safeguards opera-
tions, but the level of direct control may be limited by the authority of
member nations to exercise control over spent fuel movements or transfers.
It may be reasonable to include contingency plans for the protection of the
host nation's public in the event of a real threat. During the charter negotia-
tions, credible generic threats could be enumerated along with appropriate
responses by the host nation. Because of the limited threat presented by a
spent fuel storage facility, contingencies requiring host nation corrective
action will probably be limited and relatively easy to plan for.

b. UniversalorRegionalOrganizations. The scopeof aninternational
organization's operations are difficult to predict because the general goal of*

a spent fuel storage regime is still unclear. Universality is a character whicht

! must be accompanied by a commitment on the part of the organization to
i achieve a global solution to a common problem. The attitudes of various
! uations toward spent fuel disposition vary widely, and an agreement on

global goals is unlikely. On the other hand,if non proliferation is the goal of
such an institutional arrangement, universality may be desirable since all

g
nations are able to participate. Since nations do not have consistent spent
fuel disposition goals, as is the case with radio communication and world
health, a more regional arrangement may be preferable.

A regional organization is what NNPA contemplates since the pro-
posed International Nuclear Fuel Authority is meant to be open only to
those nations adhering to U.S. non-proliferation goals. If non proliferation
is the goal common to all members,it is clear that nations not adhering to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, for example, would
not qualify for membership. If qualification for membership is significantly

- restricted by national defense or energy policies, then the organization is
regional rather than universal.

4
!
1
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~& c. Supra na tional orIn tergo vernmental. If theinternationalapentfuel
storage facility is solely a depository for excess spent fuel with members able ;

| to withdraw their spent fuel at any time (given sufficient operational notice) !

then it will have little supranational authority. On the other hand,if the;

! organization has release conditions for spent fuel or other types of power to- **-
,

thwart member nation's intentions, then it is supranational to some degree. I

IThe degree of supranationality is directly related to the purpose of the
organization.

If the international organization is a regional organization with pur-
poses which aggregate various national interests, it is more likely to be

! supranational. A typical goal for such an organization may be that spent
fuel is to be released only for a nation's energy program needs. The estab-
lishing charter of the organization may include a set of release criteria
which link members energy needs with acceptable releases such that a
nation desiring to reprocess spent fuelin spite of sufficient reserves oflow
enriched uranium may be denied permission. Itis important to bear in mind
that release criteria may be discriminatory (i.e., different release criteria for
nuclear weapons states) or may be equally applicable to all member nations.
A large degree of supranational authority can only come from a group of
nations in a highly cooperative endeavor with a great commonality of goals.

d. GeneratorFunctional. An international organization for spent fuel
storage may be very limited in function or could have expansive goals
including the creation of an international forum for matching and comple-

~ menting member nation's nuclear energy objectives. As the goals of the
organization become more comprehensive, the organization becomes more

| general. It may be appropriate to establish the organization as very func-
tional in order to minimize initial differences, but allow for evolution of the
organization to become more general as member nation's energy policies
become more coherent. The future needs of advanced breeder nations will
complement the waste disposal problems of those nationsintending to use

(
' only light water or natural uranium reactors. An international organization

for spent fuel management may be a good forum for negotiating the specif-
ics of an international nuclear fuel cycle in which breeder nations purchase
spent fuel in exchange for new reactor fuel for nonbreeder members. An
important consideration in such a scheme is the immunity an international
organization would enjoy from national politics which private interna-
tional organizations (i.e., a multinational corporation) would not receive.
An international organization offers a far more stable form ofinternational
cooperation than private enterprise. If stability in long-term energy cooper-

- ation is desired, then a functional organization with the potential for more
' general forms of cooperation would be a reasonable goal.
| 2. Participants. If the international organization involved in operat-

ing an AFR spent fuel storage facility is universalist and functional, then
participation would be open to any nation and the organization would avoid'

. - - . . ~- .
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e politically sensitive issues. It is doubtful that any international organiza-
tion could be completely universal and functional since energy issues in

|
general are regionally biased and politically charged. The complexity of the

; organization and the types of memberships available will be strongly tied to
the goal of the organization. Adherence to non-proliferation norms,in itself,i

contributes greatly to the political nature of the organization since a status
quo among weapons and nonweapons nations is sought.---

If the organization is regional,it will be much less difficult to dictate '
conditions for membership and the character of participation rights. Condi-
tions for new membership can also be enumerated in a regional organiza-
tion more easily. The right of withdrawal may be discussed during negotia-
tion of the charter. While itis not possible to prohibit withdrawal,it can be
made difficult for member nations by requiring a period of notice and

/ continued participation during that period. Sarictions may also be included
in the charter for members not upholding their commitments to the
organization.

3. Structure. Much of the literature on international organizations
functioning in the nuclear energy sphere indicates that two-tiered manage-
ment may be desirable, especially if some insulation between the opera-
tional tier and political tier is deemed necessary.The secretariat is the most
logical entity to control the operation of a spent fuel storage facility. The
availability ofinternational civil servants and the highly technical nature
of spent fuel management suggest that the secretariat could manage organs
specifically designated for technical tasks. Organs could be created for
management of spent fuel in storage, for directing transportation of spent
fuel, for interaction with the IAEA, and for developing new techniques of-

spent fuel transport and storage.
The next structural arrangement may be a board of delegates rpecifi-

cally instructed to oversee and advise the secretariat. The board may be
enpowered to make policy decisions as in the case of the IAEA or given very
limited powers as in the ITU.The structure of decision making power on the
board will be dictated by the goals of the organization and the relative
importance of the various participants. The major plenary organ could
consist of delegates of all members with power to decide varicus larger

{
iss'ues such as budget, assessments, membership, and so on.

4. Judicial Functions. If the charter of the organization contains'

rules and sanctions,it will be necessary to have some forum for appeal of
decisions by the board or major plenary organ an order to assurr. to some
degree, that rules and sanctions are applied on a nondiscriminatory basis. It
would be reasonable to assign jurisdiction to the ICJ or a similar forum.The
acceptance of the charter by a member nation can constitute acceptance of a

~ '' judicial forum and, therefore, its jurisdiction.

.
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ABSTRACT

This report examines thefactors which are ofimportance in considering
a multinational arrangement for supplying low enriched uranium fuel to
mem bers. It does not reiteratepoin ts made in theprevious report, but rather

,

builds upon the information developed there.
The problem of denying access to sensitive technology while allowing

international safeguards inspectors sufficient access to verify operator''

safeguards is addressed. The potential arrangements for an international
organization including structure, access, conditions, prior approval rights,
sovereign immunity, and participation are discrased in the context of an
enrichment facility.
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I ;?e TRODUCTION

The institugal aspe rta c.s sociated with a domestically sited multing
tional enrichme;4 , cility e re, fu the most part, similar to these described in
the previous two chapters oc e multinational fuel cycle facility modeled--

after INFA and an AFR spendel storage facility.It is assumed here that a
public international organizu.im would be the institutional form of a mul-
tinational enrichment arrange ~.ent and that all rights and obligations of;

! the organization itself and its1 -rious members would be analogous to those
previously described for intca:ational organizations. The major difference'

would most liktly be the structure of safeguards.
I

! II. INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS
i

! International safeguards, including material accounting and control
may be conducted by the organization itself, by the host nation, by the
IAEA, or by any combination of these entities. Generally, the operator
conducts material necountancy which is verified by the IAEA through its
inspections. The particular types of non-prohferation threats vary depend-
ing on whether the enrichment facility can or does produce highly enriched
uranium (HEU). The particular type of enrichment technology employed
directly affects the general safeguards risks involved as well, although
physical security is not a direct concern in international safeguards.

If a facility is capable of producing only low enriched uranium (LEU),"

then a subnational adversary cannot remove material capabie of producing
an explosion. LEU which is usually only 3-4% U* must be enriched to at
least 20% (at which point it becomes HEU) in order to be used in a nuclear
explosive device. Whileitis substantially easier to enrich LEU to HEU then
to enrich natural uranium (0.7% U") to HEU, enrichment of any kind is still
generally considered beyond the capability of subnational adversaries.The
major safeguards concern at an enrichment facility capable of producing

| only LEU is that the operator may misuse the facility or may divert eitherl

n atural uranium or LEU to a separate enrichment facility capable of HEU
production or to a clandestine plutonium production reactor. As a result,
international safeguards at a facility which produces only LEU are mainly
concerned with material accountability. Therefore,in ternational safeguards
would probably be less intrusive than for those described for an AFR spent

,

fuel storage facility (which contains unprocessed plutonium) discussed in!

|

the previous report.
Some enrichment technologies for producing LEU can be used to pro-"

duce HEU more easily than others. If a facility can be used to make HEU,
but its declared use is solely to produce LEU fuels, then the simple presence
of HEU is an indication of wrongdoing. As a result, international safe-

;

.
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|

guards at such a facility would include examination of the process, as well
as material control and accounting.

y- Three general aspects of an I AEA safeguards system designed to verify
that an enrichment facility operator is not participating in efforts to secure

,

weapons useable material can be defined. First, international safeguards |

must verify the operators accountancy for all declared nuclear material. |
Second, they must ensure that no nuclear materials are introduced and

|
-

withdrawn, without record. Third, and most importantly, they must verify
that the enrichment facility is not used to produce urs.nium of higher than !

declared enrichment.
A significant problem exists in the independent verification of the three

aspects noted above. Much of the technology used for enriching uranium is
; sensitive both from the standpoint of the proprietary interests of the nations 1

1 which developed the technology for profit and in light of the proliferation '

potential created by many nations learning about and potentially imple-
menting enrichment techniques. Thus, most nations wish to minimize
access by internationalinspectors.

The level ofinspector access needed to verify the three aspects listed
above varies according to the type of enrichment technology used. The
process most used in currently operating enrichment plants is the " gaseous
diffusion" type. Gaseor.s diffusion involves the use of pressurized uranium
hexafluoride (UF.) gas pumped through multiple barriers which allow light-
er molecules (containing U*) to move through more quickly than the heav-
ier molecules (containing U") so that, after a series of such barriers, the U"
content of the gas increases. Since each barrier increases U" content very
slightly, a series, or " cascade," of barriers must be used to reach the desired*

enrichment. A typical gaseous diffusion enrichment facility must use about
1400 stages, each consisting of several barriers to produce LEU. In order to
produce weapons grade HEU (90% U"), a larger number of stages are
required. Thus, a gaseous diffusion plant designed for the production of,

' LEU could only be used to create weapons-grade material through modifica-
tion and non-standard operation or through repeated recycling of product to
feed. Such an endeavor would take months to produce a significant quantity
of weapons-grade material, so it would be extremely time consuming even if
technically feasible.' As a result, international inspector access can be
relatively limited if gaseous diffusion is the enrichment technology
employed.

The enrichment technology being employed in most enrichment facili-
ties being built or planned rely on the " gas ultracentrifuge" technology. By
rotating a UF. mixture of molecules in a cylinder at high speed, the heavier

..
ones (containing U") are pushed to the outside and enriched UF (contain-
ing more U") can be extracted mechanically from the inside.

Each centrifuge contains very little UF. but the enrichment obtained<

per centrifuge is much higher than for a gaseous diffusion stage. As a result.

-- - - - - - .-
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centrifuge cascades are run in parallel since only about 12 centrifuges are'

necessary in a single cascade to produce LEU. However, the small through-
put per centrifuge dictates that hundreds of thousands ofindividual centri-
fuges may be necessary to produce as much LEU as a typical gaseous
diffusion plant with 1400 stages.*

In contrast to gaseous diffusion, the rearrangement of centrifuge cas-
cades to produce weapons grade materialis relatively simple. If 12 centrif-
uges are necessary to produce LEU, about 35 arranged into a single cascade
could produce weapons-grade material. In addition, such a process could be
completed in a matter of days.'

Access to a centrifuge enrichment plant and visual examination of
centrifuge machines, especially in a disassembled condition may reveal
sensitive technology. Therefore, nations deploying centrifuge technology
m ay designate certain areas of centrifuge plants or special material balance
areas to which internationalinspectors would be denied access, as provided
in Section 46(b)(iv) ofINFCIRC/153. Section 80 ofINFCIRC/153 specifies
the maximum routine inspection efforts for various types of facilities based
on the types and quantities of nuclear material while they contain or pro-
cess. A larger enrichment facility would qualify for continuous inspection
while a pilot plant would not.

These provisions in INFCIRC 153 allow an operator to legally restrict
the intrusiveness and frequency ofinspections. In a centrifuge facility these

' limitations can seriously affect the quality of safeguards since rearrange-
ment of cascades to produce weapons-grade materials is relatively simple.
The trade-off between access and international safeguards effectiveness at

l enrichment facilities is presently being discussed by a group of negotiators
from the nations now possessing enrichment facilities. This group, called
the "Hexapartite Safeguards Project"is meeting as of this writing and is
expected to make a recommendation concerning the level ofinspector access
by November of 1982.The product of this project can be expected to influence
the level of access granted not only to IAEA inspectors in a multinational
enrichment facility, but also the level of access granted to participating
nations not privy to " commercially sensitive" information.

III. STRUCTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

Properly insulating foreign assets held in multinational enrichment
facility from attachment in a domestic law suit requires that the institu-
tional arrangement be one of an international organization. However, the
particular type of organizational structure that is used will be dictated,in
large part, by the proprietary and non-proliferation concerns of the nation
supplying the technology -in this case the U.S.

In order to restrict " commercially sensitive" information on enrich-g ae
ment, the U.S. may require that only U.S. nationals be granted access to

i
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'certain areas. The restricted areas will most likely be those inside a centrif-
,

* - uge cascade or gaseous diffusion process area and archives containing
sensitive information. '

' '

The nature of the restricted informat:on can be characterized by distin-
guishing between three types of enrichment plant components according to
their sensitivity.These are freely available components which can be used
without modifica tion, those which are available and can be modified for use,
and those components designed specifically for the purpose of enrichment.
No denial of access is necessary for the firet type of compcnent and in forma-
tion about components in the second category before modification can be
freely disseminated. Restricted information is that information necessary
to modify the second type of available components to make them useful for
enrichment and allinformation regarding the third type.'

,

! Eurodif, which is an international joint stock company under French
law, (not a public international organization)' has an institutional arran-
gement for restricting sensitive information. Each nation uses its own
technology in its domestic facility and shareholders are entitled to their
appropriate share of enriched uranium product.The agreements in relation
to Eurodifinclude clauses to ensure the control of the use c,f enrichment
technology." For in stance, the Tricastin enrichment plant in France utilizes
French technology which is restrictal to French nationals.

Urenco, actually consisting of two companies, Centel which manufac-
tures eentrifuge comporients and Urenco which enriches uranium,is owned
equally by three nations. The United Kingdom, West Germany, and the

~

v. ,

Netherlands all had essentially equal enrichment technologies when the'
.

agreement was concluded so that all three do share enrichment technology-

'

information. Transfer ofsensitive information must be unanimously agreed
upon according to a provision in Urenco's charter (Treaty of Almelo).' Such
matters are taken up by a Joins Committee while nonpolitical matters are
decided by the Urenco Board which has all three nations represented, but is
constituted as a UK-based corporation.'

, A multin ational enrichment endeavor baaed in the U.S. would likely fall
f between these examples since it would be an international organization

similar to URENCO, but haveinformation controls much like Eurodif. As a
result, it is likely that the operational organ of the facility (possibly the
Secretariat) would be staffed by U.S. citizens while non sensitive operations
and political decision making may be done by a board in which all partici-
pating nations are represented. As in Eurodif, all participants would be
entitled to a share of enriched uranium, possibly proportional to their
invbstment.

Su:h an arrangement has the potential for being very universalist in
_

that many nations could participate without gaining access to sensitive
'

information. Membership could still be restricted by certain conditions such

m
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2 i as NPT adherence and absence of indigenous, domestically operated
enrichment capability."

I
,

The issue of whether U.S. prior approval rights would be applied to the4; .
enrichment uranium product will be a subject of negotiations. Potential

-.

member nations will surely press for this and some general level of U.S.
acquiescence over sovereign control of enriched uranium may be asked. If

| the U.S. can gain a desirable position on the governing board of the organi-
| zation, for instance a veto power over potentially critical decisions, acquies-
| cence on prior approval rights may be beneficialin terms of non proliferation
i interests.
I The level of sovereign immunity a multinational enrichment facility

would enjoy is not clear. Due to the problem of foreign access to sensitive
enrichment technology, the U.S. may require that only U.S. nationals be

,

i allowed access to certain areas. U.S. nationals in a domestically sited inter-
national organization would not be immune to legal proceedings brought
against them in a U.S. court. Federallegislation does preclude attachment
of the international organization's assets. However, a great deal of pressure
could be brought to bear on a Secretariat staff which might be forced to
choose between obeying the directive of the international organization or
complying with U.S. law. This dual jeopardy problem can be addressed
during charter negotiations.

It would be appropriate to consider negotiating toward a very func-
tional type of international organization which would have very well-

defined goals. Under this type of arrangement, political considerations
could be put off until the nature of international trade in nuclear fuels
becomes more coherent. In the meantime, nations which are considering
indigenous enrichment or reprocessing facilties may delay such plans and
join an internationally owned enrichment facility as an alternative. Mak-
ing arrangements for withdrawalin the charter would render the concept
more politically acceptable and further non proliferation goals by, at least,
delaying the spread of enrichment technology. This would be consonant
with the directives of NNPA.

.
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ABSTRACT

? This report examines the U.S./ International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) bilateral agreement to determine whether U.S. adoption of alterna.
tive nuclearfuelcycle arrangement would affect U.S./IAEA relations. The
generalform ofIAEA safeguards is analyzed for various reactors and fuels

cycle facilities. Safeguards options, including spiking. coprocessing, use of
thorium fuel cycles, denaturing, use of heavy water, and storage of spent
fuel and waste, are then compared to IAEA safeguards to reveal inconsis-
tencies or discrepancies. An analysis of specifically proposed fuel cycle
arrangements follows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of the Report
This report is one of a series examining problems related to the use of

alternative nuclear fuel cycles in the U.S. The purpose of this report is to
analyze those problems associated with implementation of the U.S./IAEA
Safeguards Agreement as it may apply to the use of alternative fuel cycles.~
At this time extensive negotiations are going on regarding implementation

i

of the Agreement and the direction and agenda for completing its imple-
mentation. This report will detail the potential problems that may arise
from a decision to alter the existing fuel cycle for reasons of proliferation
resistance.The primary concern of this repadis to identify problems which
could impedeimplementation of the Subsiduty Arrangement and negotia-
tion of Facility Attachments between the U.S. and the International Atomic

: gy Agency (IAEA).

B. Scope of Inquiry
It must be recognized that the development and character of U.S./IAEA

safeguards are as yet incomplete, which makes detailed commentary diffi-
cult. This report is also limited to examination of the impacts on the safe-
guards agreements, not technical safeguards measures, which are addressed
in another report in this series.*

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Nature of U.S./IAEA Safeguards in the U.S.8

An important factorin the Treaty on the Non Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT)is that none of the weapons states (the U.S., USSR, UK,
France, and China) is obliged to accept IAEA safeguards. To encourage
wider adherence to the NPT, the U.S. volunteered to place allits nuclear
activities underIAEA safeguards excluding only those with direct national
security significance. In order to implement this voluntary offer ('"The Pres-
ident's Offer"), an agreement for the Application of Safeguards * has been
negotiated by the U.S. and IAEA, which defines in general terms the pur-
pose ofIAEA eafeguards in the U.S., the responsibilities of the U.S. and the
IAE A, and the structure of the safeguards to be applied. In overall form, the
Agreement follows INFCIRC/153,8 the IAEA model for safeguards agree-

| ments under NPT, but it differs in detail to take account of the fact that the
,

A U.S. is a nuclear weapons state. Upon Senate approval of the agreement
negotiated between the U.S. and the IAE A, nuclear facilities throughout the
United States willbegin to implementInternational Atontic Energy Agency.

safeguards under the terms of that agreement.
,

i
,

*See Weinatock and Keiech," Technical Safeguards Issues for Alternative Fuel Ctcles," BNI,
NUREG-25557 (1979) reprinted in edited form in Chaptu Five.
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O
The next legal instruments required for implementation of IAEA safe-

guards in *.he U.S. are the Subsidiary Arrangements and Transitional Sub-
sidiary Arrangements,' which are formally part of the Agreement, but
which are separate documents to be negotiated after the content of the

|

Agreement has been made final. Where the Agreement defines the structure |

f -

of safeguards in a general way, the Subsidiary Arrangements define the
details of the application of safeguards on a countrywide basis for the
technologies being used. The U.S./IAEA Safeguards Agreement specifies
that not all facilities in the U.S. will necessarily be subject to full IAEA
safeguards; most facilities will not be inspected by the IAEA, but will have
to fulfill IAEA requirementa pertaining to records, reports, and accountabil-

; ity. Under the terms of the U.S./IAEA Agreement, the IAEA will choose
from a list of eligible non-national-security-related facilities those to which
it will apply full or partial safeguards. Thus there are two sets of Subsidiary
Arrangements for the U.S.: the Subsidiary Arrangements,which define full
safeguards including IAEA inspection; and the Transitional Subsidiary
Arrangements, which define safeguards for those facilities which will not be

| inspected initially. The IAEA is given broad discretion to change the list of
facilities to which inspection will be applied or which will be required to
report.

In order to implement the provisions of the Subsidiary Arrangements
and Transitional Subsidiary Arrangements, some changes were necessary
in U.S. safeguards regulations. The new regulations which incorporate
these changes are proposed 10 CFR 75 and conforming amendments to 10
CFR 40,50,70,150, and 170;' revised instructions for completion of Report--

ing Forms 741 and 742 by NRC licensees; and revisions in the DOE Orders
(especially those parts dealing with Forms 741 and 742). It is important to
note that these changed U.S. regulations, although they are domestic law
rather than international agreements, nonetheless must conform with the
internationally agreed upon (and therefore difficult to change) U.S./IAEA
Safeguards Agreement. Thes, while it may appear that U.S. domestic regu-
lations could be modified fairly easily to take into account possible problems
associated with alternative fuel cycles,in some cases the U.S. regulations
are constrained by the Agreement, so that any such changes would require
formal IAEA approval.

Taken together, the U.S./IAEA Agreement, the Subsidiary Arrange-
ments and Transitional Subsidiary Arrangements, and the new U.S. regu-
lations define on a U.S. wide basis the general structure and content of the
implementation of IAEA safeguards in the J.S. Two other documents
remain which define the specific infonnation required for implementation.
The first is the Design Information Questionnaire (DIQ) which is to be~-

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . .__
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prepared by the facility and submitted via the U.S. government to the I AE A.
Basically, DIQs are detailed descriptiens of specific facilities and their
nuclear materials measurement and accounting systems and procedures
(including typical values of, and calculation procedures for, measurement
uncertainties).--

The purpose of the DIQ is to provide the IAEA with sufficient informa-
tion about a specific facility to allow the IAEA to formulate the facility-'

specific details of the safeguards to be applied.These details are contained
; in the last of the set of documents which define IAEA safeguards, the

Facility Attachment. Facility Attachments are part of Subsidiary Arran--

! gements, and as with the Subsidiary Arrangements, there are two types of
Facility Attachments: regular Facility Attachments, for those few facilities,

f which will be subject to full IAEA safeguards including inspection; and
Transitional Facility Attachments, for the majority of facilities, which will
comply with IAEA records and reporting requirements but are exempt from
inspection.

Facility Attachments and Transitional Facility Attachments, since
they are formally part of the U.S./IAEA Agreement, are negotiated docu-
ments which must be agreed to by the U.S. Government and the IAEA.

| Spokesmen for the NRC have said that it is the NRC's intention to consult
with licensed facilities and allow them to review Facility Attachments for
their facilities prior to final approval.' This is quite important, because the

| topics covered in the Facility Attachment (e.g., material balance areas and
! key measurement points structure, definition of typical batches, and if-

I appropriate, containment and surveillance measures, and inspection effort)
are facility specific and can profoundly affect the impact of safeguards on
the operation of the facility.

Taken together, then, the U.S./IAEA Agreement, Subsidiary Arran-
| gements, domestic regulations, and Facility Attachmente form the legal
: basis which defines the specific structure and content of IAEA safeguards
I in the U.S. for those facilities under U.S./IAEA safeguards.

| All safeguards reports are to be submitted by the facility on U.S. forms
to the Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguards System (NMMSS),'

! located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.The NMMSS will then process the reported
! data, and use them as required for domestic safeguards purposes.The data

will then be reformatted and converted to the reports specified in Code 10 ofi

the Subsidiary and Transitional Subsidiary Arrangements, and transmit-
ted to the IAEA in Vienna.

A very important consideration is that the Subsidiary Arrangements
can not be broadened to include a new technology or fuel cycle unless all-

measurements and accounting procedures have been formalized. For mosts

i
_

of these fuel cycles there are unknowns in the material control and account-
ing procedures. The major purpose of this report is to identify those

. . unknowns.
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B.The Application ofIAEA Safeguards

1. General Approach. The development of IAEA safeguards has_

reached different stages for various facilities and processes,in part because
the Agency's* experience in safeguarding fuel cycles is greater for some

I types than for others. For example, the Agency has had broad experiencein
| safeguarding light water reactors and very little in safeguarding fast

breeder reactors. Further, safeguards for conversion plants and fuel fcbrica-
tion facilities have been developed for some time while safeguards for repro-

i cessing and enrichment facilities are in the early stages of develcpment.
Where experience falls short, the Agency has prepared broad outlines of the
approaches to be followed which will be reviewed here.' It is also important
to recognize that Agency safeguards are continually evolving as new and
better methods for safeguarding facilities are developed.

The major objective of IAEA safeguards is the " timely detection of
diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful n aclear

I activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
( devices or for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the

risk of early detection."
. . - Both " timely detection" and "significant quantities" have been defined

and quantified. Significant quantities have been expressed in terms ofr

" threshold amounts" which are the quantities necessary for fabrication of a

*The term " Agency" refers expressly to the IAEA; the terms are used interchangeably.
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nuclear explosive device. These are not yet established requirements, but are

- tentative goals upon which safeguards are designed. Table 1 lists these'

values. Timely detection is expressed as " detection time" which has been'

defined as the minimum time required to convert specific forms of nuclear
~ - material to the form necessary for fabrication of a nuclear explosive device.

These times are given in Table 2 and are considered guidelines since some
flexibility is allowed. The a priori goal for the probability of detection has

Table 1

Threshold Amounts and Quantities of Safeguards Significance'

A. Threshold Amounts

!
! Material Threshold Amount (TA) TA Applies To:
i
!

; Pu (Pu" > 95%) 8 kg Total Element
i

| U" 8 kg TotalIsotope
!

; U (U" > 95%) 25 kg U"
|

[ B. Quantities of Safeguards Significance
I

*

I

Quandty of
Safeguards

Material Significance (SQ) SQ AppliesTo:

! " Direct-Use" Pu 8 kg Total Element
i Material
!

!

U" 8 kg TotalIsotopej

U (U" > 20%) 25 kg U",

i

Plus rules for mixtures where appropriate
,

" Indirect-Use" U (U" < 20%)* 75 kg U"
Material

~ - ' ' Th 20t Total Element
1

Plus rules for mixtures where appropriate

* Including natural and depleted uranium.

..

I
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been set as a policy matter by the Agency at 90% or higher.
The main thrust of IAEA safeguards is to validate the records of a |

facility by inspection and measurements. These measurements include-

monitoring the flows of nuclear material, periodic closing of material bal-
ance and physical inventory, and performance of chemical analysis and
nondestructive assay (NDA) on samples ta ken by inspectors. In eence, the

j Agency's safeguards independently verify the state's (opc t's) in-
! formation.

In addition to the material control and accounting (MCA) techniques
described above, the Agency performs certain surveillance and contain-
ment measures. It is important to note that containment and surveillance
are not primary methods for guarding against diversion, but rather serve to

I complement MCA techniques.

f For MCA, Material Balance Areas (MBAs) are designated. An MBA is
i an area where all material entering and leaving is measurable and physical
} inventories can be performed. These are generally defined in the Facility

Attachments. Key Measurement Points (KMPs) are located at flow and
inventory points where material can be measured. On the basis ofinventory
measures and material flows at KMPs, the Agency keeps a parallel set of
accounts and compares them to the state's and operator's accounts for
accuracy. The Agency's parallel set of accounts is based upon periodic
verification measures on random samples. The Agency takes far fewer
measurements than the plant operator.

Containment measures take advantage of existing structural arrange-
ments such as containers, pipes, tanks, and so on, to insure against the

*
undetected movement of m aterials. In addition containment measures rely
heavily on IAEA seals and locks. Surveillance is the observation, either
human or instrumental, of material and equipment movements within the

j facility.
! 2. Reactors. Reactor material inventories are verified by material

measurements from the fuel fabrication facility and calculations of burnup
and plutonium production in the reactor core.

,

j A reactor is generally considered one MBA with three inventory KMPs
I at the fresh fuel storage area, the core itself, and the spent fuel storage area.
I a. Light-Water Reactors (LWRs). If the fuel for the reactor is low-

enriched uranium (LEU), then greater safeguards attention is paid to the
spent fuel which contains plutonium than to inventories at either of the
other two KMPs. The detection target for LWRs is the diversion of one or

i more spent fuel assemblies within two or three months and one or more
fresh fuel assemblies within on,e year.

In terms of accounting, the Agency accounts for the number of fuel ),

assemblies present to verify materialinventories. Containment and surveil- '

.

!
:
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lance measures are used at the spent fuel area. The specific measures used at !
LWRs include (1) an audit and verification of accounting records,(2) exami-

,

nation of operating records,(3) verification of fresh fuel prior to core reload, |
'

(4) core verification, (5) item control and identification on the spent fuel in
storage, (6) calculation of burnup and plutonium production, and (7) item
counts in inventory Key Measurement Points.,

| b. Heavy-Water Reactors (HWRs). HWRs require the use of on line
- refueling techniques. Refueling is automatic and spent fuelis discharged at
i

!
} Table 2
:

| Estimated Material Conversion Tf mes'

Estimated
Beginning Material Conversion

Classification Form End Process Form Time

1 Pu, HEU', or U" Finished plutonium order of days
metal. or uranium metal (7-10)

components

2 PuOi, Pu(NO3). or order of weeks'"

other pure com- (13)
pounds. HEU or U"
oxide or other pure

* compounds. MOX or
other non irradiated
pure mixtures of Pu
or U ((U"+U")
>20%). Pu, HEU
and/or U"in scrap

i or other miscellane-

| ous impure com-
pounds.

3 Pu, HEU or U"in order of months"

1 irradiated fuels (14)
I (> 10'Ci/kg HEU or

f U" or Pu).

4 U containing <20% order of one"

U" and U"; year
thorium.

,.

!

' Uranium enriched to 20% or nere in the isotope U".
| *While no single factor is completely responsible for the indicated range of 13 weeks for conver-'

g,- ! sion of these plutonium and uranium mmpounds,the pure compounds will tend to be at the lower

| end of the range ard the mixtures and scrap at the higher end.

:
,
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the rate of 7 to 10 fuel bundles a day which are then stored in baskets in the
spent fuel pond. This system does not easily lend itself to fuel element
counting because the baskets are often stacked in three-dimensional arrays.
Automatic fuel bundle counters have been developed, but have not yet been
adopted by the Agency.' Since reproceseing or spent fuel processing sche-
dules may vary, irradiated fuel may be shipped offsite regularly or,instead,
retained in storage for long periods of time.

Because most HWRs use either natural uranium or slightly enriched
uranium (SEU = 1 to 2% U' *), the discharged fuel contains more fissile
plutonium than that from an LWR and is, therefore, more significant from a
safeguards standmint. The inspector usually counts the number of fuel
bundles in the invi ntory and, at times, may make qualitative measurements
of nuclear materia' Some HWRs use LEU or highly-enriched uranium
(HEU)" booster rods" which help maintain criticality during plant power
changes. These rods do not carry the same classification as fuel and must be
handled and verified separately. In addition to these difficulties, HWRs use
an extremelylarge number of fuel bundles compared to LWRs and the core is
inaccessible for core verification.

Specific safeguards measures for HWRs include (1) audit and verifica-
tion of accounting records,(2) determination of fuel charge and discharge
rates,(3) calculation of plutonium discharged,(4) containment and surveil-
lance activities,(5) examination of operating records, and,in some cases,(6)
verification of heavy water inventory. Because of the low strategic value of
fresh fuel, the inventory in the fresh fuel storage area is verified annually.
The inaccessibility of the core dictates that containment and survail!ance

_
measures must be substituted for actual core verification. Lastly, because
spent fuelis generally in the form of tens of thousands of fuel bundles,its
physical inventory is extremely difficult. As a result, heavy reliance is
placed on optical surveillance to sissure that no unreported spent fuel in-
ventory changes occur.

c. Fast Breeder Facilities. The Agency has had experience only with
the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) cycle. The major dif'erence
between fest breeder (FBh) cycles and LWR cycles is that the material used
in the FBR is generally in a form directly convertible to weapons material
throughout most of the cycle. The seed blankets used in LMFBRs contain
plutonium even better suital to conversion to explosives use than the spent
fuel. In addition, L'MFBRs generally have many times the fuelinventory of
L W Rs.

~

Fuel aseemblies are kept in a sodium or inert gas environment and are
loaded remotely so that no optical core verification is possible. New sonic
imaging techniques are currently being developed for this purpose. Because
of this feature, verification of spent. fuel stores is*also extremely difficult.

The detection target for the LMFBR fuel cycle is one significant quan-
[ tity being diverted slowly and continuously over a one-year period and one

,

aa. .1
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*~ significant quantity diverted abruptly in one to three weeks.
Specific safeguards measures for LMFBRs include (1) KMPs at stra-* ,

tegic points within the facility or reactor,(2) verification of physical inven-a

..

tories twice a year employing item counting and NDA,(3) verification of
' - - new fuel through the use of NDA and seals,(4) thorough checks of all seals

,

and surveillance devices consistent with the detection time and whenever

| containment integrity becomes questionable,(5) inspector presence during
core reload and sealing of the core,(6) constant automated surveillance of
the core in operation and the spent fuel area,(7) audit and verification of>

accounting records, and (8) calculation of burnup and plutonium production.i

| 3.BulkHandlingFacilities. INFCIRC/153, paragraph 6(c), requires
| that the Agency should concentrate its " .. verification precedures on those

stages in the nuclear fuel cycle involving the production, processing, use, or
storage of nuclear material from which nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices could readily be made." At least two physical inventories,

'

per year are expected at bulk haridling facilities, four when weapons usable
materialis involved.

a. Con version and Fuel Fabrication Fac;lities. In tacilities whereboth
conversion and fuel fab-ication occur,it is normal IAEA practice to make
the conversion area and the fabricaticn area two separate MBAs. The feed
storage area is usually considered a separate MBA where the shipper /re-
ceiver data are verified; the product storage area is also considered a separ-
ate MBA. In the U.S., however, the national safeguards system is suffi-_

ciently developed that the entire facility may be considered an MBA.
KMPs are established for the measurement of all feed material received,

i

i fuel elements and assemblies prior to shipment, and waste discards. KMPs
i are also established between all MBAs. When possible, discrete item counts

| are used and the integrity of the discrete items is assured by sampling and
; testing, then sealing with tamper-indicating seals.

| The detection target is one significant quantity per year. When the
| facility handles plutonium, HEU, or U aa, an additional target of detecting2

i the sudden diversion of a significant quantity of materialin one to three
: weeks is specified.
'

Containment and surveillance measures are of limited value at some
bulk handling facilities; thus heavy relianceis placed on MCA techniques,
and the operators' claims regarding material received, shipped, stored, or
lost are carefully verified.

At facilities handling either depleted, natural, orlow enriched uranium,
. . , ,

the basic approach to I AE A safeguards is M BA verification, with particular
reliance on random sampling. Specific safeguards measures include (1)
visual inspection by inspectors of the operator's physical inventory, (2)*

*) audit and verif" cation of operator accounting,(3) determination of material
flows, and (4) determination ofinventories.

_ _

- " - - - -
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9 b. Enrichment Facilities. The Agency has had no experience safe-
guarding enrichment facilities. It is probable that the first facilities to be
safeguarded will be centrifuge facilities. However, the first gaseous diffu-
sion plant which may be safeguarded is now under construction and the
Age .cy may also be requested, eventually, to safeguard nozzle facilities.
DOE is now conducting research with the IAEA on safeguards for enrich-

.

.- ment facilities.
Enrichment facilities are important from a safeguards standpoint

because,in certain configurations of certain processes, they can produce
weapons-usable material. Some reactors will require HEU (e.g., HTGR) so
that the enrichment plant - where HEU is separated prior to fuel fabrica-
tion - is very sensitive. In fact, MCA techniques capable of detecting a

, diversion of one significant quantity have not been developed for enrich-
! ment plants producing HEU in large quantities. At an enrichment facility

which produces LEU, the simple existence of H EU indicates a violation. No
such signal exists for a facility designed to produce HEU. At facilities,

{ producing only LEU, the most important consideration is whether the plant
f can be adapted or operated to produce HEU.The Agency also verifies that

no material has been diverted.
For LEU facilities, different processes offer different options for produc-

! ing HEU. Because of the large number of machines used, a centrifuge
{ facility may be rearranged by placing many stages or cascades in series

'

instead of in parallel. Centrifuge facilities represent a serious problem
because it is possible to use an insignificant fraction of the cascades to
produce HEU while the rest of the facility operates normally producing

~

LEU. The connections between the cascades do not even have to be rear-
ranged since feed and product are easily transported in small cylinders.

Adaptation of a LEU production process to produce HEU is more difficult
at a gaseous diffusion facility..All stages in the process are in series necessi-
tating an alteration of the entire output of the facility, and the operator isj

faced with the choice of low enrichment and high production or high
enrichment and low production.

,

Because of the proprietary nature ofenrichment techniques, the Agency
may treat the entire process area as a " black box." This area will be identi-
fled as a "special material balance area"(SMBA). The exact nature of the
safeguards being employed are embodied in the Subsidiary Arrangements.

Material accounting is the primary safeguards measure at an enrich-
ment facility. All material entering and leaving the facility is measured and
a material balance is periodically calculated. In addition, containment and
surveillance serve to complement data verification and to detect any unde-

~ ' ~

clared feed or product at the facility.
INFCIRC/153, Section 80, permits continuous inspection at facilities

with throughputs greater than 500 kg. As a result,large facilities qualify for
continuous inspection while pilot facilities do not. However, most nations

xA
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have agreed to subject even small enrichment facilities to safeguards.
INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 does not provide for inspection ofenrichment facilities.

Safeguards techniques capable of detecting a diversion of one signifi-
cant quantity at enrichment plants providing HEU are not yet developed

i and thus the IAEA cannot effectively safeguard such a facility. When" '

| access to a LEU facility is allowed, specific safeguards measures include (1)
identification and verification ofdesign to confirm the absence of secondary

| feed and take-off lines, (2) routine inspection of MBAs, (3) verification of
products and tails data by in-process sampling, and (4) careful attention to
wastes. When access is not allowed,IAEA safeguards can only be used at
the borders of the SMBA. As noted above, this is a serious problem at

;
centrifuge facilities where HEU could be produced at a large facility without'

changing the tails and product significantly, and could thereby go
undetected.

c. Facilities ProcessingPlutonium,HEU,or lf '. Because otthe sensi-
tive nature of the material processed, additional safeguards measures are
required for these facilities. The Agency, therefore, relies on continuous or
frequent inspections and measures which show that the operator maintains
adequate flow controls in order to extend the validity of MBA. In addition,
inspectors need unrestricted access to all material to meet the short detec-
tion time necessitated by the sensitive nature of the material.

Specific safeguards measures include (1) complete semiannual physical
inventory, (2) complete verification of all receipts, stores, and shipment

,

within short detection time parameters, (3) extensive use of seals, (4) sep-
arate Agency records, (5) verification of in-process inventory, (6) visual
observation of all containers in the process area, and (7)in-process sampling
to verify detection procedures (chemical analysis of samples is used to
update calibration of NDA equipment).

The Agency has not yet developed a safeguards scheme for a
commercial-sized reprocessing plant and is limited to safeguards exercises
at small facilities in the U.S., Belgium, Japan, and Italy. Only the Purex
process has been safeguarded, therefore, little can be said about other
processes.

Reprocessing facilities are very important from a safeguards stand-
point because of the production of purified plutonium. The problem is exac-
erbated in that the composition ofirradiated fuel rods is calculated from
their initial composition (known from the fabrication stage) and informa-
tion about burnup. This leads to relatively large uncertainties in plutonium
input. Most of the plant is inaccessible and, therefore, unviewable during

,

i operation because of the high radioactivity of the spent fuel. Measurement
; vessels are similarly hidden from view. These considerations, coupled with

the fact that reprocessing plants run continuously forlong periods of time,-

have led the Agency to conclude that continuous inspection is required.

.

- - - - - - - . - _ - . - . . - - , , _ _ . _,,y_.
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O Reprocessing facilities are generally divided into three MB As.The first
is the feed storage area where the content of unreprocessed spent fuel is
calculated and recorded. The second is the process area where the spent fuel
is dissolved and products are separated. Measurements taken at the flow
KMP between the first and second MBA are used to corroborate the

.

shippers' data.The third MB A is the product output and storage area where
product composition is calculated and compared to measurements at the~

flow KMP between the first and second MBA and those data collected in the
process area.

The detection target is one significant quantity diverted slowly over one
year or an abrupt diversion over one to three weeks. i

Specific safeguards measures include (1) independent log books kept by :

; the Agency,(2) strict electronic surveillance of the spent fuel receiving area, )
i (3) verification of data in the first MB A (receiving area) by determination of 1

| the volume and concentration of plutonium at the flow KMP between the
first and second MBA,(4) measurement vessel calibration,(5) comparison of
process area inventory with calculations from the reactor operator,(6) calcu- ,

lation and measurement of plutonium and uranium content of the acid !

recycled for dissolving spent fuel, (7) careful measurement of plutonium
output from the proces: area,(8) measurement of the uranium / plutonium
ratio and comparison with reactor operator's calculations, and (9)interme-
diate inventory of the product storage area every two to three weeks.

At a commercial. sized facility (e.g.,1500 MT throughput), the uncer-
tainty level associated with traditional accounting techniques might result
in large amounts of material unaccounted for (MUF). Continuous verifica-

,

tion of the integrity of surveillance and containment techniques guards
against diversion. To this end, the design of any large reprocessing facility
should incorporate strong containment and surveillance features worked
outin advance with the Agency.

In the processing areas three complementary systems are being consi-
dered by the IAEA: (1) improved measurement systems for flow KMPs,(2)
application of containment and surveillance at the perimeter of processing,
cells or equipment, and (3) application of real-time accounting and control
techniques. Many of the technologies needed to implement these measures
already exist and the means to improve them are understood; however, more
information is needed to evaluate their effectiveness.

4

(
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III. THE CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVE FUEL CYCLES

In April 1977, President Carter announced a new national policy re-
garding nuclear proliferation, which broughtinto question some of the basic
planning assumptions about the future of nuclear power. In response to the
President's direction that the United States investigate alternatives to the
breeder reactor and reprocessing that would reduce the risk of proliferation,
the Energy Research and Development Administration established a Non-

"

Proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program (NASAP). This
program, now under the direction of the Department of Energy (DOE),
represents one of the technical inputs to the International Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) being conducted by the major suppliers and
consumers of nuclear energy.

The goal of NASAP is to recommend development of nuclear systems
which have the potential for reducing the risk of diversion of nuclear mate-
rials to make explosives. DOE planners have established three distinct
objectives to meet this goal.

Delineation, characterization, and evaluation of alternatives in suf-*

ficient detail to permit a sound choice by decision makers.
Establishment of recommended R&D priorities and identification of*

R&D needs for nuclear system alternatives with hi;h resistance to
! proliferation.

Development of a program for implementing preferred nuclear sys-I *
'' ! tem alternatives.'

,
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A new fuel cycle would most likely not begin operation for at least 10 to
15 years, and more than one c ele would operate simultaneously during thes

_

~ v: changeover. Many of the proposed fuel cycles would operate in symbiosis
with others to supply the necessary feed materials before reaching equili-
brium. To facilitate examination of the problems that may arise from
U.S./IAEA safeguards agreements and the use of alternative fuel cycles,
generic safeguards variations will be reviewed.J -

,

The candidate NASAP fuel cycles r.nd safeguards variations are des-
cribed in detail in a separate report in this series. However, a brief descrip-
tion of the major safeguards features of those fuel cycles and their possible

I safeguards implications is given here as background to discussing the
I U.S./IAEA Safeguards Agreement.' !

|
[ A. Radiation Barriers (Spiking) |
! Spiking may be defined as the introduction of radioactivity into nuclear |

; fuelmaterialsforaafeguardspurposes.The r.dioactivitymaybeintroduced
by the addition of a radioactive agent, by retaining some of the fission
products during the reprocessing of spent fuels, or by irradiating the fuel

{ before its use in the reactor for which it is intended. According to the
~

information supplied NRC by DOE, NASAP is considering a combination'

of the first two: that is, partial retention of certain fission products (Zr, Nb,
and Ru) plus the addition of a radionuclide (Co") during reprocessing (i.e.,
before conversion of the product to an oxide).

The degree of concentration of radioactivity in the spiked materials
depends on the purpose of spiking. So-called deterrent spiking, which is

*
spiking at lethal or near-leth al levels, requires high concentrations, whereas
detection spiking, designed to make the nuclear material easier to detect,
requires very low and relatively innocuous levels.The type of spiking under
consideration by NASAP, deterrent or lethal spiking, would require a suffi-
cient concentration of radioactivity in the nuclear fuel to produce a gamma
dose which is lethal at close range.

'

The two most promising fission product chains for selective retsntion
with the plutonium are the mass 95 and the mass 106 chains, ef which the
first members with reasonably long-halflives are Zr"(half life 64 days) and
Ru"' (half-life 368 days). The most promising radioactive additive is Co"
(half-life 5.27 years). Although a few other potential candidates have been
identified, most al'.ernatives have been ruled outpn the grounds of half-life,
availability, or chemical or physical properties. -

The chief advantages of spiking are its deterrent effect on potential
diverters because of the considerable resources r'equired to remove the

spiked material from its authorized location ag to convert it to weapons-

'This section is repeated in O'Bden," Export licensing Problema Associated with Alternative
Nuclear Fuel Cycles." NUREG/CR-1050, pp. 29-38 reprinted in edited form in Chapter Two.
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.
. usable c2aterial, and the ease of detection ofits removal by portal radiation

monitors.
' B. Coprocessing

" Coprocessing means the processing of mixtures of uranium and pluto-
nium or their compounds in such a way that the plutonium is always diluted
by uranium. Most often the term is used for a possible mode of operation of
spent fuel reprocessing plants in which the product consists of a mixture of
uranium and plutonium oxides, coprecipitated from a mixture of nitrates in
solution.

Thermal recycle fuels typically consist of mixed uranium and pluto-
nium oxides with a plutonium concentration of 2 to SE Feed to a mixed-

,
oxide fabrication plant would have to have somewhat higher plutonium

! content to allow for blending; a mixture with 10% plutonium oxide has been
suggested. Fast-breeder reactors (FBR) require still higher plutonium con-

,

g centrations; mixed-oxide feed to an FBR fuel fabrication plant would proba-
. bly have a plutonium oxide concentration of about 25%

The major safeguards advantages of coprocessing are the increassi
quantity of material that a diverter would have to take for the same amount
of plutonium and the increase in the time and resources required to convert
the mixed oxide to a form suitable for use in an explosive weapon. The
concentration of plutonium in mixed oxides for thermal recycle fuels would

_ ,
probably be too low for direct use in an explosive. This may not be true for
FBR mixed oxide feed, with its much higher concentration of plutonium. In
both cases, the maximum allowable percentage of plutonium would have to
be set by NRC regulation, and the values selected would have to be based on
a consideration of both the practical needs of the fabrication plants and the
explosive utility of mixed oxides as a function of plutonium concentration.

The needs of the fabrication plants forlarge batches (master blends) of
,

mixed oxides with specific plutonium concentrations and fissile compo-
| | sition would probably require prior blending at the reprocessing plant,
[ either in the liquid nitrate orin the converted powder stage. If the former,
'

then large nitrate storage and mixing tanks with associated pumps and
,

piping would have to be provided and safeguarded, possibly as a separate
material balance area. Identification of the accountability problems in this

I area would require detailed analysis. ,
Apart from the problem just mentioned, coprocessing would be expected

to have a minimum effect on m aterial accountability. Because an additional
measurementis required for the feed to a fabrication plant (the Pu/U ratio),.m

the uncertainty in the Pu content of the feed will be slightly greater than for
pure plutonium oxide, although this is probably not significant. There may
be some minor problems of inhomogeneity, but these could be solved by

g blending and improved sampling. The same remarks apply to the product of
the conversion plant. Fabrication plants using mixed oxide feed are essen-

- - - . _ . . . - . - . . -.
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9 tially identical to those using mechanical blending of uranium and pluto-
nium oxides after the blending stage so, from this point on, the accountabil-
ity should be unaffected by the nature of the feed.~'

Scrap recovery facilities processing dirty mixed oxide scrap will have to
be operated in a coprocessing mode also. Accountability should be essen-
tially the same as for facilities producing separated oxides.

C.The Use of U"/Th Fuels
A number of the fuel cycles proposed by NASAP use of U"/Th fuels.

U" has the advantage over plutonium that it can be denatured (i.e., ren-
dered unsuitable for direct use in an explosive) with U"; this advantage is
shared by U", of course. The use of denatured fuels is discussed in Section
III.D., below, where a general description is given of safeguards problems
associated with the use of U"/Th fuels.

Current NRC regulations treat U"as similar to plutonium rather than
to U". Thus, U" occurring in any enrichment is regarded as strategic
special nuclear material (SSNM), whereas uranium must be enriched to 20%
or more in U" to be so treated.

There has been little experience with the commercial reprocessing of
highly irradiated thorium fuels. Some fabrication has been performed for
the light water breeder reactor program. It is, therefore, difficult to say at
this stage whether existing NRC material accountability regulations can be
met in commercial-size reprocessing and fabrication plants for U"/Th
fuels. Most likely it will be necessary to operate pilot plants owned by or
under contract to the federal government for a period of time in order to gain
experience with these materials."

The unique characteristic of U" fuels is the high radiation levels asso-
ciated with the presence of even trace quantities of U" and its daughters.
The high levels necessitate remote fabrication, which has the advantage of
limiting physical access to the material. However, it also greatly compli-
cates the assay of U" by nondestructive techniques, because of the high
gamma activity from U" and its daughters. The magnitude of this gamma
background depends strongly on the age and processing histories of both
the U" and the thorium in the fuel mixture. For a given amount of U" the
older the U"(i.e., the longer the elapsed time since its last purification) the
higher is the radiation. For some U" concentrations and ages likely to be
encountered in any U* recycle program, this radiation will completely
swamp the gamma rays from U". High backgrounds will be produced in
any gamma sensitive detector, whether or not it is used for gamma detection

( (e.g., organic scintillators used for neutron detection). Nondestructive assay
I techniques will, therefore, have to be developed for any fuel cycle using U".

~~ Some effort along these lines has already been made in the HTGR recycle
program, primarily of an expb;atory nature. The feasibility of performing
near real-time accountability in U" fabrication plants will depend on thes

,
successful outcome of such efforts.

_____..__ _ . _ _ . _ _ - . _ . . . . . _ . _
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Accountability in reprocessing plants for U"/Th fuels would be less
affected by the radiation from the U" decay chain because most assays in

! plants of this type are by standard chemical analysis, and radiation levels
in much of the process, due to fission product activity, are already very high.'

The more difficult chemistry of thorium may cause problems for,

| accountability because ofits tendency to polymerize in solutions.
Verification will be hampered by the high radiation levels in U" fuels.

As with spiked fuels (but to a lesser degree), sample taking will be laborious
and time consuming, and the samples will have to be sent offsite for analy-
sis, with an attendant loss of timeliness.

The physical security of U" fuels will be superior to that for plutonium
fuels because of the remote nature of the fabrication process and because of
the abundant and penetrating gamma rays from the U" daughters (princi-
pally, those from Tl"), which should resultin a greatly increased sensitivity
of detection by portal radiation monitors.
D. Denaturing

Denaturing may be defined as the addition of a nonfissile isotope to a
fissile isotope of an element in such proportions as to make the fast critical
mass of the mixture impractically large for a nuclear explosive weapon.

Since all plutonium isotopes have appreciable fast-fission cross sec-
tions, plutonium cannot be denatured. The fast-fission cross section of U"
is small enough, however, to allow the fissile isotopes U" and U" to be
denatured by its addition.-

The choice of a threshold enrichment for denaturing is important. It will
be noted that the above definition does not imply a sharp enrichment cut off.
Such a cutoff could be defined as the enrichment at which the fast critical
mass becomes infinite, but this choice would limit the use of U" to enrich-
ments in the neighborhood of 3% and U"to those in the neighborhood of 5%.
NRC regulations define a threshold enrichment of 20% for U"-bearing
materials to be considered strategic special nuclear material, subject to the
full requirements for physical security. This corresponds to a bare spherical
critical mass of ~ 850 kg of U. The enrichment in U" at the same critical
mass is about 12%, which is usually assumed to be the threshold enrichment
for denaturing of U" fuels in NASAP studies. The use of appropriate
reflectors may substantially reduce the total mass of a nuclear explosive,
however, so that review of the data for U"may be desirable before selecting
an enrichment limit for uranium cont.aning this isotope. Enrichment limits
for uranium containing both U" and U" may also have to be set. Another
consideration that may enter into setting threshold enrichments for ura-
nium containing U* is that this isotope is easier to separate from U" than

f is U ".
The effect of the decay of U" and its daughters on the nondestrucivei

,

a had assay of U* fuels was noted in the previous section.This effect will occur in
denatured U" fuels as well, of course, and will subject material accountabil-

|

!
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O ity for these fuels to all the disadvantages already noted. However, since by
definition denatured fuels are not useful for nuclear explosives, the conse-
quences of the somewhat lower accuracy of material balance and the
impairment of the prospects for real-time accountability are not as serious.s

In some of the fuel cycles involving denatured U" fuels, such as the
LWR, substantial quantities of plutonium appear in the spent fuel. The fuel
will therefore have to be reprocessed by a combination of the Purex and
Thorex processes. There has been very little,if any, experience with repro-
cessing such fuels and, therefore, it is very difficult to say how well NRC's
accountability requirements can be met in such a reprocessing plant, at
least without detailed study. Certainly the chemical analysis of such mix-
tures will be more difficult than that of ordinary spent LWR fuels.

The disposition of the plutonium separated from spent denatured fuels
of this type is also important. It may be either stored, for eventual use in the

,

I fast breeder reactor cycle, or recycled in " secure" energy cen ters. Neith er the
form of nor the responsibility for spent fuel storage has been worked out, and
if the federal government accepts responsibility for storage, NRC may not
have a domestic safeguards role. If storage is in licensed facilities, the
safeguards problems will be essentially the same as those already consid-
ered in the GESMO proceeding. Accountability for plutonium in storage is
particularly simple if it is stored in discrete containers, each containing a
few kilograms of Pu. Surveillance devices could be incorporated to give an ,

instantaneous alarm in case of tampering. )
If the plutonium recovered from spent denatured fuel is recycled in )

energy centers, the safeguards technical problems are essentially the same '

_

as for the U-Pu cycle, with the modifications associated with the physical
and administrative nature of energy centers. The safeguards regulatory
issues involved in the operation of a multinational center are discussed in a .

'separate report.* An additional complication would arise from the occur-
rence of non denatured U*in the blanket of a Pu U/U"/Th breeder,but the !

U" could be denatured during the recovery process or shortly thereafter.
To summarize, the major safeguards technical problems associated !

with denatured U" fuels are those common to any fuel using U", discussed )
in a previous section, and the lack of experience with the reprocessing of
mixed U Pu/U" fuels and the refabrication of the denatured fuel. An
important regulatory issue is the threshold enrichment at which U"is )
considered to be denatured.

i

|

.

4

'See O'Brien. " Institutional Problems Associated with Domestically Sited Multinational Fuel
Cycle Facility" NUREG/CR-1028 reprinted in edited form in this Chapter.

T.
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E. The Use of Heavy Water as a Moderator

| One of the alternative fuel cycles under consideration in the NASAP
i program is based upon the use of heavy-water reactors (HWRs). There are
' two important safeguards problems associated with this type of reactor: the;

i availability of heavy water in large quantities, and o. -line refueling. The
| issue of on-line refueling is specifically considered earlie.'in this report.

The significance of heavy water for safeguards is that ?t can be used to
moderate reactors fueled with natural uranium,.and these can be used to
produce plutonium. A substantial commitment to the heavy-water reactor
fuel cycle in the U.S. would probably require, therefore, the imposition of
safeguards on heavy water, not now required by NRC regulations. Safe-
guards consisting mainly of material accounting and surveillance and con-
tainment would be required on the heavy water in reactors,in the concentra-
tors for contaminated (i.e., light water diluted) heavy water,in production
facilities, and in storage. Since heavy water cannot be used directly in an
explosive and is not highly toxic, physical protection would probably not be
required. However, the tritium content ofirradiated heavy water presents a
radiological safety hazard.

Safeguards on heavy water are not required under the NPT-
INFCIRC/153 system of the IAEA, but may be under bilateral or trilateral
agreements or voluntary submissions. Consequently, the IAEA has not
defined quantities of heavy water of safeguards significance. The trigger
list of the London Suppliers Group requires the imposition of safeguards.

when a country imports 200 kg of deuterium or more in any compound in
which the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen exceeds 1:5000(0.02 mole %),in one
year. To set this number in perspective, a heavy-water moderated reactor
with a plutonium production capacity of 8 kg/yr would require an initial
inventory of 10 to 20 tonnes of heavy water with a deuterium oxide concen-

tration of ~ 99.7% (concentration in normal water is 0.014 mole %). The
contained deuterium would amount to 2000 to 4000 kg.

It should be noted that safeguards, including accountability, are
required by the Department of Energy for heavy water under its control.8

F. Stc, rage of Spent Fuel and Waste

A once-through fuel cycle implies the indefinite, perhaps permanent,
storage of spent reactor fuel in repositories. Under present IAEA regula-
tions, there would appear to be no grounds for terminating safeguards,
unless spent fuel were classified as residues. NRC would, therefore, have to

.. ensure that safeguards on such repositories were carried out in a manner
consiatent with IAEA requirements.

| U
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ISafeguards for indefinitely stored, retrievable spent fuel would con ist
primarily of periodic assurance of the presence and integrity of all fuel )
elements. This would be accomplished by a combination of sealing and
surveillance operations. The large number of such elements at a central
repository would put a premium on the ability to seal off groups of elements
or whole sections of the repository. If a seal were broken (as cculd happen
accidentally), it would be necessary to conduct another inventory of the
affected area. This would imply a capability for close inspection, either ;

visually or instrumentally (e.g., by radiation signatures). The ability to do
this would depend on how the elements were stored (whether in air, on the
surface, or underground, etc.). Possible problems can be identified only for

!specific storage schemes.,
1 Irretrievable (presumably underground) storage does not appear to pose |

any serious domestic safeguards problems, It is barely conceivable that a l

non-governmental adversary could gain access to fuel stored in this
manner, and periodic inspection should detect any serious attempt. What
the requirements of the IAEA would be for the safeguarding ofirretrievably
stored fuelis under development at this stage, so an assessment of the
problems of the NRC in assuring compliance is premature. !
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IV. GENERIC SAFEGUARDS VARIATIONS AND THEIR |

RELATION TO U.S./IAEA SAFEGUARDS

Generic safeguards variations will be reviewed for problems they entail.
-

? Specific fuel cycles will be considered in the next section. ;
,,

'

A. The Use of Strategic Special Nuclear Material (SSNM)*' -

3
. A number of the candidate fuel cycles require SSNM at the fuel fabrica-

' tion stage and, therefore, demand stricter safeguards at the front end of the
Ifuel cycle. The definition of SSNM for NASAP is different from the IAEAs ,.

~

'( material classification currently used in that U"is classified as " direct use
,

ubterial"(IAEA's equivalent to SSNM) regardless ofits enrichment level
,

(see Table 1). As a result, the only front end fuels considered less significant..

4
, N.
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~ "- than others are thq4e containing <20% U and/orthorium fuels. Allothers
are considered more sensitive from a safeguards standpoint.

For those fuel cycles which incorporate SSNM or direct-use materialin
fresh fuel, the fresh fuel storage area and fuel conversion and fabrication

. facilities must be subject to stricter safeguards than those employed for

| LEU facilities.
.

B. Radiation Barriers
The presence of high levels of radioactivity has been recognized by NRC

as a theft deterrent. The threshold level chosen by NRC for a physical
security exemption q$xed-site facilities is 100 rem /hr at a distance of 3 ft
from any a'cyssil@''eurface.8 Physical security is required for the same
material in transit. IAEA currently sets a similar threshold at 100 rad /hr at
1 m. While the NRC standard exempts material (spent fuel) from the physi-
cal security requirements of part 73, the IAEA standard lowers the signifi-
cance category of the material.8 Table III shows these values.

The four methods proposed for producing radiation barriers differ in
impact on IAEA safeguards. These methods are (1) spiking which is the
addition of a radioactive spikant during the conversion and fabrication
stage,(2) partial reprocessing which involves retention of some of the fission
products in the fuel, (3) preirradiation in which the fresh fuel is irradiated

h
before shipment to the reactor or in bulk form before fabrication, and (4)
mechanically attached radioactive sources.

Both partial reprocessing and spiking would adversely affect material*

accountability. At bulk handling facilities where SSNM is handled, IAEA
depends strongly on verification ofin-process inventory by chemical analy-
sis of samples and NDA techniques. Both of these MCA measures would be
adversely affected by the high radioactivity of the fission products or spik-
ant present.

The major effect is not expected to be serious at reprocessing facilities
which routinely handle very radioactive spent fuel. However, conversion

I
and fabrication facilities will face a new problem. These facilities would
have to be operated remotely, calling for new or modified MCA techniques.
It may be borne in mind that while partial reprocersing and spiking do
interfere significantly with MCA techniques, the level of physical protection
suggested for these materials by IAEA is significantly lower.' However,
IAEA strongly depends on NDA methods at flow KMPs to track materials
flows, and this difficulty will be hard to overcome.

'SSNM is defined here as Pu,> 12% U", or > 20% U".

i

I
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Table III.

Categorization of Nuclear Material'
y

Category |

Material Form I II III |

- 1.Pu" Unirradiated' 2 kg Issa than 500 g or
or more 2 kg but less'

more than
500 g

2. U"' Unirradiated' I

U enriched to 5 kg less than 1 kg or
20% U" or or more 5 kg but less'

| more more than 1 kg;

| - U enriched to - 10 kg or less than
f 10% U" but more 1 ~ kg* )

less than 20% ,

- U enriched - - 10 kg or
above natural, more
but less than
104 U"

3. U " Unirradiated' 2 kg less than 500 g or i

or more 2 kg but less'
more than
500 g,

I

* All plutonium except that with isotopic concentration exceeding 80% in Pu".
* Material not irradiated in a reactor or materialirradiated in a reactor but with

a radiation level equal to or less than 100 rads / hour at one meter unshielded.
Issa than a radiologically significant quantity should be exempted.*

* Natural uranium, depleted uranium and thorium and quantities of uranium
enriched to less than 10% not falling in Category III should be protected in
accordance with prudent management practice.
Irradiated fuel should be protected as Category I, II or III nuclear material*

( depending on the category of the fresh fuel. However, fuel which by virtue ofits
i original fissile material content is included as Category I or II before irradia.
I tion should only be reduced one Category level, while the radiation level from

the fuel exceeds 100 rads /hr at one meter unshielded.
' The State's competent authority should determine if there is a credible threat to

disperse plutonium malevolently. The State should then apply physical protec-
tion requirements for category I, II or III of nuclear material, as it deems

,

appropriate and without regard to the plutonium quantity specified under each'

category herein, to the plutonium isotopes in those quantities and forms deter. |

! mined by the State to fall within the scope of credible dispersal threat. |

,

1
|
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Partial reprocessing would involve inventory verification at the prod-
ud stage of the reprocessing stream prior to conversion. MCA techniques for
this stage of a fuel cycle using partial reprocessing are not yet developed and

,
'

ThEA has had no experience in safeguarding this type of fuel cycle.
Preirradiation and mechanically attached sources present fewer prob-

,

t
lems because high radioactivity occurs only at the input stage at the reactor.
The lessened need for physical security must also be balanced against the'

extra time needed to verify inventories and flows. This may make the
detection targets difficult to attain.

C. Coprocessing
The actual mode of coprocessing to be used is still not resolved. As stated

earlier, the only reprocessing scheme for which IAEA now has safeguardsi

experienceis the Purex process. This process does not require the separation
of plutoniure and uranium and, therefore, may be used in a coprocessing
scheme. The co-conversion process is not as well known because the devel-
oped methods of conversion of uranium and plutonium are not useful for
mixtures of these elements.

In any event, Weinstock and Keisch have concluded that MCA prob-
lems can be or ercome for coprocessing within the time frame necessary for
commerciali:stion.'

D.The Use of U"88/The Fuels
A majority of the fuel cycles proposed by NASAP involve the use of*

""/Th fuels. These fuels are currently classified as " direct-use material"
regardless of the concentration of U ". In addition, the high radioactivity
associated with U */Th fuels causes the same type of accountability prcb-
lems associated with radiation barriers. While the radioactivity level pro-
vides the advantage of limiting physical access to the material, it also
complicates MCA techniques used for verification of U " content.

It must be noted that the IAEA Safeguards Technical Manual (IAEA
174) states that:

Based upon the above consideretions the quantities of nuclear material
required for the manufacture of a single nuclear explosive device, for mate-
tial types not requiring enrichment or irradiation, are taken by the IAEA to
be 8 kg of plutonium for all types cf plutonium for which the isotopic
concentration of Pu" does not exceed 80 percent; and for uranium in which
the combined weights of the U" and U" isotopes equal or exceed 20 percent
of the total uranium weight,8 kg of contained U" and U" when the U"
isotopic concentration is the larger of the two and 25 kg of contained U"
and U" when the U" isotopic concentration is the larger.'

This section of the manualis a discussion of the weapons significance of
certain nuclear materials and does not directly address the question of
isotopic concentrations of safeguards significance. The contradiction of
INFCIRC/ 225/Rev. I and the Technical Manual on the significance of

r
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isotopic concentration of U" deserves attention.
Since IAEA treats U" fuels the same way as Pu fuels, a high degree of

--. 3 material accountability is required. Methods for assuring this accountabil-
ity do not yet exist and development in this area has not proceeded very far.'
Before IAEA could safeguard U"/Th fuels, a system must be developed.

,

1
! E. Denaturing l

.. 1

Since only uranium fuels can be denatured, these methods do not apply l

to plutonium fuels. However, at this point there is no threshold enrichment )
level stipulated for U" fuels so that their classification of denatured U"
fuels will not change under the present scheme. Experience is lacking in

)reprocessing of mixed U-Pu/U" fuels and fabrication of denatured U"
fuels.

I F.The Use of Heavy Water-

Safeguards are not required under the NPT-INFCIRC 153 system of
IAEA safeguards although they may be required under bilateral or trilat-
eral agreements or voluntary submissions. NRC does not now require safe-
guards on heavy water. If the U.S. adopted a heavy water reactor cycle it is
probable that both NRC and I AEA would have to arrive at material accoun-
tability methods, a de minimis quantity of safeguards significance, and a
threshold concentration of significance. In addition, it is expected that
containment and surveillance methods would be of great significance in an
IAEA safeguards scheme for safmuardirg heavy water.

RITF WN6'ES-

1. INFCIRC 225/Rev.1, p. 6.
2. 10 CFR 73.6(b)(1978).
3. See Table III, Note e.
4. Id.
5. See Chapter Five, p. 404.
6. "IAEA Technical Safeguards Manual," IAEA 174, p. 33.
7. See Chapter Five, p. 407.

V. ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL FUEL CYCLESt

It should be noted that although the fuel cycles reviewed here are treated
as isolated and discrete entities,in actual practice they would operate simul-
taneously and, possibly, in symbiosis with each other. The first cycle
(Standard PWR-Once Through) is what the U.S. is now operating and,
except for permanent waste disposal,it is fully developed. Any other fuel
cycles would evolve out of this or operate at the same time. In addition, some

| of the fuel cycles would require operations other than those directly asso-
| ciated with them since feed materials are required (e.g., prebreeders to
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provide feed for breeders). For detailed analyses of safeguards problems
associated with individual fuel cycles, see Weinstock and Keisch, Chapter
Five.

.- - A. Light-Water Reactors
4.1.1 * " Standard" Once-Through PWR Using LEU (U") Fuel.

This is the fuel cycle with which the Agency has the most safeguards
experience and it is the cycle now used in the U.S. The present negotiations
for Facility Attachments will provide the basis for the U.S./IAEA Safe-
guards Agreement and, as such, no impacts are expected.

I 4.1.2 Once-Through PWR Using LEU (U*) het with Extended
Burnup. This fuel cycle is the same as the previous cycle except for the
slightly higher enrichment level for fresh fuel and a lower discharge rate for
spent fuel.

4.1.3 PWR Using LEU (U") Fuel and Spiked, Self-Generated
U-PuRecycleFuel. Although spiked fuel presents problems for accurate
fresh fuel inventory verification, required because of the use of plutonium,
these problems can be overcome. More significant problems will arise at the
reprocessing stage, depending on the type of radiation barrier selected.

4.1.4 PWR Using Denatured U"/Th hel, with Recycle of
U". The fresh fuel for this cycle has the came problems as the previous
cycle, but they can most likely be resolved.The problems of MCA techniques
not developed for U" fuels must be resolved for the entire fuel cycle, how-
ever. The source of U" for initial fresh fuel feed and makeup must also be*

considered since this material must originate from some other fuel cycle or
dedicated facility.

B. Light-Water Breeder Reactors
4.2.1 Prebreeder and Breeder Reactors on Shippingport L WBR

Type IModules. In this fuel cycle U"/Th fuels are used which wouldi

give rise to the MCA problems associated with high radioa ctivity. In addi-
tion, HEU would be involved in the conversion and fabrication processes,
further exacerbating safeguards concerns. The radioactivity level of the
fresh fuel is 23 r/hr at 1 m and, therefore, does not drop a category for
physical security purposes in spite of the ra ioactivity present.d

4.2.2 Light-Water Back-fit Prebreeder Supplying Advanced
Breeder. This fuel cycle involves the use of plutonium and U". In the
reprocessing conversion and fabrication stages, MCA techniq ues must be
developed for U". MCA techniques for pluteiium are, at presat, adequate.

|
The radiation from the U" content of the fuelis not enough to constitute a2~ '~

" radiation barrier" so that the material remains sensitive direct.use mate-
'

rialin terms of physical security. .#

'The numbers designating each fuel cycle are those used i, Chapter Five.
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4.2.3 Light WaterBackfit Prebreeder andSeed-Blanket Breeder
System. This reactor is fueled with HEU (93% U") and, therefore,
requires the highestlevel of physical security throughout the fuel cycle.The-

reactor produces U" which is recovered, along with unburned U", by the
I Thorex process. The Agency has had no experience safeguarding the |

Thorex process. In addition, the enrichment facility used to produe HEU ||

. - could not be subject to safeguards with currently used techmques. '

C. Heavy Water Reactors

4.3.1 CANDU Type Using Slightly Enriched Uranium (~ 1.2%
|

U"), Once-Through. The use of SEU presents no new problems. The '

safeguards issues associated with the use of on-line refueling have been
considered in Section II B.The issues attendant upon the use of heavy water j
are discussed in Section III E.

D. HI 4-Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors (HTGR)6

4.4.1 Once-Through Medium Enriched HTGR. Because this :

NASAP fuel cycle uses medium-enriched fuel (20% U"), strict physical |

security must accompany the fuel throughout the cycle. In addition, the fuel l

elements lose their identity if processed for storage.' There are no other
novel problems for this cycle.

4.4.2 Recycle Medium-Enriched HTGR. This fuel cycle involves
the production and use of U* fuel with its associated problems. In addition,'

plutoniam is produced. The detection target of the IAEA for fresh fuel may
g be less difficult to meet for this reactor cycle than for others because the

| threshold quantity of SNM for weapons purposes would be on the order of.

seven fuel elements assuming 100% recovery of U". There has been no
experience in reprocessing HTGR fuels, and high errors in accountability
for fresh fuel manufacture have been encountered in the past indicating a
need for development of material accounting techniqties.

E. Gas-Cooled Fast Reactors (GCFR)
4.5.1 GCFR U-Pu/U Spiked Recycle with Th Blankets. This*

reactor cycle is designed to produce U" for other reactors in a denatured
form. Pu is recovered in reprocessing and preirradiated as fresh fuel assem-
blies. Since U"is not recycled to this reactor, an outside Pu source is needed.

At the reprocessing stage, the U" recovery. conversion, and fabrication
cannot be subject to developed material accounting techniques. Preirradia-
tion of fresh fuel assemblies negates conversion and fabrication material
accounting proble'ms for plutonium since high radioactivity is not present
until the post fabrication stage.

.. . !
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F. Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBR)
4.6.1 " Standard"LMFBR with Homogeneous U-Pu Core and U

Blanket. This cycle has been heavily studied and material accounting
techniques are well developed. Ordinary techniques cannot be used for spent
fuelinspection, however, ultrasonic viewing techniques are under develop.
n:ent and should be available for IAEA use.

The plutonium produced is in weapons-grade form and, as such, will
require strict physical security.

4.6.2 LMFBR with Heterogeneous U-Pu Core and U Blanket,
Pu-Spiked 1%el. The same problems exist here as in the previous cycle;
in addition there are also the problems which spiking imputes to the cycle.
Since preirradiation is unlikely,' this cycle will probablyinvolve addition of,

! Co" which will affect MCA techniques.
1 4.6.3 " Standard"LMFBR with Homogeneous Core andSpiking.

This cycle involves the same problems noted for the previous cycle.
4.6.4 LMFBR with Spiked U-Pu Core, UAxial Blanket, and Th

Internal and Radial Blanket. This reactor cycle involves the genera.
tion of U*** for use in other reactors and, as such, gives rise to accountability
problems for conversion and fabrication of fuel produced.This reactor is not
self-sustaining and, therefore, requires another unspecified source of pluto.
nium. All other problems associated with this cycle are noted for the pre-
vious LMFBR cycles.

4.6.5 LMFBR with Spiked Homogeneous U-Pu Core and Th
Blankets. This cycle presents, essentially, the same problems as the pre-
vious cycle.

4.6.6 LMFBR with Homogeneous Spiked Pu-Th Core and Th
Blanket. This cycle presents, essentially, the same problems as the pre-
vious cycle.

4.6.7 LMFBR with Denatured U * Core and Th Blanket. This2

cycle presents, essentially, the same problems as the previous cycle.

REFERENCES

. 1. Chapter Five, p. 423.
| 2. Chapter Five, p. 389.

VL CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
| In an examination of how the use of alternative nuclear fuel cycles will

.,

affect the U.S./IAEA Safeguards Agreement, it is important to recognize

|

J
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9 that the Subsequent Arrangements as well as Facility Attachments are
parts of the Safeguards Agreement. Any factors preventing conclusion of a
Subsequent Arrangement or Facility Attachment would affect the Agree-
ment, and it is these factors associated with alternative fuel cycles which
this report sets out to identify.

Some fuel cycles do present problems, mainly because, at this point in
- their development, safeguards measures have not evolved to the degree '

necessary to conclude a Subsequent Arrangement. Although it is expected
that the long lead times associated with implementation of alternative fuel
cycles will allow sufficient time for adequate safeguards development, itis
useful to know in advance the nature and types of problems which will have
to be resolved.

There are four ways of using radiation barriers (commonly called "spik-
ing"), and their impacts are different. Use of partial retention of fission

l
products or addition of a spikant gives rise to Material Control and Account- )
ing (MCA) problems due to loss of nondestructive assay techniques and |

unavoidable multiplication of uncertainties in chemical analysis. If fuel j

assemblies are preirradiated, or if mechanically attached sources are used, l

the MCA problems are mitigated. i

The use of U"/Th fuels carries the same problem as radiation barriers !
'

because of the high radioactivity of the daughters of U" which are present
in the material. An MCA system for U"/Th materials has not been deve- i

'

loped and must be before the U.S./IAEA Safeguards Agreement could be
applied to facilities processing the fuel. In addition, there is presently no
threshold enrichment for U" fuels and one would have to be arrived at by !

~
both NRC and IAEA for coordinated safeguarding of these fuels. ,

Reprocessing of any fuel on a commerciallevel(i.e.,1500 MT through- !
put) will create difficulties in meeting the detection targets set by IAEA i

because of the necessarily high uncertainties propagated over a large i
throughput of material. This is especially true when phitonium or highly )
enriched uranium is present, since the detection targets are quite strict. ,

Enrichment facilities pose novel problems forimplementation ofI AEA |
safeguards. An operating gaseous diffusion plant presents the fewest prob- I
lems since the process can be changed to produce highly enriched uranium |

(HEU) only if the entire process is changed. In gas centrifuge fecilities, a
small part of the process can be used to produce HEU while the rest of the
facility produces low-enriched uranium (LEU) normally. If th:. " black-box"
approach is taken and perimeter safeguards are adopted,it may be impossi-
ble to assure that HEU is not being produced inside the process areas at a
gas centrifuge enrichment facility. There are no established safeguards at

- an enrichment facility producing HEU forlegitimate purposes which can
. _

detect the diversion of one significant quantity. HEU enrichment facilities
present another problem. The normal signal of wrongdoing at an enrich-
ment facility producing LEU is the simple presence of H EU. If the facility is

Wetu |
1
i
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l
designed to produce HEU, ao such signal exists.'

( - For heavy water. moderated fuel cycles, two problems may cause diffi-
culties in arriving at Subsidiary Arrangements and Facility Attachments.i

! Accounting techniques for heavy water must be developed and a better
'k system for verifying spent fuel stores is desirable. However, since heavy-

water facilities have been safeguarded by IAEA pursuant to existing
Agreements, it is clear these obstacles,are not overwhelming.

LMFBR cores and fuel stores will be difficult to safeguard since the fuel
t

assemblies are kept under sodium or in an inert atmosphere making them
inaccessible. Automated control techniques are currently under develop-
ment and will most likely be available when LMFBRs are actually

I constructed.

|
The essential problem for many fuel cycles is the weak state of MCA

techniques. If this is the case for the chosen fuel cycle. heavy reliance will
have to be placed on containment and surveillance (C/S) measures. The
basic problem with a drift toward greater reliance on C/S techniques is that
diversion verification (IAEA's basic obligation) becomes far rsore difficult.

|
Even if C/S measures show that some material has been or may have been

I moved, tampered with, substituted, or otherwise diverted or stolen, the only

| real way to verify that materialis missing is through an inventory of the

|
material. When this is very difficult or impossible because of inadequate
MCA techniques, verification that a diversion or theft actually occurred
may not be possible. These arguments seem to dictate that a principal,

consideration in choosing a fuel cycle is that it be responsive to MCA
techniques so that diversion can be verified in a timely fashion.

APPENDIX A

List and Description of Fuel Cycles
f
|

NASAP Reactor / Fuel Cycle Systems For NRC Revie c

I 1.0 Light Water Reactors'
1.1 PWR-0T: standard PWR using 3% low-enriched uranium oxide

fuel achieving 30 MWD /kg burnup; once-through fuel cycle with spent fuel
sent to long-term storage.'

1.2 PWR Mod-OT: PWR using 3% low-enriched uranium oxide fuel
| modified to achieve 50,000 MWD /MT average burnup, and other means to

decrease uranium requirements; spent fuel is sent to long term storage.
1.3 PWR-U/Pu spiked recycle: PWR using 3% low-enriched ura-

.._ .

nium oxide fuel and self generated recycle fuel ofco-processed uranium and
plutonium oxide; the recycle fuelis spiked or pre-irradiated.s

e 1.4 LWR-DU(3)/Th: PWR using 12% U"/tho-ium oxide fuel; the
,

spent fuelis reprocessed to recover the U"/U" mixture which is recycled
rA q after blending with additional U" to 12%; Pu is sold for spiked recycle.

i

|

|
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|

2.0 Light Water Breeder Reactors'

2.1 Prebreeder, Shippingport Type I:. PWR using 20% enriched
UOrZrO CaO/ThOs fuel; the spent fuelis reprocessed to recover U" which
is stored for use in LWBR; Pu is stored.

|

2.2 Breeder, Shippingport Type I: same as 2.1 except it uses |
U"/ thorium oxide fuel which is reprocessed to recover U" for r- ~ Ta

'

spiked fuel.' e

2.3 Bach /it Prs 6reeder: standard PWR using 15% enriched ura-
nium oxide / thorium oxide fuel; the spent fuel is reprocessed to recover U"
which is stored for use in LWBR; Pu is stored. i

2.4 Advanced Breeder: standard PWR except modified for tight !
lattice, hexagonal fuel bundle and thoria control rods; using U"/ thorium )
oxide fuel which is reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel.*

|

2.5 HEUBackfit Prebreeder: standard PWR using 93% enriched
uranium oxide / thorium-oxide fuel; PWR type fuel bundles with poison con--

trol rods; non-fissioned U" and bred U" recovered and accumulated for
,

startup of LWBR.
J

2.6 Breeder, seed-blanket type: seed consists of UOn ThO pellets, i

blanketofTh0 pellets;initiallyfueled with HEU(mixtureofnon-fissioned
!

I U" and bred U") recovered from HEU Backfit Breeder, eventually self- '

sustained by bred U"; Th0: and poison control rods.
.

3.4 Heavy Water Reactors' l

3.1 HWRDU(5)-OT: CANDU-type HWR using l.2% slightly enriched
uranitun oxide fuel; plant dec igned for 1300 MWe,2200 psi reactor coolant
pressure; spent fuel is sent to long term storage.-

;

I 4.0 High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors' |

4.1 HTGR DU(5)-OT: 20% enriched uranium thorium oxycarbide {particle fuel; the spent fuel is sent to long term storage. I

4.2 HTGR DU(31/Th: 12% enriched U"/ thorium oxycarbide parti- f
cle makeup fuel; spent fuel is reprocessed to recover the U" and recycle it i

I after denaturing to 12%; Pu is stored. l

5.0 Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors'
6.1 GCFR U-Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium plutonium oxide

homogeneous core and thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed;i

core is co-processed U and Pu subsequently pre-irradiated;* the U"is recov-
ered and sold as denatured fuel.

- 6.0 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors'

6.1 LMFBR U-Pu/Urecycle: standard U Pu oxide homogeneous
''

core, uranium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed separately; core'

is co-processed U and Pu; blanket is co-rmcessed U and Pu with excess Pu
used for LWRs and LMFBRs.

'A
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*'^ 6.2 LMFBR U-Pu/U, spiked recycle: same as 6.1 except co-
processed U/Pu is pre-irradiated.'

6.2.1 Heterogeneous core design'

6.2.2 Homogeneous core design j
~ 6.3 LMFBR U-Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium plutonium oxide i

core and thorium oxide blanket; same as 6.2 except U"is recovered from '

blanket fuel cad sold as denatured fuel: Pu makeup from LWRs.
6.3.1 Heterogeneous core design
6.3.2 Homogeneous core design
6.4 LMFBR Th-Pu/ Th, spihed recycle: thorium-plutonium oxide

homogeneous ( re and thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed
separately; recovered Pu is recycled to LMFBR core; Pu is co processed with

f thorium and pre irradiated;* the U"is recovered and sold as denatured fuel.
i 6.5 LMFBR Dtf-Th/Th: denatured U" mixed with thorium oxide

fuel in homogeneous core and thorium oxide in blanket; core and blanketI

reprocessed separately; recovered U"is denatured and sold; recovered plut-
onium is mixed with uranium and pre-irradiated and sold.

Footnotes for Table 1.1.
(1) Enrichment, reprocessing. Pu conversion, Pu fabrication, Pu storage and U'" fabrica-

tion in secure locations.
(2) For reference only.
(3) To a radiation level of1000 rad /hr at 1 meter from a fuel bundle when loaded into the

reactor 6 months after fuel fabrication.

,
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| ABSTRACT

This report examines several rnajor events ofimportance to near and
,

| middle term regulatoryplanningin NRC. Majorchanges in administrative

| | policy are discussed along with examinations of recent advances in Interna.
I tional Plutonium Storage, the second NPTReview Conference, two recently

released Government Accounting Office reports on non-proliferation, and
the newly ratified Convention on the PhysicalProtection of Nuclear Mate-
rials. Those events are analyzed to identify areas where they may affect
exercise of NRC authority.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the preparation of this anthology several significant changes
| | occurred mostnotablyin the Administration of the U.S. Government.With

. .

this, many U.S. policies, which first took shape in 1975-76 under President

,

Ford, have been called into question, although major changes in U.S. policy

| have not actually taken place.
President Reagan has called for more predictability of U.S. nuclear

exports which is in consonance with the Ford and Carter non proliferation
policies. Reagan also asked for completion of the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor (CRBR) and ended the U.S. ban on domestic. commercial reprocess-
ing of spent nuclear fuel; both actions are direct reversals of prier U.S.
policy. The current Administration has also sought to change U.S. policy on
the exercise of prior approval rights to relax foreign animosity over unilat-
eral U.S. case-by case approvals.

Several other events have occurred which have bearing on NRC's exer-
cise of licensing and regulatory authority. The IAEA has conducted very
serious talks on the concept of International Plutonium Storage (IPS) to
which the U.S. may soon become party. The IPS talks are covered in the
second part of this section with the intent ofdescribing those aspects which
may have some effect on NRC jurisdiction.

The third part of this section briefly reviews the 1980 NPT review
conference. The fourth part summarizes,in a comprehensive manner, two
recent GAO reports which have direct bearing on NRC jurisdiction. While.

the conclusions of these reports have been contested by various segments of
the U.S. nuclear industry and government agencies, their influence on the

| legislative and regulatory decision makers may be significant. Lastly, the
newly ratified international Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Materials is examined to a iess its potential impact on NRC
authority.

This survey of recent reports and trends is not comprehensive, but
represents the more significant changes in the arena of U.S. non-
proliferation policy which may affect the exercise of authority within NRC's
jurisdiction.

1

II. INTERNATIONAL PLUTONIUM STORA*
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has sponsored an

Expert Group on International Plutonium Storage (IPS) which has met
frequently during the last three years.' Many studies have been completed- -

during this non binding negotiation and substantial progress has beeni

I reported.'In addition, Urenco is requiring that Brazil must use some form of
IPS arrangement in order to qualify for continued fuel shipments if they
pursue reprocessing.

|
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O A. Legal Authority
Section XII A.5 of the stetute of the IAEA' can be read to provide the~ - -

IAEA with authority to store and monitor " excess plutonium stocks." The
relevant section of the statute allows the IAEA:

to require that special fissionable materials recovered or produced by a
by-product be used for peaceful purposes under continuing AgencyilAEAl_.

sa fegua rd s for research or in reactors, existing or under construction, speci.
' fied by the member or members concerned; and to require the deposit with

the Agency of any excess of any special fissionable materials recovered or
produced as a by-product over what is needed for the above stated uses in
order to prevent stock-piling of these materials. provided that thereafter at
the request of the member or members concerned special fissionable mate-
rials no deposited with the Agency shall be returned promptly to the member
or members concerned for use under the same provisions as stated above.

This provision is not self executing and, therefore, requires governmental
actions to bring it into force.

The Nuclear Non. Proliferation Act of1978* (NNPA) proves a legal basis
forIPS in Section 104 which is reviewed in the first section of this Chapter.'
of this Chapter."
B. NRC Jurisdictional Concerns

The purpose of IPS is to (1) avoid national stockpiling of separated
plutonium, (2) enhance international controls over the use of separated
plutonium, (3) bring about the potential reduction of proliferation risks
associated with nations of particular concern and,(4) help insure the dura-
bility of safeguards coverage.'

) An IPS facility has been designed and institutional arrangements dis-.

cussed by the IAEA Expert Group. Some of these arrangements are of direct
concern to NRC jurisdiction. These are:

1. Designation of IPS Facilities. The Expert Group reached the
general consensus that, while the IAEA should nc,t be in the business of
owning and operating IPS facilities,it should have the power to designate
what sites are appropriate.' Und r present proposals, the Board of Gover-
nors of the IAEA would decide the numbr. size and design ofIPS sites, the
locations appropriate to IPS goals, tue ateguards and physical protection
to be employed at IPS sites, and would approve of host nation arrangements
including liability for accidents, privileges and immunities, health and,

I safety requirements and ar, on.'
Because of the present U.S. government intentions to allow domestic

reprocessing and the application ofIAEA safeguards to U.S. facilities, the
U.S. may very well end up with a domestically-sited IPS. Since NRC has
licensing jurisdiction over such a facility (used for energy purposes), an

.. awareness ofIPS progress will allow NRC to bring up issues pertinent to its
jurisdiction as negotiations move toward completion.

2. Control of Stored Plutonium. IPS negotiations have lead to
tentative acceptance of a "two-key" system of plutonium inventory control.

t
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* '

The host nation or operator will control one key while the IAEA controls the
other.' This approach is meant to allow the heart of the IPS system to be
" international custody," thereby making unauthorized removal of pluto-
nium by a host nation a clear violation ofinternational law.

Plutonium which is stored will be released according to some set of-

criteria which have yet to take substantive fonn. The Draft Guidelines for
| IPS provide that stored plutonium will be released only for (1) a specific use,

(2) exclusively peaceful purposes, and (3) only if IAEA safeguards are con-
tinuously applied.''

3. U.S. Right of Prior Approvals. The U.S. has bilateral consent
rights over the transfer and disposition of nuclear materials derived from
U.S. exports. IPS will have some effect on those rights although the scope of
effect is not clear currently.

The idea has been advanced that storage at an IPS site could be
regarded as necessary for approval of transfer or reprocessing of spent fuel
to recover plutonium by U.S. trading partners. This, however, does not
imply that IPS would be sufficient, by itself, to result in U.S. approvals.
Further, under current U.S. law, transfer to a specific site may not be
approv'ed even ifit has been designated an IPS by IAEA."

The pressure during negotiation to substitute IPS for bilateral consent
rights may be very great. Several foreign participants in the Expert Group
on IPS have stated directly that such a substitution is their sole interest in
such an institution. While it is doubtful that supplier nations would give up
or significantly dilute consent rights,it is possible that IPS could be used to~ '

enforce compliance, since IPS would be in a superior position to withhold
release of plutonium if consent were not granted."

4..The Nature of Participation. The Expert Group on IPS pres-
ented three approaches to establishing participation.These are (1) a single
multilateral treaty to which any state could adhere by depositing an
instrument of acceptance,(2) separate agreements between the IAEA and
each participant, and (3) supplements to existing IAEA safeguards
agreements.

The single multinational treaty arrangement has received a great deal
of attention, but the universalist nature of such an arrangement may be
disadvantageous since purely political motivation may compel the actions
of nations who join without depositing any plutonium. A two-tiered mem-
bership has been proposed to alleviate this problem by allowing no legal

.

voice in IPS affairs unless a member has a material interest (i.e., deposited
plutoni,um)in IPS. However, this option is made less likely because of the

'

discriminatory aspects of weapon-states versus non-weapons-states and the
institutional problem associated with the distinct nature of the European
Communities nuclear energy arrangements.

Separate IPS agreements make it easier to deal with the differences in
members; the problem of overly universal membership still would exist,

.

i

f
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however. As an alternative aimed at making IPS a more regionalinterna-
tional organization, it has been proposed that IPS be incorporated into
existing IAEA safeguards agreements. In addition, all new IAEA bilateral
safeguard agreements could contain an IPS clause. As a result, supplements
to existing IAEA safeguards agreements would incorporate disparities,
such as weapons status, into the IPS concept without exacerbating the
claims of discrimination that a new set of agreements would undoubtably
bring to bear."

A last option which has received surprisingly little ctf ention in negotia-
tions on IPS is the establishment of an IPS organization comprised of only
industrialized, interested parties. Such an organization would have well
over ninety-percent of all separated plutonium in IPS, but problem nations
would not be included, possibly making IPS applicable to only those nations
which are not considered proliferation prone.

All of these options point to changes in the exercise of NRCjurisdiction.
; As IPS negotiations proceed, NRC should closely monitor developments

relevant to its jurisdiction in order to avoid problematical results from a
State Department dominated negotiation which, otherwise, may not take
NRC concerns fully into account. This will M aspecially true during the
1982-84 period during which many authorities see strong movement toward
the IPS concept."

III. THE SECOND NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE

The Second Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non- !
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons convened in August 1980. It was attended* '

by seventy five nations party to the treaty, one signatory (Egypt,which has
t since become a party), eleven non signatory nations, and two regional !
I organizations."

While the conference was characterized by a generally derisive posture 4

between supplier and consumer nations, several important points of cr.n-
sensus occurred. There was a great deal of support for a "well designed" IPS

1

scheme and for the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear |
'

[ Materials.
In addition, there was strong general support for the committee on

i
Supply Assurance and efforts toward institutional arrangements such as !

I regional fuel cycle centers, emergency back-up supply systems, interna- |
tional stockpiles, and an international nuclear fuel bank."

IV. GAO REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Evaluation of Selected Features of U.S. Nuclear Non--"

j Proliferation Law and Policy (EMD-81-9, November 1980)

f This GAO report analyzes the impact of eeveral recent non proliferation
3

policies on the actual spread of sensitive technologies and materials. The

- . - - . - - - -
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report details U.S. non proliferation policy and draws out severalissues of
! importance in future policy makirig. Its majorinquiries and conclusions are

covered in the following sections.
1. Are urantam supplies adequate to defer developing repro-

cessing technologies and breeder reactorsF GAO surveyed maior
projections of uranium supply and expected demand. It found that demand
projections have been routinely high and presented factors which could
further reduce demand. Simultaneously, according to GAO, projections of
available uranium ore deposits continue to grow for a number of reasons.
However, the most important facet of supply and demand figures are their
uncertainty. GAO's estimate is that available reserves will be adequate for,
at least, the rest of this century and probably into the next.

2. Can the United States use its enrichment capability to pro-
more non-proliferation F The U.S. relied for some time on a monopoly in
commercial enrichment technology to guarantee adherence to U.S. non-
proliferation policies. GAO maintains that that reliance is no longer sound
because of unattractive contract conditions and entry of several other supp-
liers into the market. By the mid 1980's, foreign enrichment suppliers alone
could supply the entire foreign demand for enrichment services.

GAO points out that the emergence of new suppliers is probably a
positive gain in terms of non-proliferation because of the increased diversity
of suppliers and the consequent lessening of poten .tal fuel embstgos. The
strength of the old U.S. position on fuel supplies was based upon the poten-

" tial embargo of U.S. fuel so that the erosion of that leverage can be viewed
positively.

3. Is more U.S. enrichment capacity needed to meet foreign
demandr After examining the current U.S. enrichment capacity availa-

. ble and the probable level of foreign demand,it was found that constructicn
of additional enrichment capacity is not " justified at this time." However,
the issue of replacing existing, energy inefficient gaseous diffusion plants

,

was left open. Advanced isctope separation was discussed in terms of being
'

"available in the 1990's" and GAO pointed out that waiting for those tech-
nologies may make more sense than pursuing centrifuge technology as in
the Portsmouth complex.

4. How well are U.S. controls cuer expos !s of nuclear materials
and equipment working to remove doubts about U.S. reliabilityF
GAO's comments on U.S. controls is especially significant for NRC because
of the Commission's central role in conducting expor$ licensing proceed-
ings. Particular issues raised are: the length of export licensing processing
time, the existence of U.S. controls over foreign reprocessing and plutonium
use, controls over exports of highly enriched uranium, and controls on
retransfer of previously exported nuclear material and equipment.

The length of time consumed in export licensing proceedings was ana-
lyzed and it was found that during the first year of NNPA required licensing

__ __ _. ._ _
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proceedings (March 1978-79), many licenses were held up unreasonably.
However, during the second year, the situation improved substantially,
although not to levels expected to be acceptable to foreign interests. For
example,in March 1980, thirty two percent of all export licenses had been
under review for a full year or more.

GAO found that the statutory time limits in NNPA, which were
included to pressure the relevant agencies to expedite the export licensing
process, were routinely passed. However, as in the case of export licensing
generally, adherence to statutory time limits improved during the second
year of operation under NNPA. A complication in these data is the executive
branch policy of allowing exportlicense applications to " sit" until approval
can be made or the application withdrawn rather than having it formally
denied.

Many of the reasons for time slippage in the export licensing process are
not attributable to NRC. Typical problems are the lack of appropriate
nuclear cooperation agreements, lack of recipient government assurances,
difficulty in implementing administration policy on highly enriched ura-
nium, the need for additional information to be supplied to NRC by foreign
governments and U.S. agencies, and various unique situations such as
EURATOM negotiations.

GAO also comments that NRC has worked to improve the exportlicens-
ing process by adopting " streamlined review and approval procedures."
These include staff authority to independently approve certain exports,
more use of precedents, expanding general license authority, and licensing
of multipic fuel load licenses for nations with good non proliferation,

credentials.
The effect of prior approval rights over reprocessing and plutonium use

were examined by GAO. Besides the generally derisive view many U.S.
trading partners have of U.S. prior approval rights, several questions were
raised about future use of these rights. First, to what extent will the govern-
ment claim approval rights when a U.S. exportis co-mingled with the export
of a mother nation? Second, what happena when more than one nation
clai) as approval rights on the same commodity. Third, what conditions will
be required to obtain U.S. approval for retransfer of reactor component
exporta? These issues have not been clarified and are of concern to NRC.

'

The U.S. has been supplying highly enriched uranium to foreign
nations to use in their research reactors. GAO comments that, in epite of
U.S. efforts to convert research reactors to use lower enrichment levels, the
vacillation of U.S. policy in this area has contributed to perceptions that the
U.S. is not a reliable supplier. GAO recommends that the U.S. decide what

- foreign research reactors merit contin ued U.S. supply, the quantities needed
to meet legitimate reactor needs and fuel fabrication schedules, and the level
of enrichment to be supplied.

wM
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B. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 Should Be Selec-
tively Modified (OCG-81-2, May 1981)

Section 602(e) of NNPA directs GAO to complete a study, and report to
,

~ |
Congress three years after enactment, on the implementation and impact of
the Act on nuclear non proliferation policies, purposes, and objectives. GAO
was also directed to provide recommendations to correct problems asso-
ciated with the Act's implementation.

I GAO's evaluation centers on U.S. efforts to be a reliable supplier, ura.
;

nium supply and demand, U.S. efforts to expand NPT adherence, U.S.'

efforts to strengthen international safeguards, reprocessing of spent fuel,
export licensing procedures, renegotiation of Agreements for Cooperation,

,

| non nuclear energy assistance, foreign acceptance of U.S. non proliferation
policy, and on the impact of NNPA on the competitiveness of U.S. export in
the world market.

GAO used many sources of information including relevant federal
agencies, national laboratories, U.S. enrichment and reprocessing facili-
ties, private U.S. industry, international meetings, international organiza-
tions, foreign nations, private consultants, and various literature sources.

GAO's analysis is divided according to each title of NNPA. A summary
of GAO's findings is presented here title by title as in the report.

1. Title I - United States Initiatives to Provide Adequate
| NuclearFuelSupply. G AO found that the incentives proposed in NNPA

to enhance the reputation of the U.S. as a reliable fuel supplier have not been*

successful. Forinstance, the need for additional U.S. enrichment services to
provide adequate supplies to foreign customers has not been shown to be
necessary. In addition, endeavors, such as INFA, have not materialized
and, therefore, offer no impetus toward accepting U.S. assurances of fuel
supply.

G AO recommends that a smallinternational fuel bank be established if
the efforts of the IAEA Committee on Assurance of Supply (vshich is sche-
duled to finish its work in mid-1983) does not meet with succ ess. G AO also

!
recommends that the U.S. put its full weight behind the II'3 negotiations

i

discussed earlier in this report. In addition, serious consideration of accept-
ing foreign spent fuel for storage as required by Title I is recommended.

The basic thrust of GAO's analysis of progress under Title I of NNPA is
that the Government's lack of commitment to the international undertak-
ings described in NNPA has seriously affected foreign perceptions of U.S.
sincerity as a reliable s ; pplier. GAO also raises significant questions about^*

the wisdom of completing additional centrifuge enrichment capacity until
, DOE " fully and objectively" considers the option of postponing current

A centrifuge construction and the fear'bility ofintroducing more efficient and.

.A W cost-effective advanced enrichment technologies.

_ _ . _ . . .__ ..
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2. TitleII- United States initiatives to Strengthen theinterna-
tionsi System. Title II calls for U.S. support to strengthen IAEA safe-
guards. Specifically,it calls for the U.S. to contribute financial, technical,
informational, and other resources to assist IAEA in effectively implement-
ing safeguards. Title II also calls for U.S. cooperation in establishing
international arrangements for recovery of diverted nuclear material and

- sanctions for violators.

GAO found that the financial resources provided by the U.S. Govern-
ment (almost $19 million through the Program of Technical Assistance to
Safeguards - POTAS) have substantially improved IAEA Safeguards, par-
ticularly in the area ofinspector training. Equipment technology and devel-
opment has also benefited from the POTAS program. However, GAO points
out that most equipment-related progress has yet to surface in the field.This
is due to the fact that such progress has not provided timely or practical
solutions to correct problems, the emphasis of these studies has been too,

broad in scope, and national rather than international i.afeguards have
generally received the most attention. GAO was generally critical of the
management of POTAS projects in spite of some improvements in interna-
tional safeguards. In addition, GAO cites certain POTAS equipment devel-
opment as too expensive for IAEA to afford its use.

GAO cites several reasons for a general failure of research to improve
IAEA safeguards. These are (1) a limited number ofinspectors, (2) lack of
suitable techniques and equipment, (3) inadequate accounting procedures
used by some nations, and (4) political constraints. Generally speaking,
GAO concludes, the magnitude of IAEA safeguards responsibilities has- '

outpaced efforta aimed at improvement and, thus, continues to encounter
the same basic problems.

U.S. negotiators have found it impossible to reach an international
consensus on sanctions against nations that violate international safe-
guards. Other nations have asserted that inflexible and specific sanctions
may not be sufficiently threatening to make a nation forego diversion.

Title II also directs the U.S. to negotiate a convention on physical
protection of nuclear materials.These negotiations were successful and the
convention was opened to signature in March 1980.This is cited by GAO as
an achievement in accord with the mandates of NNPA; however,it will
probably take 2 or3 years for enough nations to ratify it and bring it into
force.

GAO recommends that the U.S. reconsider the scope and direction of
POTAS projects in light of the originalintent of the program, the provisions

~
of NNPA, theincreasing dependence of the IAEA on this U.S. program, and

j the need to retain the international character of the IAEA safeguards
system.i

!
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3. Title HI- Export Organization and Criteria. GAO reiterates# ~

several assertions concerning the export licensing process made in the
i previous GAO report " Evaluation of Selected Features of U.S. Nuclear
| Non Proliferation Law and Policy." First, they state that the time frame

,

involved in export licensing proceedings is steadily becoming shorter. Spe-
cific GAO recommendations for improvement in the export licensing pro-
cess follow. These recommendations may directly affect NRC jurisdiction.

GAO raises the point that every export proceeding requires an "asau-
rance letter" from the recipient nation which states that the export will be
subject to the conditions of the Agreement for Cooperation between it and
the U.S. Many times, this single action, because ofits case-by case nature,
holds up export licenses. GAO suggests use of a generic assurances where
foreign nations are willing to provide them. This could be doneby revising
executive branch regulatory procedures to allow such generic assurances.

It is also pointed out by GAO that applicants often do not know the
status of their export license application. The reason for this is that NNPA
requires notice of delay only from NRC and most delays, by far, occurin the
executive branch review process which occurs before NRC even receives the
application. While an application is being held by the five executive branch
agencies, no notice of delay is required except to Congress. This, coupled
with the fact that it is difficult,if not impossible, for applicants to track
down their license application before it reaches NRC, means that shipping
schedules and contractual obligations are difficult to meet. Under resent
practice, the executive branch must report delays over sixty days only to*

Congress, not to the applicant. GAO suggests that executive branch and
NRC notification requirements be reversed. Since only one in ten licensing
delays occur at NRC, this would allow applicants to follow their applica-
tions through the processes mostlikely to delay processing and for NRC to
report to Congress when it cannot expeditiously process a complete applica-
tion forwarded from the executive branch.This,it is thought, would improve
accountability in the licensing process and allow the applicant mere confi-
dence in the process.

G AO also contends that there is no " streamlining" process available for
applicants operating under a new or renegotiated Agreement for Coopera-
tion. Su'ch expedited procedures could provide long term licensing for
exports of low enriched uranium fuel and reactor replacement parts under
new or renegotiated Agreements for Cooperation.This would, presumably,
further the U.S. commitment to be a reliable supplier while also providing
an impetus for some nations to conclude renegotiations of their Agreements.

-- Another facet of exportlicensing which clouds the perception of the U.S.
as a reliable supplier is the provision in NNPA that the President can
exempt any Agreement for Cooperation from an agreement requirement if.

its inclusion would be prejudicial to U.S. interests. However, NRC is bound
by export licensing criteria which may conflict with the exemption. This

I - _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ .. _. _
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9 means that NRC may not be able to issue an export license even though the
President and Congress have agreed to an exemption. GAO suggests
amending Section 401 of NNPA to correct this anomoly.*

GAO commented on the fragmented responsibility for Government
distributions of nuclear materials and related materials such as heavy
water and reactor grade graphite. G AO suggests that all exports be handled

, ' by NRC because these types of exports are rarely held up by NRC and this
would remove a source of confusion for foreign governments in procuring
these materials from the U.S.

An important matter in the export licensing process is the extent to
which the effectiveness ofIAEA safeguards must be considered.The execu.
tive branch has indicated that the existence of an agreement between IAE A
and a recipient nation is sufficient to satisfy NNPA requirements that all
exports be subject to IAEA safeguards. Congress, howc ver, specifically left
this issue open to NRC scrutiny. Both NRC and the mecutive branch have
sought clarification on this from Congress, but an indication of congad-
sionalintent has not been forthcoming. As a result, NRC and the executive
branch have continued to disagree on the extent to which NRC must inde-
pendently evaluate IAEA safeguards on a case by-case basis. This issue
should rec-ive congressional attention and clarification.

GAO ma .s a strong case for adopting some general policy regarding
U.S. consideration of foreign requests for reprocessing and plutonium use
when U.S. origin fuelis involved. If such a policy were adopted, U.S. trading
partners could request approvals before they enter into fuel supply contracts )
and enhance the predictability of their nuclear power programs. l

|*
In order to improve the control of U.S. firms and individuals operating

within foreign commercial spheres, GAO recommends several actions.
! First, the distinction between communist and " free world" nations is not
' sufficient since it allows trade with non-nuclear weapons states not adher-

ing to full-scope safeguards. NNPA should be amended, according to GAO,
to restrict commerce in reactor technology and assistance to only those |
nations which cdhere to the full-scope safeguard requirement. Second, DOE

,

is required to terminate nuclear material and equipment exports when a
nation conducts certain prohibited activities such as detonating a nuclear
explosive device. In such circumstances, however, there is no requirement
for withdrawal of DOE's " general authorization." DOE should be required
to withdraw the general authorization as well. Third, the Secretary of
Energy should be allowed to delegate specific authorizations for trade to
DOE staff. Of the 20 to 25 specific authorization requests processed yearly
by the Secretary, very few are of a nature requiring the attention of the

,

Secretary. It has been shown that these requests are typically held up 1

unreasonably and have resulted in a loss of business to several U.S. firms.
Lastly, GAO recommends that the process by which the executive branch

{ considers requests for approval of U.S. activities in foreign nations should

|
.
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be as open as NRC's approval process.
GAO addressed the issue of whether NRC should retain its export

licensing functions in light of licensing delays which have, allegedly,
caused a loss of business for U.S. firras. GAO found that the arguments in

' ' favor :f removing export licensing from NRC jurisdiction were not compell-
ing. The first of these arguments is that NRC has too much power in export
licensing proceedings. In fact, NRC cannot deny an export license, it can
only trigger executive and Congressional involvement. Since Congress has
traditionally exercised control over nuclear exports, NRC, a congressional
commission,is viewed as a reasonable form ofindependent review over,

| Executive Branch decision-making. In addition, once an export reaches its
| destination, NRC's authority ends and DOE picks up regulatory controls.
i Although DOE is required to " consult" with NRC on subsequent arrange-

|
ments,it is not required to concur. As a result, NRC is not able to exercise an

- inordinate level ofinfluence.
G AO also found that the objection to NRC operating in a sphere directly

! related to foreign policy (i.e., whether to export nuclear materials and facili-
' ties) is not compelling because NNPA allows the President to override or

supersede NRC ex port licensing deliberations. G AO recommends, however,
that NRC adopt a policy of referring license applications to the President if
delayed by 120 days or more.

As to objections that NRC dilutes its attention from safety matters to
address export license applications, GAO found that the vast majority of
export licenses never reach the Commission, but rather are issued by NRC's*

I Office of the Assistant Director for Export / Import and International Safe-
guards. This office employed fifteen of over three thousand NRC personnel
in Fiscal Year 1981, which could not be construed as diluting NRC's safety
objectives.

4. Title IV- Negotiations of Further Export Controls. Title IV
requires the negotiation of existing Agreements for Cooperation to comply
with NNPA export criteria. This effort has not been successful and may,in
fact, be counterproductive according to GAO. However, no change in this
title was recommended since trading acquiescense over NNPA criteria for
more harmonious relations may actually signify another vacillation in U.S.
export policy. GAO does recommend that Euratom negotiations be discon-

,

tinued since Euratom may never accept U.S. overtures to this end.
GAO analyzes and details the state of negotiations with all U.S. nuclear

trading partners. While renegotiation of existing agreements has not pro-
gressed well, at least twelve unrevised agreements are presently in com-
pliance with the requirements of Title IV. In addition, all new agreements

I have provisions required by NNPA and those nations with expiring agree-
ments have indicated a willingness to accept new provisions. GAO points

j out that a generic policy on U.S. prior approval rights would enhance the
ability of negotiators to pursue new agreements.,

i

,
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Lastly, G AO recommends eliminating the yearly Presidential review of
export licensing criteria to determine whether additional criteria are neces.

- - sary. This is viewed as contributing to doubts about the consistency of U.S.
export policy while doing little to enhance non proliferation.

6. Title V- United States Assistance to Developing Countries.
While the U.S. has provided support and funding for non nuclear alter.

natives to energy production, as Title V requires, none of that funding was
appropriated under NNPA. It comes instead under other foreign assistance ;

I legislation. GAO recommends deleting Title V because it has not been !
I

'

implemented and would serve no real purpose if put into effect.
6. General Conclusions. GAO suggested that a large variety of

factors influence foreign perceptions of the U.S. as a nuclear energy trading
partner. These factors include infringement on sovereign rights, slowing

{ regional development, stiflin g energy ind ependen ce, big brotherism, im pos.
ition of unilateral conditions, discrediting NPT, and placing undesirable |

'

controls on reprocessing and enrichment. In almost each nation, a different
set of factors dominates their view of the U.S. as a reliable supplier. GAO
then summarized the views of twelve nations - Argentina, Australia,

'| Brazil, Canada, West Germany, France, India, Japan, Pr.kistan, South
Korea, Spain, and the United Kingdom. These summaries point out how
diverse foreign views actually are, concerning U.S. non proliferation policy. |

GAO pointed out thatit is difficult to determine the extent to which the
business of U.S. nuclear energy vendors has been affected directly by
NNPA. A number of other considerations arise which include foreign criti-
cism aimed at executivo policy, as well as at NNPA, the general decline in
the world market for reactors, absence of domestic reactor orders (which are-

not affected by NNPA), the emergence of foreign competition, and U.S.
policies on human rights, political trade restrictions, environmental impacts,
and the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Itis pointed out, however, that a loss
of U.S. expc.t diminishes the U.S. influence derived from those exports.

,

In view of short term progress toward the general goal of retarding '

proliferation, the results have been mixed. On the positive side, no addi-
tional nations have acknowledged exploding a nuclear device, twelve ad-
ditional nations have joined NPT, Spain has moved toward full-scope safe- j

guards, and the foreign drive to acquire enrichment and reprocessing
'

capability has abated. On the other hr.nd, some nations (notably Pakistan)
have moved toward nuclear weapons capability, sever al nations considered
proliferation prone have not joined NPT despite the existence of a U.S.
bilateral Agreement for Cooperation (e.g. India and South Africa), and other
supplier nations have exported sensitive nuclear technology in spite of U.S
objections.

In the long-term, NNPA is a sound statute, according to GAO, and
should not be subject to major amendments. In order to accomplish the basict

I objectives of NNPA, to be a reliable supplier to nations who use nuclear

i
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materials for purely peaceful purposes, more than three years is necessary.
Since cooperation is the only way to foster non proliferation, the many
internationalinitiatives sought in NNPA may take several years to mate-
rialize and, therefore, can only be assessed in the long term.

.-

V. THE CONVENTION ON THE PHYSICAL
i PROTECTION OF NUULEAR MATERIALS

On July 30,1981, the U.S. Senate unanimously agreed to ratification of
the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials which will

,

create a framework for preventing the diversion of sensitive nuclear mate-
rials while in transit and storage. Although the NNPA was not enactedi

| when negotiations were opened in 1977, both Section 203 and Section 403 of

|
NNPA contain language covering the Convention.

Article 1 of the Convention defines terms to be used. Article 2,3,4 andi

part of Article 5 pertain directly to international transport of nuclear mate-
rials. Article 2 states that the Convention only covers peaceful uses and does;

not impose burdens on domestic rights if not specifically addressed. Article
3 requires that nationallaws be enacted to comply with the Convention for
all materials in transport within orin transit over a nation. The Convention
specifies safeguards which are very close to those already required by NRC
and only minor regulatory adjustment should be necessary.

Article 4 requires each nation to " receive assurances" that exported
^

nuclear material will be protected in compliance with the Convention prior
to shipment. If the U.S. is an importer and the exporting nation is not party
to the treaty, this obligation falls on the U.S. If two foreign nations, not
party to the Convention, wish to transport nuclear materials by land sea, or
airspace within U.S. jurisdiction, the U.S. must gain the same assurances
from both parties. The nation on whom the obligation falls is to identify and
inform,in advance, any nations such transport is expected to transit. Regu-
latory adjustments can be expected to be requested to implement this
Article.

In Article 5, all parties agree to specify the central authority and point of
contact for physical protection responsibility within their national jurisdic-
tion.This Article also requires all parties to cooperate in notification of a
theft event and exchange information relevant to recovery of the contra.
band material. In addition, parties are required to cooperate in research and
development aimed at improving physical protection during transport. No
provision of this article should require regulatory orlegislative adjustmenta

g,

i in NRC's jurisdiction.
Article 6 requires the application ofinformation controls to any confi-

dentialinformation transferred in compliance with this Convention. Arti-
cles 7-14 define offenses which party nations agree to make punishable.
Article 9 defines theft or robbery of nuclear material by all means including;

I
i
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embezzlement, fraud, blackmail, force or other means ofintimidation. Arti-
ele 8 commits parties to establish national laws defining these actions as,

offenses. Article 9 provides for extradition of offenders. Article 10 requires
that,if offenders are not extradited, the arresting nation will expeditiously
pursue prosecution in its national courts. Article 11 regulates extradition
procedures. Article 12 guarantees fair treatment under the law for offenders.
Article 13 requires sll parties to cooperate in prosecution proceedings and
Article 14 Provides for exchange ofinformation during prosecution.

The Convention will not take force until twenty-one nations deposit
instruments of acceptance. This process is expected to take several years
during which time NRC will make required regulatory adjustments. Any
party may withdraw after 180 days notice. A five year review conference is
required and disputes are directed to the International Court of Justice or
arbitration if both parties agree to such jurisdiction.
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ABSTRACT
This report details the development of nuclear energy around Ihe world.

its purpose is to demonstrate which globalregion maypresent thegreatest,

potentialfor international or multinational cooperation. Tables. detailing
factors of importance, are presented and it is concluded that Asia and
Oceania constitute the best areas for regionaldevelopment ofinternational
nuclear fuelcycle services.
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I. INTRODUCTION
.

The feasibility of any international institutions for nuclear fuel services
is dependent on future projections of nuclear power development in poten-

' '

| tial participating nations. Although the most reliiM e data on these projec-
| tions will be available at the conclusion ofINFCE during 1980. An examina-

! tion of the general trends and rough estirsates nf the global nuclear power ,

j program as of Fall,1979 are presented he e.
Any nation choosing to be involved in nucNar energy generation must

I make a set of key policy decisions:
How much nuclear power generating canci y she.uld be planned?j *

What type (s) of reactor system should be a Acted'i*

Which vendors should be selected to furnh key plant components?*

What fuel cycle services should be purchased and from whom?*

How should the import substitution plan be structured and what is the*

market viability of the domestic capitel equipment industry?
How should spent fuel and waste management be handled?*

What should the extent of domestic research and development efforts*

be?
These decisions are not irreversible and may evolve as techno-economic

situations change. For example, France originally developed and con-
structed gas cooled reactors, but now concentrates on the light water reactor
(LWR) technology. Also, projections of nuclear power reactors have a wide
margin of flexibility.They depend on the projection of the peak power load"

demand which is,in turn, a sensitive function of overall economic indica-
|
i

tors. If the long term economic growth rate is increased by a few percent, the'

electricity demand escalates and, because conventional fuels may be more
expen sive, nuclear power demand might increase substantially.The demand
for domestic fuel cycle facilities is also linked to the availability of foreign
nuclear facilities and materials for export.

|
.
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II. CAPACITY

More than sixty five nations will have either operating nuclear power I
Iprograms or planned facilities within the next twenty years. Regional1

nuclear energy programs are summarized in Table I. In Table I, nations are
grouped according to geopolitical proximity: North America, Latin Amer-
ica, Asia & Oceania, middle East and North Africa, Western Europe and

._ . Eastern Europe. South Africa and Israel are grouped with Western Europe
and Pakistan is grouped with middle Eastern and North African nations.

Table I.

t Regional Nuclear Energy Projections (GW)

1977 1985 1995

North America 53 150 250 ,

Latin America 0.4 6 5 |
Asia & Oceania 8 40 125
Middle East & North Africa 0.1 9 47
Western Europe 27 118 283
Eastern Europe 8 40 124

,

Major nuclear nations, which include USA, USSR, France, W. Ger-
many, U.K., Canada and Japan account for more than 87% of allinstalled
nuclear generating capacity. Although their relative share is expected to
decline in the coming years, these major nuclear energy nations willlead the

| world wide development of nuclear power programs. Also, the relative share
of nuclear weapons states in the world wide power reactor trade will proba--

bly steadily decrease from 70% at present to about 50% in 1995. The impact of

j the nuclear power programs in non weapons states and other newcomer
nations can be expected to increase with time. jA

From the view of international nuclear policy, the most interesting ;
regions are the Latin American region and the Asia and Oceania region. j

Besides them, countries with heavy water reactors (Argentina, India, Pakis- |
'

tan, and Rumania in the future) constitute an interesting group. Eastern
European countries with the exception of Yugoslavia and Rumania are
under the close control of the Soviet Union. All the nations in the Eastern
Europe region have the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)in force

, and nuclear fuel cycle needs are satisfied by USSR. In the forseeable future,
the Soviet Union will maintain close control over Eastern European
nations.

North African and Middle Eastern nations have small nuclear pro-
grams and their energy situation cannot easily justify the need for nuclear

' ~ power. Pakistan is grouped in this region and has emerged as a country with
proliferation potential. The unstable political situation and competition
with India may easily push the Pakistani government to produce a nuclear

- - . . . . . . - - . - . .. . - .,,,,
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explosive. Besides Pakistan, Iran had a major nuclear program. Iran's
nuclear program is uncertain as the Iranian government is experiencingi

substantial confusion.
Western Europe's dependency on nuclear energy may be beyond the

point of no-return. In some Western European countries, the commitment to
the breeder reactor is already a reality. The heavy commitment in nuclear
energy in this region requires a stable long-term nuclear policy and already
the Western European governments are working together. Although initially
gas-cooled reactor technology was adopted widely, long-term plan, show a
heavy reliance on the LWR technology. It should be noted that the Western
European LWR technology is mainly transferred from the U.S. Since manyi

| of the countries in the Western European region have stable governments
! and the present geopolitical setup does not provide incentives for nuclear
| weapons, the nuclear policy in this region is relatively free from non-
' proliferation considerations. This is the only region where multinational

cooperation does exist and is expected to grow. However, Western European
r nations atrive for regional self-sufficiency and the U.S.-based multinational

nuclear fuel facility may not have direct implications for these countries.
The Asian countries which have signthcant nuclear programs (e.g.,

Japan, Korea and Taiwan) have strong ties with the U.S. They adopted the
U.S. LWR technology purhased from U.S. vendors. Through turnkey pro-
jects, joint venture and licensing agreements, U.S. nuclearindustry holds a
strong relationship with these countries. These nations are dependent on
the U.S. for nuclear fuel services and will continue to be unless the Western
Europe interests can make an advance. Geopolitical reasons, however, will
make it difficult for western European nations to compete against the U.S.
Even the People's Republic of China is showing some preference tcward
U.S. technology. Most of the nations in this region signed the NPT and have
it in force. The near-term projection of 40GW capacity by 1985 justifies the
need of fuel processing facilities for this region.This region is probably most
ideal for a U.S.-initiated multinational fuel facility. Australia as a uranium
supplier would make an effective participant in such an endeavor.

The Latin American region has considerably smaller nuclear programs
than the Asia and Oceania region. Furthermore, major countries in this
region (e.g, Argentina, Brazil and Chile) have not joined NPT. The interna-

|
tional technology linkages are also heterogeneous: Argentina with Canada

j and West Germany, Brazil with West Germany and the U.S., and Mexico
; with the U.S. The nuclear power programs are much more politicized and
i decision makers in this region often link the domestic development of
| nuclear technology to general technological self reliance. They have dem-
; onstrated a built-in resistance to the U.S. initiatives in technological pro-

jects. Since the magnitude of nuclear programs in this region can justify
$ regional nuclear fuel facilities only for a long-term basis, any effort to set up

|

|
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an international fuel cycle centerinvolving I.atin American countries may
be premature at the present time.

' The region by region examination of the nuclear capacity planning
reveals that multinational nuclear fuel facilities may be needed in the
Western Europe region and the Asia and Oceania region. Since Western
European countries are already cooperating closely and have formed some
multinational nuclear facilities, the primary target area for such an endea.-

vor should be the region of Asia and Oceania. This observation coincidesr

with the current marketing effort of the U.S. nuclear industry.

III. REACTOR TYPE

The power reactors currently in use can be grouped into four types:
Light Water Reactors (PWR or BWR), Heavy Water Reactors (CANDU or
PHWR), Gas Cooled Reactors (Magnox, AGR or HTGR), and Breeder Reac-
tors (LMFBR, LWBR). The U.S. Light Water Reactor technology is by far
the most advanced and popular. Gas Cooled Reactors ate not available in
the market and Breeder Reactors are stillin an experirnental stage. France,
which switched from Gas Cooled reactor technology to pressurized Light
Water reactor technology of the U.S.,is now spearheading the commercial
application of a pool-type LMFBR. Light water technologies of France,
Germany and Japan are all developed through licensing and icint venture
arrar.gements with the U.S. vendors. The recent trend toward favoring
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR)over Boiling Water Reactors strengthens
the PWR technology as the leading reactor technology of the world. Exotic
variations of the currently available reactor systems are remote possibilities
for commercial applications in the near future. CANDU, however,is a~

unique alternative to PWR and nations having CANDU programs are
expected to grow. In many ways, CANDU offers different technological
choices from PWR; CANDUs use natural uranium, heavy water and pres-
sure tubes. Except for heavy water, the CANDU technology is considered
less demanding and import substitution is easier. CANDU users are not
dependent on foreign suppliers of nuclear fuel enrichment services. Self

f reliance is more readily achievable for the CANDU. This is why it is more
than a coincidence that leading semi-industrialized nations and non-NPT'

states have opted for CANDU. It should be noted that few nations have both
CANDU and PWR reactors. Only one nation, Korea,is constructing com-
mercial reactors of both types.

Although CANDU is technologically far different from PWR, it was
developed by Canada with strong inputs from the U.S. nuclear industry.
The U.S. and Canada share a similar philosophy in connection with export
ofnuclear reactors and are strongly committed to nr. clear non proliferation.
Therefore,it is quite feasible to have Canadian participation in a multina-
tional arrangement. Canada, as a major supplier of uranium,is an impor-
tant supplier nation whose nuclear policies would have impeets on nations

.
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,

without CANDU. In a similar context Australia is an important uraniumP- ' Y '

supplier nation and would be another logical choice for a membership in a
multinational fuel cycle arrangement.

;

IV. MAJOR FEATURES OF NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMS.'' '

This section presents a compliation in the form of tables of the state of
global nuclear energy development.

.
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4 Major Features of Nuclear Power Programa

19R5 1995 Uranium lhnestic
! Ihleteral Caps- Cape Mining & Cantal Overall
i NTT Agreement Reactor city city Mill nz Ennch- Equipment Nuclear
* Natson Status with U.S. Type tG W) (GWs (L'y) ment Reprocessing Industry Capability Remarke

(N.Americah
Canada In Fwee Research CANDU 11 42 5 Yes - - Fully Fully Masor euport nation ef

& Power Capable Capable eranium ard
CANDU.

'

tLAmericah
Argentina - Research PHWR l .5 7 120 - Imb Scale Partially Alfeuffi- One of the most erove

,

8

& Power Capable ciency by ll)C nuclear programa. f19k5 KWU. AECL providea
,

i

technology.

Brasil - Research PWR 3 15.5 3 Norale Pilot Partially Self aufn- Has a maat comprehensive r
, & Power Planned Capable ciency in bilateral agreement
{ 199r) with KWU

Chile - - - - I .7 - - - - Early stage *
'

j | Cuba - - - - 21 - - - - Early stage
t'

{ Columbia Signed Renes ch - - 44 - - - - Early stage
i Jamawa In Forn - - - tR - - - - Early stage

Meuro in Force Research LWR 1.3 13 3 210 - - Partially Rapidly US providea technology
& Power Capable Developing

Peru in Force - ? - 1.3 - - - - Early stage

)
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Major Features of NucIcar Power Programa (Cont'd)
|

| 19M5 1995 Uranium Ikwnestic
Bilateral Capa- Caps- Mining & Capital Overall I

j INI"r Agreement Reactor city city Milhng Ennch- Equipment Nuclear
;

Nation Status with U.S. Type tGW) (GW) (t/y) ment Reprocessing Industry Capabihty Remarka |
|

, j (LAmerica:) !

(Cont'd) ?

Uruguay In Force - ? - 1.1 - - - - Early stage j
l

Venezuela In Force Research ? - 1.7 - - - - Early stage ;

!

! & Power
l

(Aale & !
; ,

i Oceania): >

Australia In Force Hencarch * - 3 760 Planned - Partially Early stage Major eranium supplier j .

,

t

& Power Capable
,

New Zealand In Force - ? - 1.2 - - - - Early stage
1

5

Japan Ratified Research Mainly 30.6 74 30 Centrifuge Demo Fully Fully Emerging as a major
& Power I.W R Scale Capable Capable vendor, close tie with

,
US ind ustry.

S. Kores In Force Research Mainly 3.7 25 - - - Partially Rapidly US provides t. .nology.
& Power PWR Capable Developing One CANDU reacine.

,

Philippines In Force Reecarch PWR 0.6 3 - - - - Early stage US technology. ,

& Power !

-
|

Taiwan Ratified Research LWR 6.0 11.6 - - - Pa.tially Rapidly US providen technology.
f. Power Capable, Developing

m
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Major Features of Nuclear Power Programa (Cont'd)
,

| 19R5 1995 Uranium Domestic
Balateral Capa- Capa- Mining & Capitel Overall

NPT Agreement Reactor city city Milling Enrich. Equipment Nuclear
Nation Status with U.S. Type (GW) (GW) (t/y p ment Reprocessing Industry Capability Remarks

(Asia & ;
Oceania): j
(Cont'd) f
Hong Kong - - ? - 3.2 - - - - Early stage

.i
Dailand In Force Research PWRi?) - 3.7 - - - - Early stage I

& Power !

Malaysia In Force - ? - 1.3 - - - - Early stage

Singapore In Force - ? - 43 - - - - Early stage
'

Indonesia Signed Research ? - 6.2 - - - - Early stage

i Bangladesh - - ? - 40 - - - - Early stage I

j India - Power CANDU 5.1 5.5 Yes No Yes Fully Fully
&BWR Capable Capable in

CANDU

(Middle East
& N. Africa):

Algeria - - ? - 0.5 - - - - Early stage

Egypt In Force Power PWR 06 46 - - - - Early stage Westinghouse technologv i
i

I

i

i
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Major Features of Nuclear Power Programa(Cont'd)

19AS 1995 Uranium Domestic

Bilateral Caps- Capa- Mming & Ca pital Overall
NPT Agreement Reactor city city Milhng Ennch. Equipment tv uclear !

Nation Status with U.S Type (GW) IGW1 at/yl ment Reprocesams Industry Capabihty Remarks

; (Middle East
& N. Africa): .

{a

! (Cont *d)
. Iran In Force Research PWR 7 0r?) 30 3(?) - Participate - - Early stage Future encertain.

!
in MNFS Nuclear Programa.

Iraq In Force - PWR - I.1 - - - - Early stage French technology.'

Kuwait Signed - ? - 1.3 - - '- - Early stage

libye - - PWR - 03 - - - - Early stage Runnian technology. j
,

li
Morocco In Force - ? - 04 - - - - Early stage

{

Nigeria In Force - ? - 05 - - - - Early stage !

'

Pakistan - - CANDU l .3 6 Yest?) - Lab Partia!!y Active s

PWR Scalet?) Capable development i

!

Saudi Arabia - - ? - 0.2 - - - - Early stage
.

Tunisia In Force - ? - 0.2 - - - - Early stage

Turkey Signed Research PWR 06 2.2 - - - - Early atage Russian technology.
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i Major Features of Nuclear l'ower Programa (Cont'd)
I

1985 1995 Uranium Domestic
j Ihlateral Capa- Ca ps- Mming & Capital Overall

NIT Agreement Reactor city city Mishng F.nnch- Equipment Nuclearj
9

.| Nation Stat se with U S. Type (GW) tGYI) (tr yI ment Reproemma Industry Capability Remarks'

i West ern
Europe*

Austria In Force Resea rch BWR 07 20 - - - Partially Partially KWU technology.
& Power Capable Capable Operation not approved.

*
_.

Belgium In Force - PWR 55 94 Yes Yes Pilot Scale Capable Capable Des with French program. ,

Denmark In Force - LWR 1A R2 Yes - - Partially Partially

Capable Capable !

{Fmlarid in Force Research LWR ?.7 62 - - - Partially - Runnian and Swedish ,,

i & Power Capable technology.
.

France NA - Mainly 39 5 RI 6 Yes Yes Yes Fully Fully Manor supplier.
,

,

PWR& Capable Capable
'

i GCR. HR
#

-|
'

W. Germany In Force - !WR 20 5 45A 2'w) R& D Pilot Scale Fully Fully Major supplier.
Capable Capable

Greece In force Research I.W R 06 26 - - - Some - US technology mosa hkely.
j -

j freland In Force - 1.W R 0.7 40 - - - - US technology most hkety.

I Italy In Force Hercarch I.W R 3.3 19 3 Yes Yes Pilot Scale Fully Capable Ties with US Archetect
j & Power Capable / Engineer.
i

I

I
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Major Features of Nurleer Power Programa (Cont'd) j

h 19M5 1995 Uranium ik>mestic (
thlateral Caps- Cape. Mining & Capital Overall 6

'

Nii Agreement Reactor city inty Milhne Enrich- Equipment Nuclear' +
,

Nation Status with U S. Type <GWp (GW) (t y > ment Reprocessing Industry Capability Remarka |
.

| Western
'

,

: Europe:'

| (Cont'd)
'

; !.unemberg In Force - PWR I2 12 - - - - - Indefinite postponement. '

Netherlands In Force - I.W R 0.9 41 - Yes - Capable Capable Ties with German techno.
logy'

Norway In Force - I.W R - 2.9 - - Imb Scale

Portugal - Reacerch I.WR 1.4 5.5 130 - - ;
i

& Power ('

!

Spain - Reacerch 1.W R 12 2 an 340 Yes Pilot Scale Capable Partially Mostly US technology.
& Power Capable

Sweden In Force Research HWR 9.5 10.5 Yes - Ikmo Scale Fully Fully Owu technology.
& Power Capable Capable ;

Capable Fully Fully US & German technology.Switzerland Signed Research I.W R 41 60 Yes - .

& Power Capable Capable

UK N.A Resear-h Mainly 11.5 28.1 - - - Fully Fully Major vendor.
& Power GCR Capable Capable

-

Yugoslavia In Force Power I.W R 0.6 6.4 Yes - Imb Scale Partially. US technology.
Capable
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Major Features of Nuclear Power Programa (Cont'd)

i
19R5 1995 Uranium lhmeetic

[ Bilateral Ca pa- Capa- Mming & Capetal Overall
i NIT Agreement Reector city city Milhng Enrich. Equipment Nuclear
t Nation Status with U.S. Type (GW) (GW) (t/y) ment Reprocessing Industry Capability Remarks

Western
Europe:

1 (Cent'd)
Israel - Research LWR - 27 Yea (?) - Yes(?) Capable Capable

S. Africa - Reseerth LWR I.8 6.8 9200 Yes ? Partially Partially French reactor technology. g& Resc.or Capable Capable
9

6(Eastern |Europek
Bulgarie in Force - PWR 3.5 ? - - - - - Russian technology.

Czecho. In Force - Mainly 4.2 ? - - - Capable Partially Russian technology.
lovakia PWR Capable : I

6 1
*E. Germany In Force - PWR 5.0 ? - - - Capable Partially Russian technou ay. |

Capable i,

j Hungary In Force - PWR 2.2 ? - - - Partially Russian technology.
- Capable

| Poland In Force - PWR 0.4 ? - - - Capable Partially Russian technology.
Capable |

|Ramania in Force - PWR 04 ? - - - Partially Russian technology.
1 PHWR Capable CANDU introduced. 1

~

USSR N.A. - Mixed 16.3 ? Yes Yes Yes Fully Fully Major supplier
Capable Capable

-

1
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Chapter Two

'

: NRC Licensing of Nuclear Technology

The NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over the commercial use of nuclear
; energy in the U.S. and over commercial exports of nuclear facilities and

technology to foreign nations. The nature of NRC licensing a6tions is pre-
sented in this chapter.

The first report examines the "licensability" of several alternative
nuclear fuel cycles contemplated for domestic use. The NRC licensing pro-
cess is examined to determine if new fuel cycle arrangements or technolo-
gies would encounterlicensing obstacles if an attemptwas made to use them
commercially.

The second report discusses licensing problems associated with the
export of alternative fuel cycle technologies and facilities.The exportlicens-
ing function of NRC is examined and candidate alternative fuel cycles are
considered.

~
i Lastly, an analysis of the " timely warning" requirement of NNPA is

examined to determine the extent to which it may impede progress toward
the use of alternative nuclear fuel cycles.

|
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ABSTRACT

This report reviews the licensing problems attributable to safeguards
variations peculiar to the NASAP fuel cycles being considered by the U.S.
Department of Energy.

The purpose of this report is to address the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's obligation to assure the U.S. Government Accounting 0,'fice
that Ihe NASAP fuel cycles now under consideration are licensable within
current NRC authority. This report has the narrow scope of reviewing the
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licensability problems attributable only to safeguards; licensability prob-
lems caused by environmental safety or concerns other than safeguards are
not covered.

I Safeguards licensa bilityproblems associated with spiking. coprocessing,
i use of uranium-233 and thorium, denaturing, heavy water, and storage of
' spent fuel are considered herein.

| The techniques ofinvestigation consistedof reviewingfederal regulations
and extracting from those regulations the safeguards requirements which'

m ust be met to obtain (1) a construction permit, (2) an operating license, and
(3) a license for possession of special nuclear material (SNM). The main
objective 'of this report is to illuminate those licensing problems which
would impede the implemen tation of a fuelcycle. Implemen tation is defined
as the finalissuance of an operating license and a SNMpossession permit.
For each safeguards variation, the mandatory requirements for licensing
are reviewed to determine if there were any conflicts or licensing impedi-
ments; licensing conditions are reviewed only briefly.

In general, except for the heavy water cycle, there seems to be no major
safeguards impediment to obtaining a SNMpossession license or an operat-
ing license for a facility. The major area of regulation is in the area of
ccnditions of the license.

Some new regulations will be required if certain fuel cycles are imple.
mented. The major safeguards concerns will be at the operationalleveland

,

will be those of satisfying the conditions oflicense.

..
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose
At the suggestion of the U.S. General Accounting Office, the U.S.

- Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was asked to evaluate the "licensa-
bility" of each fuel cycle under consideration by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE).Through the Non Proliferation Alternative System Assess-
ment Program (N ASAP), DOE is evaluating various fuel cycles in order to
determine which fuel cycle may be the most feasible and attractive from the
standpoint of non proliferation.

The goal of non-proliferation requires that special nuclear material
(SNM) be adequately safeguardable. Safeguarding requires that the SNM
be monitored, measured, sampled, guarded, transported, licensed, and sub-*

jected to strict accounting techniques as set forth in the NRC regulations.

B. Scope
This report reviews each of the 21 fuel cycles, chosen by DOE as candi-

dates worthy of further consideration, for licensing problems which might
occur under the present regulatory system. These fuel cycles were chosen
after considerable and extensive discussion and consideration of many fuel
cycle schemes. The description of the fuel cycles and the safeguards prob-
lems of each cycle have been identified in a companion report by Weinstock
and Keisch entitled " Technical Safeguards Issues for Alternative Fuel
Cycles," BNI,NUREG-25557 contained in Chapter Five.

,

In this report, a fuel cycle is treated as an existing technology which
must be licensed under the current regulatory scheme. The work scope for
this task did not request, and no attempt is made to describe, any detailed
changes to the fuel cycle to make it more licensable. Such changes would
alter the nature and character of the fuel cycle which was originally chosen
because of many extrinsic considerations relating to non-proliferation.

As previously indicated, the fuel cycle's licensability is only one of
many parameters to be used by DOE in choosing candidate fuel cycles.
Therefore, the scope of work, which mandated a display of"...those licens-
ing problems which could restrain the implementation of commercial opera-
tion," is interpreted with heavy reliance on the term implementation.
Accordingly, safeguards problems are dealt with only in terms which affect
the issuance of a construction permit, an operating license and a license for
possession of SNM.

A " licensing problem"is defined as a situation where the mandate of a
federal licensing regulation cannot be met because of lack of technical
knowledge or of a commercially viable technique.The fact that a regulatory

' requirement is viewed by the applicant merely as a nuisance, an inconven-
ience, or an expense would not, for the purposes of this report, be considered
a safeguards " licensing problem."

- --- - - . . ..-. -
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9 In summary, the scope of this paper is limited to making a preliminary
determination of the licensability problems of the 21 fuel cycles in order to |
help prevent DOE from selecting a fuel cycle which is not presently
licensable.

!

C. The Problem
To obtain a license for a fuel cycle facility, the licensee must submit an

application for each proposed facility. An application involves the prepara- ;

tion and review of a Preliminary Safety Analyses Report, an Environmental
i

Impact Statement, and finally a Final Safety Analyses Report. During the
license review period, considerable exchange occurs between the NRC staff
and the license applicant. Historically, this interchange has been concerned
principally with safety matters, with only a small part of the application
examination process expended on safeguards. |

This report is intended to provide a preliminary review and is meant to '

highlight those safeguards problems which are unlikely to be settled during
the normal NRC license review procecs. Environmental problems, which
were the subject of a multi volume report entitled " Preliminary Safety and !

Environmental Information Document"(DOE /NE-0003) published by DOE
in 1978 for NASAP, are not considered.

!>

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUCLEAR
FACILITY LICENSING PROCESS'

|
Of primary importance are the statutes (Atomic Energy Act of1954, as 1

amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974) and regulations |-

(Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 10) administered by the Nuclear |
Regulatory Commission. These statutes and regulations provide the basis i

'

for thelicensing and regulation of all major acti ities involving radioactive
material, including the construction and operation of nuclear power plants,
fuel fabrication and reprocessing facilities, and the transportation and
storage of radioactive material and wastes.

A. Issuance of Construction Permit and Operating License
The Atomic Energy Act does not contain any explicit standards or

criteria for the issuance of construction permits. Rather, it provides that .

I when an application for a license to construct a facility is "otherwise accep- |
table to the Commission," the applicant willinitially be granted a construc- )
tion permit.' For all purposes, a construction permit is deemed to be a

. . ~ - |

*This section is an excerpt from the Energy Law Guide, Chapter 6. Vol.1, p.17 et seq., edited by
Harold P. Green, August 1978.

,
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- I
" license."' It is, therefore, necessary to ascertain the statutory standards i
and criteria forissuance of a construction permit,in order to understand the
standards' and criteria that are app licable in the issuance of facility licenses
in general. It should be noted, however, that the Commission's rules set
forth special standards and criteria for the issuance of a construction permit,

separately.8
The affirmative standards and criteria forissuance of a facility license~

' are not of great significance. Licenses are issued on a nonexclusive basis to
applicants whose proposed activities will serve a useful purpose proportion-
ate to the quantities of special nuclear material or source material to be
utilized;* who are equipped to observe and agree to observe NRC safety,

standards;' and who agree to malie available to the NRC such technical
information and data concerning the licensed activities as the NRC deter-
mines to be necessary to promote the common defense and security and to-

protect the health and safety of the public.' Section 1820f the Atomic Energy
Act requires an applicant to provide such information as the Commission
determines to be necessary to decide the applicant's technical and financial
qualifications and to determine that the utilization or production of special
nuclear material will provide ade quate protection to the health and safety of
the public.' These requirements are regarded as establishing statutory crite-
ria, as reflected in an NRC rule establishing as criteria for the issuance of
the license, that the application provides " reasonable assurance...that the
health and safety of the public will not be endangered"* and that the appli-
cant is " technically and financially qualified" to engage in the proposed
activities in accordance with the NRC's regulations.'

"
The Atomic Energy Act is quite clear as to certain conditions that

pre-clude the issuance of a facility license. No license may be issued if,in the
opinion of the Commission, issuance would be inimical to the common
defer ne and security or to the health and safety of the public.''In addition,
no license will be issued to an alien" or for activities beyond the jurisdiction
of the U.S. except for export.''

The NRC's rules with respect to the issuance of construction permits are
based on the premise that an application for a construction permit will not
contain all of the required technicalinformation relating to the details of the
proposed facility. This premise in turn reflects the reality of the situation.
The Commission's rules provide that if all the required technical informa-
tion is not contained in the application, a construction permit may never-;

theless be issued if the NRC finds that the information provided has des-
cribed the proposed design of the facility and identified the major features or
components incorporated therein for the protection of the health and safety
of the public; that the omitted technicalinformation will be supplied in the

'g final safety analysis report (i.e., at the operating license state); that safety
features which may require research and development have been described;
that the research and development program will be conducted; that there is

1
: I

t
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reasonable assurance that outstanding safety questions will be resolved by
the time construction is completed; and that there is reasonable assurance
that the proposed facility can be constructed and operated at the proposed

| location without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.** The
regulations take into account the possibility that an applicant for the con-
struction permit may initially supply all of the required technical informa-
tion, in which event "the findings required above will be appropriately
modified to reflect that fact."''

A construction permit constitutes an authorization to proceed with con
struction, but does not constitute NRC approval of the safety of any particu-
lar feature unless such approval is specifically requested and is incorpo-
rated in the construction permit.'' The construction permit may be, and
generally is, amended from time to time to incorporate such approvals.''

It is unlawful for any person to commence construction of a production
or utilization facility on the site on which the facility is to be operated until a
construction permit has been issued."" Construction"is deemed to include
pouring the found ation for, or the installation of, any portion of the perman-
ent facility on the site,'' but not site exploration, excavation, or preparation
for construction;'' procurement or manufacture of components;*" or con-
struction of nonnuclear facilities such as turbogenerators and turbine build-
ings, and temporary buildings used for construction.'' Where, however, an
environmental impact statement is required for the issuance of a construc-
tion permit, " commencement of construction" is defined to include any
clearing ofland, excavation, or other substantial action that would adver-
sely affect the environment of a site.**

*
! B. Conversion of the Construction Permit to an Operating License

Upon completion of construction in accordance with the terms and
condition of the construction permit, and subject to any necessary testing
for health and safety purposes, the NRC will, in the absence of good cause
shown to the contrary, issue an operating license for the facility.*' The
operating license will be issued for a period of 40 years orless** u pon findings
by the NRC that: construction has been substantially completed in accor-
dance with the construction permit, the Atomic Energy Act, and the NRC's
regulations; the facility will operate in conformity with the application, the
Act, and the Commission's rules and regulations; there is reasonable assu-
rance that the activities authorized by the license can be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public, and that such activities will
be conducted in compliance with the NRC's regulations; the applicant is
technically and financially qualified to engage in the licensed activities;
and the issuance of the license will not be inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safety of the public.85Although there has |

_ been no case to date in which a construction permit has not been duly )
converted into an operating license, as a matter oflaw there is no assurance '

1
1
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9 that an operating license will be issued upon completion of construction in
accordance with the construction permit. The findings discussed above
must be made in every operating license case, and they must be made
independently of any findings that were made at the construction permit
stage of the proceeding.

C. Regulation After Issuance of an Operating License
An operating licensee is subject to an array of continuing regulatory

requirements. There is, to begin with, a requirement for amendments to the
license for any change in technical specifications ** or any changes in the
facility that involve "an unreviewed safety question."'' Records must be
maintained of all changes made in the facility and operating procedures.**
Licensed activities are subject to inspection" by representatives of the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission and the operators are required to maintain
various records and to make various reports to the NRC."i

The NRC may require the addition, elimination, or modification of
structures, systems, or components of the facility after the construction
permit has been issued where such action is required for the public health
and safety or the common defense and security."'

III. ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSING PROCEDURES
!

| A. Construction Permit Proceedings
There are detailed requirements for the contents of applications for a

construction permit.s In general, such application cannot be docketed to
initiate construction permit proceedings until a determination has been~

made that the application is complete and acceptable for docketing.33Appli-
cants are, however, permitted to submit their application in three separate
parts. These are: (1) the environmental report containing detailed informa-
tion about the environmentalimpact of the proposed facility as required in
Part 51 of the NRC's regulations;(2) details concerning the technical aspects
of the facility and plans for controlling radioactive releases; and (3)infor-

,

mation required for antitrust review of the facility.**'

Any of these three parts will be docketed ifit is complete, and additional
parts will be subsequently docketed when they are determined to be com-
plete.** Upon docketing and assignment of a docket number, copies of the
application will be served upon the municipality or county in which the
facility is to be located and to federal, state, and local officials who have an
interest in, or responsibilities with respect to, the facility.**

B. Staff Review
Following docketing of the application for a permit to construct a*

nuclear power reactor, the application is reviewed in detail by the NRC's

! M
|
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Staff members of that ofiice meet
personally with representatives of the applicant, visit the proposed site, and
put numerous written questions to the applicant. As a result of this process,
numerous changes are usually made in the technical details and derign of
the facility. It is at this stage of the licensing procedure that safeguards
requirements are reviewed for their technical suitability.

C. ACRS Review
The Atomic Energy Act requires that the Advisory Committee on Reac-

tor Safeguards '(ACRS) review every application for a construction permit8

for a nuclear power plant.88The ACRS is required to submit a report that is
made part of the record of the license application and available to the
public.8' The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards is a prestigious
group of not more than 15 members appointed by the Commission for four-
year terms. The Committee members are generally drawn from outside the
Commission and serve on the ACRS on a part-time basis.

D. Mandatory Hearings
The Atomic Energy Act requires that a mandatory hearing be held on

each application for a construction permit for a nuclear power plant *
regard less of whether there is opposition to the issuance of the construction
permit. In the absence of opposition, the only parties in the hearing are
normally the applicant and the NRC staff. In recent years, however, most
construction permit proceedings have been attended by outside groups with
interest in issuance of the construction permit.* '

E. Issues Considered
Regardless of whether a construction permit proceeding is contested or

uncontested," the issues to be determined are limited to those directly rele-
vant to the findings that must be made under the Atomic Energy Act to
support the issuance of a construction permit. These findings include
whether the application has adequately identified the design and major
features of the facility, subject to provision of further technical or design
information which can reasonably be postponed forlater consideration and
which will be provided in the final safety analysis report (i.e., at the operat-
ing license stage), whether further research and development to resoh e any
remaining safety questions have been identified with reasonable assurance
that outstanding safety questions will be satisfactorily resolved by the time '

the proposed facility is completed, whether the proposed facility can be
constructed and operated at the proposed site without undue risk to the

' health and safety of the public, whether the applicant is technically and i

financially qualified to design and construct the proposed facility, whether j
the issuance of a construction permit will be inimical to the common defense 1

and security or to the health and safety of the public, and whether the |
j..

|
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j construction permit should be issued as proposed in light of environmental
j considerations under the National Environmental Policy Act of1969.** If the

proceeding is not contested (i.e.,if there are no intervenora), these questions !

will be resolved without a de novo evaluation of the application on the basis
of a decision as to whether the record contains sufficient information and
the Commission's review has been adequate to support the requisite find-
ing.''If, however, the proceeding is contested, there must be a de novo review
with respect to all the above issues.

F. Operating Licenses
Upon completion of construction of the facility and amendment of the

license application to bring it up to date, consideration will be given to
issuance of a license to operate the facility.The Atomic Energy Act provides
that an operating license will be issued upon a finding that the facility hasi

been constructed and will operate in conformity with the amended applica-
tion, the provisions of the Act, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Rules
and Regulations, and in the absence of any good cause shown.** The specific
findings required for the issuance of an operating license are esentially the
same as for the issuance of a construction permit, except that the most
important finding required with respect to health and safety considerations
is " reasonable assurance that the activities authorized by the operating

I license can be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the
public."** It should also be noted that the findings made in a construction
permit proceeding are, as a practical matter, based on less than a complete
application, while the findings made at the operating license stage are

~

presumably based on a final and complete application.

G. Hearings
Unlike construction permit proceedings in which there is a mandatory

hearing, there will be a hearing on an operating license application only if
an intervenor wishes to contest issuance of the license. The issues in an
operating license proceeding are limited to, and are generally the same as,
those in a construction permit proceeding. Except in extraordinary circum-
stances, however, consideration will be given in the hearing only to those
particular matters within the purview ofissues that are "in controversy
among the parties.** Such matters are placed in controversy by their inclu-
sion among the contentions advanced in a petition for intervention and
their acceptance by the hearing tribunal as valid contentions.

H. Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards
Construction permit and operating license proceedings are conducted

~~

before three member Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards (ASLB), drawn
in each case from the members of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Panel.'' One member of each such board is required to be " qualified in the

3

-k. 4
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conduct of administrative proceedings," and the other two members are
required to have "such technical or other qualifications as the Commission

! deems appropriate to the issues to be decided."" Following the completion of
an evidentiary hearing and the submission of proposed findings of fact and

~
conclusions of the law by the parties," the Board renders an initial decision
that will constitute the final action of the Commission after 45 days unless
exceptions to the initial decision are taken by a party." Exceptions to the
initial decision are the vehicle for appealing the initial decision. ''" The
initial decision by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board directing the
issuance of a construction permit or operating license is, however, usually
immediately effective," subject to review thereof arid final decision by the
Commission upon exceptions filed by a party."

|

L Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards
Most of the appellate functions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

are performed by three member Atomic Safety Licensing and Appeal
Boards" drawn in each case from the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board Panel."The Commission has delegated to the Appeal Boards most of
its review functions." Ordinarily, the Appeal Board will undertake its
review function only upon exceptions taken by a party to a final decision by
an ASLB. The Appeal Board does, however, have authority to review deci-
sions by ASLB on its own motion." Interlocutory appeals will be enter-
tained only on a limited basis. The Appeal Board may, either in its discre-
tion or on direction of the Commission, certify major or novel questions of_

policy, law, or procedure to the Commission itself."

J. Other Administration Licensing Procedures
1. Review by the Commission. The Commission may review a

decision or action of the Appeal Board on'its own motion" or,in sharply
limited circumstances, on a petition for review filed by a party.**

2. Intervention. The Commission is required in any licensing proceed-
ing to grant a hearing "upon the request of any person whose interest may
be affected by the proceeding."" Any such person is admitted as a party to
the proceeding." A petition for leave to intervene must be in writing, under
oath or affirmation." The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board will, after
opportunity is provided for the other parties to file an answer to the petition,
rule on the petition. The ASLB's finding is subject to appeal to the Appeal
Board." The ruling involves two distinct aspects. The first of these is
whether the petitioner has shown that he has an interest in the proceeding.

. There are numerous decisions by ASLB, ASLAB, and the Commission
discussing the question of whether particular petitioners have shown suffi-
cient interest to h ave standing to intervene. The second question is whether
the petitioner has stated any specific valid contentions" with supporting
factual allegations.

- - _ _ _ _ . _ ._. _ .-
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The determination by the ASLB as to which contentions will be admit-
ted is of considerable importance. In a construction permit proceeding, the
contentions accepted by the ASLB frame the bounds within which an inter--

venor may engage in discovery *' and of the evidence which he may intro-
duce. In an operating license proceeding, the admitted contentions not only
frame such boundaries but establish the particular issues on which the

- - ASLB will hear evidence.**
3. Discovery. Parties in a licensing proceeding, including intervenors,

have broad rights to engage in discovery" by way of interrogatories,"
depositions," and requests for admissions." There are, however, special
provisions and limitations on discovery against the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission itself."

4. Consideration of NRC Rules in Adjudicatory Proceedings. The
Commission's rules" and decisions preclude any attack by way of discov-
ery, proof, argument, or otherwise on the Commission's rules and regula-
tions in any licensing proceeding. This means that the validity of a Com-
mission rule may be challenged only in a rulemaking proceeding or in a
judicial proceeding."

5. JudicialReview. Any final order of the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission is subject to judicial review upon an appeal taken to a United States
Circuit Court of Appeals."

6. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). All construction
permit and operating license proceedings involving nuclear power plants,"
and numerous other proceedings before the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, are regarded as major federal actions significantly affecting the qual-
ity of the human environment and therefore fully subject to the National-

Environmental Policy Act. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regula-
tions contain quite detailed and sophisticated procedures relating to envi-
ronmental considerations in licensing cases.'' These procedures include
requirements for submission of an environmental report by the license
applicant," preparation and circulation of a draft environmental impact
statement"and a final environmental impact statement'' by the NRC staff,
and requirements as to specific NEPA findings that must be made by the
ASLB in each proceeding."

K. Environmental Reports

An applicant for a construction permit is required to submit with its
application for a construction permit a separate environmental report."The
environmental report contains essentially the same kinds of information
that must be included in the NRC's environmentalimpact statement.** At
the operating license stage, the applicant is again required to submit an
environmental report, but this report need contain only information differ--

ing from that discussed in the environmental report submitted at the con-
struction permit stage." The environmental reports are available for public

.
inspection.

#
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L. EnvironmentalImpact Statements

As soon as practicable after the applicant's environmental report is
filed, the NRC staff prepares a draft environmental impact statement as |
required by NEPA." The draft environmental statemen t is distributed" and*

I

comments thereon are solicited." After receipt of comments, the NRC staff
prepares a final environmentalimpact statement."

M. Adequacy of EnvironmentalImpact Statements
One of the issues in a construction permit or operating license proceed-

ing is whether the NRC's final environmental impact statement adequately
satisfies the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act."
Under the NRC's rules,if the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board reaches
findings and conclusions different from those contained in the final envir-
onmental impact statement prepared by the staff, the environmental

j impact statement is deemed to be amended by the ASLB's findings and
conclusions." Similarly,if at the successive levels of review the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board or the Commission reaches conclusions
differing from those of the ASLB, the findings and conclusions of the
Appeal Board or the Commission, as the case may be, are deemed to modify
the fin al environmental impact statement." Where the final environmental
impact statement is amended in such a manner, the decision constituting
the amendmentis required to be distributed in the same manner as the final
environmental impact statement itself.",

N. Substantive Considerations
As noted above, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board is required to

make findings whether,in view of all environmental factors, the construc-
tion permit or operating license should be issued." Thus, although the
jurisdiction and authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under the
Atomic Energy Act are limited to matters of radiological health and safety
and the common defense and security," as a consequence of the National
Environmental Policy Act and the Commission's rules forimplementation
of NEPA, consideration is given in nuclear power licensing cases to a

' number of other factors such as the need for power," conservation efforts,"
the environmental effects of transmission lines for the distribution of elec-
tricity produced in the nuclear power plant," etc.

O. Antitrust Considerations
Section 105 of the Atomic Energy Act authorizes the NRC to suspend or

revoke any license issued under the Atomic Energy Act in the event the
licensee is found to have violated the antitrust laws in the conduct of the
licensed activity by a court of competent jurisdiction."

- -.. _ .--- .- .-.. ..-. - -
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IV. REGULATORY AND LICENSING ISSUES INVOLVED IN
THE SAFEGUARDING OF A FUEL CYCLE

4
' A. Introduction

Most of the discussion in this report concerns licensing problems pecul-s

iar to generic safeguards measures which several of the proposed fuel cycles,
''

i and nuclear facilities have in common.
As can be seen from the schematic of the licensing process shown in

,' Figure 1,' the licensee prepares an application containing a plan which

| describes how he intends to comply with the safeguards regulatory require-
; ments. This plan is then reviewed by the proper sections of NRC. This NRC

| review includes interaction with the licensee and, where necessary, revision
i of the application by the licensee.This method of review dictates that a valid

" licensing problem" would be defined as a matter which could not be re-
solved at the staff review and, after consideration by the NRC Licensing
Board,is appealed to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.

This definition of a " licensing problem"is chosen so that the potential*

for a true delay in the commercial licensing of a fuel cycle can be determined.
If a matter arises during the staff review of the license application which
cannot be resolved between the NRC staff and the licensee, the next step is to
proceed to the Licensing Board, then to the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board, and ultimately to the federal courts. In this report a licensing
problem is defined as a threshold safeguard problem which would likely
cause an appeal to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and
possible subsequent court action.,

B. Safeguards Regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and Social Risks

The licensing of a fuel cycle includes the balancing of potential social
benefits and risks. This administrative balancing process takes the form of
considering the social, political, and institutional issues presented in the
prepared EnvironmentalImpact Statement.

The balancing of safeguards licensing requirements in terms of dollars
and other civil, social, and political costs has traditionally been discussed

,

i and litigated as environmental issues. Since environmental issues were the
subject of other referenced reports,'" civil, social, or political costs of safe-
guards will not be discussed here.

C. Historical Analysis of What Constitutes a Safeguards Problem
1. Licensing Problems Recently Considered. A list of key licens-

ing actions taken in connection with the licensing application for a reactor
such as North Anna Units 1 and 2 shows 102 line items in the licensing

i

i

_ _ _ _ _ . - . _
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9 process considered important by the National Governors Conference Energy
Program.'" Similar lists are cited in the same referenced source for nine
other nuclear power station licensing cases.

The list ofimportant North Anna licensing items is cited and included
in an Appendix C to illustrate that no safeguards licensing problems are
mentioned. It would be instructive to examine licensing problems of recent

' applicants seeking to license fuel cycle facilities such as fuel fabrication and
reprocessing, however, there are no recent applications to use as examples.
Allied Chemical, the owner of The Barnwell Reprocessing facility is the
most recent applicant, however,its construction permit was issued before
many of the current safeguards requirements were in force and the opera-
tion license was never granted because the license proceedings were termi-
nated by the Carter Administration.

2. A Review of Historical Safeguards Problems. A review of
historical safeguards problems is helpful in predicting future safeguards
problems. The review that follows indicates that safeguards have histori-
cally played a very small part in the total licensing process. In spite of the
safeguards upgrade rules recently put in place, the safeguards review will
still be, by comparison, only a small part of the total licensing process for
any fuel cycle facility.

The Nuclear Regulation Reporter'"(citator for NRC decisions on Title
10 Code of Federal Regulations) reviews only one instance where safeguards
licensing matters reached the level of open controversy in tl e licensing

lant*" pro-pro-cess. The case was in the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Pos r
ceeding where intervenors opposed (unsuccessfully) the grunting of a, ,

license for possession of SNM under Part 70 under Title 10 of the Code of:

Federal Regulations (CFR) because, among other things, the plant security
system plant was unavailable for inspection. The same contention was
made by intervenors when Diablo Canyon applied for its operating
license.'"In this case the security plans were made available to qualified
individuals in a closed proceeding in the Judge's chamber.

A review of the " Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of
Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuelin Light Water Cooled Reactors"'"
( GESMO) indicates a number of safeguards concerns which are considered
under the general heading of environmental problems. The licensing con-
cerns of safeguards problems and costa reviewed in GESMO were consi-
dered in the environmentalinvestigations and comparisons in the Envir-
onmental Impact Statement. The separate GESMO document entitled
" Safeguarding a Domestic Mixed Oxide Industry Against a Hypothetical
Subnational Threat"'" states in the foreword to the executive summary that
the safeguards document "...was originally intended to provide the basis for

| ..

a supplement to ine generic environmentalimpact statement (NUREG-002)'

| on the use of recycle plutonium in mixed-oxide fuel forlight water reactors
( GESMO)."

.

'
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- In terms of safeguards, the existing record of proceedings indicates no
,

'

predictable significant unresolved (or unresolvable) licensing problems.
3. Historical Evaluation of Licensing Procedures Involving=

Safeguards. The Draft Environmental Statement (DES) for the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant'"(ChBR) stated that " Implementation of the

'

physical protection requirements therein is evaluated in conjunction with
| the radiological safety review of the application." That is to be interpreted

as meaning that physical protection safeguards were not reviewed alone
and are important only as the safeguards affect radiological safety. |

The CRBR DES described the three stages which the licensing proce. i

dure has historically followed:' '

Current NRC Safeguards Program

NRC publishes specific safeguards requirements for materials and
plant protection in 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73 and esOes out the following
activities to assure effective compli.nce with the req. ements: (1) preliceu-
ing evaluation of a license a pplicant's proposed nuclear activities, including
safeguards procedures;(2) issuance of a license to authorize approved act v- )
ities subject to specific safeguards requirements; and (3) inspection and 1

enforcement to assure that applicable safeguards requirements are met by !
implementation of approved procedures.

Licensing Activiiles

The prelicensing review addresses information submitted by the appli-
cant to the NRC for approval-including the applicant's technical qualifi-
cations; a description of the process, equipment, and facilities to be used; the ;,

material control and accounting program, including measurement perfor-
mance capability; and a physical security plan....The prelicensing review
includes consideration ofother regulatory aspects of the facility deeign and
operation. Account is taken of the interrelated effects ofsafety requirements
and of the inherent features of the facility that contribute to the protection
afforded by the safeguards system. For example, the requirements that
SNM be safely contained during normal operation, operational accidents,
and natural phenomena, such as earthquakes andtornadoes, also provide |

significant physical protection .

Historically, inquiries about safeguards at the licensing stages (by
opponents of the license) have centered on first the advisability of building
the facility because of the envisioned risia caused by the facility, and second j
the adequacy of safeguards."*

The first question is outside the scope of this report.The second question 1

was raised in the GESMO and CRBR proceedings. Many upgraded rules I

and safeguards improvements have been implemented by the NRC since the I
GESMO and CRBR proceedings, for example,10 CFR 73.55; guard training
as required in 10 CFR 73.55 Appendix B and the current Physical Protection
Upgrade Rule 44 FR 68184.

Table I provides a paraphrased list of the safeguards licensing require-
O ments which have been met by each facility of each fuel cycle and their

_ __ _ ____
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9 | Table I
'

SUMMARY OF SAFEGUARDS LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

Reference
Section of

. _ .
Regulatory Activity Paraphrased Part 10 CFR

L Type of License
A. Material

1. General 70.19
70.20

2. Specific 70.18
B. Commercial Facilities Class 103 50.22

II. Procedure and crite/a forissuance oflicense to
receive title to, own, acquire, deliver, receive, possess, 70.1
or use SNM. 70.2
A. License shall be subject to and licensee shall

observe all applicable rules, regulations, and
orders of the Commission. 70.32(a)(8)

B. Description shall be provided of control and
accounting procedures. 70.22(b)

C. Description of plan for physical protection of
SNM in transit including training of guards,
escorts, and special equipment designs. 70.22(g)

D. Description of physical security plans for fixed 70.22(h)
site possessing 5 kg or more equivalent SNM. 50.34(c)

g
Meet Part 73 requirements. 73.55-

E. Emergency coping plans required for processing
SNM, fuel fabrication, scrap recovery and con-
version of uranium hexafluoride. 70.22i

F. Each application to possess or use 5 kg or more
SNM must include safeguards contingency plan 70.22(j)
defined in 10CFR73 & 50. 50.34(d)

G. Technical qualifications, training and experience
of staff. 70.22(a)(6)

II. Standards forlicenses and construction permits. 50.40
1. Commission considers if processes, use of
facility, and proposals collectively provide reas-
onable assurance applicant will comply with
regulations of this chapter, including Part 20,
and health and safety of public will not be
endangered. 50.40(a)
2. The issuance of a license to applicant will not

~'

in the opinion of the Commission be inimical to
the common defense and security or to the health
and safety of the public. 50.40(c)

4
i
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safeguards variations before an operating or possession of SNM license was
issued.

As pointed out in the CRBR Draft Environmental Statement previously
- quoted, the licensing process involved three distinct stages. The first stage

'

was to obtain the administrative and engineering approval from the NRC
staff of the proposed design submitted to be licensed. The evaluation of the

; propose'd design as shown in Figure I has been based on the license require-
ment shown in Table L In this prelicensing evaluation, a technical review
was made by the NRC to confirm that the licensing conditions could in
actual fact be met after the operating license was granted.

For the purposes of this report these licensing requirements, which have
historically been met by past license applicants, are assumed to be the same
requirements that new fuel cycle facilities will have to meet in future licens-
ing proceedings. Conditions of a license which must be met by each future
licensee are paraphrased in a list provided in Appendix B. The technical
problems associated with the conditions of the license are raised in a com-
panion report."'

D. Analysis Technique
The investigative procedure shown in Figure 21eads to a determination

of whether and to what extent safeguards requirements could delay or
interrupt the licensing scheme. Licensing obstacles of three types are
addressed:*

(1) Existing or presently anticipated license requirements which
might significantly delay implementation of a fuel cycle which
incorporates a generic safeguards issue.

(2) Features of the licensing process which might cause significant
delay in licensing a facility which presents new safeguards
issues.

(3) Safeguards features of generic safeguards issues which are not
presently covered by existing regulations and so would require
new or modined licensing requirements.

This report concentrates on the first obstacle with some discussion of
the others.

V. APPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
TO THE LICENSING PROCESS FOR EACH

MAJOR SAFEGUARDS VARIATION
-

,

| To operate a nuclear facility a licensee must obtain a construction
| permit, an operating license, and a permit to possess SNM. To obtain these
!

~

licenses and permits, descriptions must be provided of the proposed account-

_._ . . - - . . _ . _ _ . . . . . . - . . . . - . ~
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.

ing and control procedures and of the proposed physical protection emer-
gency and contingency plans. These license submissions will be reviewed to
see if the proposed plans can meet the physical security requirements of
CFR Part 73 and the SNM licensing requirements of CFR Part 70 and CFR,

Part 50.
The safeguards regulations as presently constituted have never been'

applied in total to a complete set of fuel cycle facilities as new facilities.y i

! Because of the recent vintage of most of the safeguards regulations and the

| lack oflicense applications for fuel fabrication facilities and fuel reprocess-
. ing facilities, the only experience and history available of the imposition of
| the safeguards regulations are as license conditions. Even for newer facili-

ties, most of the safeguards regulations were imposed after an operating
license or SNM possession license was obtained.

,

i

A. Radiation Barriers
Radiation barriers hcve been the subject of several technical reports

authored principally by E.V. Weinstock."2These reports discuss the tech-
niques of providing spiking er a radiation barrier and the technical and
potential regulatory problems which radiation barriers would cause.

A separate report"8 discusses the possible civil liabilities that a fuel
owner might encounter should radiation barriers be used. A licensing
review of radiation barrier problems would occur when the Environmental
Impact Statement is prepared after a construction permit application is
made by a licensee for a nuclear facility.The facility most likely to have this
licensing problem would be a fuel fabrication or fuel reprocessing plant. If
the radiation barrier is imposed by irradiation after the fuel is fabricated,-

the fa :ility used for irradiating the fuel would be the first to have a radiation
barrier licensing problem.

1. Licensing a Spiked Fuel Cycle. A review of the licensing require.
ments in Table I and of the criteria developed in Figure 2 does not reveal any
obvious safeguards licensing difficulty with spiking. For licensing pur-
poses, spiked fuel would probably be treated as spent fuel and subjected to
physical safeguard transportation requirements of 10CFR73.37 and 10CFR
Part 73, Appendix D.

One of the difficulties of evaluating the licensability of a safeguard
variation such as spiking is to distinguish between licensing requirements
and licensing conditions. For example, a fuel cycle using spiking can receive
its operationing license only after a proposed control and accounting proce-
dure is approved (see 10CFR70.22(b) which requires that 10CFR70.58
requirements be met). The question of licensability then involves the judg-
ment on how completely a problem such as a material control and account-

- ing problem due to spiking must be solved before 'he issuance of an opera-
tion license (or SNM possession license) and how much of the problem can
be solved at the operational level as a condition oflicense.

a::. %5

|
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ARE LICENSE -DISCUSS
REOUIREMENTS OF NO m -RECOMMEND
REGULATIONS MET?

"

ALTERNATIVE
(TABLE |} -RATE IMPORTANCE

YES

v

ARE THERE ACTIVITIES
NOT REQUIRED IN THE

YES-LIST
'

LICENSING PROCEDURE,

-DlSCUSS WHICH ARE REGULATED
ELSEWHERE ?
(APPENDIX B)

.

NO

V

-LIST ARE THERE ACTIVITIES
-DISCUSS (IN THE FUEL CYCLE)
-RECOMMEND ,YES WHICH ARE NOT

ALTERNATIVE REGULATED WHICH MAY'

RATE IMPORTANCE REQUIRE REGULATION?

*
NO

V
LICENSE GRANTED

'
Wlit the Sofoguard Activity Delay Licensing?

The licensing of the fuel cycle would be simplified if the radiation
barrier were provided by mechanically attached sources.'" The licensing
problems of attached sources would then revolve aro'md transportation and
temporary storage issues

2. Conditions of License. Certain environmental problems may
become apparent when an environmental impact statement is prepared.
Environmental licensing problems were the subject of the Preliminary
Safety and Environmental Information Document published by the U.S.
Dept. of Energy, Washington, D.C., in January 1979, for the Non-
Proliferation Alternative System Assessment Program and are not
addressed here.

Some safeguards difficulties may arise after the issaance of an operat-
4 -

- ing and possession of SNM license. These difficulties would be accounting

| .
and material control concerns caused by the radioactivity of the material.

1
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9 ' These operational difficulties may constitute a barrier to an issuance of the
operation or SNM license.

3. New Regulations Required. New regulations may have to be"

developed to adjust the MUF and LEMUF requirements such as required in
10CFR70.53(b),(1) and (2), as well as 10CFR70.51(e),(5) and (6).These new
regulations may be required because the high radiation fields would inhibit

-- sample taking, chemical analysis, nondestructive assay, and material bal-
ance verification.This impediment would be felt mostly at new fuel fabrica-
tion facilities since reprocessing facilities will routinely deal with highly
radioactive samples. ,

It is difficult to provide an accurate estimate of the licensing impact of
radiation barriers because the overall effect of high radioactivity on account-
ability has not been studied quantitatively."5However, slower and more of a
finished fuel rod for chemical analysis) could be used to obtain an operating
license.

There are questions about the extent of civil liability which the owner of
spiked fuel might incur as the result ofintentionally providing a radiation

~

barrier to theft or diversion."'These questions might be resolved by approp-
riate rules which would view a radiation barrier as promoting the interests
of national defense and security.

The various schemes for providing a radiation barrier prescribe dif-
ferent dose rates for effective deterrence. These dose rates range from 100
R/hr to 100,000 R/hr at 1 meter. New regulations are needed to specify an

7 acceptable dose rate and possibly the means to achieve this dose. In addi-
tion, new regulations are needed to specify the type of physical protection
required in fuel fabrication, fuel reprocessing (if any), and the transporta-* '

tion and storage of new fuel.
This licensing requirement, ifimposed, would involve some subjective

judgment about the dose rate required to provide an acceptable dettrrence
effect. An additional concern is that the spiking material itself might re-
quire safeguarding to prevent ita theft and dispersal in ' populated areas.
This would include transportation s afeguards similar to those required in 10

. . CFR73.37.
~

Weinstock and Keisch"' indicated that a serviceable preirradiation
facility would require considerable design and experimental effort to
develop. A facility that requires new design and experiments also suggests
new licensing problems. However, similar experimental facilities have been
licensed in the past.

B. Coprocessing
Coprocessing is the simultaneous processing of mixtures of uranium

and plutonium or their compounds so that a diverter must take a larger*~

quantity ef material and separateit to obtain the same amount of SN M asin
a contained mixture which is not coprccessed.

A
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1. Licensing a Fuel Cycle Using Coprocessing. A review of the
licensing requiremente listed in Table I does not reveal any regulations
which cannot be met by coprocessing.The safeguards licensing regulations
which require accountability plans to be proposed and approved should be

, . met by fuel cycles using coprocessing. The measurement problems asso-
cisted with coprocessing are thought to be minor operational problems
subject to research and development, and not an impediment to licensability.

This lack of measurement problems according to Weinstock who quotes
Pietri et al.,"* is du o wet sampling analysis techniques applied to copro-

(, cessing which are expected to return resulta equal in quality to those
'

obtained on separately processed materials.
In addition, it also appears that the current NDA methods can be

applied with no foreseeable difficulties."'
2. Condiflo as of License. Coprocessing involves procedures which

are listed as conditions of the operating license and the constructicn permit.
The principal safeguard concerns are minor accountability problems which
are viewed as resolvable and not as a licensing impediment.

Before an operating license and probably before a construction permit
.

are issued, the maximum allowable percentage of plutonium will have to be
i set by NRC regulation.The allowable percentage selected will be based or ,

M consideration of the practical needs of the fabrication plants, the ex5sive
"' . utility of mixed oxides as a function of plutonium concentration, and the

' ~ attractiveness of the material to terrorists or other subnational groups.
'

C.The Use of U" and Thorium |-

1. Licensing a fhel Cycle Using U" or Thorium. There is litt% |

experience wIth the commercial reprocessing of highly irradiated thorin.n |

fuels, and the little that exists was gained at Nuclear Fuel Services at West
Valley, New York, and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It is, therefore,
difficult to say at this stage whether present NkC material accountability
regulations can be met in commercial reprocessing and fabrication plants

,

for U"-Th fuels. !

U" fuels provide high radiation levels associated with the presence of I

U" and its daughters. Because of this high radiation, nondestructive assay |
techniques will have to be developed before definitive statements can be
made about the licensability of the fuel cycle. Accountability in reprocessing
plants would be less affected by the radiation from the U" decay because
most plants of this type are accustomed to dealing with high radiation.The
ultimate accuracies of chemical analyses of these materials will be poorer
than those of the more usual plutonium uraniu ;2 mater *al.

It appears that, before the NRC regulater; require rent a for material,
.

accountability can be met, a great deal of devel gment a bd dmonstration
' of accountability techniques will have to be dos.e on U"'-Th "rels."

2. Conditions ofLicense. This safeguard, variation puents opera-

._ _ . _ ._ __
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tional uncertainties which may cause licensing problems. Briefly stated,
these safeguards concerns are lack of commercial experience with these

- fuels, high radiation levels associated with U", nondestructive assay com-
' , , plications due to radioactivity, and unknown feasibility of performing real

time accountability.
3. New Regulations. New regulations will have to be promulgated to

-- establish the enrichment limits and classifications for uranium containing
U".
D. Denaturing

1. Licensing A FuelCycle UsingDenaturing. Denaturing consists
of mixing U" and U" with U". Plutonium cannot be denatured. Since
there has been very little experience in reprocessing denatured fue , it isi

difficult to say how easily the NRC safeguards account ability requirements
can be met in a reprocessing plant. The licensing of a fael cycle using
denatured U" will be similar to that discussed previously under U" and
thorium fuels.

2. Conditions of License. Those items which may cause problems
with licensing are the effect (previously discussed) of radioactive daughter
products of U" on nondestructive assay, difficult chemical analysis, and
the disposition of the plutonium separated from the denatured fuel.

3. New Regulations. Regulations setting limits for uranium contain-
ing both U" and U" may h ave to be made before licensing proceedings can
proceed. This may be a difficult determination considering that U" can be
more easily separated from U" than U".

.

E. Heavy Water
1. Licensing a Fuel Cycle Containing Heavy Water. Several safe-

guards concerns associated with licensing heavy water production plants
and reactors and which will need to be addressed in a safeguards plan
(required by the licensing process) are at this time unresolved. These safe-
guards concerns involve the material accountability problems caused by
on line refueling at reactors, and the potential problems associated with
heavy water accountability.

2. Conditions of License. Regulations, which are conditions of
licenses, dealing with accountability of safeguarded material are presently
not applicable to large amounts of heavy water.

3. New Regulations. New regulations will be required for the safe-
guarding and accountability of heavy wat" Fegulations defining the fuel-
accounting requirements during on line rJe ' will be required.

F. Storage of Spent Fuel
1. Licensing a Fuel Cycle Requiring Storage ofSpent Fuel. The

licensing of fuel storage at a reactor is covered by the licensing requirements

~

>

i

'
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of the reactor. Interim fuel ctorage away from reactor sites would utilize the
physical protection regulations of fixed sites rather than those of reactors.,

Spent fuel stored at a reprocessing plant would be subject to the safe-
guards regulations controlling the reprocessing plant, the only difference
being that the material control and accounting would be by item counting
ard * %ntification.

2. Conditions of License, No unique conditions oflicense problems
are known at this time. The proposed new rule 44 Federal Register 61372
may cause some operational difficulties before the ruleis com pletely im plemented.

3. New Regulations. The principal new regulation would be the
proposed 44 Federal Register 61372. Other regulations specifying physical
protection similar to that now used in fuel processing facilities would have
to be designed and implemented. Ilowever, no new or unique physical pro-
tection problem is anticipated. The accounting procedure at a storage facil-
ity will probably be a newly regulated system which utilizes existing safe- |
guards technology.

|

G. Geological Spent-Fuel Repositories

1. Licensing of Fuel Cycles Requiring Spen t-FuelRepositories.
The procedure for licensing high level wastes "...is likely to be quite similar
to that which has been used for the licensing ofnuclear power plants."''' The
sa feguards aspects of high level waste disposals are not settled. However,it
is likely that the current NRC regulations on physical protection, material
control, and accounting would be appropriate (with minor changes) to safe-

f guarding high level wastes.*

| Section 202 of the Energy Reorganization Act provide statutory author-
ity for licensing DOE facilities designed for the long term storage of high
level radioactive waste generated by NRC licensed requirement.

2. Conditions of License. These are unknown at this time, but are
very likely to be the current NRC safeguards now in force.

3. New Regulatory Requirements. There will very likely be minor
changes to adapt the current safeguards schemes to spent fuel repositories.
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file proposed findings and conclusions. Id.,864.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary

1. Radiation Barriers
A radiation barrier may be introduced for safeguards purposes by mechanically

attaching radioactive sources to fuel elements or by the introduction of radioactivity:

into nuclear fuel materials. The radioactivity may be introduced by the addition of a'

radioactive agent,by retaining some of the fission products during the reprocessing'

of spent fuels, or by irradiating the fuel before it is used. According to the information
;

supplied NRC by DOE, NASAP is considering e combination of the first two: that is,i

pytial retention of certain fission products (Zr, Nb, and Ru) plus the addition of a
radionuclide (Co") during reprocessing (i.e., before conversion of the product to aui

| oxide).

2. Coprocessing
Coprocessing means the processing of mixtures of uranium and plutonium or

their compounds in such a way that the plutonium is always diluted by uranium.
Most often the term is used for a possible mode of operation of spent-fuel reprocessing
plants in which the product consists of a mixture of uranium and plutonium oxides,
coprecipitated from a mixture of nitrates in solution.

,

I 3. The Use of U"'lh Fuels
A number of the fuel cycles proposed by NASAP involve the use of U"-Th fuels.

Compared with plutonium, U" has the advantare that it can be denatured (i.e.,
,

rendered unsuitable for direct use in an explosive) with U"; this advantage is shared
by U", of course.

4. Denaturing
Denaturing may be defined as the addition of a nonfissile isotope to a fissile

isotope of an element in such proportions as to make the fast critical mass of the
mixture impractically large for a nuclear explosive weapon.

Since all plutonium isotopes have appreciable fast. fission cross sections, pluto-
nium cannot be denatured. The fast fission cross section of U" is low enough,
however, to allow the fissile isotopes U" and U" to be denatured by its addition.

s

P
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APPENDIX B,

Summary of Safeguards Licensing Conditions:

Requirements to Maintain Ucense AfterIts Issuance

REGULATORY ACTIVITY REFERENCE CODE
I. Conditions oflicense

A. General
1. Maintain and follow programs for:

! a. Control and accounting and 70.32(c)
8 fundamental material control. 70.58

h. Measurement control. 70.32(c)
70.57

2. No changes in material control and 70.32(c)
accounting procedures which reduce effee.
tiveness without prior approval of the
Commission

3. No changes in phy. ' cal protection of SNM 70.32(d)
in transit which ree ice the effectiveness of
the plan without approval of the
Commission

4. No changes which would decrease 70.32(e)
effectiveness of a security plan without*

prior approval of the Commission
5. Transfer of SNM:

Transfer limited to authorized persons. 70.42(a)a.

70.42(b)
b. Licensee must verify receiveris 70.42(c)

authorized to receive SNM.

B. Material Control records, reports, and inspections
(license conditions)
1. Records:

Records ofinventory, disposal, 70.51(b)a.
acquisition, import, export, and

1

transfer are required. '

b. Tamper safe items: 70.51(e)(1)(c)
| records of each such item and its'

identity, location, source, and
disposition.

> c. Amounts added to or removed from 70.51(e)(1)(ii)
process, amount in proceses; identity, 70.51(e)(1)(iv)
location, and quantity of unique items
and their source and identity.

. - . . - _ . - - - . .- . - . . --
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9 d. Material balance records. 7031(e)(4)(iii)
(iv) and (v)

e. Measurement control records. 70.57(b)(2) and
(12)

f. Fundamental material control records 70.58(c)(2) and,

review. (g)(4) and (k)
2. Material transfer reports:

_

a. Licensees who transfer or receive gram 70.54
or more must file an NRC Form 741
with NRC and with the receiver or
transferrer.

3. Inspections of facilities and records 70.55(a)
70.55(b)'

4. Tests: licensees must perform or permit 70.56
NRC to perform test of SNM'

|
S. Material status reports:

- a. NRC-742 form to be filed twice each 70.53(a)
I year to show SNM received, produced,

| possessed, transferred, consumed, dis.
I posed of, and lost.

b. MUF limits:if MUF>LEMUF and 200 70.53(b)(1)
g Pu, U",300 g U">20% ENR U or 70.53 (b)(2)
9000 g U"in low ENR U state rea- also
sons and intended actions. And if 70.51(e)(5)
LEMUF exceeds applicable limits, list and
probable reasons and planned actions. 70.51(e)(6)

6. Written material control and accounting 70.51(c)
procedures must be maintained and-

followed:
a. Tamper. safe vaults. 70.51(e)(1)(i)
b. Unique identification ofitems and 70.51(e)(1)(i)

containers.
c. Documentation of transfer between 70.51(e)(1)(v)

MBAs and use of authorized signa. 70.51(e)(1)(vi)
tures for control of transfer documents. 70.51(e)(1)(vii)

7. Physical Inventory-
Every 12 months over 350 grams U*, 70.51(d)a.
U", or Pu except as required in (e).

b. Every 2 months for Pu enriched 70.51(e)(3)(i)
| over 20%.

Every 6 months less than 20% U", Pu 70.51(e)(3)(ii)' c.
or U".

d. Calculate MUF and LEMUF. 70.51(e)(4)(i)
e. Reconcile and adjust book record. 70.519e)(4)(ii)

I f. Complete and maintain records as in 70.51(e)(4)(iii)

|
B.I.a. b, c, and d. (iv) and (v),

8. Limits on LEMUF:
200 g Pu,300 g high ENli U or U"in 70.51(e)(5)a.

| 'M

I
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- high ENR U or 9000 g U"in low ENR
. . . ' ' U,or

b. 1% of totalin process material balance 70.51(e)(5)(iii)
for Pu or U"in reprocessing p! ants, or

'

c. 0.7% cf totalin-process material bal- 70.51(e)(5)(ii),

ance for U element and fissile isotope,'-

or
| d. 0.5% of total in process material bal- 70.51(e)(5)(ii)

ance for Pu, U", or high-enriched U
element and fissile isotope.

e. 0.5% of totalin-process material 700_.e)(5)(ii)
balance oflow enriched U element and
fissile isotope, or

f. other limits as approved by NRC. 70.51(e)(6)i

9. Measurement control program - requires 70.57
system to monitor and control errors of
measurements used for SNM control end
accounting.

10. Fundamental material controls - requires 7038
written approved procedures for SNM
control and accounting through use of
designated MBAs and ICAs, material cus-
todians, measured inventories, and system
of records, internal controls, and accounting
procedures.

C. Physical protection of SNM (license condition)
1. Protection of SNM in transit:*

i a. General and miscellaneous require- 73.30
ments include protection of cargo by 73.36
carriers, planned routing, sealed con- 73.72
tainers, use of guards, responsibility
for security, protection of exports and
imports, and notification and reports
of shipments.

b. Specific requirements for shipment by 73.31
road, rail, air, and sea; includes 73.32
planned routing, restrictions on 73.33
transfers enroute, use of escorts and 73.34
guards, radiotelephone communica-
tions, special designs of containers,
and vehicles.

c. Transfer of SNM - requires continuous 73.35
monitoring by guard.

2. Exemption for Spent Fuel 1 R at 3 feet. 73.6
3. Physical protection of SNM at fixed sites:

a. Approved plan for protection against 73.40
j

| industrial sabotage and for protection

I of SNM.

- - . . . . . . . _ _ - _ - . - - - - - - . . - . - - - - -
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9 b. Specific physical protection require- 73.60
ments including access controls,

y--- search of packages and personnel,
detection aids, intrusion alarms, and
tests.

c. Description of plan for phy . cal protec- 73.30
tion of SNM. 73.70(g)

50.31(d)
73.l(b)

1

'
.

I I

!
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i

|
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APPENDIX C

Key Licensing Actions in Connection With
North Anna Units Nos.1 and 2 License Application

i

)

]
Date Event

August 28,1967 Ietter ofintent to purchase NSSS for Unit Nos. I and 2
(Westinghouse).

August 6,1968 Date North Anna Unit Nos. I and 2 first announced:let-
ter to H.L. Price from Stanley Ragone.

1968 Virginia Department of Highways issued seismic survey
permit.

June 19,1968 Virginia State Water Control Board issued certificate to
discharge treated industrial waste waters.

1969 Virginia Department of Highways issued soil and core
sample permit.

March 21,1969 Application for construction permit filed with, then, the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).

April 4,1969 Date that application waa docketed by the AEC.
Ju y 20,1969 Start of site clearance and grading. Virginia Depart-
November 17,1969 ment of Highways and Louisa County Board of Super-

visors issued permit to construct railroad grade cross-*'
,

ings over public highways. 1

December 7,1969 Commencement of Unit No. I containment excavation.
January 5,1970 State Corporation Commission issuance of certificate of

convenience and necessity for transmission line, con-
struction of the North Anna Power Station and con- |
struction of the North Anna Dim.

February 23,1970 Unit No. I excavation completed. Dam construction
March 1,1970 started. Containment excavation for Unit No. 2
April 6,1970 commenced.
June 15,1970 Applicant request to AEC for exemption to proceed with

certain construction work at the North Anna Power
Station.

June 25,1970 Completion of Unit No. 2 containment excavation.
June 30.1970 Site visit by Advisory Committee for Reactor Safe-

guards (ACRS).
August 13-15,1970 ACRS meeting to review construction permit (CP)

application.
August 20,1970 ACRS letter issued for North Anna Unit Nos. and 2.
September 4,1970 AEC issuance of exemption (Section 50.10(b)) for pouring

of containment foundations, emplacement of rebar and
construction of circulating water intake.

l
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9 :
Date Event j

October 7,1970 Virginia Department of Health issued permit to con- i<

f struct and operate two water supply systems.
October 14,1970 AEC staffissues Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for

North Anna Unita Nos. I and 2.
November 23-25,1970 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearing for

..
construction permit application.

February 19,1971 ASLB decision on construction permit application; AEC
issuance of construction permit.

April 15,1971 Imuisa County Health Department issued sewage
treatment system permit.

January 10,1972 Completion of construction of North Anna dam.
January 14,1972 Virginia Department of Highways issued special mov-

ing permit.
February 11,1972 Virginia State Water Control Board issued certificate of

assurance that applicable water standards will not be
violated under Section 21B.

March 15,1972 Applicant filed Environmental Report (ER) for North
Anna Unita Nos.1 through 4.

November 28,1972 Date of completion of flooding of North Anna reservoir
to operationallevel.

March 16,1973 Applicant filed Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for
mini. review by AEC staff.

March 30,1973 VEPCO application to the State Water Control Board
for a 401 permit.

April 1,1973 AEC staffissues Final Environmental Statement (FES)
for North Anna Units Nos. I through 4.

April 6,1973 Final Environmental Analysis (FES) original.*

April 30,1973 Applicant formally filed FSAR for North Anna Unit
Nos. I and 2.

May 2,1973 Operating license application docketed by AEC.
May 17,1973 AEC advised of existence of geological fault at North

Anna Power Station.
June 21,1973 Petition ofintervention filed by Mrs. Geraldine Arnold,

Trevillians, Virginia 23170, in operating license stage
public hearing for North Anna Unita Nos. I and 2.

July 25,1973 ASLB decision in denial of Arnold petition for
intervention.

August 29,1973 State Water Control Board issuance of a 401 permit.
September 14,1973 Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB)

reversal of the ASLB decision to deny the Arnold peti.
tion forintervention.

|

| October 17,1973 Issuance of show cause order by Director of Licensing,
| AEC, regarding continuance of construction of North

Anna Unita Nos. I and 2.,

October 30,1973 VEPCO application submitted for discharge under the
provisions of Section 402 Federal Water Pollution Act.

October 22,1973 to Excavation of trenches for evaluation of extent and
nature of geological fault.

! -

,
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0
Date Event

November 13,1973 AEC site visit to inspect trenches at North Anna geo.
logical fault.

December 5,1973 ACRS site visit.
December 27,1973 Federal Register notice of ASLB hearing on show cause

order.
February 18,1974 AEC (technical staff) site visit in connection with geo-

logical fault.
February 26,1974 AEC (technical staff) site visit in connection w _. geo-

logical fault.
March 7,1974 ACRS meeting on North Anna Power Station geological

fault.
March 20,1974 to ASLB evidentiary hearing on show cause order.
April 4,1974
March 25,1975 Report by Region II Directorate of Operations on the

results of the investigation and enforcement investiga-
tion to determine whether the geological fault at North
Anna was known by VEPCO before it was reported to
the AEC and if any information was willfully withheld.

,

The results of this investigation indicated that the AEC I

was informed by VEPCO when the existence of the fault
was verified. No violations of Federal regulation were
identified during the investigation

June 27,1974 ASLB decision on show cause order an order of author.
ization to permit continuance of construction activities
at North Anna Power Station.

August 1,1974 Major portion of construction activity ceases at the,

North Anna PowerStation.
October 13-15,1974 ASLB Section B hearing (excluding transmission lines).
October 25,1974 Federal Register notice of North Anna Environmental

Coalition filing an appeal of the a how cause initial deci.
sion by the ASLB.

October 30,1974 ASLB issuance of partial initial decision (Appendix D,
Section B).

November 8,1974 Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board hearing of
oral arguments North Anna Environmental Coalition
appeal of show cause initial decision.

January 2,1975 Construction activity at the North Anna Power Station
resumes.

January 27,1975 ASLB decision on North Anna Environmental Coalition
(NAEC) appeal of ASLB show cause decision denial.

January 2930,1975 ASLB hearing on matters of disclosure in connection
with geological fault - North Anna Power Station.

February 13,1975 ASLB hearing on matters of disclosure in connection
with geological fault - North Anna Power Station.

February 13,1975 Continuance of ASLB disclosure hearing -Terrell
testimony.

March 27,1975 NAEC files appeal of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Panel decision,in USDC Circuit Court of Appeals..

. - - - . . . . ~ . . . . .
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O | Date Event
May 28-29,1975 ASLB hearing on matters of disclosure in connectioni

| with geological fault - North Anna Power Station.
September 10,1975 ASLB initial decision on matters of disclosure in con-

nection with geological fault -North Anna Power Sta.
tion; penalty set at $60,000 in consideration of12 state-
ments assessed as false.

--- - September 18,1975 VEPCO filed with the ASLAB an exception to the ASLB
initial decision of September 10,1975.

September 19-30,1975 ASLB hearing on Section B (transmission lines).
November 20,1975 USDC Circuit Court of Appeals hearing on NAEC appeal.
December 16,1975 Facquier Ieague for Environmental Protection filed

exceptions to ASLB initial decision. Culpepper League
for Environmental Protection filed exceptions to the
ASLB initial decision.

January 29,1976 ASLAB hearing on VEPCO exceptions to ASLB initial
decision of September 10,1975.

'

March 3,1976 DC Circuit Court of Appeals denies NAEC appeal of
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Panel decision.

March 26,1976 Petition intervention in operating license proceeding by
Sun Ship and Dry Dock Corporation.

April 15,1976 ASLAB decision on Morrisville transmission line.
April 26,1976 Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board decision

and statements on disclosure matters assessed as false
in connection with North Anna geological faults.
Penalty reduced to $17,500 and assessed false state-
ments reduced to four (4).

May 28,1976 Culpepper League for Ensironmental Protection filed.

petition in U.S. Court of Appeals in District Circuit for a
review of the ASLAB.

June 2,1976 NRC in order for filing briefs and oral arguments in
connection with the Commission's review of the ASLB
initial decision of September 10,1975 and the ASLAB
decision of April 15,1976.

June 7,1976 NRC staffissued Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
(NUREG-0053) related to the operation of North Anna

f Power Station Unit Nos. I and 2.
June 8,1976 Facquier League for Environmental Protection filed

petition in U.S. Court of Appeals, District Circuit for the
review of the ASLAB decision.

June 30,1976 NRC staffissues Safety Evaluation Report Supplement
No. I related to the operation of North Anna Power Unit

' Nos. I and 2.
July 7,1976 Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards for North

Anna Power Station subcommittee meeting, Washing-
. _

ton, D.C.
August 2,1976 NRC staffissues SER supplement No. 2 related to the

operation of North Anna Power Station.
,

1
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Date Event
August 11,197u ACRS for North Anna subcommittee meeting, Washing-

ton, D.C.
August 12,1976 Full ACRS committee meeting on North Anna Unit

Nos. I and 2 license application; Washington, D.C. The
NRC staff suggested committee issue an interim letter

"

on the application but the ACRS deferred pending
further review.

September 15,1976 NRC staffissues SER - supplement No. 3.
October 5,1976 Commission hearing on oral arguments by NRC and

VEPCO in connection with Commission review of
ASLB initial decision of September 10,1975 and ASLAB
decision of April 15,1976.

October 13,1976 North Anna subcommittee meeting (Okrent Subcommit.
tee) on outstanding items outlined in Section 22 in
Supplement No. 3 of the SER. North Anna subcommit-
tee meeting (H. Etherington) on North Anna Unit No. I
steam generator supports.

October 13,1976 to Investigation initiated by NRC review ofinspection and
November 15,1976 enforcement. October 13 investigation allegations made

by three (3) construction workers concerning discrepan-
cies in the quality control program by piping installa-
tion work at the North Anna Nuclear Power Plant.

October 14,1976 ACRS full committee meeting on North Anna Unit Nos.
I and 2 license application. The NRC staff again
recommended an interim letter but the ACRS deferred
and stated that it will continue the technical review of-

| the North Anna Unit Nos. I and 2 license application in
view of the still outstanding technical issues. Referen.
ces: Section 22 SER Supplement No. 3 11 technical
issues.

October 26,1976 ACRS issues reports on partial review of the North
Anna Power Station Unit Nos. l and 21icense
application.

November 1976 NRC staffissuance of an addendum to the Final Envir-
onmental Statement for the operation of North Anna
Unita Nos. I and 2.

November 12,1976 Issuance of USNRC cpinion affirming in part the
ASLAB decision of April 15,1976 and reinstating fines
for three (3) additional statemente assessed as false.
Penalty set now at $32,500 in connection with seven (7)
statements assessed as false.

November 12,1976 VEPCO filed an appeal to the USNRC opinion of
| November 12,1976 in the U.S. Court of Appeals - 4th

Circuit.
November 26,1976 Issuance by the NRC of the results of alleged discrepan-

cies in the construction and quality control program at
the North Anna Power Station.

I
!
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Date Event
December 6,1976 NRC notif; cation of certain items of noncompliance and

nonconformance in connection with certain construc-
tion activities at the North Anna Power Station and the
proposal for civil penalties in the amount of $31,900.

December 8,1976 NRC staffissues SER Supplement No. 4.
December 29,1976 NRC staffissues SER Supplement No. 5.

,

January 5,1977 ACRS subcommittee meeting, Washington, D.C. on
North Anna Unit Nos. I and 2 licence application for
review, inter alia, of the status of the following five

i
technical issues: design of groundwater control for ser-

!
vice water reservoir; effects ofloss of coolant accident

|
(LOCA) on fuel assembly elements; seismic and envir-
onmental qualification of Category I instrumentation;

f overpressurization of the reactor coolant system; and
reanalysis of the stress distribution in the spent fuel
pool.

January 64,1977 ACRS completes review of operating license applicatian.
January 17,1977 ACRS reports favorably to NRC on VEPCO operating

license application.

I
!
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ABSTRACT
This report details the export licensingprocess required by the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 and how various alternative nuclear fuel
cycles may be affected under the Act. The licensing process is examined
through the roles of the various agencies required ta participate and the
stage of the appraisalprocess. The safeguards measures being considered
are then reviewed.

An analysis ofeach type offuelcycleis thenpresentedwith conclusions
as to their affect on the export licensing process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of the Report,

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)is responsible for weighing-

and deciding issues surrounding the export of nuclear energy-related mate-
rials and equipment. Export licensing h as become very complicated because

i of conditions imposed on NRC by the Nuclear Non Proliferation Act of1978+

(NNPA) and because of increased concern over global proliferation of
j nuclear weapon s.The purpose of this reportis to examine the problems that

may arise from the application of the export licensing requirements of'

f NNPA to the export of materials and equipment associated with alternative

|
fuel cycles. The Act sets out a particular framework and several criteria to

j guide NRC in deciding on such exports.

f B. Statement of the Problem
The Nuclear Non Proliferation Act of1978 outlines specific criteria and

,

| procedures for granting licenses and subsequent arrangements for nuclear
! exports. The provisions of the Act are specifically aimed at the present

| light-water reactor cycle with an eye toward eventual reprocessing of spent
fuel and use of liquid metal fast breeder reactors. The broad range of fuel
cycles being considered in NASAP dictates that an examination of how
NNPA may influence the decision to implement an alternative fuel cycle is
desirable.

The NNPA is the most comprehensive public law dealing with nuclear
exports legislated since the passage of the Atomic Energy Act of1954. It
establishes the conditions and criteria which govern U.S. cooperation with-

other nations in the peaceful use of nuclear energy, and seeks to balance
concern over the dangers of nuclear proliferation with the legitimate use of
peaceful nuclear power to meet energy demands. The central objectives of
the Act are to encourage universal ratification of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty; to develop a comprehensive set of controls, procedures, and incen-
tives designed to provide a framewo-k for predictable international nuclear
cooperation and commerce; to improve the reliability of the United States as
a nuclear supplier; and to limit the further diffusion of nuclear explosive
capabilities.3

While seeking tighter controls over international nuclear commerce, the
language and history of the Non-Proliferation Act indicate that its drafters
recognized the internationalimplications of nuclear proliferation and that
United States non-proliferation policy must reflect the realities of the cur-
rent international situation. Consequently, the Act reaffirms traditional
United States support for the IAEA.* It also implicitly notes that the deci-
sion by many nations not to build nuclear explosives is political rather than
a response to technical obstacles, and that a continued commitment not to
develop sensitive nuclear technologies can best be maintained if nations not

'

._
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~ '
possessing them are assured that the United States is a reliable supplier of I
fuel.a The Act attempts to promote this perception by clarifying previously
uncertain and informal licensing procedures and criteria,' authorizing the
NRC to expedite license approval' seeking more comprehensive interna-
tional safeguards,' and instituting a program for nuclear fuel assurances.'

,

l
It further attempts to reflect worldwide realities by giving the executive
branch aubstantial flexibility in implementing its provisions and by stating
explicitly that nothing in the Act strictly prohibits the reprocessing of
United States supplied fuel'er prejudices United States review of the results
of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation.'

,

The provisions of the Non Proliferation Act are emblematic of the
diverse themes underlying it. The Act requires the amendment of all exist-
ing bilateral agreements within two years, subject to Presidential exten-.

' sions with Congressional review,'' for the inclusion of more stringent safe-
guards rights than have previously been required in most existing
agreements.The most controversial provisions mandate that Agreements
for Cooperation with U.S. trading partners require that: (1) nonnuclear-
weapons states agree to full-scope IAEA safeguards;" (2) retransfers of
material of U.S. origin not occur without United States consent;(3) material I

originating in the United States or irradiated i 2 United States supplied
facilities not be reprocessed, enriched, or otherwise altered in form or con-
tent without prior approval of the United States; (4) the United States
approve the storage facilities used for plutonium, U' 8, or highly enriched
uranium that is of'Jaited States origin or derivation; and (5) derived mate-

' rial'' be subject to all of the above conditions.88"

The Act also greatly complicates the U.S. nuclear export decision mak-
ing process. Before the enactment of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act ,
NRC needed only to " consult" the executive branch and was guided by the
broad common defense and security authority granted in the Act." NNPA
significantly changed this administrative process. Under NNPA, NRC
plays the fecal role in the decision-making process, but cannot approve an
export license without executive branch concurrence.'' The new framework
formed in NNPA establishes time tables and statutory requirements for
interagency participation. When NRC denies a license or becomes dead-
locked over a license application, the application is automatically referred to
the President who may order issuance of the license. The President's action
can subsequently be disapproved by Congress in concurrent resolution
before a 60-day waiting period has elapsed.**

During the initial implementation of this export process, the Interna-
tional Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) considered various technical
measures which might be employed to contain global proliferation of nucle-

-

ar explosives. These include consideration of several fuel cycles, reactor
types, and safeguards variations. On a nationallevel, the U.S. conducted
the Non Proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program (NASAP)

|
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e in which twenty-one specific fuel cycles were considered. These fuel cycles
involve the use of several technical and institutional variations including
radiation barriers (spiking), coprocessing, use of U"*-Th fuels, denaturing,
use of heavy water, storage of opent fuel and waste, and intcrnational fuel
service centers."

Up to now, application of the NNPA to exports has been somewhat
+ ! ambiguous.This is due to the vague and unique nature of the delegation of

authority NNPA makes to NRC in deciding to grant or defer an export
license and the fact that the NRC,like other agencies, must develop proce-
dures in what can be called a " shakedown period."The process itself will be
more closely examined in partII; suffice it to say here that the currentlack of
clarityin the process makes the overall analysis in this report more difficult.
However, the relation that alternative fuel cycles have to the export licens-

; ing process is important because of the wide range of commercial activity
relating to nuclear energy which may take place in the future.
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11. With full-scope IAEA safeguards, agency safeguarde are required for all
,

nuclear activities within the jurisdiction of the recipient state. Id. 2153(a)(2). i
12. Derived material consista of material which does not originate in the United 1

States, but which is irradiated in a United States supplied reactor. Id. 2153(a) ;
Other requirements of this section include provisions that the recipient agre
to maintain IAEA safeguards in perpetuity on the materials over which it has a

control, not to use such material or equipment for explosive devices, and to )
permit tha United States to request the return of such materials and equip.
ment if the cooperating party abrogates IAEA safeguards or detonates a
nuclear explosive. Section 2153 also requires the recipient to maintain ade.
que te physical security, to request United States consent before retransfering
restricted data, and impose similar conditions upon the product of any facility
built with the use of United States supplied sensitive nuclear technology.
Id.2153.

13. Doub and Weiss, supra Note 9, at 861.
14. Exec. Order No. 11902,3 C.F.R. 88(1976).
15. 42 USCA 2155(aX1),(bX2).
16. 42 USCA 2155(bX2); cee also Exec. Order No.12,058,43 Fed. Reg. 20,947 (May

11,1978).
17. For a complete discussion of these measures, see E.V. Weinstock and B.

Keisch," Technical Safeguards Issues for Alternative Fuel Cycles," BNL
NUREG-25557, Report,8/9/79 contained in Chapter Five.

II. THE U.S. EXPORT LICENSING PROCESS

A. Overview-

When the Atomic Energy Commission was dissolved by the Energy
Reorganization Act' in favor of separate regulatory and development agen-
cies, the NRC was chosen as the proper focal point of export licensing.' This
was due to a Congressional decision that all exports be subject to an inde.
pendent review rather than left entirely to the discretion of the Executive
Branch. Congress, however, narrowed the discretion of NRC in export
licensing determinations with passage of the NNPA by requiring Executive
Branch concurrence with NRC's decision and giving final authority to deny
a license to the President. -

The Department of State has been given the lead role in determining
whether the export may be inimical to the common defense and security.
NRC's final determination oh the license application may not precede the
judgment of the Secretary of State who,in concurrence with the Secretaries
of Energy, Defense, and Commerce, and the Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency, makes a determination of whether the export is inimical to
U.S. common defense and security.'j 4

The President has three options to override an NRC determination,
4 further limiting NRC's authority in export licensing.' First, the President

-
...
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can override NRC denial of an export license which received a positive
recommendation by the Executive Branch all subject to Congressional
review.' Second,if the NRC cannot make the findings required by NNPA,
the Commission is required to refer the application to the President.' Third,

: if the deadlines set in NNPA for NRC decisien making are not met, the

" '~
j President may withdraw the pending application from the Commission on"

| grounds of excessive delay.
j It was recognized that NRC would need substantialinformation con.
' cerning the foreign nations receiving the export. NNPA requires that "The

Secretary of State shall provide appropriate data and recommendations,
subject to requesta for additional data and recommendations, as required by;
the Commission..."'In addition, deadlines set by NNPA are made flexible ini

| casts where the Commission "has identified and transmitted to the Ex.
! ecutive Branch a set of additional concerns or requests for additional
I information."'

Before NNPA's enactment, the Department of Commerce had authority
to approve exports of component parts of production or utilization facilities.
NNPA transferred this authority to NRC for components on the Nuclear
Suppliers' Group and IAEA Zangger Committee trigger lista, as well as for
heavy water and nuclear-grade graphite - all considered significant from a
proliferation standpoint? NNPA also extends NRC licensing authority over
distribution of U and U"in any quantity, or of Pu in quantities greaterS

than 500 grams per recipient per year. Distributions of source material are
similarly limited to less than three metric tons per year per recipient without
an NRC license.

~
NNPA also set up consultive arrangements which must be followed in

the areas of technology transfer," Subsequent Arrangements, ' Agreements
for Cooperation, and personnel training programs for safeguards and phys-

i ical security. In all these areas NRC must be consulted before an Executive

|
Branch determination can be formulated.

The U.S. is party to numerous Agreements for Cooperation with foreign
9

g nations. These Agreements broadly outline U.S. commitmenta and foreign
responsibilities in the development of nuclear energy. Export licenses are
granted pursuant to the Agreement for Cooperation the U.S. has with other
nations. Subsequent Arrangements are, in a sense, amendmenta to the
Agreement for Cooperation to allow aetivities barred or not addressed under
the original Agreement. It is important to note that, while a wide range of
concurrence is required in the Executive Branch for scrutiny of an export
license, a Subsequent Arrangement must receive only the concurrence of
DOE and the Department of State. In other words, the decision to allow
retransfer for reprocessing or transfer of sensitive technology is arrived at

7 in abser.ce of NRC, ACDA, or Department of Commerce concurrence
although these agencies are " consulted."

t

!
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1. Pub. L No. 93-438,88 Stat.1233 (1974).
2. Id. 201(p).
3. NNPA 304(a); Atomic Energy Act Sec.126a(1).
4. AEA 126b(2).

* 5. AEA 130,

6. In April 1978, NRC was deadlocked over the export license for India's Tarapur
Power Reactor fuel reload.The President withdrew the application and deter.
mined that denial of the license would be " seriously prejudicial to the
achievement of U.S. non proliferaiion objectives" and authorized the export
(E.O.12055). The House and Senate held hearings as required by NNPA in
May and June. In July the liouse voted to uphold the Presidential decision
and the fuel was shipped in July.

7. AEA 126a(1).
8. AEA 126b(2).
9. AEA 109.

10. AEA 57b.
11. AEA 131;These include contracts for furnishing nuclear materials and

equipment, approvals for transfer of materials, equipment and technology,
government-to-government distribution of commodities, physical security and
spent-fuel arrangements, safeguards application arrangements, and any other
arrangements which the President deems important to non-proliferation
objectives.

B. Executive Branch Concurrence Process
There are six Executive Branch agencies directly involved in the export*

licensing process. Although NRC has a central role in decision making,it
can grant an export license only with the concurrence of the other five
agencies, which comes in the form of an " Executive Branch judgment"
transmitted through the Department of State to NRC.

The Executive Branch judgment is based on a coordinated examination
of specific issues involving the export license. The Departments of Energy,
Defense, Commerce, and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA) are all consulted by the Department of State with coordination
provided by the National Security Council (NSC) ad hoc Group on Non-
Proliferation. If there is an interagency disagreement, it is resolved in a
stepwise fashion first by NSC procedures and then ultimately by the
President.'

When an application is filed at NRC,it is immediately transmitted to all
of the agencies noted above. Within 15 days of receipt, those agencies are to

. inform the Department of State (specifically, the Office of Export and
--

Import Control) of their position on the following: First, whether there is any

'

information needed that has not been provided, in which case the license
application goes back to NRC and the process recommences. Second,

1
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9 whether the license application appears to raise issues requiring more
extensive consideration than is normally afforded to an export licensing
determination. If so, NSC initiates appropriate steps including those neces-
sary to obtain policy decisions and initiate diplomatic consultations. Third,
if requested by the Department of State to do so, these agencies are to
provide their views on the license.'

Within five days of receipt of the application, the Department of Energy '

(DOE)is required to request written confirmation that the nations party to
the Agreement for Cooperation (which the proposed export is pursuant to)
will subject the export to all conditions of the agreement, have authorized a
consignee to receive the export, and will maintain adequate physical secur-

f ity (as defined in INFCIRC 225/Rev.1). If those written replies are not
received within 55 days, the license application is returned to NRC and the
process recommences.:

DOE is also required to determine whether the proposed ex port includes
material for which the US has agreed to consult with or obtain approval of
any other nation or group of nations prior to export. If consultation or
approvalis necessary, DOE must promptly inform the Department of State
so those actions can proceed.

When the liccnse a pplication involves tran sfer of strategic quantities of
special nuclear material, DOE must prepare, within 30 days of receipt, a
technical and economic justification which is transmitted to the Depart-
ment of State. The justification is then provided to all other participating
agencies for their consideration.'

Within 30 days of receipt, the Department of State must prepare and
submit a prog oned Executive Branch judgment. Requests from NRC for"

additional information are noted in the proposed judgment. Within 10 days
after receipt of the proposed judgment, the Departments of Energy, Defense,
and Commerce, and ACDA are to respond with their views on the proposed
judgment. At this point, DOE will transmit any confirmations it has
obtained from the receiving nation.'

The Executive Branch judgment is to address the matters required by
section 126(a)1 of the Atomic Energy Act. In addition to addressing the six
major criteria set forth in the NNPA (to be discussed in the next section), the
Executive Branch iudgment may also consider whether granting the ticense
will materially adv ance the non proliferation policy of the U.S. and whether
its denial will seriously prejudice U.S. non-proliferation objectives.'

When the application is substantively identical to one already consid-
ered and granted, the Executive Branch judgment may express the view
that there is "no materially changed circumstance."

The Executive Branch judgment must be transmitted to NRC no more
than 60 days from the time of submission of the license application. If this
deadline is not met, the Secretary of State must notify the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations and the House Committee on International Relations

I sk _ a
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as well as all participating agencies.'

REFERENCES
#

1. ''Proceduren Established Pursuant to the Nuclear Non. Proliferation Act of
1978," 43 Fed. Reg. 25326 (June 9,1978, Part VII).--

2. Id. p 'N27,
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4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id. p. 25328.
7. Id.

C. NRC Review Process for Export License Applications
NRC consideration of an export license runs concurrently with the 1

Executive Branch review in order to expedite the overall procedure. The I
exports to be apecifically consided are those iof production and utilization
facilities, more than one effective kilogram (kg) of ENM (except when
needed for routine fuel reload),10,000 kg of source material,1,000 kg of
nuclear grade graphite or heavy water,' or any other export determined by
the staff or any one Commissioner i i warrant review. If the Commission
does not issue or deny a license witles 60 days of receiving the Executive
Branch judgment, or when the judgnmt is not required,it must inform the

. ; applicant of the reasons for delay.'
; For nuclear grade graphite and heavy water, export licensing criteria

are 1) submission to IAEA safeguards,2) assurance that they will not be
used for nuclear explosives or research for such, and 3) assurance that no
retransfer will occur without U.S. approval.'

For all other nuclear exports. six criteria discussed below set standards
for approval or denial. The Commienion has several options for action. If a
favorable Executive Branch judgment is received, a license may be issued
upon a finding that 1) the six criteria are met,2) the export is not inimical to
the common defense and security, and 3) the material or facilities to be
exported would be under the terms of an Agreement for Cooperation.*,

| If there is no material change in circumstances associated with the
export license application from those of a previously issued license to the
same country, NRC may approve the license.

( If NRC cannot come to a timely decision because it is unable to make the
necessary statutory determinations, the hcense is referred to the President.

, . If the Executive Branch judgment does not recommend appn> val, NRC must i

either deny the application or return it without action.The applicant must
beinformed of the reasons for the action."

1, The Criteria for NRC Export Licensing Determinations. In j
n' Section 126a(2) of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), Congress set fonth the

,
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method by which NRC is to make licensing determinations. Three impor-
tant points are raised:

[ Commission determinations are to be] based on a reasonablejudgment1

Qfs of assurances provided and other information available to the Federat

M Government including the Commission, that the criteria in. . . this act, or
s - their equivalent... are met (emphasis added).

The " reasonable judgment" standard is meant to give a degree of discre-- 1-' tion to the Commission it would otherwise not have. Congress realized that
the Commission may not have available allinformation which may bear on
a particularlicensing determination so it was required to base its reasonable

; judgment on "the assurances obtained (from other nations) and other
! information avaitable to the Federal Government inrluding the Commis-

sion." Congress made decision-making even less rigid with the allowance
that the criteria "or their equivalent" may be met.'

,

There are six immediately applicable criteria all of which must be
;

j appropriately met for any export license.

|
(1)lAEA Safeguards. Criterion 1 provides that: IAEA safeguards as

required by Article III(2) of the (Non-Proliferation) Treaty will be applied
with respect to any such material sr facilities proposed to be exported, to any
such material or facilities previously exported and subject to the applicable
agreement for cooperation, and to any special nuclear material used in or
produced through the use thereof.

This criterion is generally satisfied by the historical U.S. commitment
to IAE A safeguards. Most of the existing agreements for cooperation which
the U.S. is party to already include, in a trilateral fashion, the IAEA.
Adherence to safeguards administered according to INFCIRC 66/Rev. 2
(prior to NPT) or INFCRIC 153 will satisfy this criterion.

Two questions exist in regard to this criterion. First,it is left unclear*

whether the adequacy ofIAEA safeguards can be called into question.This
issue was exacerbated by a report entitled " Safeguards Implementation
Report" issued to the Board of Governors of the IAEA in 1978 indicating
inadequate implementation ofIAEA safeguards in some countries.

Second, it is unclear whether " continued" s afeguards are required. This
was called into question specifically in the case of refueling India's
TARAPUR reactor because a question of a breach of the agreement for
cooperation led to the reasonable expectation that India may drop IAEA
safeguards in the near future.

(2) No nuclear explosive devices. Criterion 2 provides that: No such
material. facilities, or sensitive nuclear technology proposed to be exported
or previously exported and subject to the applicable agreement for coopera-
tion, and no specia$ nuclear material produced through the use of such
materials, facilities, cr sensitive nuclear technology, will be used for any
nuclear explosive device or for research on or development of any nuclear
explosive de dee.

- - Th e concept of" equivalency" becomes important here. The older agree-
ments for cooperation do not incorporate the term " nuclear explosiveI '

device" and instead deny the use of nuclear material for military use. The;

L _%sb.
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U.S. has maintained that this precludes the use of any nuclear explosive in
that peaceful nuclear explosive devices are indistinguishable from a mil-
itary device.* NNPA requires renegotiation of agreements forcooperation to
make this more clear. While these international instruments are still in
force, the "no military use" concept is considered equivalent. The Commis-
sion may also consider other forms of collateral understandings and._

assurances.'
(3)Physicalsecurity. Criterion 3provides: Adequateg.hysicalsecurity

measures will be maintained with respect to such material or facilities
proposed to be exported and to any special nuclear material used in or
produced through the use thereof. Following the effective date of any
requirement promulgated by the Commission pursuant to Section 304(d) of
the Nuclear Non Proliferatior. Act of 1978, physical security measures shall
be deemed adequate h*such measures provide a level of protection equival-
ent to that required by the applicable regulations.

The issue of adequacy is clearly raised in this criterion. NRC promul-
gated a process by which this criterion can be evaluated.' For exports of
strategic significance,' site inspections and information exchanges are
required to assure that physical security is at least equivalent to that set
forth in INFCIRC 225/Rev.1. Written assurances must ailso be obtained
from the recipient country (or group of countries) that the required level of
security will be maintained. The judgment of adequacy is not to be made on
a case-by case basis but rather countrywide with reassessment whenever
circumstances are changed.

(4) Retransfers. Criterion 4 provides: No such materials. facilities, or
sensitive nuclear technology proposed to be ex ported and no special nuclear

,

material produced through the use of such material, will be retransferred to
the jurisdiction of any other nation or group of nations unless the prior
approval of the United States is obtained for such retransfer. In addition to
other requirements oflaw, the United States may approve such retransfer
only if the nation or group of nations designated to receive such retransfer
agrees that it shall be subject to the conditions required by this Section.

(5) Reprocessing. Criterion 5 provides: No such material proposed to
be exported and no special nuclear material produced through the use of
such material will be reprocessed, and no irradiated fuel elemente contain-
ing such m a terial removed from a reactor shall be altered in form or content,

i

| unless the prior approval of the United States is obtained for such reprocess.
ing or alteration.

These last two criteria both require the " prior approval of the United
3 States" and by withholding permission the U.S. can preclude any retransfer

or recycle of fuel if of U.S. origin. The U.S. has not given reprocessing or
; retransfer permission broadly. The President can waive these criteria if

failure to continue cooperation "wculd be seriously prejudicial to the
achievement of U.S. non proliferation objectives or otherwise jeopardize the
common defense and security..."''

(6) Sensitive technok,sy. Criterion 6 provides- No such sensitive
' nuclear technology shall be exported unless the foregoing conditions shall

be applied to any nuclear material or equipment which is produced or

I

'
_ _ _ . . . .
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9 constructed under the jurisdiction of the recipient nation or group of nations

.. -- by or thrtugh the use of any such exported sensitive nuclear technology.

[~ ' ipate in a global or regional nuclear fuel cycle and that reprocessing,
This criterion is important in the event that the U.S. begins to partic-

f enrichment, or heavy water production facilities are exported. The current
.C U.S. policy not to export sensitive technologies makes this criterion moot

until such time as that policy changes.: * " -
The NNPA defines sensitive technology as:

any information (including information incorporated in nroduction or utili-
tation facility or important component part thereof) which is not available
to the public and which is important to the design, construction, fabrication,
operation or maintenance of a uranium enrichment or nuclear fuel repro-
cessing facility or a facility for the production of heavy water."

Another section of NNPA states that:
no major critical components of any uranium enrichment, nuclear fuel

! reprocessing, or heavy water production facility may be exported under a
,

|
civil agreement for cooperation unless the agreement specifically desig-
nates such components as items to be exported The term " major critical

|
.

component" means any component part or group of component parts which

! the President determines to be essential to the operation of complete ura-

|
nium enrichment, nuclear fuel reprocessing or heavy water production
facility.

United States policy to date has prohibited the export of sensitive nu-
!

I clear facilities. It is expected that this policy will continue, and that any
exceptions will only be in extraordinary circumstances, such as the
establishment of an international fuel center. Any future civil agreements
which provide for such exports are to include conditions specifically

,

designed to ensure that such exports are not used for nuclear explosive
purposes.**

No current agreement for cooperation contains any provision for
exporting major critical components.

The NNPA also requires that " full scope" or " comprehensive" safe-
guards be in place by March 10,1980 (24 months after enactment of NNPA),
for all U.S. nuclear trading partners that are nonnuclear weapons states.
Full-scope safeguards require all peaceful nuclear activity within a country
to be subject in IAEA safeguards.

As a condition of continued United States export of source material,
special nuclear material, production or utilization facilities, and any sensi-
tive nuclear technology to nonnuclear weapon states, no such export shall
be made unless IAEA safeguards are maintained with respect to all peaceful
nuclear activities in, under the jurisdiction of, or carried out under the
control of such state at the time of the export.28

Any country adhering to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
..

,
already satisfies this export licensing requirement. Problems arise, how-

.s

j

T ever, with nations that do not adhere to the NPT. IAEA safeguards could be
/ 3 - ,

;- .;
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9
implamented while a nation stays outside the NPT safeguards regime, but
the practical effect is to provide an inducement for the receiving nations to
join ir. the NPT.

2. Health andSafety. Public health and safetyis set out by the AEA
as a consideration in export licensing cases; NRC has interpreted this as
referring to the U.S. public, not the foreign public.'' Both AEC and NRC
have always acknowledged this distinction in Federal Register notices of
export license applications.**

NRC has, however, attempted to improve health and safety programs
and standards in recipient countries through both bilateral and multilateral
cooperative assistance programs. In 1977 the Commission requested its staff
to study methods to improve approaches to health and safety. They

: reported'' a broad range of actions, from augmenting current international
agreements to conducting health and safety reviews in the export licensing
process itself.

Congress has been asked to provide additional funding for further
development of these programs. This aspect of export licensing is still
unclear, as is demonstrated by the protracted state of an application for a
reactor export to the Philippines. Allegations of seismic problems at the
selected site, along with intervention by Philippine environmental groups,
have led to a general reconsideration of the health and safety reviews of all
nuclear exports.

3. Environmental Considerations The provisions oithe National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) have been extended to a broad range of l,

federal activities since its enactment. In 1973, AEC was sued by intervenors |
' to consider a NEPA review of nuclear exports. In 1976 DOE issued a " Final i

Environmental Impact Statement on U.S. Nuclear Power Export Activi- 1

ties.""In May 1976 and again in 1977, NRC reiterated that a NEPA review of |

exports was beyond its export licensing jurisdiction."' The Commission did,
however, recognize section 102(2Xf) of NEPA which requires federal agen-
cies to recognize the worldwide and long range character of environmental
problems and, where consistent with the foreign policy of the United States,
lend appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions, and programs designed
to maximize international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a

Idecline in the quality of mankind's world environment. The Commission
has implemented this provision through a variety of programs, for example,
by entering into formal " agreements" or " arrangements" with government
egencies in 17 nations providing for exchange of regulatory, safety, and
environmentalinformation and for cooperation on specific safety research
projects. Several more such agreements are currently being negotiated.2'

On January 4,1979, the President issued an executive order in an at-
tempt to define NEPA's application abroad.' Nuclear exporta are singled
out,'2 but severalissues are still not resolved at the time of this writing. First,

- - . - -- .. --
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9 as an independent regulatory agency, NRC may not be bound by the order.
However, since the Department of State and the CEQ are singled out as the
lead agencies in the order, it is not NRC which will decide on the order'sw

authority. In that light, NRC could accept the Executive Branch Environ.
mental Review as discharging its obligation or opt for a full NEPA review as

I in its domestic licensing activities. Indications now are that NRC will not
conduct its own review.**' '

,

Another unresolved issue is the purpose of an Environmental Review. It*

; could be used by NRC to decide whether to grant or deny an application. On
the other hand, the Environmental Review could be transmitted to thei

! recipient nation solely for use in its own domestic review.

|
The process forimplementation of the orderis nearing completion at the

time of this writing; it is not possible, therefore, to comment on it in any
;

detail.-
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0
D. Subsequent Arrangements

NNPA provides that any arrangement entered into with a foreign
government by any agency or department of the U.S. Government which
involves the following actions be subject to a detailed concurrence, consulta-
tion, and review process.' These arrangements include:

contracts for furnishing nuclear materials and/or equipment*

approvals for retransfer, reprocessing, or transfer for which prior*

approvalis required
arrangements for physical securitye

arrangements for storage or disposition ofirradiated fuel elements*

arrangements for application of safeguardse

any arrangement which the President finds to beimportant from thee
;

standpoint of preventing prolife stion.
|

In entering into a subsequent arrangement, NNPA dictates certain
conditions which must be met, specifically conditions for reprocessing,
retransfer of plutonium, and storage of foreign spent fuel.

1. GeneralConditions. The Secretary of Energy pursuant to admin-
istration approval plays the lead role in entering into any subsequent
arrangement. The Secretary of Energy must obtain concurrence from the
Secretary of State and consult with ACDA, NRC, and the Secretary of
Defense. The Secretary of State plays the lead role in any policy negotiation.
Notice of the proposed subsequent arrangement along with a written deter-
mination by the Secretary of Energy that the arrangement will not be ,

inimical to the common defense and security must be published in the I

Federal Register. In addition, ACDA may prepare a Nuclear Proliferation-

Assessment Statement at its own discretion. Congressional review follows
this process. |

2. Special Nuclear Material and Reprocessing. NNPA requires |
that the Secretary of Energy may not enter into an arrangement for repro- )
cessing and/or retransfer of more than 500 g of plutonium resulting from
reprocessing until the Committee on International Relations of the House i

'and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate have been informed
of the reasons for entering into the arrangement.These committees are then
given 15 days of continuous session to respond negatively. The President
can shorten this period to 15 calendar days in an emergency situation. |

The Secretaries of Energy and State must determine that the reprocess-
ing and/or retransfer of plutonium will not significantly increase the risk of
proliferation. The foremost consideration must be whether the U.S. will
have timely warning of a diversion in a non weapons state.This determina-
tion is a judgment which is discussed in detail in Appendix C.

For reprocessing facilities which are subject to arrangements concluded
prior to enactment of NNPA, the Secretary of Energy is required to
" attempt" to insure that the above standards are met for retra'isfer of.

plutonium to nonweapons states.
1;x ,
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0 3. Storage of Foreign Spent Fuel. The Secretary of Energy may
not enter into subsequent arrangements for storage or disposition of foreign
spent fuel until the proposed arrangement has been submitted to Congress

. for 60 days of continuous session ar d the committees cited above have been

''

informed. Congress can pass a concurrent resolution which would negate
the arrangement during that 60-day period. In addition, the President must
submit a detailed generic plan for the storage or disposition in question.'' !

The President can waive the conditions above if he determines that 1)
there is an emergency condition,2) it is in the national interest to take
immediate action, and 3) he notifies the House Committees on International

! Relations and Science and Technology and Senate Committees on Foreign

| Relations and Energy and Natural Resources with a detailed explanation
I and justification.
! 4. CurrentPractices andPolicies. Subsequent arrangements which

have been entered into up to this point have included several considerations.
First, the "non-proliferation credentials" of the recipient countries are
important.8 In addition, all subsequent arrangements are handled on a
case-by-case basis. A demonstrated physical need to retransfer spent fuel is
generally considered important although this has been waived as a criterion
at times.s The most important consideration, although hard to characterize,
seems to be the advancement of U.S. non proliferation objectives.The U.S.
also regards subsequent retransfer of plutonium after initial retransfer and
reprocessing as constituting another discrete subsequent arrangement and,
therefore, requiring independent consideration.

The analysis by the Secretary of Energy generally includes considera-
tion of the six immediately applicable export licensing criteria,' the likeli-*

,

hood that full-scope safeguards will be applied by the deadline stipulated for'

exports,' the implementation of safeguards, the general non proliferation
aspects of the proposed subsequent arrangement, and the physical need in
terms of spent-fuel storage.'
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III. EXPORT PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

ALTERNATIVE FUEL CYCLES

Problems may arise for NRC in deciding licensing cases which involve
the use of an alternative fuel cycle. To examine this problem each safe-
guards variation described previously (i.e., radiation barriers, coprocessing,
etc.) will be examined separately for impacts, then the candidate fuel cycles
will be evaluated generally. For a detailed description of safegunds varia-
tions see Weinstock and Keisch.'

A. The Use of Strategic Special Nuclear Material (SSNM)*

Several of the NASAP fuel cycles use SSNM. The export licensing
process for those fuels and utilization facilities does not present an adminis-

{ trative problem significantly different from those now existing, because the
Commission reviews even exports oflow-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel as if
it were SSNM. It is likely that the biggest concern facing NRC would be the
adequacy of IAEA safeguards, although as discussed before, NRC may
decide not to examine the adequacy of those safeguards as a matter of
discretion. In addition, the need forintensified physical security at the front
end of the reactor cycle may bring the adequacy of physical security under
closer scrutiny.

If the fuel cycle involves the transfer of plutonium, the Subsequent
Arrangement will require a higher degree of congressional intervention
than transfers not containing plutonium. A determination will have to be
made concerning the risk of proliferation associated with the export and the,

application of the timely warning criterion.

B. Radiation Barriers
For a number of the NASAP fuel cycles, radiation barriers are proposed.

If deterrent spiking is considered (as opposed to detection or location spik-
ing), the high levels of radioactivity may require consideration of the fol-
lowing issues: 1) the effect on IAEA accountability techniques,2) the effect
on adequacy of physical security,3) some consideration of health and safety
effects, and 4) the environmental impact of the increased radiation.

1. Effect on IAEA Material A ccountancy and Verification. The
principal effects of radiation barriers in material accountancy are in sample
taking, chemical analysis, nondestructive assay (NDA), and material bal-
ance verification.

The procedure for taking < amples for chemical assay would become
both more time consuming and more laborious. The effect would be to
minimize the number of samples taken (contrary to the need for more

*SSNM is Pu, > 12% U", or > 20% U''', as defined in NASAP.
ina J

|
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9 samples), since passive NDA techniques are unusable. IAEA is particularly
dependent on NDA techniques and, as such,it could be reasonable to call the
adequacy ofIAEA safeguards into question.

2. Other Export Licensing Considerations. Radiation barriers
would also enhance physical security,if such barriers are present at signifi-
cant stages of the process in the production facility..This might weigh into
the consideration of adequacy of physical security.

Itis probable that radiation barriers would have environmental effects,
which would be assessed by the Executive Branch in its Environmental'

Review (ER). It is not yet clear how NRC will use the ER in licensing-
proceedings as it considers the adverse environmental effects due to the use

,

; of radiation barriers. Environmentalimpacts may be substantialin which
i case the trade-off between improved physical axurity and adverse en-
' vironmental effects will have to be resolved by NRC.

C. Coprocessing and Denaturing
The majorissue in the use of coprocessing and denaturing is the consid-

eration of reprocessing and retransfer. Other concerns are effects on mate-
rial accounting for I AE A safeguards and increased need for physical secur-
ity associated with some fuels.

1. Reprocessing and Retransfer. The NNPA requires that prior
approval by the US he obtained before reprocessing or retransfers can occur.
This is detailed in Chapter Two, Section D of this report. It is entirely likely
that the timely warning criterion will be enhanced since,in both coprocess-
ing and denaturing,it may take longer to convert material to a form usable

,,.

in weapons. Denaturing, however, does not apply to plutonium-bearing
fuels since plutonium cannot be denatured.

2. Material Control and Accounting. SinceIAEA safeguarda are
i required and the issue of their adequacy has not been resolved,it is impor-

tant to note that NDA techniques and sampling are not significantly
affected by either coprocessing or denaturing.

3. Increased Need for Physical Security. Since coprocessed fuel
"

contains plutonium, it is assumed that physical security should be more
stringent th an the security currently provided for thermal reactor fuel.This
is consistent with the application of standards contained in IAEA document
INFCIRC 225/Rev.1.

D.The Use of U"-Th Fuels
Any fuel containing U" is considered "d: rect-use" material by the

IAEA' and, therefore, greater physical security is needed regardless of the
enrichment with respect to U" according to INFCIRC 225/Rev.1. The-

IAEA has mentioned enrichment levels for U"in its Safeguards Technical
,

Manual (IAEA/174)* but the 20% level suggested is for weapons signifi-

LA
,
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O '

cance, not safeguards significance. The contradiction between INFCIR-
C/225/Rev. ! and IAEA/174 deserves attention. Unirradiated thorium fuels, '

by themselves, are not considered direct-use material and, therefore, do not |
require increased security. There is little experience with reprocessing i
highly irradiated thorium fuels so that it is difficult to say whether material

|
accounting techniques would be seriously affected. If so, the adequacy of._

i

IAEA safeguards may be called into question. !

An additional problem is that U*** fuels are highly radioactive which,in
essence, amounts to a radiation barrier. The problems attendant upon this

jare discussed in Section B.

E. The Use of Heavy Water

The export of heavy water will no doubt require the negotiation of a
Subsequent Arrangement; however,it must meet only general requirements. i

At present IAEA has not arrived at parameters for accountability.
<

Since IAEA safeguards are required by NNPA for export of heavy water, the |
adequacy ofIAEA safeguards may be called into question. This is of particu- i

lar significance since NRC, at present, does not require safeguards for
heavy water.

The on line refueling aspect of heavy-water reactors will be discussed in
part IV.

!

F. Storage of Spent Fuel and Waste
*

Receipt and storage of foreign spent fuel or wastes require a Subseouent
Arrengement which entails a large degree of congressional and executive
involvement. The Secretary of Energy must first submit the proposed
arrangement to Congress for 60 days in which time Congress, through
concurrent resolution, can rescind the arrangement. The President, pre-
sumably through the Executive Branch, must also supply to Congress a
detailed generic plan for the storage in question.

I

I
Probably most important in the current situation is the requirement of

" physical need" to transfer spent fuel. While a foreign facility has or can
construct adequate spent fuel storage, it is current U.S. policy to deny the
transfer of spent fuel.

There is no current requirement forIAEA safeguards on spent fuel once
it reaches the U.S.The probable requirement ofIAEA safeguards on spent-
fuel storage because the U.S. has offered all nonnational security related
nuclear facilities for international safeguards, indicates that NRC must
establish safeguards requirements for such a facility. Since receipt of for-^~

eign spent fuel would not substantially increase safeguards efforts as com-,

I pared with storage of only domestically generated spent fuel, the U.S. may
establish U.S./IAEA safeguards concurrently.

e
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IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPORT LICENSING PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH INDIVIDUAL FUEL CYCLES

For a detailed discussion of generic problems, the reader is referred to
I Chapter Four.The numbers of the fuel eyclea refer to those designated in the

f report by Weinstock and Keisch.*
t

A. Light-Water Reactors
4.1.1. Standard Once-Through i* WR using LEU (U") Fuel. The

export process associated with this cycle is the best that has been developed
and there appear to be no unique export probleme.

4.1.2. Once-Through PWR using LEU (U") Fuel with Extended
Burnup. This fuel cycle appears to present no more problems than that
above since the only real differences are that the fuel is slightly more
enriched and the annual spent fuel discharge is reduced.

i 4.1.3. PWR using LEU (U *) Fuel and Spiked, Self-Generated
U-Pu Recycle Fuel. The transfer of plutonium would require special'

congressional and executive participation. In addition, NRC must deal with
environmental, health and safety, and IAEA accountability' problems,

associated with spiked fuels. Reprocessing is also assumed here with its
attendant problems.

4.1.4. PWR using Denatured U W-Th 1%el with Recycle of U".
The questions concerning the IAEA accountability techniques and the
problems attendant on spiked fuels are present in this fuel cycle. Reprocess-
ing is assumed here which calls for subsequent arrangements granting the
prior approval of the U.S.

B. Light-Water Breeder Reactors
4.2.1. Pre-Breeder and Breeder Reactors Based on Shipping-

port LWBR TypeIModules. This cycle involves the use of undcnatured
U"-Th fuels. Thorium is contained in a seed blanket.This cycle necessarily
involves reprocessing with its attendant problems. IAEA accountability
techniques are called into question here. Plutonium must be separated and

- stored invoking those problems associated with plutonium transfer.
4.2.2. Light-Water Backfit Pre-Breeder Supplying Advanced_ _ .

|
Breeder. ~ This cycle involves U"-Th fuels and,in addition, requires re-
enrichment for makeup of recycled fuel. If this cycle were exported,

%:sEC
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reprocessing and higher enrichment technologies would be required, mak-
ing this cycle more sensitive than the others in terms ofproliferation risk. In

'

addition, this cycle involves a significant amount of plutonium production
and storage.

4.2.3. Light-Water Backfit Pre-Breeder and Seed Blanket
BreederSystem. Highly-enriched uranium (93%)is used at the front end
of this cycle which involves consideration of the adequacy of physical
security. U***-Th fuel problems are also present. Reprocessing is assumed
with its attendant problems.

C. Heavy-Water Reactors (HWRs)

4.3.1. CANDU-Type Reactor. The use of heavy water has been
discussed in part III. Since this is a once-through cycle, reprocessing pres-
ents no problems. The slightly enriched fuel considered here is not signifi-
cantly different from that used in present-day LWRs.

The major preblem associated with HWRs is the on-line refueling neces-
sitated by the marginal reactivity of the core. IAEA openly acknowledges
that it has no way of accounting for spent fuel comparable to the accounting
accuracy in the LWR cycle.' A HWR discharges 7 to 10 fuel bundles per day
into a spent-fuel pool which is not completely visible to inspectors. The
bundles may be placed in sealed containers, but verification of those con-
tainera is very difficult. Special fuel bundle monitors are under development

;

and in limited experimental use. It is clear that the adequacy of IAEA '

safeguards can be called into question in the export licensing of HWRs.,

D. High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors

4.4.1. Once-Through Medium-Enriched HTGR. Since this cycle
is once-through, the reprocessing issue does not apply. This cycle does not
use highly enriched uranium nor plutonium fuels so that physical security is
of less significance. Even the spent fuel is low in SSNM content when
compared to other fuel cycles.

4.4.2. RecycleMedium-EnrichedHTGR. This fuel cycle uses U'**-
Th fuel which is denatured;it also produces both plutonium, which is stored,
and highly enriched U**8, which is denatured. Because some unspecified

,

source of U*** is required, pletonium and HEU must be present somewhere !

else in the fuel cycle.
The problems associated with U***-Th fuels are present in this fuel cycle.

It is the reprocessing that is of prime importance; because there has been no
commercial experience in reprocessing HTGR fuel, this calls into question |
material accountability and, therefore, the adequacy ofIAEA safeguards. I

lE. Gas-Cooled Reactc rs
i

4.4.5. Gas-CooledFas t Breeder Reactor. Thiscycleisdesignedto '

, operate with other cycles because it requires an external source of pluto-

I
l
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9 nium. It produces U" for use in other reactors in a denatured form. The
issues raised by this cycle are the use of SSNM, reprocessing (coprocessing),
and radiation barriers (U* *.Th).

F. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
4.6.1. Standard LMFBR with Homogeneous U-Pu Core and U

Blanket. This cycle involves the use of SSNM fuels and reprocessing.The
recovered plutonium is directly usable as weapons material which may call
into question the adequacy of physical security and the timely warning
standard. Material accountability appears to present no major problems so
that the adequacy ofIAEA safeguards should not be at issue. An export of
these components or materials will be subject to a new Subsequent Arran-
gement calling for a high degree ofcongressional and executive involvement.

4.6.2. LMFBR with Heterogeneous U-Pu Core and U Blanket,
Pu SpikedFuel. This cycle involves the problems cited above for 4.6.1. In
addition, the issue of radiation barriers arises.

4.6.3. Standard LMFBR with Homogeneous Core and Spiking.
This cycle raises the problems mentioned above in 4.6.1. and 4.6.2.

4.6.4. LMFBR with Spiked U-Pu Core, UAxialBlanket, and Th
Internaland RadialBlanket. The cycle raises no additional issues to
those covered above in 4.6.1. and 4.6.2.

4.6.5. LMFBR with Spiked Homogeneous U-Pu Core and Tho-
rium Blankets. The cycle raises no additional issues to those covered
above in 4.6.1. and 4.6.2.

4.6.6. LMFBR with Homogeneous Spiked Pu-Th Core and Th
Blanket. The cycle raises no additionalissues to those covered above in*

4.6.1. and 4.6.2.
4.6.7. LMFBR with Denatured U *** Core and Th Blanket. The

cycle raises no additional issues to those covered above in 4.6.1. and 4.6.2.
4.6.8. LMFBR Symbiotic Systems. The basic issues encountered

for all LMFBR systems are present here.
-
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O
V. CONCLUSIONS

-
'~

The fuel cycles have been covered both generically and individually.
The following conclusions are presented.

A. Radiation Barriers
One effect of radiation barriers is to diminish the accuracy of IAEA

safeguards and therefore call their adequacy into question. In addition, the
health and safety aspects of excessive radiation would mandate that NRC
should assist recipient countries in developing health and safety programs.
The environmental effects of radiation barriers will be examined in the
Environment Review called for in Executive Order No.12114. It is not yet
clear what type of consideration the ER will receive in the NRC export
licensing proceeding. The trade-off between environmental effects and the
diminished need for physical security will most likely be addressed. It is also
probable that the timely warning criterion may be furthered because of the
increased difficulty of processing fuel into weapons material. The value of
radiation barriers in diminishing the need for physical security and increas-
ing the difficulty of processing the material into weapons-usable material
must be assessed.

,

B. Coprocessing
' Reprocessing is implicit in the concept of coprocessing, and special

procedures are required in the issuance of the subsidiary arrangements
required for such processes. Coprocessing also eases the timely warning

( requirement for exports. Coprocessing would have minor effects on material*

| accountability and should, therefore, not call into question the adequacy of
IAEA safeguards.

C. U"-Th Fuels
The high level of radiation associated with U"-Th fuels would have

serious diminishing effects on material accountability and, therefore, would
raise questions about the adequacy of IAEA safeguards. This same high
level of radiation would, however, enhance the physical security of the fuel.

D. Denaturing

The major effect of denaturing is to render the fuel,if U" or U", useless
as weapons material without enrichment capability. This has the effect of
making the timely warning criterion more acceptable. Most discussion of
denaturing is associated with a U"-Th fuel cycle so that use of this tech-
nical saieguards measure willinvolve all those problems associated with

''

U"-Th fuel cycles.

. . . . _ . - .
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G E. Heavy Water
IAEA safeguards for heavy water are not well developed for production

'
facilities and, as such, may cause the adequacy ofIAE A safeguards at these
facilities to comr.: into question. Safeguarding heavy water at reactors is |
presently done and reasonably reliable. In addition, heavy water reactors

'

require on-line refueling for which no method of fuel accountability compar- 1
1' able to that for LWRs has been developed, again causing IAEA safeguards

to come into question.

|

1

|

|
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\ ABSTRACT
!

|
This report examines the " timely warning" requirement of the Nuclear

Non Proliferation Act of1978. The objective is to determine to what extent
the application of the timely warning requirement will affect the export of-

alternative fuel cycle technology - most nowbly reprocessing.
The legislative history of the relevant section of the Nuclear Non-

Proliferation Act is analyzed to determine congressionalintent. An analy-
sis of actual consideration of the timely warning requirement is made to
show that it has not yet been a serious impediment to nuclear export licens-
ing. The report concludes that the timely warning requirement can be met
using alternative nuclearfuel cycles ifcertain issues areproperly addressed
in the export licensing process.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the examination of alternative nuclear fuel cycle arrangements,
a study of the impact of alternative fuel cycles on the NRC export licensing
process was conducted. The study revealed that a major obstacle in imple-
menting an alternative fuel cycle would be the application of the " timely
warning" requirement for Subsequent Arrangements involving reprocess-
ing of U.S. origin fuels.

The text of the appropriate section of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act
(NNPA)is:

: b. With regard to any special nuclear material exported by the United States

! or produced through the use of any nuclear materials and equipment or
sensitive nuclear technology exported by the United States -'

(2) the Secretary of Energy may not enter into any subsequent ar-

'j
rangement for the reprocessing of any such materialin a facility which has
not processed power reactor fuel assemblies or been the subject of a subse-
quent arrangement therefore prior to the date of enactment of the Nr dear
Non. Proliferation Act of1978 or fer subsequent retransfer to a non-nuclear
weapon state of any plutonium in quantities greater than 500 grams result-
ing from such reprocessing, r.nless in his judgment, and that of the Secre-
tary of State, such reprocessing or retransfer will not result in significant
increase of the risk of proliferation beyond that which exists at the time that
approval is requested. Among all the factors in making this judgment,
foremost consideration will be given to whether or not the reprocessing or
retransfer will take place under conditions that will ensure timely warning
to the United States of any diversion wellin advance of the time at which the
non-nuclear weapon state could transform the diverted material into a
nuclear explosive device;

This section is referred to either as Section 303(b)(2) of NNPA or Section
131(b)(2) of the Atomic Energy Act as amended.-

:

II. LEGI9LATIVE HISTORY

Several recent reports' identify the timely warning requirement as an
impediment which, in practical terms, may negate the possibility oflarge
scale commercial reprocessing facilities. The large throughputs associated
with these facilities make a strict interpretation of the timely warning
requirement impossible to meet. This conclusion is supported by several

,

| congressional pronouncements accompanying the consideration and pas-
sage of the Nuclear Non Proliferation Act of 1978. However, this is a conclu-
sion reached on the basis of a stricterinterpretation of the requirement than
was meant or is being used.

The House report in which the International Relations Committee
reported the proposed bill stated that:

| It haslong been officially recognised that safeguards would not be effective
g

,. - if their warning of diversion did not come well in advance of the final
fabrication of the diverted materialinto an explosive device. It was under-
stood that safeguards functioned essentially as monitoring devices, not
locks, but it was hoped that by warning early enough they might still serve

=haF
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O
to deter diversion by raising in the potential violator's mind the risk of an
international response capable of frustrating his final purpose.

As stated previously, warning times of acceptable duration can theoret-
ically be achieved in the case of spent low enriched reactor fuel that has been
placed under verified storage in countries not possessing reprocessing facil-
ities. Although weapons usable material contained in such fuel,(sic) the

'''
total prod uct is highly radioactive, hard to handle, and therefore at least in
part self securing. Should such material be diverted,the monitoring devices
would signal the diversion at a point when the plutonium was still many
tic -consuming steps awmy from insertion in an explosive device - perha ps
yet i and almost certainly many months.Thus,it can be seen that security
depends as much on the condition of the safeguarded material as on the
quality of the safeguard devices themselves.

Conventional reprocessing technologies result in direct access to wea-
pons usable material and therefore do not permit timely warning compara-
ble to the more proliferation resistance situation cited above. In fact, such
conventional procemes as PUREX were designed specifically to produce
high quality plutonium for U.S. weapons and not for application as part of
the commercial fuel cycle of a non-nuclear weapon state. It is therefore not )
surprising that modifications are required in order to provide technologies
suitable for use in civil atomic energy programs.' ;

The report of the Senate Committees which reported the bill to the !
Senate was more instructive in their report: 1

It is important to note that the standard of timely warning, the basic concept
upon which the entire international safeguards program rests,is strictly a
measure of whether warning of a diversion will be received far enough in
advance of the time when the recipient could transform the diverted mate-
rial into an explosive device to permit an adequate diplomatic response.The
amount of warning time required will vary (and cannot be defined in terms
of a certain number of weeks or months) depending on the type of response,

which would be needed -i.e.,in some cases a bilateral response would be
adequ ate, whereas sin (sic) others a coordinsted response by several nations
and/or international organizations would be necessary. In addition to
determining the amount of warning time required,it will be necessary to
determine how much time will actually be available under any specific
circumstances.

Some technology covered by section 303(bX2) would provide a greater
warning time than others. Another crucial consideration is the quality of
the safeguards in place at the facility - especially the probability that the
safeguards would in fact detect a diversion and the ra pidity with which such
detection would occur. Other factors include whether the nation would have
limited access to the material because of multinational control or other
barriers, whether the fuelis multin ationally owned, and whether the nation
has access to any facilities which might be needed to convert the diverted
material to a wespons-usable form. Also,if the facility is of such a small size
that it would take several months for the facility to produce enough
weapons. usable material to make a bomb and the nation does not have
access to additional materia! from other sources, timely warning would
probably be possible.

Others factors which may be taken into account in determining whether
,

th are will be a significant increase in the risk of proliferation are whether d

g the nation is firmly committed to effective non-proliferation policies and is
genuinely willing to accept conditions which would minimize the risks of
proliferation, whether the nation has a security agreement or other impor-
tant foreign policy relation n bi p with the U.S., the nature and stability of the

1
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9 recipient's government,its military and security position, and the energy
resources available to that nation.

It is important to note that the bill requires that " foremost" considera-
tion be given to the question of timely warning. While this implies that the
latter will receive the greatest weight among all factors, there may be
circumstances that will suffice and a request may be granted even though
timely warning is not present. "'llmely warning" cannot be controlling in

,

j every case.The Committees do wish to emphasize that in the absence of a
clear determination that timely warning will indeed be provided, a strong

,

i combination of other factors is necessary to compensate for this weakness
in safeguards.

Subsection 303(bX3) provides that the Secretary of Energy shall
attempt to ensure that the atandards of subsection 303(bX2) will also be met

| with respect to subsequent arrangements for reprocessing in the exempted
facilities and related retransfers.The approval of reprocessing in the follow-6

ing facilities would come under subsection 303(bX3): Windscale (UK), Mar.
coule and La Hague (France), Eurochemic (Belgium), WAK (FRG), and
Tokai-mura (Japan). It should be noted that implementation of the standard
described in Subsection 303(bX2) will depend on the combined judgement of
the Secretaries of State and DOE, and should not involve formal rulemaking
procedures.'

,

I Congress was mindful of the possibility of precluding any reprocessing
scheme by a strict reading of the timely warning requirements. Later in the
same Senate report recognition of this issue lead to the proposal of an
amendment to clarify:

Subsection (b)is a new provision. It presents one of the most serious difficul.
ties the Executive Branch has with the present version of S. 897. First,it
would jeopardize negotiation of new, strict nuclear cooperation agreements
since an overly strictinterpretation of the" timely warning" standard could
rule out all forms of fuel processing necessary for future fuel cycle activities.*

Second," timely warning" should not be the sole basis for making determi-
,

nations concerning the acceptability of subsequent arrangements, taking
into account the existence of other factors which must be evaluated. Addi-
tional factors of importance include the non-proliferation policies of the
countries concerned, and the size and scope of the activities involved.
Thirdly, as presently written in S. 897, we are concerned that section 303(b)
would give the impression that the U.S. is prejudging the results of the
international fuel cycle evaluation by apparently ruling out any form of fuel
processing. We should not legislate policies giving such an impression since
the serious participation of other countries in this program is dependent
upon their perception that the study will result in a fair and open minded
evaluation. Finally, the Executive Branch is concerned that the implemen.
tation of the standard set forth in paragraph (2) might notwithstanding the

|

intent of the Congress, lead to formal rule-making andlitigation.We under-
stand that the words "in his view" are intended to preclude this eventuality.

For the reasons above, and while the Administration fully supports the
concept of choosing fuel cycle strategies that maximize timely warning, the
Administration strongly opposes retention of section 303(b)in its current
form.

We consider it crucial,if the Congress wishes to retain this provision
~,' that, as a minimum, subsection 303(bX2) be revised to read:"The Adminis-

trator may not enter into any subsequent arrangement for the reprocessing
of any such material in a facility which has not processed power fuel

- assemblies or been the subject of a subsequent arrangement therefore prior

%> *
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O
to the date of enactment of this Act or for subsequent retransfer to a non-
nuclear-weapon state of any plutonium in quantities greater than 500 grams, ;- - '-

i' ' ' [3 resulting from such reprocessing unless in his view such reprocessing or.

'
retransfer shall take place under conditions that will safely secure the |
materials and that are designed to ensure rel,able and timely detection of3

.Q diversion. In making hisjudgment, the Adm.? tator will takeinto account-

.

-.' . such factors as the size and scope of the J.fuvities involved, the non-
-- J -

proliferation policies of the countries concers41 and the probabilities that
the arrangements will provide timely a arning M thy United States of diver-

sions well in advance of the time at ph the non-nuclear-weapon state
could transform the diverted material rac a ndeir explosive device; and."'

t

This amendment was never bopted, but indicates that the Carter
Administration probably does not read,the timely warning requirement as
strictly as the sponsors of the bill didinitially.

During the debates surrounf$Ithe consideration and passage of
NNPA, the timely warning concept da a frequently discussed topic. Still no
clear definition of timely warning EGn be extracted.

Initially in the House, Representative McCormack pointed out that the
Committee Report included "an unrealistic description of the meaning of
the requirement associated with the term timely warning."* He went on to
press for assurances from the sponsors and floor managers of the bill that a
legislative history be established for the relevant section during the
amendment process.

During the initial introduction of the Bill to the House the timely warn-
ing requirement was defined and redefined more or less consistently with

*
the correspondence to explosives fabrication times. Discussions indicate
that the initial thinking in the House was precisely to prohibit the use of
currently available reproct.ssing techniques. Congressman Findley
expressed NNPA his view of the requirement:

Therein lies the danger of reprocessing, which separates plutonium from
used reactor fuel, enables a nation to have continuously on hand weapons.
usable material. Since a nation, without violating the Non. Proliferation
Treaty, may have quietly conducted atomic weapons research,it need only
have access to reprocessed plutonium in order to assemble a weapon within
a matter of days. In a crisis situation,the temptation to explode a bomb will
be great for a nation with the near weapons capabi4ty reprocessing
provides.

Present safeguards, when applied to reprocessing, do not, therefore,
permit timely warning. Knowing that our nuclear exports have brought a
nation only to the verge of atomic veapons capability is not enough. As a
responsible supplier we need sufficient warning time to deter the manufac-
ture.f a bomb.

Therefore, we must devise safeguards that, when applied to reprocess-
~ . ing, will provide reliable, timely warning. Promising technologies exist'

. . ''"[. which,if pursued, may satisfy this standard. Diluting or mixing plutonium'

i~ _
to make it inaccessible are two possibilities. This bill, by defining the stand-

. ard that safeguards must meet intends to stimulate development of these

N
. 1 new technologies. Until that time, we must defer the export of reprocessing

,

|
,

" facilities.'
Y

..

(
|

L
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9 McCormack indicated his views during the next House discussion of
NNPA by stating that:

It is vitally important that the standard. .against which retransfer and* ' ~

reprocessing safeguards are evaluated not leave INFCE participants with
the impression that the United States has unilaterally and in advance
established a standard in defiance of any concensus that me , be reached
through INFCE.

- - - - As Joseph Nye, Deputy Under Secretary at State testified before Sena-
tor Church: .the INFCE program can be successful only with the partici-
pation of other nations, and their meaningful participation depends upon
their perception that the program is to be an open and objective study.

This amendment is designed to clearly support what is implicit in the
bill; namely, to leave the door open to going ahead with the reprocessing of
spent fuel by foreign nations under mutually agreed to conditions; and'

signal to INFCE participants that the United States will fully participate in
and abide by the international concensus on the best course to assure

' maximum proliferation resistance while preserving international ability to
extract the valuable residual energy associated with spent fuel.'

,

| Findley was then asked to clarify his concept of timely warning and
signs of compromise appear to surface:

-.the warning time associated with alternative reprocessing technologies
would be hard to qu antify but the concept represents a continuum, progress-
ing from undesirably short times associated with processes that involve
separated plutonium to longer times for processes that retain uranium and
most of the fission products present in irradiated spent fuel.

One needs to have warning times that are ample enough to give supplier
states or the international community an opportunity to orchestrate an
effective response to an act of diversion and to be able to do this, moreover,
before the violator is able to transform his stolen materialinto bombs.

It has always been the hope of the committee that the Secretary of
Eriergy would insist on a warning period that could be measured, however~

roughly,in months, not weeks or days. Clearly, we aspire to warning times
that are as long as possible.

I should add in this connection, however, that once such warning time
has been attained,it may be possible to extend timely warning further but
only in a way that adds small additionalincrements of time at successively
higher and perhaps prohibitive levels of cost. Thus, the committee recog-
nizes the needs to gage the degree ofimprovement in warning time that
alternative reprocessing technologies provide in light of ouch considerations.

t

| 1 would assume that the committee expects the Secretary of Energy to

I interpret the term " proliferation risk" in a manner consistent with the
I underlying philosophy of this act. For example, he should not confine his

inquiry exclusively to increased proliferation risk in the country performing
the reprocessing or receiving the reprocessed product, but should examine,
as appropriate under the circumstances, the potentialimpact of hie determi-
nations on other countries as well.
Any substantial diminution in the technical constraints now limiting theI t

| ! ability of a nonnuclear weapon state to fabricate nuclear weapons would

| ! amount to a significant increase in the risk of proliferation. Providing a
t major additional source of weapons usable material, for example, would

|
have this result.* ' '

,,

^/, The committee's overall goal is at least to preserve, and where possible,
, .

enhance, the somewhat fragile margins of security that prevail today.
I assumed that we are all agreed that the purpose of this provision is not

. - -
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9
to outlaw any kind of fuel processing indefinitely, but rather to assure that

. . _ _ . when U.S. supplied fuel is processed it will be done within a genuinely secure
and safeguardable context.

Should reprocesa'ng become necessary, technologies will be on hand
that provide greater security; technologies, in other words, in which the
entire world can have greater confidence. It seems to me that that is terribly
im portani not just for international stability, but for the nuclear industry as

'*
,

well.'

What we are really saying then is that timely warning helps to provide
the world with the reassurance that some margin of security would be
retained even if peaceful use guarantees and promises were to be broken.'

The tone is more conciliatory to reprocessing interests and constitries
the beginning of the emphasis shifting, to some degree, away from the
" device construction" time correspondence and more to technical safe-

; guards limitations and the need for better safeguards methods.
During the initial discussions of the timely warning requirements,

Glenn provided the basis for the new modified views on reprocessing:
Until recent years, non proliferation efforts were based on an approach that
was deemed successful as long as it forestalled the specific manufacture or
acquisition of nuclear weapons. It has become clear, however, that this
approach is too narrow. Our concerns about proliferation must be broa-
dened toinclude the ca pability to quickly procure a nuclear explosive device.
The basic reason for this lies ir the continuing spread of those types of

I nuclear technology adaptable to the production of weapons-strade fissions-
( ble material?

In later remarks Senator Glenn further pursued a definition for timely
warning:

In reviewing the content of the bill, Mr. Pres dent (President of the Senate),I ',

g would be remiss if I did not highlight one of the key provisions, namely, the
i , test to be used by the Secretaries of Energy and State in determining
I

whether to approve a subsequent arrangement for reprocessing of U.S. fuel
by a nonweapon state. This test provides that a finding of"no significant
increase of the risk of proliferation" must precede a decision to approve
reprocessing and further that " foremost consideration" must be given to the
principle of" timely warning"in making such a finding.

{In my ea rlier remarks,I alluded to this principle, which in its simplified
form, states that the effectiveness of safeguards is a function of the amount

j

of time available between a decision by a non-weapon state to divert fission-
i

able material and the fabrication of a nuclear explosive device. If insuffi-
cient time exists between thase events for an appropriate and effective
political, diplomatic, or military response to be made, then " timely warn-
ing"is deemed not to be present, and thus effective safeguards are lacking.

,

The elevation of the " timely warning" principle to statutory status in )
dealing with the nuclear proliferation problem is,ir ay view, a very sig-
nificant step forward in safeguards."

Senator McClure raised several objections to NNPA shortly after that
, including the use of the time warning requirement:

One such subsection in particular has been the source of a great deal of
confusion and. I beli eve, future difficulty in our internation al relations.This
is subsection 303(b) which establishes new procedures for the U.S. apprn-
vals required in many of our bilateral and multilateral agreements for
foreign nations to reprocess or transfer their nuclear wastes.The subeection

]
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9 establishes a new statutory standard for such approvals based primarily on |
'the notion of so called" timely warning"of any diversion activities within a

foreign nation involving U.S. fuels. While this section represents the high.~~

est of moral v alues and motiv ations on the part of the sponsors, itis clear to
me that the specific timely warning test will lead to a great deal of diplo-
matic difficulty for the United States in the future."

,

Senator Glenn subsequently uaed the testimony of NRC Commissioner
Gilinsky to attempt to bound the timely warning concept:"

The bill before the Committee attempts to correct this safeguards deficieney.
Section 303(b)(2) would allow U.S. approval of certain foreign activities
involving nuclear explosive material derived from our exports - primanly
plutonium - only if we can count on getting warning of attempts to misap-
propriate it well enough in advance to do something about it. It is entirely
reasonable to apply this classic alarm standard to plutonium. Should the
Congress decide not to do so, or to apply it in some cases and not in others,it
should be clear that in so doing it is dropping the requirement for effective
safeguards, relying instead solely on promises that U.S. materials will not
find their way into nuclear weapons. Retention ofinternational inspectors
in this case can provide little more than cosmetic comfort; there is no
deterrent function they can perform should promises be abandoned in the

I face of real or concocted security threats.
The House Committee on International Relations noted in its report on

the bill that warning times for safeguards over plutonium should not be
.

allowed to deteriorate below those now in effect for light water reactors. I
I find myself in agreement on this point; timely warning is central to safe-
! guards, tnd we would retreat from our existing warning margins at our

penl."
i,

i In opening the final session for Senate debate on NNPA Senator Glenn
attempted once more to define the requirements of timely warning. He
stepped far away from sole consideration of device fabrication time and-

delineated other factors which may be used to justify reprocessing where a
strict reading of timely warning could not be satisfied.

I think it is important to note that the standard of timely warning, the
basic concept upon which the entire international safeguards program
rests,is strictly a measure of whether warning cf a diversion will be received
far enough in advance of the time when the recipient could transform the
diverted materialinto an explosive device to permit an adequate diplomatic
response.

The amount of wa ning time required will vary depending on the type of
response which would be needed - that is,in some cases a bilateral response
would be adequate, whereas in others a coordinated response by several
nations and/or international organizations would be necessary. In addition
to determining the amount of warning time required,it will be necessary to

I determine how much time will actually be available under any specific
circumstances. Some reprocessing technology would provide a greater
warning time than others.

Another crucial eonsideration is the quality of the safeguards in place nt
the facility - especially the probability that the safeguards would in fact

i

detect a diversion and the rapidity with which such detection would occur.
Other factors include whether the nation would have limited access to the
material because of multinational control or other barriers, whether the fuel
is multinationally owned, and whether the nation has access to any far-
ties which might be meaded to convert the diverted material to a wear. 4-

usable form. Also,if the facility is of occh a small size that it would take.g

-_ ____._. _._ ._ __.
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several months for thr "scility to produce enough weapons-usable material
_ to make a bomb and in addition the nation does not have access to addi-

tional material from other sources, timely warning would probably be
possible.

Other factors which may be taken into account in determining whether
a subsequent arrangement for reprocessing will lead to a significant
increase in the risk of prolif ristion are whether the natior. is firmly commit-
ted to effective non-proliferation policies and is genuinely willing to accept:

'

conditions which would minimize the risk of proliferation, whether the
nation has a security agreement or otherimportant foreign policy relation-
ship with the United States, the nature and stability of the recipient's
government,its military and security position, and whether the nation has
any practicable alternatives to reprocessing in meeting its energy needs. In
other words, Mr. President, there is nothing in this section of the bill on
subsequent arrangements that prohibits, permanently or unconditionally,
the reprocessing of spent fuel by other nations.

I repeat thac There is nothing in this section of the bill on subsequent
arrangements that prohibits, permanently or unconditionally, the repro-
cessing of spent fuel by other nations.

It is important to note, however, that the bill requires that foremost
consideration be given to the question of timely warning.This implies that
the latter will receive the greatest weight among all factors. Although this
does not require denial of a request when timely warning is not clearly
determinable, the language suggests that in the absence of a clear determi-
nation that timely warning willindeed be provided, a strong combination of |
other factors would be necessary to compensate for this weakness in safe. '

guards. It then follows that a decision to approve reprocessing in the
absence of such a clear determination would be an unusual event that
should be carefully scrutinized.''

;

Senator McClure restated his uneasiness with the use of the timely
g warning requirement by stating that NNPA must leave room for reconsid--

eration of the requirement:
The issue of timely warning is one of the most difficult that we confront, not
just in terms of the acceptance or rejection of our efforts by othere who nre
involved in negotiations or dealings with the United States, but also in
tern's of the techniques by which we can know, and whether or not we can

,

j accept assurances, or whether or not we can verify these requirements.The i

technical questions associated with timely warning, are among the most
difficult we have.

I think the sponsors and the floor managers of this legislation would
agree that this whole issue of timely warning is one of the most complex and
one of the most potentially difficult ones with which we have to deal. Cer-
tainly, the United States is in no position to dictate to the rest of the world
what the results will be 2,3,4 or 5 years from now. We simply do not have
that kind of domin ance in the market anymore. But, we can have a profound
influence on the discussions of these negotiations and whatever the results
of those negotiations may be,if they are carefully wrought and reasoned
and have international support....I suspect that the Senator from Ohio
(Glenn) would agree with me that we are exercising our best judginent now.
If our best judgments later indicate a slightly differing result, the Congress
can reflect that at that time. Congress does not need to attempt at this time
to anticipate all of the results of the negotiating process in those various
forums over the next couple of years.''

Senator Glenn agreed which left the task of defining timely warning to
gg a case by-case basis,

1
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O I thank the Senator from Idaho for his commenta and I agree with him j
on this completely in several respects. First,in the difficulty of assessing '

timely warning. It is an imprecise phrase. We cannot qualify it with apecific
numbers of so much timely warning because every single case, as the
Senator is well aware, varies and has to be subject to scrutiny on its own
particular merits or demerits, whichever the case may be.

Yet even realizing that, the difficulty of establishing timely warning.
j and the whole worldwide network oflooking at the nuclear plants around

_,
the world, I AEA's look at these plants, nuclear suppliers look at their own

!
and other people's plants,the international fuel cycle evaluation,which the

i Senator from Idaho referred to, all of these things, base their views on
' warning time in each individual situation. So warning time might vary in

one situation from a matter of a very few days,or perhaps theoretically even
hours, as opposed to perhaps years, requiring fabrication of a nuclear wea.

,
pon,in the situation existing in other countries.

So it is very difficult, and I agree with the Senator from Idaho com.
pletely on that.''

Concern in the Senate over prejudicing the outcome ofINFCE led to the
inclusion of an amendment which undercuts the notion that reprocessing is
precluded by NNPA.

Senator Dole:
My concern is that we must show the world that the United States means to
negotiate in good faith with other countries and that we are not prejudging
the outcome of discussions that require equal participation with other
countries.
Mr. President, the amendment I am offering corresponds to wording that is
already contained in the House bill.

Senator Percy:
Mr. President,I first wish to state that S. 897 does not prejudge the results of
the international fuel cycle evaluation.

What I wish to do is just ask my distinguished colleague, the author of.
the amendment, whether his understanding is the same as mine of this
amendment. I understand that the amendment, which has been adopted by -
the flouse of Representatives, simply un(erscores the fact that S. 897 does
not prohibit reprocessing permanently or unconditionally and that the

,

international fuel cycle evaluation should include a full and fair examina.
| tion of all relevant technology.

Senator Dole:
Yes.

Senator Percy:
That is the proper understanding of the floor manager of the bill. I checked
this out with Senator Glenn, and I have no objection to it.

Senator McClure:
As Senators will recall, the April 7,1977, Presidential policy statement on
nuclear power specifically deferred commercial reprocessing for the near
future, but it did not have the effect of a Presidential policy totally in
opposition to reprocessing at some point in the future.Therefore,it is vatua.
ble to ensure that this statute does not imply and cannot be judicially or
administratively construed to have the effect of a congressional statement
prohibiting reprocessing.

I think there are domestic political and foreign diplometic advantages
to having the statute include such a disclaimer on any prohibition of repre-,

cessing at this time.
* I think the timely warning test in section 303 (Subsequent Arrange-

ments) has been established by this amendment and in identical form as
' ?

i,
h
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that contained in the House bill. I hope that the amendment will be adopiec', '

.

and I commend my friend from Kansas for having proposed it.
*

Senator Percy:
I

Mr. President, while the bill does not prejudice future choices,it does require,
as I sm sure we all do, that we must be certain that we do not sanction
reprocessing under conditions which would result in a significant increase
in the risk of proliferation. With that statement I simply concur with all of
the utterances that have been made and assurances given by the distin.
guished Senator from Idaho, and I am certain that they coincide with the
opinions of the distinguished Senator from Kansas.**

III. ACTUAL APPLICATION OF PROCEDURES TO
f CONCLUDE A SUBSEQUENT ARRANGEMENT
j FOR REPROCESSING
,

Several retrensfers for reprocessing have been approved and at this
time the material is being transported to the reprocessing facilities.The two

I examined here are the retransfers of Japanese spent fuel to the U.K. and to
France. Although these reprocessing facilities are " grand fathered" they
still must meet the timely warning requirement."

The process for concluding a subsequent arrangement starts with a
form called the MB-10 which is filed with DOE by the transferor e.nd trans-
feree stating the needs for and purpose of the proposed retransfer. This
document is used to support the Analysis of Request which is provided by
DOE to Congress for the specified waiting period (15 session days) during
which Congress can void the proposed Subsequent Arrangement. As a

,

result,it is the analysis of the request which contains the justification for*

i meeting the timely warning requirements.The internal mechanism for final
determination of timely warning compliance is a memorandum from the
Under Secretary to the Office ofInternational Affairs (OIA) stating that the
requirement has been met for the proposed retransfer.'' OIA then prepares
the analysis document for Congress and 15 session days later the subse-
quent arrangement becomes valid.

The form of an Analysis of Request is to first specify the exact nature of
the material being retransferred and the purpose of the retransfer. There are
sections discussing IAEA safeguards implementation, non-proliferation'

issues, and physical need to retransfer spent fuel. There are analyses of
section 131 (subsequent arrangement reouirements), section 127 (imme-
diately applicable export criteria) and section 128 (full scope safeguards) of
the Atomic Energy Act as amended by NNPA. Of particular interest here is
the section 131 analysis which includes the timely warning determination:

The subject reprocessing will occur in the THORP plant planned for
construction at Windscale. The Executive Branch has evaluated this par-
ticular proposal under Section 131b(2) (timely warning section). Within this
framework. the Department of Energy has reached the judgment that the
proposed retransfer will not result in a significant increase of the risk of<

proliferation beyond that which existed at the time that approval was

.._ - _. . - - - - . - . -- - -
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9 requested.The Department of State, as required by this Section of the law,
has reached this same judgment and ACDA has concur red with this viesv.

In reaching this judgment, we gave due consideration as to wheth n we -.

could have timely warning"of any diversion wellin advan,:e of the time =t
which the non-nuclear-weapon state could transform the diverted material
into a nuclear ez90sive device." We believe this judgment is supported,. ,

t
amor:g other facta, by the non-proliferation credentials of the countries

|
involved, where the reprocessing will occur, and the fact that the derived

; plutonium may not be retransferred to Japan or any other state withmat'"

explicit U.S. cotsent.>

; More specifically, the plutonium separated in the reprocessing facility
will remain in the United King lom untilitis disposed ofin accordance with
terms that are acceptable to the United States. In cases such as this the
United States has been controlling retransfers within the Euwpean Com-
munity of separated special nuclear material by a commit.nent frotu the
non-Euratom shipping country:

(1) That the spent fuel will be retained by the processor until it may >

'
be reprocessed and that, thereafter, the recovered special nzlear rr.o'erial
will be retained by the reprocessor subject to the direction of the shipper. (2)
That any direction by the shipper to the reprocessor for the transfer or use of
the recovered apecial nuclest material will be subject to the prior approva)
of the United States-

The non Euratom shipping country agrees to these conditions based
upon the processor's contractual pledge to hold the spent fuel, reprocess it,
and then use or transfer the recovered material only in accordance with the
shipper's instructions. In the subject case, Japan has assured the United ,

States that it agrees to the above conditions.
Also, the prior approval of the United States would be required for any

transfer of the produced material to a country outside Euratom. Such a
transfer would constitute a new " subsequent arrangement" pursuant to
Section 131 of the Atomic Energy Act and as such would have to be consid-

" '

ered on its own merite by the Executive Branch and then the Congress.
Thus, the proposed retrans fer ofJapanese spent fuel to the United Kingdom
will not prejudge the U.S. position concerning disposition of the plutonium.*

While a return to Japan is contemplated by Japan for use in its advanced
reactor research program, this will depend on U.S. approval which will only
be granted under terms consistent with the provisions of the Non Prolifera-
tion Act including Section 131. The United States intends to emphasize this

'

point to the other governments concerned and to underscore that it shall
remain the U.S. policy to consider retransfer proposals for reprocessing on a ,

case by case basis. Moreover, we intend to emphasize that our approval of
this retransfer in no way constitutes a policy endorsement of the THORP
plant. Wa believe our case by case approach avoids any implication that we
are giving any generic endorsement to conventional PUREX reprocessing
which could serve to influence non-nuclear weapon states to acquire facili-
ties of a comparable nature, or encourage them to bel; eve that the United

'

States will adopt a relaxed attitude towards subsequent retransfer requests.
This case by case approach also enables us to relate our approvals of such
retransfers to ongoing developments in the States concerned includit.g the

l evolution of non-proliferation policies.
Fin ally, a aumber of other factors were considered that are relevant to

the judgment that the proposed retransfer will not ree ilt in a significant
increase in the risk of proliferation. In particular, the United Kingdom is a
party to the NPT and has developed impressive credentials in fostering

- rigorous non-proliferation policies. The likelihood that the UK will shift
away from such attitudes is judged to be highly remote. Japan also is an
NPI' party and can be expected to support the development of arrangements

,

that are supportive to non proliferation. Moreover, the British Foreign
Secretary, Mr. Owen, has indicated that the UK intends to take the results of

$ .
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', - the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evalnation (INFCE)into account in
its detailed planning of THORP to reinforce its non-proliferation policies.

' ~
Also,it is understood that the THORP facility will be subject to safeguards
pursuant to the United Kingdom's voluntary safeguards agreement with
the IAEA and to physical security nacasures meeting the currently applica-s
ble international guidelines. Consequently, these factors support a judg-
ment that the subject spent fuel and produced plutonium to be stored in the

,
UK is unlikely to be subject tr, any diver sion by a non-nuclear-weapon state*-

+

or a terrorist group.''
' There is no discussion of a quantified warning time and the timely

warning requirement is satisifed by the characterization of the United
Kingdom as " party to the NPT and has developed impressive credentials in
fostering non-proliferation policies." In addition, another Subsequent
Arrangement will be necessary to return the separated plutonium to Japan.
This, presumably, reserves the right of the U.S. to scrutinize Japan's non-
proliferation credentials at a latter date. This may be an inducement to
Japan to continue " impressing" the U.S. and ' clearly qualify for reprocess-
ing under the same characterization.

Several days after the Analysis for Request documents were transmit-
ted to Congress, Joseph Ney delivered testimony to the House International
Relations Subcommittee on International Economic Policy and Trade con-
cerning administration policy on approv.tl of Subsequent Arrangements. In
his testimony he stated:

In addition to the requirements of the law, the President has established
policy criteria regarding requesta for retransfer for reprocessing. Approval
of such requests has been on a case by-case basis when there is clear show-
ing of need (i.e. spent fuel congestion) and, then only provided that the U Ei.

" retains the right of approval over subsequent transfer of the separated
plutonium. and the requesting country has made appropriate efforts to
expand its spent fuel storage capacity. TLne approvals have been made
under these criteria since April 1977.''

In justifying the satisfaction of the timely warning requirementin the
Japanese retransfer he remarked that:

We believe this conclusion is supported, among other considerations, by the
non-proliferation credentials of the countries involved,by where the repro-

e ceasing will occur, a.id by the fact that the derived plutonium may not bes

i returned to Japan or transferred to another country without specific U.S.
consent.''

Nye later summarized the Administration's policy as approval of
,

retransfers for reprocessing:
For the interim INFCE period, we will approve retransfer for reprocessing
on a case by-case basis under the following carefully defined conditions:

-Requests involving a clear showing of need (i.e. spent fuel conges-
tion) will continue to be approved on a case-by case basis if the requesting
country has made appropriate efforts to expand its spent fuel storagey ~
capacity;

.

p . -Requesta not meeting the physical need standard, but involving-

contracts predating 1977, such as the Kansai request, will be considered for
-- approval on a case-by-case basis if the requesting country is actively coop-

F erating in exploring more proliferation resistant methods of spent fuel
9y disposition and approval will directly further major non-proliferation

objectives;
..
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9 We will continue to requira prior U.S. approval over the subsequent
transfer, including return to the country which has title to the material, of
any plutor.ium resulting from the reprocessing."

The International Relations Committee was sufficiently concerned to
question these conclusions but did not reject the proposed retransfer. Sev-
(ral weeks after Nye's testimony Congressman Bingham sent a letter to
both Cyrus Vance, Secretary of State, and James Schlesinger, Secretary of
Energy, requesting a clarification of Administration policy and expressing
concern that the U.S. may approve all such requesta.

Perceptions such as these can have an important, practicalimpact on
the success of our policy. If our standards,like timely warning, appear on
the verge of collapse, there will be little incentive for governments and

| utilities to initiate the kind of fundamental chanses necessary for eatisfying

|
these etandards. Indeed, we believe the temptation to settle on inexpensive

i and costretie revisions will be very great. Given this. U.S. firmness over the
prospective use ofits sensitive materials seems tuore necessary than ever as

|' s way of supplying the impetus for genuine fuel cycle and institutional
change. As the Administration sometimes perhaps too obligingly points*

out, U.S. levera ge in this capacity is limited; though we would argue that it is
much larger - particularly during this initial and formulative phase -than
is sometimes supposed. We believe that the cost of taking firm action now
should seem slight when viewed in contrast with the rosts of trying to
conduct policy in a world where scores of states have nuclear arms. But since
these latter dangers are more distant and leu easily quantifiable, the full
weight of the comparison is often lost.This is way a more tangible near-term
stimulus will no doubt be required."

|
Bingham requested that DOE provide the Committee data projecting

i future retransfer requests, identification of foreign reactors with imminent
reracking capacity problems,information on the data used in determining
capacity problems, descriptions of major tenants in existing contracts, and-

identification of possible U.S. sites for foreign spent fuel storage. Possible
U.S. storage sites, requesta for retransfers pending and new requests likely
to be forth coming are the subjects of Annexes A, B, and C attached to this
memo.

In his response Dale Myers, then Under Secretary of DOE stated that:
We found ourselves to be in complete agreement with a number of the points
that were made in your thoughtfulletter. We believe that they will prove
most v aluable in improvin g our review procedures as well as the reports that
we submit to Congress on such applications. However, in our view, the
dedsions that the Administration took on the recent Kansai and TEPCO
cases were appropriate. and we do not believe one should infer as a conse-
quence that the United States is now lessening its resolve in the non-
proliferation area. On the contrary, we believe that U.S. approval was
juatified in both cases and.indeed, that a U.S. refusal to accommodate these
particular requests could have proven counterproduc ve to our non-
proliferation efforts.

H avin g smid this, however,I should emphasite thet it is our intention to
continue to bring close scrutiny to bear on such cases so as to assure that
|I.S. approval only will be given when it is in our non. proliferation interesta.-

Specifically, we intend to continue to review requests for such approvals on
a case by-case basis in accordance with the criteria that have been pres-
ented to your Committee. Applications will be approved il they meet the
criterion of physical need and if the country is cooperating in expanding its
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storage capacity. Applications not meeting this standard will be considered
for approval also on a case-by<ase basis by the interested agencies, only if
they are to occur pursuant to reprocessing contracts entered into prior to
April 1977 and if approval would advance apecific, mejor non-proliferation
objectives.

We recognize that these modified criteria create a potential basis for
approval of many of the requests we are likely to receive over the next year or
so. However, before one concludes that this constitu'es an unwise relax ation
of U.S. policy, two pointa must be considered.

First, while approval of all M B-10 requests under pre-1977 reproceseing
icontracts can potentially be granted under the modified guidelines, such

approval is by no means automatic. On the contrary, we intend to give all j
such requests careful cass-by case review and to look at each application on '

its merits. Also, when the guideline recognizing preexisting contracts is to !
| be applied, we shall adhere to the stipulation that the U.S. must gain an |

| important non proliferation benefit from the approval.This factor will be
impressed upon each applicable requesting country,*

Second, we intend to preserve effective U.S. controls over the disposition
of the plutonium produced through such arrangements. Retransfers of plut-
onium to oricinating countries, like Japan, will be regarded as new sub-
sequent arrangements and you can be assured that we will give full atten-
tion to the standard set forth in Section 131b of the Atomic Energy Act of '

1954, as amended.
We cannot. of course, guarantee the success of this overall approach.

Nevertheless,it has seemed more promising to us than an alternative of
adhering to an uncompromicing policy which could create serious tensions
with the very nations whose cooperatic.n we need in the non-proliferation

i area.se

IV. CONCLUSION
.

It is clear that the parameters considered in determining the sufficiency
of timely warning contrary to a literal reading of the NNPA, have little to do

I
with the " device fabrication time" standard as has been widely believed. In 1

fact, it appears that a history of cooperation with the U.S. in fostering
non-proliferation objectives is the central factor.This is an obvious response
to an inability to meet a strict interpretation of the meaning of timely
warning. Congressional objections to this policy have not been forthcoming
and it is clear from the legislative history and executive policy surrounding I

'

Jhe question of retransfer for reprocessing that the post INFCE period will i

be different front the past. I

Language used in Congressional debates indicates that reprocessing is
expected to be dependent on the necessities of particular cases. Also, that the
timely warning requirements is more in the nature of a "best available
technology" standard than an absolute measure of fabrication times for
explosive devices.

All things considered,it appears from the history and administration of
the requirements of NNPA that retransfer for reprocessing will be permitted
by the U.S. under conditions which are aimed at assurance, to the maximum
exten t /casible, of strong safeguards. Both the spirit and the letter of NNPA
provide that the U.S. will cooperate with nations in further development of

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _.
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9 nuclear energy technology if they demonstrate sincere concern and appre-
ciation for U.S. non-proliferation objectives.

' In fact, the Departments of Energy and State last spring approved
several retransfer requests, three for Japan, one for spent fuel from two
Swedish reactors, and two for Swiss retransfers.Tha shipments of spent fuel,

! under these Subsequent Arrangements has already occurred. This fall two
'' ! more Japanese requests were granted and two Spanish requests have been

approved and onl,' await Congress' tacit approval. All of the Japanese
requests were based on contracts existing prior to April 7,1977 and the rest
are justified by need for storage capacity.88

The device construction time is not referred to in any of these cases.The |

policy has become not to deny reprocessing (all the above involve French or i

British reprocessing), but rather to bar transfers of separated plutonium
subsequent to reprocessing.

The relationship that large reprocessing throughputs have with device |

construc+ ion times is never an issue and will probably never be one. As a
result it must conclude that foreign reprocessing is totally justifiable under
the conditions of NNPA.
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Legal Concerns Arising
From Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles

legal concerns arise from the use of advanced fuel cycles under consid-
eration. These concerns stem primarily from the use of fissile nuclear mate-
rial which can be fashioned into an explosive. Currently no large scale
commercial trade in these materials takes place in the U.S., but most
advanced fuel cycles will ultimately utilize them.

The first report examines the concept of detecting and locating fissile
nuclear material and considers the spiking of nuclear fuels to enhance
detectability. After describing the technical capabilities of rietection equip.
ment, an analysis oflegal concerns such as search and seizure law and due
process is presented.

The second report details the various legal implications of spiking of
nuclear fuelin order to prevent ieth al theft. Common law, statutory law, and
legal arguments on liability are discussed at length.
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ABSTRACT

This report examines the issues of how reliably special nuclear mate.
rials (SNM) can be detected during attempts to stealit and how recovery
techniques initiated because of a confirmed theft may offect civilliberties.

Section IIaddresses the technical abilities and limitations of detecting |
SNM under both controlled and uncontrolled conditions. The concepts of |" spiking"and shielding are examined. '

Section IIIdiscusses the legal requirements and technicallimits on |

detecting small quantities of SNM during smuggling attempts. Assess.
ments are made concerning the type ofdetectors most desirable and which
forms of SNM could logically be spiked to enhance their detectability.
Administrative a ndlegalrestrictsons on portalsec.rches a ndemergency site
responses to SNMlosses are comprehensively examined.

Section IVexamines the activity of searching for and recovering con..

traband SNM. Methods forsearching, sources ofdifficulty, and estimates of
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sensitivity are made. (All data are unclassified.) The legalimplications of
; area and perimeter searches are examined with particular regard to prob-'

,

lems of search and seizure law.
,
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I. INTRODUCTION

5 This report is part of a larger investigation of the various safeguards
aspects of alternative nuclear fuel cycles considered in the NAS AP exercise.

' Its purpose is to examine the potential for spiking nuclear materials to
enhance their detectability and locatability. The general concepts and

- administrative constraints on detection and location are also examined.

A. Statement of the Problem
The prime component of any safeguards system for the protection of

special nuclear m aterial (SN M)is material accountancy (MA). This involves
random and systematic sampling and chemical analysis as well as nondes-
tructive assay to verify the quantity and type of nuclear materials presentin
a facility. M A is not a preventive tool, however, and is useful only to confirm
that material is present or absent. It is a deterrent to diversion or theft of
SNM in that once the materialis missing the loss will, with some certainty,
be made known in a timely fashion.

ILeause such a discovery of missing SNM may not be in time to prevent
theft or diversion, containment and surveillance (C/S) measures are
employed to impede unauthorized removal of SNM. C/S measures generally
take udvantage of passive structural properties of the facilities (e.g., vaults,
limited doorway access) and rely on sctive programs to detect unauthorized
movements of SNM as they occur (e.g., criticality monitors, controlled ac-
cess, doorway monitors). The efficiency of doorway and portal monitoring
systems in detecting SNM as it passes through a designated perimeter
within which all CNM must be accounted for is integral to the integrity of
the C/S system and, therefore, the overall safeguards system.i

A further safeguards measure which may function subsequent to the
known theft or diversion of SNM is the location, recovery, and return of the
material to its authorized location.The exact efficiency of measures to locate
contraband SNM is classified; however, estimates of radioactive emissions
from various types of SNM and candidate spikants have been compiled and
reasonable assumpdons concerning locatability can be drawn from these
data.

B. Purpose of the Study

|
N ASAP studied various safeguards meanures to enhance the protection

of nuclear materials in the nuclear fuel cycle from diversion or theft. The
concept commonly called " spiking" has been extensively examined in var-
ious studies addreysing the choice of preferred safeguards measures. How-

<

ever, the wide attention spikmg has received is misleading in that only
,

deterrent spiking (lethallevels of radioactivity added to or retained in fuels)
received attention in the NASAP study. Two other concepts, detection spik-
ing and location spiking, have been discussed in past literature.*

I
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In detection spiking, the level of certain emissions of radioactive mate-
,

rials is raised so that the passage of cont.ealed SNM may be more reliably
detected with radiation monitors. Systems designed to do this are called
portal or doorway monitors.

Iecation spiking also raises the emission levels of SNM, but for the
- - - purpose of detecting them at distances far greater than in a doorway or

portal situation. Ideally, the detection limits for devices used to locate con-
traband SNM should be sufficient to be effective at distances and under
other conditions which appear realistic in terms of a post-theft or diversion
search.

The purpose of this study is to examine the potential use of detection and
location spiking for nuclear fuels, as well as to examine detection and
recovery as activGies under U.S. law. Methods sugzeated in the literature
are briefly reviewed and potential plans for their use and administration
examined.

C. Scope of This Study

This report is one of several performed as part of the broad task of
evaluating generic safeguards variations and specific alternative nuclear
fuel cycles which were considered in the NASAP exercise. As such, no
further experimentation or data collection is attempted and all data used are
extracted from the existing literature. Several authors have suggested the
need for further study in the reliability of detection and location spiking and
have expressed the view that these measures may enhance nuclear material

* safeguards. This study addresses those views in the context of considering
alternative proliferation-resistant nuclear fuel cycles.

II.THE CONCEPTS OF DETECTION AND LOCATION

A. Looking for Sources
All special nuclear material (SNM) is radioactive and emits either i

gamma rays or neutrons or both.These radioactive emissions may provide a
method for " observing" the presence of SNM by using radiation detectors.
The detectors contemplated in this report are designed for surveillance at
controlled access points out of an area containing SNM and for locating
SNM afterit has been removed from the area in an unauthorized fashion.
Employment of both these measures is, in effect, a furtherance of the

4

defense-in-depth concept. |
The specific types of SNM which are important in the nuclear fuel cycle

from a safeguards standpoint are plutonium (Pu), uranium-233 (U"), and
' uranium-235 (U").' These are the fissile materials which are capable of

being fashioned into nuclear fission explosive devices. All these materialsa o
emit gamma and neutron radiation which can be observed by radiation l
detectors with varying efficiencier

iy
)
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9 They can be " shielded," however, and made more difficult to detect by
placing a sufficient quantity of material resistant to passage of neutrons or
gamma rays around the SNM, thereby shielding it from observation. Typi.

,

cally, lead may be used.The thickness of the lead sufficient to shield SNM
| from observation by blocking gamma radiation varies depending on the*

type of SNM being hidden. U" has the least energy associated with its
gamma emissions and, as a result, a quarter inch of lead can reduce its

,

i observability via gamma ray detection by a factor of 1000 Pu is not as easily
shielded because of its higherenergy gamma emissions, but a one-inch
thickness oflead can reduce its gamma emissions by a factor of 100 or more.
In the case of U",it is very difficult to shield gamma radiation because all
U" fuels alsocontain some U which decays to produce thalium-208 (T1")282

which,in turn, produces extremely high energy gamma radiation.'
An alternative to observing gamma radiation is to observe neutron

emissions. Both Pu and U" emit sufficient neutron radiation that they are
detectable with radiation detectors. It is possible to shield neutron emissions
as well, but the optimal abbiding materialis borated plastic. Heavy metals,
such as lead, do not inter. lict neutrons while low-density materials such as
plastics will slow down and capture most neutrons. Boron, an element
which readily absorbs neutrons, will capture the remainder if mixed with a
low-density medium like plastic. This type of shidding must be very thick
and bulky, however, to be at all effective.*

B. Spiking
Spiking is the concept of adding other radioactive materials to SNM in-

order to enhance its observabihty even through substantial shielding. As
described earlier, the two types of spikants under consideration are gamma
emitting and neutron-emitting spikants. These two types will be discussed

! separately.
1. Gamma-Ray Spikants. Three radioactive substances suggested

!

as gamma spikants are thorium-228 (Th:2s), cobalt-60 (Co"), and yttrium-88
(Y").*

Th* does not,in itself, increase gamma emissions when added to SNM,,

|

but one of its daughter products, Tl", produces very powerful gamma
radiation. However, several days must elapse after purification before
enough Tl"is produced from Th:2s to be effectively observed. A disadvan-
tage is that Th '' decay produces harmful alpha radiation which may raise2

i
health physics considerations.

' Co" gamma radiation is somewhatless powerful than that produced by
Th228 decay, but its long half life is more convenient and it is more readily
available than Th:2s,

The gamma radiation emitted by Y"is more powerful than that by Co",I .

but its half life is very short by comparison and it is undetectable after about
i

', 100 days.

6sL J

|
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If U '' were added to U'" fuels,it would decay to produce Th". U 8is2 28

virtually impossible to separate from U'" so that it would constitute an
unremovable " fingerprint." U''', however, suffers the same disadvantage
as Th". An even greater time must pass, on the order of weeks or months,
for sufzicient decay to produce sufficient Tl" to be reliably detected by
radiation detectors. It should be noted that any aged U2" materials will
contain enough U '8 to be observable even through substantial shielding.2

In the process stream, Th" may create problems because it is more toxic
than the other candidate spikants. This toxicity is due to high alpha emis-
sion rates, but since it would add only about a third to the existing alpha
radiation from U'" and a negligible amount to that of Pu, toxicity may
constitute only a minor problem. In process, a more serious concern is that
purification may remove Tl" and it would take at least 10 days to reestab-4

lish a sufficient concentration for detectability. Co" may volatilize in pro-
cess, making it difficult to manage. The behavior of Y'*in the process stream
is not known.'

2. Neutron Spikants. Spiking SNM with neutron spikants has two
major advantages over gamma-ray spikants: neutron shielding is very
bulky and, therefore, more conspicuous than gamma-ray shielding, and
moderated thermal neutrons (slowed-down neutrons) are easier to detect

| egainst background radiation levels than gamma rays.'
Pu emits large quantities of neutrons spontaneously such that addition

of a spikant to produce neutron emissions would be superfluous. U ", how2

ever, does not produce such a neutron emission so that it may be logical to* '

add a neutron spikant ifit is used in the fuel cycle. U" fuels produce a level
)of gamma radiation sufficient to negate any need for consideration of neu- '

|
tron spiking or observation.'

j The most promising neutron spikant is californium 252 (Cf"'). The
addition of Cf"2 to U " fuels would increase the total reactivity of U " by2

~0.1% and it would significantly increase the detectability of neutron
emissions."

III. SPIKING FOR DETECTION
A. Regulatory Requirements

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires in the Code of
Federal Regulations that facilities possessing significant quantities of
SNM' provide physical protection measures in addition to those required for
other fixed site facilities.''In that set of requirements, NRC provides that:

Each individual, package. and vehicle shall be searched for concealed
special nucles r material before exiting from a material access area unless
exit is into a contiguous material access area. The seareh may be carried out
by a physical search or by use of equipment capabL of detecting the pres-
ence of concealed special nuclear material

Testing and maintenance. Each licensee shall test and maintain intru-
sion alarms, physical barriers, and other devices utilized pursuant to the

- _. _ . . . _ _ _ . _
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9 requirements of this section as follows:
(1) Intrusion alarms, physical barriers, and other devices used for ma.

terial protection shall be maintained in operable condition.
(2) Each intrusion alarm shall be inspected and tested for operability

and required functional performance at t1:9 beginning and end of each
interval during which it is wwd for material protection, but not less fre.
quently than once every seven (7) days (emphasis added)."

USNRC Regulatory Guide 5.27 provides guidance forlicensees in meet-~

ing these requirements.
In essence, a doorway monitor is required to be able to detect at least

0.5 g of Pu,1.0 g of U", or 3.0 g of U" shielded by at least 3 mm of brass.;

These sensitivities are not difficult to achieve as long as the shielding used is
not greater than the specified amount. However, the us e of thicker shielding
or of material more effective in shielding than brass may greatly reduce the

! sensitivity of currently used doorway monitors, which, for the most part, are
designed to detect gamma radiation.

B. Effects of Shielding Against Doorway Monitors
Experiments have been performed to examine the effects of shielding

certain amounts of SNM for covert removal through a doorway monitor.
Assuming the use of gamma-ray detectors and a threshold alarm rate four
standard deviations above background gamma radiation,28 a set of values
can be arrived at for concentrations of various spikants which render a
given mass of SNM detectable. The concentration of the spikantis inversely
proportional to the minimum amount of SNM that the doorway monitor is
designed to detect.

Because U" materials will always contain enough U a2 to generate2
-

Th:2s,it will(after several days) emit sufficiently strong gamma radiation
that shielding would be ineffective. Therefore, U" materials are considered
sufficiently " spiked" that detection could be adequately performed by
observing self-generated gamma radiation.

Given a maximum permissible employee dose rate of 2.5 mr/hr at one
foot a 10-g sample of U 235 spiked with Th*** would be just detectable
through a maximum of ~1 inch of lead. Table 1 gives values for other
detection limits and spikants.

Table 1

Detection Efficiency for Shielded Gamma Ray Spikants''

Minimum Detectable Thickness of lead Shielding Necessary

Quality of Spiked for Spikants (in.)
U'" (g) Th''' Co" Y''

10 ~1 ~3/4 ~1/2
100 ~2-3/4 ~2 ~2

1000 ~41/4 ~3-1/4 ~3-3/4
.-

'D
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The physical dimensions of shielding create an upper limit for an indi-
vidual concealing it on his person. It is unlikely that a person could carry ar<
lead shield 3 inches thick without detection by an observer. Shielding may
be more difficult for neutron spikants since, as discussed earlier, neutron
shielding is very bulky and, therefore, more conspicuous than gamma-ray
shielding. Plutonium already emits copious amounts of neutrons without'.- .

any spikant while U'" does not. This suggests that U'"is a more logical
candidate for neutron spiking than Pu.

The high background level of neutrons at facilities processing SNM is a
major problem of neutron detection. Using a background level ten times that
at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, N.Y, the background at a i

SNM bulk handling facility may be approximated." l

Data indicate that Pu is already adequately " spiked" with its own,

neutron emitters since less than 100 g of Pu can be detected through six
inches of shielding by a neutron detector. U'"could be spiked with relatively
small quantities of Cf"' to give comparable protection.

The shielding material used in collecting these data was polyethylene.
Other shielding materials and configurations may possess somewhat dif.
ferent shielding characteristics, but a basic problem in neutron shielding is !
that neutrons must be slowed down (moderated)in order to be efficiently
captured. Polyethylene moderates and captures neutrons, but the use of two
materials, one for moderation and one for capture, may increase shielding
effectiveness. Once again, the size of the shielding configuration limita
concealment such that a more efficient shield than polyethylene is imprac-
ticably large.-

C. Administration and Legal Restrictions

Normal day-to-day operations call fon the use of techniques which
amount to a search of all entering and exiting personnel and visual surveil-
Iance of personnel while in the facility. The NRC Regulatory Guides suggest
that:

Searching ofindividuals can be carried out by means of handsen search
(" frisking **). or by means of devices which will detect the presence of wea-

!
pons and explosives or SNM concealed on the individual, or by a combina-
tion of both. The search should be conducted in a manner which (1)provides
assurance that firearms. explosives, and other such contraband are not
being carried into the protected area and that SNM is not being transported
out of a material access area sad (2) minimizes inconvenience to the indi-
viduals being searched.The use of equipment capable of detecting weapons,
explosives, or SNM is usually the preferable form of searching. since the use
of detection devices avoid the personalimposition of handsen search.''

The clear preference in avoiding the personalimposition of a physical
search is most likely a response to judicial concerns that the "least onerous
means" is used to achieve assurance that an individual is not violating
access controls. The guide goes on to suggest " airport-type" weapons deb -

| tors,in addition to devices to monitor the presence of SNM.''

, _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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O The practice of searching individuals who desire, for one reason or ]
another, entrance to a restricted area is not without precedent. This is one

. , . . ,
. activity which has been widely used to prevent aircraft hijackings" and

court house violence. * Both airport boarding searches and courthouse brief.
case inspections have been extensively litigated and found to be reasonable,
warrantless searches under the Fourth Amendment.'' The activities, such

'
~ '

as those suggested by the NRC regulatory guides, are somewhat analogous
to measures previously litigated and Cil be examined in that light.

; Access controls may include the use of " hands.off" personnel search
j devices, inspection of packages, use of change rooms, visual surveillance,-

! pat down body searches (frisking), and strip searches including body cavity
; searches.' Only "handseff" searches and inspection of packages are

|
addressed in this report. In addition, some consideration is given to on site
response to a verified loss, theft, or diversion.

L " Hands-Of("PersonnelSearch Devices. Thecourtshavedealt
with the constitutional issues concerning the use of a magnetometer, a
device which can detect concealed weapons in airports in several different
ways, but the use of this type of device has been universally upheld as an
" absolutely minimalinvasion in all respects of a airline passenger's privacy
weighed against the great threat to hundreds of persons if a hijacker is able
to proceed undetected "'1

The courts have gone to the heart of safeguards concerns, stating that
"the plane may become a weapon of masa destruction that no ordinary
person would have any way of obtaining except through hijacking."" The
analogy, that SNM is,in effect, a " weapon of mass destruction" ths,t no

,

ordinary person would have any way of obtaining except through a diver.
sion of SNM,is a strong one.

The courts have found the use of magnetometers an " absolutely min.
imal invasion of privacy.. ."in which

There is no detention at all; there is no probing into an individual's private
life and thoughts (cites omitted).''

A magnetometer is not used surreptitiously because the courts have
given weight to the advance notice of passengers in all cases involving
airport searches. The NRC Regulatory Guides provide for:

Posting of a sign in a conspicuous location .to... inform individuals request.
ing access into the protectal area that they will be searched. and that any
packages. etc they wish to take into the protected area will also be
searched.''

While the use of a warning sign is not contemplated as a tool for
obtaining " consent,"it does serve to negate any expectation of privacy that
an individual may harbor.

-- The use of a magnetometer is not unlike the use of any mechanical. . -

search device, including explosive detectors and SNM detectors. The ele-
ments of the search are essentially unchanged with respect to constitutional
limitations, regardless of the type of contraband the detection device is
directed toward.

1
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Since the use of magnetometers at airports affecting millions of travel-
era every year has been upheld, there is little basis for asserting that the
courts would not lawfully accommodate the extension of the use of a
mechanical detection device in the far more limited scope of safeguarding
nuclear facilities with no fundamental change in current case law.

2. Inspection of Packages. The NRC guides state that:
No individual should be allowed to directly carry any package, valise, tool
box, or similer hand <arryable item in to the protected area or out of a
material access area. Such objects should be handed to en attendant guard
or watchman who will check them and pass them into the protected area or
out of the material access area?

This type of activity has been upheld in the same context as the use of a
magnetometer. In fact, detection devices may be used to screen parcels after
inspection for shielding.

The courts h ave con sidered the search of carry-on lugga ge in the airport
situation a reasonable search:

A pre boarding screening of all passengers and carry on articles sufficient
in scope to detect the presence of weapons or explosives is reasonably
necessary to warrant the need. ?

In the context of an inspection of packages carried into a court house,
the need to protect government personnel and property from destruction has
been found enough to justify the reasonableness of the search:

When the interest in protection of government preperty and personnel from
destruction is balanced against an invasion to the entrant's personal dig-
nity, privacy, and constitutional rights, the govern ment's substantiat inter-
est in conducting the cursory inspection outweighs the personal inconven-

,

ience suffered by the individual?
The intent of the search is also considered germane to the reasonable-

ness:
The persons whose packages are inspected generally fall within a morally
neutral class. Because everyone carrying the enumerated parcels is required
to have them inspected, the inspection is not accusative in nature and the
degree ofinsult to the entrant's dignity is minimal. Thus it cannot be said
that a finger of suspicion is unfairly or arbitrarily being pointed at an
individual as falling within a " highly selective or suspect" group. (Cites
omitted)?

There is little reason to believe that the courts would view as unreason-
able the imposition ofinspection of packages and parcels in the much more
limited context of fadities containing SNM, when these techniques have
been upheld in airport and courthouse contexts.

3. Response to Emergency. The USNRC Regulatory Guides stipu-
late simply that in the event of an emergency "allindividuals should be
searched for concealed SNM before being released from the protected area or
collection area."*' No other stanceis taken by NRC concerning the scope of
the search, which could encompass anything from the use of a mechanical
detector to a strip search and body cavity examination. Nowhere in the
regulations or guides is interrogation mentioned as a response to a shortage

MM or theft. It has been suggested in the literature that substantial pressure for

!
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,

detention, search, and interrogation of employees may lead to such activi-
ties if a shortage is recognized."

The scope of this report is limited to the use of mechanical search
,

devices and, as such, most of these concerns are not addressed here.There is '

clearly a need for licensee guidance on this problem, however.

D! Conclusions
In the context of an authorized person diverting SNM it must be

| assumed, for the sake of being conservative, that the diversion occurs
incrementally over a period of time. An authorized individual may, for

! example, unke a small quantity of SNM out of a process stream, place it in a
prefabricated shielded container, and smuggle the container past a doorway

j monitor. Over a sufficient period of time a strategic quantity of SNM could
be accumulated.

The type and quantity of material diverted depends on the facility in
question. The better the quality of material accountancy, the smaller the
maximum quantity incrementally diverted must be.

Highly enriched uranium (HEU) would be present at some enrichment
facilities and in fuel cycles utilizing HEU fuels. Plutonium would be present
in reprocessing facilities, mixed-oxide fuel cycles, and plutonium breeder
cycles. U" would be present in reprocessing facilities associated with
thorium based fuel cycles and subsequently in reactor fuel (although it can
be denatured).This analysis will be based on the seven alternative nuclear
fuel cycles being considered in this phase of study.

* The threshold for judging a material to be " detectable"in this discus-
sion is reached when sufficient shielding would be too large to concealin a
portal situation with an observer.

1.HighlyEnriched Uranium. Highly enriched uranium, defined as
uranium with greater than 20% U", is relatively impossible to detect in
small quantities by gamma-emission observation. One-quarter inch thick-
ness oflead can effectively shield a few hundred grams of HEU, although it
would be very heavy. One halfinch oflead shielding would allow HEU in
the multi kilogram range to be successfully smuggled past a doo,rway
monitor.

This suggests that HEU may be a good candidate for the gamma ray
spikants suggested (Th", Co", and Y"). The higher energy of Th" (2.6
MeV) appears to make it the most attractive except that its half life is short
(~2 years). If that time period corresponds with the maximum residence of
the spiked materialin the facility in question then spiking with Th" may be
desirable. Co" has a longer, and therefore more convenient, half-life (~5

*

years), aut its lower emission energy (~1.2 MeV) would necessitate a larger
quantity of spikant. Y" combines a short half-life (~0.3 years) and low
energy (~1.8 MeV), uaking it unsatisfactory.

'

It may be more oesirable to spike HEU with a neutron-emitting spikant.

I
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O
HEU does spontaneously emit neutrons, but at a rate too low to reliably
detect. The addition of Cf" to IIEU would make it observable in a portal
situation even through bulky shielding and would add to its radioactivity
(and, therefore, health. physics problems) by only ~0.1%.i

2. U"1%els. U" fuels which have aged several days since purifica-
tion emit very strong gamma radiation. The thickness of shielding neces-
sary to render even gram quantities of U" undetectable would be far too
large to conceal and would certainly be noticed by the security observer
stationed at the portal.

3, Plutonium. Plutonium in a nuclear fuel cycle can have various
emission characteristics depending on the burnup of the fuel while in the
reactor. Ilowever,it can be calculated that a one. inch lead shield could allow

e, 50 to 100 grams of Pu to escape detection by a gamma emissions detector.
! This suggests that gamma. ray spikants may be desirable. As in the case of

HEU, Pu can be spiked with Th" which will render it more detectable.
For neutron detection, no spikant is necessary. Pu emita a copious'

amount of neutron radiation which is very difficult to shield'at a close,
controlled range. A 100g quantity of Pu could be detected in a portal situa-
tion even through six inches of neutron shieldmg. It is not credible to
assume that six inches of shielding (at minimum, a 12. inch sphere) would be
sufficiently inconspicuous to escape observation at the portal.
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IV. SPIKING FOR LOCATION
.

A. Methods of Observation
Detection of radioactive emissions in a search outside the facility boun-

daries is significantly different from pcrtal or doorway detection. Various
factors such as changing background radiation, increased source-to. detector
distances, and potentiallack of control over count rates contribute substan-
tially to greater difficulty in locating contraband nucles.r materials.

It is difficult to place a realistic bound on the dimensions of an area
search for contraband SNM. The following discussion of possible methods
oflocating radioactive emissions will be followed by an analysis of search
scenarios in order to examine the legal and administrative implications of
such a search.

J. Gamma Radiation. Several factors contribute to the difficulty of
locating centraband SNM by observing gamna radiation.' These include:

The energy of the emission.*

The self-shielding of the SNM.*

The attenuation of the emission by distance, air, or"~~ *

other intervening materials.
The background gamma. radiation levels.*

!,
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O
The characteristics of the equipment available.e

* The time intervals used in searching.
These factors are examined in the following sections.
a. Self Shielding and Emission Energy. Nuclear material will absorb

some radiation emitted by itself so that, while nuclear reactions which
.. produce gamma rays will be occurring, some of those gamma emissions will

never leave the mass of SNM in question. This is referred to as "self-
shielding."

Self-shielding can be very significant in affecting the emissions of Pu,
actually absorbing most emissions generated in its mass.88

b. Attenuation of Gamma Radiation. Contraband SNM willprobably
be secreted so as to minimize the probability of observation, either visually
or with radiation detectors. It must be recognized that air between a source
and a detector will by itself attenuate gamma radiation significantly. As
other materials are placed to intervene, shielding effects increase dramati-
cally. By placing the source behind 100 cm of concrete, emissions decrease

!
by several orders of magnitude and are commensurately difficult to detect.88

c. Background Radiation. In order to alert an observer to the presence
of nuclear material, the radioactive source must have an emission suffi. I

ciently large to be detectable above normal background radiation. The
principal sources of background gamma radiation are radioactive minerals
in the ground, radon and daughters in the air, and cosmic radiation. A major
problem in a search acenario is that background levels change from one
location to another. In general, the higher the background level the more
difficult detection becomes.-

d.DetectorEfficiency. The type of detector dictates actual efficiencies.
In general, the efficiency of detection decreases as higher energy emissions
are sought.84

e. Time Intervals and Search Conditions. An effective search for
radioactive sources requires that the time interval'for observation at a
particular site be of sufficient duration to collect enough emission counts to )allow a statistical analysis. The longer the duration, the more accunte the
detection system. If an airborne detection system were used, time ir.t:rvals i

would necessarily be very short making the results far im reliabh. If a )normal ground transportation is used (e.g. a van or an autom6 bile), longer
intervals are possible.

The objective of the detection system is to identify gamma radie mn
which is sufficiently greater than the predous background counts m ta
indicate the existence of some extraneous source. Here,w assutae that the
previously collected counts contain only backgr ound radiation. The smaller
the standard deviation of the background counts (e.g., among sample inter-
vals), the less extraneous gamma radiation is necessary for detection. In
practice, standard deviations in background when measured from a moving
vehicle may be very high, hence reducing the probability of detection.

4
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Data indicate that,if only air intervenes between the source and detec-
tor, the energy of the gamma source is not very important. However, as
shielding is introduced, high-energy gamma radiation has advantages over
lower energies.

f. Povntial Gamma Source Spikants. The literature has suggested
four gd :na radiation sources as potential spikants: cobalt 40, yttrium 48,'

cesium 137, and thorium-228.**
The higher the specific activity of the spikant, the less ofit is necessary

for obse vation purposes. Higher energy emissions are desirable from the'

standpcint of defeating shielding, and the halflife must be taken into
account in that the passage of time will degrade observability at a specific

,,

! h. ]

| Y" has the hinhest specific activity (greatest emission - about 13,500
! Ci/g), but its half life is relatively short (108 days) and emissions are only in
| the 0.9 and 1.8 MeV range. Co" has a low specific activity (40 Ci/g) and low
I emission :nergies (1.?, and 1.3 MeV) and a medium (5.3 year) half life. Cs'''

has e i mg half lib (' < years) but a low energy emission (0.66 MeV) and low
'

#
specific acti . ity (U7 Ci/g).Th a has a high specific activity (822 Ci/g) and a2

high energy > miuion (2.6 MeV) but a short half-life (1.9 years).
An a apparent, Y" is decirable over a short term because ofits high

specific at tivi.y,but its activity decreases quickly as time passes. Cs*#' may
ha ve the best potential as a spikant, but its low specific activity and emis-
eion energy remlire that very large quantities be used. Co" has a reasonably
long halflife s'or purpose s of spiking, but its low emission energy dictates
th at relatively le rge quantities of this spikant would also be necessary.Th***
has a relativel> short halflife (about seven times greater than Y"), but its~

high specific activity and much higher emission energy make it attractive
as a potential spikant.se

2. Neutrons. The observation of neutrons is similar to the observa-
tion of gamma radiation, with a few specific exceptions.The source strength
of neutrons is not as important, and self-shielding is not significant. Atte-
nuation of neutrons in air is more appreciable than that of gamma
radiation.8'

a. Atienuation of Neutrons. %tror9 emitted from radioactive mate-
rialhave a very high velocity.Tb wh m and nitrogen moleculesin air are

| Very effective at slowing d own faa mirons. However. neutrons may travel
a long distance (~1 km) before becoming thermalized (slowed down to
thermal velocities). A thermal % w) neutron is captured quickly by nitro-
gen in the air.

If neutron emissions travel about 100 to 300 meters in air most neutrons
will still be fast although their energies will be significantly altered.

Calculation of the attenuation of neutrons by concrete is difficult
- because of the variations in composition.100 cm of" average" concrete will

generally attenuate a neutron flux by about an order of magnitude. This

hr. 14'
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O
value is approximate, but indicates that concrete can be used to effectively J
shield neutrons from detection by remote radiation detectors.

b. Neutron Detection Systems. Neutron detection systems look for i
thermal (slow) neutrons. Since source neutron emissions are fast, some
medium must be used at the detector site to moderate (slow down) fast
neutrons. Generally this is accomplished with polyethylene which sur.
rounds the actual detection medium. A typical detection medium is boron
triflouride (BF ) which will produce upon a neutron capture, a measurable
electric charge in the medium. Neutron detection systems, therefore, will
typically observe neutrons by first slowing them down with polyethylene
and then by capturing them in a BF medium. A detection system will be set
to identify a neutron count rate several times (e.g. four) the standard devia.
tion for successive background counts,

c. Background Radiation. In general, the count rate of background
neutron radiation is very small when compared to gamma radiation.This
results in a smaller standard deviation for neutron counts than for gamma

,f
radiation and, therefore, more accurate measurements.

d. PotentialNeutron Source Spikants. The two neutron apikants sug.
" gested in the literature are curium 244 and californium-252. Both elements

have high neutron emissions (1.11x10'and 2.32x10'' neutrons per gram per
second, respectively) but their halflives differ significantly (17.6 and 2.65
years, respectively).

3. Methods and Reliability. SNM, stolen and secreted in a realistic
way, would be shielded and hidden from sight. If gamma radiation detection
were used as a means of recovory, distance would provevan insurmountable,

barrier to searching a large area expeditiously. Variations in background
counts coupled with scenarios involving intervening distance or materials
would make detection of moderately shielded SNM difficult, even if spiked.

J A search scenario must include an assumption that some shielding would be
attempted making distance and count rate intervals the only parameters to
be adjusted. As such,in scenarios including buildings and general conges-

| tion (e.g., urban environment)it would only be possible to locate contraband
SNM by minimizing distances. It can be expected, therefore, that some
invasion of privacy would necessarily occur.

Neutrons can be shielded quite easily when there is not consideration of
personal concealment. Several feet of water (e.g., a swimmmg pool) would
conceal neutron radiation from detectors. Detectors aimed at observing
excessive neutron radiation would benefit as does gamma ray detection
from reduced source to detector distances. Either method, therefore, would
require, as the exigency increases, greater invasions of privacy.

[ B. Legal Requirements and Restrictions
1. Jurisdiction and Background. Since the FBIinvestigates all |

incidents, ir.cluding nuclear threats, which involve suspected or actual
>
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violations of federallaws,it would have primary jurisdiction and responsi-
bility for directing and coordinating federal operations in the event of
hostile actions against nuclear facilities or material and for the recovery of
SNM.** If required, DOE would support the FBI by providing Nuclear
Emergency Search Teams (NEST) responsible for locating and identifying
radiation-producing materials. DOE and the Department of Defense (DOD)
would work together in many ways, including the DOE /DOD Joint Nuclear
Accident Coordinating Center, which exchanges and maintains informa- "

tion related to radiological assistance capabilities and coordinates assist-
ance in the case ofincidents involving redioactive materials.'

Personnel supporting the recovery plans are organized into NEST
,

|
teams and include representatives from the DOE laboratories and contrac-

,

tors. Each of these egencies has developed a detailed plan for supporting the
! teams with ground and airborne detection equipment, for logistic and

communications support, and for reinforcement by representatives of the
FBI and local law enforcement agencies. In addition to the NEST teams, a
wide variety of technical specialists are also available to support an imme-
diate recovery operation.

The foremost problem in recovery activities is the disruption of civil,

liberties involved in a frantic search for material, which is known only to be
in a non-particular area (i.e., a certain city block or even a city itself).
Integral to the implications of the entire recovery issue is a decision as to
which doctrinal legal authority (and, therefore, legal procedure) the recov-
ery operation is performed under.There seem to be three general doctrines of
authority that recovery operations could fall under: national security, ordi-
nary crime, and emergency. Each authority carries its own restraints and*

freedoms in a response to a criminal activity. It is questionable whether
recovery activities could fall completely under the rubric of protecting
health and safety, because of the clear criminal nature of a theft of SNM -

I unless the SNM was believed to be missing because of an innocent mistake.
l The literature does not suggest that innocent mistakes are to be assumed,

| however, considering the consequence of a successful diversion.8'

l Regardless of the authority assumed for recovery operations, itis diffi-
cult to imagine a wide-scale search operation which would not result in a
general suppression of some constitutional rights. The right most likely to
be v;olated is freedom from unreasonable search and seizure, both with and
without warrants or due process.

Two other areas of concern can be raised: the voluntary or involuntary
media suppression of the recovery operation, and the possibility of martial
law and potential evacuations.These considerations lie outside the scope of
this report, but must be weighed in any final analysis.

The legal authorities (i.e., national security, ordinary crime, and emer-
, ,

| gency) must be examined separately, because the outcome ofjudicial review
of recovery activities may depend on which authority is invoked.

M s- |
1
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O
2. Legal Authority.

~ .. I a. National Security. The elements of national security require that a
; warrant must be obtained for a search unless the theft is initiated by an

individual who is an agent of or acting in collaboration with a foreign
power. The thrust of court decisions dealing with this is that a foreign
agent's dwelling could be entered and/or his telephone tapped without first_..

obtaining a warrant.**
If a recovery operation is instigated because of concern that another

nation is actually attempting to subvert or threaten the United States
Government, then drastic mea sures could most certainly be taken.The most
widely noted statement by the Supreme Court, granting authority for
administrative powers during such a period,is the decision supporting a
curfew on and the detention of Japanese-Americans during World War II.
During that period, the Commanding General of the Western Command,
United States Army, directed that all persons of Japanese ancestry should
be excluded from a " military area." This area encompassed the home of the
petitioner, a Japanese-American who had knowingly violated the order.The
Supreme Court statal at that time:

We are unable to conclude thatit was bevond the war powerof Congress and
the Executive to exclude those of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast
war area at the tirne they did. True, exclusion from the area in wh.ch one's
home is located is a far greater deprivation than constant confinement to
the home from 8 p m. to 6 a.m. Nothing short of apprehension by the proper
military authorities of the gravest imminent danger to the public safety can
constitutionally justify either."

Two important facts are worth noting here, however. First, the action,

which is justified above was taken pursuant to a declared state of war.
Congress had,in effect, given approval to actions embodied in Executive
Order No. 9066. On the basis of Executive Order No. 9066,** several military
orders, suel, as the one noted above, were held to be justifiable intrusions
upon civilliberties. In the event of a recovery operation,it is not clear if the.

i Executive would be upheld in actions such as relocation of populations,in
the absence of a Congressional mandate, even if foreign involvement could
be shown.

Second, the decisions upholding relocation of Japanese-Americans
have been widely criticized from many points of view. It is possible that if a,

' similar situation arose again, the courts and society in general would be
more sensitive to considerations of civil liberties. However, recovery opera-
tion,in the face of foreign involvement, would be an action with wide public

! support. Another important factor is that the individuals affected in a
recovery operation would not be a racial class, but a broad class ofindividu-
als whose safety is genuinely in danger.

It is not clear what a recovery operation would entail, but itis unlikely to,

i be more intrusive than the relocation of Japanese-Americans during World
'

; War II If there is foreign involvement and imminent danger of a nuclear

. _..
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G incident, it is likely that, in view of its history, the courts would uphold
intrusive recovery actions.

b. Ordinary Crime. There will be overwhelming pressure to' search~

expeditiously if a successful theft of SNM occurs. The Supreme Court's
simple dictum that the courts must "br.lanc(e) the search against the inva.'

sion which the search entails,"** has led to differing views of what is oria not
-- reasonable in time of criminal crisis.

|
In 1974, the San Francisco police detained and questioned blacks,in

absence of specific grounds, during the hunt for the perpetrators of the
" Zebra murders." Federal District Court Judge Alfonso J. Zirpoli granted an
injunction forbidding these activities, even though many murders had
occurred and all that was known was that the suspects were black." The
precedent relied on by Judge Zirpoli was a 1966 Baltimore case where the
police had searched over 300 private dwellings - without probable cause or
warrants - most of them occupied by blacks, to find two blacks they
believed had killed one police officer and wounded another during a liquor
store robbery. In enjoining such conduct, the court observed that this type of
operation was not likely to produce the suspects."

On the other hand, a federal court in New York upheld the search ,

without a warrant of an individual's apartment.The search did not fit any ;

of the exceptions to the warrant requirement enumerated by the Supreme ,

'

Court.The situation in this case may loosely fit the fact pattern of a recovery
operation. The day after four major New York City buildings were struck by
explosions police arrested an individual with dynamite bombs that they
believed to be intended for the destruction of Army property. Shortly before
the arrest, the police searched the apartment of a friend of the individual for-

the alleged purpose of seeking other explosives or information indicating
i

l
the location and time of other explosions. The court held the search lawful
because "the consequences feared by the FBI had to be considered in the'

atmosphere of seven terrifying explosions which had recently occurred in
the City of New York."" Of course, this case entailed the search only of one
person's apartment, but nonetheless, the court justified an otherwise
unreasonable search by balancing it against the occurrence of" terrifying
explosions."

At the crux of the recovery issue,if treated as ordinary crime,is the
applicability of the warrant requirement and the particularity requirements
of a warrant. If evidence procured by a means which violates either the

| warrant requirement or the particularity requirement, the evidence is not
| admissible in a criminal proceeding of any kind.

|
(1)The Warrant Requirement. The warrant requirement and its excep-

| tions are outlined in Appendix A.The applicability of the warrant require-
n ment to recovery operations is not, clear, because of a lack of a similar

historical fact pattern. Of course, the absence of information concerning
recovery operations necessitates a speculative view.

r
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The Supreme Court has found the warrant requirement to be applicable

- ~ to searches and inspections performed for public health and safety. The
criminal nature of a health and safety inspection was not found to be
insubstantial enough to completely dispense with the warrant requirement:,

It is surely anomalous to sey that the individual and his private property are
fully protected by the Fourth Amendment only when an individualis sus-
peeted of criminal behavior."

The warrant requirement, if the recovery operation is conducted as a
criminal investigation, seems to be a pplicable. There is little case law which
indicates that the judiciary would fully defer from a search of this nature,
regardless of the scope, unless it is an emergency as discussed below.

(2) The Particularity Requirement.The Fourth Amendment states that:
No Warrants challissue. but upon probably cause. supported by oath or
affirmation. and particularly describing the place to be searchtd, and the
persons or things to be seized."

This mandate displays the constitutional framers' absolute opposition
to " general warrants" or " writs of assistance." The purpose of the Fourth
Amendment, as described earlier,"is to safeguard the privacy and security
ofindividuals against arbitrary invasions by government officials."* Gen-
eral warrants are thought to violate this tenet by leaving the decision to

| invade a particular person's privacy to the unsupervised discretim of a
police officer.

The Supreme Court historically held that the warrant must be particu-
lar enough to allow the officer, "with reasonable effect (to) ascertain and
identify the place intended."** The Supreme Court,in 1967, announced a test

.

for the reasonableness of an inspection for health and safety purposes.*

First, the purpose of the inspection programs is to prevent the " development'

of conditions which are hazardous to public health and safety;"''second, the
only test of the reasonableness of a search is to "balanc(e) the need to search
against the invasion the search entails;"'' third, applying the balancing
test, the public intnest in abatement of dangerous conditions justifies the
issuance of warrants aimed at entire areas where "it is doubtful that any
other canvasing technique would achieve acceptable results."*8

This has lead some to conclude that the courts would be willing to
sacrifice the particularity requirement, to a degree, in order to maintain
some level ofjudicial control over the search.'' This may be the only method
available to the judiciary in the event of a massive, sw-eping search for
stolen SNM. It is somewhat doubtful that such a search would be declared
unlawful or be enjoined in light of the dragers involved.**

In absence of a legislative statement or foreign involvement, the recov-
ery operation must be viewed as an ordinary criminal investigation. This
leaves it up to the judiciary to accept or reject the loss of Fourth Amend'nent
rights as a tradeoff against a possible nucleN explosion or dispersal of toxic
radiological agents. It is difficult to imagine the courts enjoining a recovery-

operation in light of the possible consequences.

I
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O c. Emergency Power. The Supreme Court has upheld the suppression
of constitutional rights in emergency situations.The courts have ruled that

'

emergency exceptions are constitutional for seizure, without due process, of
.

tubercular cattle" and unwholesome food," for the enforcement of the com-
pulsory smallpox vaccination program" and health quarantine," for collec-
tion of the internal revenue of the United States," for protection against

' economic disaster of a bank failure," and for protection of the public from
misbranded drugs."

The Supreme Court has outlined what the requirements of an emer-
gency situation must be in order to justify a suppression of constitutionally

i guaranteed rights.
The action must be directly necessary to secure an*

; important governmental or general public interest.
There has to be a special need for very prompt action.*

The state must keep strict control over its monopoly of*

legitimate force: the person initiating the seizure must be
a government official responsible for determining, under
a narrowly drawn statute, that it [the action] was neces-
sary and justified with particular instance."

The first requirementis not illusive. The rece very of stolen SNM is most
definitely "an important governmental and pus lic interest." The second
requirement is satisfied because there is a "special need for very prompt
action."

Only the third requirement of a narrowly drawn statute and a desig-
nated responsible officialis absent in a recovery operation. The history of

,

" emergency legislation" contained in Appendix B is informative in how this
requirement may be satisfied.

Warrantless searches outside of a legislative scheme are most often
,

justified through the emergency doctrine: instances when police action is|

called for and time is of the essence. The scope of an emergency search is
limited to the extent of the emergency which initiated it. During an emer-
gency search authorities have the right to seize any evidence in plain view.

The emergency doctrine emerged in 1948 when the Supreme Court
allowed that, under exceptional circumstances, authorities may dispense
with the need for a warrant. The search in question must be shown to be
ab=olutely necessary. The timeliness of the search and the need to avoid
delay are very important since it is the immediate need to search which

! justifies the exception to the warrant requirement.
There are five broad categories of circumstances when warrantless

emergency search is legal: (1) fire emergencies, (2) hot pursuit, (3) loss or
destruction of evidence, (4) report of noise or suspicious odor, and (5) report
of crime or injury.'' Only hot pursuit and report of crime or injury are
discussed here.

(1) Hot Pursuit. A fleeing felon can be followed by pursuing authorities

.- --
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. into a hallding which he has just entered." This doctrine is somewhat
, limitir.g in that a warrantless search after the arrest can be made only for
'

weapons used in the crime or against authorities. The Supreme Court has
further stated that the warrant requirement does not require authorities to )delay an investigation if delay would gravely endanger their lives or the

i

lives of others. Courts have rejected warrantless searches beyond that. For j
example, the courts rejected the application of the hot pursuit doctrine when
a defendant was arrested in his house and the arresting authorities

,

|

searched his attic on the pretense oflooking for snipers." !
(2) Report ofInjury or Crime. Warrantless crime scene searches can be

conducted only when there is reason to believe that there may be loss or
destruction of evidence." There is no exception to the warrant requirement
predicated on the seriousness of the crime.The courts have allowed authori-

'

ties the right to make a " walk through" search of pre:nises ta check for
victims or potentially dangerous persons still present. When a person is
reported mysteriously missing, warrantless room to-room searches of hotels
and other business premises have been allowed."

C. Direct Constitutional Impacts

1. The Fourth Amendment Concerns. The reasonableness of a
search is the controlling factor in whether the search is held legal or illegal.
While th e primary objective of a recovery operation would be the recovery of
the stolen SNM, it seems that once the SNM is recovered, it should be
admissible as evidence to be used against those who stole it. The test far
reasonableness is laid out by the Court:*

Unfortunately there can be no ready test for determining reasonablenese '

other than by balancing the need to search against the invasion the search ,.

entaile ''
With this test in hand, a two-pronged approach to the problem could be

taken. A recovery operation may present an unprecedented "need to search"
which could only render the search reasonable.The all or nothing approach
used by the courts, which makes any contraband found in a lawful search s

j admissible regardless ofits relation to the reason for the search, may be

| outmoded because of the presence of a potential or real need to search as
; great as the need to search for stolen SNM. Several commentators have

suggested that if evidence unrelated to the recovery operation were turned
up,(i.e., contraband which is not SNM)it may be legislatively made iriad -

'missible in a criminal proceeding. This would have the effect ofleseen!ng i
"the invasion the search entails" by protecting " third party" interests." f

i This does not eliminate the tremendous invasion of privacy a recovrry ' -
operation could present to third parties, however. It could be argued fone-,o

fully that the " expectation of privacy" would be far less in an emergency*
,

; search for stolen SNM since, presumably, most people would fast the
recovery of stolen SNM and, in fact, welcome measures aimed at locating it.

m y The desirability of excluding evidence not related to the recovery opera-

:
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tion is great.The courts woul'd not find themselves making a choice between
%
'

finding the search reasonable (alloiving individuals innocent of. nuclear
theft, but guilty of non related crimes, to be tried on the basis of a ' cacchs

" ' conducted for safeguards reasonsQnd finding it unreasonable (mu2iag
posecution of the suspecteii tl.jeves difficult bsquae the inadm,ivibility of .
evif ence of their theft - the recovered SNM).The only precedent for finding'

' ' ' ' evidence secured in a legal search inadmissible b that of evidence found in a
manner incrmsistent with the particularity of the~ sear <:b thM has been laid

'

out by the cotrt: c
The scope of the searcia murt be strictlJ tied to and hotified by the circum-' "

stances which renderwl its initiation peneissible (cites omitted.) In ot).er' '

word s. it is. a nd indeed for preserva tion Of a free so%ty snust be. a constitu-l

tional requirennent that to be reisonable the warch errest be as lim /fe's as
' ? ,'

.
'

possible commensurate with the pHorman" of its functions (emphovia
original.)'' . \

' ''
_

N While contraband other than SMM niay be found, the "sco'pe"-of the
,s>. search may not be violated since a kruell parceh(9NM may he' difficult to ' -'

. $ C find and, therefore, a thorough sea'rd may be reqaired. Perha'ps the courte
will find that the fruits of such a seardt ntst also be reasonably " tied to astd

,

justified by the circumstancea which rendereQts hhe search] initiation -' '

Wl permissible." Of course, this suggestion amoun's to a drastic changa in the
*

doctrines of search and seizure, but a drastic cliangs may be necessaryuN-
s

Such a change in the rules ofcriminal evidence would better be initiated*',, v yx
- through legislation than case law.

_,

2. Due Process Concerns. The due process requirements of the'

constitution require that no person is to be deprived of life,. liberty, or*'

property without ari opportunity to be hear,d in defense of his rights. This*

J :. constitutional reacicament can beorcumvented if certain conditions exist.
These conditions, Datlined above,'' are a compelling interest, special reason

- for prodipt action / and atatutory authority for the intrusion given'to a
designated of5cial. .

NRClacks the statutory authority and the designated official. If NRC
,

were io take steps toward fulfilling these requirements, a more orderly'

.

, recov'ery operation with fewer consequences could most likely be expected.
"

'

~ D. Potential Scenarios
, The aspects of a recovery operation which may affect civilliberties are

'

distinct from other nuclear safeguards activities in two respects. First, they
m9y never be used. Those activities selected in a recovery operation only

'exist cdans in the unlikely event of theit or loss of SNht Second, they
present th greatest potentials for altering civilliberties generally. In the$

*

, , '
event of a successful thaft, unprecedented activities may he necetisary to ?'

*
-

M- s- prevent great destruction. For these reasons, methods of changinir planned-j' ' i
'

,s

recovey activities through research and development of search techniqugsf .h 3 h'
i * -

[. 'g$ - .g
! should be ongoing. If all nuclear material could be absolutely and easily

'

'located af cll tines - through the use of techniques such as radioscrivity
. (s''<^~
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scans - wholly different and possibly less onerous activities might be
possible. This report also considers the possibility of spiking radioactive
material for purposes of detection and location.

Since response plans are not made public, the activities speculated upon
* must contain the most intrusive elements of a recovery operation, otherwise,

j the full, potential impact of recovery operation may not be clear. These
include area searches, perimeter searches, search of pedestrians, and vehi-
cle searches.

7. The General Legal Characteristics of a Search for Contra-
band SNM.

a. Area Searches. If a quantity of contraband SNM were known only
to be within an area of only a few blocks, pressure to thoroughly search the
dwellings in that area would be tremendous. Barton, in addressing the
problems presented by an area search, suggests that:

Pis .quitelikely that even in a nuclear emergency, such s eearch (or an area
warrant) wosld be struck down.

Nevertheless,in airport search cases, a perceived overwhelming neces-
aity dictated a change in the law. And public opinion would probably sup-
port such a change in the law. If the courts were to expand the emergency
exception to permit area searches during nuclear emergency, the implica-
tion would be much greater freedom for area searches in any riot or terrorist
blackmail situation. If, instead, the courts were to weaken the probable
cause or particularity requirements for the issuance of warrants, the impli-
cation could be to expand general search powere enormously."

This statement fairly represents the doctrinal choice which would be
presented to the courts ifmany dwellings were entered in an uncertain effort

*

.
to recover a missing quantity of SNM. Declaring the search unlawful may
activate tort liability for officers conducting the search," but this problem is6

minimized by the Court's ruling that " good faith and probable cause" are
acceptable defenses in such cases."

In absence of any further legislation or rt.le making on recovery opera-
i'

tior.s, the courts' choices in dealing with a recovery process are limited:
Declare the search unconstitutional and attempt to*

define what circumstances or statutes might make a
|

recovery search acceptable. |
Expand the emergency exception in search and seizure*

|

requirements to allow for warrantless searches in emer- '

gency situations involving a risk as great as that in a
nuclear incident.
Require a warrant which would lessen buh the probable*

cause requirement and particularity requirement of a
search warrant.

The impact of the search for recovery of stolen SNM could, most proba-
'

bly, be lessened ifNRC were to establish how evidence should be treated and
,

publicly designata a government official to be in charge of the search. Of
course, the search itself would still be onerous, but th ere would be no impetus

.A
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O for the courts to rule on its validity if no prosecutions were sought. If
.m y prosecutions of the indicted thieves of the recovered SNM were the only

~~ prosecutiens sought, the court would have to rule on the admissibility of the
. . -

': contraband SNM as evidence. Perhaps the statutes protecting SNM could
.

-

be amended to allow less difficult prosecution in absence of the stolen SNM[. . as evidence. In any event,if many prosecutions were sought on the basis of
. ,

~ '' contraband seized during the search, but not related to the recovery opera-
;

! tion, the courts would almost certainly rule the search unconstitutional.
No questions are raised here concerning the forces that would be

involved in the search or the tactics that would be used. These issues are not
directly related to civilliberties but mu st, nonetheless, be decided in advance
of a recovery operation.The courts have chown a clear preference for prior
planning and accountability.

In the event of a widespread area search requiring entry into dwellings,
it may not be possible to fulfill this requirement.There are two options if the
courts were to accommodate this activity.The emergency exception to the
warrant requirement could be expanded to include a nuclear materials
recovery operation, or an area warrant could be judicially gtanted relaxing
both the particularity requirement and the probable cause requirements.

The implications of either option are far-reaching. If the emergency
exception were expanded, warrantless searches might be permitted ir. other
emergency situations which are potentially less dangerous than a nuclear
safeguards breach (i.e., riots, demonstrations). If the particularity and
probable cause requirements were relaxed, a constitutional requirement
explicitly condemning such searches would be directly contravened. Either
option requires a fundamental change in the law of search sud seizure
which would have a direct impact on civil liberties.

b. Perimeter Searches. Since a thorough perimeter search can lessen
the overall onerousness of a recovery operation, by allowing time for sensi-
tive radiation detectors to arrive, a perimeter search is an alternative to an
area search without mechanical detectors. Inlight of this,it may be advisa-
ble to plan recovery operations in such a manner as to first implement a
perimeter search. Here, we presume that the civil liberties impacts of a
perimeter search are less onerous than those of an immediate area search
conducted without radiation detectors designed for such searches.

In order to isolate the area in which the stolen SNM is believed to exist,
authorities may order a sweeping search of automobiles and pedestrians.
There are two activities represented here: one is the search of pedestrians
and the other is the search of automobiles.

(1) Search of Pedestrians. If contraband SNM were known to be within
a certain area (e.g., a city block), a great deal of pressure would exist to

4 e search all persons leaving that area. Devices exist for this purpose. Hand-

! ? held personnel monitors can be used in the same way that handheld magne-
-

tometers are used to search persons who activate the portal magnetometer'

ieK~
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at airports.'' The availability and exact sensitivity are classified secret
national security information.

If an emergency were perceived, there might not be time to obtain
handheld detection devices. In that case, a " frisk" of allindividuals depart-

-
'

ing the area suspected of containing contraband SNM would be necessary.
"Stop and frisk" cases which have appeared before the Supreme Court

have held that the authority of a police officer to frisk without a warrant is
restricted to a search for weapons which may endanger the officer:

There must be narrowly diewn authority to permit a reasonable search for
t weapons for the protection of the police officer. where he has reason to

| believe that he is dealing with an armed and dangerous individual. regard.
r less of whether he has probable cause to arrest the individual for a crime."
h On the other hand, the Supreme Court has acknowledged that:
L The Fourth Amendment does not require police officers to delay in the
'

course of an investigation if to do so would gravely endanger their lives or
the lives of others."

| There is little doubt that the malevolent use of contraband SNM would
" gravely endanger...thelives of others."The presence of an individualin an
area known to contain contraband SNM may serve as the functional equi-
valent of probable cause for a search. If so, the fact that an individ ualis not

,

in his home and is mobile becomes important. The " emergency" warrant
,

( exception can be based on the threat ofloss of evidence:
When there is probable cause to search and it is impractical to get a search
warrant, then a warrantless search may be reasonable."

If the contraband SNM were known to be within a certain area,it could
I be contained there only by a perimeter search. In containing the contraband*

) SNM, mechanical detectors could be obtained in the short period between
containment and search, which would be allowed by a perimeter search. It
seems doubtful that the courts would hold a personal search at a perimeter
station unreasonable, but the courts have made it clear that the decision
depends heavily on the circumstances of the particular instance.

Case law has indicated that a physical search of pedestrians could be
| justified by the extraordinary "need to search"in the event of theft orloss of

SNM. A search administered uniformly to all persons exiting the controlled
area would more likely be held lawful than one conducted arbitrarily. The
search would be more acceptable ifits scope was restricted, to as great a
degree as possible, to the object sought. For an obvious example, a body
cavity search would certainly be unreasonable if the SNM is in a form which
must be kept in a large container (i.e., Pu*''in the liquid nitrate form which is
too large to concealin a body cavity).

(2) Search of Vehicles. Vehicle searches can be conducted with a
mechanical hand-held detector.' The availability of these detectors to
authorities conducting the search is very important. Technologies for
searching for contraband ?%i in vehicles at checkpoints are classified
secret national security information and, therefore, cannot be discussed
here.

,

..
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O By and large, the same doctrines applying to personal searches in a
perimeter search program apply to vehicle searches.The Supreme Court has
intimated that a search of vehicles, constitutes less of an invasion than a
search of a home because an automobile may be searched:

Where it is not practical to secure a warrant because the vehicle can be |
'

- quickly moved out of the locality .in which the warrant must be sought?
,

Since the need to secure the contraband SNM is great and a perimeter i

search will probably lessen the overall obtrusiveness of the search ulti- )
mately by providing containment until mechanical detectors can be ob-
tained, vehicle perimeter search techniques are not likely to be found
unreasonable.

As in pedestrian searches, a vehicle perimeter search is an alternative to
an area search where there are no mechanical detectors. The exception to
the warrant requirement for automobile searches has already been estab-
lished so that no fundamental change in case law would be required. While
this exception would be somewhat broadened by relaxing the already
relaxed probable cause requirement for vehicle searches, the civil liberties
implications of a search of vehicles exiting a specific and limited area are
not great.

E. Conclusions
If a diversion or theft of SNM occurred it can be assumed that drastic

measures would be taken to locate and recover the contraband material.
There is not much in the literature relating to the specifics of such a search
since most details remain classified. An operation aimed at recovery would
certainly involve at least kilogram quantities of SNM.This would probably"

be easy to concealin such a way as to shield the SNM from detection over
any appreciable distance.

.!. Highly Enriched Uranium. ' Highly enriched uranium by itself
has relatively low gamma and neutron emission levels, which would make
HEU essentially un-bservable if shielded at all. A search for unspiked HEU
using radiation detectors would have to include entry into areas normally
not subject to searches, bringing the warrant requirement into question. For
example, 30 kg of HEU could be successfully hidden from mechanical
observation by secreting it in a basem ent sump well under one or two feet of
water. This conclusion can be reached by simple, well.known physical
calculations.

If HEU were spiked with either a gamma or neutron spikant it would be
more observable, but even then it could be shielded.This is especially trueif
the perpetrator has taken measures to quickly deposit the contraband HEU
in a shielded holding place.

would probably be the most desirable gamma spikant because ofJ' ~ Th:2s
its high energy emissions. Gamma spikants suffer from one luge problem.
Detectors moving from location to location seeking extranaous gamma
radiation will register significant variations in background hvels and,

u_ %~.
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9 1
therefore, long count intervals and accurate background data must be I

* ' . " | available. This represents a sizable problem since both conditions are diffi-
[ cult to meet, particularly in the context of an expeditious search.<

'

In any event, to be observable for the purposer oflocation, HEU may
require the addition of a very high-energy gamma source, perhaps at lethal

| spiking levels. Even then, however, effective shielding is certainly possible.-

For a neutron spikant, the emission energy is not as important as the
rate of emission. Even with a high count rate, concrete or water are very i

effective shields. In fact, placing the contraband SNM at the bottom of a
pool or smalllake would make its neutron emissions impossible to observe.

2. Uranium-233. Uranium-233 reactor fuels will contain some U"
which will generate radioisotopes producing very high-energy gamma radi-

f ation. The high-energy emission from U" fuel will actually approximate
i lethal spiking, making shielding necessary to prevent lethal exposures.

Given that the material must be shielded anyway,it is reasonable to assume
( that additional shielding will render the contraband U" unobservable by l

radiation detectors. l
3. Plutonium. Plutonium emits both gamma radiation and neutrons,

each of which is observable with radiation detectors. Neitheris of sufficient )strength that simple shielding measures would permit observation over '

distance. Pu could be spiked to enhance gamma and/or neutron emissions,
'

but in either case simple water or concrete shielding could interdict emis-
.

sions to render the contraband Pu unobservable at long distances.
| 4. General Conclusions Concerning a Search for Contraband
I SNM. Spiking of HEU and Pu could significantly increase the likelihood*

of locating contraband materials by mechanical devices. U"is alreadyi

sufficiently radioactive that addition of a spikant would be superfluous.
However, any emissions used for detection could be easily shielded

forcing the search for contraband material to include entry into dwellingsi
! and trespassing onto what would most likely be private property.

The legal requirement of a search warrant citing specifically the partic-
ular premises to be searched would be impossible to meet, and such an oper'

| ation would certainly require some fundamental change in judicial ca se law
concerning search and seizure.
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APPENDIX A
; THE WARRANT REQUIREMENT AND EXCEPTIONS
i

| Intrusions into the physical privacy ofindividuals have traditionally
been analyzed by the courts in terms of the Fourth Amendment, which
provides that people have the right "to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable c* arches and seizures.. "'

The Supreme Court has interpreted the pur'ae of this amendment to 1,

| " safeguard the privacy and security ofindividu % sgainst arbitrary inva- l

I sions by government officials."' To protect this right against unreasonable
'

search and seizures, the Fourth Amendment reviires that a search can only,

be conducted pursuant to a warrant issued "apc1 probable cause, supported
by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing tia place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized."8

The reasonableness of a search is based on balancing the "need to
search against the invasion which the search entails."' This balancing is to
be undertaken by a " neutral and disinterested maristaate," rather than by

|
an executive officer whose " duty and responsibility are to enforce the laws,

( to investigate, and prosecute."'
i There are several well. defined exceptions to the 'rarrant requirement

before a search can be executed, involving situations in which exigencies !
make it imperative to proceed without a warrant.' '.hese recognized excep- !

tions are: search incident to arrest,'stop and fikk,' th< automobile or
moving vehicle,' the doctrine of hot pursuit,' the sw.a ai evidence or
contraband that is subject to removal or destruction," and emergency seiz-
ure exception.*8 In addition, a search may be made pursuant to a valid
consent.** or when evidence is in plain view, if the officer is otherwise
justified in his position.**

There are, however, two different types of searches. These are criminal l
; searches and civil searches.'' A criminal search connotes hostility by the |

'

3 | searching officer toward the individual whose privacy is invaded in that the

|

'

|

.. .
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e ultimate goal of the search is a criminal prosecution. It is the " probable
cause" requirement of the Fourth Amendment which is meant to protect the

, " ' ' individual from such hostileintrusions.The Fourth Amendment protection
against unreasonable searches and seizures has been extended beyond
criminal searches to searches and inspections conducted by administrative
and regulatory agencies.'' These intrusions are "less hostile" than the typi.
cal policeman's search for the fruits and instrumentalities of crime." They"

are deemed " quasi. criminal" because "most regulatory laws...are enforced
by criminal processes."'' These activities, called civil searches, are not

'
aimed at seeking out criminal activities.

The position of the Supreme Court, with respect to the applicability of
the warrant requirement to civil sear hea provided a strong basis for believ.
ing that most civil searches do fall under the warrant requirement." The

' Court has stated:
The Founh Amendmentinterests at stake in these inspection cases are (not)
merely " peripheral." It is surely anomalous to say that the individual and
his private property are fully protected by the Four'.h Amendment only

| when the individualis suspected of criminal behavior."

| The Court has cited, with approval, the dissenting statements from
prior cases holding civil searches outside the warrant requirement. "The'

Fourth Amendmer i...has a much wider frame of reference than mere crimi-
nal prosecutions."''

It is the individual's interest in privacy which the Fourth Amendment
protects, and that would not appear to fluctuate with the " intent" of the
invading officers."

The problem is that the fact patterns of cases dealing with the civil-

search questions are not void of suspect criminal activity. The Court recog.
nized that these cases involve regulatory laws which "are enforced by the
criminal processes."'8This lack of a clear case involving a pure civil search
indicates that there is no discrete dichotomy between civil and criminal
ararches in terms of the applicability of a warrant requirement.'' For this
reason an examination of elements of civil and criminal cases is needed.

The regulation of warrantless criminal searches is based upon two
fundamental rules of reasonableness:'' first, the requirement of probable
cause, second, the existence of exigent circumstances.''

No amount of probable cause can justify a warrantless search or seizure
absent " exigent circumstances.'#

There is a difficulty, however,in applying the probable cause required to
a case involving a civil search. Probable cause requires that:

The facts and circumstances within [an individual'al knowledge of which
they had reasonable trustworthy information [ bel sufficient in themselves
to warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that an offense has been
or is being committed."

For civil searches the Supreme Court has ruled that "if a valid public
;

| interest justifies the intrusion contemplated, then there is probable cause to
I issue a suitably restricted search warrant."'' The advantage of this
1

!
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approach is that it "neither endangera the time-honored doctrines applica.
ble to criminal investigations nor makec a nullity of the probable cause
requirement in this area."' It follows in the case of civil searches that the
probable cause test differs from that applied to criminal searches only in
that the search must be justified by a " functional equivalent of probable
cause."**

The Court has aprroached the civil search as an activity beanng the
same standard as a c..minal search - that " reasonableness is...the ultimate
standard."'8

The two-pronged approach to ascertain the reasonableness of a war-
rantless search is applicable to civil searches if probable cause can be

,

couched in a " valid public interest"" and exigent circumstances can be
established which make attaining a warrant impractical.

,

The court has not been wholly consistent in applying this two-pronged
test, which includes a new formulation of probable cause.s4 In a recent
decision concerning roving automobile border searches for aliens, the
search in question was miles away from the border, and despite the similari-
ties with the fact patterns in other cases, fourjustices applied the traditional

i probable cause test finding the search unreasonable for lack of probable
L cause. Four dissenting justices, recognizing that the " traditional (criminal)

probable cause test was inapplicable, dispensed with the probable cause test
altogether and adopted a reasonableness standard "sufficiently flexible to
authorize the search involved.. "'' Justice Powell concurred in the case

| finding the search unreasonable, using the logic of previous cases, holding
[ that "there may exist a constitutionally adequate equivaler* cf probable*

cause to conduct roving vehicular searches in border areas."** Powell, how-
eve , made no determint. tion of whether probable cause did exist. Instead he
based his decision on the lack of exigent circumstances.''

In another case, where the new formulation of probable cause was not ;

consistently applied (decided on the same day as the case noted above), l

Justice Powelljoined in the majority view, which found that the search of |
L "the trunk of an automobile, which the officer reasonably believed to con-

tain a gun, was vulnerable to intrusion by vandals,...was not unreasona-t

| ble."'' In the view of the dissenting Justices, the reasonableness of the
search was conceded in that a valid public interest of this nature "may
establish probable cause to search...."'' In this case, therefore, the Court
unanimously held that the valid public interest test aspplied a probable
cause, while the minority held that there was a lack of exigent circumstan-
ces. The majority based its opinion on the reasonableness test without
exigent circumstances, holding that the search "was not unreasonable

! ' solely because a warrant had not been obtained."''
The inconsistency lies in the fact that in the first case the dissenting

judges would have dispensed with the probable cause test, while in the
second, the majotity dispensed with the requirement of exigent cirrum-

7 L. stances.;
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9 Even the determination of whether exigent circumstances exist is not
clear as shown in another case where four justices found exigent circum-
stances in the same fact pattern in which four dissenting justices could not.''

An alternative test has been used which is simply to consider the "rea-

,

sonableness" of the search..When considering the reasonableness of airport

! searches,'' the courts have mainly based their opinions on Justice Powell's
suggestion that probably cause be dispensed with altogether and a standard" '

be adopted which is"sufficiently flexible to authorize the search involved."*8i

This " reasonableness" test has not been clearly enunciated by the
Court, so that its use as a rationale for more intrusive techniques for access .
control than " hands off" inspection of individuals and packages is ques-
tionable. Since the courts have found some airport mechanical search tech-
niques simply " reasonable," there should be no problem using the same
mechanical techniques in more limited situation of access to areas contain-
ing SNM and other nuclear facilities.

It appears that more intrusive nuclear safeguards access controls
should be rationalized, both from the standpoint of nontraditional (civil)
probable cause and the existence of exigent circumstances.

A final factor to be considered is the " expectation of privacy." The
Supreme Court has stated that "a person has a constitutionally protected
reasonable expectation of privacy.""It would most likely be held that an
employee or visitor should not be allowed to harbor an expectation of pri-
vacy where the privacy is violated by access controls.
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APPENDIX B
THE HISTORY OF EMERGENCY LEGISLATION

In 1897 a Connecticut court ruled that conditions could exist which
would cause an intrusion on the liberty of some individuals. The case was in
reference to a proposed railroad line and the seizure of the land (eminent
domain) was at issue. The State court ruled that:

. Public necessity is that urgent,immediate public need arising from exist-
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ing conditions which,in the judgement of the legislative, justifies a distur-
bance of private rights that otherwise might be legally exempt from such
interference. The term ipublic necessity], is, therefore, a relative one.'

In 1908, the Supreme Court ruled on the seizure of unfit food without a
prior hearing. The Court couched its decision in the state's right to protect
the lives and health ofits citizens.

,

The right to so seize is based on the right and d uty of the state to protect and'' '

f guard, as far as p'>ssible, the lives and health ofits inhabitants, and that it
' is proper to provide that food which is unfit for human consum ption should

be sammarily seized and destroyed to prevent the danger which would arise
i from eating it.'

In 1934 the Supreme Court made a clear statement on the suppression of.

civil liberties in an emergency situation:
When the provisions of the Constitution,in grant or restriction, are epecific,

;

I so particularized as not to admit of construction, no question is presented.
Thus, emergency would not permit a State to have more than two Senators
in the Congress, or permit the election of the President by a general popular
vote without regard to the number of electors to which the States are
respectisely entitled, or permit the States to " coin money" or to "make
anything but gold and silver coins a tenderin payment of debts." But where
constitutional grants and limitations of power are set forth in general
clauses, which afford a broad outline, the process of construction is essen.
tial to fill in the details.'

The Supreme Court, however, made a strong statementin the same case
on limitations and activities during an emergency:

Ememency does not create power. Emergency does not increase granted
power or remove or diminish restrictions imposed upon power granted or
reserved. The Constitution was adopted in a period of grave emergency. Its
grant of power to the Federal Go vernment and its limitations of the power of*

the States were determined in light of the emergency and they were not
altered by emergency. What power was thus granted and whatlimitations
were thus imposed are questions which have always been, and always will
be, the subject of close examination under our constitutional system. While
emergency does not create power, emergency may furnish the occas;on for
exercise of power. "Although an emergency may not call into life a power
which has neverlived, neverthelesa emergency may afford a reason for the
exertion of a living power already enjoyed"(cites omitted). The constitu.
tional qLestion presented embraces the particular exercise ofit in response
to particular condition. Thus, the war power of the Federal Government is
not created by the emergency of war, but it is a power given to meet that
emergency. It is the power to wage war successfully and thus it permits the
harnessing of the entire energies of the people in a supreme cooperative
effort to preserve the nation. But even the war power does not remove
constitutionallimitations safeguarding essentialliberties?

In 1939, a New York court suggested th at " emergency legislation"is an
integral step in legislative progression in the tradition of common law, to
provide for societal needs which an ever more complex society presents:

Almost every legal innovation has been the product of" emergency"- a. . , . .

condition that deviates from antecedent experience and for which the usual
forms of law seem inadequate to serve public order. Such conditions or

- emergencies, step by step, gave stimulation to the creations, to new writs
and to the new plans of common law during all its vital development. The

j
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statutory " emergency" of the last decade in this country has frequently been
a legislative fiction, but such fictions to provide treatment for new condi-
tions are in the best tradition of the common law. A declaration of emer-
gency by a legislative body under recent legislative practice is usually a
recognition that new conditions require new treatment under regulations
that might be and frequently werelong continued by successive enactments

'''
from time to time. It was inevitable that these new devices of legislative
action, having once been accepted as " emergency" legislation and having
met the test of emperience would in time, and where successfulin prr.ctice, be
accepted as common and legitimate fields of permanent legislation.'

In 1966, Congress legislated that states could not apply new voting
regulations until the regulations were scrutinized by federal authorities to
determine whether their use would violate the Fifteenth Amendment. The
Supreme Court commented that:

I This may be an uncommon exercise of Congressional power , but the Court
has remgnized that exceptional conditions can justify legislative measures
not otherwise appropriate?

The Court went on to cite decisions which allowed government to sup-
press some constitutional rights because of public necessity or emergency.

In 1967, the Supreme Court intimated that emergency situations could
necessitate a suspension of the warrant requirement:

Since our holding emphasizes the controlling standard of reasonableness,
nothing we say today is intended to foreclose prompt inspection, even with-
out a warrant, that the law has traditionally hisheld in emergency situs-!

tions?

The Court in the same case, qualified its position to a degree, declaring
that in order to determine the reasonableness of a search:

" it is obviously necessary first to focus upon the governmental interest
i which allegedly justifies official intrusion upon the constitutionally pro-
'

tected interest of the private citizen. For example,in a criminalinvestira.
tion, the police may endertake to recover specific stolen or contraband
goods. But that public interest would hardly justify a sweeping search of an
entire city conducted in the hope that these goods might be found. Conse-
quently, a search for these goods, even with a warrant,is" reasonable"only,

| when there is " probable cause" to believe that they will be uncovered in a
particular dwelling."'

|
'

Emergency situations have recently been qualified by the Circuit Court
of the District of Columbia:

This case raises a question about the way the Gove ament should operate
when responding to a crisis. Neither the term " national security" nor j
" emergency"is a talisman, the thaumaturgic invocation of which should, 1

ipso facto, suspend the normal checks and balances on each branch of
Government. Our laws were not established merely to be followed only when
times are tr anquil. If our system is to survive, we must respond to even the

,

most difficult of problems in a matter consistent with limitations placed )
upon the Congress, the President, and the Courts by our Constitution and
laws?

From this history,it seems likely that the courts, in a recovery opera-
tion, would weigh the public interest in recovering stolen SNM against the
invasion upon constitution rights which the recovery operation entails. In
order to make any assertion as to what the courts would do, each activity j

*
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O
must be assessed in terms of the public interest and what intrusions will
occur. This analysis must necessarily be vague because of the speculative
nature of a recovery operation.
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ABSTRACT

" Spiking"offresh nuclear reactorfuel with a radioactive material has
been proposed to inhibit the domestic theft and processing of the fuelinto

_ materials suitable for making a nuclear bomb. The proposed spiking would
expose terrorists attempting to process or handle the nuclear fuel without
proper shielding to lethal or near-lethal doses of radiation.

The intentional use of a lethat device to protect property from theft has
been addressed by various courts and is the subject of some statutory and
case law. Theprincipalargument against spiking as a properlegalactivity,
according to the economic analysis theory proposed by Professor Posner of
the University of Chicago Law School, would be that the economic and
social costs of the theft of special nuclear material would not outweigh any
legal or social costs associated with spiking and, hence, spiking could not be

|
justified by an economic argument. This conclusion is reached when one
considers the value of the SNM at stake,its location, the warnings given to'

the thief, the deadliness of the SNM, the character .f the conflicting activi-
r
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.. | ties (spiking versus theft ofSNM), the thief's care ornegligence, and the cost'

of avoiding theft by other means.u

Severalsections ofIhe A tomic Energy A ct of1954, as amendc d, indicate
that the NRC couldjustify spiking on the basis of a need to prcserve the

*
| " common defense and security of the United States."However, opinione
l given by the I, RC General Counsel regarding the NRC's lack of capability
| to instigate an employee clearance program based on general " common

defense and security"are used to indicate iha t spiking could not bejus tified
unless specific congressional authorization is given. ;

Using common law and modern variations of the common law, it is '

determined that spiking, because it is done with the intent to injure a thief,
could be considered a " trap"or dangerous device. Various cases are cited to

) show that an owner of a chattel (such as spiked nuclear fuel) could not
lawfully set a trap to inflict death because a trap cannot discriminate
between an unlawfulintent and a lawfulintent. Furthermore, traps tend to
inflict death and destruction which, if the owner were present, could not
lawfully beinflicted.

i In a number of early cases consideration was given to the question of
,

remo ving the " trap" aspect of spring guns and other dangerous instrumen- i

t talitles bygivingproper notice. In general, notice does not relieve the owner
> of the responsibility rlia bilityfor ma nslaughter or murderifa thiefis killed. '

| The objection to spiked fuel as constituting a trap may be partially i'

overcome by arguing that the theft ofspiked nuclearfuel would be a felony,
'

specifically a "dange ous felony "and thus entitled toprotection by the use.-.

of deadly force. If the theft of spiked fuelis considered a dangerous felony,
then attendingguards would be allowed the use ofdeadlyforce toprevent or
terminate a felony. Ifspiking is considered a part of the deadlyforce used by
the guards, then justification exists for spiking.

Because of the potential for large-scale destruction and loss of life
incident to a theft offuel, it is difficult topredict the extent to which courts

\ wouldfollow their normalprocedure and allow arguments by analogy. The
best prediction is that the courts would adopt an economic social theory
(such asposed by ProfessorPosner) usedin the last 15 years in environmen-
tal cases, would consider applicable common law, and as a result would
disapprove spiking for use in United Stater commerce.

.
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I. PROTECTIVE RADIOACTIVE SPIKING
O OF NUCLEAR FUEL

The term " spiking," as used in this report, refers to the proposed incor-
''' ~ poration of radioactive materialin nuclear fuel for the purpose ofinhibiting

unauthorized use of nuclear fuel. Unauthorized use includes theft of the
,

material and (after theft) the possession and processing of the materialinto
concentrations and materials suitable for use in making a nuclear bomb.8'

- ~ ~ The special nuclear materials (SNM) in the nuclear reactor fuel, for which
,

protective spiking is being considered, are those isotopes of plutonium and'

uranium capable of use in making nuclear explosive devices.'
'

There are several techniques for spiking and several reasons for consid-
ering each technique. The spiking methods include the three techniques of
adding radioactive material to fresh reactor fuel before it is processed into
fuel rods, subjecting the lewly processed reactor fuel to irradiation before it
is shipped, and placing .adioactive sleeves or other mechanisms on or near
the new fuel before the fuel is shipped to the user.'

,

The purpose of spiking is to provide lethal or near-lethal doses of radia-
tion to deter domestic terrorists from stealing reactor fuel. The consequence
of the use of spiking in international shioments is beyond the scope of this
report. This report deals with the possibility of spiked fuel being required for
U.S. domestic use. A secondary purpose of spiking is to increase the diffi-
culty of converting reactor fuel into the proper form for use in nuclear
weapons by making it necessary to process the stolen material behind
radiation barriers with special and very expensive remote equipment.' Spik-
ing may also degrade the performance of any nuclear explosive device made
from the s+olen material.' The probability oflocating and recovering stolen

~
material might also be enhanced by spiking if the contained radioactivity is
instrumentally detectable from reasonable <3istances.'

REFERENCES

1. W. Meyer, et al., "The Homemade Nuclear Bomb Syndrome," Vol.18, Nuclear
Safety, July-August 1977.

2. For identification of special nuclear material and the particular schemes which,
i have been considered for spiking, see E.V. Weinstock,"The Spiking of Special

Nuclear Materials as a Safeguards Measure," Vol. I, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Technical Support Organization, September 19, 1975.

3. Id.; "The Spiking of Special Nuclear Materials as a Safeguards Measure,"
Volume 2, IRT-378.R, prepared for Brockhaven National Laboratory, November
6,1975; J.E. Selle," Chemical and Physical Considerations of the Use of Nuclear
Fuel Spikanta for Deterrence," ORNI/TM-6412, October 1978; J.E. Selle et al.,
" Practical Consideration of Nuclear Fuel Spiking for Proliferation Deterrence,"
ORNIJTM 6483.

4. J.E. Selle, Note 3, supra.
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5. E.V. Weinstock, Note 3, supra, Chapter II.
6. Edward Straker, " Material Radiation Criteria and Non Proliferation," SAI

01379-507-LJ, January 8,1979; see previous report in this chapter.

II.THE CONTEXT IN WHICH SPIKING COULD
- BE CHALLENGED AND DEFENDED

Spiking could be challenged in a court oflaw if the challenger can show
that he has received an injury of the type recognized by courts as compensa-
ble. Several sources oflawsuits could be envisioned arising from the activity
of spiking nuclear fuel. Since the primary re ason for spiking nuclear mate-
rials is to prevent their theft,it may be reasonable to expect that the most.

I common challenge to spiking would come from the thief's survivors asking
for money damages and criminal charges as compensation for the thief's
death. There is a line of court cases allowing a thief to recover compensation
forinjury incurred during a theft. This right of the thiefis given recognition
in McKinsey v. Wade' where the court stated "a ti.ief does not forfeit all

i rights including the right to live."
| A more remote injury might be that to a third person injured by radia-

tion as a result of an accident or the successful theft of spiked fuel. In this
instance, the legal theory of recovery for damages would probably be based
on negligence, with the injured third person claiming that the owner of the
spiked fuel could or should have foreseen the injury and was negligent in
spiking the fuel and caused the foreseeable injury. This argument has

! possible merit, but is not pursued in this report because the possibility of-

third party injury is thought to be relatively remote and would most likely
fail to have a court required causal connection with the spiking activity.
Even if a negligence claim were brought against the owner of the spiked fuel,

]| the economic arguments (to follow) would be appropriate for defending the
,

"se of spiked fuel. |
There is also the possibility that the use of spiked fuel may be considered

by courts as an inherently hazardous activity which causes " strict" liability
for serious harm done to persons or property irrespective of fault of the fuel
owner. The subject of strict liability is outside the scope of this report.

The arguments that follow represent those which might be used by ,

'

attorneys for the plaintiff and defendant in such a case. Itis not clear which
would prevail. Parts of some of the arguments take the form of"justifica.
tion."In many areas of the law, such as justifiable homicide, a "justifica.
tion"is recognized for an activity that, strictly speaking, is not legal or

.
desirable. Although justifiable and, therefore, permitted, the activity in
question is not authorized or legal;it is merely granted an exception to the-'x

general rule.
Defenses are arguments used to persuade the court that there are good |

' ^ and sufficient reasons for allowing the challenged activity,in this case
4

i l
I

>
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O spiking. The fir 7t defense of spiking to be considered is based on the eco-
nomic argument that spiking is necessary when the consequences of a theft
of SNM are compared with those societalinterests which may seek protec-
tion by legal arguments against spiking. The second type of defense, called
common law,is based on judge-made law in the form of court decisions. By
reviewing the court decisions made by judges who have thoughtfully consi-

' dered similar sitt ctions, one can get a generalidea of what would happen if
a new case were brought into court.

| The " law and economics" argument is relatively new, having become a

| subject of serious interest in about 1959' when, according to Professor

| Posner, legal scholars such as Calabresi, Becker, and Coase began to write
on this topic. Up to that time the courts had traditionally allowed only

| common law arguments where defenses are made by arguing that the
I present case is, by analogy, the same as a previously decided case and that

the two cases (the new and the old) should be decided in the same way. This
method (known by the Latin term stare decisis) uses legal precedent set by
former cases to assure that the courts treat similar situations in similar
ways so that a thread of predictability and fairness prevails. Economic
arguments (which sometimes urge a departure from common law prece-
dents) are increasingly being viewed with favor by the courts.

When an economic argument is used to demonstrate to the court that
spiking is "necessary"or provides the best balance when personalinjury to
the thief and the social and economic coets are weighed, the efficacy of
spiking must be demonstrated. The efficacy of spiking becomes an issue
when an attempt is made to show that society will1 aefit socially and

_

economically from the use of spiking. For the purposes of this report and in
order to argue both for and against spiking,it is assumed that spiking will

,

|
be an effective deterrent. However, a study done by Straker* can be inter-
preted as casting doubt on the degree of deterrence to theft that spiking
provides. In addition, Weinstock * has stated that "it is likely that greater
security could be purchased...by increasing the conventional security mea-
sures. In terms of monetary cost,'the cost of spiking seems to be excessive
compared with the cost of additional physical protection."'

i
A circular argument can be made that a law suit from a thiefcould arise

only when the spiked fuel actually accomplished its goal of injuring the
thief. Given that, the argument of economic benefit would always be
reached because the very fact of a law suit complaining ofinjury to a thiefis
evidence of the efficacy of spiking.

The remainder of this report consists of arguments based on the
I assumption that spiking can be shown to have a deterrence to theft.

REFERENCES
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2. Richard A. Posner,"Some Uses and Abuses of Economics in Law," University of
Chicago Law Review, Vol. 46,1979, p. 283.

3. Edwcrd Straker, " Material Radiation Criteria and Non. Proliferation," 01379
T 507.LJ, January 8,1979.

- 4. E.V. Weinstock,"The Spiking of Special Nuclear Materials as a Safeguards
Measure," Vol. I, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Technical Support Organi-
sation, Sept. 19,1975.

5. Id.; IRT, ''The Spiking of Special Nuclear Materials as a Safeguards Measure,"
Vol. 2, November 1975.

III. DEFENDING SPIKING AS "NECESSARY"

One of the more modern defenses which an attorney would use to defend
spiking should it be challenged in a court oflaw would be the argument that
the use of spiking was "necessary" when the possible consequences of a
theft of special nuclear material are compared with those societal interesta
sought to be protected by legal arguments against spiking.

In his article," Killing or Wounding To Protect a Property Interest,"2
Professor Posner of the University of Chicago Law School has argued that
many recent court decisions on questions similar to that of the legality of
spiking have rested ultimately upon an economic basis. These cases usually
do not coach their decisions on a stated economic basis; however, the reason-
ing used in the decision is, in fact, economic.

Some people express shock at the idea of weighing personal injury and*
death in the same balance with purely economic costs and benefits, but it is
done all the time. Individun's who work at hazar<fous jobs for premium pay
are exchanging safety for other economic goods. Where hfe is taken orinjury
inflicted in an involuntarf transaction, such as an automobile accident,
society often attempts to approximate the loss in monetary terms. It goes
without eayin g th at the task of approximation is an extremely difficult one.
Some dimensions of the loss - such as anguish to family and friends -
cannot even be approximated by the methods available to the courts and
are, therefore, usually ignored. But is it out of the question to ban all
hazardous activities on these gmunds?'
These activities reinforce the point made in an early case, Bird v. Rolbrook*,
that neither blanket permission nor blanket prohibition of spring guns and
other methods of usual deadly force to protect property interests is likely to
be the rule oflia bility that minimizes the relevant costs. What is needed is a
standard of reasonableness that permits the courts to weigh such consider,
ations as the value of the property at stake,its location (which bears not only
on the difficulty of protecting it by other means, but also on the likehhood of
innocent trespass), what kind of warning was given, the deadliness of the
device (there is no reason to recognize a privi:ege to kill when adequate
protection can be assured by a device that only wounds), the character of the
conflicting activities, the trespasser's care or negligence, and the cost of
avoiding interference by other means '

Posner, who is the leading proponent of the law and economica method,
has further suggested seven criteria which he considers to be important if

g,g one is attempting to justify killing or wounding to protect a property inter-

. _ . . . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _
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O est. A court would decide for itself what the relative importance of these
criteria were and what additional criteria would be considered.These seven
criteria are not equal in importance nor are they templete. They can, how-
ever, be very instructive.

- The seven proposed criteria are the following: the value of the property
at stake,its location, what kind of warning was given, the deadliness of the

,

l device, the character of the conflicting activities, the trespasser's care or~~ ^

i negligence, and the cost of avoiding theft by other means.

A.The Value of the Preperty at Stake
The purely commercial value of reactor fuel material is not very high,

when compcred to values of the interest society has in preventing the
material from being used to make an explosive device. This economic con-
sideration is one of Posner's criteria to eliminate those cases where the
protection of a property interest of small value causes a loss oflife. Some
experts even assert * that the manufacturing and shipping costs of spiking,
when compared with its marginal deterrent effect, make spiking an eco-
nomic burden that can not be justified. The protection of nuclear fuel by the
use of spiking probably would not be allowed in light of society's health and
safety interest.

B.The Location of the Spiked Material
The difficulty of protecting SNM by means other than spiking depends

on the location of the spiked fuel and the likelihood ofinnocent trespass.The
difficulty of protection and the location of the SNM must be weighed against

_

each other in terms of economic costs and benefits.
The location of spiked fuel varies;it may be found in a new fuel fabrica-

tion plant,in transit on public roads,in use in a reactJr, and in reprocessing
plauts where it is reprocessed into reusable re, actor fuel. In each case, the
likelihood of innocent trespass would, because of the presence of heavy
armed guards and the type of shipping containers used for spiked fuel,' be

,

highly unlikely.'
.

As to the difficulty of protecting the SNM by other means regardless of
its location, the primary objectives of spiking reactor fuel are (1) to cause
injury to the thief sufficient to prevent him from processing the reactor fuel

i into an explosive device;(2)if not to injure the thief, then to slow his progress
by forcing him to process the fuel by use of remote devices behind heavy;

shielding; and (3) to a very minor degree, depending on the spikant used, to
diminish the explosive ability of the device finally built.,

| Without repeating other work done on this subject,'it can be said that
, _

the difficulty of protecting fuel by means other than spiking, regardless of
the fuel's location, is not great. It seems that the argument that spiking is
necessary or economically justifiable because of the fuel's location cannot
be sustained, because the SNM is heavily guarded and the difficulty of
protecting fuel by other means is small.

;
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O
C. What Kind of Warning Was Given? Was It Adequate?

Nuclear fuel could not be stolen unless the persons committing the theft
were knowledgeable and determined. New spiked reactor fuel in transit
would probably be shipped inside massive spent-fuel shipping containers

. which are about 5 fect in diameter and about l5 to l8 feet iong, weighing from
' - 20 to 75 tons.' In addition, these shipping containers would be marked with

U.S. Department of Transportation placards indicating that the material
being shipped was radioactive. Fuel not in transit would be protected by
facility physical protection and material control and accounting procedures.

As to notice about the level ofinjury which the thief would receive from
the fuel, there may be none. However,it is common knowledge (which can be
imputed to the thief) that radioactive materialis dangerous. It would be very
difficult to reach any fuel without some notice that radioactive material was
present. The knowledge that material is radioactive, even without the
knowledge of the level of the radioactivity or its potential capacity for
injury, should provide the warning required for this test.

D.The Deadliness of the Device
In a complete economic argument, the deadliness of the device must be

considered so that the likelihood ofinjury can be compared with the likeli-
hood of social (economic) benefit. The spiking levels proposed are considered
to be lethal or near lethal to those individuals who are within 3 feet of an
unshielded fuel element for one hour; therefore, the unshielded fuel must be
considered deadly. However, the fuel is normally shielded while in transit

~

such that it is not deadly unless the shipping cask is intentionally (and
laboriously) opened. The deadliness of the spikant can be measured with

I suitable instruments, but is not detectable with any of the five human
senses.

An argument can be made that the spiking materialis not deadly unless'

the shipping cask is intentionally and knowingly broken open. This type of
argument, joining the deadliness of the device to its accessibility, was
rejected in a recent Iowa case' where damages were awarded to a burglar
who broke into a boarded up house, opened an interior door (which was
braced shut), and was seriously injured by a shot from a spring gun set by
the absentee land owner. Case law indicates that the deadliness of a device
cannot be measured by its remoteness to the thief at the beginning of the
crime. By analogy, spiking can be said to be deadly, even though contained '

! inside a shipping cask or guarded facility.
I

E. The Character of the Conflicting Activities
~

The activity of spiking nuclear fuelis designed to prevent or deter theft
| of SNM and subsequent production of a nuclear explosive device. The pro-

g~ duction and use (or threat of use) of a nuclear explosiv<Mevice would be an
extremely disruptive activity and very expensive in terms of social and

- _ __. . . . . _ . . _ _
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9 economic costs. An additional cost of spiking nuclear fuel would be that
borne by utility ratepayers due to increased costs of handling fuel which is
more radf oactive than it would be without the spiking.

The activity of theft and the potential use of SNM by terrorists offer no
economic benefits to society. The economic effects of theft would be costs
which are only detrimental. On the basis of only this particular analysis,
spiking would probably be permissible.

,

I F. The Trespasser's Care or Negligence
In the theft of nuclear fuel, the trespasser would be intermeddling with a

chattel which, during transit, would be protected by armed guards, marked
with signs and encased in a large strange-appearing shipping cask. If a
thiefcould be shown to be negligent in the process of stealing the spiked fuel,
then the court could limit the recovery which he or his survivors could
receive for his injury. Negligence is a term of art which, put simply, means
that the thief did something a reasonably prudent man would not have
done, which contributed to thief's injury. If the thief assumed the risk, that
is, he actually recognized and understood the risk ofinjury and voluntarily
chose to assume that risk, then he may also be barred from a court recovery
for his injury. The thief's negligence would arise only if he attempted to
remove the fuel from the shipping cask and stealit without the protective
shield provided by the cask. Since the thief's activity is a hazardous one,
some commentators have suggested that the thief assumes the risk of any
negligence. However, this argument is not well received and is, according to
Posner,'' an argument which can be debated endlessly.

~ In some cases it has been maintained that the thief's negligence or
assumption of risk will not bar a court recovery for his injuries. In Marquis'

v. Benfer" where two broken locks allowed an innocent plaintiff with no

|
criminalintent to enter a house and be injured by a spring gun, the court

| refused to hold that the injured plaintiff assumed the risk of being injured or
was negligent. The court found that even though the injured person should

f
have had knowledge that he was somewhere where he was not supposed to
be, because he had removed two broken locks, he was not negligent, did not
assume the risk, and that the property owner was liable for the injury caused
by the spring gun.

G. The Cost of Avoiding Theft by Other Means
The other means of avoiding theft are to increase the physical protec-

tion and to use fuel cycles which do not involve SNM at all or, at least, to use
i

| |
SNM in a form which is not attractive for theft.

I, In monetary terms, the cost of spiking seems excessive'' compared with

! the cost of additional physical protection. For U.S. domestic purposes it
seems that methods less expensive than spikinst can be employed.

In summary,it appears that a general economic argument could not be
,

j hs. v
|
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used to justify spiking. As pointed out earlier,if the courts are to accept an
economic argument at the expense oferosion of accepted historical common'S

law doctrine, there must be strong evidence of the efficacy of spiking.
i
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IV. CAN THE NRC JUSTIFY SPIKING AS REQUIRED
FOR THE " COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY"'-

OF THE UNITED STATES?

A review of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, along with the
i United States Code would reveal the following sections dealing with the use
| of" common defense and security."

| j It is therefore declared to be the policy of the United States that:
The development use and control of atomic energy shall be directed so as to.

{ make the maaimum contribution to the general welfare, subject at all timas
| to the paramount objective of making the maximum contribution to the
I common defense and security.. s

The Congress of the United States makes the following findings con-
cerning the development, use and control of atomic energy."

The development utilization and control of atomic energy for military and
for all other purposes are vital to the common defense and security.'

The processing and utilization of source. byproduct and special nuclear
material must be regulated in the nationalinterest and in order to provide
for the common defense and security and to protect the health and safety of
the public.*

Funds of the United States may be provided for the development and use of
atomic energy under conditions which will provide for the common defense
and security and promote the general welfare.'

,

h
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9
A program for Government control of the possession, use and production of
atomic energy and special nuclest material, whether owned by the Govern-'

ment or others so directed as to make the mar 3 contribution to the
common defense and security and the nati . .Jfare and to provide'

continued assurance of the Government's abtlity *2 enterinto and enforce
agreements with nations or groups of nations for the control of special

,1 _
nuclear materials and atomic weapons.'

A reading of these above provisions from the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, would tend to convince the reader that spiking of nuclear

; fuel could be justified, if said to be required for the common defense and
security of the United States. However,it is not clear that spiking could be'

! justified in such a straightforward manner.

i A similar question of justification based on a common defense and
j security was addressed in the public rule making hearings held by the NRC

on " Authority for Access to or Control of Special Nuclear Material," Docket
No. RM-50-7 (1979). Specifically, a legal question arose with regard to
whether a clearance program for employees at light water reactor facilities,
to protect againstloss or diversion of SNM, could bejustified as being in the

.
interest of common defense and security. A review of that proceeding sheds
light on the spiking problem.a

| Ieonard Bickwit, Jr., General Counsel of NRC, said in a letter to the
NRC commissioners:

A clearance program for LWRs iught Water Reactors] thus presents two
criticallegal questions. First, can such a program be based on the need to
protect against loss or diversion of SNM in the interest of the common
defense ar.d security?
The answer to the first question is clearly no. Nowhere in the rule making"

record is there any indication that the proposed [ clearance] rule is designed
to protect against loss or diversion of SNM at LWRs.There was an effort
made to relate reactor sabotage to the national defense. While this arguably
ties the proposed program to the common defense and security,it does not tie
the proposed program to loss or diversion of SNM.'

Bickwit's position illustrates that in spite of the general language of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 regarding the common defense and security, the
NRC counsel did not find it general enough to justify imposition of a clear-

; ,

| ance program for LWR personnel. NRC counsel instead looked for specific
congressional authorization to implement the personnel program.

By analogy, the determination of spiking as "necessary" to provide for
the common defense and security would probably require specific authoriza-
tion. A memorandum from Peter L. Strauss,(then) General Counsel of NRC
to Commissioner Gilinsky regarding the clearance program further em-

,

phasizes the need for specific authorization.'

The Commission's defense would begin by noting that the language of the
. i statute is not explicitly limited in th:s fashion. The statute empowers us to~

require clearances for those engaged in designated activities involving

, , ,

" quantities of special nuclear material which in the opinion of the Commis-
sion are important to the common defense and security " Thus if the"

Commission could clearly show a annection between the quantities of

*********"+-+e++eer-e-- e-mew-.m , g _,
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special nuclear tr.s terial present in an hypothetically sabotaged reactor and
_. the common defense and security,it would appear to be within thelanguage

of the statute. To me, this connection seems strained. At the least,I would
expect Se courta to look beyond the statutory language to the legislative
history to ensure that Congress' intent is being followed. The courts would
be reluctant to assume that Congress intended to give the Commission a*

carte blanche in defining where it needed clearance programs.'

It would appear that spiking of reactor fuelin the generalinterest of
common defense and security could not be justified, although there is a
possibility legal justification could be resolved if spiking is done to prevent
the loss or diversion of any special nuclear material'* for only those reactor

l
fuels containing eufficient quantities of SNM to produce an explosive
device.
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V. IS SPIKED NUCLEAR MATERIAL A " TRAP" OR A i

" DANGEROUS DEVICE"? 1
f

A. Definition of a " Trap" or a " Dangerous Device"'

In Crosby v. Sa vannah Electric Company,' it was held that the doctrine i
of mantrap rests upon the theory that"...the owner is expecting a trespasser ;

or a licensee and has prepared the premises to do him injury."In Wilder v. j
Gardner,' the owner set a spring gun or trap to prevent depredation of his

i property by humans or animals. The owner expected trespassers and delib-

{ erately set a trap designed to do them injury. In this case it was held that
such a device may be considered a mantrap if the court can find orinfer that.

; L - { the owner had knowledge of the existence of a dangerous condition coupled
1

_ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . .-
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O with a conscious indifference to the consequences and a deliberate intent to

~ '~ '

inflictinjuryisinferrable.
,

In Central of Georgia R. Co. v. Ledbetter,* it was held that "lT]o the
'

| licensee as to the trespasser, no duty arises of keeping the usual condition of
' the premises up to any given standard of safety, except that they must not

contain pitfalls, mantraps and things of that character."
~ In Louisville & Nashville P. Co. v. Young,* a trap was defined as a.-

dangerous condition hidden with sufficient cover to obscure it or to renderit
unobservable to one who approaches it.

In State v. Green" it was held that for a person to be excused from
inflicting injury or causing death to a trespasser or intermeddler of chattels,
that person must show circumstances such as to make it reasonable to
believe he was in danger of losing his life or suffering dangerous bodily
harm and that he himself so believed at the time of the incident. A trap or
dangerous device can not distinguish between benign and malevolent
intent, whereas a person is judged to be able to make this distinction.

Fowler V. Harper and Fleming James, Jr. in The Law of Torts, Volume
2, Section 27.3, pages 1440-1441, said:

The possessor ofland may not arrange his premises intentionally so as to
cause death or serio.ts bodily harm to a trespasser.The possessor may of
course take some steps to repel a trespass. If he is present he may use force to
do so, but only that amount which is reasonably necessary to effect the
repulse. Moreover,if the trespass threatens harm to property only - even
the theft of property - the possessor would not be privileged to use deadly
force, he may not arrange his premises so that such force will be inflicted by
mechanical means. If he does, he will be liable even to a thief who is injured
by such device.

,

The Restatement of Torts, Section 85, page 180, treats this problem
slightly differently.

The value cf human life and limb, not only to the individual concerned, but
also to society, so outweighs the interest of a possessor ofland in excluding
from it those whom he is not willing to admit thereto that a possessor ofland
has no privilege to use force intended or likely to cause death or serious
harm against ari other whom the possessor sees about to enter his premises
or meddle with his chattel, unless the intrusion threatens death or serious
bodily harm to the occupiers or users of the premises....A possessor ofland
cannot do indirectly and by a mechanical device that which, were he pres-
ent, he could not do immediately and in person.Therefore, he cannot gain a
privilege to install, for the purpose of protecting his land from intrusions
harmless to the lives and limbs of the occupiers or users ofit, a mechanical
device whose only purpose is to inflict death or serious harm upon such as
may intrude, by giving notice of his intention to inflict, by mechanical
means and indirectly, harm which he could not, even after request, inflict
directly were he present.

In Simpson u. State,' the court stated that
..

The secrecy and frequency of the trespass would notinstify the ownerin
concealing himself, and with a deadly weapon taking the life, or grievously
wounding the trespasser, as he crept stealthily to do the wrong intended.
What difference is there in his concealing his person, and weapon, and
inflicting unlawful violence, and contriving and setting a mute, concealed

|
!
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i agency or instrumentality which will inflict the same, or it may be greater, |

j violence? In ea-h case the intention is the same, or it is to exceed the degree
of force the law allowed to be exerted. In the one case,if the trespasser came
not with an unlawful intent -if his trespass was merely technical-ifit
was a child, a madman, or an idiot, carelessly, thoughtlessly entering and
wandering on the premises, the owner would withhold all violence. Or, he
cou'd exercise a discretion, and graduate his violence to the character of the
trespass.The mechanical agency,is sensitive only to the touch;it is without
mercy, or discretion; its violence falls on whatever comes in rentact with it.
Whatever may not be done directly cannot be done by circuitry and indiree-
tion. If an owner, by means of spring guns or other mischievous engines
planted on his premises, capable of causing death or of inflicting great
bedily harm on ordinary trespassers, does cause death, he is guilty of |
criminal homicide. I

B.The Concept of Trap or Dangerous Device as Applied to Spiking
|

Spiking "... involves the use of a spikant in the fuel to provide a gamma
flux of sufficient intensity to induce death after a very short exposure time."' |

! As stated by Weinstock, "Thus, for example, the same radioactive spikant
that improves detection at close range will...at a much higher level, kill an
unprotected person who comes too close to the material."' Other, more recent i

reports talk in terms ofinjuring rather than killing a peaon who approaches
the material too closely.'

Spiked fresh reactor fuel material would have many of the radioactive
attributes of spent fuel discharged from a nuclear reactor with, however, one
major difference. For the spiked fuel it could be said that "the owner is

,

expecting a trespasser...and has prepared the premises to do him injury." * ;_

The addition of a spikant to deter theft has the element ofintent to injure or |

kill those not deterred. It is this particular aspect of spiking - its use to
intentionally kill orinjure a thief, and the results of pursuing this objective
- that gives spiked fuelits special distinction and makes spiked material
different from ordinary radioactive material. Most crimes require some
specific voluntary act with an intention to produce a specified result. It may
be said that an action is done intentionally if one acts " purposely" with a
conscious object to engage in conduct of that nature and to act" knowingly"
as to the nature of his conduct if he is siware that his conduct is of that
nature." Adding a spikant purposely with conscious knowledge of the
nature of the danger created, which danger did not exist before, knowing
that any thief will be killed or seriously injured, may create the basis for civil
or criminal liability.

From these discussions it can be seen that the distinguishing features of
a trap or dangerous device as it may apply to spiking are that in spiking, as
in a trap, there is a clear intent ofinjuring or killing a thief by the radiation
emitted, and that the danger is not readily apparent to a thief or trespasser
to the chattel,in this case, spiked fuel.

From the foregoing arguments, one could reasonably conclude that a
shipment of spiked fuel was a " trap" or " dangerous device." This would be

|

|
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O true even for a thief because, as the court said in a case involving a boy killed
by an explosive installed by the owner to prevent theft, "a thief does not
forfeit all rights including the right to live."*8"

C.The Arguments Against Considering Spiked Nuclear Fuel;

. |
as a Trap or Dangerous Device

1. Recapture of Chattels. The right to use force to recapture a chat-
tel differs from the right to defend the chattelin the first place. Having lost
momentary control of the chattel, a limited right to retake the chattel by
force has been recognized. This privilege to use force has been restricted to
those extreme cases where the emergency justifies the risk of the breach of
the peace.'' On the basis of this argument, the use of force by guards
attempting to recapture the fuel shipping cask (a chattel) may justify the use
ofspiking.

2. Removal of the " Trap" Aspect of Spiking by the Use of Ade-
quoteNotice. Spiked nuclear fuel, by virtue ofits ominous shipping cask,
the presence of guards, and signs proclaiming the nature of the danger, may
give adequate warning of the dangerous nature of the fuelinside. In the
cases which have dealt with " notice" of a trap it wan decided that the owner
is liable for the trap action even though adequate notice is given and the
thief has actual knowledge of the presence and dangerous nature of the trap.
" Notice, warning or the knowledge of the maintenance of a spring gun or
similar device has been held not to constitute a complete defense to a
criminal prosecution arising out of the death or injury caused by the device,
or to constitute no defense (by the trap gun setter to prevent liability] at*

d"''
In State v. Childers,** a conviction for unlawfully shooting with intent

to wound was upheld despite the fact that the farmer, who maintained a
spring gun in a melon field, posted signs at both ends of the field warning of
the spring gun.The signs were found by the jury to not constitute a warning.

In State v. Green, ' two brothers entered a house protected by a spring
gun. One brother knew that the house had a " dynamite" trap and warned
the other brother. The brother who disregarded the notice or knowledge of

i the presence of a trap was killed, and the trap gun setter was convicted of
manslaughter despite the thief's actual knowledge that some hazard or trap
was on the premises.

I In State v Ban," the court held that the presence of a danger sign outside
a cabin giving notice of the presence of a spring gun inside the cabin was
immaterial. An earlier 1882 federal case, United States v. Gilliam,''

. expressed a contradictory view. Gilliam held that where no notice of the
| setting of a spring gun is given, the party setting it is responsible to the same
|
' extent as if he had been present and fired the gun himself, but that where

notice is given, the one injured is deemed to have brought the calamity upon
himself and,if kil:ed, to have been his own executioner.

__ _ _ - . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In State v. Marfaudelle,'' a tenant knew the landlady was snooping in
his apartment. The tenant warned the landlady not to disturb a trunk
because it contained a spring gun. The landlady did not heed the warning
and opened the trunk in the tenant's absence and was killed by the spring
gun. The court refused to accept the tenant's offer to prove he had warned
the landlady of the spring gun. The court held that such notice or warning
did not constitute a defense unless it was brought home to the deceased in
such a manner that her act in opening the trunk would be a deliberate
attempt on her part to take her own life. However, one author has said that:

.if the da ngerous de vice is not customary,it would seem that at least as far
as concerns responsibility to a person injured while trespassing the owner
must take at least all reasoneble steps to bring home notice ofits use to all
those persons whom he has reason to expect to trespass upon his property.
Unless such notice is given, the device can have no deterrent effect; and the

j failure to give such a notice.ifit be deliberate, tends to show that the purpose
( in installing it is not merely to prevent intrusion but in part at least to injure
| such persons as may intrude."'
! This same author cites an early 1828 English case' which held that an

owner is privileged to use a dangerous and unusual device if the injury it is

J intended or likely to inflict is less than death or serious bodily harm and is
not disproportionately great as compared with the value of the property or
property interest which the device is designed to protect. In addition, a
reasonably sufficient warning ofits use must be brought home to all those
likely to intrude and come in cont ct with the device. In this case, a plaintiff
who was trespassing on the defendant's garden in search of his fowl, was'

! injured by a spring gun which the defendant had set therein without any.-

warning ofits presence. The court held that the plaintiff should recover for
his injuries. In the opinion of Chief Justice Best who took part in the
referenced case and in a similar and earlier decision ofIlott v. Wilkes,22the
absence of notice was of principal importance, as showing that the spring
guns were not set for the purpose of " deterring" trespassers, but "for the
purpose of doing injury to anyone who might trespass upon his garden."

Only early 19th century cases have dealt with the issue of notice for
traps or dangerous devices; no modern cases seem to have dealt with this
issue. Thus, on the basis of early case law,it can be said that liability for
spiked reactor fuel (if considered as a dangerous device or a trap) cannot be
avoided by providing notice to any would-be thief of the dangerous propen-
sity of the fuel.
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VI. SPIKING USED TO PREVENT A DANGEROUS FELONY

A. Classification of Theft of Spiked Fuel as a Felony-

A felony is defined in two different ways. Some states provide that any
crime punishable by death orimprisonmentin a state prison is a felony, and
any oth er crime (punishable by fine or imprisonment in a local j ail or both)is
a misdemeanor.'

Less commonly, a felony is defined as dependent not on the place of
imprisonment, but on the length of imprisontrent. This latter definition
used by the federal government provides thet any crime punishable by
death or imprisonment for more than one year is a felony and any other
crime is a misdemeanor."

Section 57 of Atomic Energy Act of1954 makes theft of SNM a felony by
stating that "Unless arthorized by a general or specific license issued by the
Commission...no person may transfer or receive in interstate commerce,
transfer, deliver, acquire, own, possess, receive possession of, or title to, or
import into or export from the United States any special nuclear material."
This section of the Atomic Energy Act is codified in 42 U.S.C.A. 5 2077.The

~

violation of 42 U.S.C.A. I 2077 is given in 42 U.S.C.A. I 2272 as not more
than $10,000 or by imprisonment for not more than 10 years or both.

In addition, the theft of a fuel shipment would be a felony ifit violated
Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act codified in 4 U.S.C.A. I 2273 which *

,
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provides for a fine of not more than 85000 or imprisonment of not more than
{

'
two years for willful violation of Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

|In addition to violating the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the theft of fuel i

material would be a felonyifit violated the following several sections of the
U.S. Code:

18 U.S.C.A. I 659. Embezzlement or theft of goods in,
- e

interstate shipment. Not more than $5000 fine or impri-
sonment for not more than ten years or both (if value of
property taken is over $100).
18 U.S.C.A. I 832. Transportation of radioactive mate-*

rial by passenger ca r or vehicle (49 U.S.C.A. 51472(h) by
air and 46 U.S.C.A. I 170 by water)in violation of ICC
regulations. $1000 fine and imprisonment for not more
than 1 year or both unless there is a death or bodily
injury resulting from a violation of this section in which

; case the penality is not more than $10,000 or imprison-
ment of not more than 10 years or both.
18 U.S.C.A. i 2117. Breaking or entering carrier facilities*

with intent to commit larceny. $5000 fine or not more
j than ten years' imprisonment or both.
I * 18 U.S.C.A. I 2314. Interstate transportation of stolen

goods whose value is over $5000. Fine not more than
$10,000 or imprisonment for not more than ten years
or both.

*

Since the spiked fuel would be private property,'it probably would noti

qualify for the several codified conspiracy and robbery * offenses against the
United States.

One could also argue that the theft of SNM is the type of felony that
would justify the use of deadly force. Most modern jurisdictions' limit the
use of deadly force to prevent or terminate commission of dangerous felonies
(those felonies involving a substantial risk of death or serious bodily harm,

' e.g., murder, voluntary manslaughter, mayhem, kidnapping, arson, bur-
glary of a dwelling, robbery, and forceable rape). If the owner of the spiked
fuel could maintain that theft of SNM is a dangerous felony or could justify
the use of deadly force if had he been present, he might be able to argue
successfully that the use of spiking as a deadly trap is also justified.

B. The Theft of Spiked Fuel as a Dangerous Felony
The current concept of a " dangerous felony" developed as a modifica-

tion of the historical common law concept that all felonies were of equal
~

degree because they were all punishable by death. At common law only a
few narrowly defined crimes were classified as felonies. Many modern felo-
nies such as income tax evasion, antitrust violation, selective service viola-
tion, and embezzlement do notinvolve a crime which " creates a substantial

) >
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; risk the person arrested will cause death or serious bodily harm if his
apprehension is delayed"* and are not deadly felonies. Only seven states;!

Delaware, Hawaii, Kentucky, Maine, Nebraska, North Carolina, and
Texas'have adopted the model Penal Code's dangerous felony approach for
the arrest of nonviolent felons. Thirty-seven states have justification sta-
tutes which limit the use of deadly force by police officers to effect arrest,'
and twenty-four chttes codify the common law by providing that deadly
force may be used to arrest any felony suspect.'

The com non law would justify the use of deadly force in situations
where the interest protected is more important than the life of the person
who threaMus it.'' The common law did not undertake to balance the var-
ious interests at stake by weighing the victim's life against the interest
which he threatened, but referred instead to the type of conduct in which the
victim was engaged. Generally, the conduct must have involved an attempt
to commit a felony against the actor, his property or society in general.Thus
the law of justifiable homicide was based not on the reasonableness of the
force used by the actor, but on the nature of the activity which the force was

a designi! to prevent."
I On the basis of this common law rationale, the theft of reactor fuel could

be classified as a " dangerous" felony, thus warranting the use of deadly
force in the form of spiking to prevent the theft. This would be the result of
weighing the " nature of activity" of stealing SNM and the possible result-
ant construction of a nuclear explosive device against the protective activity
of spiking the material.

L
The potential illicit uses of the stolen enriched fuel, which include the-

| fabrication of an explosive device that may cause death and destruction to

j many people, would seem to qualify the theft of spiked fuel as a dangerous
,

felony.* However it cannot be said with complete assurance that theft of!

g

| reactor fuel would be a dangerous felony.

C. Common Law "Use of Deadly Force"
Argument to Justify Spiking

Some of the arguments for and against spiking of fuelinvolve the
common law concepts that have developed regarding the use of deadly force
to protect property.** Deadly force concepts could be used to argue that if
deadly force is permitted to protect reactor fuel, then spiked fuel should be
allowed because the deadly force aspect of spiking is no worse or may even
be part of the privileged use of deadly force.To pursue the argument further,

.-.

*Certain oth'er criminal activities appear to have this same status. Consider for instance the
crimes of adding biological or chemical agents to domestic water supplies; sabotage and subee-
quent colla pae of hydroelectric dams; intentional train derailment of tank cars of chlorine gas;
sabotage ofliquid natural gas ships while in harbor.

we
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if guards can be excused for subjecting a thief to possible death or serious

'
bodily harm by shooting at him to prevent or terminate a dangerous felony,

|

would not the use of spiking, with adequate warning in the presence of |
guards, be similarly excused for exposing the thief to possible death or
serious bodily harm?

"

The concurrent or contemporaneous use of spiking as part of the deadly
i

force permitted guards to prevent or terminate a dangerous felony may be '

unjustifiable in light of recent cases and judicial trends." In three recent
cases (1977,1976), California limited the use of deadly force by police officero
in fleeing felon cases." In these cases, the officer's privilege of using deadly
force was deemed appropriate "only if the felony is a forcible and atrocious
one which threatens death or serious bodily harm or there are other circum-
stances which reasonably create a fear of death or serious bodily harm to the

l officer or other person."" However, this limitation may not exclude the use,

of deadly force for the prevention of the theft of spiked fuel because the theft ;|

|'
of fuel containing bomb grade nuclear material (even if spiked) would prob- |
ably be a dangerous felony.

f Even if theft of spiked fuelis considered a dangerous felony, the peace j
officer's privilege to use deadly force may not be in effect because the guards '

protecting the spiked fuel may not be peace officers. They are more likely to
,

be private citizens employed to work as guards. As observed by an Arizona
Court in 1977 in State v. Bar," " serious inroads have been made in the
authority of private persons to use deadly force to arrest for any felony"

!
(emphasis added).

|~

The definition of the theft of fuel containing bomb grade material as a
Idangerous felony would seem to be the key to this bootstrap theory of

allowing the use of spiking as a concurrent continuation of the deadly force
used by the guards. However, this is an unsettled area of the law and as such

,

| this concept should not be relied upon alone as justification of the use of
spiking.

.
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- Chapter Four

Ranking Nuclear Fuel Cycles

, Both of the reports in this chapter represent an attempt to arrive at a
ranking method rather than to determine conclusively a single "best," most
safeguardable, fuel cycle. The complex and subjective nature of safeguards
measures and threats prevents attainment of the latter goal. Both reports
are aimed at providing a procedure for distinguishing between nuclear fuel
cycles, dependent on which safeguards and non-proliferation factors are
considered the most important by a " ranker." Although both reports give a
hierarchy of safeguardability, the hierarchy in each report represents an
example of a ranking based on the judgments of the authors; neither claims
to be objectively correct.

It is hoped that this chapter will reveal the difficulty of generating an
absolute ranking of nuclear fuel cycles according to any complex set of
criteria. The reports do describe methods for examining, at least, those
tradsffs associated with one fuel cycle over another.,

|

.

|
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| ABSTRACT
This report describes a ranking of 19 Non-Proliferation Alternative

Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) fuel cycles according to ease of
' safeguardability.

Eight different safeguards criteria were used to evaluate the applica bil-
ity of the current safeguards practices for each of the fuel cycles.

Four different ranking techniques gave the same three fuel cycles as
. _

easiest to safeguard. These cycles were the light water reactor cycle (L WR)
N once through, the L WR high burn.up once through, and the high tempera.

' ture gas cooled reactor (HTGR) once through.
,

,

*

|
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I. INTRODUCTION

'" The Non Proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program i

(NASAP) being condeted by the U.S. Department of Energy includes the {
~

task of evaluating the nuclear safeguards required for each fuel cycle.
'

| The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has commissioned Brook-
| haven National Laboratory to review the given fuel cycles * and, as part of"^

| this task, to rank them to indicate the relative difficulty of safeguarding
each fuel cycle and the relative significance of the safeguards issues.

An earlier Brookhaven report' discussed the technical safeguards
issues for each of the alternative fuel cycles. A second Brookhaven report,'

! discussed the licensing and regulatory problems which the individual fuel
j cycles would encounter.

Using these two reports as the source and description of safeguards
problems, a comprehensive matrix was dewloped wherein each fuel cycle
was ranked for each safeguards problem act ording to the severity of the
problem. Here, severity is defined as a combination of the difficulty, feasibil-
ity and, to a very limited degree, cost of safeguards.

The safeguards problems chosen for evaluation were those encountered
in the traditional areas of safeguards such as ph3 sical protection, transpor-
tation concerns, material control and accountirig, and resistance to sabo-
tage/ dispersal, as well as difficulty of converting the SNM to bomb mate-
rial, applicability of current inspection and enforcement practice, ease of
recovery of stolen SNM, and finally, applicability of current safeguards

| regulatory schemes. This ranking is preliminary and is amplified and
_

improved in the report following in this chapter.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RANKING METHOD

A. Approach
With few exceptions, the fuel cycles considered are far from fully deve-

loped; the applicability and reliability of certain safeguards techniques
remain untested. The relative evaluation or ranking of specific safeguard-
ability within and among fuel cycles is therefore a more subjective process
than would be desired ideally. Recognizing this problem, ranking criteria
and approaches were chosen in such a,way that readers may substitute their
own individual evaluations and arrive at their own overall ranking.

The eight criteria selected are discussed in Section II.B. Each of the 19
fuel cycles was evaluated against each of the eight criteda. Each cycle-
criterion combination was evaluated on a three-level basis:"High"indicat-
ing that safeguards techniques exist or may be easily emplaced;" Moderate"
meaning that some problems exist, but successful development of tech-

'See Appendix A forlist of fuelcycles.

~ i
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niques is reasonably assured; or %w" where severe safeguards problems
exist or difficult developmental programs must be undertaken. Commonly,*

a 1 to 10 ranking has been used in such evaluative approaches. For this
study, however, a three-level evaluation was considered to be more consist-
ent with the level of technical development and the necessity for subjectivity
mentioned earlier.

After completing each of the cycle / criterion evaluations, a combinator-
ial method was chosen to allow the eight individual criteria evaluations for
a given fuel cycle to be condensed into a single figure giving the overall
ranking of candidate fuel cycles. This combinatorial process would nor-
mally require weighting decisions, for example, the physical protection
aspects of safeguarding may be twice as important, or of equal importance,
or only half as important as material control and accounting aspects. Con-
sideration of the eight criteria reveals the difficulty of assigning objectively
derived weighting factors.

The three combinatorial methods applied are described briefly in Sec-
tion III and details are presented in Appendices B, C, and D. While the
methods differ from one another in detail, the same cycle / criteria data
served as input to all three. It is not surprising, therefore, that the final cycle
rankings are essentially the same regardless of the combinatorial method
chosen.

The ranking approach outlined above was chosen with due deliberation
after making a literature search' for rankings done on similar data. Only
one ranking study was revealed which pertained directly to this subject.'
Other attempts to rank fuel cycles have been made. Appendix E shows a !

U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE) Interim Management Directive of Dec. 22,1977, i

which lista SNM according to its relative degree of attractiveness (i.e.,
! attractive to an adversary wishing to make an explosive device). Appendix j' F is a table' developed by the Office of Tech'nology (OTA) for their " Nuclear

Proliferation and Safeguards" study for the Congress of the United States
which is also referenced in a General Accounting Office Report.'

J One of the techniques'used for ranking is to solicit opinions from
i experts and to tabulate the results. A similar technique has played a role in

the ranking approach used here.The individual cycle / criterion evaluations
grew out ofintense discussions among many safeguards experts.

It is again stressed that this ranking approach is highly subjective, and
readers of this report are urged to apply their own perceptions to the cycle /
criterion evaluations and/or to the combinatorial method to determine
acceptance of the final cycle ranking.

B.The Choice of Rar sing Criteria i

Choosing the criteria is a major step in the ranking procedure. The
criteria were chosen to be, insofar as possible, traditional safeguards classi-

,

is fications conceptually familiar to those in the field. They are:
|

|
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O
* difficulty of converting to weapons material
* resistance to sabotage or dispersal
* applicability of current material control and accounting practices ,

o applicability of current physical protection practices
* applicability of current transportation practices
e applicability of current inspection and enforcement practices
e ease of SNM recovery by safeguards personnel after theft
* applicability of current safeguards regulatory schemes>

While each of these criteria is important to domestic safeguards, experts
would certainly disagree as to their relative importance (or weighting).'

3

' Relationships between criteria also compound the weighting difficulty. For
example, the level of physical protection required in a given fuel cycle is

.

mertainly related to the difficulty of converting the fuel to weapons material.U

! Each of the criteria is briefly described below; the rationale for selecting
"Eigh,"" Moderate" or " Low" is outlined. It is to be remembered that, within
thie rating context,"High"is the most desirsble rating from the standpoint

| of safeguardability," low" the least.
Application of these ranking criteria requires an understanding of the

.

various fuel cycles. These fuel cycles have been described in detail in an
earlier report by Weinstock,' and no detailed description of them is given
here. -

1. Difficulty of converting to weapons material. This category
considers the SNM availability and the difficulty of converting the material
to a nuclear explosive device (inverse of material attractiveness). The pres-
ence of unspiked material suitable for explosive fabrication within a fuel"

cycle leads to a " Low" rating. If such material is spiked with fission pro-
ducts or Co" or is otherwise unsuitable for explosive fabrication, it is
granted a "High"(i.e., safeguardable rating.) SNM containing U'''is given
a " Moderate" rating.

2. Resistance to sabotage or dispersal. There is no apparent rea-
son, at least at this stage of appraisal, to consider any one of the reactors in
the NASAP studies to be appreciably different in terms of sabotage or
dispersal risk from any other. Certain fuel cycles do, however, present added
sabotage risks when viewed in their entirety (e.g., those cycles involving
reproccasing as compared to once through cycles.)This rating factor thus is

!

! based solely upcn the non. reactor facilities within a given, cycle.
3. The adequacy of current material control and accounting

practices. This criterion was used to reflect the usual sampling, analyti-
cal, testing, and other complications that a fuel cycle might create. The
principal source of problems in this area was the use of a spikant.

y 4. Adequacy of current physicalprotection practices. This cri-, ,

'7 terion was selected in an attempt to identify those fuel cycles which would

|
' require more physical protection than is provided for the current LWR fuel

cycle. This category may be especially subjective.
| w j-

%.
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G
6. Adequacy of current transportation practices. This criterion

was used to highlight the problems of transporting 1)large volumes of SNM,
2) spiked fuel, and 3) SNM material easily converted to material usable in a
weapons device.

The transportation oflarge volumes of SNM was viewed as a problem of
- scale even if current safeguards procedures and pw tices are applicable.

* This problem ofscale arises at some subjectively determined point where the
sheer magnitude and frequency of transportation become a matter of con-
cern. The LWBR Seed Blanket fuel cycle, because of the nature of the fuel
used, is considered to be in such a category, as is the LWBR high-enriched
prebreeder which requires the transportation of fissile uranium to bulk
storage.

Fuel spiked with a material other than U ''is rated favorably, but if the2

| fuel is spiked with U''* only, the spiking protection is considered to be only
" Moderate."

If the material being transported is pure Pu or another material easily 1

converted to explosives, the applicability of transportation practice is con-
sidered to be " Moderate," even though the current civilian transportation
practice, which deals with pure Pu,is considered to be effective and more
than adequate. Ranking a cycle as " Moderate" when transportation of pure
SNM is required penalizes any cycle that uses pure SNM. A good argument
can be made that it is not the frequency of shipments of SNM that is
important but rather the degree of protection that each shipment receives.
For purposes of this ranking it is thought that the increased frequency of

*

shipments could (like advertising) make subnational adversary groups
more aware of the possibility of theft and would, therefore, tend to increase ,

the probability of theft. |

6. Adequacy of current inspection and enforcementpractices.
This criterion was added to rank the difficulties expected during required
NRC inspections. It is assumd that spiking to any degree would impede
inspection efforts. Spiking with U'8' or pre-irradiation after fabrication
drew a " Moderate" rating for a fuel cycle while a hard gamma spike brought
a "Iow" rating.

7. Ease of SNM recovery by safeguards personnel after theft. |
This criterion is considered less important than the other categories. It is

:
listed her e in an attempt to illuminate one asset of spiking and to discrimi- |
nate between fuel cycles which ship pure SNM and those which ship SNM i

only in spent fuel. The fuel cycles which were ranked " Low" were those with |
high-enriched, unspiked new fuel and those with SNM in unspiked makeup ,

fuel.

8. Applicabill:y ofcurrent safeguards regulatory schemes. For
\ this criterion a spiked fuel cycle received a " Low" rating because of ques-

tions oflegal liabilities which might arise from spiking.'
,

!
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j IIL CONCLUSIONS

Nineteen representative fuel cycles were ranked according to eight
criteria for safeguardability (Figure 1). Since most differences between the
fuel cycles for any one criterion were modest, a three-class "High," "Moder-

m . ate," or "IAw," ranking proved appropriate to indicate these differences.
| Of all the safeguards issues, spiking and the presence of pure SNM in

the fuel cycle had the most pronounced effect. Without resorting to a num-
bered and weighted ranking,it is readily apparent that, from the standpoint
of safeguardability, the highest ranking fuel cycles were the LWR on
through (cycle 1.1) and LWR high burnup once through (cycle 1.2), followed
by the HTGR once through (cycle 4.1). After these three fuel cycles, the
hierarchy among the remaining fuel cycles is less clear.

Appendices B, C, and D briefly describe three numerical rating tech-
niques which are used to rank the safeguardability of each fuel cycle. The
method of Appendix B assigns a number 0,1, and 2 to "High,"" Moderate,"
and " Low" ratings, and then sums the eight criteria values for each fuel
cycle to obtain its total score. Note that this is equivalent to assigning an
equal weight to each criterion. Using this method, the same three fuel cycles
mentioned above (LWR 1.1,1.2, and HTGR 4.1) receive the lowest score (i.e.,
appear to be the most easily safeguarded.) The LWBR high-enriched pre-
breeder (cycle 2.5), the LWBR seed blanket (2.6), the GCFR with U Pu/Th
spiked recycle (cycle 5.1), the LMFBR U-Pu spiked recycle (6.3), and the
LMFBR with spiked Th Pu/Th (cycle 6.4) received the highest numerical
scores (poorest ranking) indicating significant questions of safeguardabil-*

ity. The remaining cycles occupy intermediate ranking positions.
The method presented in Appendix C uses the same individual criter-

ion / cycle rating inputs as did the Appendix B method. The original eight
criteria are reduced to five, however, by combining certain of the original
criteria in an attempt to quantify their interdependence. Again, the fuel
cycle scores, based now on the five reduced criteria, are totaled and cycle

i rank determined. The results are similar to those obtained by the Appendix

! C method; the same three cycles appear to be "best", and the " worst"
Appendix C cycles also receive high numerical scores (poor ranking) by the
Appendix C approach. The order at the " worst" end is somewhat different,

! however, with other cycles (1.3,6.2, and 6.3) forming Oe " worst" group.

| The somewhat more complex ranking method outlined in Appendix D
| again points to the same "best" cycles. And, again, cycles 2.5,2.6,5.1,6.3,

and 6.4 appear among the " worst." Other cycles ranking poorly by the
Appendix D method are the LWR with U"-Pu-spiked recycle (cycle 1.3) and

~ the Shippingport Type 1 LWBR (cycle 2.2); these last cycles are also ranked
low by the methods of Appendices B and C.

In summary, then, cycles 1.1,1.2, and 4.1 appear to offer the fewest
t

safeguards problems; cycles 1.3,2.5,5.1,6.3, and 6.4 appear to present the
t
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greatest safeguards difficulties. The remaining cycles occupy intermediate
, ,I- positions.

.
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APPENDIX A

List and Description of Fuel Cycles

NASAP Reactor / Fuel Cycle Systems For NRC Review

1.0 Light Water Reactors"'
1.1 PWR-OT: standard PWR using 3% low +nriched uranium oxide fuel

achieving 30 MWD /kg burnup; once-through fuel cycle with spent fuel sent to long-
term storage."

1.2 PWRMod-0T: PWR using 3% low-enriched uranium oxide fuel modified
to achieve 50 MWD /kg average burnup, and other means to decrease uranium
requirements; spent fuel is sent to long term storage.

1.3 PWR-U/Pu spiked recycle: PWR using 3% low <nriched uranium
oxide fuel and self-gmerated recycle fuel of co processed uranium and plutonium

;
oxide; the recycle fuel is spiked or pre irradiated.*

1.4 LWR-DU(3)/Th: PWR using 12% U"/ thorium oxide fuel; the spent fuel
is reprocessed to recover the U"/U" mixture which is recycled after blending with
additional U" to 12%; Pu is sold for spiked recycle.

2.0 Light Water Breeder Reactors'"
2.1 Prebreeder,Shippingport Typel: PWRusing20%enrichedUO -2ror~

CaO/ThO fuel; the spent fuella reprocessed to recover U" which ie stored for use in

f LWBR; Pu is stored.
2.2 Breeder,ShippingportTypeI: same as 2.1 exceptituses U"/ thorium

oxide fuel which is reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel.'"
2.3 Backfit Prebreedir: standard PWR using 15% enriched uranium ox-

ide/tho rium oxide fuel; the spent fuelis reprocessed to recover U" which is stored for
use in LWBR; Pu is stored.

2.4 Advanced Breeder: standard PWR except modified for tight lattice,
hexagonal fuel bundle and thoria control rods; using U"/ thorium oxide fuel which is
reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel.*

2.5 HEUBack/ftPrebreeder: standard PWR using 93% enriched uranium
oxide / thorium-oxide fuel; PWR. type fuel bundles with poison control rods; non-
fissioned U" and bred U" recovered and accumulated for startup of LWBR.

2.6 Breeder, seed-blanket type: seed consists of UOrTh0: pellets,
blanket of ThO pellets; initially fueled with HEU (mixture of non fissioned U" and
bred U") recovered from HEU Backfit Breeder, eventually self-sustained by bred
U";Th0: and poison control rods.

3.0 Heavy Water Reactors'"
3.1 HWR DU(5)-OT: CANDU-type HWR using 1.2% slightly enriched ura-

nium oxide fuel; plant designed for1300 MWe,2200 psi reactor coolant pressure; spenty
fuel is sent to long-term storage.

,
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4.0 High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors"'

4.1 HTCR DU(5)-OT: 20% enriched uranium-thorium oxycarbide particle
fuel; the spent fuel is sent to long. term storage.

| 4.2 HTGR DU(3)/Th: 12% enriched U"/ thorium oxycarbide particle
makeup fuel; spent fuel is reprocessed to recover the U" and recycle it after denatur.

I

ing to12%; Pu is stored.

5.0 Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors"'

6.1 GCFR U-Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium-plutonium oxide homo-
geneous core ar.d thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed; core is co-
processed U and Pu subsequently pre-irradiated *; the U"is recovered and sold as

i denatured fuel.

6.0 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors")

6.1 LMFBR U Pu/U recycle: standard U-Pu oxide homogeneous core.
uranium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed sepanely; core is coprocessed
U and Pu; blanket is co-processed U and Pu with excess Pu used for LWRs and
LMFBRs.

6.2 LMFBR U-Pu/U, spiked recycle: same as 6.1 except co-processed
U/Pu is pre-irradiated.*

6.2.1 Heterogeneous core design
6.2.2 Homogeneous core design

6.3 LMFBR U-Pu/Th spikedrecycle: uranium-plutonium oxide core and
thorium oxide blanket; same as 6.2 except U"is recovered from blanket fuel and sold

I as denatured fuel; Pu makeup from LWRs.
*

6.3.1 Heterogeneous cost design
6.3.2 Homogeneous core design

6.4 LMFBR Th Pu/Th, spiked recycle: thorium. plutonium oxide homo-
geneous core and thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket repmcessed separately;

j recovered Pu is recycled to LMFBR core; Pu is co. processed with thorium and pre.
| irradiated *; the U"is recovered and sold as denatured fuel.

6.5 LMFBRDU(3)-Th/Th: denatured U" mixed with thorium oxide fuelin
homogeneous core and thorium oxide in blanket; core and blanket reproces-d separ.
ately; recovered U"is denatured and sold; recovered plutonium is mixed oth ura-
nium and pre-irradiated sad sold.

Footnotes for Appendix A
(1) Enrichment. reprocessing, Pu conversion, Pu fabrica tion, Pu storage and U" fabrication in

secure locations.
(2) For ren'erence only.

(3) To e radia tion level of1000 rad /hr at I meterfrom a fuel bundle when loaded into the reactor )6 months after fuel fabrication.

1
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-- . APPENDIX B'

Ranking Based on Simple Score Totals

In this simplest ranking approach, the individu al cycle / criterion ratings of Figure
I were interpreted numerically:

High = 0
Moderate = 1

Iow = 2
and entered into a revised Table B-1. The eight r.atings were totaled for each cycle to

|' arrive at cycle secres. The cycle ranking ("best" to " worst") was then derived based
on the assumption that the lowest score indicates the fewest potential safeguards

,

i difficulties:
Cycle No. Score

,
1.1 0 ("Best)
1.2

4.1 2

3.0 5

63 7

1.4

2.4 8-

6.1
;

2.1
2.3 9
6.2

1.3
2.2 10

|
4.2

2.5 '
2.6 11

6.3
6.4 ,

5.1 12 (" Worst")

,

e

i
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Table B.1
,

Simple Ranking Scores

Fuel Cycle Criteria * Total

Number A B C D E F G H Score

1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.3 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 10
1.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
2.1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
2.2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 10
22 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
2.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
2.5 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 11,

'

2.6 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 11
, 3.0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 5

4.1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
4.2 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 10
5.1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 12

,

'6.1 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 8
6.2 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 9
63 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 11
6.4 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 11*
6.5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

* Criteria Key:
A Difficulty of Converting to Weapons Material
B - Resietance to Sabotage or Dispersal
C - Applicability of Current MC&A Practices
D Applicability of Current Physical Protection Practices
E Applicability of Current Transportation Practices
F- Applicability of Current Inspection and Enfowment Practices
G Ease of SNM Recovery by Safeguards Personnel After Theft
H Applicability of Current Safeguards Regulatory Schemes

i

;

t - #
,

'
s

!

.-c.- - - . - , . . . _ . - - - . , - - - -- - , ,
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- - - APPENDIX C

Ranking Based on Criteria Interdependence

Certain interdependences exist among the criteria. An attempt, admit-
tedly very simplified, was made to generate combined criteria based on
these interdependences. For example, the availability of fuel cycle material
to a potential illicit user is dependent on the ranking in at least four criteria:

,

MC&A practice, physical protection practice, transportation practice, and
,

ease of recovery. The safeguards adequacy in each of these four areas
,

| w.>de.2s the effect of the weapons conversion criteria..For example, the

|
lagr* of availability certainly becomes more critical, from a weapons point
e2 vicw, if the fuel cycle material can be readily converted to weapons
inaterial.

Using this approacle, three new " condensed" criteria were
generated::

I (" Weapons") = A(C+D+E+G)*

i II (" Sabotage")= B(D)

i III (" Dispersal")= B(C+D+E)-

: Two of the criteria, F-inspection and enforcement practices and H
applicatility of current regulatory schemes, were considered to be

;

i independent.
To give equal weight to the five criteria (three condensed and two'

independent),it is necessary to normalize the condensed criteria formula-
'. tions. Thus:
I

I = A(C+D+E+G)/8'

II = B(D)/2
III = B(C+D+E)/6

! IV = F

| V=H
l The ratings A through H presented in Table B-1 were substituted in the

above equations and the values of I through V calculated; these are tabu-
lated and summed in Table C-1. The resultant cycle ranking is

'See Criteria Key, Table B 1.
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# Cycle No. Score *
1.1

1.2 0 ("Best")
4.1

6.5 } 2.5-2.63
6.11

: 1.4 } 3.5
'

2.4 1

2.1 '
| 2.3

'

3.0 4.0 4.25.

4.2 ,

i 2.2
! 2.5 4.42-4.67

2.6

1.3'
6.2 5.3754.75,

6.3
6.4 .

5.1 6.25 (" Worst")

.-

* Cycles with a v dy t hntical scores have been smuped.

..

.
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Table C-1 |
j

|vv Interdependehce Ranking Scores
,.

Condensed Criteria * Total~ - . , - Fuel Cycle
Number I II III Iy y gco,

1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0
,

| 1.3 0.75 0.5 0.5 2 2 5.75

| [ 1.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 3.5
| ! 2.1 1.0 0.5 0.5 1 1 4.0

e 2.2 1.25 0.5 0.67 1 1 4.42

2.3 1.0 0.5 0.5 1 1 4.0'

f, 2.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 3.5

2.5 1.5 0.5 0.67 1 1 4.67

; 2.6 1.5 0.5 0.67 1 1 4.67

3.0 0 0 0 2 2 4.0

4.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4.2 1.25 0 0 1 2 4.25

| 5.1 lis 0.5 0.5 2 2 6.25

6.1 0.63 0.5 0.5 0 1 2.63 ,

f 6.2 0.375 0.5 0.5 2 2 5.375 |
t | 6.3 0.63 0.5 0.5 2 2 5.63

|
6.4 0.63 0.5 0.5 2 2 5.63

6.5 0.5 0 0 1 1 2.5
g

' Condensed Criteria Key
:

i I " Weapons" = A(C+D+E+G)/8 III " Dispersal" = B(C+D+E)/6

II " Sabotage" = B(D)/2 IV "I&E" = F
. , V " Regulations"= H

f N.: > Criteria A tb nsh H are defined in Table B-1.

,

t

;

i
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I APPENDIX D

Modified Ranking Based on Criteria Interdependence

The overall ranking scheme described here is intended to do two things:
(a) to derive one final or resultant ranking from a number of initial or
contributory rankings, and (b) to quantify the " arbitrariness" or "impreci-
sion"in this final ranking. This arbitrariness arises from the fact that the
several rankings, each deriving from the consideration of a single criterion,
may be and probably are to some extent inconsistent; fuel cycle A is ranked
above fuel cycie B in one criterion, but the reverse is true in another. The

1 greater the inconsistency in the initial rankings, the more arbitrary is the
final result. The analyst should be aware not only of the final ranking, but
also ofits imprecision when using this datum.

Conceptually, the tsnking scheme may be described as occurring in
three steps:

(1) A " score"is defined which measures the extent to which any given
ranking of fuel cycles is consistent with the initial rankings in each of the
criteria. The exact definition of this score is as follows: If there are N fuel
cycles and C criteria, the score is a sum of 1/2 CN(N 1) terms, one for each_

pair of fuel cycles in each of the criteria. The value of the term is -1 if the pair
of fuel cycles appears in the same order in the ranking for that criteria as in
the given ranking,-1 if the order is reversed, and zero if the pairis ranked
equivalently.

(2) The ranking with the highest score is taken to be the final or result-
ant ranking. The procedure to find this ranking should be carried out with a
computer algorithm; since time constraints prohibited this approach, we

! used a heuristic, manual approach in this preliminary application.
(3) The scores of other possible rankings are examined to determine if

there arc other rankings which are as good, or nearly as geod, as this
optimal ranking, or if this optimal ranking is really unigt:e. Iimany rank-
ings are essentially as good as the optimal one, we have a high degree of
arbitrariness orimprecision. If the contrary is true we have a more definitive
result.These results are displayed in the form of histograsts pe r aphs, one
for each fuel cycle. The x axis of these graphs represenk location in th?

- ranking: for 19 fuel cycles, the x-axis is numbered from one to 19. The value
of the function displayed on each graph is the highest score of any ranking
which contains the fuel cycle under consiueration at each rarticular rank.,

'

Thus, the histogram for a given fuel cycle will peak at that value on the
x-axis corresponding to the rank of the fuel cycle in the optimal ranking
found in (2); a sharply peaked histogram indicates that this ranking is

i

I

h
!
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relatively unique (precise; while a flat histogram indicates that the fuel )
cycle could have been ranked in a number oflocations and still be reasona-
bly consistent with the initial rankings in each of the categories.'

The initial rankings chosen'for input to this procedure were derived

. g from the five columns headed " Condensed Criteria"in Table C 1 becauseit
is assumed in the definition of the " score" above that each of the categories
is of essentially equalimportance.

The following ranking results from the calculation in step 2 above:

| Fuel Cycle

f 1.1

( l.2 ("Best")
| 4.1

f* 6.5

| 3.0
t
! 6.1
.

l.4

'| 2.4
|

4.2
}

f 2.11
2.31

~
6.2'

6.3 [..

| 6.4 J
''

f 1.3

2.2

5.1

(" Worst")

i Bracketed cycles yielded the same optimal score.

While the cycle ranking is the major ourpose of thi- report, the histo-
i

I gram construction described in Step 3 at ie has the potential for yielding
additional information relating to the degree of precision in the ranking.
Only a few of these histograms have been prepared, primarily to illustrate
the technique; two are shown in Figure D-1. If future study serves to reduce---

the subjectivity of the criteria selection and the rating within each criterion,
this histogram construction step may play a significant role in establishing

! the precision of cycle ranking..
2$

;
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APPENDIX E

I' irOE Interim Management Directive
I

IMD NO. 6104-A 21 December 22,1977'

Examples of
Effort to Material Types Relative Degree of

Effect Weapons Use From Table IV Attractiveness *
(1) Direct nuclear weapons 1-4 100

use.
(2) Requires, as a minimum, 5 11 50

some shaping effort prior;

to use. The materials may:
*

contain minor amounts
ofimpurities and alloy-
ing agents which would

| not preclude direct
nuclear weapons use
after shaping.

| (3) Requires some chemical 12-14 20
I conversion effort prior to
I shaping /use efforts.
I (4) Requires some purifica- 15-21 10

,

I tion effort prior to chemi-
cal conversion / shaping /
use efforts.

(5) Requires extensive purifi- 22 1

cation effort prior to
chemicalconversion/shap-
ing/use efforts.

f
Example Ranking of SNM According to Possible Attractiveness for
Diversion

1. Assembled Pu Weapons Components
2. Assembled U aa Weapons Components2

3. Pu Machined Weapons Parts
4. U '' Machined Weapons Parts2

5. Pu Metal (buttons, rods, pieces, etc.)
6. U288 Metal'

7. U''' Metal
8. Pu Oxides
9. U*** Oxides

;Gs .M 10. US'' Oxides

i

!
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11. U" Carbides
12. Nirate Crystals and Nitrate Solutions of Pu, U", and U"
13. Pu, U", and U" Solutions Other Than Nitrate
14. Compounds of Pu, U", and U" Other Than Those Listed in Items-

8-12 Above
15. Pu Alloys
16. U" Alloys
17. U" Alloys
18. Pu Fuel Elements and Assemblies
19. U" Fuel Elements and Assemblies )
20. U" Fuel Elements and Assemblies
21. Pu, U", and U" High-Grade Recoverable Scrap

I 22. Pu, U", and U"Iow-Grade Recoverable Scrap (Process
Residues)

'*The maximum attractiveness index is 100. This index is inversely proportional to the effort for
wea pons use. In all cases,it is assumed that fissile materials are present in amounts above those

i

listed for material Ce tesories I and IA in Table II.
|
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ABSTRACT
This report describes a ranking ofonly 7 Non-Proliferation Alternative

Syuems Assessment Program (NASAP)fuelcycles according to safeguard
and non proliferation issues. By narrowing the scope ofinvestigations more
detailed rankings can be made.

Twelve basic features are com bined into five major categories and used
to evaluate the technicalissues with respect to safeguards issues. The issues
ofpracticality andproliferation resistance a re addressedin this report and a
weighting is applied to the various factors.

A computer assisted ranking method was used to assess possible rank.
g ing orders and to denote potential ambiguities therein. Only the HTGR

(medium enriched, once-through) cycle and the LMFDR (UPu/Th spiked

!
!
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|
j

recycle) appeared to be unambiguous in ranking ("best" and "wcrat,"
respectively). A large degree ofsubjectivity remairss as an important factor
in ranking these cycles.
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I. INTRODUCTIONr.-

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has commissioned Brook-
haven National Laboratory (BNL) to devise a ranking method for a set of

/ selected fuel cycles and to apply the method. The previous, similar report
" ~'

included all 21 cycles as described in the Preliminary Safety and Environ-
mental Information Documents which treat the NASAP fuel cycles.' The |
previous report is frequently referenced here. Information used in that task
was taken from a work in which the technical safeguards issues were
described.'

For further study, a selection of a subgroup of seven cycles was made by
BNL as (a) representative of most of the safeguards issues and (b) relatively I
practical choices. Alist and briefdescription of the cycles selected appearin |
Appendix A. |

Differences in philosophy between the present ranking and that des- !

cribed previously' include consideration of aspects of non proliferation and
practicality which were not included before. As will be seen, the method
described here depends upon a subjective ordering procedure with respect to j

certain pertinent features, the combining of such features into general |

attributes, and the weighting of the importance of those attributes. Ulti- !

mately, a computer program yields a "best" ranking order and also graphi- !

cally illustrates any potential ambiguities in the position ofeach cycle in the
order.

As an outgrowth of the previous study,8 rankings published elsewhere |,,

were considered, but most were not directly applicable to the present case.
Reference 2 describes a number of such rankings * to which might be added
one more.' The latter is an attempt at formally quantifying proliferation
risks, but it is not clear whether the highly mathematical treatment pres-
ented is applicable to this highly subjective subject. Further, the presenta-
tion only deals with proliferation risks and, thus,is not directly useful for
domestic safeguards purposes.

The utility of any method for ranking of the fuel cycles, including the
present one, must be tempered by the lack of detail, lack of experience, and
general subjectivity of the judgments involved. At this time, the method
itself may thus be of more interest than the outcome ofits application.

II. RATING BASIC FEATURES

In the process of ranking the seven fuel cycles considered here, twelve
basic features were chosen as described below. In the following section these

! features are combined into five major categories.

! The numerical values given for any of the features are strictly a function
of ordering. That is, the best cycle, of the seven, for any one feature is

;
' assigned a n, core of 1; the worst, a score of 7. Ties share the score for the tied

- . - - -.. --. --.
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positions. For example for any given feature, if cycle "b" is considered
"best" and cycle "f"is considered worst, they are assigned a score of1 and 7,
respectively, and the others, cycles "a," "c," "d," "e," and "g" are each
assigned a score of 2+3+4+5+6/5 or 4. Obviously this system does not take
into account great dNparities in quality. That is, no further allowance is
made if, for example, the difference between best and second best is great
while the difference between second best and worst is small. The twelve
basic features are:

f A. Commercialization
This feature is a measure of how close to practice any particular cycle is.

) Throughout this presentation, the numbers identifying the fuel cycles are
those to be found in Appendix A and corresponding to the number given in,

references I through 3. For the seven cycles chosen the scores for
| commercialization are:

- Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 1 Very similar to presently operating systems
2.3 4.5 Experimental

*
2.4 4.5

,
*

4.1 4.5
*

4.2 4.5
6.1 2 Under construction

" '

6.3 7 Exists only as a conception

B. Proliferation Deterrence
This feature is a measure of the degree of proliferation deterrence

offered by the cycle. In a sense, itis also a measure ofwhether or not material
in the fuel cycle exists which is both divertable by the plant operator and is
weapons usable. " Protection" such as spiking and/or coprocessing is not
considered to be of much value for proliferation deterrence. Hence, such
protection has importance only in the sense ofinternational safeguards and
only for facilities in non weapons states. For purposes of this rating, the
presence of undenatured U" and plutonium are considered equivalent and
detrimental. For the seven cycles the acores forProliferation Deterrence are:

Cycle Score Explanation
1.3 3 Separated Pu present
2.3 6 Separated Pu and undenatured U" present
2.4 3 Undenatured U" present

* 4.1 1 Pu present onlyin spent fuel
4.2 6 Separated Pu and undenatured U" present

,.i 6.1 3 Separated Pu present
6.3 6 Separated Pu and undenatured U" present

...-._. -- - _ . - -
-
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C. " Inherent" Protection against Sabotage and/or Theft
This feature is meant to include protection methods such as spiking and

coprocessing which have val' e only in consideration of subnational theftu
and, hence, only for domestic safeguards. Unprotected SNM is an obvious

' ' ~ liability, but so is the presence of spikant materials, such as Co", wl.ich are
potentially hazardous through possible theft follovad by dispersion. The
use of sensitive technologies such as reprocessing i. considered an extra
vulnerability to sabotage.

Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 7 Reprocessing, Co" spikant, Pu in recycled fuel
2.3 5 Reprocessing, Pu storage
2.4 2 Reprocessing*

i 4.1 1 Epent fuel only
4.2 5 Reprocessing, Pu storage
6.1 3 Reprocessing, Pu in recycled fuel, coprocessed

Pu in storage
6.3 5 Reprocessing, Pu in storage

,

D. Quantity of Weapons Usable IWaterial
This feature is intended as a measure of the quantity of weapons usable

material present for a reference level of energy production (0.75 GWe-yr).
The accessibility is not taken into account here except that material requir-
ing enrichment is considered inaccessible. Numbers are kg/0.75 GWe-yr, are-

rounded, and include only main streams or caches.

Cycle Score Explanation |

1.3 4 160 Pu (clean in separation plant) + 330 Pu |

|(with U and Co"in sep. plant) + 300 fissile Pu
iin fuel

2.3 3 250 U "(storage) + 90 Pu (storage)
'

2
,

2.4 5.5 1500 U "(in recycle and fuel)2

4.1 1 60 U " and 60 Pu (in spent fuel only)2

4.2 2 200 U "(in reprocess) + 70 Pu (storage)2

6.1 5.5 1300 fissile Pu (in recycle) + 240 Pu (storage)
6.3 7 1800 Pu (in fuel with pre-irradiation) + 400 U'"

(in reprocessing)
!

E. Quality of Weapons Usable Material
This feature is meant to be a measure of the suitability of weapons

usable material. That is, how little (or how much) effort is required to.

( prepare diverted or stolen material prior to building a weapon. Enrichment 1
'

is generally considered not a viable procedure for this purpose. However,it is ;

recognized that, for international safeguards considerations, a nation bent
'

on diversion through enrichment would have an easier route if, for example,

.-- _ . . . _ _ _ . - _ . . . . _ _ . _
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medium enriched U" were present than if only low-enriched or natural
material were available. The entries under " explanation" only include the
"best" material available in the cycle. The score, however, reflects the
nature of other material as well.

Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 6 Clean Pu in separation plant
2.3 7 Highly enriched U"and clean Pu
2.4 2 Highly enriched U"in separation plant
4.1 1 " Heat-spiked" Pu only in spent fuel
4.2 5 Highly enriched U"in separation plant and

Pu in storage
? 6.1 3 Coprocessed Pu in recycle
I 6.3 4 Highly enriched U"in separation plant and
; coprocessed Pu in cycle

|
|

F. " Inherent" Protection of Weapons Usable Material
l '

; This feature is meant to be a measure of protective methods applied to
weapons usable material only (compare with C, above). It includes features
such as spiking and coprocessing. The scores reflect a j udgm ent of efficiency
of the protective methods used.

Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 4 Mostly coprocessed and spiked or in plant
2.3 7 None for sensitive material in storage'-

2.4 2 Denaturing
4.1 1 In spent fuelonly
4.2 3 Mostly denatured or in spent fuel, but some in

storage
6.1 6 Coprocessing

I 6.3 5 Mostly pre-irradiated
|

G. Physical Protection
This feature is meant to be a measure of the ease of applying physical

protection methods to the vulnerable parts of the cycle. Except for cycle 4.1,

(once-through HTGR), there is probably little or no difference among the
cycles.

Cycle Score Explanation
1.3 4.5 -

2.3 4.5 -. . - .

2.4 4.5 -

4.1 1 Spent fuelin great bulk
4.2 4.5 -

6.1 4.5 -

6.3 4.5 -

|

..
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l

! H. Material Control and Accounting
This feature is meant to reflect the degradation of quality in the mea-

surement (assay) methods used for accounting purposes which may result

._
because of the presence of high radiation fields or " unusual" material or
situations.

Cycle Score Explanation
1.3 7 Spiking degrades nondestructive assay

methods
2.3 4.5 Thorium and U" present

" " " "
2.4 4.5
4.1 2 Element identity possibly lost in pre-storage

conversion
4.2 4.5 Thorium and U" present
6.1 1 No unusual problems
6.3 4.5 Thorium and U" present

I. Transportation
This feature reflects the quantity and quality of sensitive material

required to be shipped.

Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 6 SNM to storage, Co" spikant to plant, repro-
cessing to fabrication

_

2.3 4 SNM to storage, enrichment to fabrication,
reprocessing to enrichment

2.4 2 Reprocessing to fabrication
4.1 1 Spent fuel only in large bulk
4.2 5 SNM to and from storage, reprocessing to

,

) fabrication
6.1 3 Coprocessed SNM to storage, reprocessing to

fabrication
6.3 7 Denatured SNM to and from storage, SNM to

preir radiation, reprocessing to fabrication

J. Esse of Recovery after Theft
This feature reflects the enhanced detectability of spiked fuel and the

role that this might play in the recovery of concealed stolen material. Also
| bulkiness ofmaterial may also make such material more difficult to conceal

effectively..t

.

!

9 '
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Cycle Score Explanation
1.3 2 Co" spiking helps
2.3 5 U" helps somewhat
2.4 5 U" helpa somewhat"

4.1 1 Hig'nly radioactive spent fuel in great bulk
4.2 3 U" helps somewhat; great bulk
6.1 7 Coprocessing only
6.3 5 U" helps somewhat

'

K. Inspection and Enforcement

This feature is intended as a measure of how certain characteristics of
the fuel cycles impinge on the inspection process. For example, the effect of
spiking may limit access to material or the measurement verification pro-
cess, particularly when nondestructive assay methods are involved, as they

| often are, for verification purposes.
Cple Score Explanation

1.3 3 Spiking
2.3 5 U Th mixtures (U" " spike")
2.4 5 " " "

4.1 2 Possible lost identity in preparing for storage
4.2 5 U-Th mixtures (U"" spike")
6.1 1 Copmcessing only
6.3 7 U-Th mixtures (U'** " spike") and preirradiation

facility.

L. Requirements for New Regulations (Domestic Only)
This feature represents an evaluation of the need for new regulations to

cover any unusual features in the cycles. The explanations below reflect
these features. Score estimates are purely subjective assessments of the
complexities involved. In some cases, ratings are made relative to the diffi-L

| culties encountered in the Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed
Oxides (GESMO) licensing proceedings.
Cycle Score Explanation

1.3 6 Spiking and coprocessing
2.3 3 GESMO-like
2.4 3 GESMO-like
4.1 1 Protecting identity during pre-storage pro-

cessing
4.2 3 GESMO-like
6.1 5 Coprocessing
6.3 7 Spiking, coprocessing, and pre-irradiation

I
t
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III. MAJOR RATING CATEGORIES

In the previous section, twelve basic features were defined for which'

scores were alloted for each of the seven cycles. These basic features are,
I however, related to one another in complex ways. Also, there are certain ,

more general issues to which the basic features are also related. In this
,

f section, five generalissues are defined. For each of these generalissues there 1

are a number of basic features which are combined. Some basic features are
judged common to more than one issue. For example, physical protection is

'

an important feature of the issues dealing with weapons, sabotage and
dispersal, regulation, and practicality. For each issue the scores developed
in the previous section are totaled, feature-by-feature, and normalized by
dividing by the total number of features included in the issue. No attempt is
made to weight the importance of each feature.

A. Weapons
The following features are included: Weapons Usable Material Quality,

Quantity of Weapons Usable Material," Inherent" Protection of Weapons

|
Usable Material, Ease of Recovery After Theft, Physical Protection, and
Transportation.These features were chosen because they are related to the
question of how readily suitable weapons material can be diverted or stolen.
Note that material control and accounting is excluded from this issue (as

j here defined) because its impact is mainly to detect theft or diversion and not

|
to prevent it. Broadly speaking, of course, the risk of detection can be a
deterrent, but here this effect is judged of secondary importance and, hence,

~

excluded. With similar reasoning, a number of other basic features can be

j connected with this issue, but only the above six are used.

! B. Sabotage and Dispersal

! The basic features are " Inherent" Protection Against Sabotage and/or
! Theft, Ease of Recovery after Theft, Physical Protection, and Transporta-

| tion. Note that there is a certain similarity between " Inherent" Protection
! Against Sabotage and/or Theft and " Inherent" Protection of Weapons
! Usable Material.
! These basic features are an example wherein the score is different for a
i different application of otherwise similar attributes. By making this dis-

f tinction, and incorporating each particular feature only into the appropriate
issue, the influence on the ranking of any such differences is fairlyi

| represented.
.

'

C. Proliferation Resistance''

The basic features are Proliferation Deterrence, Quantity of Weapons
Usable Material, Material Control and Accounting, and Inspection and
Enforcement.The feature" Quality of Weapons Usable Material" was omit-

'O ted because it is somewhat similar to " Proliferation Deterrence," the pre-

. . . .
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< '~ mise being that the presence of any quality of weapons-usable materialis
detrimental.

D. Regulatory Requirements
3 The basic features are Requirements for New Regulations, Inspection.-

and Enforcement, Transportation, Physical Protection, and Material Con.
trol and Accounting.

E. Practicality
The basic features are Commercialization, Transportation, Physical

Protection, and Material Control and Accounting.The inclusion of the latter
v three is intended to represent the pressures oflicensing requirements on the

( commercialization process.

j IV. UNWEIGHTED RANKING 1
! Table I shows a summary of the scores for all the cycles for the fivei
' issues as described in section III and the overall total score. For conven-

ience, the cycles are listed in ranking order by overall score with "best" first.
I The order obtained in this way is comparable to the order in which these
'

seven cycles appear among the 19 ranked in a previous report.8 Table 2
summarizes that effort and includes the three methods discussed there. The
only difference expecially noteworthy is the relative location of cycle 1.3 in

( the previously published rankings and that given in Table 1.This difference-

may be partly explained by the inclusion of certain criteria in the present
work (e.g. " Practicality") and also the differences in scoring methods as well
as a degree of subjectivity. However, as discussed below, even the resulting
difference is not of major impact.

Table 1

UNWEIGHTED RANKINd SCORES

Scores

Sabotage / Proliferation
Cycle Weapons Dispersal ' Resistance Regulations Practicality Total

4.1 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.40 3.45 8.35
6.1 4.83 4.38 2.63 2.90 2.28 17.02
2.4 3.50 3.38 4.50 3.80 4.23 19.41
1.3 4.42 4.88 4.25 5.30 2.61 21.46
4.2 3.75 4.38 4.38 4.40 4.56 21.47
2.3 5.08 4.63 4.63 4.20 4.44 22.98
6.3 5.42 5.38 6.13 6.00 6.45 29.38

_- _ . . - . - . . ..
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Table 2
..

UNWEIGHTED RANKING ORDERS

This Work Reference 2*

Table 1 Appendix F Appendix G Appendix H
..

"Best" 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
6.1 6.1| 6.1 6.1

| 2.4 2.41 2.4 2.4
1.3 2.3 2.3 } 4.2
4.2 1.3 4.2 1 2.3
2.3 4.2 1.3 6.3

" Worst" 6.3 6.3 6.3 1.3

* Brackets indicate equivalencein rank. Appendices B.C, and D of the Srst reportin this chapter
are equivalent to Appendices F,G, and H, respectively, of Reference 2.

V. WEIGHTING OF MAJOR RATING CATEGORIES

The importance of each rating category to any ranking is obviously not
equivalent. For example, such a feature as a need for modification of the
existing regulations is not as detrimental as the quantity of weapon-suitable
material that is available. The former can be altered by some " political"
process while the latter constitutes a real, and probably unalterable, physi-
cal attribute.

Furthermore, whether the ranking is considered for purposes of domes--

tic safeguards or as a means of deterring proliferetion will also have some
bearing on the relative importance of the categories. Therefore, two safe-
guards modes are s'iscussed separately.

A. Domestic Safeguards
l For domestic safeguards purposes, of the five major categories, the two

most important are judged to be those titled " Weapons" and " Sabotage and
Dispersal." The category " Proliferation Resistance" is judged to be ofleast
concern. The remaining two categories " Practicality," and " Regulatory
Requirements" are judged to be 3rd and 4th in importance, respectively. To
apply these judgments for weighting purposes, these five categories are
scored by a method similar to that used for each basic feature (Section II).
Thus the category weighting factors, for domestic applications, are:

Category Weighting Factor

'

Weapons 1.5
Sabotage and Dispersal 1.5-

Practicality 3
Regulatory Requirements 4

Proliferation Resistance 5

,

- ----- - _ . - . - . . . . - .
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'

It is intended that the weighting factors be used by dividing the score
; achieved by each cycle for each category by the appropriate factor prior to
i totalling the resulting scores for the cycles. No attempt is made to judge the

" separation" ofimportance between adjacent categories by assignment of
these weighting factors. However, in the computer program used to calcu-

| late rankings, a means to adjust the " spread" of weighting is available (see
below).

B. International Safeguards
For purposes of non proliferation, the order ofimportance for the five

categories are somewhat different. The " Weapons" category is still most
important. However, " Sabotage and Dispersal" is slightly downgraded
while " Proliferation Resistance"is elevated in importance so that these two
are considered equivalent. Thus, the category weighting factors, for inter-
national safeguards, are:

Category Weighting Factor
Weapons 1.5
Sabotage and Dispersal 2.5
Proliferation Resistance 2.5
Practicality 4
Regulation Requirements 5

.-

VI. GENERATION OF WEIGHTED RANKINGS

Once the overall, subjective, judgments have been made for the basic
features ofeach cycle (Section II), for the manner in which the basic features
are combined into Major Rating Categories (Section III), and for the weight
to be given to each Category (Section V) coverall scores for each cycle can be

, readily calculated and the cycles could be then ranked by these overall'
weighted scores. Further, this could be accomplished for both Domestic and
International applications by selecting the appropriate weighting scheme.
Because of the inevitable imperfections in the judgment process, one should
also attempt to qualify the results by ascertaining (1) with fixed judgments,
he w definitive is the particular ranking order that was determined and (2)
what effect will alterations in judgments have on the ranking order. To
ascertain the former requires the use of a computer program which also will
make the latter more readily determined as well.

Appendix H of Reference 2 (Appendix D of the first report in this
chapter) describes a method which derives "a resultant ranking from a
number of initial or contributory rankings" and qualifies "the 'arbitrari-
ness' or ' imprecision'in this final ranking."" Imprecision"in a f' mal rank-
ing may result if, for any pair ofcycles, one is "better than the other in one

'~

category" and " worse in a second category."

_ _ - - _ . - -
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!
| 'The scheme described in Reference 2 is as follows:

,

l -

| (1) A score is defined which measures the extent to which any given

i ranking of fuel cycles is consistent with the rankings in each of the catego-

}
ries. If there are N fuel cycles and C categories, there are N! possible rank-

/-, ings. For each of these possible rankings the score is a sum of 1/2 CN(N.1)
terms, one for each pair of fuel cycles in each of the categories.The value of a
term is +1 if, for the pair of fuel cycles considered, the order of the pairis the
same in the ranking as in the category. The value of the term is -1 if that
order is reversed, and zero if the pair is equivalent.

(2) The ranking with the highest score is taken to be the resultant or
"best" ranking.

(3) A compilation of the score for all N! rankings may be examined to
find rankings that are "as good" or "nearly as good" as the "best" ranking.
This can be conveniently accomplished by preparing a histogram for each
cycle in which, for each position in the order (along the x axis), one plots the

; ,

highest score among those rankings in which the cycle appears in that
position. A histogram that is sharply peaked indicates a relatively precise
ranking for th at cycle. A " flat" histogram indicates that the particular cycle
is not precisely located in the rankings.

In Reference 2, the author dealt with 19 fuel cycles and the number of
possible rankings was approximately 1.2x10". The task of determining
scores for all of these was impossible.

Thus, a " heuristic, manual approach" was employed. In the present
case, considering only 7 cycles, there are 5040 possible rankings. This-

number was easily handled with a computer program (Appendix B).

f
This cc=puter pregram acenmplishea the following:

1
(1) Asks the user whether "domet tic" or " international" weighting is

required.
(2) Asks the user if the " spread" of the weighting is to be controlled. (The

I choice of " spread" allows the user to fix the relative worth of the category
weighting factors instead of the order only. The value chosen is the ratio of

I the weighting factor for the "most" important estegory to that for the
"least"important. Scaling for the intermediate facters is automatic.)

(3) Computes scores for all 5040 (seven factorial) pessible rankings
| based on the rankings that are builtin to the program and records the scores
|

in a floppy disc file for further use.
(4) Produces hard copy histograms for all seven of the fuel cycles.
(5) Lists the rankings having scores that are equivalent to atleast 90% of

the best score.

VII. RESULTS
| For the seven cycles under consideration here, the computer program

was run for both domestic weighting and international weighting with the
following results:

I

!

- . _ . . . _ _
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i
t A. Domestic Weighting
L The program was run with no control over the spread of the weighting

factors (see section VI) so that the spread was 3.3.
i The ranking achieving the best score (57.5) was:
I "Best" 4.1

2.4

6.1 J L l<

j 4.2, j
; 1.3 .
'

2.3 J
; " Worst" 6.3

| From examination of the histograms and the rankings achieving
[ almost as good a score,(97% of the best score), the brackets were added to the

( above listing to indicate "close" decisions. Thus, only the placement of the
"best" and the " worst" cycle were " definitive."*

h The seven histograms aro shown in Figs.1-7 and one can see the very
| alight distiretions in the placement of, for example, cycle 1.3 in 5th or 6th
] positions. On the other hand, cycles 4.1 (20% enriched U'" Th once through)

and 6.3 (LMFBR U-Pu/Th spiked recycle) are distinctively first and last,
respectively.

B. InternationalWeighting
The program was run with the spread of the weighting factors set at 3-

(roughly comparable to the Domestic run above).
The ranking achieving the best score (43.3) was:

"Best" 4.1
2.4 I

6.1 ]
4.2 ;
1.3
2.3

" Worst" 6.3

This ranking turns out to be the same as the bes t ranking with domestic
weighting. And, as in the latter case, examination of the rankings achieving
almost as good a score (99% of the best score) indicates the near equivalence
of the bracketed cycles above. The histogram for the seven cycles generated
with international weighting are shown in Figs. 8-14. Again the "best" and

s the " worst" cycles are well defined while the others are not.
..
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C. Effects of Weighting
While the "best" ranking order is the same for both weighting modes,

there are subtle differences in the distinctiveness of the orar. For example,
,

I

the positions for cycles 2.4,6.1 and 4.2 are less distinct forinternational than
for domestic weighting. However,it cannot be emphasized too strongl: that

Ithe ultimate basis for any of these results is the subjective assignment of
numeric values based on judgments of ordering and weighting. Thus one

,

should be mainly concerned with the method described here rather than the i
-

specific results.
j

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

i The general features of the rankings for the seven cycles considered
here are quite similar to those reported previously. Picking out the seven
from the 19-cycle rankings of the previous work tesults in the same "best"
(cycle 4.1) and " worst"(cycle 6.3) cycles as in the present work (except that

g one ranking method of the previous work (" Modified Ranking Based on
Criteria Interdependence") places cycle 1.3 just below cycle 6.3). The order-
ing of the middle five cycles is similar to those derived here. Slight differen-
ces in the ranking order are not surprising since the methods are only
slightly different and the criteria used are also only slightly different. On
the other hand, the overall similarities that result are probably because the
most important criteria are the same for both methods and slight alterations
in ordering the basic features do not change the overall rankings much if at
all. The computer program enables one to show that this is so by repeating
the run with slight changes.

Clearly, more precise rankings and more sophisticated systems of rank-
ing are inappropriate at this time considering the lack of hard information
available for these cycles. In order to refine the judgments involved in these

. .- ..--_.-. - - . . - - .-
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methods, there would have to be considerable actual experience with certain
concepts involved in the cycles. There has, for example, been very little'

'

useful experience with coprocessing or spiking.
Economics is one important factor that has not been considered in these

rankings. Without doubt, from the safeguards point of view, once-through
cycles, such as 4.1, are intuitively "better." All the rankings, here and in the
previous work, bear this out. It is clear then, that one important reason to
consider any of the more complex cycles at all would be an economic one,i.e.,
that the cost of fuel would be so high as to justify the use of more complex
systems which would be more difficult and more expensive to safeguard.

I
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| APPENDlX A7

NASAP Reactor / Fuel Cycle Systems *
For Ranking In The Present Study

1.0 Light Water Reactors"

1.3 PWR-U/Pu spiked recycle: PWR using 3% lowenriched ura-
nium oxide fuel and self-generated recycle fuel of co-processed uranium and
plutonium oxide; the recycle fuelis spiked or pre-irradiated.'"

,

i 2.0 Light Water Breeder Reactors"
2.3 Backfit Prebreeder: standard PWR using 15% enriched ura-

nium oxide / thorium oxide fuel; the spent fuelis reprocessed to recover U"
which is stored for use in LWBR; Pu is stored.

2.4 Advanced Breeder: standard PWR except modified for tight
lattice, hexagonal fuel bundle and thoria control rods; using U"/ thorium
oxide fuel which is reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel."*

4.0 High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors"
4.1 HTGR DU(5)-OT: 20% enriched uranium-thorium oxycarbide-

particle fuel; the spent fuel is sent to long-term storage.
4.2 HTGR DU(3)/Th: 12% enriched U"/ thorium oxycarbide parti-,

| cle makeup fuel; spent fuel is reprocessed to recover the U" and recycle it
after denaturing to 12%; Pu is stored.

6.0 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors"

| 6.1 LMFBR U-Pu/Urecycle: standard U-Pu oxide homogeneous
j core, uranium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed separately; core
t is co-processed U and Pu; blanket is co-processed U and Pu with excess Pu
I used for LWRs and LMFBRs.

6.3 LMFBR U-Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium-plutonium oxide
core and thorium oxide blanket; same as 6.1 except co-processed U/Pu is
pre-irradiated *" and U"is recovered from blanket and sold as denatured
fuel; Pu makeup from LWRs.

6.3.1 Heterogeneous core design
<

1

' Numbering is retained from previous listing of systems,' for easy identification. j
** Enrichment, rep ocessing, Pu conversion, Pu fabrication.Pu storage and U" fabrication in ,

secure locations.'
i

***To a radiation level of 1000 rad /hr at I meter from a fuel bundle when loaded into the reactor 6 |

months after fuel fabrication.

|

|

!
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. APPENDIX B
,

!
Computer Programs |

The following pages contairi a listing of the programs written for use on
the Hewlett.Packard 9845. It is written in an enhanced BASIC.The second
part of the program generates the 7! possible rankings as 5040 string
variables. These were written to a binary file called "SEVEN" which is read
into the main program.,

* In the main program, lines 30 to 70 contain the ranking orders for the 5
'

major categories. The subroutines following line 620 contain the weighting
factors. Examples are also given in the subroutines for means to handle
equivalent rankings within the cr.tegories although they are not used as the
program now stands. Line 310, which is here shown as a comment, can be
used to create a file for saving the scores for the 5040 rankings.

Although the program is not very complex, a long time is required to run'

it. (One estimate is on the order of 15 hours.) This is because of the large
number of possible ranking orders. If a larger number of cycles, even eight,
were :onsidered, the time would become totally unmanageable. One could,
however, be less rigorous by making a decision which would eliminate from

I consideration all cycles not ranking the "best" cycle first.-

The output, which is generated in a relatively short time near the end of
the total running time consists of seven histograms and list of rankings

j

having scores within 90% of the best score.

|
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G =
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|

i

I
i

Se e 11 / 20 R ank er
_

.

10 OPTION BASE I
20 DI R Sc ore ($$40) . Rank s (304 0 )I ?1. R ank c at s (S ) t ?! . Yplos (7)
30 Rank c at s (l )= *43Sl 627'
40 R ank c at s (2 )= * 4356217 *
S0 R ank c at e ( 3 )= * 4615 327'
60 Rank c at e ( 4 )="4 632Sl ?"
78 R ank c at e (S)= * 6 8 4 3257"
00 LINPUT * INTERNATIONAL OR DOMESTIC RANKINGt (I OR D)*.Waypes
et INPUT * ENTER WEIGHTING SPREAD IF DESIRED. (0 = NONE)*,$peda
02 IF Sarde*0 THEN 90
83 IF ktypes**D" THEN Sped =(S-l.SeSpedaie(Speda-1)
04 IF Mtypese*I* THEN Sped =(S-Speda)#(Spede-l) ,

90 FREAD *SEVEN!Fe*,Ranke(#)
100 FOR Ranknweb=1 TO SO40
110 FOR Cycleal 70 7

f L20 FOR Cyc1e2es 70 7
'

330 IF Cycle = Cycle 2 THEN Menscycle2
140 FOR Canal TO S
150 Equtwee
ist CM Cat COSUS Cat t . Cat 2. Cat 3. Cst 4, Cat S
170 .F Eqwtw=1 THEN Nextcat
ISO A=POS ( R ank s (R ank numb) . VAL s (Cyc l e ))
190 $=POS(kank c at s(Cat ) .V ALs(Cyc l e ))
200 C*POS( R ank s( R ank numa) . vmL e ( Cyc l e 2 3 )
210 DePOS(R ank c at e (C at ) .vmLs( Cyc l e2 ))
220 IF SGN(M*C)=SGN(3-D) THEN Sc ore t e mpe Sc or e t e mpe l / F ac t or
230 IF SGN(A-C)()SGN(3-D) THEN Scoretemp*Scoretemp-l/ Factor
240 Mentcast NENT Cat
2*0 Nextc yc le22 NExt Cycled
260 MEXT Cycle
270 Score (Ranknumb)=Scoretemp

, 200 DISP Ranknumb Scoresenp
| 290 Scoreteopas

300 NEXT Ranknweb
310 1 FCREATE "ScorestF".200
320 FPRINT *ScorestF* Score (e)
330 l ***********************
340 FOR Cycle =I TO 7
350 MAT fpleteZER
360 FOR Post s tor.=1 TO 7
370 Scoretemp=-200
300 FOR Ranknumb=1 TO SO40
390 IF POS(R ank s(Rank numb) vALs(Cyc le))(>Pos t s t on THEN Neutranknweb
400 IF Scoretemp>$ core (Ranknweb) THEN Neutranknumb
410 Sc oret e mp*Sc ore (R ank numb)
420 IF 3estscore>$ core (Raek3 web) THEN 470
430 IF Gestscore= Score (Ranknumb) THEN Cownter=Counteret

|
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440 IF 3est score (Score (Rar.knweb) THEN Cownteret
I 459 Bestscore= Score (Ranknumb)

'' ' 460 Be st r ank =R ank nweb
479 Neutranknuet! NEXT Rank numb

'

( 400 Yplot(Position)=Scoratemp

| 498 NEXT Postaton
500 GCSUS Plot
519 NEXT Cycle
520 GOSUB Date
521 IF Wtypes="I" THEN Types =" INTERNATIONAL"
525 IF Wtypes="D" THEN Types =" DOMESTIC *
538 PRINT PAGE. Month;"r*; Day, LIM (!), * RANKINGS ACHIEY!NG SEST SCOPES",LIH( t i,Ty
pes;* WEIGNTING",
533 IF Sped (>0 THEN PRINT 'WEIGNTING SFREAD IS ";$prda,
532 PRINT LIN(2)
540 FOR Rank numb =1 70 5948
558 IF Score (Ranknweb))=.983est score THEN GOSUS Pr tntout
569 MExf Rank numb
579 EXIT GRAPHICS
500 PRaNTER IS 16

' 598 PRINT PAGE,* FINISHED *
| 600 DISP * FINISHED *

6te STOP
620 1 ************* SUBS ****************
638 Cast IF Mt ypes="D" THEN Fac toral.5+ Sped
635 IF Mt ype s==I* THEN Fac t ora t e$prd
640 GOTO 690
658 IF (Cycle =6) AND (cycle 2=7) THEN Equiv=1
668 IF (Cycle =F) AND (Cycle 2=6) THEN Equiv=3
678 IF (Cycle =2) AND (Cycle 2=5) THEN Equivat
688 IF (Cycle =5) AND (Cycle 2=2) THEN Eqwtv=8
698 RETURN

( Fee Cat 23 IF Wtypes='D' TMEN F ac t or a l . 5 + Spr d
) 785 IF WtyFes="I* THEN Factor =2.5+ Sped

750 1 GOTO 768
758 IF ((Cycle =5) OR (Cycle =6)) AND ((Cycle 2=5) OR (Cycle 2=6)) THEN Equiv=1
768 RETURN
??9 Cat 32 IF Ntypes==D* THEN Factor =5+Sprd
775 IF kt ypes="I" THEN Fac t or=2.5+ Sped

* 780 1 IF ((Cycle =4) OR (Cycle =6)) AND ((Cycle 2=4) OR (Cycle 2=6)) THEN Equiv=1
799 I IF ((Cycle =2) OR (Cycle =5)) AND ((Cycle 2=2) OR (Cycle 2=5)) THEN Eqwtv=1
000 PETURN
ele Cates IF wthpes=*B" THEN FaClor=4*$ peg
815 IF Nt ype s="I" THEN Fac tor =5+ Sped
$20 GOTO 860
838 IF ((Cycle =4) OR (Cycle =6)) AND ((Cycle 2=6) OR (Cycle 2=4)) THEN Equiv=1
040 IF ((Cycle =2) OR (Cycle =3) OR (Cycle =5)) AND (< Cycle 2=2) OR (Cycle 2=3) OR
(Cycle 2=5)) THEN Equiv=1
058 IF ((Cycleet) OR (Cycles?)) AND ((Cycle 2=1) OR (Cycle 2=F)) THEN Eqwtval
863 RETURN

i
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|

0?* CatSt le Nt yres* *D' THEN Fact ore 3+ Sped
075 IF Ntype$e"I* THEN Factor *4e$ ped

,

att COTO 9:4
09. IF (tCv9te=2) OR (Cycle *3) OR (Cycle *6) OR (Cyclee?)) AND ((Cyttete2) 09 (
Cycle 2e3) or Cycle 2*6) OR (Cycle 2er)) THEN Eewivel
900 IF ((Cysteel) OR (Lycle*S)) AND ((Cycle 2el) OR (Cycle 2e53) THEN Equivel

g 919 RETURN
920 Plotl 0D ,

930 PRINTER 18 16
940 PPINT Yplet t e),

950 Yea =0
960 F9tl lo! TO F
970 IF i ne=<Yplot ti) THEN YeameYplet(I) |

900 NR I
990 ' .rER IS 13," GRAPHIC $*
1000 mu':"MICS

|
left L X ATE 20,128,20,8 00
1920 SCALE 0,7,0.8,

! 1930 AXES 3. 2
| 1944 MOVE 0,0

1950 FOR !al TO F
le6e YeYplotti)
1978 IF Y(8 THEN Yet
5000 DRAW 1-1,V/ Year
1898 DRAW I,Y/Yeam
lite NEXT I
tale LORG 5
1820 FOR let TO 6
1830 MOVE I+.5, .1

t 1140 LABEL USING *D'II+1
; 3150 NEXT I
! 1860 MOVE 3 5.a.2

1870 LASEL dnlNG "K*I* POSITION"
1800 LDIR PI/2
1890 MOVE .3. 5
1200 LABEL UllNG *k"g*RELAT!vt SCORE *
1210 LDIR 0
1220 MOVE S.5. 9
1230 ON Cycle GOSUB One,Two,Three Four,Feve,f x,$even
1240 LABEL U$ LNG 'K'I"FUE', CYCLE *bA8-
1250 PRINTER 18 9
1260 PRINT PAGE,LIN(5)
1270 DUMP GRmPHICS
8200 RETURN
8294 Onel f
1300 Ase*l.3*
1380 RETURN
1320 Twel t

f 1330 Ase*2.3"
' 1340 RETURN
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1350 Threet I
1360 R8s'2.4*
1370 RETURN
8300 Fouet i
1390 R8='4.t*
1400 RETURN
8480 Fevet t

' ' ' 1420 R$="4.2*'
1430 RETURN
3440 Stut i
1450 R8="6.1"
test RETURN
1470 Sevent f
1400 R8="6.3*
1498 RETURN
1300 Prtntoult 1
3580 Printnweb=Petninumb+1

, 1520 PRINTER !$ 0
' 1530 PRINT PROUND(SC ore (Rank nWeb), =1)[

1S31 IF Score t tanknweb)=3est sc ore THEN PR SMT * (3EST SCORE)",
1532 PRINT LIN(1)
1540 FOR !=1 70 7
1550 ON VAL (Rank $(Ranknumb)11,1)) GOSUB One,Two,Three,Fewr,Fewe Stu,$even
1560 PRINT R$
1570 NEXT I
1300 PRINT ***=== ',LIN(2)
1590 IF INT (PrintnumbeS) PrintavebeS THEN PRINT PAGE
160d RETURN
168 0 D at e t f
1620 OUTPUT 93*R*
1630 EdTER 9;nonth. Day
3640 RETURN
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i
i 80/2/ 12 FF ac t

le CPTION BASE 1
I 20 BIM R ank t ( 5040 ) t 7 3

28 R ank i ngnumb= 1
30 FOR !=1 TO 7

. . .
40 FOR Jat TO 7
41 IF Ie1 THEN Newtj
50 FOR K=1 10 7
51 IF (!=K) OR (JeK) THEN Neath
60 FOR L=1 70 7
61 IF (IoL) OR (J=L) CR (k=L) THEN Heut)

*
i 70 FOR Mel TO 7

73 IF (!*M) OR (JsM) OR (koM) OR (L*M) THEN Nemte
et FOR No! 70 7
01 IF (leH) OR (JeH) OR (k=N' CR (LeN) OR (M*N) THEN Nextn
90 FOR Pat 70 7
100 IF (leP) OR (J=P) OR (kap) CR (LeP) OR (M=P) OR (N=P) THEN Mestp
110 Rank 8 (R ank i ngnumb ) OVAL t ( ! )&V AL O ( J )&YAL 4 (k ) LVAL s (L)&Y ale ( M)&V ALS (N)LV ALS ( P )
120 R ank i ngnumb=R ank i ngnumb + 1

{
130 Nestp , NEXT P
840 Nestat NEXT N
ISO Hextet HExf M
160 Neat 1: NEXT L
170 Newsk: NExT K
ISO Neutjt NEXT J
190 Nemsst NEXT I

I 200 PRINTER IS 0
I 210 FOR A=1 10 5040 STEP 9

211 FOR !*e 70 0
220 PRINT Ranks (R+I)l* *;
221 NEx? I

; 222 PRINT LIN(1)
230 NEXT R
240 PRINTER I$ 16
2$8 END

.
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ABSTRACT,

Twentymne alternative fuelcycles proposed under the Non.Prolifer~"on
Alternative Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) of the Departmr . of
Energy have been reviewed, on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis.:

j sion, for technicalsafeguards issues andproblems that might affect regula.
tion and licensing. The approach adopted was to identify generic features,*

common to two or more fuel cycles, and assess these independently of the
fuel cycles in which they are involved. Then the individualfuelcycles were
reviewed in order to identify additional unique features - i.e., those asso-
ciated with a single fuel cycle, only.

The generic issues identified were the use, storage, and transportation
ofstrategic specialnuclear material (SSNM), the use ofradiation barriers as

.
. a protective measure for SSNM, co-processing, the use of U* /Th fuels,

denaturing, the use of heavy water as a moderator, the storage of spentfue! ,

and waste, and internationalfuel service centers. i
Four variations of spiking were assessed with respect to their effect on

accountability and verification, availability of euitable spikants, effect on
health, safety, and economics, appropriateness ofproposed radiation dose

1
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rate criteria, effectiveness as a safeguards measure, and so on. These varia-
tions of spiking have the advantage of protecting the SSNM during all or
some parts of the fuel cycle, but complicate it and also increase costs.

..

I Requiring radiation barriers to protect SSNM would also conflict with the
| "ALARA" philosophy. However, the disadvantages of spiking and its vari-

ations has to be balanced against the chief advantage of a considerable
increase in the protection of strategic special nuclear material.

Coprocessing ofplutonium-uranium appears feasible, but could proba-
bly not be adopted in existing reprocessing plants, meaning a delay of at

I least ten to fifteen years before its commercialintroduction.
1 The use of U"/Th fuels would have a strong effect on accountability

methods. There is little experience with high burnup, high U" fuels, nor
with mixtures of uranium, plutonium, and thorium. The performance of
isotope dilution mass spectrometry as an accountability tool in plants
reprocessing spent fuels containing both U" and U* would be degraded.

The breeding of plutonium in denatured fuels poses additional safe.
guards problems. To counteract the tendency of reactors using repeated
recycle of denatured fuels to " drift" towards increased plutonium and
decreased U* production, it may be necessary to provide some highly
enriched U"or U* makeup fuel. Restrictions on the use of denatured U"
fuels in dispersed reactors should be essentially no greater than for
LEU (U") fuels.,-

The use of heavy water in HWRs raises the question of accountability

\
for heavy water. There are additional development needs for this purpose.

Long term storage of spent fuel and waste is under NRC regulatory
I authority. The most significant safeguards problem would deriveprimarily

from international rather than domestic safeguards considerations, since
neither spent fuel nor high level waste is attractive.to terrorists but the

|
former, at least, is subject to IAEA safeguards.

International fuel service centers raise, primarily, institutional issues.
|

,

The exact nature and composition ofsuch centers would have an important
\
| bearing on their effectiveness.

I
The appearance of large quantities of weapons-usable materialin all

the fuel cycles except the once through LWR, HWR, and HTGR using low
| enriched uranium would necessarily raise all the safeguards issues identi-

fied in the safeguards supplement to GESMO with respect to use, storage,
and transport of SSNM. Some of the techniques discussed may reduce some
problems, but not eliminate them.

A few of the fuel cycles involve problems not arising in the others. Two
of the threeprebreeders for the LWBR fuelcycle use selective dissolution to

, separate residual U*from bred U'" Contamination of the U* by U"may
prevent this. The larger number and small size of the fuel elements foriy
HWRs, together with on-line refuelling procedure, make accountability for

_

|
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,

spent fueldifficult. Spentfuelfrom once through HTGRs may require some
processing to separate the fuelparticles from the graphite matrix and thus
the identity and discrete nature of the fuel element would be lost and item

^ ~

\ counting for accounta bility would no longer auffice. In LMFBRs, spent fuel
is stored under sodium, making it difficult to verify inventories.

The following general conclusions are drawn:
(1) only the once-through systems are free of the safeguards problems

associated with strategic special nuclear material;
(2) all other fuel cycles involve the use of SSNM somewhere in the fuel

cycle;
\ ' (3) international fuel service centers not containing reactors el minate

routine shipments of bulk SSNMfor allfuel cycles except for a few, but
do not eliminate shipments of SSNM in fresh fuel assemblies;

(4) power-generating international fuel service centers in which all n ac-
tors burning SSNM are co-located eliminate all routine shipments ,f
SSNM in any form with a few exceptions;

(5) internationalfuel service centers are not necessarily more secure than
i dispersed facilities against on-site subnational diversion or sabotage;
i (6) spiking or its variations, alone or in combination, could substantially

decrease the vulnerability of a!! fuel cycles to diversion, but would not

7
eliminate the need for material accountability or forphysicalprotec-

| tion against sabotage;,.

(7) with or without spiking and/or internationalfuel service centers, the
residual vulnera bilities of allfuelcyclez, except denatured ones, in volv-
ing the breeding and recycling of SSNM, are similar and would require
similar protection measures;

} (8) beca us e of the long lead time for the introduction of a ny of theproposed
fuel cycles there is adequate time to resolve the safeguards technical
problems.
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:

f I. INTRODUCTION

In April,1978, NRC asked theTechnical Support Organization (TSO) of
Brookhaven National Laboratory to perform "a preliminary analysis and

-- - assessment of the safeguardability of the various alternative fuel cycles
being studied by the Department of Energy." As part of this project, a series 1

of reports have been prepared.''' This section is an outgrowth of a prelimi- |

nary report submitted to NRCJ
This section identifies and, to the extent possible within the limited time

and resources allotted to the project, assesses technical safeguards issues |

associated with the proposed alternative fuel cycles, so that their impact on
'

safeguards regulation can be judged. The fuel cycles considered are a
l slightly expanded version of the set submitted by DOE to NRC in attach-

ments to letters from E.J. Hanrahan of DOE to N. Haller of NRC, dated
August 7, September 1,1978, and February 13,1979. The complete set is
shown in Table 1.1 and is described in more detail in part 2 of this report.
Although other fuel cycles were considered under the Non Proliferation
Alternative System Assessment Program, they are not included in this s

project.
A chart of the fuel cycles showing, in shorthand style, their principal

distinguishing characteristics is presented in Table 1.-2. This may be used
- by those wishing to avoid the rather detailed descriptions in part 2, and as a

handy quick reference for the discussions in parts 3 and 4.
As may be seen, the number of fuel cycles, including minor variations,"

comes to twenty one. This is a very large number either to comprehend or to
analyze in any detail. The scheme adopted, therefore,is to identify certain
safeguards features common to two or more fuel cycles and identify and
discuss the issues associated with these, independently of the specific fuel
cycles. This is done in part 3. Then, in part 4, both the particular generic
issues and the specific issues uniquely associated with each fuel cycle are
identified and the latter are further discussed. In this way repetition is
reduced to a minimum, although not eliminated altogether.

In part 4, frequent refe'rence is made to the safeguards supplement to
GESMO.* (" Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Pluto-
nium in Mixed. Oxide Fuelin Light Water Cooled Reactors.")This ia done to
avoid having to repeat the complete analysis of safeguards issues, prob-
lems, and proposed solutions appearing in that report in connection with the
recycle of plutonium in light water reactors. Obviously, this would be
beyond the resources allocated for this study. Moreover, since the same

~

| principal safeguards issues (except for the dispersal hazards of plutonium)
,

!
are raised by the appearance in any fuel cycle of substantial quantities of
strategic special nuclear material (SSNM), essentially the same " solutions"

', (i.e., safeguards measures) as those considered in GESMO would be appli-
cable in these cases.

.__ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . .
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Table 1.-l.

NASAP Reactor / Fuel Cycle Systems for NRC Review

1.0 Light Water Reactors"
1.1 PWR-OT: standard PWR using 3% low-enriched uranium oxide fuel

achieving 30 MWD /kg burnap; once-through fuel cycle with spent fuel
sent to long-term storage."

1.2 PWR Mod.OT: PWR using 3% Iow enriched uranium oxide fuel modified to
achieve 50,000 MWD /MT average burnup, and other means to decrease
uranium requirements; spent fuel is sent to long-term storage.

1.3 PWR.U/Pu spiked recycle: PWR using 3% low-enriched uranium oxide fuel
and self-generated recycle fuel of co-processed uranium and plutonium
oxide; the recycle fuel is spiked or pre-irradiated.'

1.4 LWR-Denatured U''*/Th: PWR using 12% U'8'/ thorium oxide fuel; the
f spent fuelis reprocassed to recover the U"/U'" mixture which is recycled

after blending with additional U" to 12%; Pu is sold for spiked recycle.
2.0 Light Water Breeder Reactors'

2.1 Prebreeder,ShippingportTypeI:PWRusing20%enrichedUOn-ZrO CaO/
Th0: fuel; the spent fuel is reprocessed to recover U" which is stored for

g use in LWBR; Pu is stored.
'> 2.2 Breeder, Shippingport Type I: same as 2.1 except it uses U"/ thorium

oxide fuel which is reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel.'
2.3 Backfit Prebreeder: standard PWR using 15% enriched uranium oxide /tho-

*
. rium oxide fuel; the spent fuelis reprocessed to recover U'" which is stored
I for use in LWBR; Pu is stored,

2.4 Ad vanced Breeder: standard PWR ezcept modified for tight lattice, hexag-t

)

onal fuel bundle and thoria control rods; using U"/ thorium oxide fuel
;

which is reprocessed to recover U" for recycle as spiked fuel.'
2.5 HEU Backfit Prebreeder: standard PWR using 93% enriched uranium

oxide / thorium oxide fuel; PWR type fuel bundles with poison control rods;
non fissioned U" and bred U"' recovered and accumulated for startup of

| LWBR. ,|
2.6 Breeder, seed blanket type: seed consists of UOrThOs pellets, blanket of

JTh0: pellets; initially fueled with HEU (mixture of non fissioned U" and
bred U") recovered from HEU Backfit Breeder, eventually self-sustained
by bred U'"; ThOn and poison control rods.

3.0 Heavy Water Reactors"
3.1 HWR Denatured U"/OT: CANDU-type HWR using l.2% sligh tly enriched

uranium oxide fuel; plant designed for 1300 MWe,2200 poi reactor coolant.
j

4.0 High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors' i

4.1 HTGR Denatured U''*/OT: 20% enriched uranium thorium oxycarbide l
particle fuel; the spent fuel is sent to long-term storage.

4.2 HTGR Denatured U'"/Th:12% enriched U"/ thorium oxycarbide particle
makeup fuel; spent fuel is reprocessed to recover the U" and recycle it after
denaturing to 12%; Pu is stored.

5.0 Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors'A 5.1 GCFR U/Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium-plutonium oxide homogeneous

_ . _. - . - - - . . - - . .
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/
core and thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed; core is <

co processed U and Pu subsequently pre irradiated;' the U"is recovered ;
g and sold as denatured fuel. i

'

6.0 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors *
6.1 LMFBR U/Pu/U recycle: standard U/Pu oxide homogeneous core, ura-

,

I nium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed separately; core is ,

'

coprocessed U and Pu; blanket is co-processed U and Pu with excess Pu
used for LWRs and LMFBRs.

6.2 LMFBR U/Pu/U, spiked recycle: same as 6.1 except co-processed U/Pu is
pre-irradiated.*

i 6.2.1 Heterogeneous core design
6.2.2 Homogeneous core design

6.3 LMFBR U/Pu/Th spiked recycle: uranium-plutonium oxide core and tho-
rium oxide blanket; same as 6.2 except U"is recovered from blanket fuel
and sold as denatured fuel; Pu makeup from LWRs.
6.3.1 Heterogeneous core design>

6.3.2 Homogeneous core design
6.4 LMFBR Th-Pu/Th, spiked recycle: thorium-plutonium oxide homogene-

ous core and thorium oxide blanket; core and blanket reprocessed
separately; recovered Pu is recycled to LMFBR core; Pu is co processed

I with thorium and pre irradiated;' the U"'is recovered and sold as dena-
tured fuel.

6.5 LMFBR Denatured U"/Th/Th: denatured U" mixed with thorium oxide
fuelin homogeneous core and thorium oxide in blanket; core and blanket
reprocessed separately; recovered U" is denatured and sold; recovered
plutonium is mixed with uranium and pre-irradiated and sold.-

* Enrichment, reprocessing, Pu conversion, Pu fabrication, Pu storage and U" fabri-
cation in secure locations.

"For reference only.
"To a radiation level of 1000 r/hr at I meter from a fuel bundle when loaded into the

j
reactor 6 monas after fuel fabrication.

.
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'Table I.-2. g
Summary of Fuel Cycle Characteristica OD

{
!

CLASS LWR LWR LWR LWR HWR liTGR HTGR I
!

Type- U" o ce U"ifish Burn- U"/Pu Spiked U"/Th Recycle Once Once Denatured U"/Th ' Is
Designation Through up. Once Through Recycle Through Thmush Recycle f

1 . Fuel M U"in U 4 3% U"in U m) 3.2% U" 11% U"in U 12% U" 20% U"in U 12% U"
'

) |
i

b)2.8% Po in U + Th + Th j |I R!anket - - - - - - Th (fertile particle) i '.

Spent Fuel -08% U'" -0.8% U" an all Pu to re. 7% U" Is 0.1% U" + 3% U" + 2% 3% U" + .3% U"i

& thsposition -1% Pa. Stored -1% Pu. Stored cycle.1% U to U"in U (29% 0 6% Pu U"in U+Th+ + 1.2% Pu. store Pu.
'

storsse Ul. 0.4% Pu. Pu 1.3% Pu store U '

b) all U/ Pu (ce spiked with Co"
processed) spiked and stored. U"
with Co* to to recycle. Th'

recycle stored

Blanket- - - - - - - 88% U"in U + Th.
Product & store Th. denature
thsposition & recycle U

| Chemical None None Pures & modified Thore None None Puren (fissile par-
Processing pures trepr+ ticle). Thorex

'

'cessinal (fertile particlep

i{
Starage(SNM) Spent fuel ele. Spent fuel ele- 1% U'" Pu aCo* spikel Spent fuel Spent fuel Ts. Pu. 3% U*

ments -is Pu & rrinta -15 Pu & -01% U** U" + 2t L * l
-0 #% U" -0 ** U" -0 AR. Pu + Th + I TW "u

I

i

!
.

|
1
!

.

0
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Table I.-2. (Cont'd)

i Seanmaary of Peel Cycle Characterletten
|

| f CIASS GCFR LWBR LWBR LWBR LWBR LWBR LWBR
i !

1 t Type- U/Pu/Th Spiked Type I Pre- Type I Breeder BeckSt Pr, Backfit High Enneh- Seed-Blanket
' Designation Recycle breeder bneder Advanced unent BackSt Breeder

Breeder Pnbreeder"

i Poei 14% Seeile Pu 20% U" 42% U" + 16% U" 75% U"in 93% U" + 9% 54% U" + 9% U"
1 in U (pwirred.) 4% U"in U U+n U"+n +n,

!

Blanket n n (separable - % teeparatie - - -

pellete) pe:lete)
,

Spent Peel 134 5esile Ps 14% U".& l% Sis U"(seme 7% t? + 1.4% 75% U", 40% U",34% 54% U",8% U"
I

& Disposition in U, copro- Po, Recycle U, se fresh feet) Pa, store Pa, Recycle U U", store U + Th. recycle U + n,
ceased & store Pm + Th Recycle U recycle U &n+ & store n add Th
recycled & n + add fresh add fresh

n Th

! Blanket. U"+n. 93% U"in - 90% U"in - - - !
l

! Product & U" denstured U + n,n to U + n, store
|

, Disposition & stored.n storage, store U", store n
) stated U" i

i Chemical Perosare Peresare Tharen Peres feel noten nores nores
; Processing nores blanket norem-blanket nores blanket
1

Storage (8NM) 12% U" Pu & U" - 90% U"(with - 74% 5esile U"(with -

j U" epike) U" epike)

,

t

|
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SNM Make Up 20% flesile Pu Reenrichment of - Re<nrichment of - 93% tf"(fresh 67% U"' ;

Regairmi in U residual U" resideal U" fuel)

f ful fwl

I Radiation U"in stored U"in stored U"in re- U"in stored U"in re- U"in stored U"in recycled |i

j Barriers U" & prese & recycle U" cycled U" U" cycled U" U" U" '

{ C' Spiking. radiate sucycled

] etc.) feel |
,

I
~

i Note The meaning of enrichment percentages given in the Table are,in most cases, clear. However,in a few cases, they may be ambiguana. Generally, eranium
j t enrichments are given in terms of 4 of the stated isotopein terms of uranium only. Plutonium " enrichment"is given as a percentage of the total heavy metal.

i Plutonism content is sieen as total pistonium unless specifically indicated as " fissile" plutonium.
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! Table I. 2. tCont'd> d
u .,

Summary of Fuel Cycle Characteristica (
I

CLASS LMFBR LMFBR WFBR LMFBR LMFBR LMFBR LMFBR [
'

Type. U/Pu/U (Home U/Pu/U (Sphed U/ Pu/Th tSphed U/Pu/Th (Sphed U/Pu/n (Sphed n /Pu /Th (Spiked Denatured U"/n
'

Deessneten geneouel Heteroseneous) Homogeneous) Hetemseneouel Hamngeneous) Homogeneous) (Homogeneous) I

Fuel 12% fissile Pu 15% fissile Pu 12% fissile Pu 16% fissile Pu 12% fissile Pu 14% fissile Pu los U"in U f
,

in U in U in U in U in U in Th j
i i

| Blanket U U U Asial-U, inner Th n n !
| radial Th'

'
Spent Fuel 12% fissile Pu 14% fianale Pu 12% fissile Pu 15% reenie Pu 12% fissile Pu U"(4%I + 9% 6% U"in U + 4%
& Disposition in U,coprorees in U.coprocess in U, coprocess- combined with in U, copro- fissile Pu (14% Pu. dilute Pu with

U + Pu.mycle U + Pu, recycle recycle U/Pu amial blanket ceased, re- total Polin Th. depleted U store,
with en me blan- with some fmen with additaan (1% Pu). par- cycled coprocese Pu/Th recycle U"(with
het meterial blanket from blanket taally coproc. mycle, combine U" spike)

U/ Pu recycled U" with blan-
to fuel, U as het, store escoes

diluent for n
U" from, .

'

blanket

Blanket- 2% Pu in U, part 2% Pu in U. part rm Pu in U, part U" (with 2% U'"in Th. 2% U"in Th. 2% U"in Th.
Product & coprocess. Pu a coprocess, part coprocess, part U" as epikel denature seper- combme U" recycle (with
Dispositaon U & part mycle mycle U/ Pu. recycle U/Pu, diluted with U ated U"& with that from U" epike), store

to feed, recycle preirred & store part preirred. from core & store (with core, denature & Th
U to blanket, rememder. recy- Us Pu & store, stored. Store U" epiket store (with U"
add depleted U cle U to blanket, recycle separe. Th Store Th epike). Store n

add depleted U ted U

*

.

|

|
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Chenneet Puns Paren Pures Penn (core & Peres (core) Theres Puns (core)

'| Proceaang enial blanket) 1hores (blanket) Thoren (blanket)

Theres inner &
;

l
radial blankets)

Storage (SNM) 17% fissile Po Preirradiated Preirradiated Denatured 12% Denatured 12% Denatured 12% 18% Resile Pu

- in U 20% Pu 20% Pu U"(with U"(with U"(with in U -

U" epike) U" epike) U" epike) f'

SNM Make Up 20% fissile Pu 20% fissile Pu 20% Gneile Pu 25% U"in U j

Required - - - in U in U in Th .

Ii

| I Radiation None Pre-irradiate Pre-irradiate U"in stored U"in stored U"in stored U"in recycled

! j Barnere stored Pu & fuel stored Pu & fuel U", pre. U", pre. U" & Th" fuel
irradiate fuel irradiate fuel danshters in fuel f-| (" Spiking ete)'

I 6
I

j |
Note- The nwening of enrichment peseentases given in the Table ere. in most cases, clear. However. in a few cases, they may be ambiguaes. Generally. uranium enrichmente en }

given in terms of %of the stated isotope in terms of uranium only. Plutonium" enrichment"is siven se a pereentage of the total heeey metal. Plutonium content is given as total }
,

| plutonismi unless specifically indicated se " fissile" plutonium. t
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One generic issue raised by the NASAP fuel cycles, namely radioactive
spiking and its variations, has been considered in greater detail here than in
GESMO (although considerable use is made of a BNL study of this subject
performed in support of GESMO - see part 3). This is because many of the

.. NASAP fuel cycles depend very heavily on this device to counter the objec-
tions raised to the widespread commercial use of SSNM. Also, detailed
consideration of this subject was specifically requested in the appendix to
the Preliminary Safety and Environmental Information Documents'
(PSEIDs), of which seven have appeared at the present writing (see the list
of references at the end of part 2 for the individual titles). Occasionally, these

,

'are supplemented by reference to other documents. The information in the
PSEIDs is not always complete or consistent; one important example is that

,

the methods of providing radiation barriers for the protection of SSNM, as
proposed in the descriptions of the individual fuel cycles, are not always the
same as th ose proposed in an a ppendix devoted to this subject and attached
to all PSEIDs, nor is it demonstrated in some of the fuel. cycle descriptions
that the radiation dose rates achieved by the metl ods proposed there meet
the criteria of the appendix.These discrepancies and omissions are noted in
the detailed discussions of parts 3 and 4.

Another difficulty with the material supplied is that, for the most part,it
treats the fuel cycles as though they were mature, isolated entities. In
actuality, of course, there will be a long trnneition period before any fuel
cycle reaches equilibrium and,in fact, due to technicalimprovements, new
developments, changing economic conditions, and so on,it may be doubted-

I whether any fuel cycle will ever reach equilibrium. During this prolonged
transitional phase there will be symbiotic links between different fuel
cycles, the plutonium from one, for example, being used to produce U*** for
another. It is our understanding that an eighth volume in the series of
PSEIDs was to contain scenarios for the evolution of the various fuel cycles,
but it was not received in time for inclusion in this report.

The present report is also limited to an analysis of the domestic safe
guards issues, only, arising in the various fuel cycles. Questions related to
proliferation resistance (e.g., the relative difficulty of further enriching
U8- and U***-bearing fuels) were not considered.28
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II. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE FUEL CYCLES
NASAP has issued descriptions of the fuel cycles it is submitting to

;
NRC for assessment. These are contained in the Preliminary Safety and

| Environmental Information Documents (PSEIDs), of which seven'" have
.

b*n issued as of the presen t writing.The first six of these describe prim arily
the reactorsin the fuelcycles,and the seventh the other elements of the fuel
cycles (fabrication plants, reprocessing plants, waste disposal, etc.). In
these volumes the fuel cycles are treated as they would exist in isolation
from each other,in equilibrium. Since in actuality they would evolve from
existing cycles, and since more than one new fuel cycle might evolve (j ust as
now there are both light and heavy water reactors),it is likely that, for many~

years to come, portions of old and new fuel cycles will exist simultaneously
and, possibly,in symbiosis with each other. To the extent possible, and
where it affects safeguards, this will be noted in the safeguards part of this
section. An eighth volume in the PSEID series is in preparation' but was r.ot
received in time for inclusion in this analysis.

Brief descriptions of the reector cycles (more detailed for the less famil-
iar LWBR cycles) and the various fuel cycle facilities, emphasizing the

f various fuel types, follow. These are based on the descriptions in the
PSEIDs, supplemented where necessary by information from other
sources."' For details the reader is referred to these documents.

2.1. Reactor Cycles
2.1.1. Light WaterReactors. Four different designs forlight. water

reactors (actually, PWRs only) are considered under NASAP.
2.1.1.1. " Standard" Once-through PWR using LEU (U'")

Fuel. This design is essentially what is used todayin PWRs. It is used as a
reference to which the other designs are compared. Burnup is 30,000 MWD /
Te.

2.1.1.2. Once-through PWR using LEU (U***) Fhet with Ex-
, tendedBurnup. Thie design is similar to the previous one except that the ;
i

I
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burr.up of the fuelis increased to ~50,000 MWD /Te and only one-fifth of the
l

core is replaced at each annual refuelling. The higher burnup is compen- !
sated for by a somewhat higher fuel enrichment (-4%, compared with -3%
in the reference design).

2.1.1.3. PWR using LEU (U")1% eland Spiked, Self-Gener- |
ated U/Pu Recycle Fuel. This is essentially the type of reactor consi-

,

dered in the Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Pluto- i
nium in Mixed Oxide Fuel in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors (GESMO),' !

except that the recycled plutonium is co-processed with uranium and spiked ,

with Co" to provide a radiation barrier against theft or seizure. Makeup )fissile requirements are provided by fresh LEU fuel. i

1

2.1.1.4. PWR usingDenatured U /ThFuel,withRecycleof
U". The fresh fuel consists of mixed uranium-thorium oxides, the uranium
being enriched to 12% in U". Uranium recovered from the spent fuel is
supplemented by highly enriched U" from an external source (not speci- I

fled), mixed with fresh thorium, and recycled. Reccvered thorium is stored
for at least 10 years after reprocessing. Recovered plutonium is spiked and 1

stored in a " secure" center.The source of the initial U" for the reactor is also
not specified. At equilibrium the U" concentration in the uranium is about
1300 ppm.

Selected characteristics of these four designs are shown in Table 2.14, !
,

prepared from data in the PSEID.'
i*

,
2.1.2. Light-WaterBreederReactors.

' 2.1.2.1. Prebreeder and Breeder Reactors Based on Ship-
pingport LWBR Type IModules. In this concept, both the prebreeder
and the breeder use fuel modules similar to those in the Shippingport LWBR
reactor. Each module consists of a hexagonal annular blanket region filled
by a moveable hexagonal seed region. Each of these regions is filled by an i
array of Zircaloy< lad fuel rods or pins, somewhat like those used in ordi- |
nary light water reactors. Reactivity is controlled by moving the seed within
the blanket, thus changing the neutron leakage and the proportion of neu- ,

trons absorbed in fertile material. Since neutron poisons are not used for !

control, the conversion ratio can be quite high.
In the pre-breeder, the uranium is " moderately" enriched (< 20% U")

and is in the form of an annular pellet containing UO2, ZrO2, and Ca0 in a
ternary solid colution. The interior of these pellets is filled with a cylindrical
Th0 pellet.This arrangementis called a " duplex" pellet. Rods may contain
additional ThOs pellets in the axial blanket regions at top and bottom. Seed |

'

and blanket regions contain similar types of pellets, but the average ura- i

nium fraction of the heavy metalin the blanket is less than that in the seed |
region.

The fuel pellets in the breeder are composed either of a binary solid
*# solution of Th0 and UO2, highly enriched in U", or of pure Th02. The

l

l

|
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Table 2.1,-1.
-

Selected Characteristics of Alternative LWR Designs.
In all cases, total reactor power is 3817 MW, net electric 1344 MW.'

.

Standard High Burnup PWR with Denatured
.

Once.Thru Once.'Ihru Spiked U/Pu U"/Th
L.EU PWR LEU PWR Recycle PWR

Burnup, MWD /MTHM" 30,390 50,650 30,390 33,390

Core Composition LEU oxide LEU oxide LEU /Pu U'".U'"/
mixed oxide Th mixed

oxides

Core Fuel, Spiked
or Denatured No No Spiked Denatured

Excess Fuel, Spiked None None Nr,ne Pu, Spiked

.
or Denatured (88 kg/yr)

! Total Heavy Metal, BoEC.* kg 101,580 100,653 101,615 92.446

Initial U Enrichment' 2.2%U'") 2.5%U'") 2.2%U*") 12% U'")|

Fissile Inventory, BOEC,* kg 2443 2994 3146 2793

Number of Fuel Assemblies 241 241 241 241

Total Heavy Metal / Assembly, kg 426 426 426 389

Total Weight / Assembly, kz 650 650 650 594

Amount of Pu/ fresh assembly,ks 0 0 ~20' 0
Refueling Interval, yrs. I 1 1 1

Fraction of Core Replaced
per Refueling 1/3 1/5 1/3 1/3

Radiation Dose Rate
from Spent Fuel, r/hr' 20,000 77,000 Not Cale. Not Cale,

Number of Rods per Assembly 236 236 236 236

Active length of Rod,in. 150 150 150 150

Outer Diameter of Rod,in. 0.382 0.382 0.382 0.382

*

' Metric tons of heavy metal.'

*Beginning of equihbrium cycle.
' Average over all assemblies.
*Pu-beenna assemblies only, typical value (may very from ~15 to >20 according to indeterminate design
factors, aumber of cycles occurred, etc.).

"At 90 days and 1 meter from assembly,in air.

initial U '8is produced in the prebreeder, but at equilibrium the breeder is2

expected to be self-sustaining.
The core in both the prebreeder and the breeder,in the reference design,

would consist of an array of 109 seed blanket modules of the type just
described surrounded by 54 reflector-blanket modules of pure Th02 of var- ;

'

ious shapes, The pertinent characteristics of the reactors and the fuel are
shown in Table 2.12, adapted from reference 3.

Present plans call for replacing the entire core of the pre breeder every i

three years,in a single reloading.The breeder would be refueled on the more
conventional schedule of 1/3 of the core each year. The fuel from the pre- ;

breeder would be reprocessed in such a way as to separate the thorium (and
the bred U ") from the uranium in the annular pellets. This is done by a |2

selective dissolution. The burned uranium is then sent to a Purex reprocess-
! ing stage and the thorium and bred U*** to a Thorex stage, for recovery of the

,

;

,
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Table 2.1.-2

8 elected Characteristics of Pre-Breeder and Breeder
Based on Shippingport LWBR Type I Modules.

|

| Pre. Breeder * Breeder

Reactor Thermal Output, MWt 2026 2026
Net Electric Power Output, MWe 721 711
Average Discharge Burnup,* MWD /MTHM' 11,200 10,100
Initial Core Loading, kg

| Heavy Metal' 148000 164000
Fissile Fuel 4388 3528'

,

Fuel Type Duplex Pellets: Binary Mixture:
UOn-ZrOrCa0 UOrTh0:
annulus with

ThO com
Core Height, em* 213 213
Number of Modules' 109 109
Mass of Heavy Metal per Module, kg' 1360 1505
Initial Fissile Ioading per Module,

i Fresh Fuel, kg 40.3(U'") 32.4(U'")

| Equivalent Diameter, em* 478 478
No.of Pins per Assembly * 619/444 325/444
Overall Assembly Length, em 366 366,

Cladding Outside Diameter, mils' 306/571.5 419/571.5
Cladding Wall Thickness, mils' 22/27.75 21/28
Cladding Material Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4

dFissile Enrichment, Fresh Fuel, % 20N U'") 84NU'")
3NU'")

Fissile Enrichment, Discharged Fuel, %* 14N U'") 81NU'")
4NU'"''

* Excluding axial and radial reflectors.
' Metric tons of heavy metal charged.
'First number refers to seed, second to blanket rods.
'At equilibrium.

fissile material. Afterseparation of the U'", the thorium is stored for atleast
10 years before recycling it, to allow the excess Th:2e(from U''')to decay.The
recovered residual uranium from the Purex process, which still has a U'"

._

enrichment of 14%, is sent to an enrichment plant for re-enrichment to 20%.

! and eventual recycle. As discussed elsewhere, this may b'e prevented by U23

i contamin ation;if so,it will be necessary to supply highly +nriched uranium
(>20% U'") for makeup, with obvious safeguards implications. The re-
covered U*"is stored until enough has accumulated to start up a breeder

.

.
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reactor (in about 10 years), and the plutonium, of which 96 kg is produced per
year,is stored indefinitely.

2.1.2.2. Light-Water Backfit Prebreeder Supplying Ad-
vanced Breeder. This concept differs from the preceding one in several~

respects, detailed below.
The prebreeder is designed to be backfitted into present PWR vessels

without extensive redesign of the plant.The fuel elements would resemble
those in conventional PWRa, rather than the seed-blanket modules of the
Shippingport type. The fuelitself would consist of thorium dioxide pellets
alternating with duplex pellets with a thorium dioxide insert of the type
discussed earlier, except that the annulus would be made of pure UO2,
enriched to 16% in the isotope U'". Reactivity control would be by standard
poison rods and borated water.

The " advanced" breeder for this concept would require a specially
designed plant and would more closely resemble that based on the Ship-
pingport design,in that the fuel modules would be hexagonal and the core
would be surrounded by thorium oxide reflector-blanket assemblies. How-
ever,in place of movable seed modules, the advanced breeder would have
thorium oxide control-rod "fm' gers" dispersed throughout the fuel bundles,
in a manner similar to that of the poison rods in a conventional PWR.
Additional control would be provided by poison rods and by boron in the
water. The breeder would be fueled by uranium highly enriched in U'"

| (>82%), produced in the pre-breeder. One third of the core of both the pre-*

breeder and the breeder would be replaced each year.
As in the previous concept, the residual uranium in the UO pellets

(initial U'" enrichment 15-16%, discharge enrichment ~7%) is separated
from the bred uranium in the Th0 pellets by selective dissolution and sent
to Purex processing. The recovered uranium is returned to an enrichment
plant for re-enrichment and recycle and the plutonium (~90 kg/ year) is
stored. U'"is recovered by the Thorex process and stored until enough has
been accumulated for the initial core of the breeder (~10 years). The U"'

| concentration in the bred uranium is expected to be ~2500 4500 ppm.
Pertinent characteristics of this concept are shown in Table 2.1.-3,

which should be compared with Table 2.1.-2. Note that the power of the
reference design is different from that of the reactor described in Section

,

i 2.1.2.1.

2.1.2.3. Light-Water Backfit Prebreeder and Seed-Bianket
! Breede, System. The last of the light water breeder reactor concepts

proposed under NASAP differs from the previous two primarily, as far as
. ,.

safeguards is concerned,in that the prebreeder would use highly enriched
U'" fuel and produce U'", wbile the breeder,in the initial atages, would use a
mixture of all the uranium isotopes (i.e., including non-fissioned U'" and

I

|
bred U'") recovered from the fuel discharged from the prebreeder. As

,

!

!
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Table 2.1. 3.

Selected Characteristics of Light Water Backfit
Prebreeder and Advanced Breeder

Prebreeder Breeder

Reactor Thermal Output, MWt 3800 2900
Net Electric Power Output, MWe 1295 1035
Average Discharge Burnup, MWD /MTHM*' 34,800 10,100
Initial Core Imading, kg

Heavy Metal' 89,800 235,000
'

Fissile Fuel 3,680 4,498
Fuel Type ThOn pellets & Binary solid

duplex pellets solution,
with UO annulus UOrTh0:

Th0 core
Core Height, em* 363 366'
Number of Assemblies or Modules 205 157
Mass of Heavy Metal per Assembly or

Module, kg* 438 1497
Initial Fissile Imading per Assembly

or Module, kg 18 29
Equivalent Diameter of core, cm 353 427
No. of Pins per Assembly * 264 288/99.

Overall Assemblylength,em 449 497*
Cladding Outside Diameter, mils' 379 571/530
Cladding Wall Thickness, mils' 23.5 28/35
Cladding Material Zircaloy-4 Zirealoy-4
Fissile Enrichment, Fresh Fuel, % 15.7(U") 4.6(U")

77(U")
Fissile Enrichment, Discharged Fuel, % 6.8(U") 5.4(U") I

90 (U") 74 (U")
* Excluding axial and radial reflectors. )
' Megawatt-days per metric ton of heavy metal charged.
'First number refers to need, second to blanket rods.

breeder operation continues and approachea a self-sustaining condition, the
2percentage of U " relative to U" would graduallyincrease.

The backfit prebreeder would be based on the Combustion Engineering
Company System 80 reactor plant.The fuel assemblies would be similar in
geometry to those of a standard PWR (i.e., a square array of rods with a
number of guide holes for control rods.)The fuel would consist of pellets com

I posed of a binary solid solution of UO and ThO , the uranium enrichment
being 93% U'". Reactivity control would be provided by a combination of

!

i
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1

neutron. absorbing rods, boric acid solution, fixed burnable poisons, and I

volume control. One third of the core would be replaced each year. I
The breeder core would be fueled with seed-blanket mod ules.The fuel m;

| the seed rods would consist of UO2-Th0 pellets, and that in the blanket rods
of Th02 pellets. Reactivity control would be via movable Th0 rods and
poison rods dispersed throughout the seed regions, and boron dissolved in
the water. The entire core would be replaced as a batch every 2.5 years, for
reprocessing and recovery of the uranium. In the initial stages, at least,the
recovered uranium would be supplemented by makeup highly enriched U'"
(90.8% fissile) from storage. At equilibrium, makeup uranium would be 67%
fissile.

Selected characteristics of the reactor are shown in Table 2.1 A.
Table 2.1. 4.

Selected Characteristics of Light Water Backfit
Prebreeder and Seed-Blanket Breeder System

Prebreeder Breeder

Reactor Thermal Output, MWt 3817 2993

Net Electric Power Output, MWe 1300 1000

Initial Core leading, kg
Heavy Metal' 93,507 171,504

Fissile Fuel 3088' 5622'
Average Seed Discharge Burnup, mwd /MTilM' 33,961 15,300

FuelType Binary Binary*

UOn 'Ih0: UO -Th0
Core Height, em' 381 366

Number of Assemblies 241 169

Mass of Heavy Metal per Assembly, kg* 388 1015

Initial Fissile loading per Assembly, kg 12.8 33.3

Equivalent Diameter of core, em 373 405

No.of Pins per Assembly' 236 459

Overall Assembly length, em 450 513

Cladding Outside Diameter, mils 382 440

Cladding Wall Thickness, mils 25 27.5

Cladding Material Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4

Fissile Enrichment, Fresh Fuel, % 93(U'" 8.6(U'")
54 (U'")

Fissile Enrichment, Discharged Fuel, % 34(U'") 8.4(U'"
40(U'") 54 (U'")

'Not including axial and radial reflectors.
" Fissile load for initial cycle of the pre-breeder.
' Fissile load forinitial cycle of the breeder as supplied by the mixedexide pre-breeder.
* Megawatt < lays per metric ton of heavy metal charged.:

I ' Excluding axial reflectors.

4smak# ' Average number of pins.

. _ - .
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+ - - 2.1.3. Heavy Water Reactors. A single alternative heavy water
reactor design has been proposed under NASAP. It is based primarily on the
standard Canadian CANDU 600 design, with modifications to increase the
power and burnup.The standard design has a net electrical power output of

- - 600 MW, uses natural uranium for fuel, and has an average fuel burnup of
7500 MWD /MTU; the NASAP design has a net electrical power of 1260 MW,
unes 1.2% enriched uranium, and has an average fuel burnup of 20,000
MWD /MTU. The higherthan-natural enrichment is needed to permit
higher burnups. The reactoris both moderated and cooled by heavy water,
but the coolant and moderator are separated so that the latter is at a
relatively low temperature (200 F) and pressure. As in all CANDUs, the
reactor is refuelled "on-line" - the'. is, during operation - by means of,

'

remotely operated refuelling machines.The fuel cycle mode is once through.
Selected characteristics of the proposed design are shown in Table

2.1.-5.

Table 2.1. 5.

Selected Characteristics of High-Burnup HWR

Reactor Therms! Power, MW 4029
Net Electrical Power, MW 1260
Average Burnup, MWD /MTU 19,750

" Fuel Cycle Once 'Ihrough
Fuel Composition UO

2U '' Enrichment, % 1.2
Core Ioading, kgU 166,006
Refueling Interval Continuous
Fraction of Core Replaced /yr 1/3
Total No.of Fuel Bundles 8,880
Mass of Uranium / Bundle kg 18.7
Total Weight of Fuel Bundle, kg 23
Iength of Fuel Bundle,in. 19.5
Outer Diameter of Rod,in. 0.515
No.of Rods per Bundle 37
Radiation Dose Rate / Fuel Bundle, r/hr* 303
D 0 Inventory

Coolant, MT 402
Moderator, MT 395

'At 1 meter in air, after 90 days cooling.

2.1.4. High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors. Two IITGR
designs have been considered under NASAP: a once-through design using,
20% U -enriched fuel and thorium, and a recycle design using 12% U***-288

enriched fuel and thorium. The reactors are graphite moderated and

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . -
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- reflected and helium cooled. The fuel elementa consist of hexagonal gra phite
prisms or blocks drilled with holes along theirlength to accommodate the
fuel. The latter is in the form of graphite sticks containing coated fuel
particles.These are of two types: fissile and fertile.The fissile particles have
three coatings of pyrolytic gra phite and one of silicon carbide surrounding a
UO kernel, while the fertile particles have only two coatings of pyrolytic
graphite over a thorium carbide kernel (the former type is called a "TRISO"-
coated and the latter a "BISO"-coated particle). Both designs are for a net
reactor electrical power of1332 MW.

2.1.4.1. Once-Through Medium Enriched HTGR. The once-
through HTGR uses uranium enriched to 20% in U'" as fuel. One quarter of
the core is replaced each year by fresh fuel. Spent fuelis ultimately shipped
to permanent geological storage.

2.1.4.2. Recycle Medium-Enriched HTGR. This reactor dif-
fers from the previous one primarilyin recycling the bred U'". Since itis not
a breeder it requires an external source of U'" for make-up fuel. The spent
fuelis reprocessed to recover the bred U'", which is then denatured to an
enrichment of 12% by the addition of depleted uranium and, before refabri- '

cation, supplemented by 12% U "-enriched uranium from the external2

source. The U''* content of the bred uranium is about 400 ppm; however,inis
number will depend on the source of the thorium, and may be subatantiallys
higher. Recovered thorium is stored for 10 years before reuse, fresh or
decayed thorium being used for reloads. Plutonium, also recovered from the

I spent fuel,is stored.*

, ' Obviously, the reactor requires an external source of U'" not only for
,~ make up but for the initial loadings (including at least a couple of initial

,

reloads), unless it is intended to start up with MEU, HEU, or Fu fuel.
Selected characteristics for the two designs are shown in Table 2.1.-6.
2.1.5. Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor. The gas-cooled fast-

breeder reactor design developed for NASAP uses a homogeneous plutonium-
uranium mixed-oxide core and thorium oxide axial and radial blankets. U'"
recovered from the blanketis denatured by the addition of depleted uranium
and stored for use in other reactors. Plutonium and uraniurr from the core
are coprocessed, mixed with makeup phttonium and uranium from " secure"
storage, pre-irradiated after fabrication in assemblies, and recycled into the
reactor. Recovered thorium is stored for 10 years before reuse, and new or
decayed thorium is fabricated into fresh blanket elements.

Selected characteristics of the reactor are shown in Table 2.1.-7.
2.1.6. Liquid-Meta!FastBreederReactors. NASAPisproposing

five major alternatives for the design ofliquid metal fast breeder reactors
and their associated fuel cycles, plus two minor variations. These are sum-
marized briefly below.

2.1.6.1. " Standard"LMFBR with Homogeneous U/Pu Core
# and UBlanket. The core is composed of depleted uranium oxide mixed

!
,

. . - . - . .
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Table 2.1.-6.

Selected Characteristics of Alternative HTGR Designs

Once-Through Recycle MEU
MEU HTGR HTGR

Net Electric Power, MWe 1332 1332
Fresh Fuel Enrichment 20%(U") 12% (U")
Average Dissarge Burnup, MWD /MTHM 130,000 48,000
Initial Core Imading

Heavy Metal, kg 40,760 56,340
Fissile Material, kg 1798 1798
Refueling Material, yrs. I 1

Fraction of Core Replaced /yr 1/4 1/3
Number of Fuel Elements ~5000 ~5000
Average Initial Fissile Imading

per Element, kg -0.3(U") -0.3(U")
Total Mass of Fuel Element, kg 100 119.

Height of Fuel Element,in. 31.2 31.2
Minimum Width,in. 14.2 14.2
Radiation Dose Rate from Spent

Fuel Element, r/hr' ~5000 ~5000

*At 1 meter,in air,90 days after cooling. 1

l
*

Table 2.1.-7.

Selected Characteristics of Alternative Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor

Reactor Thermal Power, MW 3290
Net Electrical Power, MW 1200
Average Discharge Burnup, MWD /MTHM 81,000
Core Composition (Pu,U)O
Blan'4et Composition Th02
Core leading

Heavy Metal, kg 33,560
Fissile Fuel, kg 4,439

Refueling Interval, yrs. 1

Fraction of Core Replaced /yr. 1/3
Fraction of Blanket Replaced /yr. 1/4
Number of Core Assemblies 253
Mass of Pu/ Fresh Assembly, kg 17.6
Number of Pins /Assembl*; 324

g~'. Outer Diameter of Pins,in. 0.315
Overall Assemblylength,in. 176

I

h
!

|

|
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with plutonium oxide and has two enrichment zones (enrichment in this
case being defined as total fissile / total heavy metalin region).The two are ;

10 and 14% fissile. The blanket is depleted uranium oxide. Core and blanket
fuel elements are processed separately. The plutonium and uranium from

- the core are coproceesed and supplemented by additional coprocessed plu-
tonium and uranium from the blanket to replace burned plutonium and
uranium. Excess coprocessed uranium and plutonium from the blanket is
placed in 'iecure" storage for eventual supply of other reactors. Make-up
depleted uranium is supplied from an external source.

2.1.6.2. LMFBR with Heterogeneous U/Pu Core and U .
Blanket, Pu Fuel Spiked. The major differences between this and pre-
vious design are that this one has both an internal and an external (axial.

* plus radial) blanket, only one enrichment zone (15% fissile), and all pluto-
nium recovered from it is both coprocessed and " spiked" by pre irradiationx
in a separate reactor. That is, both the plutonium fed back into the core and
that stored or sold for use in other reactors are pre-irradiated.

2.1.6.3. " Standard"LMFBR with Homogeneous Core and
Spiking. This design is identical to that described in design #1 above
except that all plutonium is spiked by pre-irradiation, as in design #2.

2.1.6.4. LMFBR with Spiked U/Pu Core. UAxialBlanket,
and Th Internal and Radial Blanket. In this design there are two
enrichment zones in the core (averaging ~16% fissile of equilibrium), fueled
with U/Pu oxides; the axial blanket consists of UO2, while the internal and
radial blankets are made of Th02. Coprocessed mixed oxides from the core"

and axial blanket are returned to the core after addition of makeup pluto-
nium and uranium from an e xternal source and pre-irradiation. Bred U'"is
stored afteritis denatured } y the addition of U * either from the core, axial2

blanket, or external sourec . New thorium is used for the internal and radial
blankets, while dischargeI thorium, after separation of the contained U288,
is stored. The external source of Pu is not specified but presumably comes
from the reprocessing of spent denatured LWR fuel.

2.1.6.5. LMFBR with SpikedHomogeneous U/Pu Core, Th
Blankets. This is identical with design #3 except for the substitution of
Th0 for the UOs in the axial and radial blankets. Core and blanket assem-
blics are processed separately, plutonium and uranium from the core are
coprocessed and supplemented by makeup uranium and plutonium from
" secure" storage, and U recovered from the blanket is denatured by the288

addition of depleted uranium and sent to" safe" storage. Core assemblies are
pre irradiated. Blanket elements are made from new thorium and the re-,

covered thorium is sent to storage for 10 years before re-use.'

2.1.6.6. LMFBR with Homogeneous Spiked Pu/Th Core and
Th Blanket. The plutonium and part of the thorium recovered from the
core are supplemented by makeup plutonium and thorium from " secure"
storage and refabricated into core assemblies. There are two enrichment

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ . ._.
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zones averaging 10% fissile at equilibrium. The spiking is provided by the
daughter products of Th" (mostly from U" decay) present in the recycled

! thorium. The rest of the thorium from the core is mixed with that recovered
from the blanket and stored for 10 years before reuse. The U" recovered
from the core and blanket is denatured with depleted uranium and sent to
" secure" storage. Blanket assemblies are fabricated from new thorium.

2.1.6.7. LMFBR with Denatured U" Core amt Th0: Blan-
het. The core contains two enrichment zones fueled with UO enriched to
10% in U", on the average. Blankets are composed of Th02. Core and
blanket are processed sc,arately. Denatured U* recovered from the core is
supplemented by highly enriched U" recovered from the blanket and 25% !

enriched U"from an external source forrecycle. Plutonium recovered from,

the core is diluted with depleted uranium to an " enrichment" of 20% and sent '

to " secure" storage. Recovered thorium is sent to storage for 10 years and
fresh or decayed thorium is used for blanket fabrication.

,

Selected charactedstics of the various designs are given in Table 2.1.-8. |
Net electric power of all designs is 1000 MW. Total heavy metal and fissile i
inventories are given for the beginning of equilibrium cycle (BOEC). The

'

'

total heavy metalinventory includes the heavy metalin the blanket . The
fissile inventory is given either for the core (C in the table) or for the entire |

reactor (T), deoending on the data available in the references. It does not
include U". The enrichments given are defined as fissile plutonium plus
U" divided by total heavy metalin the region. The fissile mass (excluding "

S ;*

U ) per driver assembly is obtained by dividing the fissile inventory at '

BOEC by the number of driver a .semblies, and is therefore somewhat high.

4r those designs for which only total fissile inventories (i.e., including those
in both core and blankets) were available. |

It will be noted that the last four of these require an external source of I
fissile material to compensate for bred U" sent to storage or as fuel to other
reactors. In the first three of these cases, the external makeup is plutonium
(which could come, for example, from the reprocessing of spent denatured
LWR fuel). In the fourth case the external makeup is U"(~2s% fissile). In
the actual situation there will be links between reactors of various kinds,

f and the nature of these links will change with time. Two possible symbiotic
systems, specifically, are considered:

* System A,in which design #5 (spiked (Pu,U)Os core with
Th0: blanket) supplies U" for design #7 (denatured '
LMFBR).

" ~
* System B, in which design #6 (spiked (Pu,Th)O core,

ThO blanket) supplies the U" for design #7. '

Times to reach equilibrium differ drastically for these two systems.
Thus, the (Pu,U)O /ThOs breeder of System A requires atleast'tw'elve years
to produce enough excess U" to fuel the denatured reactor, while the

b (Pu,Th)O:/ThO breeder in System B requires only f:ve years, approxi.
mately.

'
-
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Table 2.1.-8. i

.

Selected Characteristics of Alternative LMFBR Designs

In all cases, reactor thermal power is 2740 MW and net electric power 1000 MW.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ilomo- lietero- Homo- Hetero- Homo- Homo- llomo-.

1 ! Core Type geneous geneous geneous geneous geneous geneous geneous
,

.' Average Discharge Burnup," 61,100 56,300 61,100 56,800 62,000 59,500 57,500
' MWD /MTHM
i Core Composition (Pu,U)O (Pu,U)O (Pu,U)O, (Pu,U)O: (Pu U)On (Pu,Th)On UO

| Internal Blanket Composition None UO None ThOn None None None
Axial Blanket Composition UO: UO UO: UO ThOn ThOn ThOn

1

Radial Blanket Composition UO UO UO Th0 ThOn ThOn ThO -

Core Fuel, Spiked or Denatured Pu,No Pu, Pu, Pu, Pu, Pu, U", |
Spiked' Spiked' Spiked' Spiked' Spiked' Denatured i

'

Excess Fuel, Spiked or Denatured Pu,No Pu, Pu, U", U", U". Pu,No ;

Spiked' Spiked' Denatured Denatured Denatured ;

Inventory, BOEC',

Total Heavy Metal, kg 85,200 112,367 85,200 109,112 79,800 87,700 106,500 '

Fissile, kg* 3464(T) 4525(C) 3464(T) 4853(C) 3526(T) 4192(T) 3675(T)t

| Core Fissile Enrichment'
Inner Zone, % 10.24 18.9 10.24 20.5 9.86 11.82 8.11
Outer Zone, % 14.36 (Single zone) 14.36 19.4 15.08 17.67 11.77
Numberof Assemblies
Drivers, Zone 1 150 270 150 222 150 150 150

Drivers, Zone 2 102 102 48 102 102 102

Internal Blanket 0 121 0 121 0 0 0

hControl 19 30 19 30 19 19 25
Radial Blanket 198 318 198 138 198 198 198

_ _ - _ .
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I
Fissile Content per Driver' *

g,

1 Assembly, kg 13.8 16.8 13.8 18.0 14.0 16.6 14.6
j Refueling Interval, yrs. 1.25 1 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1.5 l

Driver Residence Time, yrs. 2.5 3 2.5 3 2.5 2.5 3.0,

Radial Blanket Res. Time, yrs. 3.7-6.2 6 3.7-6.2 6 3.76.2 3.74.2 4.5-7.5
'

i Number of Pins per Driver
1' Assembly 271 271 271 271 271 271 271
{! Active Length of Driver Pin,in. 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

! length of Axial Blanket,in. 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 i

;

f
Outer Diameter of Driver Pin,in. 0.29 0.31 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.34

* Megawatt days per metric ton of heavy metal. [
| *Beginning of equilibrium cycle.

* Total (T) or Core (C). ;
'(Pu .# p,3*' + U''') + lleavy metalin core region.23

t'

' Total or Core fissile mass at BOEC + Number of driver assemblies. t

'By pre. irradiation.
'By mixing with recovered Th.

I

4

i

'
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2.2. Fuel Cycle Facilities
A large number of alternative fuel cycle facilities being considered

under NASAP are described in reference (7). Only those that are actually
used in the fuel cycles previously described are summarized below. The

~ ~ " ' ~ numbering scheme is similar to that used in the P3EID and in the material
flow diagrams for the various reactor cycles.

2.2.1. Reprocessing. All fuel cycles except the once through ones
require the reprocessing of either uranium or thorium fuels or both. Under
the NASAP program only variations of the Purex and acid Thorex pro-
cesses are considered. In all cases,the plutonium and thorium are converted
to oxides for storage, while the uranium is converted to an oxide, a nitrate, or
a hexafluoride, or to gel microspheres (for eventual feed to a vibratory or
sphere pac fabrication process). The uranium product may or may not be
denatured. Conversion facilities are considered to be part of the reprocess-
ing plant.

For details of the process see reference (7). In the brief summaries below
only the nature of the feed and product is considered.

2.2.1.1. Purex Processes. Five Purex processes are described
in the PSEID but only four are used in the fuel cycles considered. In all cases
the plutonium is stored as either PuO2 or as (Pu,U)O powder, and the
uranium as UF , UNH, or UO2.

2.2.1.1.1. Purex 1. Purex 1 is the standard or reference
Purex process in which spent uranium or MOX fuelis processed and purified
and separated uranium and plutonium are produced.The model plant has a

,

design throughput of 1500 Te/yr of heavy metal.
2.2.1.1.2. Purex 2. Purex 2 is similar to Purex 1 except that

the products are separated uranium and a co processed mixture of uranium
and plutonium'. The oxide mixture may consist of powder or of gel
microspheres, depending on the fuel type required. The process may also be
operated (and is so postulated for some cycles) so that no pure uranium is
p;oduced.

2.2.1.1.3. Purex 4. Purex 4 is identical with Purex 2 except
that the coprocessed, converted product is pre irradiated for storage. Note
that this implies the irradiation of on the order of 100-200 tonnes of mixed
plutonium and uranium oxides in bulk form per yearin a special reactor.

2.2.1.1.4. Purex 5. Purex 5 is identical with Purex 2 except
for the introduction of a spikant (e.g., Co") into the process stream at the
point at which the uranium and plutonium are separated from the fission

, ,
products. The products would be a highly radioactive mixture of uranium
and plutonium oxides and a pure uranium compound.

2.2.1.2. ThorexProcesses The Thorex process was developed
for the reprocessing of uranium-thorium spent fuels. The presence of sub-;

i stantial quantities of plutonium, as a third component, requires modifica-
'

tion of the original process.The uranium productin the processes described

- - - - - _ - . . . . - . . _ _
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.. below is in the form of UO: powder or get micro-spheres. P1utonium is stored

as the oxide, and thorium is stored for 10 20 years, also as the oxide, to allow
'

excens Th'", from the decay of U"', to decay before reuse.
2.2.1.2.1. Thorex1. Thorex 1 has been developed for spent ,

fuels containing uranium and thorium only and would have to be modified
for those containing significa nt q uan tities of plutonium in addition (as from
denatured U'"/Th fuel cycles). The uranium and thorium are sepa-
rated first from the fission products and then from each other.The purified
U3233 and attendant uranium isotopes are converted to UOz or gel micros-
pheres and the thorium to Th02. The formeris recycled as needed while theg

latteris stored. Trace amounts of plutonium are routed to high level waste.
2.2.2.1.2. Thorex 3. Thorex 3is a modification of Thorex 1

designed for the reprocessing of three-component spent fuels containing
uranium, plutonium, and thorium and the production of purified, separated,

l streams of each, as oxides. The U'"is denatured by the addition of U'"
before storage or use, the PuO ia stored as is until needed, and the ThO is

;
stored for 10 20 years before reuse. 1

|2.2.2.1.3. Thorex 7. The Thorex 7 process is designed for
three component fuels, also, but the U'" and residual U'" are denatured
with U'"in situ and the plutonium is spiked with Co"after purification.The
spiked plutonium and denatured uranium are stored as oxides until needed |

and the thorium as Th0: for 10 20 years before reuse.
2.2.2. Fabrication. The PSEID for fuel cycle facilities discusses !

four options, Fab.1,2,3, and 4, for the fabrication of the various fuels I_

required by the alternative cycles.The classification scheme is based on the
|

physical and radiation characteristics of the fuel.The first three options are '

for the fabrication of sintered oxide pellets; the fourth, for the manufacture )
of fuels using microsphe.res.

The feed material for eitherof these two physical classes (sintered oxide
pelleta and microspheres) may have low gamma and alpha activity (e.g.,
low enriched U'" fuels), low gamma and high alpha activity (e.g., pluto-
nium-hearing fuels), or high gamma activity (e.g., U " bearing fuels). In the2

first case, operations and maintenance may be carried out by direct contact
with the material;in the second, operations may be performed remotely but
maintenance directly;in the fourth, both operations a nd maintenance have
to be carried out remotely.

Model plant capacities for LWR fuel fabrication are assumed to be 520
and 480 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) per year for fresh and recycle
fuels, respectively. For HTGR fuel fabrication plants, the corresponding
capacities are 260 and 480 MTHM/yr, respectively.

A very brief description of the four fabrication options follows.
2.2.2.1. Fa6. 2. Fab.1 is the standard process by which low-

enriched natural. or depleted uranium oxide is sintered into pellets for LWR,,

HWR, LWBR, and LM FBR fuels. Being a contact process,it is suitable only |
^

|

.

f
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i
for fuels with low gamma and alpha activity,such as U", U", and thorium
fuels.

2.2.2.2. Fab. 2. Fab 2 is similar to Fab 1. except that it is per-
formed remotely with low gamma active, high alpha active fuels such as

- - those containing plutonium. Maintenance is performed by direct contact.
2.2.2.3. Fab. 3. Fab. 3 is similar to Fab 1. except that it is

remotely operated and maintained. It is used for highly gamma-active fuel
such as those containing U"(i.e., U" and its daughters) or a spikant like .
Co".

2.2.2.4. Fab 7. Fab 7 is used for the production of microsphere-'

based fuels, such as those used in HTGR's orin the Sphere-pac process,in
which several different size spherical fuel particles are vibratorily com-
pacted to a high density in fuel rods. The latter is especially suitable for
remote fabrication and maintenance, as would be required for recycle U"or
spiked fuels.

The four classes of fuel fabrication and the fuel forms to which they
apply are shown in Table 2.2.-l.

2.2.3. WasteDisposalSchemes. The PSEID for nuclear fuelcycle
facilities' lists and describes six options for " waste disposal." Actually,
three of these provide interim storage rather than permanent disposal, anc
of these, two are for purified concentrated fuel materials not ordinaril3
considered wastes. The options are as follows:

2.2.3.1. Waste Disposal 1: Interim Storage of Spent Fuel~

Away from Reactors (AFR's). The proposed model facility would store
spent fuels at least five years old in a watercooled basin. Capacity is
assumed to be 5000 metric tons of heavy metal, expandable in increments of
1000 MT to 15,000 MT. Maximum receipt rate would be 2000 MT/yr, and it
would be ready to begin operating in 1983. It would be capable of storing
LWR, HWR, or HTGR fuel from reactors operating in a once-through or
recycle mode. HTGR fuel, consisting of graphite blocks, would have to be
double-encapsulated to prevent direct contact with the water.

Fuel would ultimately be shipped from the AFR to a permanent storage
site or to a reprocessing plant.

2.2.3.2. WasteDisposal2: GeologicDisposalofSpentFhel.
Waste diaposal option 2 provides for the geologie disposal of spent fuel, and
therefore is applicable only to once-through cycles.

| The baseline repository is assumed to have a capacity for 62,000 and
| 36,600 MTHM in the form of PWR and BWR assemblies, respectively, at the

reference burnup. Because of the higher burnup of HTGR fuels and their
combustible nature,it might be necessary to burn the graphite and store
only the fuel particles,in a suitable matrix,in cannisters. All fuel will have

[ [ cooled for at least 10 years since discharge, before being shipped to the
*J

| repository.'

'
i

!
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Table 2.2.1.- ~

Fuel Fabrication Options

- Option Fuel Form

Fab 1 Pelleta'
1.U"/O
2. U"/O /CaO/ZrO /Th0:
3.ThO
4. (U",Th)O

Fab 2 Pelleta'
* 5. (U",Pu)O

6. (Pu,Th)O

Fab 3 Pelleta'

7. U"/O
8. U"/Th0:
9. U"/PuO:-spiked

Fab 7 Microspheres'

10. (U",Th)OC
11. Th0

Microspheres *
*

12. U"/O

'IAw gamma and alpha activity; contact operation and maintenance.
blow gamma, high alpha activity; remete operation, contact maintenance.
'High gamma activity; remote operation and maintenance.

O 'erations would include receiving cannistered fuel assemblies from
AFR's, overpacking damaged cannisters, decontaminating cannisters if
necessary, and depositing the cannisters in the repository.

Because of uncertainties in the behavior of the stored fuel and alsoin the
possible future need for reprocessing, it is necessary for the fuel to be stored
retrievably for some period of time: a minimum of 5 years for observing the
behavior of the fuel and 25100 years for demand contingencies.This means
that the fuel will be accessible during those periods and therefore ofimpor-
tance to international safeguards.

2.2.3.3. WasteDisposal3:InterimStorageofPlutonium. A
number of the U'88/ Thorium cycles produce plutonium as a by-product;
these include the light-water denstured U''*/Th cycle, the Shippingport
Type I (U**'/Th) prebreeder, the backfit prebreeder, and the HTGR dena-

'

; tured U***(or U 88)/Th cycle. The amounts of plutonium per year range from2

a pproximately 60 kg for the HTGR eycle to 100 kg for the backfit prebreeder.,

. .- . . ~ - - - - -. .
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Interim storage for this plutonium therefore must be provided.
The scheme proposed by NASAP is that described in the Barnwell

Applicability Study.'' It involves the storage of up to 30,000 kg of plutonium
as the oxide in a maximum of 1000 pressure vessels each with a capacity of

;
- 32 kg of Pu. The pressure vessels are stored in holes in a borated concrete

floor slab. Facilities include a receiving station, a cannister-filling atation in
a loading cell, a decontamination room, a loadout room where the cannisters
(each containing up to 8 kg of Pu) are loaded into the pressure vessels (up to
four cannisters per vessel), and the storage pg alt. A fork-lift transports the
shielded pressure vessels to their appropriate locations in the vault.

2.2.3.4. Waste Disposal 4: Interim Storage of U' *. Two of
the LWBR cycles, namely the Shippingport Type I pre-breeder and the,

backfit pre-breeder, require theinterim storage of U'88.The proposed storage
facility would have a capacity of 20 metric tons of U'88, probably in the form
of an aqueous nitrate solution. A variety of critically safe storage containers
is feasible: thin slab tanks, annular vessels, cylinders, etc. Neutron ab-
sorbers might also be used.The preferred approach apparentlyis to store the
solution, at a uranium concentration of 375 g/ liter,in 10-liter plastic bottles
of the kind used to store plutonium nitrate solution; these would be placed
inside a stainless steel pressure vessel which in turn would be placed inside
two 55-gallon drums welded end to-end. The preference for storage as a
nitrate solution rather than as an oxide powderis based on the relative ease
of processing the solution to remove the highly radioactive daughter pro-
ducts of U''' just before fabricating the recycle fuel.-

i

2.2.3.5. Waste Disposal 5: Shallow Land Disposal of Low.
Actinide Waste. Waste from effluent treatmentin the fabrication oflow-
enriched, natural, or depleted uranium, or thorium fuels,(e.g.,in breeder
blankets)is considered low. actinide waste. As defined here, most ofit con-
sists of contaminated calcium fluoride from the effluent-air scrubber sys-
tems. It would be disposed ofin shallow on-site trenches which are then
backfilled. This material has no safeguards interest.

2.2.3.6. Waste Disposal 6: Geologic Disposal of Actinide
Waste. The geologic storage of radioactive waste was originally con-
ceived for the disposal of wastes from the processing of spent reactor fuels,
and only recently for the permanent storage of unprocessed spent fuel (see
Section 2.2.3.2. above). Because of the low concentration of SNM in this
waste, the intense radioactivity from the fission products, and the insolubil-

i ity of the vitrified product, this material is of minimum interest to
safeguards.

2.2.4. Transportadon. Volume VII," Fuel Cycle Facilities," of the"

PSEID considers the tra nsportation requirements for fresh, spent, and
spiked fuel and for solid'. lied high-level and actinide warte for the NASAP

|
fuel cycles.

kD : Table 2.2.-2 summarizes the quantities of such materials to be trans-

t
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i
Table 2.2. 2.

Transportation of Fuel, Part A
..

(Per 0.75 GWe-yr)

LWR HWR GCFR HTGR
,

Once Improved Spiked U" Once U/Pu/n Once U""/
nrough Once nru Recycle Recycle nmugh Becycle Thmugh n Recycle

FRESH HM, Tonnes 27 16 18 25 44 20 5 14
FUEL TYucks 5 3 3 45 12 19 16 45

SSNM kg* - - - U".* - - - -

317

SPENT HM. Tonnes 27 16 27 25 44 8 5 5
FUEL Trucks . 60 36 60* 54 74 20 15R 158

SSNM. kg* Ps.246 Pa.180 Pu.490 Pa.94 Pu,270 Pa.1566 Pu.58 Pu,75

8EPARATE HM. Tonnes - - - - - 20 - 9
BIANKET Trucks - - - - - 50 - 250
MA7ERIAL SSNM.kg* - - - - - U" 426 - U" 201
SPIKED HM. Tonnes - - 9 - - 04 - -

FUEL Trucks - - 21* - - 21 - -

SSN M, kg* - - Pu.265 - - Pu.1665 - -

* spikant" - - Co** - - Pre 4rred. - -

TOTAL HM,Tonnee 64 32 54 50 88 48 10 28
TRAFFIC Trucks 65 39 64* 60 86 110 174 453

8SNM.
kg*Pu 246 190 755 94 270 3230 58 75
U". kg - - - 317 - 426 - 201

*8SNM includes. Pu.12% U",20% U".

| U.ing .hi,,.ng conta,ner. or eu,reni de.gn.
"Make up matenal.,

Table 2.2. 2.

l
; Transportation of Fuel, Part B '

(Per 0.75 GWe-yr)

LWBR

Shippingport Backfit High Ennched Seed Blanketi

Prebrueder Breeder Prebreeder Breeder Frebreeder Breeder

FRESH HM. Tonnes 88 115 23 106 24 172
FUEL Trucks 9 12 2.3 Il No Data No Data

SSNM. kg* - - - - U",b80 U".680*,
U".4300g

SPENT HM. Tonnes 88 115 23 106 24 172
'

FUEL Trucks 65 77 53 70 No Data No Data
SSNM kg* Pu.96 U".1720 U" 252 U".1550 U",269 U",670

U".436 Pu,192 U".320 U",4300

TOTAL HM. Tonnes 176 230 46 212 48 344
TRAFTIC Trucks 74 89 55 61 No Data No Data

8SNM. kg*, Pu 96 - 92 - - -

! SSNM. ks". U" 436 1720 252 1550 320 8600
SSNM. ks". U" - - - - 1250 1350

*SSNM includes. Pu.12% N. 20% 1'".

k .a - -
* Includes some makeup awrial.

-
,

1
1
|

|

|
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Table 2.2.-2.

Transportation of Fuel, Part C
(Per 0,75 GWe-yr) .

LMFBR*

Homogeneous Heterogeneous Homogeneous Heterogeneous Homogeneous Homogeneous Homogeneous
U/Pu/U U/Pu/U U/Pu/U U/Pu/Th U/Pu/Th h /Pu/Th U"/Th

Spiked Spiked Spiked Spiked Spiked

| FRESH HM, Tonnes 28 24 17 23 15 17 40

| FUEL Trucks 27 23 16 22 15 16 40
6

'j SSNM, hs' Pu,1845 - - - - - U",1200

SPENT HM.Tonxs 11 11 11 18 12 12 13

FUEL Trucks 46 29 28 47 30 31 33

SSNM, kg* Pu,1730 Pu,700 Pu,560 Pu,2230 Pu,1740 U",467 Pa,532
,

I Pu,1572
,

SEPARATE HM. Tonnes 17 24 17 16 15 17 17 ,
i

| BLANKET Trucks '5 62 44 41 38 43 42 f

MATERIAL SSNM,kg* Pu,350 Pu,512 Pu,350 U",404 U",315 U",307 U",252 r
i

,

SPIKED HM. Tonnes - 12 11 12 11 12 -'

FUEL Trucks - 30 29 30 29 31 - !

SSN M, kg* - Pu,2340 Pu,1845 Pu,2500 Pu,1850 Pu,1300 - |

''opikant'* Pre-irrad. Pre-irred. Pre-irred. Pre-irred. h"
daughters

TOTAL HM,Toanes 56 71 56 69 53 58 70

TRAFFIC Trucks 98 144 117 140 112 121 115

SSNM, kg* 3925 3552 2755 4730 3530 3870 532

Pu U" - - - 404 315 307 1452

"SSNM includes, Pu,12% U",20% U"
' Includes some make-up material. g

$
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ported for all the cycles so as to present a comparative overview of the traffic
in fuel and in SSN W. The table provides data on a 0.75 GWe year basis and
gives metric tonna of heavy metal, number of truckloads, and kilograms of
SSNM for this quantity of energy produced. The categories of material
shipped are: fresh fuel and blanket material, spent fuel, separate blanket
material (afterirradiation), and spiked fuel. The total traffic is also given for
eadi eycle. |

Fe figures t.re given for the transport of bulk materials, either from i

processing pla nt to fabrication plant or from processing to storage, or for the )
hisort of w aste materials or spikants (e.g., Co"). One implication, there-
fore, is that processing plants and fabrication facilities are co-located. If
they were not, there would obviously be additional transportation require-
ments.

In addition we herein ignore waste materials, both those that do not
contain significant quantities of SNM (e.g., high-level wastes from plant
reprocessing) and those that do (e.g., waste material from fabrication
plants) as well as SNM or SSNM materials to be stored. Some of the pro-
posed cycles include pre-irradiation of the latter, which, although details are
not specified, might involve additional transportation requirements.

In spite of the above omissions, the table clearly shows the range of
transportation requirements for the proposed cycles. Heavy metal tonnage |
varies by a factor of more than 30, numbers of truckloads by a factor ofmore I
than 10, and quantity of SSNM by a factor of more than 150.

~

2.2.5. International Fuel Service Centers. The use of interna-
tional fuel service centers (IFSC's) to minimize proliferation and domestic
safeguards riska has been studied under NASAP.7 " Both power-generating
and non-power generating centers were considered. A power-generating
center is one which centains power reactors as well as certain fuel-cycle

| facilities (reprocessing plants, fabrication plants, interim spent fuel storage
facilities, and waste management facilities), while non power generating
centers contain only the fuel cycle facilities. The on-site power reactors are
those in which fresh SSNM is used; they also produce fissile material (Pu or

88U 8) which is denatured or spiked for use in dispersed reactors, or else
j

recycled internally. In most cases the on-site reactors will be fast breeders, i

although some cases involving thermal reactors (e.g., advanced converters) I

were also considered. The dispersed reactors are all thermal r . tors ofmore l
; or less conventional design, operating on low-enriched uran,u, denatured i

j uranium-thorium, or spiked mixed oxide (plutonium-uranium) fuels, al-
though one unconventional reactor type, a spectral shift design (SSCR),is'

an alternative.
Enrichment plants and permanent waste disposal facilities are not ,

included in the IFSC's. '

A selected set of the cases considered is shown in Table 2.2.-3. The
'*' " #

second, third, and fourth columns show the type, number, and deployment

!

|
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time (to equilibrium) of the on-site reactors (allreactors are assumed to be of
the 1000-MWe size).The fifth and sixth columns give the type and number of
dispersed reactors (also 1000-MWe each) served by the center (and,in turn,
serving it). The abbreviations SSCR, DNF, and MOX-S stand for spectral
shift converter reactor, denatured fuel, and spiked mixed-oxide fuel, respec-
tively. The total number of reactors, on-site and dispersed, is given in the
last column.

All the cases shown in Table 2.2.-3 are of the power-generating type
except the last, C.1, which contains only fuel-service facilities. The repro-
ceasing plant is assumed to have a capacity of 1500 MTHM/yr (except for
two cases considered in Ref.11, which had a capacity of 500 MTHM/yr) and
the fabrication plant consists of as many 200-MTHM/yr lines as needed to'

provide the required capacity. The area of power-generating centers is
determined by a waste-heat dissipation requirement of atleast I acre /MWe,
so that the larg'est center is at least 25,000 acres in area. Because of the large
number of reactors at the site, overall construction times (deployment times)

e

Table 2.2.-3.

NASAP International Fuel Service Center (IFSC) Cases

In.IFSC Reactors IFSC Off.IFSC Reactors Total No. of
Development Reactors

*

Case Type GWe Time (yr) Type GWe Serviced

A.1 LWR (Pu/Th) 10 22 LWR (LEU) 41 60

LWR (DNF/Th) 9

A.2.a LMFBR (Pu/Th) 9 22 LWR (LEU) 26 58

LWR (DNF/Th) 23

A.2.b LMFBR (Pu/Th) 9 33 LWR (LEU) 17 62

SSCR (DNF/Th) 36

A.2.c.1 LMFBR (Pu/Th) 6 13 LWR (LEU) 14 41

HWR (DNF/Th) 15

LWR (DNF/U) 6

A.2.c.2 LMFBR (Pu/Th) 8 13 HWR (DNF/Th) 23 31

(Pu/U Core)
A.2.d LMFBR (Pu/Th) 21 24 LMFBR (DNF/Th) 32 69

LWR (DNF/U) 16

A.2.e LMFBR(Pu/Th) 10 21 LWR (LEU) 29 68

HTGR (DNF/Th) 29

A.3 LMFBR (Pu/U) 25 33 LWR (MOX.S) 25 50

B.1 LWR (Pu/U) 19 19 LWR (LEU) 39 58

B.2 LWR (Pu/U) 12 13 LWR (DNF/Th; 54 66

U" recycle)
j B.3 HTGR (Pu/Th) 14 16 LWR (LEU) 53 70
j LWR (DNF/U) 3
( !

,

j C.1 (Fuel Service - 19 LWR (LEU) 39 58

Only) LWR (MOX/S) 19

|
!

i
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are very long - up to 33 years. During this time there are thousards of
construction workers on-site (peak force 7,500.I0,000), and the operating
personnel are also numbered in the thousands.

All eensitive aetivities except the enrichment of uranium are carried out
in the centers. Weapons-useable plutonium and uranium are processed and
used here, but only spiked or denatured fuels are sent off. site. Spent fuel from
the dispersed reactors is sent to the IFSC after a 6. month cooling period.

The ownership and/or mcnagement of the center is assumed to be
multinaticnalin character."
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III. GENERIC SAFEGUARDS ISSUES

In this part, a number of safeguards fer.tures common to two or more of
the proposed fuel cycles are discussed. The issues they raise are identified
and, within the limitations of time and resources allotted to this study,

i

analyzed for their impact on domestic safeguards and regulatory opera-
tions. Since the emphasis is on the regulatory process, solutions are offered
only in general terms. None of the technical problems seem insurmountable,
especially in view of the long lead time required for the development and

^ deployment of most of the fuel cycles, daring which appropriate solutions
may be pursued.

The issues discussed in this chapter include:
* The Use of SSNM
e Radiation Barriers

! * Coprocessing
,

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - - . . . - -- '
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i

\ * The Use of U***/Th Fuels
' + Denaturing

* The Use of Heavy Water as a Moderator
;

I e Storage of Spent Fuel and Waste
.

888- '- * Storage of U and Plutoniumin Bulk
* International Fuel Service Centers
* Transportation
The use of radiation barriers is discussed at considerably greater length

than the others because itis the mostcontroversial of the proposed measures
and raises the largest number of safeguards issues.

In a following part, additional features, not covered above and specific
to particular cycles, will be presented and discussed.

3.1. The Use of SSNM. A number of proposed alternative cycles
require strategic special nuclear materials (SSN M) as a makeup material for
fuel fabrication. Table 3.1.1 lists these cycles and the materials used in
them. The quantities shown are taken from the flow sheets in the approp-

Table 3.1.-l.

SSNM Makeup Material

Quantity of SSNM
Fuel Cycle Material (kg/0.75 GWe-yr)

n
.-

LWR
| | U"/Th Recycle 50% U" 317

LWBR*
High. Enriched Prebreeder 93% U" 980'

i Seed. Blanket Breeder 67% (U"+U") 97

GCFR 20% Fissile Pu 178*

(with U)

| LMFBR
Hetero., U/Pu/Th 20% Fissile Pu 208*

(with U)
Homo., U/Pu/Th 20% Fissile Pu 100*

(with U)
Th/Pu/Th 20% Fissile Pu 666 (991 Total

(with Th) Pu)
U"/Th 25% U" 320

-

* In addition. the Shippingport and Backfit Prebreeders call for re-enrichment of cycled ura-
In view of the potential U" contamination of this material,it is tikely that SSNM material will
be needed for fuel makeup in these LWBRs as well. See part 4.

* The proposed scheme also includes the transfer of SSNM (40% U" and 34% U") from repro-
cessing to storage (589 kg/.75 GWe-yr).

, * Fissile Pu only. Estimate based upon inconmatent data. Total Pu not estimated.
I

'
i

!
; i

! I
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riate volumes of the PSEID. Since there are inconsistencies in these docu-
ments, these quantities should be considered approximate. The amounts of
SSNM vary from ~ 100 kg/0.75 GWe/yr to approximately ten times that
much.

These materials are not produced by the fuel cycle in which they are to
be used. Hence, they are either transported to the fabrication facility from

i

an outside source or, if the system is located at an " International Fuel |

Service Center," another process that produces such material might be the |

source of supply (see Sections 2.2.4. and 3.10.). (In the case of the LWBR
high-enriched prebreeder, however, the source of 93% U" would be an
enrichment plant not co-located with the fabrication facility.)

The safeguards issues involved in the use of these materials are similar
to those raised in the GESMO,' which was limited to a discussion of pluto-
nium in mixed-oxides. That study found that the safeguards problems for
mixed-oxides were essentially quantitative rather than qualitative in i

nature (except for the toxic risk of Pu in dispersal devices) as compared with j
the safeguards of high enriched uranium currently in effect.

The order of magnitude of SSNM use in the cycles considered here,if a -

majority of U.S. nuclear energy production involved these cycles,is similar
to that projected in the GESMO for plutonium in mixed-oxides. It may ,

therefore be assumed that, as in that case, a statement presenting "a I
detailed and comprehensive analysis of the environmental impacts of
potential diversions of special nuclear materials and of alternative safe-

~

guards programs to protect the public frotn such a threat"' would have to be
prepared before any of these fuel cycles could be approved by NRC.
Obviously,it is beyond the scope of the present report to perform such a
detailed analysis, but it can be noted that,for the fuel cycles listed in Table
3.1.-1, essentially the same issues would be raised as were for the LWR
mixed-oxide fuel cycle.

3.2. RadiationBarriers. In a numberof the NASAP fuel cycles itis
proposed to use radiation barriers as a safeguards measure to protect stra-
tegic special nuclear material. The purpose would be to make the material
both more difficult to seize or divert, and more difficult to convert into a
nuclear explosive (by increasing the resources, the skills, and the time
required to do so). The radiation barrier would therefore serve both to deter
and to delay.To achieve these goals,the dose rates have to be high enough to
pose a substantial potential hazard to unprotected persons in the immediate
vicinity of the materials. A number ofimportant technical, regulatory, and
licensing issues are raised by this concept. These are discussed below. The
discussion will be based on studies related to this subject that have been |

!performed in the past few years.'4
3.2.J. Radiation Levels. An important question is what radiation

levels are required to achieve the desired purpose. This depends on the
motivation, resourcefulness, and skill of the adversary, as well as on thei

|
i
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resources he is able and willing to commit to the task. What would deter a
terrorist might not deter a government, and some terrorists might be more
easily deterred or less resourceful than others. These considerations have
led to a very wide range of suggested radiation levels, which are usually
expressed as roentgens (or rads, or rems (r) - the terms will be used inter-
changeably here) per hour at some standard distance such as 1 meter or I
foot from the fissile material.

Table 3.2.-1, from Vol. 2 of reference 3, provides some perspective on the
choice of radiation levels. In reference 3 a dose rate of 1000 r/hr at 1 meter
from a 1 kg sample of plutonium was considered to be a minimum deterrent
to theft by a terrorist (reference 3 was concerned only with domestic safe-
guards). Values on this order of magnitude have also been suggested in more
recent studies. However, reference 3 also suggested that much higher dose
rates - between 10,000 and 100,000 r/hr - might be required under certain
circumstances. This was based on the possibility that any terrorist group
capable of building a nuclear explosive would also be knowledgeable
enough to take measures to reduce the danger of working with the stolen

Table 3.2 1.

Effects on Individuals of Various Total Body Doses of-Rays *

Total Body Dose
(r) Effecta

< 25 No likely acute health effects.
25-100 No acute effects other than temporary blood changes.
100-200 Some discomfort and fatigue, but no major disabling effects.

Chances of recovery excellent.
200400 Entering lethal range (LD-50 - 500 Rads). Death,ifit occurs,

within several weeks. Some sporadic, perhaps temporary
disabling effects (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea) within hour or
two after exposure. Unlikely to be completely disabling in
first few hours.i

600-1,000 Same as above, except that death within 44 weeks highly
probable.

( 1,0004,000 Death within reek or two practically certain. Disabling
effects within few hours of exposure more severe than above,
but only sporadically disabling.

5,000-10,000 Death within about 48 hours. Even if delivered in less than
one hour, does not cause high disability for several hours,

. . except for sporadic intense vomiting and diarrhea. Con-
vulsing and ataxia likely after several hours.

10,00040,000 Death within a few hours or less. Complete incapscitation
within minutes,if delivered in that time.

% .gf 'From refence 3.

,

,
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~ ~

material - e.g., by quickly transferrin g it, after seizure, to shielded casks, by'

using long manipulators and shadow shielding, and so on; also, that dedi-
! cated terrorists might be willing to expose themselves to lethal doses ~(from

Table 3.2.-1, the LD-50 acute dose is - 500 r) to accomplish their ends. For
' ~ ~

these reasons,it might be necessary to incapacitate them before the mate-
rial could be transferred to a shielded enclosure. From Table 3.2.-1, an
almost immediately disabling dose is in the neighborhood of 10,000 to 50,000
r, requiring the very high dose rates mentioned above.

These dose rates are very high compared with those that NRC,in its
g regulations, evidently has regarded as sufficient to deter potential diverters

of strategic special nuclear material. This may be inferred from 10 CFR
j 73.6(b),' which specifically exempts from the physical protection provisions
i of Part 73 special nuclear material not readily separable from other radioac-

tive material and having an un shielded dose rate of100 r/hr at a distance oft

3 feet from any accessible surface. A similar exemption is suggested in the
IAEA publication INFCIRC/225.' The NRC exemption was motivated
entirely by considerations of domestic safeguards, according to R.G. Page of
NRC,'' who participated in the original selection of this dose rate. The
threshold level was based on a study performed by the regulatory authori-
ties (then part of the Atomic Energy Commission)in the period 1961-1962,
the object of which was to determine the maximum radiation level to which
workers in the nuclear energy field should be allowed to be exposed, regard.
less of how short the duration of exposure might be. The value chosen at that

,

time was 100 r/hr, and in the late 1960's the committee formulating 10 CFR
73.6(b) adopted the same value on the basis of a " judgment call."''The IAEA
simply followed NRC's lead.

The minimum levels proposed by NASAP are shown in Table 3.2.-2,
from Appendix A, attached to each of the PSEIDs. Candidate methods for
achieving these levels are listed in Table 3.2. 3, also from Appendix A.The
different methods will be discussed below. It will be noted that mechanically
attached sources are proposed as an alternative tointimately mixed sources.

The levels for mixed-oxides in the second column of Table 3.2.-2 are
roughly comparable to 1000 r/hr at I meter from I kg of Pu, at least for
thermal fuels, for which the ratio of Pu to heavy metal is less than 0.1. The
minimum levels for fuel assemblies,10 r/h r, seem low. but reflect the longer
exposure time required to divert them and extract the plutonium or HEU. It
must also be keptin mind that at a more practical working distance of 1 foot,
the dose rates are almost an order of magnitude higher than at 1 meter.
These levels are high enough that it is felt that no government capable of
developing its own nuclear weapons would expose its workers to them'
without protection -i.e., without providing shielding and remote operating
equipment, th us achieving the intended delay and increased commitment of
resources. An additional point is that,if the fuel assemblies were fabricated
from spiked or partially processed material meeting the criteria for bulk

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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^ materials in Table 3.2.-2, the dose rates from an assembly would in fact be,

much higher than 10 r/hr at 1 meter.:;

If the incorporation of radiation barriers were to be required by NRC.4,
.. | regulation,it would be necessary to specify the minimum acceptable levels

and duration of these levels for the various forms of SSNM encountered in
the fuel cycle. From what has been said,it is clear that there is no wholly
objective way to set these levels, since for any practicable levelit is always
possible to postulate protective measures within the capability of some
hypothetical terrorist group (a j udgment concerning the adequacy of a given
radiation barrier for purposes of non-proliferation would probably lie out-

Table 3.2.-2.

Types of SNM and Candidate Radiation Levels

Minimum Radiation Ievel During 2-Year
Period (r/hr at 1 meter)

Type FuelMaterial Mixed' Mechanically Attached'

I 1 PuO:, HE UO powder
I or pellets' 1,000 per kg HM 10,000Ag HM

| 2 PuOrUO and HE UOr
ThO powder
or pellets * 100 per kg HM 10,000Ag HM

3 LWR, LWBR, or HTGR*

recycle fuel assembly
(including type 2 fuels) 10 per assembly 1,000 per assembly

4 LMFBR or GCFR fuel
assembly (including
type 2 fuels) 10 per assembly 1,000 per assembly

* Radioactive material intimately mixed in the fuel powder or in each fuel pellet.
j * Mechanically attached sleeve containing cobalt-60 is fitted over the material container or

fuel element and locked in place (hardened steel collar and severallocks).
* High4nrichment uranium (HEU)is defined as containing 20% or more uranium-235 in ura-

nium,12% or more of uranium-233 in uranium, or mixtures of uranium-235 and uranium-233
in uranium of equivalent concentrations.

side NRC's authority). It follows, then, that whatever level is set by NRC
would have to be based on informed judgment. However, regardless of the
specific choice oflevel,the mere fact thatitis high enough to threaten life or
health will raise certain issues that must be considered by the NRC; these~~

are among the topics discussed below.
3.2.2. Methoda ofProducing a Radiation Barrier. Fourmethoda

have been proposed by NASAP,in Appendix A of the PSEIDs, forproducing
N *' a radiation barrier.These are (1) spiking, which is the addition of radiosetiv-

!
l
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Table 3.2.-3.

Candidate Methods and Radiation Levele for Spiking Fuel Materialss

Minimum 2 year Minimum initial
radiation level radiation level

Type Fuel Material (r/hr at 1 meter) Process (r/hr at 1 meter)

1 PuO:, HE UO powder 1,000 per kg HM Cobalt 40 1,300 per kg HM
or pellets addition

2 PuOrUO and 100 per kg HM Cobalt 40 130 per kg HM
HE UO /ThOs powder addition
or pellets

j Fission-product 400 per kg HM

g addition (ruthen-
ium 106),

3 LWR, LWBR, or HTGR 10 per assembly Cobalt 40 13 per assembly
recycle fuel addition
assembly

Fission-product O per assembly
addition (ruthen-
inm 106)

Pre-irradiation 1,000 (30 days)
(40 mwd /MT) per assembly

~

4 LMFBR or GCFR fuel 10 per assembly Cobalt 40 13 per assembly |

assembly addition
,

Fission-product 40 per assembly
i addition (ruthen-
I ium-106)

Pre-irradiation 1,000 (30 days)

| (40 mwd /MT) per assembly

ity to the fuel materials at some stage of the nuclear fuel cycle; (2) partial
processing of spent fuel,in which some portion of the fission products are
retained in the recovered plutonium;(3) pre-irradiation,in which fabricated
fuel assemblies are exposed to a neutron flux before being shipped to the
power reactor; and (4) mechanically attached sources. In addition, the des-
cription of certain fuel cycles includes pre-irradiation of bulk fuel materials

_.
prior to storage but this process appears to be impractical. Sometimes the
term spiking will be used in a generic sense to mean any of these schemes.

In the first three methods,the radioactivity is intimately mixed with the
fuel material;in the fourth, itis not.The first three methods therefore protect

gc the fuel against diversion by the recipient nation as well as against diver-
sion or seizure by terrorists or by third nations (e.g., while in transit through

,
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- the territory of the third nation). The fourth method, though presumably
effective against terrorists and third-nation attack, would be ineffective
against the recipient nation, since in the natural course of events it would
detach the scurces befom using the fuel.

Spiking and pe rtial processing also have the advantage that they occur
;
' earlyin the fuel cycle; in fact, under partial processing the plutonium never

| appears unaccompanied by intense raF.ation, while spikants can be added
during or immediately after reprocessing. Under pre-irradiation the mate-

;

rials are unprotected up to the fuel assembly stage. Sources may be attached
|

i to containers of bulk materials or fuel rods while they are in storage or in
transit, but during processing these fuel forms would be unprotected by!

I radiation.
On the other hand, spiking and partial processing would interfere

seriously with fuel fabrication, while pre-irradiation and attached sources
| would not. Obviously,the different methods have different advantages and

disadvantages which would have to be weighed carefully by NRC in deter-'

mining which,if any, should be adopted.
The individual methods are discussed in the following.

|
3.2.2.1. Spiking. Important regulatory issues specific to spik-

t
ing as the method of providing the radiation barrier are:

(1) whether suitable candidates for spikants exist, suitability being'

defined in terms of availability, chemical, physical, and radioactive proper-
ties, and cost, and

| (2) the possible necessity to safeguard the spikantitself..-

3.2.2.1.1. Choice, Availability, and Cost of Spikant. A
set of criteria was adopted in Vol. 2 of Reference 3 to screen potential
candidates for spikants. Neutron emitters were ruled out for lethal spiking
because impracticably large quantities would be required. For gamma-ray

l emitters the criteria were that (1) the half life be between ,1 and 50 years,(2)
the y-ray energy be atleasti Mev,(3)the gamma-ray yield for energies of at
least 1 Mev be at least 25%, and,(4) the candidate be either a fission prod uct

| |
with a significant yield or be produced by capture in an isotope with a
natural abundance of atleast 10% and a thermal capture cross section of at
least 1 barn.

In the above study,the nuclide that was available in the largest guanti-
ties at reasonable cost and that satisfied these criteria was Co", produced by
thermal neutron capture in Co". Other atudies" have come to similar conclu-.

| ! sions on the basis of more detailed consideration of chemical, thermody-
namic, and mechanical properties.These studies also suggested ruthenium-
106 and eerium-144, separated from the fission prod uct atream and added, s t
a later stage, to the plutonium product, but this is a special case of fission-
product retention or partial processing, which is discussed below. These

! studies also suggested the possibility of combining Co" addition with fis-
sion product retention, to make up for the short half lives of Ru"(368 days)'

and Ce'"(285 days).i
;

|
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Co"could be recycled by recovering it during the reprocessing of spiked
fuel, but it probably could not be co-processed with the fuel but would h ave to
be recovered from the high level waste stream and added to the product at a

I later stage. This would probably require a major modification of an existing
LWR reprocessing plant, such as the one at Barnwell.

At the proposed spiking levels, the addition nf Co"is not expected to>

affect adversely the properties of the fuel. Most of its compounds have
melting points well above temperatures used forsintering and therefore are
not expected to volatilize during this process. However, experimental work
would have to be performed to verify the behavior of the additive during
processing and its compatibility with the fuel.

The availability and cost of the spikant are important considerations.
Estimates of the production rate required by the year 2000 can be based on

i nuclear power projections for the U.S., the schedule for plutonium recycle in
a given reactor fcllowing start-up (assuming that all reactors reach equili-
brium self generated recycle as soon as possible), the amount of plutonium
recycled per year per reactor, and the amount of the spikant required per
kilogram of plutonium to produce the desired radiation levels.

The dose rate from a 1-curie point source of Co"at a dintanee ofI meter
is, approximately,1.4 r/hr.Then, neglecting self absorption (which should
be small), the amoun t of Co" required to produce a dose rate of1000 r/hr at a
distance of 1 meter from a 1 kilogram mass of plutonium as the oxide is 720

,

Ci. At equilibrium self-generated recycle the total amount of Pu recycled per
"

yearin a 1000 MWe PWR operating at an average load factor of 0.75 is ~ 555
kg (see Figure 2.1. 3).The build up to this value takes approximately 20 years
and begins at about four years after reactor startup. For calculational
purposes the actual buildup can be replaced by a step function rising
abruptly to full equilibrium value at eight or nine years after reactor start-
up. The amount of plutonium recycled in the year 2000 is then equal to the
amount ofplutonium that would be prod uced peryear by the reactor popula-
tion projected for the period 1991 1992 if all the reactors web on equilibrium
self-generated recycle. A recent projection for the U.S.," linearly inter-
polated, gives ~ 170 GWe at this time (average oflow and high estimates). |
The total amount of Co" needed to spike the recycle Pu in the year 2000 is
then

,

720 Ci Co" X 555 kg Pu |

X 170 GWe = 70 mci Co" lkg Pu GWe-yr%
|

Without interfering significantly with the weapons program, the three
''

large production reactors at the Savannah River Laboratory could each
produce ~ 8 mci Co"/yr, or a total, say, of 25 mci /yr for all three.** This

! would have to be increased by roughly a factor of 3 to supply the needs for
the year 2000, an increase that could probably be accommodated if some

*- # reduction in the rate of production of weapons material were permitted. If
Co" were recovered from previously spiked spent fuel, the production

. . - . - . _ . . - . . - .
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- requirements could be reduced; however, as noted above, methods of recov.
ering it from the fission. product waste stream would have to be developed
and incorporated into the design of the reprocessing plants that would be in'

existence by then.'

The cost of the Co" would depend on the specific activity. Higher spe--

cific activities mean smaller amounts of accompanying Co", which is a
neutron absorber, and therefore smaller effects on the reactivity and the
burnup of the fuel. At a specific activity of 200 Ci Co"/g Co and a con-
centration of 0.7 Ci Co"/g Pu,it may be estimated, from calculations by
Gorrell," that the plutonium concentration in MOX fuel in a light water
reactor would have to be increased by about 0.7% relative. It would appear to
be possible to produce megacurie quantities of Co"at a specific activity of~
200 Ci/g at a cost of $0.50-81 per Ci' (1975 dollars), or at a total production
costin the year 2000 of $35-70 M (also 1975 dollars).The cost of production of
the spikant would therefore not appear to be a major factor. Any other
spikant(except for cesium, which would be unsuitable because of the volatil-
ity ofits compounds) would probably cost more.

On the baais of the foregoing, it may be concluded that neither the
availability nor the cost of the spikant would be a major factor in the
licenseability of a spiking scheme using Co", provided the necessary mea.
sures were undertaken to expand the present prod uction capacity by a factor
of about 3 by the year 2000.

3.2.2.1.2. Safeguarding of Spikant. It was estimated it.
the previous section that, for total plutonium recycle spiked with Co", an~

annual production of~ 10 mci of Co"would be required by the year 2000, on
the basis of present nuclear power projections. As noted in reference 3, the
Co"would itself pose a considerable hazard to the public and to workers. At
a level of 1 Ci of Co"/g of Pu, a 5-MT/ day LWR reprocessing plant could
have as much as 1.5 X 10' Ciin storage at one time. The uniform dispersal of
1% of this over one square mile would produce a surface dose rate on the
order of I r/hr * Although such a uniform dispersal over so large an area is

'

barely conceivable and is used here only forillustrative purposes,it is clear
that dispersal could significantly contaminate substantial areas.

The consequences of a dispersal of spiked plutonium oxide were also
estimated in reference 3. For the postulated weather conditions and popula.
tion density it was found that a complete dispersal of 1 kg of plutonium as
the oxide, spiked at the level of I Ci of Co" per g of Pu, would cause
approximately two more long-term lung cancers than the dispersal of the
same quantity of unspiked plutonium.

It is therefore possible that both shipments (which could involve meg-
acurie quantities) and stores of Co"would have to be protected. However,in
a report considering the relative ricke and consequences of theft or sabotage
involving large quantities of radiological materials,8* Co" was not consi-'

dered to be an important prcblem. Ne reason given is that high y-ray
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emitters are too dangerous and inconvenient for terrorists to handle consid-
ering the prospects of either breaching or carrying off a heavy cask and the
complex manipulation required for the efficient manufacture of an aerosol
with effective physical, chemical, and radiological properties..

Most likely the cobalt would be produced by irradiation in production
reactors like those at the Savannah River Laboratory and shipped to the
reprocessing or fabrication plant as the metal, the form in which it is
normally irradiated and in which it is relatively nondispersable. At the
processing plant it could be stored as the metal until actually needed, and
then converted to the compound (e.g., nitrate or oxide) suitable for addition
to the fuel. All storage and processing would probably have to take place in
vital areas.

It may be concluded that, before requiring spiking, NRC would have to
compare the additional safeguards hazards and protective measures (as
well as additional hazards to health and safety in normal operations and
under accident conditions) with those of other approaches.

3.2.2.2. PartialProcessing. One method ofproviding a radia
tion barrieris to retain certain of the fission (or activation) products during
the processing of spent fuel for recovery of the plutonium and uranium. A
possible variation would be to separate the desired fission products and add
them to the product at a later stage. These schemes are called, variously,
partial processing, low decontamination, and fission product retention.

Partial processing has been used for the reprocessing of spent EBR II,

fuels. However,it was considered specifically as a safeguards measure for
LWR fuels in references 2,4,5, and 6, and for LMFBR fuels under the process
name CIVEX.88

Some of the fission products that have been considered are ruthenium-
106, zirconium-95, and eerium-144; these have halflives of 368 days,65 days,
and 285 days, respectively. Zr" has too sh o rt a halflife to be useful unless the
plutonium is recovered, refabricated, and inserted into the reactor within a

I very short time after discharge. The other two fission products permit ionger
I

delays in recycling, but exclusive reliance on them would eliminate a large
quantity oflong cooled fuel from recycling and therefore possiblyinvolve an
unacceptable economic penalty. The relatively low emission rate of high-
energy gamma rays by the Ce'"-Pr'" decay chain and the small fraction of
cerium that can be co-processed with the product (3-5%f make this choice
less desirable than that of the ruthenium. Ru'" therefore appears to be the

i most likely candidate, and is favored in most of the studies.
Even reliance on Ru'" would eliminate the protection of much of thes

I
older accumulated spent fuel from recycling, however, and might imposen

! stringent scheduling requirements on the recycle of recovered plutonium. In,

reference 2, the criterion was adopted that the dose rate at I meter from a 5i

kg sample of plutonium should be at least 5000 r/hr. Neglecting self shield-
_ in e this is equivalent to the 1000 r/hr criterion for the dose rate from 1 kg,in

.

_
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Table 3.2.-2. However, reference 2 concluded that such a dose rate could not
be maintained beyond 200 days after discharge from the reactor. Iowering
the minimum acceptable dose rate to 100 r/hr,in accordance with 10 CFR
73.6(b), would extend this time by approximately three years, so that atleast
3%-4 years might be allowed to elapse before recycling of the plutonium;
actually, the allowable time might even be longer, provided that the pluto-
nium were refabricated into assemblies before this, since the criterion for
assemblies is less strict than that for bulk materials (see Table 3.2.-2). Some
provision would have to be made for situations in which either the nfabrica-
tion or the insertion of the recyle fuelinto the power reactor failei to meet the
necessary deadlines;or else, as suggested in references 4,5 and 6, a " duplex"
spiking scheme, in which Co" is used to supplement the Ru", might be
required.

A number of questions would still have to be resolved before partial
processing could be adopted; these include uncertainties in the reten: ion
fraction of the fission products, their possible volatilization during the
conversion or fuel fabrication process, effects on fuel properties (e.g., sinter-
ability), etc. Considerable experimental work would have to be done to
establish the proper flowsheet conditions.* Major modification of existing
reprocessing plants (e.g., Barnwell) would have to be undertaken, and new
plants would have to be specifically designed for this purpose. This is in
addition to the time and effort required to develop new remote fabrication,

<

handling, accountability, and inspection techniques (see below). Clearly it
would be years - atleast ten, and probably a good deallonger - before any
such scheme could be adopted on a commercial scale. This is also true of Co"

,

spiking.
3.2.2.3. Pre-Irradiation. Pre-irradiation of fabricated fuel

assemblies before they are shipped to the power reactor would be one way to
avoid some of the severe disadvantages of the previous two methods of
providing a radiation barrier, such as remote fabrication and maintenance,
degradation of accountability methods, increased attractiveness to sabo-
teurs, and so on. A detailed paper study of the feasibility of pre-irrrdiation
has been performed by Pflasterer and Deane;' the present discussion will be
based on that work.

The concept adopted for the pre-irradiation facility (PIF) was that of a
'

thermal-spectrum, water-moderated and cooled, self driven reactor -i.e.,
one driven by the fuel elements tote irradiated. The irradiation criterion for
the assemblies was that the dose rate 3 feet from the assembly be greater
than 250 r/hr up to 180 days after discharge. The reactor was to be capable or
irradiating 600 LMFBR fuel assemblies per year. It was estimated that a
burnup of 300 MWD /Te would provide the necessary radiation field, or
about 0.3% of the 100,000 MWD /Te maximum burnup in LMFBR fuel, but

,

~ 1% of the maximum burnup of an LWR fuel element; the scheme is being
proposed only for LMFBR fuel, however.

.

:
!
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The proposed design calls fo< t he irradiation of 72 asse LQs at a time
in a 100-MW reactot Refuehnt would occur every 3 to 4 wvks and ir

-

estimated to require 75 days. Assunbly power during irrar ' ion woul!b,.

approximately 1 Mb on the average. Irradiated assemu cs would 5:
shipped to the power reacto.3 in shielded casks 30 to 60 days nftee
irradiation.

The great advantage of the pm-irradiation scheme is that it would n ct
interfere with the fabrication, quality control, or accoun tability of the fuel at
the fabricatior ;a. The disadvantages it sharea with the previous two
methods are the -emote handling requ%i for the fresh fuel assemblies to
prepare them for use (e.g., d uring pref p t M.s for shipment to and receipt at
the power reactor, inspection and GWA and insertion into the reactor)

| and the use of h'eavy shielded caske V. < ipmat. It also has the disadvan-
! tage thatit protects only the form of the (E Ileast vulnerable to diversion or

seizure, namely the fabricated assemblies. which ara discretely countable,
'nassive, and require chemical processbg to recover the plutonium from
them. The more vulnerable bulk powders and pellets would have to be
protected during the fabrication process by conventional safeguards.

The most expensive feature of the pre-irradiation scheme is the pre.
irradiation facilityitself(see section on the costs of the different methods). It
is also the most problematic from the licensing point of view. Because itis a
thermal reactor driven by fast-reactor fuel assemb'ies, and must allow for a
variety of assembly designs to service different 1AIFBR's, it has certain

"

unique problems. It has a large excess reactivity, e marginally adequate
control system, a large positive void coefficient under certain conditions,
and large thermal flux gradients between assemblies, resulting in large
uncertainties in the calculation ofdesign parameters. Design modifications
could alleviate some of these problems,though possibly at greater cost. One
example would be to irradiate fewer assemblies at a time, which would

, reduce the excess reactivity but at the same time reduce the throughput and'
increase the cost. Critical experiments could provide some of the more-

| difficult-to<alculate design parameters, but at the expense ofincreased cost
and delay.

The size, and therefore cost, of the pre-irradiation facility could be
reduced if the lower dose-rate criterion proposed by NASAP,10 r/hr at I
meter from an assembly for at least two years, were adopted. Unfortunately,

| reference 7 does not present the decay of the radiation levels beyond 180
t days after exposure (which is quite different than for spent fuel, since the

shorter irradiation times in the pre-irradiation facility accentuate the
shorter lived activities), but a rough estimate of the amount by which the
pre-irradiation exposure could be reduced by adopting the NASAP criterion
la a factor of 2 to 3.

The licensability problems of the pre-irradiation facility design suggest
that the development of a commercial facility would take at least ten to

|
.
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fifteen years. This includes time for designing, constructing, and perform-
ing the critical experiments, proof testing of pre irradiated fuel assemblies,
and designing, constructing, and licensing the pre-irradiation facility.

,

!

The descriptions of two of the NASAP fuel cycles, both the heterogene-
ous and the homogeneous LMFBR's with U/Pu cores, U blankets, and
spiked plutonium, call for the pre-irradiation of bulk excess plutonium oxide
(or mixed U/Pu oxides) before storage. In view of the difficulties anticipated
in licensing a reactor for the pre-irradiation of fabricated assemblies, the
licensing problems for one designed for the irradiation of ton or multi-ton
quantities of bulk oxide would appear to be formidable. This approach will
not be cansidered further here, since it is not one of the ones listed in Table
3.2. 3 for bulk materials.

3.2.2.4. Attached Sources. A fourth method proposed by
NASAP to provide a radiation barrier would be to attach radioactive sources
mechanically to containers of SNM or to fuel assemblies, for protection
during transit.These sources might consist, for example, of sleeves contain-
ing Co" and locked in place by mean'. of a hardened steel collar and several
locks (as suggested in Table 3.2.-2).

This is the simplest method of all for providing the desired radiation
barrier. It involves the least interference with the fabrication, accounting,
quality control, and use of the fuelin reactors, and has no affect on either the
fuel properties or the operati n of the reactor, since the sources would beo
detachedfrom theassembres before use. Radia tion levels requiring prohibi-
tively large concentrations of spikant intimately mixed with the fuel would~

be easily attainable by the upe of attached sources.The sources would also
be available for reuse after a shipment, reducing the demand. If Co" were
used,it could be in metallic form and therefore less vulnerable to dispersal,
compared with the compounds required for intimate mixing with the fuel.

On the other hand, the fuel would be protected only ageinst attacks by
terrorists or by third nations while it is in transit. The importing nation,

I after removing the sources, would have easy access to the material. The
method would therefore provide minimal proliferation resistanee. Since itis
proposed to protect material in transit only, by this means, conventional
safeguards would be required during fabrication or storage.

The use of detachable sources was considered in some detailin Vol. 2 of
reference 3. Schemes were proposed that would provide radiation fields on
the order of 50,000-100,000 r/hr at i meter from a fuel assembly or a shipping
package containing up to 32 kg of PuO2 (the standard shipping container
design for the Barnwell plant). These fields are one to two orders of magni-
tude higher than those proposed in Table 3.2.-2 (itis assumed that the 10,000
r/hr dose rates speciSed in the thini column of the table are total dose rates
for any shipment of 1 kg or more of heavy metal), and therefore require
correspondingly more Co", the radionuclide assumed in both Table 3.2.-2"j and in reference 3.

i
:
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The attached source method shares with the other methods the advan-
tage of requiring heavy shielded casks for shipment of fuel assemblies or
SNM.This in itself would be a substantialimpedimen t to theft, but could be
provided without resorting to radioactive sources simply by imposing a

- -- minimum weight requirement on all shipping containers of SSNM.
Of the four methods proposed for protecting SSNM with radiation the

attached source method would require the least development. The main
effort would be in designing secure methods for attachment, specialized
casks, and handling tools and techniques,both at the processing plants and
at the power reactor. Present spent fuel shipping casks could provide more
than enough shielding, as pointed out in reference 3, but might not be
optimal for the purpose proposed here. Co" requirements could probably be
met by present production capacity or by a modest expansion thereof,if the
minimum dose rate criteria of Table 3.2.-2 (as interpreted parenthetically
above) were adopted.

As with the other methods, NRC would have to set minimum dose rate
requirements and standards for acceptable attachment and cask design.

Costs of mechanical attachment of sources were estimated 8n reference
3. These are discussed bele.<.

3.2.3. Maintenance ofRadiation Levels. Because oithe decay oi
the radioactive sources, the protection afforded by the radiation barrier will
continually decline with time. In setting its requirements, NRC will have to
take into account a number of situations in which radiation levels may fall
below the minimum standard s. One of these is an unanticipated delayin the*

use or shipment of the fuel as a result of reactor construction or operating
delays, reneging on contractual terms, political constraints, or some other
cause. A second is the inevitable and mpredictable lags that will occur
between production schedules and use. Because of the large capital cost of
reprocessing plants and the need to process spent fuel to reduce storage
requirements, there will be a strong incentive to operate them continuously
at or near full capacity, regardless of the immed,iate demand for the pluto-
nium; that is, the supply and demand for plutonium are likely to be only
loosely coupled, because each is driven by its own imperatives, which only

; partially overlap. This will be less of a consideration in fabrication plants,

{ but here the problems ofleft-over stocks and of scrap recovery will arise. If
f scrap is chemically treated to recover the plutonium, either the recovery
i process must be designed not to separate the radioactive source or else some
i method of replacing it must be provided. This would be an argument for

| spiking in place of or, at least, in addition to, partial processing, since a
supply of makeup spikant could readily be provided at the fabrication plant
(or scrap recovery plant,if it is a separate facility). Ieft over stocks could
also be accommodated by blending in additional spikant.

Upset conditions in the fabrication process could also lead to a loss of
spikant and a consequent reduction in the radiation barrier. Under these

I
i

i
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conditions the affected material would probably have to be recycled through
the scra p recovery plant,where makeup spikant eould be added.This would
be an argumentin favor oflocating fabrication and scrap treatment facili-
ties together.

3.2.4. Effect of Radiat!on Barrier on Material Accountability.
Both partial processing and spiking would adversely affect material
accountability. The effects would be felt in sample taking, chemical analy-
sia, non-destructive assay, and material balance verification by both NRC
and the IAEA. Both the accuracy and the timeliness of material accounta-
bility and venfication, but particularly the latter, would suffer.

Trn high radiation fields would inhibit sample taking for chemical
assay, making the procedure both more time-consuming and laborious.
Samples would have to be shielded for shipment to NRC or IAEA analytical
laborater es.There would be a strong incentive on the part of the operatori

and that of NRC and IAEA inspectors to reduce sample-taking to the min-
imum. At the same time, the inability to use Non Destructive Assay (NDA)
would greatlyincrease the need for sampling, and the possible reduction in
the accuracy ofindividual analytical results might have a similar effect.

Material accountancy at reprocessing plants would be least affected,
sinec radiation levelsin much of the process in such plants are already high
and non-destructive assay is not so heavily relied on, either for operator
analysis or for verification. The main effect would be felt at the product
stage. One study" concluded that the 6 month LEMUF in a reprocessing
plant like the one at Barnwell would be increased by 16%..

To our knowledge, the overall effect of high radioactivity levels on the
accountability of conversion and fabrication plants has not been studied;

quantitatively. Such plants would have to be both operated and maintained
remotely. This would simplify containment and surveillance and grer.tly
limit direct access to sensitive materials, thus enhancing physical praec-

'
tion. However, most present non-destructive techniques for assaying feed,
product, intermediate stocks, and waste and serap would be made unuseable
by the extremely high radiation from the spikant, which would completely
overwhelm the gamma rays characteristic of plutonium or uranium and
incapacitate fast neutron detectors.: Non destructive techniques are essen-
tial for the assay of fabricated fuel rods and particularly usefulin the assay
of scrap and waste. Although substitute methods for doing these might be
developed, a great deal of research and development would be required, and
in the meantime the slower and much more expensive techniques of sam-
pling and chemical analysis would have to be resorted to; the destruction of
a finished fuel rod for chemical analysis would be a particularly expensive
measure. Calorimetry of feed materials would also be adversely affected,
unless the contribution of the spikant to the heat from the sample were
accuratel., known. Gamma ray methods for measuring the isotopic compo-
sition of plutonium,important for both neutron-coincidence and calorimet-6 m

,
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* ric acsay of plutonium, would be unseable. Neutron coincidence methods
employing BF: detecitors or other types of detectors telativelyinsensitive to

"
gamma rays might still be operable, although it might be necessary to
shield the samples heavily to avoid excessive gamma ray pile-up. Plastic or
liquid scintillation detectors, used in certain types of neutron coincidence

-

counters, would be inoperable because of their high sensitivity to
gamma rays.

Since real-time or near real-time a ecoun tability sys tem s depend s trcngly
on the application of non-destructive assay, the hoped-forimprovement in
timeliness of detection of diversion would be sacrificed by the use ofinti-

| mately mixed radioactive sources. The large increase in .aample load at the '

~
' operator's, NRC's, and the IAEA's analyticallaboratcries would also tend

' to degrade timeliness of detection. It should be noted, in this connection,
+

that the IAEA in particular is heavily dependent on gamma ray and nen-.

tron detectors for the verification of certain portions of the flows and inven-
tories of processing plants, and this dependence is expected to grow.

It is difficult to estimate quantitatively the effect of radiation barriers
on the accuracy of material accountability at conversion and fabrication
plants, without a detailed study. A rough guess, however, can be made ona

r the basis of the difference in NRC requirements on the maximum LEMUFin
reprocessing and fabrication plants. * These allow the relative LEMUF in

,

the plutonium material balance to be twice as large in the shielded portion of
reprocessing pir.nts as in fabrication plants (for different material balance

*

intervals, however; six months for reprocessing plants and two months for
fabrication plants). This suggests that for the same effort the accuracy of
material balance in plutonium fabrication plants would be degraded by
roughly a factor of two by the introduction ofintense radioactivity into the

[ fuel.
The use of the gamma rays from the spikant to perform non-destructive

assay on the fissile materialsis a possibility. For this it would be necessary,
'

to know the ratio of opikant to fissile species to a high degree of accuracy
(probably better than 1%). Whether a fixed ratio can be achieved and main-
tained throughout the fabrication process is unknown at present. In addi-
tion, allowance would have to be made for batches of ma 'erial with different
ages.

'

Another consideration that must be taken into account is that the
presence ofintense radiation would make it more difficult for both the NRC,

and the IAEA (and the operator) to investigate and resolve any anomalies i

'
that arise. This, also, would adversely affect the timeliness of detection of |

diversion.
Against all these adverse effects have to be balanced the increased - i

physical protection and facilitation of containment and surveillance result-
I

'

ing from the high radiation levels. Diverted material would be much easier-

N' ' ! to detect during removal from the plant, either through the use of portal

f
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radiation mcnitors or of metal detectors capable of detecting the necessary
shielding. However, no method of performing this " trade-off' quantita-
tively has yet been developed, and the weighing of these different factors by

_ _ _ .

NRC would have to be performed on the basis of subjective, though
informed, judgment.

.

It should be noted that many of the problems discussed above will also

| occur with U" fuels,because of the radiation from the daughter products of
U". The problems will not be quite as serious, however, because the radia-
tion levels are expected to be somewhat lower and can be reduced even more

! by chemical clean up before fabrication.
Finally,it ahould also be pointed out that it might be possible to achieve

comparable accuracies in spiked and unspiked systems but with i2 creased
time, effort, and expense, and possibly only after a considerable period of
research, development, and demonstration.

3.2.5. Effect of Radiation Barriers on Ehel Manufacture and
Quality Control. Fabrication plants for fuels containing intimately
mixed, intense radioactive sources will have to be operated and maintained
remotely. The design of such plants, using the conventional mixed-oxide
pellet-sintering process, has been described in reference 3, where the
increased costs of fabrication have also been estimated.

It has also been suggested that alternative fabrication processes may be
more readily adaptable to remote operation.""The chief alternatives are
those based on the use of gel microspheres in place of oxide powders and on-

the high. energy vibratory compaction of oxide powders. In the former,
several sizes of spherical gel fuel particles are prepared and sintered, and

:

then, by means of low-energy vibration, are compacted into a fairly dense
mass in a fuel rod." A variation is to form pellets out of the microspheres and
sinter them, resulting in a more standard pelletized fuel but with improved
properties.The two gel-sphere processes are called Sphere-Pac and Sphere-
Cal, respectively. They have the advantage that the feed materialis much
more free-flowing than oxide powders, and the amount of dust produced is
much reduced, compared with the standard process. These characteristics
make it easier to operate the process remotely. The reduction in dust and
fines may also have some accountability advantages.

The high-energy vibratory process, called Vi-Pac, is less promising
because of the difficulty in achieving sufficiently high densities.

The development of these processes is far behind that of the conven-
tional process. In most cases only cold laboratory or engineering-scale work

- has been done. In addition, although there have been some irradiation tests
of fuel, both here and abroad, a great deal more work would be required to
establish licensability. It is doubtful that any of these processes could be
brought to the licensing stage in less than ten years, and a commercial
fabrication plant probably could not be operating before the turn of the
century. It is releva nt to note also that,in the opinion of some, a reprocessing

- _ . _ _ . ~ . _ _
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plant capable of producing partially processed or spiked fuel probably
couldn't be operating before then, either."

Regardless of the fabrication process chosen, quality control of the final
product will be made much more difficult by the necessity to perform it
remotely, thus causintr a potential conflict between reactor safety and
nuclear safeguards. At present, numerous quality control checks are made
at every stage of the process.These include sampling and chemical analysis
for heavy metals, impurities, moisture, oxygen, isotopic analysis, checking
of ceramic and mechanical properties, inspection of welds, leak testing,

|
nondestructive monitoring of fuel rods for " rogue" pellets, mechanical
gauging, visualinspection for defects, and so on. Both the safety and eco-e

| nomics of the reactor are heavily dependent on these operations, most of
! which are now carried out manually. The adoption of remote processing

would therefore require a considerable development program for remote
performance of quality control.

Of course, there has been some experience with partially processed fuels
with the experimental fast breeder reactor, EBR-II. However, the fuel is a
metallic type, lending itself to relatively simple casting techniques, and the
reactor was neverlicensed by NRC.

3.2.6. Physical Protection for Materials with High Radiation
Levels. The basic assumption of the proposal to protect nuclear materials
with radiation barriers is that they would then not need other, more ccnven-

"
tional forms of protection. As support for this view Appendix A af the
PSEIDs cites the exemption from the physical protection requirements of 10
CFR 73 of material not readily separable from other radioactive material
and having a radiation dose rate in excess of 100 r/hr at 3 feet from any

2
I accessible surface (10 CFR 73.6(b)). Recent rulemaking by the NRC ' estab-

lishing physical protection requirements for shipments of spent fuel makes
the situation less clear, however. The new rule, to take effect July 16,1979,
would remove spent fuelin transit from the exemption of 10 CFR 73.6(b), and
imposes some additional physical protection requirements specifically for
this type of shipment. The Commission's action was prompted by a consid-
eration of the potential con sequences of sabotage of spent fuel shipments in
urban areas. The new requirements are described as " interim" in nature,
pending review by NRC of such public comments as are received, following
which the regulations may be reconsidered or modified.

The new rulemaking applies only to irradiated fuel; whetherit should be
extended to all fuel and fuel materials accompanied by intense radiation, as
in the various spiking schemes,is something NRC would have to decide ifit |
considers the adoption of spiking. If SSNM is to be protected by conven- |,t tional means as well as with a radiation barrier, the implication is not only l
that the latter is insufficient protection but that it constitutes an additional ;

hazard. (This was also discussed in Section 3.2.1.) It would also mean that )*"'
the costs of radiation barriers would not replace those of conventional

i,
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physical protection but would add to them. Both these implications would'

weaken the case for spiking and similar schemes as safeguards measures.
3.2.7. Reconciliation with "ALARA" Philosophy. Accordingto

NRC regulations, licensees should make "every reasonable effort to main-
tain radiation exposures...as low as is reasonably achievable"8* (the so- 1-

called ALARA philosophy).The history of regulation of exposure to radia- 1

tion has been one of ever-increasing strictness. Inasmuch as both routine |
'

and accidental exposures would probably be increased by spiking or its
variations, endorsement ofit by NRC would appear to conflict directly with
the ALARA philosophy and to run counter to the historical trend in nuclear
regulation. j

Sach an apparent reversal could, perhaps, be justified on the grounds
that it was necessary for safeguards. However,it would th n first be neces-
sary to show (a) that no better or equally good alternativen. 4 ot involving
potential additional exposure to radiation, were available, and (b) that the ,

!

risk to the public from such schemes is less than the risk of a safeguards
incident (risk being defined here in its technical sense as the product of a
probability of occurrence times the consequences). In the absence of either
an actuarial history of safeguards incidents or evidence for the existence of
a threat too great for conventional safeguards systems to cope with,it would
be difficult to sustain either position. In particular, the historical record is
against position (b), since there have been accidental exposures to radiation,
but no one has been injured by a safeguards incident. Moreover, there is a
possibility that routine exposures to workers would increase as a result of*

spiking.' Failing a convincing argument along these lines, by adopting
spiking orits variations, NRC would be in the anomalous position of mak-
ing radioactive material even more radioactive (i.e., more dangerous) in
order to protect the public from it.

3.2.8. The Need for An EnvimnmentalImpact Statement.
Spiking or its variations may have adverse effects on the environment
through the production of increased amounta of radioactivity (e.g., Co')
beyond those necessary for the generation of electric power and a signifi-
cant increase in the potential for accidental release or exposure. An envir-
onmental impact statement may therefore be required.** It would have to
include a cost benefit analysis and a consideration of alternatives.28

Implicit in such an analysis (or else a result ofit)is the contention that
the risk to the public of spiking is lese than the risk of not spiking. Since, as
noted in the previous section, there is no historical evidence ofinjury as a
result of a safeguardsincidentbut,on the other hand, injuries have resulted
or may reasonably be expected to result from accidental exposure to radia-
tion, this point would be difficalt to sustain.The increased number of poten-

,
! tial targets for saboteurs that spiking might make available would also
: argue against this view.
i In order to demonstrate that spiking (or its variations) is the best
:

I
it

!

*
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alternative,it would have to be shown that the widespread use ofplutonium
or highly enriched uranium would pose a threat to public safety that con-
ventional safeguards, even ifconcurrently expand ad orimproved, would not
cope with - that is, that such conventional systems have serious weak-
nesses for which spiking would be the best cure. However, a recent NRC
analysis of the safeguards problems of a mixed-oxide fuel cycle * did not

j identify any such weaknesses but,in fact, proposed a reference safeguards
system based on existing, or extrapolations of, conventional elements.

So far the discussion has been based on domestic safeguards considera-
tions. However, NASAP arose primarilyout of foreign policy considerations

I (i.e., nonproliferation). In the absence of a strong argument for spiking
based on the needs of domestic safeguards, NRC would have to justify
imposing the measure on the domestic ind ustry primarilyto achieve foreign
policy goals. NRC would then have to resolve the issue of whetherit has the

,

authority to act primarily out of these foreign policy considerations.
In any even t, an environmentalimpact proceeding would involve appre-

; ciable delays.
3.2.9. Costs ofRadiation Barriera. As noted in the previous sec-

tion, an environmentalimpact statement would requir a n cost-benefit analy-
sis of the various schemes for providing a protective radiation barrier. Costs
estimates have been made in some of the references cited 3, s.v. ie, but it must
be recognized that these are subject to large uncertainties, since there is no
experience in this area. Also, they may not include all costs, but only those,

felt to be the major ones. Research and development costs, for example, are
I usually excluded. Basic economic assumptions may also differ from one

study to another. It must also be recognized that there are large uncertain-
ties in the " base case" costa - that is, the costs of unspiked plutonium

j recycle. There has been little, if any, experience with the fabrication of
multiply recycled plutonium, which, even withoat'the additional of spik- ;

anie, will be highly radioactive, due. to the presence of Am'*5 and the !
neutron <mitting isotopes of plutonium. |

In reference 2, it was estimated that partial processing,in which much !
of the Ru" and Zr" were retained, would increase fuel cycle costs by 10 to i

50% (to tal electric power costs would increase by much less, relatively, since i
fuel cycle costs are a small percentage of total costa). This included the
increase in costs in repmcessing, LWR MOX fuel fabrication, and fresh fuel
transport, and assumed decreases in safeguards costs (e.g., the elimination 1

of armed guards in the transport of fresa fuel). By far, the maiorincrease
was in fabrication costs.The cost of non-spiked recycle was itselfconsidered, . _

;

to have an uncertainty of roughly i 40% Since this uncertainty is not '

distributed uniformly across all components of the fuel cycle, it may
strongly affect the relative incremental costs of spiking. For example,if the
costs of fabricating unspiked MOX fuel are actually much higher than
assumed, doubling those costs as a result of spiking will have a much

.
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greater overallimpact on fuel eycle costs. Conversely, a large inerease in the'

f price of uranium would reduce the relative cost increment due to spiking.
1 The incremental cost of fabricating spiked LWR MOX fuel was also

estimated in reference 3. There it was found that at spikant concentrations
-- of 0.1-1 Ci Co"/kg Pu, the fabrication cost increased very rapidly with

increases in spiking level, then levelled out and increased much more slowly
with further increases in concentration. The point at which the cost curve
went up rapidly corresponded to radiation levels requiring remote mainten-
ance as well as remote operation of the facility. Beyond this point the costs
increased slowly because increasing radiation levels required only an
increase in the amount of shielding.

The incremental cost of fabricating MOX fuel spiked at the levels consid-
ered in this report was $350-500 per kg of heavy metal (in 1975 dollars)
depending on the number of parallel fabrication lines required to maintain
the same throughpt.t as in the unspiked case. These corresponded to
increases of 0.175 to 0.25 mills /KW-hrin the cost of nuclear electric power, or
1.3-1.9% of the busbar cost of 13.2 mills /KW-hr then projected for 1982 (but
expressed in 1975 dollars). In the same study the cost of fabricating

; unspiked MOX fuel was estimated to be $250-300/kg HM (in 1975 dollars).
I The incremental costs as a function of spikant concentration are shown

in Table 3.2.-4, from reference 3. These do not include the increased cost of
reprocessing, waste management, transportation, fuel handling at the reac-

-

Table 3.2A.

Total Increase in Cost of Fabricating Mixed-Oxide LWR Fuel
Spiked with High-Energy Gamma-Ray Emitter (1975 Dollars)*

_

Incremental
Spikant Fabrication Incremental Nuclear Percentage Increase
Iavel Cost Electric Power Cost in Power Cost'

(Ci/kg Pu) ($/kg HM*) (mills /kw-hr.) %

10 10-* 3 0.0015 0.0114

10~8 30 .015 .11

10-' 35 .018 .13

10-' 40 .02 .15
1 350400' .175.25' 1.3-1.9'

10 350 500 .175.25 1.3-1.9

100 350400 .175.25 1.3-1.9
-- 1000 350400 .175.25 1.31.9

* HM = Heavy Metal = U + Pu
* Iower figure refers to two fabrication lines, higher one to three

;
* Based on projected busbar cost in 1982 of 13.2 mills /kw-hr. (expressed in 1975

. . ;
| dollars)'

I

! 1

i !

!
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'- tor, the cost of the spikant itself or of the slightly increased enrichment
required to compensate for the Co", or research and development costa.

Estimates of the costs of attached sources were pasented in Vol. 2 of
reference 3. Attaching such sources only to the shipping casks for shipment
of bulk fuel and assemblies increased busbar nuclear electric power costa by
0.13%; attaching the sources both to the SNM container itself and to the
shipping cask increased the cost by 0.6%; attaching the sources to SNM
containers and shipping casks in transit and to SNM containers in storage
increased the cost by ~ 1%. These increments did not include any credit for
possible reductions in other safeguards measures.

The incremental costa of fabricating spiked MOX fuel projected by the
International Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) are about $300/kg HM,"
compared with an estimated $420-720/kg HM for unspiked fuel. It is also
estimated that reprocessing costs willincrease by $250/kg HM, based on a
reference plant using semi-direct maintenance in the unspiked case and
entirely remote maintenance in the spiked or partial processing case. The
corresponding increase in total nuclear power costa is estimated to be 2
mills /KW-hr, or ~ 6% of an assumed nuclear power cost of 35 mills /KW hr
(this is almost a factor of 3 higher than assumed in references 2 and 3, but
presumably includes distribution costs and may be referred to a different
year; the various estimates discussed here have not been put on a common
base).

The cost of pre-irradiation of fuel assemblies was estimated in reference
"

7 for the LMFBR fuel cycle. It depends on the dose-rate criterion for the
irradiated assembly. For a 250 r/hr dose rate 3 feet from the assembly up to
180 days afterirradiation the increase in LMFBR energy costa is estimated
to be 4-6.5 mills /KW-hr, and, for a dose rate of 1000 r/Hr,5.5-16.5 mills /KW
hr. The two extremes in the latter case correspond to two different assump-
tions as to the number and power of the pre irradiation reactors - thatis,to
one reactor oflarge size or three reactors each of one-thini the size. The cost
of the pre-irradiation reactor is by far the dominant cost in this scheme.

It is obvious that the uncertainties in all these cost projections are large.
Probably not much can be done in the way of refining them further without
some actual operating data based on laboratory or engineering-scale expe-
rience. Some such experience would therefore probably be necescary to |

arrive at a credible set of estimates for the purpose of making cost benefit
calculations for the spiking of special nuclear material.

It would also be necessary to determine whether and by how much the ;

costa of conventional safeguards would be reduced by the use of radiation
|

barriers. In this connection is should be noted that the need for protection
|again st sabotage, particularly at reactors, would not be reduced but possibly

!
, even increased by radiation barriers, and these constitute a large fraction of

. total safeguards costs.
!

I.-.-.
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3.3. Coprocessing. Coprocessing means the processing of mixtures
of uranium and plutonium or their compounds in such a way that the
plutonium is always diluted by uranium. Most often the term is used for a
possible mode of operation of spent fuel reprocessing plants in which the
product consists of a mixture of uranium and plutonium oxides, co-
precipitated from a mixture of nitrates in solution. A related term, co-
conversion, is usually used to indicate the conversion of a mixed nitrate
solution stream to solid material.The stream may be the end-product of a
true coprocessing operation or merely of the mixing of two separate 6treams
of Pu and U nitrates. In any case, co<onversion processes, as required in the
NASAP cycles, have not been defined. Several are under investigation but,-

even for the best of these, further R&D will be required, especially on an
industrial scale. New methods are required because the methods fully de-
veloped for conversion ofindividual solutions are not suitable for mixtures.

The alternative cyclea considered herein, that involve the coprocessing
and/or co conversion of uranium and plutonium are:

a. the light water U/Pu recycle,in which the recycle fuelis also spiked,
b. the GCFR,in which the core is coprocessed,
c. all of the LMFBRs, except one in which the core is - 10% U'*'in Th

[ and the resulting small quantity of plutonium is diluted with depleted

]
uranium (after processing) and stored, and anotherin which the core is 14%
Pu in Th. In the latter case, the PSEID flow sheet implies that Pu and Th
from the core are coprocessed. However, Thorex S is the cited process (which
yields three separate streams, U, Pu, and Th) and there is at present no
postulated process that separates U from Th and Pu leaving the latter two
together. We assume therefore, that the Th and Pu product stream would be

; recombined prior to fuel fabrication. This, of course, is "coconversion"*-

without " coprocessing" and thus would require further R&D.
While some of the above flow sheets assume that no U and Pu separa-

tion occurs during reprocessing, others postulate partial separation so that
a pure U product and a mixed Pu/U product result. For some of the

;
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LMFBRs, where pure uranium is partially separated from the blanket for
use as a fertile material, the postulated Pu/U streams from reprocessing
sometimes contain 20 25% Pu, while those from core reprocessing,in which
partial separation does not occur, may be 12-15% Pu.

Thermal recycle fuels typically consist of mixed uranium sud pluto-
nium oxides with a plutonium concentration of 2-5%. Feed to a mixed-oxide

,

j fabrication plant would have to be somewhat higher than this to allow for
blending; a mixture with 10% plutonium oxide has been suggested. Fast
breeder reactors require higher plutonium coneentrations; mixed-oxide feed
to an FBR fuel fabrication plant would probably have a plutonium oxide
concentration of about 25%.

The major safeguards advantages of coprocessing are the increased
quantity of material that a diverter would have to take for the same amount
of plutonium and the increase in the time and resources required to convert
the mixed oxide to a form suitable for use in an explosive weapon. The
concentratica of plutonium in mixed-oxides for thermal recycle fuels would
probably be too low for direct use in an explosive. This may not be true for
FBR mixed-oxide feed, with its much higher concentration of plutonium.
Higher concentrations also tend to vitiate somewhat the advantages of
coprocessing. In any case, the maximum allowable percentage of plutonium
would have to be set by NRC regulation, and the values selected would have
to be based on a consideration of the practical needs of the fabrication
plants, the explosive utility of mixed-oxides as a function of plutonium
concentration, and the attractiveness of the material to terrorists or other~

sub-national groups.
The needs of the fabrication planta forlarge batches (master blends) of

mixed. oxides with specific plutonium concentrations and fisaile composi-
tion would probably require prior blending at the reprocessing plant, either
in the liquid nitrate or in the converted powder stage. If the former, then
large nitrate storage and mixing tanks with associated pumps and piping
would have to be provided and safeguarded, possibly as a separate material
balance area. Identification of the accountability problems in this area

' would require detailed analysis. There has been some recent development,

work for co-precipitation processes but none on an industrial scale.
Apart from the problem just mentioned, coprocessing would be expected

to have a minimum effect on material accountability.Because an additional
measurement is required for the feed to a fabrication plant (the Pu/U ratio),
the uncertainty :n the Pu content of the feed willbe slightly larger than for
pure plutonium oxide. Thre may be some minor problems of inhomoge-
neity, but these could be solved by blending and improved sampling. The
same remarks apply to the product of the reprocessing plant. After the
blending stage, fabrication planta using mixed oxide feed are essentially
identical to those using mechanical blending of uranium and plutonium
oxides, so from this point on the accountability should be unaffected by theO-

nature of the feed.

!
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Scrap recovery facilities processing dirty mixed-oxide scrap will have to
be operated in a coprocessing mode also. Accountability should be essen-
tially the same as for facilities producing separated oxides.3

Recent and continuing improvements in analytical technologyindicate
-

that wet chemical analysis of coprocessed materials could be expected to
overcome the sampling difficulties mentioned above and to return resulta
equalin quality to those obtained on separately processed materials.' It also
appears that the applicability (to coprocessed materials) of current NDA
methods is straightforward and no difficulties are foreseen.8 Within a time-
frame consistent with the development of the processes, such new applica-
tions can easily be explored and necessary modifications provided if
necessary.>
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3.4. The Use of U"/Th Fuels. A number of the fuel cycles pro-
posed by NASAP involve the use of U"/ Thorium fuels. These include a
majority of the proposed cycles such as:

* a light water reactor using U"/Th fuel-

| * all of the light water breeders and prebreeders
f * the recycle medium-enriched HTGR

* the GCFR
* four of the LMFBR cycles which variously involve the use of U/Pu,
U"/Th, or Pu/Th cores but all of which breed U"in a Th blanket.
Compared with plutonium, U"has the advantage that it can be dena-

tured (i.e., rendered unsuitable for direct use in an explosive) with U"; this
advantage is shared by U", of course. The use of denatured fuels is dis-
cussed in a separate section. This section will enneentrate on the general
safeguards problems of U"/ Thorium fuels.

._. Present NRC regulations treat U" as similar to plutonium rather than
to U". Thus, U" occuring is any enrichment is treated as strategic special
nuclear material (SSNM), whereas ura nium must be enriched to 20% or more
in U" to be so treated. For physical protection, threshold quantities of U*

gc are the same as those of plutonium and two-fifths those of U".
There is little experience with the commercial reprocessing of highly

.
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| irradiated thorium fuels. Some fabrication has been performed for the light
water breeder reactor program. It is therefore difficult to say at this stage
whether present NRC material accountability regulations can ' et in
commercial size reprocessing and fabrication plants for U***/Th fu%. Most
likely it will be necessary to operate pilot planta owned by or under contract
to the Federal government for a period of time in order to gain experience
with these materials. One study estimates that the elapsed time require-
ments from initial development through demonstration for new reprocess-
ing technology ranges from 12 to 20 years.' Since the Thorex systems are
furthest from current large-scale praetice, we assume that the latter figure is
most applicable here.

There are two examples of Th/U " fuel reprocessing that can be cited2

here. The first of these took place in 1966 when Nuclear Fuel Services (West
Valley,N.ew York) reprocessed a thorium uranium oxide fuel from Consoli-
dated Edison's Indian Point Reactor No.1. This fuel had a total burnup of
approximately 17000 megawatt days per metric tonne. Approximately 1700
kgs of fuel containing about 1000 kgs of uranium was processed. Of this,
approximately 145 kg was U*" and the MUF was 0.7 kg or ~ 0.5%.8

The second example consists of the recently completed,6-year effort at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,in which LWBR fuel was reprocessed. Over
the six. year period 1.6 Te of U "was processed (partly by solvent extractionS

and partly by ion exchange) with a MUF of approximately 0.23%.8While the
performance and procedures that resulted in such a low value was not
typicalof thatexpectedinindustrialoperations,theseresultaindicatewhat*

can be accomplished. One important difference is that the U'8' content of the
Oak Ridge processed material was <8 ppm (with respect to the U "), whe-

2

reas the NASAP cycles are expected to contain hundreds of ppm with
attendant analytical difficulties as discussed below.

The unique characteristic of U'" fuels is the high radiation levels asso-
ciated with the presence of even trace quantities of U " and its daughters.

2

The levels are high enough to require remote fabrication. This has the
advantage of limiting physical access to the material. However,it also
greatly complicates the assay of U*" by nondestructive techniques becausei

'

of the high gamma activity from U**'and its daughters.The magnitude of
this gamma background depende strongly on the age and processing histor-
ies of both the U " and the thorium in the fuel mixture. For a given amount2

of U'88, the older the U'" (i.e., the longer the elapsed time since its last
purification) and the thorium, the larger is the background. For some U"'
concentrations and ages likely to be encountered in any U'" recycle pro-
gram, this background will completely swamp the gamma rays from U'".'
Large backgrounds will be produced in any gamma sensitive detector,'

t

! whether or not used for gamma detection (e.g., organic scintillators used for
.

neutron detection). Nondestructive assay techniques will therefore have to
D be developed for any fuel cycle using U"*. Some effort along these lines has

|

|
,
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already been made in the HTGR recycle program butit was primarily of an
exploratory nature.* The feasibility of performing real-time accountability,

[ in U'" fabrication plants will depend on the successful outcome of such
i efforts.

Accountability in reprocessing plants for U*"/ Thorium fuels would be
{ less affected by the radiation from the U 3* decay chain because most assay2

g in plants of this type is by standard chemical analysis, and radiation levels
in much of the process, d ue to fission-product activity, are already very high.

There is reason to believe, however, thet ultimately the accuracies of
chemical analyses of these materials will be poorer than those of the more

! usual plutonium uranium materials, for the same effort.' Also, the high
I radiation levels, due to the presence of the U**' chain, will require that

greater care be taken and will require that most of the analyses be done
remotely in shielded locations * (this is now done only for samples of the

i dissolver solution and other highly contaminated samples). These effects,
| taken together may degrade typical analytical measurement uncertainties

from ~ 0.1% in the case of U/Pu materials to ~ 0.3-0.4% for U/Th materials.*
One of the mainstays of present analytical method ologyis the use ofisotope
dilution mass spectrometry. When U "is the importan t analyte, U***is used2

as a spike and vice versa. However,if both U2" and U ** are present in2

significant amounts, the performance of the method is considerably

|.
degraded. For example, if only 0.1-0.2% U "is present, the use of U'" as a2

spike will yield uncertainties (in the U*" analysis) of the order of a few
j tenths of a percent. But if1-2% U*"is present, this uncertainty worsens to 1%

*

| or more. Another problem that may be anticipated is the relatively greater
difficulty of getting thorium oxide into solution.

The verification activities of NRC inspectors will also be hampered by i

the high radiation levels in U'88 fuels. As with spiked fuels (but to a lesseri

degree), the taking of samples will be laborious and time-consuming, and |

the samples will have to be sent off-site for analysis, with an attendantloss
'

of timeliness.
Physical security for U2" fuels should be better than for plutonium fuels

. because of the remote nature of the fabrication process, limiting direct l
I access, and because of the abundant and penetrating gamma rays from the

U*** daughters (principally, those from T1"), which should result in a2
,

( greatly increased sensiti vity of detection by portal radiation monitors.
There will also be a significant deterrent, analogous to that of spiking, |

1 from the activity of the U*** daughters. Thus, U*" bearing fuel will always be
" spiked" to a degree. Since the U**' has a halflife of over 70 years, the effect
will be long lasting. For example, denatured fuel generated via the fast
Pu/Th tranemuteris expected to contain approximately 150 750 ppm U***in
uranium.* For 500 g of 12 year old U*" containing 250 ppm of U2 'this would

i result in a radiation level of 2 r/hr at ~ 1 meter.*Thus, for a 10 kg quantity,
hs atd approximately 1 year old, radiation levels (at i meter) would be in the range

i
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8 to 42 r/hr(neglecting self. shielding; the actual values would be somewhat
'

lower). The T1*" activity is the important contributor to the radiation. The
pattern of growth ofits activity following uranium purification results in a
short period of time following purification during which the material may be
safelyhandled (before significantT1 " growth occurs).This may amount to8~~

several days and is useful for operations such as fuel fabrication.
Ifinternational safeguards were of concern, and the potential diverter

was a national group, the timing of the fuel processing system would have to -
be controlled because there is an opportunity for such a diverter to circum.
vent denaturing by extracting Pa*"(ti , = 27 days) when the fuelis fresh.f
After separation, the Pa*"is then allowed to decay, and undenatured U'"is
obtained. This would have to be accomplished within 1 or 2 months of
removal from a reactor and is thus of no concern for domestic safeguards
purposes.

In summary, a great deal of development and demonstration of
accountability techniques will have to be done for U'"/ Thorium fuels before
it can be shown that NRC regulatory requirements for material accountabil-
ity can be met. Achievement of a real-time accountability capability,if that
should ever be required, would require considerably more development.
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3.5. Denaturing Denaturing may be defined as the addition of a
non-fissile isotope to a fissile isotope of an elementin such proportions as to
:nake the fast critical mass of the mixture impracticably large for a nuclear
explosive weapon.

Since all the isotopes of plutonium have appreciable fast fission cross
sections, plutonium cannot be denatured. The fast-fission cross section of
U'"is low enough, however, to allow the fissile isotopes U'" and U'" to be
denatured by its addition.

,

| The choice of a threshold enrichment for denaturing is important. It will
be noted that the definition given above does notimply a sharp enrichment
cut off. Such a cuteff could be defined as the enrichment at which the fast
critical mass becomes infinite, but this choice would limit the use of U2" to
enrichments in the neighborhood of 3% and U'" tr., those in the neighbor-
hood of 5%. NRC regulations define a threshold such that material enriched
to 20% or more in U8" is considered strategic special nuclear material,
subject to the full requirements for physical security. This corresponds to a
bare spherical critical mass of 850 kg of U metal. The enrichmentin U2" at
the same critical mass is about 12%, which is usually assumed to be the
threshold enrichment for denaturing of U'" fuels in NASAP studies. The,

use of appropriate reflectors may substantially reduce the total mass of a
nuclear explosive, however, and NRC may want to review the data for U*"
before selecting an enrichment limit for uranium containing this isotope.
Enrichmentlimits for uranium containing both U'"and U "may also have2

to be set. Another consideration that may enter into setting threshold
enrichmernts for uranium containing U'"is the greater ease' of separating

i this isotope from US", compared with that of separating U'". Also, mate-
rials that are more highly enriched, although still below the above thre-
sholds, are more easily further enriched to a weapons useable level.
Although itis considered thatisotopic enrichmentis beyond the capabilities
of domestic safeguards adversaries, uranium enriched in U2" would be a
more attractive target for diversion and subsequent shipment for further
enrichment to a foreign country whose government was interested in a
clandestine weapons program.

The effect of the decay of U*** and its daughters on the nondestructive
assay of U " fuels has been noted in the previous section. This effect will2

occur in denatured U*" fuels as well, of course, and will subject material
accountability for these fuels to all the disadvantages already noted. How-

, ever, since by definition denatured fuels are not usef:il for nuclear explo-
f ! sives,the consequences of the somewhat lower accuracy of material balance

| and the impairment of the prospects for real-time accountability are not as
i
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serious. Of course the presence of U*** as a "spikant" also offers additional
protection against the diversion of such fuels.

In some of the proposed fuel cycles involving denatured U*" fuels, such
as the LWR, substantial quantities of plutonium appear in the spent fuel.

-

The fuel will therefore have to be reprocessed by a combination of the Purex
and Thorex processes. Very little,if any, experience in reprocessing such
fuels exists, and therefore it is very difficult to say how well NRC's accoun-
tability requirements can be met in cuch a reprocessing plant, at least
without detailed study. Certainly the :hemical analysis of such mixtures
will be more difficult than that of oWrury spent LWR fuels (see discussion
in previous section).;

The disposition of the plutonium sepaented from spent denatured fuels
of this type is also important. It may be either stored, for eventual use in the
fast breeder reactor cycle, or recycled in " secure" energy centers. In the
former case, neither the form of nor tb responsibility for storage has been
worked out. If the Federal Government accepts responsibility for storage,
NRC may not have a safeguards role. If storage is in licensed facilities, the
safeguards problems will be essentially the same as those already consi-
dered in the GESMO proceeding (note that although the NASAP reports
speak of " secure" storage, it is not clear how this differs from any safe-
guarded facility). Accountability for plutonium in storage is partietdarly
simple ifitis stored in discrete containers, each containing a few kg of Pu.
Surveillance devices could be incorporated to give an instantaneous alarm~

in case of tampering. In a number of proposed cycles, itis suggested that Pu
| bulk materialbe spiked by preirradiation prior to storage. It is notlikely that

this will be accomplished or that if it were, that it will be effective for a
significantlylong storage period.

If the plutonium recovered from spent denatured fuel is recycled in
energy centers, the safeguards technical problems are essentially the same
as for the U/Pu cycle, with the modifications associated with the physical'

and adtrNetrative nature of energy centers. The safeguards regulatory
issuesin. . ted in the operation of a multinational center are discussed in a
separate report. Except for the reduction in the transport of SSNM, techni-
cal safeguards in energy centers are essentially the same as in dispersed
sites. An additional complication would arise from the occurrence of non-
denatured U*"in the blanket of a Pu/U/Th breeder, but the U'" could be
denatured during the recovery process or shortly thereafter.

In some of the proposed cycles,when provision is made to denature the
U'" that is bred, prior either to fuel fabrication or storage, highly enriched
materialis required as a makeup fuel. Otherwise, such denatured fuel cycles,
in which spent fuelis recycled, tend to evolve toward increased plutonium
and decreased U'" as more denatured fuel is added. In the case of the,

i LWBRs, up to 93% enriched U'"is proposed as a makeup to prevent this
" drift" from occurring.'

-- .. ._. - .
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Since all the proposed U"-based cycles involve plutonium or highly
enriched uranium, either to breed the initial U" or as a product, the only
safeguards advantage of denatured U'"-thorium cycles over U/Pu cycles is

'
, that, at least in principle, they permit the confinement of strategic special

nuclear material to co-located centers, while permitting the denatured pro-
duct of these centers, unattractive to subnational diverters, to be used in
dispersed reactors.To gain even this advantage the centers would have to be
of the power generating type; non-power-generating centers do not provide

j it. Furthermore, since reactors have to be strongly protected against sabot-
| age anyway, regardless of the type of fuel they use, the adoption of dena-
i tured cycles would eliminate only the need for physical protection of the
i fresh fuel assemblies iri transit.The domestic safeguards value ofdenatured

fuel cycles as compared with U/Pu cycles therefore depends almost entirely
on how attractive fresh MOX fuel assemblies in transit would be to subna-
tional groups; at present, NRC can arrive only at a subjective but informed
judgment concerning this matter.

While the statemen t is made above that plutonium cannot be denatured
in the true sense,it has been pointed out that a Pu" content in the range of

I 5-10% would make it extremely difficult to produce a weapon due to the'
heating effect in such material.8 In at least one cycle, HTGR using 20%
U'"/Th fuel, the plutonium in the spent fuel will have a composition in this
range. While the cycle calls for storage of spent fuel, in this case, the
plutonium would not be attractive to subnationalgroups for diversion even

; ifit were reprocessed.
' To conclude, the major safeguards technical problems associated with

denatured U" fuels are those common to any fuel using U", discussed in a
previous section, the lack of experience with the reprocessing of mixed
U/Pu/U" fuels, and the refabrication of the denatured fuel. Important
regulatory issues are the threshold enrichment at which U*is considered to
be denatured, the use of highly enriched makeup materials, and the use of
moderately enriched (but below threshold) materials.
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3.8 The Use of Heavy Water as a Moderator.
i 3.8.1. Introduction. One of the alternative fuel cycles under consid-
; eration in the NASAP program is based upon the use of heavy-water reac-
'

tors (HWRs). There is also a possibility, proposed through INFCE, that an
i
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enhanced burn.up LWR system might be operated via spectral shift using
heavy water upgrading. Comments made below regarding upgraders asso-
ciated with HWRs are applicable for this case as well There are two impor-
tant safeguards problems associated with the use of this type of reactor: the

< - availability of heavy water in large quantities, and on line refueling. This
section will consider only the first; the latter is discussed in part 4.

The significance of heavy water for safeguards is that it can be used to
moderate reactors fuelled with natural uranium, and these can be used to
produce plutonium. A substantial conmmitment to the heavy-water reactor
fuel cycle in the U.S. would probably, therefore, require the imposition 'of
safeguards on heavy water, not now required by NRC regulations. Safe-
guards would be required on the heavy waterin reactors,in the concentra-
tors for contaminated (i.e., light water diluted) heavy water,in production
facilit'es, and in storage. Safeguards woald consist of material accounting
and surveillance and containment. Since heavy water cannot be used
directly in an explosive and is not highly toxic, physical protection would
probably not be required for safeguards purposes. However, the tritium
content ofirradiated heavy water presents a radiological safety hazard.

In the U.S., production of heavy water is under Federal control and is
not licensed or regulated by NRC. Conceivably, this situation could change
if the heavy water reactor cycle were adopted.

If NRC is to require safeguards on heavy water it must decide on (a) the
minimum amount of heavy water of safeguards significance, and (b) the
threshold concentration of D:O in water for safeguards to apply. Since-

heavy water would be safeguarded colelyin the interests of non. proliferation,
the values of these parameters shc'ald be at least consistent with interna-
tional commitments. Safeguards on heavy water are not required under the
NPT INFCIRC/153 system of the IAEA, but may be under bilateral or
trilateral agreements or voluntary submissions. Consequently, the IAEA
has not defined quantities of heavy water of safeguards significance.The
trigger list of the London Suppliers Group required the imposition of safe-
guards when a country imports 200 kg of deuterium or more in any com.
pound in which the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen exceeds 1:5000 (0.02 mole
%), in one year. To set this number in perspective, a heavy-water moderated
reactor with a plutonium production capacity of 8 kg per year would require
an initialinventory of 10-20 tonnes of heavy water with a D O concentration
of ~ 99.7% (concentration in normal water is 0.014 mole %). The contained
deuterium would amount to 2000-4000 kg.

It should be noted that safeguards, including accountability, are
-' required by the Department of Energy for heavy water under its control.'

Much of the following discussion is based on a recent report on heavy
water safeguards.*

3.6.2. International Safeguards for Heavy-Water Production
4 Facilities. Commercial heavy water production facilities usually consist

!
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of two processes: the extraction process,in which heavy water is extracted-

from ordinary water and concentrated to a few percent D20, and the finish-
ing process in which the product frocm the extraction stage is further
snriched to a D2O concentration of 99.75 mole percent. Most large produc-
tion plants use the H20-H2S dual temperature exchange process (called the
"GS" process) for the extraction stage, and a water distillation ("DW")
process for the finishing stage.

For plants of commercial size (at least 200 Te of D20 per year), present
accountability techniques appear to be too inaccurate to detect the diversion
from the extraction process of the minimum quantity (~ 10 Te) of D2O
required to supply the initial inventory of a small plutonium production

i reactor (annual production rate 8 kg Pu). Safeguarding such a plant would
therefore require improved accountability techniques orincreased reliance
on surveillance and containment. This conclusion is tentative, since a care-
ful analysis of the material balance problems in such a plant has not been
done.'

The finishing process, because ofits much smaller flows,is more amen-
able to material balance techniques, and it appears that present methods

; have aufficient sensitivity to detect the diversion of significant q uantities of
! D20. Improved design of this part of the process could reduce the present
8 uncertainties even further. Surveillance and containment techniques would

have to be developed to detect undeclared feed or product.
Because of the extremely large flows through such plants, NRC in-

spection would be facilitated by on-line flow and assay devices for feed,
product, and waste. Currently, the chief weakness of the accounting system
in large plants is the flow measurement. At best the uncertainties are
approximately 1% corresponding to ~ 18 Te/yr in at 200 Te/yr plant. Porta-
ble nondestructive assay instrumentation for the measurement of concen-

$ tration would also be useful for inspection purposes.
It is clear that applying safeguards to such a plant would involve

problems different from those NRC has encountered in other types of safe-
guarded plants so far. Considerable development ofcriteria and methods for
safeguarding large plants of this type would have to be undertaken if they
were to become a reality in the U.S. licensed industry. Such development ;
could profit from the experience of DOE and the Canadians in this area. l

3.6.3. Safeguarding of Heavy Water in Reactors. Typically the
inventory of heavy waterin HWRs is on the order of I-2 Te/MWe, with newer
plants being near the low end of the range. Normal operating losses in
CANDUs amount to 1% orless per year. Accidental spills may be larger than
this. Approximately 60% of the water is used for the moderator and the

f remainderis in the cooling circuit. I
'

j\ i AECL is preparing a report for the IAEA on D20 safeguards in CAN- )'' DUs. It is expected that, with improved techniques, on a monthly basis the
LEMUFin the reactorinventory of heavy water will be a'oout 2% and on a

'
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yearly basis less than 1% -i.e., for a large power reactor roughly equal to the
quantity of safeguards significance discussed above (~ 10 Te). Detailed data
on current accountability capabilities need to be gathered before an assess-
ment can be made.

Power reactors also often include an upgrader for light-water contami-
nated heavy water. These are usually of the distillation or electrolytic type..

i . Because of the lower through ut, these wou!d be easier to safeguard than the

| finishing units in production plants. " Waste" from a power reactor upgrader

! (~ 90% D20)is sent to a central reconcentrating facility, which is usually a
! DW and/or electrolytic facility similar, except in capacity, to the finishing

processor for virgin D20. Irradiated D20 is not processed in the finishing
facilities for virgin D2O because of the tritium contamination.

i Research reactors require much smaller amounts of heavy water (usu-

| ally substantially less than 100 Te). Loss of safeguards significant quanti-

| ties can probably be detected by checking reactor operating characteristics.
! To keep tritium levels down, a substantial part of the inventory (e.g., one-

third for the HFBR reactor at BNL) may be replaced each year. It will be
necessary for NRC to keep track of such replacements and verify them as the
occasion demands.

To summarize, inadequate data is available on the safeguarding of
heavy water ir, power reactors and related facilities. Accountability for
large reactors appears to be marginal at present, but it is felt that iraprove-
ments can be made. Techniques for verification by inspectors will n eed to b e
worked out. Portalife instrumentation for measurement of D2O concentra.-

tion will probably have to be developed.
3.6.4. Safeguarding of Heavy Water in Storage Facilities. D2O

is usually stored in 55-gallon drums. A storage facility may contain
hundreds or thousands of these. NRC would have to develop sampling plans
and methods for verifying the content of the drums. Portable instruments
for verification would greatly improve the timeliness of detection.

| Substantial amounts of D2O may also be stored at or near reactors.The
problems of accountability and verification will be similar.;

|
In general, the technical problems of safeguarding storage facilities for

D20 would appear to be small compared with those for production facilities!

! and large power reactors; however, the economic and operational impact ,

|
would probably be significant.

I
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L * 3.7. Storage of Spent Ebel and Waste. All fuel cycles involve at
least the temporary storage of spent fuel at reactors and, possibly, at away
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from reactorstorage (AFRs). Once-through fuel cycles require the indefm' ite
or permanent atorage of spent fuel, while those dependent on reprocessing of
spent fuel produr. ' large amounts of high level waste which must be stored
permanently and which will contain relatively small quantities of SSNM.

Domestic safeguards for spent fuel stored at reactors are specified by
NRCin 10CFR70 (material control and accountability) and 10CFR73 (php
ical protection). Material accountability is based on item counting. Physical
protection requirements are those which apply to the reactor as a whole
(10CFR73.55) and are aimed at preventing aabotage. Similar accountability
requirements apply to AFRa, but the physical protection requirements are
those which apply to fixed sites (10CFR73.50) rather than to reactors.

NRC therefore has had considerable experience with the safeguarding
of temporarily-stored spent fuel from light-water reactors, at least. Addi-
tional problems will arise in certain of the fuel cycles, particularly in the
HWR, because of the continuous refuelling feature and large number of fuel
bundles in this reactor. Problems specific to certain reactor types will be
discussed in the next part of this report.

The indefinite or permanent storage of spent fuel is generic to all once-
through fuel cycles. In the U.S. such storage would probably be in facilities
owned and operated by the Federal Government or, conceivably, by a multi-
national agency. The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93
438) gives NRC regulatory authority ove: all high-level waste storage,
whether retrievable orlong term; presumably this includes both surface and,

geologic storage of spent fuel.
Since diversion or seizure of spent fuel by a terrorist gmup for purposes

of recovery of the contained SSNM is regarded as barely credible, the major
safeguards concern is with national diversion; in addition, there is some
concern over sabotage.

j
Under present IAEA regulations, safeguards over a material may be |

terminated if the Asency determines "that the materialis consumed, diluted i

in such a way that it ia no longer usable for any nuclear activity relevant for
safeguards, or has become practicably irrecoverable."' Spent fuel is only
partially consumed, and is clearly not dilu te enough to become irrelevant to
safeguards. However, the Agency might decide that, following decommis-
sioning of a sealed, back filled geologic repository,the spent fuelis practica-
bly irrecoverable, and therefore that safeguards should be terminated.
However, at the very least, international safeguards will be required during
the active life of the repository (at least 20 years). NRC would therefore have
to ensure that safeguards on such repositories were carried out in a menner.,

consistent with IAEA
The main objectives of a safeguards system for a spent-fuel repository

would be to ensure that the spent fuel has been tracked from the reacta or
gc AFR to its final emplacement, and to detect any diversion from the reposi-

I tory. How these objectives can be achieved cannot be specified in the

{ absence of a specific repository design and some information about institu-

, 1
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tional or policy limitations. Two recent studies'* have therefore hypothes--

ized the former on the basis of INFCE and US conceptual designs, and
examined the possible kinds ofinstrumentation and procedures that would
be required. It must be emphasized that the studies are highly epeculative.
However, th ey identify certain problems and issues that are likely to arise in~~

any spent fuel repository.
The repository was assumed to be excavated in a deep geologic formation

(e.g., embedded salt or granite). It receives spent fuel and various forms of
waste (not, however, mining or milling wastes or enrichment plant tails).
Alternatively,if spent fuel is reprocessed, it may receive only processing
wastes, including high-level wastes. It would nerve a 100-GWe reactorindus-
try, either in a once-through or a recycle mode. In the former case, approxi-
mately 20 spent fuel assemblies would be received per day;in the latter,44
canisters of high-level waste. In addition, intermediate and low level wastes
may be received at the rate of 250 2500 drums / day.The active lifetime of the
facility would be at least 20 years.

It is planned to place spentfuelin cannisters before burying them.This*

could be done either at the shipping facility or at the repositcry. For safe-
guards purposes there are good reasons for recommending the latter.
Drummed wastes will be placed in overpacks before burial.

Material control and accountability would be based primarily on item
accounting, heavily supported by surveillance and containment. It will be
necessary to verify,in the case of spent fuel, that shipments contain actual

,

spentfuelassemblies notdummieaorhigh-levelwastesubstitutes.Thiscan
be done by verifying the integrity of seals applied by an IAEA inspector atj
the shipping point. It will then be necessary to monitor the progress of the
assemblies from the opening of the cask to cannistering (if done at the
repository) to the descent to the buriallevel to emplacementin holes in the
floor of one of the many burial rooms. The identity of the assembly will be
verified and recorded and the location ofits final disposition also logged.

Instruments required will be equipmen t for remote read out of shipping
cask seals,TV or film cameras formonitoring the opening of and inspectmg
the interior of the cask before it is closed up again and returned, counters
that will not only count the number of fuel assemblies passing by but also
their direction of passage, possibly radiation-signature detectors, etc.

Similar equipment will be required for the various forms of waste,
although probablyless elaborate and detailed monitoring will be required.
More for criticality safety than for safeguards,it will be necessary to ensure
that the incoming packages do notinadvertently contain large quantities of
SSNM. A good remote-reading identification system for drums will bej
required.

The kinds ofinstruments described above exist mostlyin prototypical'
,

form or only on paper, although recording automatic TV and film cameras
g. are a part of present surveillance systems. Considerable work has been done

,
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on remote readable ultrasonic seals and on directional bundle counters (for 4

spent CANDU elements). The use of radiation signatures as a means of
identification, although easy to conceptualize, has not been explored sys-
tematically. V arious candidates for remote-reading identification (e.g., bar
codes, magnetic strips, etc.) have been suggested, but none have been deve-
loped specifically for this purpose. Obviously, a great deal of additional
development of these various elements will have to be undertaken and then
the elements will have to be assembled into a coherent system and
demonstrated.

The degree of complexity of the instruments is determined to a great
extent by whether inspectors are continually present or visit only periodi-
cally. It should be remembered that on the order of twenty spent fuel ele-
ments and hundreds of waste drums arrive each day, so activity at the
repository is considerable and continuous. Ifinspectors visit only periodi-
cally,the instruments -including those for verifying sealintegrity - must
be capable of untended, remote operation, recording, and storage for future
perusal; they must also be tan per- resistant or tamper-indicating. These
features will be unnecessary if inspectors are always present. So a key
question is that of resident versus periodic inspection. The latter would
involve intervals of several months, at least, between inspections.

A second key question is whether fissile assay of receipts will be
required at the repository. If so, a great deal of research and development
will have to be done. Although methods for fissile assay of spent fuel and for-

the less demanding but more indirect determination of burnup have been
proposed,' none has been demonstrated, yet, to have the desired accuracy.
Theproblems particularlyforfissileassay,areformidable:completemask-
ing of the characteristic gamma rays from the fissile species by those from
the fission products, self-shielding of gamma rays, migration of fission
products, self shielding ofinterrogating neutrons, non-uniform burn-up in
assemblies, extended geometry, etc. The present status of burn-up and
fissile-assay measurements is reviewed in references 3 and 4, which con-
clude that, although there are some promising techniques (more so for
burn-up than for fissile assay), a great deal of additional research is
required. It may be that direct fissile assay will never be developed to the
required accuracy or will be impracticable, but that the indirect burn-up
technique will be an acceptable substitute.

The assay of the various forms of waste at the repositoryis also difficult,
though not quite as formidable as that of spent fuel. Here the problems are

- inhomogeneity, fission product gammas (for the high-level and interme-
diate wastes), possibly unknown chemical or isotopic composition, dense or
inadequately characterized matrices, inability to sample, unfavorable
geometry,etc.These are strong argumenta forrequiring the originatorof the

Lj wastes to assay them before shipping them out.
Concerning the measurement of radiation signatures for purposes of

|
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identification, reference 3 points outthat even this technique is not simple ar
straightforward in any practical case in which a large variety of wastes is
received from many different sources.

As noted above, whether or not fissile assay of wastes is required at the
,_ .

repository, it will probably be necessary to make some sort of "go, no-go"
measurement, for criticality purposes, to provide assurance against the
inadvertent inclusion oflarge quantities of SSNM in the wa <te drums. For
plutonium wastes, some sort of neutron cincidence device might be useful.
U" or U" wastes uight require an active neutron interrogation method.
The prime requimments here will be sensitivity, not accuracy.

A third key question affecting the nature of the procedures at the reposi-
tory is whether spent fuel is to be canned at the shipment point or at the
repository. A strong argument is presented in references 2 and 3 for the
former procedure. Once the assemblies are car. ned itis difficult to verify the
contents. If canning is done before shipment, wder certain conditions it
might be possible for the nation to divert assemblies and replace them with
substitutes, with little chance of discovery. On tL other hand, canning at
the repository would allow direct visual examination of the fuel assemh.Ces.

The three key issues discussed above would have to be settled in
advance of the design of the repositories, since they strongly affectit as well
as the design of the instruments. The issues of fissile assay and canning of
the fuel could be settled solely by NRC; the issue of residentinspection would
be a matter of negotiation with the IAEA whose resolution would also_

depend on the kinds of instrumentation that will be available. Since the
establishment of a geologic spent-fuel, high-level waste repository is not
likely to occur till the 1990's, there is adequate time to develop the needed
instruments.

It is important to note that the key issues identified above arise inde-
-andently of whether the repository is deep geological or on the surface, as
k also been proposed (e.g., for CANDU elements). The kinds of instru-
ment. needed might depend on this choice, however.

Decommissioning a geologic repository would involve backfilling and
sealing it. Any attempt to retrieve the spent fuel would be an elaborate,
time-con suming operation, ea sily detected.s Safegua rds might therefore con-
sist of visits by IAE Ainspectors at intervals of a few months or,more likely,
at longer (e.g., annual) intervals, to verify the absence of suspicious
activities.

REFERENCES
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2. " Safeguards for Geologic Repositories," draft appendix to the report of
INFCE Working Group 7 "l%1iferation and Safeguards Concems for Waste
Management in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle," Mar.14,1979.

. _

3. C.A. Ostenak, W.1 Whitty, and R.J. Dietz, ' Preliminary Concepts: Safe.
guards for A Nucle ar. Waste Geologic Repc sitory,"IA Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (undated draf:).

4. S.T. Haue,"Nondesnuctive Assay Methad s for Irradiated Nudear Fuels," et
al., Ima Alamos Scientific Laboratory, M6923, Jan.1978.

3.8. Storage of U" and Plutonium in Bulk. Several of the pro-
j posed alternative cycles involve the secure storage of bulk fissile materials

for an indefinite period. These may be denatured (in the case of U"), diluted
with non-fissile material (e.g., plutonium mixed with depleted uranium), or
protected by " spiking." Also some of the cycles call for the addition of fissile
materials as a make-up for the fuelinput. These materials come from some
assumed stored supply which, by implication, also involves " secure"long-
term storage. The cycles involving bulk SSNM storage, the materials and
quantities involved, and any protection afforded are summarized in Table
3.8.-l. Cycles not shown in the table do not involve bulk SSNM storage.

Bulk storage facilities for SSNM are likely to have a capacity for storing
! very large stocks ofinactii e ma terials. The reason for this is that supply and
I demand of these materiais ter.d to be only loosely coupled." The supply of

plutonium or U"is dictated largely by the desire to dispose of spent fuel and,

to operate the extremely costly reprocessing plants at as near full capacity
as possible. The demand, on the otherhand,is affected by such factors as the
cost of recycle fuels versus that of new fuels, availability of fabrication
capacity, the de aand for fast breeder fuels, etc.

As an example of the quantities that may be stored, Sandia Laborato-
ries has prepa red a conceptual design for a plutonium storage facility with a
capacity of 40 tonnes of oxide.' Although designed for normal plutonium
recovered from LWR spent fuel, it could also, with some modification
(mainly with respect to shielding thickness and handling methods) be
adapted to the storage of U"or spiked plutonium. Suitability for U"would
depend on its chemical form - e.g., whether hexafluoride, oxide, or metal.

All operations except analytical ones are performed remotely. Pluto-
nium is stored in canisters (up to 10 kg each) which in turn are placed in
pressure vessels designed to vent the gases built up from the radiolysis of

j moisture and alpha decay. Up to four canisters may be stored in a pressure
vessel. Pressure vessels are placed inside shipping containers for shipment. ,

! off. site, and are received in these containers.
' The storage vaultis below ground. Pressure vessels are transferred into

and out ofit by means of a rotating remotely operated turntable. All other
movement of materials is also controlled remotely, either by computer com-
mand or manually. The presence of individual containers is monitored
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Table 3.84.

Alternative Cycles Requiring Storage of Bulk 88NM

STORED PRODUCTS MAKE-UP MA1ERIALS

Quantities (kg/.75 GWe/yr)
Cycle Description Material SSNM TotalllM Material SSNM TotalIIM

LWR-
Denatured U"/Th Pu (with "Co spike) 93 93 U" 317 636

&

LWBR.

|
- Type I Prebreede/ (a) Pu 95 95
I

l (b) 93% U" 449 464
,

Backfit Prebreede/ (a) Pu g g'j |' (b) 91% U"
! Ifigh Enriched. Backfit

Prebreeder 74% U" 586 792 93% U" 230 248

liigh Enriched, Seed /
!,

Blanket Breeder 67% U" 97 145

IITGR-'

Denatured U"/Th (a) l'u 74 74 12% Denet. U" 390 3300

] (b) 3% Denst. U" 125 4250 i

i GCFR- U"* (Denat.) 421 3500 Pu in U (20% fiss.) 178 890

LMFBR-
U/Pu Core /U Blanket 17% Pu/U 240 1190

U/Pu Core /U Blanket (hetero) 250 1250

(spiked) (homo- 238 1188

U/Pu Core /U/Ih Blankets (hetere) Denatured ' 424 3570 20% fias. Pu in U 208 1041

(homo' ) U"(12%) 324 2700 20% fiss. Pu in U 100 500

10% U" Core /Ih Blanket 18% Pu in U* 493 2760 25% U" 319 1290

"Contains U" as a " spike"
*No U in Blanket A

'Owing to U" contamination in material to be reenriched, additional storage and makeup meterial requirementa are likely. See Chapter 4. $
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continuously by special sensors.The safeguarda virtue of t is design is that
it strictlylimits direct access by personnel to the sensitive material.

} For the storage of inactive stocks, material accountability would be '

'

based almost exclusively on item identification and accounting. Seals and
identification of receipts would be verified upon removal from the transport
vehicle. Containers would be checked for contamination before transferring
them to storage. The use of the same containers for both storage and ship-
ment would greatly reduce the need for handling ofloose powders. Broken
seals or damaged containers would require a capability for verifying the
contents through sampling and analysis or by NDA, so an analyticallabor. ,

atory and hot cells for opening the containers and sampling the contents
would have to be provided.

The underground location of the vault and other sensitive parts of the
facility greatly enhances both safety and security against overt attack. The
only sensitive facilities located above ground are the loading and unloading
bay for the transport vehicle.

The advent of the policy of deferring reprocessing caused further design <

work ori this concept to cease (although the safeguards system design was
not completed, an analysis of target attractiveness and vulnerabilities had

,

been). However, the basic concept seems sound and would represent a con-
siderable advance over present methods of storing SSNM.

Since up to 1000 pressure vessels, each containing up to 40 kg of Pu,
might be stored at the facility, inventory verification by NRC and the IAEA |
would require considerable effort. Extensive reliance would have to be

~

placed on remotely readable seals, which are still under development in a
number of places. Spiked materials would be more difficult to verify in case
of a damaged or broken seal, but no more so than the SNM content of the
dissolver solution in a reprocessing plant. As noted earlier, since the facility
is shielded and designed for remote operation anyway,it could probably be
readily adapted for the storage of spiked SSNM also.

It therefore appears that the technology forimproved safeguarded stor-
age ofinactive stocks of SSNM, whether or not spiked,is wellin hand, with
only straightforward extrapolation and application of existing techniques
being required.

REFERENCE

1. Cecil S. Sonnier," Baseline Description and Safeguards Concerns for a Fuel-
Cycle Plutonium Storage Facility," Sandia Laboratories, SAND 771494
(Revised), Feb.1978.

. . . . .

. 3.9. InternationalFuelService Centers. Most of the safeguarde
issues raised by in ternation al fuel service een ters''8 (IFSCs) a re in stitutional

. rather than technicalin nature. That is, the same technical measures can be
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applied regardless of the nature of the management or whether the facilities
are dispersed or co-located.

The colocation feature would provide certain safeguards advantages.
For the most part it would eliminate shipments of bulk SSNM, with the
attendant vulnerabilities to attack. The concerttration of sensitive facilities""

should make possible some reduction in safeguards costs, through the shar-
ing of personnel and some equipment. In power-generating IFSCs,in par-
ticular, because of theirlarge size, a dedicated, centralized response force
could reduce the number of guards at individual facilities. The layout of the
IFSC could be designed at the outset to provide high mobility to the response
force (this has the disadvantage, however, that it would also increase the
mobility of attackers). It is important to realize, however, that the interna-
tional or multin ational character of fuel service centers, alth ough possibly a
nonproliferation advantage, does not necessarily make them any less
vulnerable than private or national centers to diversion or attack by subna-
tional groups. Nor are these threats necessarily reduced by the co-location
feature. In other words, regardless of the co-location or the multinational
feature, fixed-site safeguards at least equivalent to those described by pres-
ent NRC regulations would continue to be required.

Transportation of SSNM in fuel assemblies would be eliminated only if|

the IFSCs were of the power generating type, with the reactors (e.g., Pu
breeders or Pu/U"/Th transmuters) being co-located with the processing
plants. In this case only fuel assemblies containing spiked U/Pu oxides or
denatured U" would be shipped out of the centers.The latter would not need~

physical protection,ifit were regarded as the equivalent, from a safeguards
point of view, of uranium enriched to less than 20% in U* (which, under
present NRC regulations, it is not, of course). The question of physical
protection of shipments of spiked SSNM has been discussed in Section 3.2.

,

More efficient use could also be made of both NRC and I AEA inspectors,
since inter facility travel times would be much reduced. Inspection equip-

! ment could be stored at central depots, making possible th'e use of more
elaborate and diversified instruments. It would probably be economic, with
the large power generating IFSCs, to station a permanent NRC or IAEA

,

| inspection force at the site. The IAEA could carry out simultaneous inspec-
tions at a number of linked or similar facilities, a nonproliferation ad-
vantage.

Probably not all shipments of SSNM would be eliminated. Some of the
fuel cycles require highly enriched uranium make-up; this would have to
come from an enrichment plant located outside the IFSC, since it is not
proposed to include them in the centers. A breakdown, strike, or other work''

stoppage at either the reprocessing plant or the fabrication plant could
require shipments of SSNM either to or from similar facilities located else-

j
. where,in order to avoid disruption of production schedules or exceeding

local storage capacities.

-- - - - . - - -- .
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The presence of thousands of construction workers fer many years |
would be a safeguards disadvantage, since they could provide cover for )potential diverters or terrorista.

1

The interaction between the domestic and the international safecards i

systems at multinational IFSC's could affect some technical safeguards |

measures since, to avoid duplication,it might be desirable to use common
instruments, procedurer., and data for both purposes. For example, instru-
ments for international use would have to have tamper resistant features
not required for domastic safeguards.

None of the few technical safeguards problems associated with centers,
-

as compared with dispersed sites, appear to be significant enough to count
against them. Much more significant are the institutional questions, which
are treated in another report in this series.

REFERENCES

1. Prelimin ry Bafety and Environmental Information Document, Vol. VII,
Rev 1, " Fuel Cycle Facilities," Department of Energy, NASAP 78-12, Jan.
1979.

2. "Intensatianal Fuel Service Center Study," Burns and Roe Industrial Servi.
ces Corp., tire.ft) Aug.1978.

3.h . Transportation There are no specialissues associated with the
transportation of spent fuel or SSNM in fuel assemblies in the alternative
fuel cycles since such materials are already being transported (although
onlyin limited amounts for the latter). However a number of the proposed
alternative cycles involve the transport of bulk SSNM, spiked fuel, and the
spikants themselves. The quantities involved are indicated in Section 2.2.4.
and the properties of these materials are further described in appropriate
sections of this part.

The quantities and types of materials to be shipped are quite sensitive to
the co-location of facilities. As planned, reprocessing plants and fabrication
facilities are to be co-located, thus minimizing the shipment of bulk mate-
rials. However, one can conceive of emergency situations in which, for
example, a fabrication plant is shutdown and bulk material from the co-
located reprocessing plant must go to a distant fabrication plant. Also, a
number of the proposed cycles include the addition of make-up materials in
bulk form to the fabrication process, which are'to be taken from storage
(which may not be co-located *) or which are to be transported from a remote

*
enrichment plantin a highly desirable form. In addition, some cycles call for
the storage of spiked SSNM in bulk and of waste containing SSNM. Under

_7 certain circumstances some of these materials might also be tra naported; for,

example, if adequate storage facilities are not colocated with the
reprocessing fabrication complex. Also,forseveralof the proposalsinvolv-

'
..

'

ing recycling, until equilibrium is reached, there are additional require-
'

,
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ments to be met by other sources which will undoubtedly add to transporta- 1

tion requirements.
Thus, a number of issues may arise vis-a-vis the physical protection, i

during transportation, of such materials. The quantities involved vary con. ;

siderably as a function of the cycle.Thus, as indicated in Section 2.2.4., the
mass of heavy metal shipped (as assemblies only) varies by a factor of 30,
the number of truckloads by a factor of 10, and the quantity of SSNM by a
factor of150 over the range of the fuel eycles as planned, notincluding some
of the peripheral and contingency factors mentioned above.

'For example, for the proposed LWR system using U"in Th and U" recycle. 50% fissile U"is
required as makeup from storage of unspecified origin. Similarly, an LWBR (seed-blanket
concept) requires 67% fissile U", the GCFR and two of the LMFBR's require 20% fissile U/Pu
material.one LMFBR requires me nande Fu in in, and another LMFBR requires 24.7% U", all
from un specified sources since these materials are not prod uced in the cycle itself.This situation
could be alleviated if centers are established in which, rather than being wholly dedicated to a
particular reprocessing-fabrication system, there is an additional capability for reprocessing
fuel from other systems. This a>uld presumably provide the required material for various
reactors in a symbiotic relationship.

Additional regulations might be required concerning: (a) additional
protection for highly desirable bulk SSNM, (b) consideration of spiked
materials as spent fuel and at what level of spikant,(c) protection of large
shipment of spikant (e.g., Co* ) and,(d) possible beneficialimpaet of SSNM
dilution (as mixed oxides)in bulk and in fuel. None of these issues should
pose any difficulty but will eventually need to be considered.*

IV. ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL FUEL CYCLES
In this chapter the individual fuel cycles are reviewed and both the

generic and specific safeguards issues associated with them are identified.
For a discussion of the generic issues the readeris referred to the appropriate
section number in part 3. The additionalissues specific to a particular fuel

j cycle are discussed under the heading for that fuel cycle, below.

! 4.1. Light-Water Reactors

| 4.1.1. " Standard" Once-Through PWR Using LEU (U*) Fuel.
| This is the presentreference cycle, for which the safeguardsissues,except

for one, are in place and well understood. The exception is the safeguarding'

of permanently stored spent fuel (see Section 3.7.).
4.1.2. Once-ThroughPWRUsingLEU(U*)1%elwithExtended

.

Burnup. This cycle is essentially the same as the previous one, except for
the slightly higher enrichment of the fuel and the reduced annual discharge
of spent fuel (~3/5 that of the reference once through cycle).The latter would
reduce both the number of shipments of spent fuel and the number of spent

4:. .
fuel elements to be safeguarded in storage. As in the previous cycle, the

I
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O
outstanding new issue would be the safeguarding of permanently stored
spent fuel (see Section 3.7.).

4.1.3. PWR Using LEU (U*) het end Spiked, Self-Generuted
U/Pu Recycle hel. This involves all the issues raised in GESMO' but.

would force a detailed consideratien of coprocessing (see Section 3.3.) and of
the efficacy, practicality, legal status, a nd additional potential for sabotage
or radioactive dispersal of spiking (see Section 3.2.). If a convincing case
could not be made for the latter measure, the fuel cycle would be essentially
the same one considered in GESMO. On the ot! er hand, if spiking were
regarded as both effective and permissible,it would relieve many of the
anxieties concerning subnational threats against plutonium.

4.1.4. PWR UsingDenatured U"/ Th hel, with Recycle of U".
This cycle involves a number of safeguards issues. It requires an external
source of highly-enrit.hed um.nium (50% U") and separates and stores ~90
kg of Pu per year, recovered from spent it.el and spiked with Co". The
existence of a store of U" implies t'.se existence of other SSNM (e.g., Pu or
HEU) elsewhere in the cy:le for breeding purposes, but this source is not
specified in the PSEID. The issue of storage of SSNM was discussed in
Section 3.8. The advantages arJ disadvantages of spiking have been dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.

The PSEID refers to obtaining highly enriched U" from a " secure"
center. Likewise, after spiking the recovered plutonium is sent to a " secure"
storage center. It is not specified how these centers are made " secure" or
whether their presumed security stems from anything but the application of
safeguards; the language in the PSEID implies that the security is distinct,

from that provided by the spiking. Since, apart from the reduction in trans-
portation, there is nothing inherently mon secure about a center than about
dispersed facilities, it must be assumed that all the questions raised in
G ESMO concerning safeguards for SSNM at fixed sites would also be raised
here.

The safeguarda issues raised by the use of denatured U"/Th fuels have
been discussed in Section 3.5.
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1. "Safeguaniing a Domestic Mixed Oxide Industry Againet A HypotheticalSubna-
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4.2. Light Water Breeder Reactors
4.2.1. PrebreederandBreederReactorsBasedonShippingport

LWBR TypeIModules. The prebreederin this concept uses 20% enriched
U" as the driver fuelin a seed blanket module, with thorium as the fertile
element, some physically separable and some intimately mixed with UO2
In reprocessing, essentially pure U"(~440 kg/ year) would be recovered and

,
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! stored for use in the breeder. Accumulation of enough U" for this purpose
I would take about 10 years. Pure plutonium (~96 kg/yr) would also be separ-
| ated and stored (presumably for eventual use in some other reactor).

Since the partially burned driver fuel still has a U* enrichment of 14%,
it is planned to recover and recycle it to an enrichment plant for re-
enrichment to 20% for make-up fuel. Recovery of the burned U" for this
purpose depends on the ability to selectively dissolve the annulus of the
duplex pellet tsed in this conceptfmm the thorium-oxide core containing the
bred U".The expected isotopie composition of the uranium repareted from
the pellet annulus and cors is shown in the second and third columns of
Table 4.2.1, which also shows analogous data for the baekfit prebreeder(see

below).
At the present time the maximum permissiole concentration of U*** in

the feed to diffusion plants is 0.11 ppm (relative to U") and it has been
proposed to raise this limit to 0.3 ppm.' A simple calculation based on the
data of Table 4.2.1 shows that, with these current limits, the proposed
selective dissolution procedure would have to yield a maximum cross-
contamination of ~0.1% for the Shippingport. At the proposed new limits
this value becomes ~0.3%.

Thus, the dissolution procedure would have to be extremely selective for
the concept of re enrichment to be viable for this type of fuel.The alternative
would be a greatlyincreased requirement for enriched feed, for which there
are two possibilities: recycling the partially burned U" to some other reac-
tor (e.g., a conventional LWR) and providing fresh 20% enriched make up for~

the prebreeder, or upgrading the 14% enriched U" by adding to it uranium
enriched to more than 20%in U".This, of course,is strategic special nuclear
material that would have to be transported to the fabrication plant from the

Table 4.2.1

| Uranium Isotopic Composition for the Prebreeder
LWBRs at Discharge

Material (kg/0.75 G/GWe yr)

Shippingport Backfit

Isotope Core Annulus Core Annulus

U'" - 1.2 - 0.8

| U'" - 436 - 252

U'" 31.7 - 24.9-

U'" 1327 8 438 3

U'" 296 0.9 344 0.2| .

1" 1T*" 7889 5656 --

I
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9
enrichment facility, since it is not proposed to co-locate the two. Approxi- i

_ mately 100 kg of highly enriched uranium (-90% U") would be required.
'

The breeder would be sustained by its o-in bred U". It would require the,

}, recycling of approximately 2000 kg/yr of uranium highly (84%) enriched in
,

,

U", classified ca SSNM. The safeguards issues associated with this are
discussed in Sections 3.1. and 3.8. At equilibrium, the U* concentration is
expected to be 2500-3000 ppm with respect to the bred uranium. On the basis
of the data presented in Section 3.4., this would imply a radiation dose rate of
~13 r/hr at 1 meter from a 1 kg sample of U", at one year after separation
(for the lower U'*8 concentration). This is two orders of magnitude less than ,

the minimum spiking dose rate criterion of1000 r/hr at 1 meter from 1 kg of |
Pu or HEU as the oxide in powder or pellet form, proposed in Appendix A of j
the PSEIDs. At shorter times after separation the dose rates would be even
lower. In addition, the 25000000 ppm range is probably for the equilibrium
case, the U*** concentration being appreciablyless initially and increasing
towards these values with repeated recycle. The actual dose rates can there-
fore be expected to be even lower during the approach to equilibrium.

:

It therefore appears that the proposed cycle would involve the produc-
|

tion and use or storage of at least two forms of SSNM (Pu and U'**) and ,

possibly a third (highly enriched U")in substantial quantities, raising !

essentially the same safeguards issues as those raised in GESMO with
respect to plutonium recycle. The additional safeguards issues associated
with the use of U"/Th fuels have been discussed in Section 3.4.

4.?2. Light Water Backfit Prebreeder Supplying Advanced
Brecir. In thi s concept the initial driver fuel for the pre breeder would,

,

have a U*.er ric hm9t ofi tl%. The fuel would consist of duplex pellets with i

a pure UG: annuludni h ThOs core, and of pure ThOs pellets. Since the

planned t5 recye!E U.ah of the uranium in the annulus would be ~7%, it is
discharge enrichm

$t 2 a n enrichment plant for re-enrichment to 16% U"
7for mske up fcci,9 t1 the previous case. Also, as in that case a highly

selective disedut!@ process would be required to prevent cross contamina-
tion by the U'"in the Th/U" core (see Table 4.2.1 forisotopic composition I
of pellet core and annulus).The present U*** contamination limit of 0.11 ppm |
(relative to U") corresponds to a maximum permissible cross contamina-

|
tion of 0.006% for the backfit pre-breeder, the proposed limit of 0.3 ppm would i
increase this to 0.016%. These are exceedingly strict limite m.d fils barely )
conceivable they could be met. If they cannot be, the discha rged U"could be i
upgraded to the required 16% enrichment by the addition of fresh feed
material enriched to less than 20%in U",in contrast to the previous case.
An alternative, as before, would be to recycle the recovered U" to another
type of reactor and provide entirely fresh 16% enriched feed to the
pre-breeder.

Both plutonium (~90 kg/yr) and uranium highly euriched in U"(~275
kg/yr) are recovered from the spent fuel from the prebreeder.The plutonium
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is stored indefinitely and the U" and associated isotopes are stored until
enough is accumulated to start up a breeder. This will take ~10 years. The
breeder is operated on the highly enriched -i.e., non. denatured -uranium

- and is approximately self-sustaining; the annual recycle rate is-2000 kg yr.
At equilibrium the U" concentration is expected to be in the range of

,

25004500 ppm.'

This fuel cycle therefore involves the production, recovery, use, and/or
'--age of two forms of SSNM, plutonium and uranium highly enriched in
G'. b . discussion of these safeguards issues see Sections 3.1.,3.4., and
3.8. It does not require uranium highly enriched in U", whereas the pre-
vious case may.The U" concentration is high but not high enough to meet
the spiking criteria of Appendix A of the PSEIDs, and, as noted in the
previous section, the concentration will be below the cited equilibrium
values during the lengthy approach to equilibrium and, regardless of the
concentration, for a signifiicant period after chemical purification the radi-i

ation dose rates will be well below the Appendix A criteria.
With the possible exception of the transportof bulk forms of SSNM (e.g.,

powder or pellets) th e backfit pre-breeder adva nced breeder fuel cycle would
raise safeguards issues similar to those in GESMO for plutonium recycle.'

4.2.3. Light WaterBackfit Prebreeder & Seed-Blanket Breeder
System. In this version of the LWBR fuel cycle the prebreeder is fueled
with highly cariched (93%) U" and thori un. The annual flow rate of the
former is ~1000 kg/yr. At discharge the spent fuel contains roughly equal-

quantities of U" and U" (320 and 270 kg/yr, respective!/) which are
recovered by Thorex processing and stored until enough has accumulated to
fuel the breeder.The latteris not quite self-sustaining but requires make up
from highly enriched U*in storage, the source of which is rot specified. The

,

flow of highly enriched uranium for this breeder is ~5000 kg/yr.
! This cycle therefore involves the production, recovery, and use and/or
I storage of substantial quantities of two kinds of SSNM, uranium highly

enriched in U" and uranium highly enriched in U". The associated safe.
I guards issues have been discussed in Sections 3.1.,3.4., and 3.8. In addition,

since enrichment plants are not expected to be co located with fabrication
plants, the transport of large quantities (~1000 kg/yr) of highly enriched
uranium will be required.Therefore, most of the safeguards issues addressed
in GESMO will also be relevant here.
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4.3. Heavy Water Reactors

- The NASAP version of the CANDU heavy water reactor uses slightly
enriched uranium (1.2% U'") and operates at a higher power and burnup.
The safeguards issues associated with the use of heavy water have been
discussed in Section 3.6. The safeguards implications of the permanent
storage of spent fuel have been discussed in Section 3.7. The use of slightly
enriched fuel does notinvolve any new safeguards considerations, relative
to the LWR once through cycle.

The on-line refuelling feature and large number and small size of the
HWR fuel elements do intr' duce additional problems for the accountabilityo

of spent fuel, however. Thus, the NASAP HWR (1260 MWe) has 8880 fuel
bundles containing 19 kg of uranium each (see Table 2.1. 5), compared with
241 assemblies containing 426 kg of uranium, each (see Table 2.1.-1), for the
standard PWR (1344 MWe). One-third of the core is replaced peryear in each
case, but in the HWR this is accomplished by discharging 7-10 bundles per
day and in the PWR by discharging approximately 80 elements at 12-month
intervals. The latter are placed in racks in the storage pool, where they can
be individually identified and counted. The discharged HWR bundles, on
the other hand, are normally placed on trays containing 24 bundles each
and the trays are placed in baskets containing 19 trays each,' or a total of
456 bundles per basket. The baskets are then sealed. After the initial con-
tents of a basket have been determined, inspection of the seals may be used
to verify the integrity of the basket periodically. Obviously, an identifica.

I tion and count of the individual bundles,which would be necessary initially-

and, in the event of a seal being broken, at later times, would be difficult,
since many of them are obscured from view in the spent fuel pool. Special
bundle monitors that sense the direction of motion of and count the fuel
bundles as they are discharged have been developed but are notin general
use.'' The IAEA has also considered the possiblity of stationing inspectors
at on line refuelled HWR's to facilitate the application of safeguards.

The difficulties of safeguarding on line refuelled HWRs are more signifi-
cant from the international than from the domestic point of view. However,
NRC would have the responsibility ofimposing IAEA requirements on the
operator of the reactor, and therefore would have to take these difficulties
into account.

I REFERENCES

1. M. Honami, D.Tolchenkov, D. Jung,"A Safeguards Approach for a CANDU-600
Reactor," International Atomic Energy Agency, STR-72. Aug.1978.

2. V.H. Allen and A.J. Stirling, " Performance of a Prototype Spent Fuel Bundle
Counter for 600 MW CANDU Reactors," presented to the Institute for Nuclear

10 - Materials Management, Albuquerque, New Mexico, July 16 18, 1979.
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4.4. High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors

4.4.1. Once-ThroughMediumEnrichedHTGR. Theonce-through
medium enriched HTGR does not use SSNM for fuel. Since it is a once-
through cycle,it raises the issue of the safeguarding of permanently stored ,

spent fuel. Detailed descriptions of the methods of permanently storing )
'

HTGR spent fuel have not been provided by NASAP. What information has
been supplied is somewhat inconsistent. In one source',it is stated that
spent HTGR fuel arrives at the geologic repository as bare assemblies in
shipping casks, is removed from the casks in a hot cell and placed in a
canister, which is sealed by welding, and then handled in the same way as
high-level waste. However,in the PSEID for fuel cycle facilities,it is stated
that "it is not clear whether terminal repositories can, or will, accept HTGR
fuel....It may be necessary to burn off the graphite and recan the fuel parti-
cles in an inert matrix because of combustion or canister configuration
requirements at repositories."8

In the former case, the safeguards issues are essentially the same os
those discussed in Section 3.7. In the latter case, the fuel is transformed,
presenting an entirely different set of safeguards problems, more character-
istic of a reprocessing plant -thatis, problems of material accountability -
since the spent fuelloses its unique identity in the process. Obviously, a host
of new issues would arise in this latter case but, without a more detailed
description, they cannot be pursued further here. However, it should be
noted that the total amount of SSNM in the spent fuelis rather small- only-

29 kg of fissile Pu per 0.75 GWe-yr - compared with that in the spent fuel
from other reactors (see Figure 2.1.-18).

4.4.2. Recycle Medium Enriched HTGR. The recycle medium
enriched HTGR operates on denatured U"/ thorium fuel. Since it is not a
breeder,it requires a source of U" for make up, and in addition produces
both plutonium and highly enriched U", the latter of which, after repro-
cessing,is denatured by the addition of depleted or natural uranium, while
the former is stored. The unspecified external source of U" implies the

| possible existence of other SSNM, either HEU or plv' onium, elsewhere in
the fuel cycle, used to breed the U". Thus, this fuel cycle involves the
safeguardsissues of the use and storage of SSNM (Sections 3.1. and 3.8.),the
use of U"/Th fuels (Section 3.4.), and denaturing (Section 3.5.). If uranium
highly enriched in U" is required for the breeding of the supplementary
U", the issues involved in the transportation of bulk SSNM will also be
raised (see Section 3.10.), since it is not proposed to co-locate enrichment
plants with fabrication plants. In short,many GESMO-type issues would be
suggested by such a fuel cycle.

Certain accountability problems specific to HTGR fuel manufacture
have occurred in the past (i.e., during the fabrication of fuel for the Fort St.
Vrain HTGR). These have resulted from the large amount of scrap gener-
ated during the manufacture process, the inhomogeneity of the reject

- _ . . _ _ _ _ . .
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microspheres, and interferences from the thorium. At present the overall
LEMUF in the material balance is estimated to be 0.7%,8 instead of the

2statutory 0.5%' for HEU "; however,with the adoption ofimproved analyti-
cal methods and increased use of NDA, the LEMUF has gradually been
reduced over the past few years, and may be expected to continue to do so
until the regulatory goals are achieved, at least for the U'"-based fuels.The

2U " fuels may be more recalcitrant, due to the necessity for remote fabrica-
, tion, the decreased accessibility of the fuel for sampling, and the larger

interferences from the gamma activity of the U2" daughters. The reduced
accessibility is also a safeguards advantage, since it limits personnel access
to the fuel.

Another domestic safeguards advantage of this fuel cycle is that the
SSNM in the fresh fuelis in a form not readily separable from its matrix.The
fuel elements are composed mainly of graphite,in which the microspheres
are embedded. The latter have refractory coatings of silicon carbide and
pyrolytic graphite, requiring special methods for the extraction of the U'".
On the order of seven fuel elements would be required to ptovide a thresh old
quantity (2 kg) of U'", assuming 100% recovery. These factors would make
the recovery of significant quantities of highly enriched uranium from fresh
fuel elements seized during transport probably a more time-consuming and

| difficult task than for fresh LWR plutonium recycle fuel elements.
There has been no experience in the reprocessing of HTGR fuels,

although pilot studies of various steps in the process have been undertaken.
A major unknown factor is the amount of holdup to be expected in the

* mechanical head-end of the rerocessing plant, where the gre phite elements
are crushed and burned; otherimportant uncertainties are in the degree of
separation of fissile and fertile particles (which affects the economics) and
in the recovery percentage of residual and bred fissile material, which
directly affects the amount of fissile material discarded with the silicon

; carbide hulls. As a result of these uncertainties in the process,it is impossi-
ble to say at this stage how well the material accountability for HTGR
reprocessing plants will be able to meet present regulatory requirements."

REFERENCES
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" Fuel Cycle Facilities," Department of Energy, NASAP-7812, Jan.1979, pp.
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4.5. Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor
The gas-cooled fast breeder reactor (GCFR)is designed to produce U"

for use in other reactors in denatured form. It is driven by a plutonium-
uranium core, which, upon discharge, is reprocessed for recovery and recy.

_, .

cle of the unburned plutonium, in the form of pre-irradiated fresh fuel
assemblies. The U* is recovered from the thorium blankets and denatured
at some point in the reprocessing. Since the U"is not fed back into it,in thist

mode of operation the reactor is not self-sustaining but requires an external ~
source of plutonium stored as a co processed mixture with uranium. The
origin of this external source is not described in the NASAP reports.

The GCFR therefore involves the use and storage of two types of SSNM,
plutonium and HEU"(see Sections 3.1. and 3.8.),co processing (see Section
3.3.), the use of U"/Th fuels (see Section 3.4.), denaturing (see Section 3.5.),
and the use of radiation barriers (sce Section 3.2.). Assuming the co-location
of reprocessing and fabrication (see Section 3.9.), only the fixed-site safe-
guards considerations of GESMO would be involved in this fuel cycle.

The GCFR fuel cycle also involves the reprocessing of fast-reactor pluto-
nium fuels. Most likely a reprocessing plant for this type of fuel will closely
resemble that for LMFBR fuels and,in fact, both types of fuel could probably
be reprocessed in the same plant. For a brief discussion of LMFBR re-
processing see Section 4.6.1.

f 4.6. Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
.

' 4.6.1. " Standard"LMFBR with Homogeneous U/Pu Core and
| UBlanket. Except for the elimination, through co-location, of the ship-
| ment of bulk SSNM, and the co-processing of the plutonium and uranium,
! the " standard" LMFBR fuel cycle involves all the safeguards questions
| raised in GESMO in connection with thermal recycle of plutonium. Co-

location has been discussed in Section 3.3. and co-processing in Section 3.9.
The use and storage of SSNM,in this case plutonium, have been discussed

j in Sections 3.1. s,nd 3.8.
8 A feature specific to sodium-cooled reactors such as LMFBRs is the

storage of spent fuel under sodium at the reactor. Thus, inspection by
| ordinary visual means is impossible. However, an ultrasonic technique for
; viewing assemblies in a sodium environment has been developed for the
i Fast Flux Test Facility and presumably would be available for both NRC

and IAEA use.'
:

| The high fissile content (~95% Pu") of the plutonium recovered from
the uranium blanket of LMFBR's makes it prime weapons-grade material. If
the blanket fuel is reprocessed separately, the plutonium product will be
more attractive to te-rorists than core plutonium or that from LWR's. In that
case, NRC may want to require enhanced safeguards for such material.

There has been some experience with the reprocessing of fast reactor
plutonium fuels, but none in a commercial facility. Major differences in'

.. -.- -. . - - . - . - _ . , . .
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LMFBR spent fuel reprocessing plants, compared with LWR plants, will
occur in the head-end, where (for sodium-cooled LMFBRs) residual sodium
will have to be removed before dissolution, and in the heavy metal through-
put, which will probably be limited by criticality considerations to on the
order of 200 tonnes. ~yr. The head end design should not affect material

. accountability, nor should the reduced heavy-metal throughput, since the
plutonium throughput will be about the same (due to the higher concentra.
tion of plutonium in spent LMFBR fuel) as in LWR plants. Actually, the
operation of a commemial LMFBR reprocessing plant is at least twenty to
thirty years off, since initially, for a variety of reasons, LMFBRs will be fed
with plutonium recovered from spent LWR fuel, so there is adequate time to
work out modified or improved accountability techniques.

4.6.2. LMFBR with Heterogeneous U/Pu Core and UBlanket,
Pu Ehel Spiked. This cycle is essentially similar to the previous one
except for the internal uranium blanket and the pre-irradiation of excess
bred as well as recycled plutonium (see Figure 2.1-22). It therefore involves
all the safeguards issues mentioned before in Section 4.6.1.

,

As has been pointed out in the previous chapter (Section 3.2.), the i

proposed pre irradiation of bulk plutonium oxide in multi ton qualities in a
;

reactor seems so fraught with licensing difficulties as to be hard to take
seriously. More likely the excess plutonium would be spiked with Co". The

| ramifications of spiking have been covered in Section 3.2.
4.6.3. " Standard" LMFBR with Homogeneous Core and Spi-'

I

Iking. Again, both recycled and excess (i.e., bulk) plutonium are pre-
irradiated in this version of the standard U/Pu LMFBR, and the comments-

,

made above apply. Otherwise, this version of the LMFBR fuel cycle raises |
no safeguards questions not already identified in Sections 4.6.2. and 4.6.3. 4

4.6.4. LMFBR with Spiked U/Pu Core, UAxialBlanket, and Th
Internal and Radial Blanket. Since all the U " bred in the thorium |

2

! blankets of this reactor is stored (after denaturing) for eventual use in !

another reactor, the reactor is not self-sustaining and requires an external
source of makeup Pu.The nature of this source is not described. The reactor
therefore involves all the issues identified for the previous three LMFBRi

I designs except for the pre irradiation of bulk plutonium oxide, and in addi- l
l tion involves the recovery of U'" and its storage as a denatured fuel material l

(see Sections 3.4. and 3.5.). No otherissues specific to this LMFBR design
have been identified.

4.6.5. LMFBR with SpikedHomogeneous U/Pu Core and Tho-
rium Blankets. This is identical with the design of 4.6.3. except for the
substitution of thorium for the uranium in the axial and radial blankets.
Since all the plutonium is recycled (in a co processing mode), only the
refabricated plutonium assemblies are pre-irradiated. Make-up plutonium
from an unspecified external source is required. The U'" recovered from the

| blanket is denatured and stored for eventual use in some other reactor.

_ _.___.___ - _ _ . . . .
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Thie reactor concept therefore involves the generic safeguarda issues of
the use and storage of plutonium (Sections 3.1. and 3.8.), radiation barriers
(Section 3.2.), co-processing (Section 3.3.), and the denaturing of U*"(Sec.I

g tion 3.5.). Except for the transportation of SSNM, all the safeguards issuess
considered in GESMO appear here also. No additional safeguards issues not'

already considered in previous sections have been identified for this reactor.
4.6.6. LhfFBR with Homogeneous Spiked Pu/Th Core and Th

Blanket. This reactor would contain only plutonium, thorium, and bred
uranium (mostly U'"). It requires makeup plutonium from an unspecified
external source. The makeup and recycled plutonium are mixed with some of
the recovered thorium, which contains a relatively high concentration of
Th*"(from U*" decay), whose daughters (the same as those of U'") are
intensely radioactive. Supposedly this would provide a protective radiation
barrier for the plutonium, but no evidence is given that it would meet the
spiking criteria of Appendix A of the PSEIDs. A safeguanis evaluation of
this variation of spiking therefore cannot be made. However,if the method
were as effective as those considered in Section 3.2., many of the issues
discussed there would also arise here. Of course, Co" spiking or pre-
irradiation might also be used he're,in place of the proposed method.

,

{ The U'" recovered from the core and blankets would be denatured and
i stored for eventual use elsewhere.
*

Obviously, several of the issues considered in connection with the pre-
! vious LMFBR designs also occur here: the use and storage of SSNM (Sec.
! tions 3.1. and 3.8.), denaturing (Section 3.5.), and radiation barriers (Section~

I 3.2.), with the additional questions raised by the choice of spikant, discussed
above. Except for the transportation of SSNM, all the safeguards issues
raised in GESMO would also appear here.

4.6.7. LMFBR with Denatured U'" Core and Th Blanket. Al-
th ough this reactor usea denatured U'" as fuel, residual U'" recovered from
the core is supplemented by highly enriched U " from the blanket and from2

an un specified external source (see below, however), to bring the enrichment

I of the recycled U*" back up to the maximum of 12% allowed by the denatur.
ing criterion. It also produces plutonium, which, after recovery from the
core,is mixed with depleted uranium at a concentration of 20% and stored
for eventual use elsewhere.Thus,the reactorinvolves the use and storage of
SSNM in the form of plutonium and U'" and, therefore, except for the
transportation of SSNM, the issues treated in GESMO. Concerning the
generic issues, see Sections 3.1. and 3.8. for a discussion of the use and

, .

storage of SSNM, Section 3.3. for co-processing, Section 3.4. for the use of
| U*"/Th fuels, and 3.5. for denaturing. No otherissues specific to thie reactor

have been identified.
4.6.8. LhfFBR Symbiotic Sye ems. Two symbiotic systems link-r

ing LMFBR designs have been suggested, among the many that are possi-
|

| f ble. In one, called System A, the U*" for the LMFBR discussed in SectionC
,
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4.6.7. comes from that produced by the LMFBR described in Section 4.6.5.
The nature of the safeguards issues identified in connection with the indi-
vidual reactor cycles is unchanged by this link. The same condition applies
to symbiotic System B,in which the U" for the LMFBR discussed in Section,

'

4.6.7. is supplied by the LMFBR described in Section 4.6.6.

"

REFERENCE

1. N.C. Hoitiale and C.K. Day,"Under-Sodium Viewing System Development for
FFTF," Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, HEDIeTME 75103,
Dec.1975.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Twenty-one alternative fuel cycles proposed under the Non Proliferation
Alternative Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) of the Department of
Energy have been reviewed, on behalf offhe Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, for technical safeguards issues and problems that migb t affect regula-
tion or licensing. The approach adopted was to identify generic features,
common to two or more fuel cycles, and assess these indepenitently of the
fuel cycle in which they are involved. Then the individual fuel cycles were
reviewed in order to identify additional unique features (i.e., those asso-
ciated with a single fuel cycle, only.)

j The issues or problems, except for international fuel seMee centers,_
'

associated with each fuel cycle are summarized in Table 5.1.1.The fuel cycle
is shown in the first column, the generic issues in the next eight columns,
and special problems in the last column. The fuel cycles employing intema- i
tional fuel service centers are shown in Table 5.1.-2. |

|5.1. Generic Issues '

i The generic issues identified were the use, storage, and transportation
ofstrategic special nuclear material (SSNM), the use of radiation barriers as
a protective measure for SSNM, coprocessing, the use of U"/Th fuels, t

denaturing, the use of heavy water as a moderator, the storage of spent fuel
and waste, and international fuel service centers.

I
5.1.1. Radiation Barriers (Spiking). Theissue of spiking (andits |

variations), central to many of the fuel cycles involving the use of SSNM,
!

was assessed in varying detail with respect to its effect on accountability
{ and verification by NRC and the IAEA, availability of suitable spikants,

effect on health, safety, and economics, appropriateness of proposed radia.
tion dose rate criteria, effectiveness as a safeguards mearure, and so on.
Four variations on spiking were proposed by NASAP and reviewed here:
spiking (intimately mixing a radioactive additive with the SSNM), partial

.
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Table 5.1.-l.

Summary ofIssues

SSNM'

Fuel Bulk Radiation U"/Th Heavy Othere
Cyclee Use Transportation Storage Barriers Co-Processing Fuele Denaturing Water (Part 4)

LWR-
Once Thru

Hi Burnup
Once Thru

U"/Pu Pu Makeup' Co" U/Pu |
*Spiked

Recycle |
U"/Th 50% Makeup' Pu & Co" & Fuel & ,

Recycle U" Makeup U" Product 3 j,

LWBR-Shippingport ,

Pre-breeder IIEU? Makeup? U", U" Product Enrichment .

! Pu & of Contam- ,
,

Makeup insted j
Material ,

'

Breeder 85% HEU* U" Fuel &
Product

LWBR-Backfit
Pre-breeder HEU?' Makeup?'d 90% U" Product Enrichment

U" of Contam-
insted |
Material 1

Breeder 80% HEU* U" Fuel & I

Product * !

-
$ .

\
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Table 5.1.-l . (Cont'd) '

.

$
Summary ofIssues

SSNM'

Fuel Bulk Radiation U"/Th IIcavy Others
Cycles Use Transportation Storage Barriers Co-Processing Fuels Denaturing Water (Part 4)
LMFBR-

[U/Pu/U Recycle -

)
,

| Ilomogeneous - Pu U/Pu Under. 6

*

Sodium
;

IViewing,
<

liigh

Fissile PuU/Pu/U Spiked
; lieterogeneous - Pu Preirred. U/Pu

* ,

*

Ilomogeneous - Pu Preirrad. U/Pu
'

-

U/Pu/Th Spiked
Ileterogeneous - Pc LI* & U/Pu Product 12% U"

'
, "
- Preirrad. Product
} Ilomogeneous . Pu U"& U/Pu Product 12% U"

*
~

Preirrad. Product,

'

| Th/Pu/Th Spiked Pu Makeup U"& Th Th/Pu Fuel & 12% U" "
' daughters Product Product

Denatured %U" Pu U" Fuel & Bred U"
*e* "' ' U"/Th Product

| *All cycles involve the issues of spent fuel and/or waste storage.
;

'SSNM in this table encludes thet in sp ent fuel and includes Pu,> 12% U",and > 20% U" "Use" means as a source material. " Transportation"'

means movement outside International Fuel Cycle Centers. " Bulk Storage" includes either as product or as a source of supply.
' Depends upon inclusion in and type of International Fuel Cycle Center. See Table 5.1.-2.
' Depends on need for make-up owing to excess U" contamination of spent fuel intended for re. enrichment. See Part 4.
' Mixed U" and U",
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}

I |
LWBR-High Enriched i

t Pre-breeder 93% HEU Makeup' 47% Fis- U" Product
j site U'

j
Seed Blanket 67% HEU Makeup U" Fuel &

} Product,

| |
Breeder

! Il W R- 800 MT Large Num-
,

Once Thru Total bers of
-3 MT/yr Fuel
Makeup Elementa

HTGR- Possible i
less of

! identity
'

of Spent
Fuel During !;

Storage >

- Preparation f

f
Denatured Pu U-232 Fuel & 12% U" Material |'

Product Fuel Account-
U"/Th 3% U" ability

Product During
2 Reproc.

GCFR-
U/Pu/Th Spiked Pu Makeup' U"& U/Pu Product 12% U"

Preirrad. Product
Recycle

|

$
<
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Table 5.1.-2.

Effect of International Fuel Cycle Centers on SSNM Flows

Flow Outside
Total Flow Center *

Fuel Cycle * Type of SSNM' (kg/.75 GWe-yr) (kg/.75 GWe/yr)
. - . '

LWR-
U"/Pu Pu 290 Pu 0
Spiked Recycle
U"/Th 50% U" & Pu 61%%. s: 3 rage) 0
Recycle 77) U"(3'7 makeup) O

LWBR-Shippingport
Pre Breeder HEU?" Pu, FC U"(to storage) 0

& 90% U" 771 HEU'(makeup)? 700 HEU*?
06 Pu (to storage) O

Breeder 85%' HEU i800 ifEU' O

LWBR Backfit
Pre-Breeder HEUf', Pu, 250 U"(to storage)

& 90% U" 91 Pu (to storage) 0
700 HEU*(makeup)? 700 HEU'?

Breeder 80% HEU' 1700 HEU' 0

I LWBR-High Enriched
Pre-breeder 93% HEU* 1 980 U"(makeup) 980 U"

47% HEU' 600 HEU'(storage) O
Seed-Blanket 67% U"& 97 U*(makeup) 0
Breedt e 62% HEU' 5000 U" + U"(recycle) O,

HTGR-
Denatced Pu & U" 50 fissile Pu (to storage) 0

U"/Th 200 U"(bred, recycle) 0
,

processing (leaving selected fission products with the SSNM during repro-
cessing of spent fuel), preirradiation of fabricated asaemblies, and the
mechanical attachment of radioactive sources to the m aterial to be protected.

Spiking and partial processing have tl.e advantage of protecting the
SSNM during all or most ofits history from production to use in a reactor,

; but greatly complicate and increase the cost r f processing (principally,
fabrication), handling, quality control, accountability, safeguards inspec-
tion, and use of the fuel. Preirradiation has no effect on processing or
accountability but complicates handling, quality control for fuel assem-

. blies, and use. It also protects the least vulnerable fort:t of fresh fuel, the
assembled element. Mechanically attached sources provide protection only
during storage and transportation but interfere least with processing, qual-
ity control, accountability, and use of the fuel.

lit *

|
,

. - . . - - .
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R Table 5.1.-2. (Cont'd)

Effect ofInternational Fuel Cycle Centers on 88NM Flows

Flow Outside
Total Flow Center'

Fuel Cycle * Type of SSNM' (kg/.75 GWe-yr) (kg/.75 GWe/yr)

GCFR.
U/Pu/Th Pu 1100 fissile Pu(recycle) O

Spiked 178 fissile Pu (makeup) 0

LMFDR.
U/Pu/U Pu 1350 fissile Pu (recycle) 0

Recycle 238 fissile Pu (to storage) 0
U/Pu/U Spiked

Heterogeneous - Pu 1700 fissile Pu (recycle) 0
250 fissile Pu (to storage) O

Homt.geneous - Pu 1350 fissile Pu (recycle) 0
240 fissile Pu (to storage) 0

U/Pu/Th Spiked
Heterogeneous - Pu 1821 fissile Pu (recycle) 0

208 fissile Pu (makeup) 0
Homogeneous - Pu 1360 fissile Pu(recycle) 0

100 fissile Pu (makeup) 0

Th/Pu/U Spiked Pu 1700 fissile Pu(recycle) 0
666 fissile Pu (makeup) 0

Denatured 25% U" 1200 U"(recycle) 0-

U"/Th & Pu 319 U"(makeup) 0
490 fissile Pu (to storage) 0

* Includes fuel cycles involving SSNM except in reprocessed spent fuel.
'SSNM includes Pu,> 12% U",> 20% U".
' Assumes " Center" includes all facilities including Storage of products from other
cycles, reprocessing, fuel fabrication, storage of products fro,m present cycle, reactor,
pre-irradiation and other spiking facilities, and no enrichment facilities.

' Depends on need for make-up owing to excess U" contamination of spent fuelintended
for re enrichment.
'U".
'U" + U".

|
,

l

As far as the effects of spiking on the accuracy of accountability are
concerned,it is likely that these could be overcome by more intensive use of i

traditional sampling and chemical analysis; that is, for the same effort the
accuracy would be less (the difference in regulatory requirements on
LEMUF for reprocessing plants and fabrication plants, a factor of two,*

gives some indication of the expected magnitude of this effect), but an
increased analytical effort would probably make the accuracy similar to
that for unspiked material. Timeliness of material accountability would be
adversely affected, however. Inspection and verification efforts by NRC and

|
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the IAEA and the resolution of anomalies would be considerably hampered.

Suitable candidates for spikants are available; the most promising one
is Co". Experimental work would be required to establish its compatibility

' with the fabrication process and the fuel. A very considerable development
of remote fabrication and of accountability techniques (mainly for nondes-
tructive assay) would have to be undertaken. Potential supplies appear
adequate, a three fold expansion of present production capacity being
required by the year 2000.

Partial processing would also require a substantial development period,
and, because of the relatively short halflife of the most suitable fission
products (the most promising candidate, Ru" has a halflife of 368 days),
might have to be supplemented by spiking. -

Pre-irradiation involves serious problems in the licensing of the pre-
irradiation reactor; a commercial pre irradiation facility probably would
not be operating for at least ten to fifteen years.

Requiring radiation barriers to protect SSNM would conflict with the
"ALARA" philosophy, since it would probably increase the routine expo-
sure of workers and certainly increase the potential for accidental exposure
of workers and the public. Most likely an environmentalimpact statement
would be required,in which case a cost benefit comparison with alternative
safeguards measures would have to be performed. It is not obvic,us that the
comparison would favor radiation barriers over more conventional
measures.

Costs of spiking, partial processing, and pre-irradiation tend to be
rather high, as much as several percent of the total cost of nuclear electric_

power, according to some estimates. To this would have to be added the cost
of much of conventional safeguards: material accountability (at least for
international safeguards) and physical protection against sabotage; the
lutter might actually increase compared with the no-spiking case, since ther

spikant or radioactive source is an additional potential target, while the
need to protect fuel cycle facilities, including the reactors themselves,
against sabotage would not be eliminated. Physical protection for ship-
ments of SSNM could probably be reduced, resulting in some saving; how-
ever, some doubt is cast upon this by the recent NRC ruling requiring
physical protection for shipments of spent fuel.

The cost of mechanically attaching radioactive sources to materials in
i

storage or in shipment would be much less than that of the other methods
-l% orless of the total cost of nuclear power. It would provide essentially an
equal amount of protection during transit and also require the least in the
way of development.

The radiation dose rate criteria proposed by NASAP seem sufficient for
ach' ieving the desired objectives of deterrence and delay. However, there
does not seem to be any objective way to demonstrate this, and in the endr

'

NRC would have to rely on subjective but informed judgment in choosing
. appropriate criteria.

s
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Against the disadvantages of spiking and its variations has to be
balanced the chief advantage of a considerable increase in the protection of
strategic opecial nucle ar material,through both deterrence and delay, albeit
at a cost considerably in excess of that of current safeguards. Since, for the

.
.

reasons given above, spiking would not eliminate the need for much of
present safeguards (material aecountability and protection from eabotage),
it should probably be regarded not as a sufficient measure by itself but as an
additional overlay of protection.

5.J.2. Coprocessing. Coprocessing of plutonium-uranium streams
appears feasible and would require the diverter to steal more material and
chemically separate the plutonium from the uranium in order to produce an
explosive device, thus providing a delay and making detection more proba-
ble. It could probably not be adopted in existing reprocessing plants but
would have to be introduced in the next generation, meaning a delay of at
least ten to fifteen years before it could be introduced commercially; new
methods for coprocessing of uranium plutonium thorium fuels and for co-
conversion would have to be developed for fuel cycles using denatured
U"/ thorium fuels. Coprocessing would have minor effects on accountabil-
ity, which could easily be overcome. NRC would have to set appropriate
limits on concentration of plutonium in the mixture; 10% would probably be
adequate for thermal recycle fuels and 25% for fast reactor fuels. Scrap
recovery plants would have to be designed to make it difficult to produce a
separated product.*

5.1.3. U"/ Thorium Fuels. The use of U"/ thorium fuels would have
a strong effect on accountability methods. Limited experience in the repro-
cessing oflow burnup, low U* fuels has given good securacy in accounta-

' bility,but there islittle,if any, experience with high burnup, high U" fuels,
,

nor with mixtures of uranium, plutonium, and thorium.The performance of
isotope-dilution mass spectrometry as an accountability tool in plants
reprocessing spent fuels containing both U" and U" would be degraded.
Analytical uncertainties of 0.3 - 0.4% are expected for uranium thorium
fuels, compared with ~0.1% for uranium plutonium fuels.The intense radia-
tion from the daughters of U* imposes a requirement for remote fabrication
of fuels and would incapacitate most present nondestructive assay methods.
The development of appropriate nondestructive assay methods would be
essential to the realization of a real-time accountability capability and to the
reduction of uncertainties in the measurement of scrap.The situation would
be similar to but less serious than that of spiked fuels since the radiation

~ levels would be at least an order of magnitude lower.
The limitations on personnel access to U" materials would be a safe-

guards advantage (except that inspector access would also be hampered),
but the degree of protection would be less than in the spiked case, due to the'

less intense radiation. Also, " windows" exist after purification, during
which radiation levels are much lower, as the U" daughters grow in.

j
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Detection sensitivity for U" of radiation monitoring would be much better
than for plutonium or U" fuels, particularly the latter. Dispersal hazards
for U" are less than for plutonium.

The adoption of U" fuels would therefore require additional develop-
ment of accountability techniques, especially of nondestructive ones. With-
out some actual experience with high burnup, high U* fuels,it is impossible~

to predict the performance of accountability systems. However, since the
development and demonstration on a commercial scale of uranium. thorium
systems is probably at least twenty years off, there is sufficient time to
develop the required new or improved techniques.

5.1.4. Denaturins. Denaturing is a special case of the use of
U"/ thorium fuels, so the conclusions above apply to denaturing as well.

;

1

The breeding of plutonium in denatured fuels poses additional safeguards ;
problems and, as noted earlier, complicates the reprocessing. To counteract I

the tendency of reactors using repeated recycle of denatured fuels to " drift"
towards increased plutonium and decreased U" production, it may be
necessary to provide some highly enriched U" or U" makeup fuel, thus
cancelling some of the advantage of using denatured fuels. On the other,

hand, restrictions on the use of denatured U" fuels in dispersed reactors
should be essentially no greater than for LEU" fuels since it is not credible

|
that a domestic diverter or terrorist would have an enrichment capability.
Compared with U/Pu cycles, the main safeguards advantage would be

,

'

elimination of the need for physical protection of fresh fuelin transit.
t

Regulatory issues for NRC would be the setting of an enrichment thresh- :
old for fuels containing U" or mixtures of U" and U"(12% is the threshold,

usually accepted for uranium containing only U" as the fissile isotope) and
,

whether, because the greater ease of further enriching U" compared with
U" fuels makes it a more attractive target for diversion and subsequenti

transmission to a foreign country, more stringent material accountability
and control than for LEU"should be required.

5.1.5. Heavy Water. The use of heavy water as a moderator in
i HWRs or spectral shift reactors (which have been studied under NASAP

and INFCE but which have not been included in the list of reactors for
review by NRC) raises the question of accountability for heavy water,
which,if diverted, could be used for clandestine plutonium production reac-
tors fueled with natural uranium. If accountability, including physical
inventories, were to be required, NRC would have to define the minimum
quantity of heavy water of safeguards significance and the threshold con-'

centration of D20 in water for safeguards to apply.
,

i

I Facilities requiring accountability might include production plants
(which, traditionally, have been Federally owned), reactors, upgraders for
degraded heavy water, and storage facilities. Present accountability tech-
niques for large commercial production plants appear to be inadequate for
detecting the diversion of significant quantities (10-20 tonnes) of heavy

9
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water from the primary extraction process, which produces concentrations
of a few percent D O. Accountability for the finishing stages, which produce
the final highly enriched product, does appear to be sufficiently sensitive.s

Providing adequate safeguards for the entire plant would therefore require
considerable development of improved accountability techniques for the
extraetion atages (e.g., better on-line flow and assay devices) and, pethaps, a
greater reliance on containment and surveillance.

Very little has been done on accountability for the heavy water in large
power reactors. Preliminary estimates indicate that the sensitivity is mar-
ginal but that improvemente can be made. Sensitivity for research reactors
is probably adequate, because of the much smaller inventory. Methods for
sampling and analyzing D:O in drums in storage facilities would be needed.
The development of portable instrumentation for measurement of D O con-
centration would be desirable for a variety of situations.

5.1.6. Long-Term Storage ofSpent Fueland Waste. Long term
storage of spent fuel and waste, although Federally operated, is under NRC
regulatory authority.The most significant safeguards problem would arise
with the long term storage of spent fuel, required for all once through cycles.
The significance would derive primarily from international rather than
domestic safeguards considerations, since neither spent fuel nor high level
waste is attractive to terrorists but the former, at least,is subject to IAEA

|
safeguards.

Safeguards for geologic repositories would depend heavily on item
identification and accountability and on containment and surveillance."

Key issues to be decided would be whether spent fuel would be canned by the
shipper or at the repository, whether fissile assay,in addition to identifica-'

tion and counting, would be required, whether IAEA inspection is to be,

continuous or periodic, and what the conditions would be, if any, under
which safeguards would be terminated.These determined the design of the
safeguards system and the necessary instrument development.

Some of the instruments needed for safeguards at geologic repositories
| exist in prototypical form (e.g., dinctional spent fuel counters and field-i

readable seals). Additional development and demonstration of these and of
remote identification systems will be required. TV and film cameras for
surveillance are in use at reactor spent-fuel pools. Assay techniques for
highly radioactive spent fuel and waste have not been demonstrated and

I would require a great deal of research and development. The point of origin
of waste would be the mostlogical place to assayit. Even the less demanding

| problems of burnup measurement for spent fuel and verification of radintion;

e, | signatures for waste would require considerable development. Because of
: the long lead time for the establishment of geologic repositories, sufficient
i time for development is available. *

International safeguards requirements for sealed, back-filled reposito-
,

! '~# ries could probably be met purely by containment and surveillance, with
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periodic but infrequent visits by IAEA inspectors. NRC would be responoi-
ble for assuring compliance with these requirements.

5.1.7. Internatio. sal Fuel Service Centers. Internationel inel ,

service centers raise institutional issues, primarily. Although, througic.he
pooling of personnel and equipment, they could increase the efficiency of
inspection and reduce the cost of safeguards somewhat, they are not neces.
sarily any more secure from diversion or attack by subnational groups than
are dispersed sites. They do greatly reduce but do not entirely eliminate the <

Ineed for shipments of bulk SSNM.The elimination ofshipments of SSNM in
fuel assemblies depends on whether the reactors using them are confined to '

the centers. Some fuel cyclea require the use of H EU" for initial or make-up |
feed which would hr ve to be supplied from off-site enrichment plants. The |

effect of international fuel service centers on the transport of SSNM is
shown in Table 5.1.-2.The fuel cycles are shown in the first column, the type j
of SSNM (defined here as plutonium or uranium enriched to more than 20% )
in U" or 12% in U*, the last being a NAS AP, not an NRC, definition)in the l

second column, the total mass flows of SSNM per effective reactor year in )
the third column, and the flow of SSNM outside the center in the last
column. In the absence ofcenters, all the SSNM in the third column would be
transported each year for each reactor. With centers, whether or not power
generating, substantial shipments of highly enriched U" would occur for
one of the LWBR cycles and,if the recovered residual U"is too contami-
nated with U" for re-enrichment, might occur for the remaining two LWBR
cycles. If the centers contain all " sensitive" power reactors (i.e., all those_

burning SSNM contained in fresh fuel) then the transport of all other SSNM
would be confined to within their boundaries (assuming that processing
facilities for linked fuel cycles were co-located at the center). If the centers
contain only processing facilities - i.e., no reactors - then, except for the
cases involving HEU" noted above, no bulk SSNM would be t ansported
outside the centers, but fuel assemblies containing SSNM (entries in Table
5.1.-2 not labelled "to storage") would be.

The presence of large numbers of construction workers could make
access control more difficult.

Otherwise, the technical issues involved in international fuel service
centers are few and minor in nature.

5.1.8. Use, Storage, and Transport ofSSNM. Of the twenty one
fuel cycles, four were of the once through type: the standard LWR, the
high.burnup LWR, the high burnup HWR, and the medium-U"-enriched

! HTGR. None of these involve the use of SSNM anywhere in the cycle, except
in the spent fuel.'

Strategic special nuclear material appears somewhere in all the other
fuel cycles either as makeup (plutonium, HEU" or HEU") or as a product*

- to be stored for eventual use in another, symbiotically linked, fuel cycle or

.. _. .
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- reactor (see Table 5.1.-2). In some of the fuel cycles (e.g., some versions of the

4 LWBR cycle) two or even three forms of SSNM (HEU, Pu, and U") appear.
From the data in Table 5.1. 2,it can be seen that all the cycles dependent !

on breeders, either directly orindirectly, involve annual flows of ton quanti-
. ties of SSNM per reactor year. Non breeders usually produce SSNM (in

spent fuel)in quantities an order of magnitude lower, roughly.
The appearance of such large quantities of weapons . usable materialin

all the fuel cycles except the once through LWR, HWR, and HTGR using low
enriched uranium would necessarily raise all the safeguards issues identi-
fled in the safeguards supplement to GESMO,' and would probably require a
similar under-taking,in which the vulnerabilities and proposed safeguards
and alternatives would have to be assessed for the proposed cycle. Locating
all sensitive facilities, including SSNM burning reactors, in centers would
eliminate most(but,in a few cycles, not all) routine shipments of SSNM but
would not significantly reduce on-site vulnerabilities to diversion or sabot-
age. Spiking would eliminate or greatly reduce the vulnerabilities to diver-
'sion but not to sabotage and,in fact, might increase the latter. Accountabil-
ity and physical protection would still be necessary. The use of spiking or
some variation or combination of variations to protect all SSNM (attached
sources would have to be used for shipments of highly enriched UF. unless
some compatible gaseous spikant could be identified) would make all fuel
cycles using SSNM essentially equivalent with respect to safeguards vulne-
rabilities. That is, all would thereby be well protected against theft but not

,"
; against sabotage.

I 5.2. Issues Unique to Specific Fuel Cycles
|i

! A few of the fuel cycles involve problems not arising in the others (see
Table 5.1.-2).

Two of the three prebreeders for the LWBR fuel cycle use selective
dissolution to separate residual U" from bred U*, the former being re-
enriched after recovery, and recycled. Contamination of the U" by U" may
prevent this (enrichment plants have strict limits on U") and result in a
requirement for highly enriched uranium makeup.

| The large number and small size of the fuel elements for HWRs, together
with the on line refuelling procedure, make accountability for spent fuel
difficult. This is more of a problem for international than for domestic
safeguards, however, although NRC would have to ensure compliance by
the operator with the IAEA's requirements for verification.

Spent tuel from once-through HTGRs may require some processing to
-~ separate the fuel particles from the graphite matrix in order to comply with

the requirements for long term storage. If so, the identity and discrete nature
of the fuel element would be lost and item counting for accountability would
nor longer suffice. Also, there is essentially no experience with the repro-

b' cessing of spent HTGR fuel. The amount of holdup in the mechanical head;

I
;
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end, the degree of cross contamination of fissile and fertile streams, and the

. magnitude of the residual hold-up in silicon carbide bulls are all highly
uncertain and could affect material accountability.

In LMFBRs, spent fuel is stored under sodium, making it difficult to
~

verify inven tories. However, special ultrasonic im aging devices being deve-e

, loped for FFTF may solve this problem.

5.3. General Conclusions

From the foregoing the following general conclusions concerning the
twenty-one alternative fuel cycles ccusidered here may be drawn: I

(1) only the standard and high-burnup once through LWRs, the once I

through medium-enriched HTGR, and the once-through high-
burnup HWR are free of the safeguards problems associated with
strategic special nuclear material;

(2) all other fuel cycles, including denatured cycles, involve the use of
SSNM somewhere in the fuel cycle orin a symbiotically related fuel
cycle; denatured cycles do, however, greatly reduce diversion con-
cerns for the dispersed reactors;

(3) international fuel service centers not containing reactors eliminate
routine shipments of bulk SSNM for all fuel cycles except for a few l
that may require highly enriched U" initial or make-up fuel, but do i
not eliminate shipments of SSNM in fresh fuel assemblies; '

(4) power-generating international fuel service centers in which all l
reactors burning SSNM are colocated eliminate all routine ship- |
ments of SSNM in any form except for spent fuel and those fuel_

,

cycles that require initial or make-up highly enriched U";
(5) international fuel service centers are not necessarily more secure '

than dispersed facilities against on-site subnational diversion or
;

sabotage; ,

; (6) spiking or its variations, alone or in combination, could substan-
1

titally decrease the vulnerability of all fuel cycles to diversion but
would not eliminate the need for material accountability or for
physical protection against sabotage;

(7) with or without spiking and/or international fuel service centers,
the residual vulnerabilities of all fuel cycles, except denatured ones,
involving the breeding and recycling of SSNM are similar and
would require similar protective measures, so that domestic safe-
guards should not be a major factorin the choice of fuel cycle from
this class; whether the main advantage of a denatured fuel cycle
with respect to a U/Pu cycle, namely the unattractiveness to subna--

tional groups of fresh fuel assemblies in transit to dispersed reac- |
'

tors, is a decisive factor for its adoption, is primarily a matter of
judgment, depending on how attractive a target fresh U/Pu assem-

'
blies in transit are considered to be;
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(8) because of tbe lemg leeD d ne (~10-20 years) for the introduction of
any of the v4;tud fuel c3 cles involving SSNM or for the estab-
lishment of Eng term storage facilities for spent fuel and waste,
there is adeq ,ac.e time to 7.n.olve the safeguards technical problems, '

e.g., accountatility for d*8/Th or spiked fuels, surveillance and
accountability of spent fuelin geologic storage, etc., identified for
any particular fuel cycle.
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